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PREFACE.

IT is given to few scholars only to be allowed

to devote the whole of their time and

labour to the one subject in which they feel

the deepest interest. We have all to fight the

battle of life before we can hope to secure

a quiet cell in which to work in the cause of

learning and truth. There is no room in the

thronged market of our age for the mere scholar.

He is looked upon as a useless drone, though

he may work harder than any of the working

bees, and though the honey which he gathers

may supply the necessary food not only for the

present but for future generations also. Know-

ledge, we are told, counts for nothing unless to

savoir is added that savoir faire which leads

to Deaneries, Bishoprics, Judgeships, or secures

at least some valuable patents. The dream of

my life has been difPerent ; all I longed for was

to be able to devote the whole of it to the

study of Sanskrit as the best foundation for
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a study of language, mythology, and religion.

This was not to be, and perhaps it was well,

nor have I any right to complain, when I look

at the struggles and disappointments of so

many among my fellow labourers. I came to

England as a young unknown scholar. When
I told my friends that my object was to publish

the first edition of the Kig Veda, probably the

most ancient book of the whole • world, they

stared and smiled ; still I did not despair.

Without any help from anybody I had worked

in the Libraries of Berlin and Paris, copying

and collating the MSS. of the Veda. The most

important MSS., however, were at the India

Office, and there in a small room in Leadenhall

Street I settled down to my work without

any prospect of being able to finish, and when
finished to publish it. All I felt was that the

work must be done, and with the help of kind

friends, such as Baron Bunsen and Professor

Wilson, it was done at last. The funds, how-

ever, though generously granted by the Direc-

tors of the old East India Company, left but

a very small margin for myself. When there-

fore I was invited by the University of Oxford

to act as Deputy of the Professor of Modern
Languages and Literature, and was, after the

death of my friend Dr. Trithen, chosen as his

successor, I could nob hesitate to accept so
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honourable an offer, because thus alone was

I enabled to continue my stay m England and

to finish the work of my life, the editio jmnceps

of the text and the native commentary of the

Rig Veda, published now in six large quarto

volumes, and in a second edition of four

volumes.

My new position, however, necessarily en-

tailed new studies, and interrupted for many
years my work among the Sanskrit MSS. of

the Bodleian Library. The outcome of these

new studies may be seen in my Lectures on the

Science of Language, in my German Classics

from the Fourth to the Nineteenth Century,

1 vols., second edition, 1886, and in some of

the articles collected in the present volume of

my Chips from a German Workshop. I have

to confess that during all that time I was

never off my first love, though I did my best

to prove faithful to my second, and to rouse

an interest in the Science of Language and

in the study of the modern languages and

literature of Europe in the ancient University

of Oxford. It was, no doubt, hard sometimes

to see the work to which I felt pledged delayed

from year to year, and I am all the more

grateful that, after twenty-five years of pro-

fessorial service, I have been allowed to return

to mes premiers amours. Still I shall always
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recollect with pleasure the bright years which

I spent as Professor of Modern Languages and

Literature at the Taylor Institution, and

I shall always feel most deeply grateful to my
many friends at Oxford—alas ! most of them
gone before me—for the warm welcome they

gave to a young unknown scholar, and for

the hearty sympathy which they have never

ceased to show me during the long time of

my professorial activity among them.

Oxford, March 22, 1895.
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ESSAYS ON
LANGUAGE AND LITEEATUEE.

LIFE or SCHILLEES

THE hundredth anniversary of the birthday of

Schiller, which, according to the accounts pub-

lished in the German newspapers, seems to have been

celebrated in most parts of the civilised, nay even the

uncivilised world, is an event in some respects un-

precedented in the literary annuals of the human race.

A nation honours herself by honouring her sons, and

it is but natural that in Germany every town and

village should have vied in doing honour to the

memory of one of their greatest poets. The letters

which have reached us from every German capital

relate no more than what we expected. There were

meetings and feastings, balls and theatrical repre-

sentations. The veteran philologist Jacob Grimm
addressed the Berlin Academy on the occasion in

a soul-stirring oration ; the directors of the Imperial

Press at Vienna seized the opportunity to publish

a splendid album, or ' Schiller-Buch,' in honour of

^ 'Rede auf Schiller,' von Jacob Grimm. Berlin, 1859. (Address on

Schiller, by Jacob Grimm.)
' Schiller-Buch,' von Tannenberg ; Wien. From the Imperial Print-

ing Press, 1859.

'Schiller's Life and Works.' By Emil Palleske. Translated by

Lady Wallace. London, Longman & Co., i860.

'Vie de Schiller.' Par Ad. Regnier, Membre de I'lnstitut. Paris,

Hachette, 1859.

VOL. III. B



2 LIFE OF SCHILLER.

the poet ; unlimited eloquence was poured forth by
professors and academicians ; school-children recited

Schiller's ballads ; the German students shouted the

most popular of his songs ; nor did the ladies of

Germany fail in paying their tribute of gratitude to

him who, since the days of the Minnesangers, had

been the most eloquent herald of female grace and

dignity. In the evening torch processions might be

seen marching through the streets, bonfires were

lighted on the neighbouring hills, houses were illu-

minated, and even the solitary darkness of the win-

dows of the Papal Nuncio at Vienna added to the

lustre of the day^. In every place where Schiller

had spent some years of his life local recollections

were revived and perpetuated by tablets and monu-

ments. The most touching account of all came from

the small villaoje of Cleversulzbach. On the villao-e

cemetery, or, as it is called in German, ' God's-acre,'

there stands a tombstone, and on it the simple in-

scription ' Schiller's Mother.' On the morning of her

son's birthday the poor people of the village were

gathered together round that grave, singing one of

their sacred hymns, and planting a lime-tree in the

soil which covers the heart that loved him best.

But the commemoration of Schiller's birthday was

not confined to his native country. We have seen in

the German papers letters from St. Petersburg and

Lisbon, from Venice, Rome, and Florence, from Am-
sterdam, Stockholm, and Christiana, from Warsaw and

Odessa, from Jassy and Bucharest, from Constanti-

nople, Algiers, and Smyrna, and lately from America

and Australia, all describing the festive gatherings

which were suggested, no doubt, by Schiller's cosmo-

^ See * The Times' ' Special CoiTespondent from Vienna, November 14.
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politan countrymen, but joined in most cheerfully by

all the nations of the globe. Poets of higher rank

than Schiller—Dante, Shakespeare, and Goethe—have

never aroused such world-wide sympathies ; and it is

not without interest to inquire into the causes which

have secured to Schiller this universal popularity.

However superlative the praises which have lately

been heaped on Schiller's poetry by those who cannot

praise except in superlatives, we believe that it was

not only the poet, but the man, to whom the world

has paid this unprecedented tribute of love and admi-

ration. After reading Schiller's works we must read

Schiller's life—the greatest of all his works. It is

a life not unknown to the English public, for it has

been written by Carlyle. The late festivities, how-

ever, have given birth to several new biographies.

Palleske's Life of Schiller has met with such success in

Germany that it well deserved the honour which it

has lately received at the hands of Lady Wallace, and

under the special patronage of the Queen, of being

translated into English. Another very careful and

lucid account of the poet's life is due to the pen of

a member of the French Institute, M. A. Kegnier, the

distinguished tutor of the Comte de Paris.

In reading these lives, together with the voluminous

literature which is intended to illustrate the character

of the German poet^ we frequently felt inclined to ask

one question, to which none of Schiller's biographers

has returned a satisfactory answer :
—

' What were the

peculiar circumstances which brought out in Germany,
and in the second half of the eighteenth century,

a man of the moral character, and a poet of the crea-

tive genius of Schiller?' Granted that he was en-

dowed by nature with the highest talents, how did he

B 2
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grow to be a poet, such as we know him, different

from all other German poets, and yet in thought, feel-

ing, and language the most truly German of all the

poets of Germany ? Are we reduced to appeal to the

mysterious working of an unknown power if we wish

to explain to ourselves why, in the same country and

at the same time, poetical genius assumed such dif-

ferent forms as are seen in the writings of Schiller

and Goethe "? Is it all to be ascribed to what is called

individuality, a word which in truth explains nothing

;

or is it possible for the historian and psychologist to

discover the hidden influences which act on the grow-

ing mind, and produce that striking variety of poetical

genius which we admire in the works of contempo-

raneous poets, such as Schiller and Goethe in Ger-

many, or Wordsworth and Byron in England ? Men
do not grow from within only, but also from without.

We know that a poet is born

—

poeta nascitur, but

we also know that his character must be formed ; the

seed is given, but the furrow must be ploughed in

which it is to grow ; and the same grain which, if

thrown on cultivated soil, springs into fulness and

vigour, will dwindle away, stunted and broken, if cast

upon shallow and untilled land. There are certain

events in the life of every man which fashion and

stamp his character ; they may seem small and un-

important in themselves, but they are great and

important to each of us ; they mark that slight bend

where two lines which had been running parallel begin

to diverge, never to meet again. The Greeks call such

events epochs, i.e. halts. We halt for a moment, we
look about and wonder, and then choose our further

way in life. It is the duty of biographers to discover

such epochs, such halting-points, in the lives of their
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heroes, and Ave shall endeavour to do the same in the

life of Schiller by watching the various influences

which determined the direction of his genius at dif-

ferent periods of his poetical career.

The period of Schiller's childhood is generally de-

scribed with great detail by his biographers. We are

told who his ancestors were. I believe they were

bakers. We are informed that his mother possessed

in her trousseau, among other vthings, four pairs of

stockings—three of cotton, one of wool. There are

also loncf discussions on the exact date of his birth.

We hear a great deal of early signs of genius, or rather,

we should say, of things done and said by most

children, but invested with extraordinary significance

if remembered of the childhood of great men. To tell

the truth, we can find nothing very important in what

we thus learn of the early years, of Schiller, nor does

the poet himself in later years dwell much on the re-

collections of his dawning mind. If we must look for

some determinating influences during the childhood of

Schiller, they are chiefly to be found in the character

of his father. The father was not what we should

call a well-educated man. He had been brought up

as a barber and surgeon; had joined a Bavarian regi-

ment in 1745, during the Austrian war of succession ;

and had acted as a non-commissioned officer, and, when

occasion required, as a chaplain in the camp. After the

peace of Aix-la-Chapelle he had married the daughter

of an innkeeper. He was a brave man, a God-fearing

man, and, as is not unfrecjuently the case with half-

educated people, a man very fond of reading. What
he had failed to attain himself, he wished to see

realised in his only son. The following prayer was

found among the papers of the father :
—

' And Thou,
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Being of all beings, I have asked Thee after the birth

of my only son, that Thou wouldest add to his powers

of intellect what I from deficient instruction was un-

able to attain. Thou hast heard me. Thanks be to

Thee, bounteous Being, that Thou heedest the prayers

of mortals.' A man of this stamp of mind would be

sure to exercise his own peculiar influence on his

children. He would make them look on life, not as

a mere profession, where the son has only to follow in

the steps of his father ; his children would early be-

come familiar with such ideas as ^ making one's way
in life,' and would look forward to a steep path rather

than to a beaten track. Their thoughts would dwell

on the future at a time when other children live in the

present only, and an adventurous spirit would be

roused, without which no great work has ever been

conceived and carried out.

When his children, young Frederick and his sisters,

were growing up, their father read to them their

morning and evening prayers, and so fond was the

boy of the Old and New Testament stories that he

would often leave his games in order to be present

at his father's readings. In 1765 the family left

Marbach on the Neckar. The father was ordered by

the Duke of Wurtemberg to Lorch, a place on the

frontier, where he had to act as recruiting officer. His

son received his education in the house of a clergy-

man, began Latin at six, Greek at seven ; and, as

far as we are able to see, he neither seems to have

considered himself, nor to have been considered by

his masters, as very superior to other boys. He was

a good boy, tenderly attached to his parents, fond of

games, and regular at school. There are but two

marked features which we have an opportunity of
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watching in him as a boy. He knew no fear, and

he was full of the warmest sympathy for others.

The first quality secured him the respect, the second

the love, of those with whom he came in contact.

His parents, who were very poor, had great difiiculty in

restraining his generosity. He would give away his

school books and the very buckles off his shoes. Both

his fearlessness and his universal sympathy are re-

markable through the whole of his after-life. Not even

his enemies could point out one trait of cowardice or

selfishness in anything he ever did, or said, or wrote.

There are some pertinent remarks on the combination

of these two qualities, sympathy with others and

courage, by the author of ' Friends in Council.'

' If greatness,' he writes, ' can be shut up in quali-

ties, it will be found to consist in courage and in

openness of mind and soul. These qualities may not

seem at first to be so potent. But see what groivth

there is in them. The education of a man of open

mind is never ended. Then with openness of soul

a man sees some way into all other souls that come

near him, feels with them, has their experience, is in

himself a people. Sympathy is the universal solvent.

Nothing is understood without it. . . . Add courage

to this openness, and you have a man who can own
himself in the wrong, can forgive, can trust, can ad-

venture, can, in short, use all the means that insight

and sympathy endow him with.'

A plucky and warm-hearted boy, under the care of

an honest, brave, and intelligent father and a tender

and religious mother,—this is all we know and care

to know about Schiller during the first ten years of

his life. In the year 1768 there begins a new period

in the life of Schiller. His father was settled at
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Ludwigsburg, the ordinary residence of the reigning

Duke of Wiirtemberg, the Duke Charles. This man
was destined to exercise a decisive influence on

Schiller's character. Like many German sovereigns

in the middle of the last century, Duke Charles of

Wiirtemberg had felt the influence of those liberal

ideas which had found so powerful an utterance in

the works of the French and English philosophers of

the eighteenth century. The philosophy which in

France was smiled at by kings and statesmen, while

it roused the people to insurrection and regicide, pro-

duced in Germany a deeper impression on the minds

of the sovereigns and ruling classes than of the people.

In the time of Frederick the Great and Joseph II it

became fashionable among sovereigns to profess

Liberalism, and to work for the enlightenment of the

human race. It is true that this liberal policy was

generally carried out in a rather despotic way, and

people were emancipated and enlightened very much
as the ancient Saxons were converted by Charlemagne.

We have an instance of this in the case of Schiller.

Duke Charles had founded an institution where

orphans and the sons of poor officers were educated

free of expense. He had been informed that young

Schiller was a promising boy, and likely to reflect

credit on his new institution, and he proceeded with-

out further inquiry to place him on the list of his

proteges, assigning to him a place at his military

school. It was useless for the father to remonstrate,

and to explain to the Duke that his son had a de-

cided inclination for the Church. Schiller was sent

to the Academy in 1773, and ordered to study law.

The young student could not but see that an injustice

had been done him, and the irritation which it caused
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was felt by him all the more deeply because it would

have been dangerous to give expression to his feelings.

The result was that he made no progress in the sub-

jects which he had been commanded to study. In

1775 he was allowed to give up law, not, however, to

return to theology, but to begin the study of medicine.

But medicine, though at first it seemed more attrac-

tive, failed, like law, to call forth his full energies.

In the meantime another interference on the part of

the Duke proved even more abortive, and to a certain

extent determined the path which Schiller's genius

was to take in life. The Duke had prohibited all

German classics at his Academy ; the boys, neverthe-

less, succeeded in forming a secret library, and Schiller

read the works of Klopstock, Klinger, Lessing, Goethe,

and Wieland's translations of Shakespeare with rap-

ture, no doubt somewhat increased by the dangers he

braved in gaining access to these treasures. In 3780,

the same year in which he passed his examination

and received the appointment of regimental surgeon,

Schiller wrote his first tragedy, ' The Robbers.' His

taste for dramatic poetry had been roused partly by
Goethe's ' Goetz von Berlichingen' and Shakespeare's

plays, partly by his visits to the theatre, which, under

the patronage of the Duke, was then in a very flour-

ishing state. The choice of the subject of his first

dramatic composition was influenced by the circum-

stances of his youth. His poetical sympathy for

a character such as Karl Moor, a man who sets at

defiance all the laws of God and man, can only be

accounted for by the revulsion of feeling produced on
his boyish mind by the strict military discipline to

which all the pupils at the Academy were subjected.

His sense of right and wrong was strong enough to
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make him paint his hero as a monster, and to make
him inflict on him the punishment he merited. But the

young poet could not resist the temptation of throw-

ing a brighter light on the redeeming points in the

character of a robber and murderer by pointedly

placing him in contrast with the even darker shades

of hypocritical respectability and saintliness in the

picture of his brother Franz. The language in w^hich

Schiller paints his characters is powerful, but it is

often w^ild and even coarse. The Duke did not

approve of his former protege ; the very title-page

of ' The Robbers ' was enough to offend his Serene

Highness,—it contained a rising lion, with the motto
^ In tyrannos' The Duke gave a warning to the

young military surgeon, and when, soon after, he

heard of his going secretly to Mannheim to be present

at the first performance of his play, he ordered him to

be put under military arrest. All these vexations

Schiller endured, because he knew full well there

was no escape from the favours of his Royal pro-

tector. But when at last he was ordered never to

publish anything except on medical subjects, and to

submit all his poetical compositions to the Duke's

censorship, this proved too much for our young poet.

His ambition had been roused. He had sat at Mann-
heim a young man of twenty, unknown, amid an audi-

ence of men and women who listened with rapturous

applause to his own thoughts and words. That even-

ing at the theatre of Mannheim had been a decisive

evening— it was an epoch in the history of his life;

he had felt his power and the calling of his genius
;

he had perceived, though in a dim distance, the course

he had to run and the laurels he had to gain. When
he saw that the humour of the Duke was not likely
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to improve he fled from a place where his wings were

dipt and his voice silenced. Now this flight from

one small German town to another may seem a matter

of very little consequence at present. But in Schil-

ler's time it was a matter of life and death. German

sovereigns were accustomed to look upon theii' sub-

jects as their property. Without even the show of

a trial the poet Schubart had been condemned to life-

long confinement by this same Duke Charles. Schil-

ler, in fleeing his benefactor's dominions, had not

only thrown away all his chances in life, but he had

placed his safety and the safety of his family in ex-

treme danger. It was a bold, perhaps a reckless

step. But whatever we may think of it from a moral

point of view, as historians we must look upon it as

the Hegira in the life of the poet.

Schiller was now a man of one or two-and-twenty,

thrown upon the world penniless, with nothing to

depend on but his brains. The next ten years were

hard years for him ; they were years of unsettledness,

sometimes of penury and despair, sometimes of ex-

travagance and folly. This third period in Schiller's

life is not marked by any great literary achievements.

It would be almost a blank were it not for the ' Don

Carlos,' which he wrote during his stay near Dresden,

between 1785-87. His ' Fiesco ' and ' Cabale und

Liebe,' though they came out after his flight from

Stuttgart, had been conceived before, and they were

only repeated protests, in the form of tragedies,

against the tyranny of rulers and the despotism of

society. They show no advance in the growth of

Schiller's mind. Yet, that mind, though less produc-

tive than might have been expected, was growing as

every mind grows between the years of twenty and
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thirty; and it was growing chiefly through contact

with men. We must make full allowance for the

powerful influence exercised at that time by the

literature of the day (by the writings of Herder,

Lessing, and Goethe), and by political events, such

as the French Revolution. But if we watch Schiller's

career carefully we see that his character was chiefly

moulded by his intercourse with men. His life was

rich in friendships, and what mainly upheld him in

his struggles and dangers was the sympathy of several

high-born and high-minded persons, in whom the

ideals of his own mind seemed to have found their

fullest realisation.

Next to our faith in God, there is nothing so essen-

tial to the healthy growth of our whole being as an

unshaken faith in man. This faith in man is the

great feature in Schiller^s character, and he owes it

to a kind Providence which brought him in contact

with such noble natures as Frau von Wolzogen,

Korner, Dalberg ; in later years with his wife ; with

the Duke of Weimar, the Prince of Augustenburg,

and lastly with Goethe. There was at that time

a powerful tension in the minds of men, and par-

ticularly of the higher classes, which led them to do

things which at other times men only aspire to do.

The impulses of a most exalted morality—a morality

which is so apt to end in mere declamation and deceit

—

were not only felt by them, but obeyed and carried

out. Frau von Wolzogen, knowing nothing of Schiller

except that he had been at the same school with her

son, received the exiled poet, though fully aware that

by doing so she might have displeased the Duke and

blasted her fortunes and those of her children. Schiller

preserved the tendcrest attachment to this motherly
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friend through life, and his letters to her display a

most charming innocence and purity of mind.

Another friend was Korner, a young lawyer living

at Leipsic, and afterwards at Dresden—a man who
had himself to earn his bread. He had learned to

love Schiller from his writings ; he rieceived him at

his house, a perfect stranger, and shared with the

poor poet his moderate income with a generosity

worthy of a prince. He, too, remained his friend

through life ; his son was Theodore Korner, the poet

of ' Lyre and Sword,' who fell fighting as a volunteer

for his country against French invaders.

A third friend and patron of Schiller was Dalberg.

He was the coadjutor, and was to have been the suc-

cessor, of the Elector of Hesse, then an ecclesiastical

Electorate. His rank was that of a reigning prince,

and he was made afterwards by Napoleon Fiirst

Primas—Prince Primate—of the Confederation of the

Rhine. But it was not his station, his wealth and
influence—it was his mind and heart which made
him the friend of Schiller, Goethe, Herder, Wieland,

Jean Paul, and all the most eminent intellects of his

time. It is refreshing to read the letters of this

Prince. Though they belong to a later period of

Schiller's life, a few passages may here be quoted in

order to characterise his friend and patron. Dalberg

had promised Schiller a pension of 4,000 florins (not

4,000 thalers, as M. Regnier asserts) as soon as he

should succeed to the Electorate, and Schiller in

return had asked him for some hints with reorard to

his own future literary occupations. The Prince

answers,—'Your letter has delighted me. To be

remembered by a man of your heart and mind is

a true joy to me. I do not venture to determine
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what Schiller's comprehensive and vivifying genius

is to undertake. But may I be allowed to humbly
express a wish that spirits endowed with the powers

of giants should ask themselves, " How can I be most
useful to mankind ? " This inquiry, I think, leads

most surely to immortality, and the rewards of a

peaceful conscience. May you enjoy the purest hap-

piness, and think sometimes of your friend and
servant, Dalberg.'' When Schiller was hesitating

between history and dramatic poetry, Dalberg's keen
eye discovered at once that the stage was Schiller's

calling, and that there his influence would be most
beneficial. Schiller seemed to think that a profes-

sorial chair in a German University was a more
honourable position than that of a poet. Dalberg

writes :
' Influence on mankind ' (for this he knew

to be Schiller's highest ambition) 'depends on the

vigour and strength which a man throws into his

works. Thucydides and Xenophon would not deny
that poets like Sophocles and Horace have had at

least as much influence on the world as they them-

selves.' When the French invasion threatened the

ruin of Germany and the downfall of the German
Sovereigns, Dalberg writes again, in 1796, with per-

fect serenity,— ' True courage must never fail ! The
friends of virtue and truth ought now to act and

speak all the more vigorously and straightforwardly.

In the end, what you, excellent friend, have so beau-

tifully said in your " Ideals " remains true, " The

diligence of the righteous works slowly but surely,

and friendship is soothing comfort. It is only when
I hope to be hereafter of assistance to my friends that

I wish for a better fate." ' The society and friend-

ship of such men, who are rare in all countries and in
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all ages, served to keep up in Schiller's mind those

ideal notions of mankind which he had first imbibed
from his own heart and from the works of philo-

sophers. They find expression in all his writings,

but are most eloquently described in his ^ Don Carlos.'

We should like to give some extracts from the dia-

logue between King Philip and the Marquis Posa, but

our space is precious, and hardly allows us to do
more than just to glance at those other friends and
companions whose nobility of miild and generosity of

heart left so deep an impress on the poet^s soul.

The name of Karl August, the Duke of Weimar, has

acquired such a world-wide celebrity as the friend

of Goethe and Schiller that we need not dwell lono-o
on his relation to our poet. As early as 1784 Schiller

was introduced to him at Darmstadt, where he was
invited to Court to read some scenes of his 'Don
Carlos.' The Duke gave him then the title of 'Path,'

and from the year 1787, when Schiller first settled

at Weimar, to the time of his death, in 1805, he re-

mained his firm friend. The friendship of the Prince

was returned by the poet, who, in the days of his

glory, declined several advantageous ofiers from
Vienna and other places, and remained at the Court
of Weimar, satisfied with the small salary which that

great Duke was able to give him.

There was but one other Prince whose bounty
Schiller accepted, and his name deserves to be men-
tioned, not so much for his act of generosity as for

the sentiment which prompted it. In 1792, when
Schiller was ill and unable to write, he received a
letter from the Hereditary Prince of Hoistein-Au-
gustenburg, and from Count Schimmelmann. We
quote from the letter {Chips, vol. i, p. 364) :

—
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' Your shattered health, we hear, requires rest, but

your circumstances do not allow it. Will you grudge

us the pleasure of enabling you to enjoy that rest ?

We offer you for three years an annual present of

i,ooo thalers. Accept this offer^ noble man. Let not

our titles induce you to decline it. We know what
they are worth ; we know no pride but that of being

men, citizens of that great republic which comprises

more than the life of single generations, more than

the limits of this glbbe. You have to deal with men
—your brothers—not with proud Princes, who, by

this employment of their wealth, would fain indulge

but in a more refined kind of pride.'

No conditions were attached to this present, though

a situation in Denmark was offered if Schiller should

wish to go there. Schiller accepted the gift so nobly

offered, but he never saw his unknown friends ^. W^e

owe to them, humanly speaking, the best years of

Schiller's life, and with them the masterworks of his

genius, from ' Wallenstein ' to ' Wilhelm Tell.' As

long as these works are read and admired the names

of these noble benefactors will be remembered and

revered.

The name of her whom we mentioned next among

Schiller's noble friends and companions,—we mean

his wife,—reminds us that we have anticipated events,

and that we left Schiller after his flight in 1782, at

the very beginning of his most trying years. His

hopes of success at Mannheim had failed. The director

of the Mannheim Theatre, also a Dalberg, declined to

assist him. He spent the winter in great solitude

at the country house of Frau von Wolzogen, finishing

^ The Prince of Holstein-Augustenburg was the grandfather of the

present Duke and of Prince Christian of Schleswig-Holstein.
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* Cabale unci Liebe ' and writing ' Fiesco.' In the

summer of 1783 he returned to Mannheim, where he

received an appointment in connection with the theatre

of about £40 a year. Here he stayed till 17^5, when

he went to Leipsic, and afterwards to Dresden, living

chiefly at the expense of his friend Korner. This un-

settled kind of life continued till 17H7, and produced,

as we saw, little more than his tragedy of ' Don
Carlos.' In the meantime, however, his taste for

history had been developed. He had been reading

more systematically at Dresden, and after he had gone

to Weimar in 1787 he was able to publish, in 1788,

his ' History of the Eevolt of the Netherlands.' On
the strength of this he was appointed Professor at

Jena in 1789, first without a salary, afterwards with

about £30 a year. He tells us himself how hard he

had to work :

—
' Every day (he says) I must compose

a whole lecture and write it out,—nearly two sheets

of printed matter, not to mention the time occupied

in delivering the lecture, and making extracts.' How-
ever, he had now gained a position, and his literary

works began to be better paid. In 1790 he was

enabled to marry a lady of rank, who was proud to

become the wife of the poor poet, and was worthy to

be the ' wife of Schiller.' Schiller was now chiefly

eno'ao'ed in historical researches. He wrote his

' History of the Thirty Years' War' in 1791-92, and

it was his ambition to be recognised as a German
professor rather than as a Geiman poet. He had to

work hard in order to make up for lost time, and

under the weight of excessive labour his health broke

down. He was unable to lecture, unable to write.

It was then that the generous present of the Duke of

Auo;ustenburor freed him for a time from the most

VOL. III. C
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pressing cares, and enabled him to recover his

health.

The years of thirty to thirty-five were a period of

transition and preparation in Schiller^s life, to be

followed by another ten years of work and triumph.

These intermediate years were chiefly spent in read-

ing history and studying philosophy, more especially

the then reigning philosophy of Kant. Numerous
essays on philosophy, chiefly on the Good, the Beau-

tiful, and the Sublime, were published during this

interval. But what is more important, Schiller's mind
was enlarged, enriched, and invigorated ; his poetical

genius, by lying fallow for a time, gave promise of

a richer harvest to come ; his position in the world

became more honourable, and his confidence in him-

self was strengthened by the confidence placed in him
by all around him. A curious compliment was paid

him by the Legislative Assembly then sitting at Paris.

On the 26th of August, 1792, a decree was passed,

conferring the title of Citoyen Francais on eighteen

persons belonging to various countries, friends of

liberty and universal brotherhood. In the same list

with Schiller were the names of Klopstock, Campe,

Washington, Kosciusko, and Wilberforce. The decree

was signed by Roland, Minister of the Interior, and

countersigned by Danton. It did not reach Schiller

till after the enthusiasm which he too had shared for

the early heroes of the French Revolution had given

way to disappointment and horror. In the month of

December of the very year in which he had been thus

honoured by the Legislative Assembly, Schiller was

on the point of writing an appeal to the French

nation in defence of Louis XVI. The King's head,

however, had fallen before this defence was begun.
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Schiller, a true friend of true liberty, never ceased to

express his aversion to the violent proceedings of the

French Revolutionists. 'It is the work of passion,'

he said, 'and not of that wisdom which alone can

lead to real liberty.' He admitted that many im-

portant ideas, which formerly existed in books only

or in the heads of a few enlightened people, had

become more generally current through the French

Revolution. But he maintained that the real prin-

ciples which ought to form the basis of a truly happy

political constitution were still hidden from view.

Pointing to a volume of Kant's ' Criticism of Pure

Reason,' he said, ' There they are and nowhere else
;

the French Republic will fall as rapidly as it has

risen ; the Republican Government will lapse into

anarchy, and sooner or later a man of genius will

appear (he may come from any place) who will make
himself not only master of France, but perhaps also

of a great part of Europe.' This was a remarkable

prophecy for a young professor of history.

The last decisive event in Schiller's life was his

friendship with Goethe. It dates from 1794, and

with this year begins the great and crowning period

of Schiller's life. To this period belong his ' Wallen-

stein,' his 'Song of the Bell,' his Ballads (1797-8),

his 'Mary Stuart' (1800), the 'Maid of Orleans'

(1801), the 'Bride of Messina' (1803), and ' Wilhelm

Tell
;

' in fact, all the works which have made Schiller

a national poet and gained for him a world-wide

reputation and an immortal name.

Goethe's character was in many respects diametri-

cally opposed to Schiller's, and for many years it

seemed impossible that there should ever be a com-

munity of thought and feeling between the two.

c 2
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Attempts to bring these great rivals together were

repeatedly made by their mutual friends. Schiller

had long felt himself drawn by the powerful genius

of Goethe, and Goethe had long felt that Schiller was

the only poet who could claim to be his peer. After

an early interview with Goethe, , Schiller writes, ' On
the whole, this meeting has not at all diminished the

idea, great as it was, which I had previously formed

of Goethe; but I doubt if we shall ever come into

close communication with each other. Much that

interests me has already had its epoch with him ; his

world is not my world.' Goethe had expressed the

same feeling. He saw Schiller occupying the very

positions which he himself had given up as untenable;

he saw his powerful genius carrying out triumphantly
' those very paradoxes, moral and dramatic, from

which he was struggling to get liberated.' ' No union/

as Goethe writes, ' was to be dreamt of. Between two

spiritual antipodes there was more intervening than

a simple diameter of the spheres. Antipodes of that

sort act as a kind of poles, which can never coalesce.'

How the first approach between these two opposite

poles took place Goethe has Limself described, in

a paper entitled 'Happy Incidents.' But no happy

incident could have led to that glorious friendship,

which stands alone in the literary history of the

whole world, if there had not been on the part of

Schiller his warm sympathy for all that is great and

noble, and on the part of Goethe a deep interest in

every manifestation of natural genius. Their differ-

ences on almost every point of art, philosophy, and

religion, which at first seemed to separate them for

ever, only drew them more closely together, when

they discovered in each other those completing ele-
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ments which produce true harmony of souls. Nor is

it right to say that Schiller owes more to Goethe than

Goethe to Schiller. If Schiller received from Goethe

the higher rules of art and a deeper insight into

human nature, Goethe drank from the soul of his

friend the youth and vigour, the purity and simplicity

which we never find in any of Goethe's works before

his ' Hermann and Dorothea/ And, as in most friend-

ships, it was not so much Goethe as he was, but

Goethe as reflected in his friend's soul, who henceforth

became Schiller's guide and guardian. Schiller pos-

sessed the art of admiring, an art so much more rare

than the art of criticising. His eye was so absorbed

in all that was great, and noble, and pure, and high in

Goethe's mind, that he could not, or would not;, see

the defects in his character. And Goethe was to

Schiller what he was to no one else. He was what
Schiller believed him to be ; afraid to fall below his

friend's ideal^ he rose bej^ond himself until that high

ideal was reached, which only a Schiller could have

formed. Without this regenerating friendship it is

doubtful whether some of the most perfect creations

of Goethe and Schiller would ever have been called

into existence.

We saw Schiller gradually sinking into a German
professor, the sphere of his sympathies narrowed, the

aim of his ambition lowered. His energies were

absorbed in collecting materials and elaborating his

' History of the Thirty Years' War,' which was pub-

lished in 1792. The conception of his great dramatic

Trilogy, the ' Wallenstein,' which dates from 1791,

was allowed to languish until it was taken up again

for Goethe, and finished for Goethe in 1799. Goethe

knew how to admire and encourage, but he also knew
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how to criticise and advise. Schiller, by nature

meditative rather than observant, had been most
powerfully attracted by Kant's ideal philosophy.

Next to his historical researches, most of his time at

Jena was given to metaphysical studies. Not only

his mind, but his language suffered from the attenu-

ating influences of that rarified atmosphere which
pervades the higher regions of metaphysical thought.

His mind was attracted by the general and the ideal,

and lost all interest in the individual and the real.

This was not a right frame of mind, either for an
historian or a dramatic poet. In Goethe, too, the

philosophical element was strong, but it was kept

under by the practical tendencies of his mind. Schiller

looked for his ideal beyond the real world, and like

the pictures of a Raphael, his conceptions seemed to

surpass in purity and harmony all that human eye

had ever seen. Goethe had discovered that the truest

ideal lies hidden in real life, and like the masterworks

of a Michael Angelo, his poetry reflected that highest

beauty which is revealed in the endless variety of

creation, and must there be discovered by the artist

and the poet. In Schiller's early works every character

was the personification of an idea. In his 'Wallen-

stein ' we meet for the first time with real men and

real life. In his ' Don Carlos,' Schiller, under various

disguises more or less transparent, acts every part

himself. In ' Wallenstein ' the heroes of the ' Thirty

Years' War' maintain their own individuality, and

are not forced to discuss the social problems of Rous-

seau, or the metaphysical theories of Kant. Schiller

was himself aware of this change, though he was

hardly conscious of its full bearing. While engaged in

composing his 'Wallenstein,' he writes to a friend:

—
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*I do my business very differently from what I used

to do. The subject seems to be so much outside me
that I can hardly get up any feeling for it. The sub-

ject I treat leaves me cold and indifferent, and yet

I am full of enthusiasm for my work. With the ex-

ception of two characters to which I feel attached,

Max Piccolomini and Thekla, I treat all the rest, and

particularly the principal character of the play, only

with the pure love of the artist. But I can promise

you that they will not suffer from this. I look to

history for limitation, in order to give, through sur-

rounding circumstances, a stricter form and reality to

my ideals. I feel sure that the historical will not

draw me down or cripple me. I only desire through

it to impart life to my characters and their actions.

The life and soul must come from another source,

through that power w^hich I have already perhaps

shown elsewhere, and without which even the first

conception of this work would, of course, have been

impossible.'

How different is this from what Schiller felt in

former years ! In writing ' Don Carlos ' he laid down
as a principle, that the poet must not be the painter

but the lover of his heroes, and in his early days he

found it intolerable in Shakespeare's dramas that he

could nowhere lay his hand on the poet himself. He
was then, as he himself expresses it, unable to under-

stand nature, except at second-hand.

Goethe was Schiller's friend, but he was also

Schiller's rival. There is a perilous period in the

lives of great men—namely, the time when they

begin to feel that their position is made, that they

have no more rivals to fear. Goethe was feeling this

at the time w^hen he met Schiller. He was satiated
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with applause, and his bearing towards the public at

large became careless and ofiensive. In order to find

men with whom he might measure himself, he began

to write on the history of Art, and to devote himself

to natural philosophy. Schiller, too, had gained his

laurels, chiefly as a dramatic poet, and though he still

valued the applause of the public, yet his ambition as

a poet was satisfied ; he was prouder of his ' Thirty

Years^ War' than of his ' Robbers ' and ' Don Carlos.'

When Goethe became intimate with Schiller, and dis-

covered in him those powers which as yet were hidden

to others, he felt that there was a man with whom
even he might run a race. Goethe was never jealous

of Schiller. He felt conscious of his own great powers.

and he was glad to have those powers again called

out by one who would be more difficult to conquer

than all his former rivals. Schiller, on the other

hand, perceived in Goethe the true dignity of a poet.

At Jena his ambition was to have the title of Pro-

fessor of History; at Weimar he saw that it was
a greater honour to be called a poet, and the friend of

Goethe. When he saw that Goethe treated him as

his friend, and that the Duke and his brilliant Court

looked upon him as his equal, Schiller, too modest to

suppose he had earned such favours, was filled with

a new zeal, and his poetical genius displayed for

a time an almost inexhaustible energy. Scarcely had

his ' Wallenstein ' been finished, in 1799, when he

began his ' Mary Stuart.' This play was finished in

the summer of 1800, and a new one was taken in

hand in the same year—the 'Maid of Orleans.' In

the spring of 1801 the ' Maid of Orleans' appeared on

the stage, to be followed in 1803 by the 'Bride of

Messina,' and in 1804 by his last great work, his
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' William Tell.' During the same time Schiller com-

posed his best ballads, his ' Song of the Bell,' his

epigrams, and his beautiful Elegy, not to mention his

translations and adaptations of English and French

plays for the theatre at Weimar. After his ' William

Teir Schiller could feel that he no longer owed his

place by the side of Goethe to favour and friendship,

but to his own work and worth. His race was run,

his laurels gained. His health, however, was broken,

and his bodily frame too weak to support the strain

of his mighty spirit. Death came to his relief, giving

rest to his mind, and immortality to his name.

Let us look back once mora on the life of Schiller.

The lives of great men are the lives of martyrs ; we
cannot regard them as examples to follow, but rather

as types of human excellence to study and to admire.

The life of Schiller was not one which many of us

would envy ; it was a life of toil and suffering, of

aspiration rather than of fulfilment; a loug battle with

scarcely a moment of rest for the conqueror to enjoy

his hard-won triumphs. To an ambitious man the

last ten years of the poet's life might seem an ample

reward for the thirty years' war of life which he had

to fight single-handed. But Schiller was too great

a man to be ambitious. Fame with him was a means,

never an object. There was a higher^ a nobler aim in

his life, which upheld him in all his struggles. From
the very beginning of his career SchiL'er seems to

have felt that his life was not his. He never lived for

himself ; he lived and worked for mankind. He dis-

covered within himself how much there was of the

good, the noble, and the beautiful in human nature

;

he had never been deceived in his friends. And
such was his sympathy with the world at large
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that he could not bear to see in any rank of life the

image of man, the very likeness of God, distorted by
cunning, pride, and selfishness. His whole poetry

may be said to be written on the simple text—'Be

true, be good, be noble
!

' It may seem a short text,

but truth is very short, and the work of the greatest

teachers of mankind has always consisted in the un-

flinching inculcation of these short truths. There is

in Schiller's works a kernel full of immortal growth,

which will endure long after the brilliant colours of

his poetry have faded away. That kernel is the man,

and without it Schiller's poetry, like all other poetry,

is but the song of sirens. Schiller's character has

been subjected to that painful scrutiny to which, in

modern times, the characters of great men are sub-

jected ; everything he ever did, or said, or thought

has been published, and yet it would be difficult, in

the whole course of his life, to point out one act, one

word, one thought that could be called mean, untrue,

or selfish. From the beginning to the end Schiller

remained true to himself ; he never acted a part, he

never bargained with the world. We may differ from

him on many points of politics, ethics, and religion

;

but, though we differ, we must always respect and
admire. His life is the best commentary on his

poetry; there is never a discrepancy between the two.

As mere critics, we may be able to admire a poet

without admiring the man ; but poetry, it should be

remembered, was not meant for critics only, and its

highest purpose is never fulfilled, except where, as

with Schiller, we can listen to the poet and look up to

the man.

1859.



KEDE LECTUEE,

Ddivered before the University of Camh'idge the 2dth of May,1868.*

PAET I.

ON THE STRATIFICATION OF LANGUAGE.

There are few sensations more pleasant than that of

wondering. We have all experienced it in childhood,

in youth, and in onr manhood, and we may hope

that even in our old age this affection of the mind
will not entirely pass away. If we analyse this

feeling of wonder carefully, we shall find that it

consists of two elements. What we mean by wonder-

ing is not only that we are startled or stunned—
that I should call the merely passive element of

wonder. When we say ' I wonder,' we confess that

we are taken aback, but there is a secret satisfaction

mixed up with our feeling of surprise, a kind of

hope, nay, almost of certainty, that sooner or later

the wonder will cease, that our senses or our mind
will recover, will grapple with these novel impres-

sions or experiences, grasp them, it may be, throw

' This Lecture, translated by M. Louis Havet, forms the first

fasciculus of the ' Biblioth^que de I'Ecole des Hautes Etudes,

publiee sous les auspices du Ministere de I'lnstruction Publique.'

Paris, 1869.
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them, and finally triumph over them. In fact, we
wonder at the riddles of nature, whether animate or

inanimate, with a firm conviction that there is a

solution to them all, even though we ourselves may
not be able to find it.

Wonder, no doubt, arises from ignorance, but

from a. peculiar kind of ignorance ; from what might

be called a fertile ignorance ; an ignorance which,

if we look back at the history of most of our sciences,

will be found to have been the mother of all human
knowledge.^ For thousands of years men have looked

at the earth with its stratifications, in some places

so clearl}^ mapped out; for thousands of years they

must have seen in their quarries and mines, as well

as we ourselves, the imbedded petrifications of

organic creatures; yet they looked and passed on

without thinking more about it—they did not

wonder. Not even an Aristotle had eyes to see ; and

the conception of a science of the earth, of Geology,

was reserved for the eighteenth century.

Still more extraordinary is the listlessness with

which during all the centuries that have elapsed since

the first names were given to all cattle, and to the

fowl of the air, and to every beast of the field, men
have passed by what was much nearer to them than

even the gravel on which they trod—namely, the words

of their own language. Here, too, the clearly marked

lines of different strata seemed almost to challenge

attention, and the pulses of former life were still

throbbing in the petrified forms imbedded in gram-

mars and dictionaries. Yet not even a Plato had eyes

^ Aia yap rh Bavfid^fiv ol &p6pwiroi Koi vvv Koi rd irpwTOP ijp^avro

<f>iXocro<puv.—Arist. J\let. A. 2
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to see, or ears to hear, and the conception of a science

of language, of Glottology, was reserved for the

nineteenth century.

I am far from saying that Plato and Aristotle

knew nothing of the nature, the origin and the pur-

pose of language, or that we have nothing to learn

from their works. They, and their successors, and

their predecessors too, beginning with Herakleitos

and Demokritos, were startled and almost fascinated

by the mysteries of human speech as much as by

the mysteries of human thought ; and what we call

grammar and the laws of language, nay, all the

technical terms which are still current in our schools,

such as noun and verb, case and number, infinitive and

particiijle, all this was first discovered and named by

the philosophers and grammarians of Greece, to

whom, in spite of all our new discoveries, I believe

we are still beholden, whether consciously or uncon-

sciously, for more than half of our intellectual life.

But the interest which those ancient Greek phi-

losophers took in language was purely philosophical.

It was the form, far more than the matter of speech,

which seemed to them a subject worthy of philo-

sophical speculation. The idea that there was, even

in their days, an immense mass of accumulated speech,

to be sifted, to be analysed, and to be accounted for

somehow, before any theories on the nature of lan-

guage could be safely started, hardly ever entered

their minds ; or, when it did, as we see here and

there in Plato's Kratylos, it soon vanished, without

leaving any permanent impression. Each nation

and each generation has its own problems to solve.

The problem that occupied Plato in his Kratylos was,
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if I understand him rightly, the possibility of a per-

fect language, a correct, true, or ideal language, a

language founded on his own philosophy, his own

system of types or ideas. He was too wdse a man to

attempt, like Bishop Wilkins, the actual construction

of a philosophical language. But, like Leibniz, he

just lets us see that a perfect language is conceivable,

and that the chief reason of the imperfections of real

language must be found in the fact that its original

framers were ignorant of the true nature of things,

ignorant of dialectic philosophy, and therefore in-

capable of naming rightly what they had failed to

apprehend correctly. Plato's view of actual lan-

guage, as far as it can be made out from the critical

and negative rather than didactic and positive dia-

logue of Kratylos, seems to have been very much the

same as his view of actual government. Both fall

short of the ideal, and both are to be tolerated only

in so far as they participate in the perfections of an

ideal state and an ideal language.^ Plato's Kratylos

is full of suggestive wisdom. Ifc is one of those books

which, as we read them again from time to time,

seem every time like new books : so little do we

perceive at first all that is pre-supposed in them

—

the accumulated mould of thought, if I may say so,

in which alone a philosophy like that of Plato could

strike its roots and draw its support.

But while Plato shows a deeper insight into the

mysteries of language than almost any philosopher

that has come after him, he has no eyes for that

marvellous harvest of w^ords garnered up in our

1 See Benfey, • Ueber die Aufgabe des Kratylos.' Gottingen,

1868.
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dictionaries, and in the dictionaries of all the races

of the earth. With him language is almost synony-

mous with Greek, and though in one passage of the

Kratylos he suggests that certain Greek words might

have been borrowed from the Barbarians, and, more
particularly, from the Phrygians, yet that remark, as

coming from Plato, seems to be purely ironical, and
though it contains, as we know, a germ of truth that

has proved most fruitful in our modern science of

language, it struck no roots in the minds of Greek
philosophers. How much our new science of lan-

guage differs from the linguistic studies of the

Greeks ; how entirely the interest which Plato took

in language is now supplanted b}^ new interests,

is strikingly brought home to us when we see how
the Societe de Linguistique, lately founded at Paris,

and including the names of the most distinguished

scholars of France, declares in one of its first statutes

that ' it will receive no communication concerning

the origin of language or the formation of a univer-

sal language,' the very subjects which, in the time

of Herakleitos and Plato, rendered linguistic studies

worthy of the consideration of a philosoj^her.

It may be that the world was too young in the

days of Plato, and that the means of communication

were wanting to enable the ancient philosopher to

see very far beyond the narrow horizon of Greece.

With us it is different. The world has grown older,

and has left to us in the annals of its various litera-

tures the monuments of growing and decaying speech.

The world has grown larger, and we have before us,

not only the relics of ancient civilisation in Asia,

Africa, and America, but living languages in such
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number and variety that we draw back almost aghast

at the mere list of their names. The world has

grown wiser too, and where Plato could only see

imperfections, the failures of the founders of human
speech, we see, as everywhere else in human life, a

natural progress from the imperfect towards the

perfect, unceasing attempts at realising the ideal,

and the frequent triumphs of the human mind over

the inevitable difficulties of this earthly condition

—

difficulties, not of man's own making, but, as I firmly

believe, prepared for him, and not without a purpose,

as toils and tasks, by a higher Power and by the

highest Wisdom.
Let us look, then, abroad and behold the materials

which the student of language has now to face.

Beginning with the language of the Western Isles,

we have, at the present day, at least 100,000 words,

arranged as on the shelves of a Museum, in the pages

of Johnson and Webster. But these 100,000 words

represent only the best grains that have remained in

the sieve, while clouds of chaff have been winnowed
off, and while many a valuable grain too has been lost

by mere carelessness. If we counted the wealth of

English dialects, and if we added the treasures of the

ancient language from Alfred to Wycliffe, we should

easily double the herbarium of the linguistic flora of

England. And what are these Western Isles as com-

pared to Europe ; and what is Europe, a mere pro-

montory, as compared to the vast continent of Asia

;

and what again is Asia, as compared to the whole

inhabitable world ? But there is no corner of that

world that is not full of language ; the very desert

and the isles of the sea teem with dialects, and the
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more we recede from the centres of civilisation, the

larger the nnmber of independent languages, spring-

ing up in every valley, and overshadowing the

smallest island.

"I^av eg TToXv^evdpov avtjp vXarSixog kvd(ov

TlaTrrairei, irapiovTOQ adrjy, tvoQev ap^erai epyjj.^

We are bewildered by the variety of plants, of

birds, and fishes, and insects, scattered with lavish

prodigality over land and sea ; but what is the

living wealth of that Fauna as compared to the

winged words which fill the air with unceasing

music ! What are the scanty relics of fossil plants

and animals, compared to the storehouse of what we

call the dead languages ! How then can we explain

it that for centuries and centuries, while collecting

beasts, and birds, and fishes, and insects, while

studying their forms, from the largest down to the

smallest and almost invisible creatures, man has

passed by this forest of speech, without seeing the

forest, as we say in German, for the very number of

its trees {Man sah den Walcl vor lauter Bdumennicht),

without once asking how this vast currency could

have been coined, what inexhaustible mines could

have supplied the metal, what cunning hands could

have devised the image and superscription—with-

out once wondering at the countless treasure in-

herited by him from the fathers of the human race ?

Let us now turn our attention in a different

direction. After it had been discovered that there

was this great mass of material to be collected, to

be classified, to be explained, what has the Science

' Theokritos, xvii. 9.

VOL. IIL D
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of Language, as yet, really accomplished ? It has

achieved much, considering that real work only be-

gan about fifty years ago ; it has achieved little, if

we look at what still remains to be done.

The first discovery was that languages admit of

classification. Now, this was a very great discovery,

and it at once changed and raised the whole character

of linguistic studies. Languages might have been,

for all we know, the result of individual fiincy or

poetry; words might have been created here and

there at random, or been fixed by a convention, more

or less arbitrary. In that case a scientific classifica-

tion would have been as impossible as it is if applied

to the changing fashions of the day. Nothing can

be classified, nothing can be scientifically ruled and

ordered, except what has grown up in natural order

and according to rational rule.

Out of the great mass of speech that is now
accessible to the student of language, a number of

so-called families have been separated, such as the

Aryan, the Semitic, the Ural-Altaic, the Indo-Chinese,

the Dravidian, the Malayo-Polynesian, the Kafir or

Bd-ntu in Africa, and the Folysynthetic dialects of

America. The only classes, however, which have

been carefully examined, and which alone have

hitherto supplied the materials for what we might

call the Philosophy of Language, are the Aryan

and the Semitic, the former comprising the lan-

guages of India, Persia, Armenia, Greece, and Italy,

and of the Celtic, Teutonic, and Slavonic races

;

the latter consisting of the languages of the Baby-

lonians, the Syrians, the Jews, the Phenicians, the

Ethiopians, the Arabs.
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These two classes include, no doubt, the most
important languages of the world, if we measure

the importance of languages bj the amount of in-

fluence exercised on the political and literary history

of the world by those who speak them. But con-

sidered by themselves, and placed in their proper

place in the vast realm of human speech, they

describe but a very small segment of the entire

circle. The completeness of the evidence which they

place before us in the long series of their literary

treasures points them out in an eminent degree as

the most useful subjects on which to study the

anatomy of speech, and nearly all the discoveries

that have been made as to the laws of language,

the process of composition, derivation, and inflexion,

have been gained by Aryan and Semitic scholars.

Tar be it from me, therefore, to underrate the

value of Aryan and Semitic scholarship for a suc-

cessful prosecution of the Science of Language. But
while doing full justice to the method adopted by
Semitic and Aryan scholars in the discovery of the

laws that regulate the growth and decay of language,

we must not shut our eyes to the fact that our field

of observation has been thus far extremely limited,

and that we should act in defiance of the simplest

rules of sound induction, were we to generalise on
such scanty evidence. Let us but clearly see what
place these two so-called families, the Aryan and
Semitic, occupy in the great kingdom of speech.

They are in reality but two centres, two small settle-

ments of speech, and all we know of them is their

period of decay, not their period of growth, their

descending, not their ascending career, their being,

D 2
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as we say in German, not their becoming {ihr

Gewordensein, nicht ihr Werden). Even in the

earliest literary documents both the Aryan and Se-

mitic speech appear before us as fixed and petrified.

They had left for ever that stage during whicli

language grows and expands, before it is arrested

in its exuberant fertility by means of religious

or political concentration, by means of oral tra-

dition, or finally by means of a written literature.

In the natural history of speech, writing, or, what

in early times takes the place of writing, oral tra-

dition, is something merely accidental. It represents

a foreign influence which, in natural history, can

only be compared to the influence exercised by

domestication on plants and animals. Language

would be language still, nay, would be more truly

language, if the idea of a literature, whether oral

or written, had never entered men's minds; and

however important the effects produced by this arti-

ficial domestication of language may be, it is clear

that our ideas of what language is in a natural state,

and therefore what Sanskrit and Hebrew, too, must

have been before they were tamed and fixed by

literary cultivation, ought not to be formed from an

exclusive study of Aryan and Semitic speech. I

maintain that all we call Aryan and Semitic speech,

wonderful as its literary representatives may be, con-

sists of neither more nor less than so many varieties

which all owe their origin to only two historical

concentrations of wild unbounded speech; nay, how-

ever perfect, however powerful, however glorious in

the history of the world—in the eyes of the student

of language, Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, Hebrew,
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Arabic, and Sjriac, are what a student of natural

history would not hesitate to call ' monstra,^ unnatu-

ral, exceptional formations which can never disclose

to us the real character of language left to itself to

follow out its own laws without let or hindrance.

For that purpose a stud}^ of Chinese and the

Turanian dialects, a study even of the jargons of the

savages of Africa, Polynesia, and Melanesia, is far

more instructive than the most minute analysis of

Sanskrit and Hebrew. The impression which a study

of Greek and Latin and Sanskrit leaves on our minds

is that language is a work of art, most complicated,

most wonderful, most perfect. We have given so

many names to its outward features, its genders and

cases, its tenses and moods, its participles, gerunds,

and supines, that at last we are frightened at our

own devices. Who can read through all the so-called

irregular verbs, or look at the thousands and thou-

sands of words in a Greek Dictionary without feeling

that he moves about in a perfect labyrinth ? How
then, we ask, was this labyrinth erected? How did

all this come to be ? We ourselves, speaking the

language which we speak, move about, as it were, in

the innermost chambers, in the darkest recesses of

that primeval palace, but we cannot tell by what

steps and through what passages we arrived there,

and we look in vain for the thread of Ariadne which

in leading us out of the enchanted castle of our

language, would disclose to us the way by which

we ourselves, or our fathers and forefathers before

us, have entered into it.

The question how language came to be what it is

"has been asked again and again. Even a schoolboy.
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if he possesses but a grain of the gift of wondering,

mnst ask himself why mensa means one table, and

men see many tables ; why I love should be amo, I am
loved amor, I shall love amaho, I have loved amavi,

I should have loved amavissem. Until very lately

two answers only could have been given to such

questions. Both sound to us almost absurd, yet in

their time they were supported by the highest

authorities. Either, it was said, language, and par-

ticularly the grammatical framework of language,

was made by convention, by agreeing to call one

table mensa, and many tables mensw ; or, and this

was Schlegel's view, language was declared to pos-

sess an organic life, and its terminations, prefixes,

and suffixes were supposed to have sprouted forth

from the radicals and stems and branches of lan-

guage, like so many buds and flowers. To us it

seems almost incredible that such theories should

have been seriously maintained, and maintained by

men of learning and genius. But what better answer

could they have given? What better answer has

been given even now? We have learnt something,

chiefly from a study of the modern dialects, which

often repeat the processes of ancient speech, and

thus betray the secrets of the family. We have

learnt that in some of the dialects of modern San-

skrit, in Bengali for instance,^ the plural is formed,

* In my essay * On the Relation of Bengali to the Aryan and

Aboriginal Languages of India,' published in 1847, 1 tried to explain

these plural suffixes, such as dig, gana, ^ati, varga, dala. I

had translated the last word by band, supposing fi-om Wilson's Dic-

tionary, and from the ^S'abda-kalpa-druma that dala could be

used in the sense of band or multitude. I doubt, however, whether

dala is ever used in Sanskrit in that sense, and I feel certain
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as it is in Chinese, Mongolian, Turkish, Finnish,

Burmese, and Siamese, also in the Dravidian and

Malayo-Polynesian dialects, by adding a word ex-

pressive of plurality, and then appending again the

terminations of the singular. We have learnt from

French how a future, je parlerai, can be formed by

an auxiliary verb :
' I to speak have ' coming to

mean, I shall speak. We have learnt from our own
language, whether English or German, that suffixes,

such as head in godhead, ship in ladyship, dom in

kingdom, were originally substantives, having the

meaning of quality, shape, and state. But I donbt

that it was not used in that sense with sufficient frequency to

account for its adoption in Bengali. Dr. Friedrich Miiller, in his

useful abstracts of some of the grammars discovered by the 'Novara'

in her journey round the earth (1857-59), has likewise referred

dal to the Sanskrit dala, but he renders what I had in EngLsh
rendered by band, by the German word Band. This can only be

an accident. I meant land in the sense of a band of robbers,

which in German would be Bande. He seems to have misunder-

stood me, and to have taken land for the German Band, which
means a ribbon. Might dala in Bengali be the Dravidian taZa
or da?a, a host, a crowd, which Dr. Caldwell (p. 197) mentions as a

possible etymon of the pluralising suffix in the Dravidian lan-

guages ? Bengali certainly took the idea of forming its plurals by
composition with words expressive of plurality from its Dravidian

neighbours, and it is not impossible that in some cases it might
tave transferred the very word da^a, crowd. This daZaor taZa
appears in Tamil as kala and gala, and as Sanskrit Ti may in

Sinhalese be represented by v (loka = lova), I thought that the

plural termination used in Sinhalese after inanimate nouns might
possibly be a corruption of the Tamil kala. Mr. Childers, however,

in his able ' Essay on the Formation of the Plural of Neuter Nouns in

Sinhalese' (J. R. A. S. 1874, p. 40), thinks that the Sinhalese vala
is a corruption of the Sanskrit van a, forest, an opinion which
seems likewise to be held by Mr. D'Alwis Q. c. p. 48). As a case in

point, in support of my own opinion, Mr. Childers mentioned to me
the Sinhalese mal-varu, Sanskrit mala-kara, a wreath-maker,

a gardener.
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whether even thus we should have arrived at a

thorough understanding of the real antecedents of

language, unless what happened in the study of the

stratification of the earth had happened in the study

of language. If the fornmtion of the crust of the

earth had been throughout regular and uniform, and

if none of the lower strata had been tilted up, so

that even those who run might read, no shaft from

the surface could have been sunk deep enough to

bring the geologist from the tertiary strata down to

the Silurian rocks. The same in language. Unless

some languages had been arrested in their growth

during their earlier stages, and had remained on the

surface in this primitive state, exposed only to the

decomposing influence of atmospheric action, and to

the ill-treatment of literary cultivation, I doubt

whether any scholar would have had the courage to

say that at one time Sanskrit was like unto Chinese,

and Hebrew no better than Malay. In the succes-

sive strata of language thus exposed to our view, we

have in fact, as in Geology, the very thread of

Ariadne, which, if we will but trust to it, will lead

us out of the dark labyrinth of language in which

we live, by the same road by which we and those

who came before us first entered into it. The more

we retrace our steps, the more we advance from

stratum to stratum, from story to story, the more

shall we feel almost dazzled by the daylight that

breaks in upon us ; the more shall we be struck, no

longer by the intricacy of Greek or Sanskrit grammar,

but by the marvellous simplicity of the original

warp of human speech, as preserved, for instance, in

Chinese ; by the childlike contrivances, that are at
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the bottom of Paulo-post Futures and Conditional

Moods.

Let no one be frightened at the idea of studying

a Chinese grammar. Those who can take an interest

in the secret springs of the mind, in the elements of

pure reason, in the laws of thought, will find a Chinese

grammar most instructive, most fascinating. It is

the faithful photograph of man in his leading-

strings, trying the muscles of his mind, groping his

way, and so delighted with his first successful grasps

that he repeats them again and again. It is child's

play, if you like, but it displays, like all child's play,

that wisdom and strength which are perfect in the

mouth of babes and sucklings. Every shade of

thought that finds expression in the highly finished

and nicely balanced system of Greek tenses, moods,

and particles can be expressed, and has been ex-

pressed, in that infant language by words that have

neither prefix nor suffix, no terminations to indicate

number, case, tense, mood, or person. Every word in

Chinese is monosyllabic, and the same word, without

any change of form, may be used as a noun or verb,

an adjective, an adverb, or a particle. Thus ta, ac-

cording to its position in a sentence, may mean great,

greatness, to grow, very much, very.^

And here a very important observation has been

made by Chinese grammarians, an observation which,

after a very slight modification and expansion, con-

tains indeed the secret of the whole growth of

language from Chinese to English. If a word in

Chinese is used with the hond fide signification of a

noun or a verb, it is called 2ifull word (^shi-tse) ; if

* Stanislas Julien, Exercises Pratiques, p. 14.
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it is used as a particle or with a merely determin-

ative or formal character, it is called an empty word

(hiu-tse^). There is as yet no outward diiference

between full and empty words in Chinese, and this

renders it all the more creditable to the gram-

marians of China that they should have perceived

the inward distinction, even in the absence of any

outward signs.

Let us learn then from Chinese grammarians this

great lesson, that words may become empty, and

without restricting the meaning of empty words as

they do, let us use that term in the most general

sense, as expressive of the fact that words may lose

something of their full original meaning.

Let us add to this another observation, which

the Chinese could not well have made, but which we
shall see confirmed again and again in the history of

language, viz., that empty words, or, as we may also

call them, dead words, are most exposed to phonetic

decay.

It is clear then that, with these two preliminary

observations, we can imagine three conditions of

language :

—

1. There may be languages in which all words,

» Endlicher, Chinesische Grammatik, § 122. Wade, Progresswe

Course :
* On the Parts of Speech,' p. 102. A different division of words

adopted by Chinese grammarians is that into dead and live words,

s s 5 - 1 s e and sing-tse, the former comprising nouns, the latter verbs.

The same classes are sometimes called tsing-tse and ho-tse,

unmoved and moved words. This shows how purposeless it would

be to try to find out whether language began with nouns or verbs.

In the earliest phase of speech the same word was both noun and

verb, according to the use that was made of it, and it is so still to a

great extent in Chinese. See Endlicher, Chinesische Grammatik,

§219.
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both empty and full, retain their independent form.

Even words which are used when we should use

mere suffixes or terminations, retain their outward

integrity in Chinese. Thus in Chinese, ^in means

man, tu means crowd, ^in-tu, man-crowd. In this

compound both ^in and tu continue to be felt as

independent words, more so than in our own com-

pound man-hind; but nevertheless tu has become

empty, it only serves to determine the preceding

word ^in, man, and tells us the quantity or number
in which ^in shall be taken. The compound answers

in intention to our plural, but in form it is wide

apart from men, the plural of man.

2. Empty words may lose their independence,

may suffer phonetic decay, and dwindle down to

mere suffixes and terminations. Thus in Burmese
the plural is formed by to, in Finnish, Mordvinian,

and Ostiakian by t. As soon as to ceases to be used

as an independent word in the sense of number, it

becomes an empty, or, if you like, an obsolete word,

that has no meaning except as the exponent of

plurality ; nay, at last, it may dwindle down to a

mere letter, which is then called by grammarians

the termination of the plural. In this second stage

phonetic decay may well-nigh destroy the whole

body of an empty word, but—and this is important

—no full words, no radicals are as yet attacked by
that disintegrating process.

3. Phonetic decay may advance, and does ad-

vance still further. Full words also may lose their

independence, and be attacked by the same disease

that had destroyed the original features of suffixes

and prefixes. In this state it is frequently impos-
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sible to distinguish any longer between the radical

and formative elements of words.

If we wished to represent these three stages of

language algebraically, we might represent the first

by RR, using R as the symbol of a root which has
suffered no phonetic decay; the second, by R + p,

or /o + R, or ^ +R -f p, representing by p an empty
word that has suffered phonetic change ; the third

by r^, or pr, or prp, when both full and empty words
have been changed, and have become welded together

into one indistinguishable mass through the intense

heat of thought, and by the constant hammering of

the tongue.

Those who are acquainted with the works of

Humboldt will easily recognise, in these three stages

or strata, a classification of language first suggested

by that eminent philosopher. According to him lan-

guages can be classified as isolating, agglutinative,^

and inflectional, and his definition of these three

classes agrees in the main with the description just

given of the three strata or stages of language.

But what is curious is that this threefold classifi-

cation, and the consequences to which it leads, should

not at once have been fully reasoned out ; nay, that

a system most palpably erroneous should have been

founded upon it. We find it repeated again and
again in most works on Comparative Philology, that

Chinese belongs to the isolating class, the Turanian
languages to the combinatory, the Aryan and Semitic

' Agglutinative seems an xmnecessarily uncouth word, and as

implying a something which glues two words together, a kind of

Bindevocal, it is objectionable as a technical term. Comhinatory
is technically more correct, and less strange than agglutinative.
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to the inflectional ; nay, Professor Pott ^ and his

school seem convinced that no evolution can ever

take place from isolating to comhinatory and from

combinatory to inflectional speech. We should thus

be forced to believe that by some inexplicable gram-

matical instinct, or by some kind of inherent ne-

cessity, languages were from the begiuning created

as isolating, or combinatory, or inflectional, and must

remain so to the end.

' Professor Pott in his article, entitled ' Max Miiller und die

Kennzeichen der Sprachverwandtschaft,' publislied in 1855 in the

Journal of the German Oriental Society, vol. ix. p. 412, says, in

confutation of Bunsen's view of a real historical progress of language
from the lowest to the highest stage :

' So cautious an inquirer as

W. von Humboldt declines expressly in the last chapter of Ms, work
on the Diversity of tlw Structure of Human Langiiage (p. 414) any
conclusions as to a real historical progress from one stage of

language to another, or at least does not commit himself to any
definite opinion. This is surely something very different from that

gradual progress, and it would be a question whether by admitting

such an historical progress from stage to stage, we should not com-
mit an absurdity hardly less palpable than by trying to raise in-

fusoria into horses or still further into men. (What was an absurdity

in 1855 does not seem to be so in 1875.) Mr. Bunsen, it is true,

does not hesitate to call the monosyllabic idiom of the Chinese an
inorganic formation. But how can we get from an inorganic to an
organic language ? In nature such a thing would be impossible. No
stone becomes a plant, no plant a tree, by however wonderful a meta-
morphosis, except, in a different sense, by the process of nutrition,

i.e. by regeneration. The former question, which Mr. Bunsen
answers in the affirmative, is disposed of by him with the short

dictum :
" The question whether a language can be supposed to

begin with inflections, appears to us simply an absurdity"—but
unfortunately he does not condescend by a clear illustration to

make that absurdity palpable. Why in inflectional languao-es

should the grammatical form always have added itself to the
matter subsequently and ah extra 1 Why should it not partially

from the beginning have been created with it and in it, as having
a meaning with something else, but not having antecedently a
meaning of its own 1

'
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It is strange that those scholars who hold that no

transition is possible from one form of language to

another should not have seen that there is really no

language that can be strictly called either isolating, or

combinatory, or inflectional, and that the transition

from one stage to another is in fact constantly taking

place under our very noses. Even Chinese is not free

from combinatory forms, and the more highly de-

veloped among the combinatory languages show the

clearest traces of incipient inflection. The difficulty

is not to show the transition of one stratum of speech

into another, but rather to draw a sharp line between

the different strata. The same difficulty was felt in

Geology, and led Sir Charles Lyell to invent such

pliant names as Eocene, Meiocene, and Pleiocene,

names which indicate a mere dawn, a minority, or

a majority of new formations, but do not draw a

fast and hard line, cutting off one stratum from the

other. Natural growth, and even merely mechanical

accumulation and accretion, here as elsewhere, are

so minute and almost imperceptible that they defy

all strict scientific terminology, and force upon us

the lesson that we must be satisfied with an ap-

proximate accuracy. For practical purposes Hum-
boldt's classification of languages may be quite suf-

ficient, and we have no difficulty in classing any given

language, according to the prevailing character of its

formation, as either isolating, or combinatory, or in-

flectional. But when we analyse each language more

carefully we find there is not one exclusively isolating,

or exclusively combinatory, or exclusively inflectional.

The iDOwer of composition, which is retained unim-

paired through every stratum, can at any moment
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place an inflectional on a level with an isolating

and a combinatory language. A compound such, as

the Sanskrit go-duh, cow-milking, difters little, if

at all, from the Chinese nieu-gu, vaccae lac, or in

the patois of Canton, ngau ii, cow-milk, before

it takes the terminations of the nominative, which
is, of course, impossible in Chinese.

So again in English New~toicn, in Greek Nea-

polis, would be simply combinatory compounds.
Even Newton would still belong to the combinatory

stratum; but Najjles would have to be classed as

belonging to the inflectional stage.

Finnish, Hungarian, Turkish, and the Dravidian

languages belong in the main to the combinatory

stratum ; but having received a considerable amount
of literary cultivation, they all alike exhibit forms

which in every sense of the word are inflectional.

If in Finnish, for instance, we find hdsi, in the

singular, hand, and hdclet, in the plural, hands, we
see that phonetic corruption has clearly reached the

very core of the noun and given rise to a plural

more decidedly inflectional than the Greek ^j^stp-ss-,

or the English hands. In Tamil, where the sufiix

of the plural is ga?, we have indeed a regular

combinatory form in kei-gaZ, hands; but if the

same plural suffix ga? is added to kal, stone, the

euphonic rules of Tamil require, not only a change

in the suffijs, which becomes ka?, but likewise a

modification in the body of the word, kal being

changed to kar. We thus get the plural karkaZ,

which in every sense of the word is an inflectional

form. In this plural suffix gaZ, Dr. Caldwell has

recognised the Dravidian taZa or da?a, a host, a
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crowd ; and though, as he admits himself in the

second edition (p. 143), the evidence in support of

this etymology may not be entirely satisfactory, the

steps by which the learned author of the Grammar

of the Dravidian languages has traced the plural

termination lu in Telugu back to the same original

suffix kaZ admit of little doubt.

Evidence of a similar kind may easily be found in

any grammar, whether of an isolating, combinatory,

or inflectional language, wherever there is evidence

as to the ascending or descending progress of any

particular form of speech. Everywhere amalgama-

tion points back to combination, and combination

back to juxtaposition ; everywhere isolating speech

tends towards terminational forms, and terminational

forms become inflectional.

I may best be able to explain the view commonly

held with regard to the strata of language by a

reference to the strata of the earth. Here, too,

where difPerent strata have been tilted up, it might

seem at first sight as if they were arranged per-

pendicularly and side by side, none underlying the

other, none presupposing the other. But as the

geologist, on the strength of more general evidence,

has to reverse this perpendicular position, and to re-

arrange his strata in their natural order, and as they

followed each other horizontally, the student of lan-

guage too is irresistibly driven to the same conclusion.

No language can by any possibility be inflectional

without having passed through the combinatory and

isolating stratum ; no language can by any possi-

bility be combinatory without clinging with its

roots to the underlying stratum of isolation. Unless
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Sanskrit and Greek and Hebrew had passed through

the combinatory stratum, nay, unless, at some time

or other, they had been no better than Chinese, their

present form would be as great a miracle as the

existence of chalk (and the strata associated with it)

without an underlying stratum of oolite (and the

strata associated with it) ; or a stratum of oolite un-

supported by the trias or the system of new red sand-

stone. Bunsen's dictum, that ' the question whether

a language can begin with inflections implies an

absurdity,' may have seemed too strongly worded

;

but if he took inflections in the commonly received

meaning, in the sense of something that may be

added or removed from a base in order to define or

to modify its meaning, then surely the simple argu-

ment ex nihilo nihil fit is sufficient to prove that the

inflections must have been something by themselves,

before they became inflections relatively to the base,

and that the base too must have existed by itself,

before it could be defined and modified by the addi-

tion of such inflections. *

But we need not depend on purely logical argu-

ments, when we have historical evidence to appeal

to. As far as we know the history of language, we
see it everywhere confined within those three great

strata or zones which we have just described. There

are inflectional changes, no doubt, which cannot as

yet be explained, such as the m in the accusative

singular of masculine, feminine, and in the nomina-

tive and accusative of neuter nouns ; or the change

of vowels between the Hebrew Piel and Pual, Hijpliil

and Hophal, where we might certainly feel tempted

to admit formative agencies different from juxtaposi-

VOL. III. E
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tion and*combination. But if we consider liow in

Sanskrit the Yedic instrumental plural asvebhis
(Lat. equohus) becomes before our very eyes asvais

(Lat. equis), and bow such changes as Bruder,

brother, and Bruder, brethren, Ich weiss, I know,
A.S. wdt, and Wir wissen, we know, A.S. wit-on,

have been explained as the results of purely mechani-

cal, i.e. combinatory proceedings, we need not despair

of further progress in the same direction. One thing

is certain, that wherever inflection has yielded to a

rational analysis, it has invariably been recognised

as the result of a previous combination, and wher-

ever combination has been traced back to an earlier

stage, that earlier stage has been simple juxtaposi-

tion. The primitive blocks of Chinese and the most
perplexing agglomerates of Greek can be explained

as the result of one continuous formative process,

whatever the material elements may be on which it

was exercised ; nor is it possible even to imagine in

the formation of language more than these three

strata through which hitherto all human speech has

passed.

All we can do is to subdivide each stratum, and

thus, for instance, distinguish in the second stratum

the suffixing (R + p) from the prefixing (p + E.), and

from the affixing (p + 'R-\-p) languages.

A fourth class, the infixing or incapsulating lan-

guages, are but a variety of the affixing class, for

what in Bask or in the polysynthetic dialects of

America has the appearance of actual insertion of

formative elements into the body of a base, can be

explained more rationally by the former existence of

simpler bases to which modifying suffixes or pre-
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fixes have once been added, but not so firmly as to

exclude the addition of new suffixes at the end of

the base, instead of, as with ns, at the end of the

compound. If we conld say in Greek BsiK-fii-vv,

instead of ^sU-w-jjll, or in Sanskrit yu-mi-na-g, in-

stead of yu-na-^-mi, we should have a real begin-

ning of so-called incapsulating formations.^

A few instances will place the normal progress of

language from stratum to stratum more clearly be-

fore our eyes. We have seen that in the most

ancient Chinese every word is monosyllabic, every

word tells, and there are, as yet, no suffixes by which

one word is derived from another, no case termina-

tions by which the relation of one word to another

could be indicated. How, then, does Chinese dis-

tinguish between the son of the father, and the

father of the son ? Simply by position. Fu is

father, tze, son; therefore in the oldest Chinese fu

tze might be son of the father, tze fu, father of

the son. This rule admits of no exception but one.

If a Chinese wants to say a wine glass, he puts tvine

first and glass last, as in English. If he wants to

say a glass of wine, he puts glass first and wine last.

Thus i-pei thsieu, a cup of wine ; thsieu pei, a

wine-cup. When it was felt to be desirable to mark

the word which is in the genitive more distinctly, the

word hi was placed after it, and people said, fu M
tze, the son of the father. In the Mandarin dialect

this hi is represented by ti, and is added so con-

stantly to the governed word that, to all intents

and purposes, it may be treated as what we call the

' Cf . D. G. Brinton, Tlie Myths of the New World, p. 6, note.

E 2
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termination of the genitive. Originally tkis ^i was

a relative, or rather a demonstrative, pronoun,

and it continues to be used as such in the ancient

Chinese.^

It is perfectly true that Chinese possesses no de-

rivative suffixes ; that it cannot derive, for instance,

Tcingly from a noun, such as hing, or adjectives like

visible and invisible from a verb videre, to see. Yet

the same idea which we express by invisible is

expressed without difficulty in Chinese, only in a

different way. They say khan-pu-kien, ' I-behold-

and-do-not-see,' and this to them conveys the same

idea as the English invisible, though more exactly

invisible might be rendered by kien, to see, pou-te,

one cannot, ti, which.

We cannot in Chinese derive from ferrum, iron,

a new substantive ferrarius, a man who works in

iron, a blacksmith
;

ferraria, an iron mine, and
again ferrariarius, a man who works in an iron

mine. All this is possible in an inflectional language

only. But it is not to be supposed that in Chinese

there is an independent expression for every single

conception, even for those which are clearly second-

ary and derivative. If an arrow in Chinese is shi,

then a maker of arrows (in Old French Jiechier, in

English fletcher) is called an arrow-man, shi-^in.

Shui means water, fu, man ; hence shui-fu, a water-

man, a water-carrier. The same word shui, water,

> Julien, Exercises Pratiques, p. 120. Endlicher, Chinesische

Gramviatik, § 161. See also Noldeke, Orient und Occident, vol.

i. p. 759. Grammar of the Bornu Language (London, 1853), p.

55, 'Li the Treaty the genitive is supplied by the relative pronoun
agu, singularly corroborative of the Eev. R. Garnett's theory of the

genitive case.'
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if followed by sheu, liand, stands for steersman,

literally, water-hand. Kin means gold, tsiang,

maker; hence kin-tsiang, a gold-smith. Shu
means writing, sheu, hand; hence shu-sheu, a

writer, a copyist ; literally, a writing-hand.

A transition from such compounds to really com-

binatory speech is extremely easy. Let sheu, in the

sense of hand, become obsolete, and be replaced in

the ordinary language by another word for hand
;

and let such names as shu-sheu, author, or shui-

sheu, boatsman, be retained, and the people who

speak this language Avill soon accustom themselves

to look upon sheu as a mere derivative, and use it

by a kind of false analogy, even where the original

meaning of sheu, hand, would not have been appli-

cable.^

We can watch the same process even in compara-

tively modern languages. In Anglo-Saxon, for in-

stance, had means state, order. It is used as an

independent word, and continued to be so used as

late as Spenser, who wrote :

—

' Cuddie, I wote thou kenst little good,

So vainly t' advaunce thy headlesse hood.'

' ' Time changes the meaning of words as it does their sound.

Thus, many old words are retained in compounds, but have lost

their original signification. E.g. 'k'eu, mouth, has been replaced in

colloquial usage by 'tsui, but it is still employed extensively in

compound terms and in derived senses. Thus, k'wai' 'k'eu, a rapid

talker, .men 'k'eu, door, ,kwan 'k'eu, custom house. So also muh,
the original word for eye, has given place to 'yen, tsing, or 'y^n

alone. It is, howe\'er, employed with other words in derived senses.

E.g.-aiVi'h hia', at present; muh luh, table of contents.' 'The

primitive word for head, 'sheu, has been replaced by .t'eu, but is

retained with various words in combination. E.g. tseh 'sheu,

robber chief .' Edkins, Grammar of the CIdnese Colloquial Language,

2nd edition, 1864, p. 100.
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After a time, however, had, as an independent

word, was lost, and its place taken by more classical

expressions, such as habit, nature, or disposition.

But there remained such compounds as man-had,

the state of man, God-had, the nature of God ; and
in these words the last element, being an empty
word and no longer understood, was soon looked

upon as a mere suffix. Having lost its vitality, it

was all the more exposed to phonetic decay, and

became both hood and head.

Or, let us take another instance. The name given

to the fox in ancient German poetry was Regin-hart.

Begin in Old High German means thought or cunning,

hart, the Gothic hardu, means strong. This hart ^

corresponds to the Greek Kpdros, which, in its adjec-

tival form of Kparr}?, forms as many proper names in

Greek as hart in German. In Sanskrit the same
word exists as kratu, meaning intellectual rather

than bodily strength, a shade of meaning which is

still perceivable even in the German hart, and in the

English hard and hardy. Reginhart, therefore, was
originally a compound, meaning ^ thought-strong,'

strong in cunning. Other words formed in the same
or a very similar manner are :

—

Peranhart and Bern-

hart, literally, bear-minded, or bold like a bear

;

Ebvrhart, boar-minded ; Engil-hart, angel-minded
;

Gothart, god-minded ; Egin-hart, fierce-minded

;

Hugihart, wise-minded or strong in thought, the

English Hogarth. In Low German the second ele-

ment, hart, lost its h and became ard. This ard

ceased to convey any definite meaning, and though

in some of the words which are formed by ard we

' Grimm, JDentsche Grammatih, ii. 339.
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may still discover its original power, it soon became

a mere derivative, and was added promiscuously to

form new words. In the Low German name for the

fox, Beinaert, neither the first nor the second word

tells us any longer anything, and the two words

together have become a mere proper name. In other

words the first portion retains its meaning, but the

second, ard, is nothing but a suffix. Thus we find

the Low German dronh-ard, a drunkard ; dicJc-ard, a

thick fellow ; rik-ard, a rich fellow; gerard, a miser.

In English sweet-ard, originally a very sweet person,

has been changed and resuscitated as siveet-heart,^

by the same process which changed shamefast into

shamefaced. But, still more curious, this suffix ard,

which had lost all life and meaning in Low German,

was taken over as a convenient derivative by the

Romance languages. After having borrowed a

number of words such, as renard, fox, and proper

names like Bernard, Richard, Gerard, the framers of

' Cf. the German Liebhart, mignon, in Anshelm, 1, 335. Grimm,

Deutsche Grammatik, iii. 707. I feel more doubtful now as to

srveetard. Dr. Morris mentions it in his Historical Outlines of

English Grammar, p. 219 ; but Koch, when discussing the same

derivations in his English Gi-ammar, does not give the word. Mr.

Skeat writes to me :
' The form really used in Middle English is

sweeting. Three examples are given in Stratmann. One of the

best is in my edition of William of Palerne, where, however, it

occurs not once only (as given by Stratmann), h-at four times : viz.

in lines 916, 1537, 2799, 3088. The Imes are :

" Nai, sertes, swetiug, he seide- that schal I neuer:" 916
" & seide aswithe- sweting, welcome 1

" 1537

" Sertes, swcting, thaet is soth. seide william thanne." 2799
" treuli, sweting, that is soth- seide william thane." 3088

Thfe date of this poem is about a.d. 1360. Shakespeare has both

forms : viz. sweeting and sweet-heart. Chaucer has swete heHe, just

as we should use sweet-heart.'
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the new Romance dialects nsed the same termination

even at the end of Latin words. Thus they formed

not only man}^ proper names, like Aheillard, Bayard,

Brossard, but appellatives like leccardo, a gourmand,

linguardo, a talker, criard, a crier, codardo, Prov.

coart, Fr. couard, a coward.^ That a German word
hart, meaning strong, and originally strength, should

become a Roman suffix may seem strange
; yet we no

longer hesitate to use even Hindustani words as Eng-
lish suffixes. In Hindustani vala is used to form

many substantives. If Dilli is Delhi, then Dill-

vala is a man of Delhi. Go is cow, go-vala a

cow-herd, contracted into gvala. Innumerable words

can thus be formed, and as the derivative seemed

handy and useful, it was at last added even to

English words, for instance in 'Competition wallah.'

These may seem isolated cases, but the principles

on which they rest pervade the whole structure of

language. It is surprising to see how much may
be achieved by an application of those principles,

how large results may be obtained by the smallest

and simplest means. By means of the single radical

i or y a (originally ya), which in the Aryan languages

means to go or to send, the almost unconscious

framers of Aryan grammar formed not only their

neuter, denominative, and causative verbs, but their

passives, their optatives, their futures, and a con-

siderable number of substantives and adjectives.

Every one of these formations, in Sanskrit as well

as in Greek, can be explained, and has been ex-

' Diez, Grammatik, ii. 358. Grimm, Deutsche Grammatik,

i. p. 340, 706.
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plained as the result of a combination between any

<^iven verbal root and the radical i or ya.

There is, for instance, a root nak, expressive of

perishing or destruction. We have it in nak, night

;

Latin nox, Greek vv^, meaning originally the waning,

the disappearing, the death of day. We have the same

root in composition, as for instance, ^iva-nak, life-

destroying ; and by means of suffixes Greek has

formed from it vsic-pos, a dead body, vsk-vs, dead, and

vsK-v-ss, in the plural, the departed. In Sanskrit this

root is turned into a simple verb, nas-a-ti, he

perishes. But in order to give to it a more distinctly

neuter meaning, a new verbal base is formed by

composition with ya, nas-ya-ti, he goes to destruc-

tion, he perishes.

By the same or a very similar process denominative

verbs are formed in Sanskrit to a very large extent.

IVom ragfan, king, we form ra^a-ya-te, he behaves

like a king, literally, he goes the king, he acts the

king, il a Vallure d^un roi, Erom kumari, girl,

kumara-ya-te, he behaves like a girl, etc.^

After raising nas to nasa, and adding the same

radical ya, Sanskrit produces a causative verb, nasa^

ya-ti, he sends to destruction, the Latin necare.

In close analogy to the neuter verb nasyati, the

regular passive is formed in Sanskrit by composition

with ya, but by adding, at the same time, a different

set of personal terminations. Thus nas-y a-ti means

he perishes, while na«-ya-te means he is destroyed.

' See my SanshHt Grammar, § 497. I doubt whether in Greek

ayyiWu) is a denominative verb and stands for ayye\{o)jo} (Curtius,

Chronologie, p. 58). I should prefer to explain it as ava-yap-lw, to

proclaim, as a verb of the fourth class.
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The usual terminations of the Optative in Sanskrit

are

:

yam, yas, yat, yama, yafca, yus,

or, after bases ending in vowels

:

iyam, is, it, ima, ita, iyus.

In Greek

:

or, after bases ending in o

:

tfjii, <t', I, */"«»'> tre, ley.

In Latin

:

iem ies iet — — ient,

im, is, it, imus, itis, int.

If we add these terminations to the root A.S, to

be, we get the Sanskrit s-y-am for as-yam :

syam, syas, syafc, syama, syata, syas.

Greek sa--ir)v, contracted to £lr]v:

eirjVj f't^C) it^y tirj/der, iir}T£, eley^

Latin es-iem, changed to siem, sim, and erim:

siem, sies, siet,^ — — sient,

sim, sis, sit,2 siraus, sitis, sint.

erim, eris, erifc, erimus, eritis, erint.

If we add the other termination to a verbal base

ending in certain vowels, we get the Sanskrit bhara-
iyam, contracted to bhareyam :

bhareyam, bhares, bharet, bharema, bhareta, bhareyns,

> Lex Eepetund., ' ceivis romanus ex hace lege siet, nepotesqne—

ceiveis romanei justei sunto.' Cf. Egger, Zat. Serm. Vetmt. Reliq.

p. 245. Meunier, in Memoires de la Societe de Linguistique de Pm'is,

vol. i. p. 34.

2 Still used as long by Plautus; cf. Neue, Formenleh/re, ii.

p. 340.
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in Greek (pspo-ific

:

0epo-ifit, (pipo-iQf ({>epo-if fipo-ifiey, (pepo-ire^ (jtepo-uVy

in Latin /ere-tm, changed to ferem, used in the sense

of a future, but replaced' in the first person by/eram,

the subjunctive of the present

:

feram, feres, feret, feremus, feretis, ferent,

Perfect Subjunctive :

tnl-erim, tul-eris, tul-erit, tal-erimus, tul-eritis^, tul-erint.

Here we have clearlj the same auxiliary verb, i or

ya, again, and we are driven to admit that what we

now call an optative or potential mood, was originally

a kind of future, formed by ya, to go, very mnch

Kke the French je vais dire, I am going to say, I12 3 4 12
shall say, or like the Zulu ngi-ya-ku-tanda, I go

to love, I shall love.^ The future would afterwards

assume the character of a civil command, as Hhou

wilt go ' may be used even by us in the sense of 'go';

and the imperative would dwindle away into a poten-

tial, as we may say :
' go and you will see,' in the

same sense as, 'if you go, yon will see.'

> In old Latin the termination of the first person singular was

em, and Bergk restores forms in em. instead of a?n in Plautiis. Thus

Quintilian, i. 7. 23, says :
' Quid ? non Cato Censorius dicam et

faciam, dicem et faciem scripsit, eundemque in ceteris, quae simi-

liter cadunt, modum tenuit? quod et ex veteribus ejus libris

manifestum est, et a Messala in libro de s. littera positum.' Neue,

Fimnenlelire, ii. p. 348. The introduction of feram, originally a

subjunctive, to express the future in the first person, reminds us of

the distinction in English between 1 shall and tliou n-ilt, though the

analogy fails in the first person plural. In Homer the use of the

subjunctive for the future is well known. See Curtios, Chi'onologie,

p. 50.

2 Historically the i in tuleritis should be long in the subjunctive

of the perfect, short in the future.

3 Bleek, On the Concord, p. Ixvi.
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The terminations of the future are :

Sanskrit

:

syami, syasi, sjati, syamas, syatha, syanti

Greek

:

Latin

:

(reig, aojjiey,

In these terminations we have really two auxi-

liary verbs, the verb as, to be, and ya, to go, and

by adding them to any given root, as, for instance,

DA, to give, we have the Sanskrit (da-as-ya-mi) :

da-s-ya-mi,da-s-ya-si,dd-s-ya-ti,da-s-ya-mas,da-s-ya-tlia,dd-s-ya-nti;

Greek (Bay-scr-La)) :

B6}-(T-u),^ ^w-c-Eje, Cut-a-ei, ^w-ff-ofjEVj ^w-c-tre, dw-ff-ovai.

Latin

:

pot-ero, pot- ens, pot-erit, pot-erimus, pot-eritis, pot-ernnt.

A verbal form of very frequent occurrence in

Sanskrit is the so-called gerundive participle which

signifies that a thing is necessary or proper to be

done. Thus from budh, to know, is formed bodh-
ya-s, one who is to be known, cognoscendus ; from

guh, to hide, guh-ya-s, or goh-ya-s, one who is to

be hidden, literally, one who goes to a state of hiding

' In Sci-o-w, for Swo-iw, the i or y is lost in Greek as usual. In other

verbs s and ?/ are bo^h lost. Hence revecrla} becomes TereVw, and
T€v(o, the so-called Attic future. Bopp, Verglcich. Go'avimatih,

first ed. p. 903. In Latin we have traces of a similar future in

forms like fac-so, cap-so, etc. See Neue, Foi'menlehre, ii. p. 421.

The Epic dialect sometimes doubles the a when the vowel is short,

ai5e'(r(ro;t'.ai. But this can hardly be considered a relic of the original

ai, because the same reduplication takes place sometimes iu the

Aorist, iyeXaffffa.
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or being hidden ; from ya^, to sacrifice, ya^-ja-s,

one who is or ought to be worshipped. Here, again,

what is going to be becomes gradually what will be,

and lastly, what shall be. In Greek we find but few

analogous forms, such as ayco9, holy, a-rvy-i-os, to be

hated ; in Latin, ex-im-i-us, to be taken out ; in

Gothic andor-nem-ja, to be taken on, to be accepted,

agreeable, German angenehm.^

While the gerundive participles in ya are formed

on the same principle as the verbal bases in y a of

the passive, a number of substantives in ya seem to

have been formed in close analogy to the bases of

denominative verbs, or the bases of neuter verbs, in

all of which the derivative ya expresses originally

the act of going, behaving, and at last of simple

being. Thus from vid, to know, we find in Sanskrit

vid-ya, knowing, knowledge; from si, to lie down,

sayya, resting. Analogous forms in Latin are

gaud-i-um, stud-i-um, or, with feminine terminations,

in-ed-i-a, in-vid-i-a, per-nic-i-es, scah-i-es ; in Greek,

fjuav-i^a, afxapT-l-a or aiidpr-i-ov ; in German, nume-
rous abstract nouns in i and e?

This shows how much can be achieved, and has

been achieved, in language with the simplest mate-

' See Bopp, Vergleiahende Grammatik, §§ 897, 898. These
verbal adjectives should be carefully distinguished from nominal
adjectives, such as Sanskrit div-y4-s, divinus, originally div-i-

a-s, i.e. divi-bhavas, being in heaven; o\k€os, domesticus, originally

o5f/cet-o-y, being in the house. These are adjectives formed, it would
seem, from old locatives, just as in Bask we can form from etche,

house, etche-tic, of the house, and etohe-tic-acoa, he who is of the

house ; or from seme, son, semea-ren, of the son, and seviea-ren-a^

he who is of the son. See W. J. van Eys, Essai de Grammaire de

la Langue Basque, 1867, p. 16.

2 Bopp, Vergleichende Grammatik, §§ 888-898.
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rials. Neuter, denominative, causative, passive verbs,

optatives and futures, gerundives, adjectives, and
substantives, a,ll are formed by one and tlie same
process, by means of one and the same root. It is

no inconsiderable portion of grammar which has thus

been explained by this one root ya, to go, and we
learn again and again how simple and yet how
wonderful are the ways of language, if we follow

them up from stratum to stratum to their original

starting-point.

Now, what has happened in these cases has hap-

pened over and over again in the historj' of language.

Everything that is now formal, not only derivative

suffixes, but everything that constitutes the gram-
matical framework and articulation of language, was
originally material. What we now call the termina-

tions of cases were mostly local adverbs; what we
call the personal endings of verbs were personal pro-

nouns. Suffixes and affi:xes were mostly independent

words, nominal, verbal, or pronominal; there is, in

fact, nothing in language that is now empty, or dead,

or formal, that was not originally full, and ahve, and

material. It is the object of Comparative Grammar
to trace every formal or dead element back to its

life-like form ; and though this resuscitating process

is by no means complete, nay, though in several cases

it seems hopeless to try to discover the living type

from which proceeded the petrified fragments which

we call terminations or suffixes, enough evidence has

been brought together to establish on the firmest

basis this general maxim, that Nothing is dead in

any language that was not originally alive ; that

nothing exists in a tertiary stratum that does not
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find its antecedents and its explanation in the se-

condary or primary stratum of human speech.

After having explained, as far as it was possible in

so short a time, what I consider to be the right view

of the stratification of human speech, I should have

wished to be able to show to yon how the aspect

of some of the most difficult and most interesting

problems of our science is changed if we look at

them again with the new light which we have gained

regarding the necessary antecedents of all language.

Let me only call your attention to one of the most

contested points in the Science of Language. The
question whether we may assign a common origin to

the Aryan and Semitic languages has been discussed

over and over again. No one thinks now of denving

Sanskrit from Hebrew, or Hebrew from Sanskrit

;

the only question is whether at some time or other

the two languages could ever have formed part of

one and the same body of speech. There are scholars,

and very eminent scholars, who deny all similarity

between the two; while others have collected materials

that would seem to make it difficult to assign such

numerous coincidences to mere chance. Nowhere,

in fact, has Bacon's observation on this radical dis-

tinction between different men's dispositions for phi-

losophy and the sciences been more fully verified than

among the students of the Science of Language :

—

Maximum et velut radicale discrimen ingeniorum;

quoad philosophiam et scientias, illud est, quod alia

ingenia sint fortiora et aptiora ad notandas rerum

differentias ; alia ad notandas rerum, similitudines.

Utrumque autem ingenium facile lahitur

in excessum, jprensando a^t gradus rerum, aut um^
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hras.^ Before, however, we enter upon an examination

of tlie evidence brought forward bj different scholars

in support of their conflicting theories, it is our first

duty to ask a preliminary question, viz. What kind

of evidence have we any right to expect, considering

that both Sanskrit and Hebrew belong, in the state

in which we know them, to the inflectional stratum

of speech?

i^ow, it is quite true that Sanskrit and Hebrew

had a separate existence long before they reached

the tertiary stratum, before they became thoroughly

inflectional ; and that consequently they can share

nothing in common that is peculiar to the inflectional

stratum in each, nothing that is the result of pho-

netic decay, which sets in after combinatory forma-

tions havQ become unintelligible and traditional. I

mean, suj)posing that the pronoun of the first per-

son had been originally the same in the Semitic

and Aryan languages, supposing that in the Hebrew

an-oki (Assyrian an-aku, Phen. anak) the last

portion, oki, was originally identical with the San-

skrit ah in ah am, the Greek sy in sy-co, it would still

be useless to attempt to derive the termination of the

first person singular, whether in katal-ti or in ektol,

from the same type which in Sanskrit appears as mi

or am, or a, in tu da-mi, atud-am, tutod-a. There

cannot be between Hebrew and Sanskrit the same

relationship as between Sanskrit and Greek, if indeed

the term of relationship is applicable even to Sanskrit

and Greek, which are really mere dialectic varieties

of one and the same type of speech.

The question then arises, Could the Semitic and

• Bacon, Novum Organum, i. 55.
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Aryan languages have been identical during the

second or comhinatory period ? Here, as before, the

answer must be, I believe, decidedly negative, for

not only are the empty words which are used for

derivative purposes different in each, but, what is

far more characteristic, the manner in which they

are added to the stems is different too. In the Aryan
languages formative elements are attached to the

ends of words only; in the Semitic languages they

are found both at the end and at the beginning. In

the Aryan languages grammatical compounds are all

according to the formula rp ; in the Semitic we have

formations after the formulas r p, pr, and prp.

There remains, therefore, the first or isolating

stage only in which Semitic and Aryan speech might

have been identical. But even here we must make a

distinction. All Aryan roots are monosyllabic, all

Semitic roots have been raised to a triliteral form.

Therefore it is only previous to the time when the

Semitic roots assumed this secondary triliteral form

that any community could possibly be admitted be-

tween these two streams of language. Supposing we
knew as an historical fact that at this early period

—

a period which transcends the limits of everything we
are accustomed to call historical—Semitic and Aryan
speech had been identical, what evidence of this

union could we expect to find in the actual Semitic

and Aryan languages, such as we know them in their

inflectional period ? Let us recollect that the 100,000

words of English, nay, the many hundred thousands

of words in all the dictionaries of the other Aryan
languages, have been reduced to about 500 roots,

and that this small number of roots admits of still

VOL. III. P
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further reduction. Let us, then, bear in mind that

the same holds good with regard to the Semitic

languages, particularly if we accept the reduction

of all triliteral to biliteral roots. What, then, could

we expect in our comparison of Hebrew and Sanskrit

but a small number of radical coincidences, a simi-

larity in the form and meaning of about 500 radical

syllables, everything else in Hebrew and Sanskrit

being an after-growth, which could not begin before

the two branches of speech were severed once and

for ever.

But more, if we look at these roots we shall find

that their predicative power is throughout very

general, and therefore liable to an infinite amount

of specification. A root that means to fall (Sk. pat,

TTt-TTT-G)) comes to mean to fly (Sk. ut-pat, Trsrofiai).

The root da, which means to give, assumes, after

the preposition a, the sense of taking. The rootyu,

which means to join, means to separate, if preceded

by the preposition vi. The root ghar, which ex-

presses brightness, may supply, and does supply in

different Aryan languages, derivations expressive of

brightness (gleam), warmth (Sk. ghar ma, heat), joy

{^alpuv), love (x^pt?), of the colours of green (Sk.

hari), yellow (gilvus, flavus), and red (Sk. harit, ful-

vus)i of the hearth (furnus) and of the sun (ghra7>isa).

In the Semitic languages this vagueness of meaning

in the radical elements forms one of the principal

difficulties of the student, for according as a root is

used in its different conjugations, it may convey the

most startling variety of conception. It is also to

be taken into account that out of the very limited

number of roots which at that early time were used
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in common by the ancestors of the Aryan and

Semitic races, a certain portion may have been lost

by each, so that the fact that there are roots in

Hebrew of which no trace exists in Sanskrit, and
vice versa, would again be perfectly natural and in-

telligible.

It is right and most essential that we should see

all this clearly, that we should nnderstand how little

evidence we are justified in expecting in support of a

common origin of the Semitic and Aryan languages,

before we commit ourselves to any opinion on this

important subject. I have by no means exhausted

all the influences that would naturally, nay, neces-

sarily, have contributed towards producing the dif-

ferences between the radical elements of Aryan and

Semitic speech, always supposing that the two sprang

originally from the same source. Even if we excluded

the ravages of phonetic decay from that early period

of speech, we should have to make ample allowance

for the influence of dialectic variety. We know in the

Aryan languages the constant play between gutturals,

dentals, and labials (quinquef Sk. pa?iA;a, ttsvts, Aeol.

TTs/jbTTS, Goth. fimf). We know the dialectic inter-

change of Aspirate, Media, and Tenuis, which, from

the very beginning, has imparted to the principal

channels of Aryan speech their individual character

(rpsh, Goth, threis, High German drei).^ If this and

' Until a rational account of these changes, comprehended under

the name of Lautverschieiung, is given, we must continue to look

upon them, not as the result of phonetic decay, but of dialectic

growth. I am glad to find that this is more and more admitted

by those who think for themselves instead of simply repeating the

opinions of others. Grimm's Law stands no longer alone, as pecu-

liar to the Teutonic languages, but analogous changes have been

F 2
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much more could happen within the dialectic limit.s

of one more or less settled hodj of speech, what

must have been the chances beyond those limits ?

Considering how fatal to the identity of a word the

change of a single consonant would be in mono-

syllabic languages, we might expect that monosyllabic

roots, if their meaning was so general, vague, and

changeable, would all the more carefully have pre-

served their consonantal outline. But this is by no

means the case. Monosyllabic languages have their

dialects no less than polysyllabic ones ; and from the

rapid and decisive divergence of such dialects we

may learn how rapid and decisive the divergence of

language must have been during the isolating

period. Mr. Edkins, who has paid particular atten-

tion to the dialects of Chinese, states that in the

northern provinces the greatest changes have taken

place, eight initial and one final consonant having

pointed out in the South-African, the Chinese, the Polynesian dia-

lects, showing that these changes are everywhere collateral, not

successive. I agree with Professor Curtius and other scholars that

the impulse to what we call LantrerscMehung was given by the

third modification in each series of consonants, by the gh, dh, hh

in Sanskrit, the x> ^> 'P in Greek. I differ from him because I con-

sider the changes of Lautverscliiehmg as the result of dialectic

variety, while he sees their motive power in phonetic corruption.

But whether we take the one view or the other, I do not see that

Dr. Scherer has removed any of our difficulties. See Curtius,

Grundzi'tge, 4th ed. p. 426, note. Dr. Scherer, in his thoughtful

work, Zur GescMcliie der LeutscTien SpracTie, has very nearly, though

not quite, apprehended the meaning of my explanation as to the

effects of dialectic change contrasted with those of phonetic decay.

If it is allowable to use a more homely illustration, one might say no

doubt with perfect truth, that each dialect chooses its own phonetic

garment, as people choose the coats and trousers which best fit

them. The simile, however, like most similes, is imperfect, though

it is far more exact than to compare the ravages of phonetic decay,

as Ls frequently done, to the wear and tear of these phonetic suits.
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been exclianged for others, and three finals lost.

Along the southern bank of the Yang-tsi-kiang, and

a little to the north of it, the old initials are all pre-

served, as also through Chekiang to Fuh-kien. But

among the finals, m is exchanged for n ; t and 'p are

lost, and also h, except in some country districts.

Some words have two forms, one used colloquiallj,

and one appropriated to reading. The former is the

older pronunciation, and the latter more near to

Mandarin. The cities of Su-cheu, Hang-cheu, Mngpo,
and Wen-cheu, with the surrounding country, may
be considered as having one dialect, spoken probably

by thirty millions of people, i.e. by more than the

whole population of Great Britain and Ireland. The
city of Hwei-cheu has a dialect of its own, in which

the soft initial consonants are exchanged for hard

and aspirated ones, a process analogous to what we
call Lautverschiebunrj in the Aryan languages. At
Fu-cheu-fu, in the eastern part of the province of

Kiang-si, the soft initials have likewise been re-

placed by aspirates. In many parts of the province

of Hunan the soft initials still linger on ; but in the

city of Ohang-sha the spoken dialect has the five

tones of Mandarin, and the aspirated and other

initials distributed in the same manner. In the

island of Hai-nau there is a distinct approach to the

form which Chinese words assume in the language of

Annam. Many of the hard consonants are softened,

instead of the reverse taking place as in many other

parts of China. Thus ti, di, both ti in Mandarin,

are both pronounced di in Hai-nan. B and p are

both used for many words whose initials are w and

/ in Mandarin. In the dialects of the province of
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Fuh-kien the following changes take place in initial

consonants : h is used for /t
; _p for /; m, b, for w ;

j for
2/ ; t for k; h for s ; ng for i, y, w; n for g}

When we have clearly realised to ourselves w^hat

such changes mean in words consisting of one

consonant and one vowel, we shall be more com-
petent to act as judges, and to determine what
right we have to call for more ample and more
definite evidence in support of the common origin of

languages which became separated during their

monosyllabic or isolating stages, and which are not

known to us before they are well advanced in the

inflectional stage.

It might be said :—why, if we make allowance

for all this, the evidence really comes to nothing,

and is hardly deserving of the attention of the

scholar. I do not deny that this is, and always has

been, my own opinion. All I wish to put clearly

before other scholars is, that this is not our fault.

We see why there can be no evidence, and we find

there is no evidence, or very little, in support of a

common origin of Semitic and Aryan speech. But

that is very different from dogmatic assertions, so

often and so confidently repeated, that there can be no

kind of relationship between Sanskrit and Hebrew,

that they must have had different beginnings, that

they represent, in fact, two independent species of

human speech. All this is pure dogmatism, and no

true scholar will be satisfied with it, or turn away
contemptuously from the tentative researches of

scholars like Ewald, Eaumer and Ascoli. These

scholars, particularly Raumer and Ascoli, have given

' Edkins, Gramma/r, p. 84.
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US, as far as I can judge, far more evidence in sup-

port of a radical relationship between Hebrew and

Sanskrit than, from my point of view, we are entitled

to expect. I mean this as a caution in both direc-

tions. K, on one side, we ought not to demand
more than we have a right to demand, we ought, on

the other, not to look for, nor attempt to bring for-

ward, more evidence than the nature of the case

admits of. We know that words which have iden-

tically the same sound and meaning in Sanskrit,

Greek, Latin, and German, cannot be the same

words, because they would contravene those phonetic

laws that made these languages to differ from each

other. To doom cannot have any connection with

the Latin damnare ; to call cannot be the Greek

KoksLv, the Latin calare; nor Greek (pavXos the

German faul ; the English care cannot be identified

with Latin cura, nor the German Auge with the

Greek avyt]. The same applies, only with a hundred-

fold greater force, to words in Hebrew and Sanskrit.

If any triliteral root in Hebrew were to agree with

a triliteral word in Sanskrit, we should feel certain,

at once, that they are not the same, or that their

similarity is purely accidental. Pronouns, numerals,

and a few imitative rather than predicative names
for father and mother, etc., may have been preserved

from the earliest stage by the Aryan and Semitic

speakers ; but if scholars go beyond, and compare

such words as Hebrew harah, to bless, and Latin

precari ; Hebrew lah, heart, and the English liver
;

Hebrew melech, king, and the Latin mulcere, to

smoothe, to quiet, to subdue, they are in great

danger, I believe, of proving too much.
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Attempts liave lately been made to point out a

number of roots which Chinese shares in common

with Sanskrit. Far it be from me to stigmatise even

such researches as unscientific, though it requires

an effort for one brought up in the very straitest

school of Bopp, to approach such inquiries without

prejudice. Yet, if conducted with care and sobriety,

and particularly with a clear perception of the

limits within which such inquiries must be confined,

they are perfectly legitimate ; far more so than the

learned dogmatism with which some of our most

eminent scholars have declared a common origin of

Sanskrit and Chinese as out of the question. I

cannot bring myself to say that the method which

Mr. Chalmers adopts in his interesting work on

the ' Origin of Chinese ' is likely to carry conviction

to the mind of the bond fide sceptic. I believe,

before we compare the words of Chinese with those

of any other language, every effort should be made

to trace Chinese words back to their most primitive

form. Here Mr. Edkins has pointed out the road

that ought to be followed, and has clearly shown

the great advantage to be derived from an accurate

study of Chinese dialects. The same scholar has

done still more by pointing out how Chinese should

at first be compared with its nearest relatives, the

Mongolian of the North-Turanian, and the Tibetan

of the South-Taranian class, before any comparisons

are attempted with more distant colonies that started

during the monosyllable period of speech. ' I am

now seeking to compare,' he writes, ' the Mongolian

and Tibetan with the Chinese, and have already ob-

tained some interesting results

:
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* I. A large proportion of Mongol words are

Chinese. Perhaps a fifth are so. The identity is in

the first syllable of the Mongol words, that being

the root. The correspondence is most striking in

the adjectives, of which perhaps one half of the most

common are the same radically as in Chinese. E.g.

sain, good; begen, low; ic'hi, right; sologai,

left; c'hihe, straight; gadan, outside; c^hohon,

few; logon, green; hunggun, light (not heavy).

But the identity is also extensive in other parts of

speech, and this identity of common roots seems to

extend into the Turkish, Tatar, etc.; e.g. su, water,

tenri, heaven.

' 2. To comj)are Mongol with Chinese it is neces-

sary to go back at least six centuries in the de-

velopment of the Chinese language. For we find in

common roots final letters peculiar to the old Chi-

nese, e.g. final m. The initial letters also need to

be considered from another standpoint than the

Mandarin pronunciation. If a large number of

words are common to Chinese, Mongol and Tatar,

we must go back at least twelve centuries to obtain

a convenient epoch of comparison.
' 3. While the Mongol has no traces of tones, they

are very distinctly developed in Tibetan. Csoma de

Koros and Schmidt do not mention the existence

of tones, but they plainly occur in the pronunciation

of native Tibetans resident in Peking.

'4. As in the case of the comparison with Mongol,
it is necessary in examining the connection of

Tibetan with Chinese to adopt the old form of the

Chinese with its more numerous final consonants,

and its full system of soft, hard, and aspirated
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initials. The Tibetan numerals exemplify this with

sufficient clearness.

'5. While the Mongol is near the Chinese in the

extensive prevalence of words common to the two

languages, the Tibetan is near in phonal structure,

as being tonic and monosyllabic. This being so, it

is less remarkable that there are many words com-

mon to Chinese and Tibetan, for it might have

been expected ; but that there should be perhaps

as many in the Mongol with its long untoned poly-

syllables, is a curious circumstance.' '

• Having stated this ou the authority of Mr. Edkins, one of our

best living Chinese scholars, it is but fair that I should give the

opinion of another Chinese scholar, the late Stanislas Julien, whose
competence to give an opinion on this subject Mr. Edkins would
probably be the first to acknowledge. All that we really want
is the truth, not a momentmy triumph of our own opinions.

M. Julien wrote to me in July, 1868 :

' Je ne suis pas du tout de I'avis d'Edkins qui dit qu'un gi'and

nombre de mots mongols sont chinois ; c'est faux, archifaux.

Sain est mandchou et veut dire bon, en chinois chen.

beg/en, low ; en chinois Ma.
itchi, droit ; en chinois ye&u.

sologat, left, gauche ; en chinois tso.

ohihe, straight ; en chinois tchi (rectus).

gadan, outside ; en chinois mat.

logon, green ; en chinois tsing.

c'JwTion, few ; en chinois chao.

kungnn, light (not heavy) ; en chinois king.

*Je voudrais bien savoir comment M. Edkins prouve que lea

mots qu'il cite sont chinois.

' Foucaux a echoue egalement en voulant prouver, autrefois, que
200 mots thibetains qu'il avait choisis ressemblaient aux mots chi-

nois correspondants.'

M. Stanislas Julien wrote again to me on the 2l3t of July

:

* J'ai peur que vous ne soyez fache du jugement severe que j'ai

porte sur les identifications faites par Edkins du mongol avec le

chinois. J'ai d'abord pris dans votre savant article les mots mon-
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This is no doubt the right spirit in which re-

searches into the earlj history of language should

gols qu'il cite et je vous ai inontr6 qu'ils ne ressemblent pas le

moins du monde au chinois.

' Je vais vous en citer d'autres tir^s du Dictiormaire de Khien-

lung, chinois-mandchou-mongol.

ilougoi.

tegH, ciel

naran, soleil . .

nm'ari barimoni,
']

eclipse de soleil J
saran, lune . .

mtdoun, etoile .

egouU, nuages .

cmunga, le tonneri

tchagilgan, eclair

hm'ogaii, la pluie

sigauderl, la rosee

Mrago, la gelee .

lapsa, la neige .

salgifif le vent .

ousoim, I'eau

gal, le feu . .

siroi, la terre

aisin. Vox . .

Je vous donnerai, si vous le

Chinois.

ihien.

ji.

ji-cJii.

y
sing.

yun.

lout.

tien

yu.

lou.

my.
sioue.

fong.

choui.

Iw.

thou,

altan.

desirez, 1000 mots mongols avec

leurs synonymes chinois, et je defie M. Edkins de trouver dans les

1000 mots mongols un seul qui ressemble au mot cMnois synonyme.

'Comme j'ai fait assez de thibetain, je puis vous fournir aussi

une multitude de mots thibetains avec leurs correspondants en chi-

nois, et je defierai egalement M. Edkins de trouver un seul mot
thibetain dans mille qui ressemble au mot chinois qui a le meme
sens.'

My old friend, M. Stanislas Julien, wrote to me once more on

this subject, the 6th of August, 1868 :

* Depuis une quinzaine d'ann^es, j'ai I'avantage d'entretenir les

meilleures relations avec M. Edkins. J'ai lu anciennement dans

un journal que public M. Leon de Eosny (actuellement professeur

titulaire de la langue Japanaise) le travail o^X M. Edkins a tach§ de

rapprocher et d'identifier, par les sons, des mots mongols et chinois

ayant la meme signification. Son systeme m'a paru mal fonde.

Quelques mots chinois peuvent etre entres dans la langue mongole

par suite du contact des deux peuples, comme cela est arrive pour
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be conducted, and I hope that Mr. EdMns, Mr.

Chalmers, and others, will not allow themselves to

ie mandchou, dont beaucoup de mots sont entr^s dans la langue

mongole en en prenant les terminaisons ; mais il ne faudrait pas se

servir de ces exemples pour montrer ridentit§ ou les ressemblances

des deux langues.

* Quand les mandclious ont voulu traduire les livres chinois, ils

ont rencontre un grand nombre de mots dont les synonymes n'exis-

taient pas dans leur langue. Us se sont alors empare des mots

chinois en leur donnant des terminaisons mandchoues, mais cette

q\iasi-ressemblance de certains mots mandchous ne prouve point le

moins du monde I'identite des deux langues. Par exemple, un prefet

se dit en chinois tclii-fou, et un sous-prefet tchi-hien; les

mandchous, qui ne possedaient point ces fonctionnaires, se sont con-

tentes de transcrire les sons chinois dchhifou, dchhikhiyan.
' Le tafetas se dit en chinois tcheou-tse; les mandchous,

n'ayant point de mots pour dire tafetas, ont transcrit les sons chinois

par tchouse. Le bambou se dit tchou-tze; ils ont ecrit I'arbre

(moo) tchouse. Un titre de noblesse ecrit sur du papier dore s'ap-

pelle ts6 ; les mandchous ecrivent tche. Je pourrais vous citer un
nombre considerable de mots du mcme genre, qui ne prouvent pas

du tout I'identite du mandchou et du chinois.

'L'ambre s'appelle hou-pe; les mandchous ecrivent khoba.
La barbe s'appelle hou-tse ; ils ecrivent khose.

* Voici de quelle maniere les mandchous ont fait certains verbes.

TJne balance s'appelle en chinois thien p'ing, ils ecrivent p'ing-
s e

;
puis pour dire peser avec une balance, ils ont fait le verbe

p'ingse-lembi; lembi est une terminaison commune d beaucoup
de verbes.

' Pour dire faire peser, ordonner de peser avec une balance, ils

Ecrivent p'ingseleboumbi ; boumbi est la forme factive ou
causative; cette terminaison sert aussi pour le passif ; de sorte que
ce verbe peut signifier aussi Hre pese avec une balance.

* Je pourrais citer aussi des mots mandchous auxquels on a donne
la terminaison mongole, et vice veTsd.*

These remarks, made by one who, during his lifetime, was recog-

nised by friend and foe as the first Chinese scholar in Europe,
ought to have their proper weight. They ought certainly to make
us cautious before persuading ourselves that the connection between
the Northern and Southern branches of the Turanian languages has

been found in Chinese. On the other hand, I am quite aware that
all that M. Stanislas Julien says against Mr. Edkins may be true,

and that nevertheless Chinese may have been the central language
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be discouraged hj the ordinary objections that are

brought against all tentative studies. Even if their

researches should only lead to negative results, they

would be of the highest importance. The criterion

by which we test the relationship of inflectional lan-

guages, such as Sanskrit and Greek, Hebrew and
Arabic, cannot, from the nature of the case, be

applied to languages which are still in the combina-
tory or isolating stratum, nor would they answer any
purpose, if we tried by them to determine whether
certain languages, separated during their inflectional

growth, had been united during their combinatory
stage, or whether languages, separated during their

combinatory progress, had started from a common
centre in their monosyllabic age. Bopp's attempt

to work with his Aryan tools on the Malayo-Poly-

nesian languages, and to discover in them traces

of Aryan forms, ought to serve as a warning ex-

ample.

However, there are dangers also, and even greater

dangers, on the opposite shore, and if Mr. Chalmers
in his interesting work on the 'Origin of Chinese,'

compares, for instance, the Chinese tze, child, with

the Bohemian tsi, daughter, I know that the indig-

nation of the Aryan scholars will be roused to a very

from which Mongolian in the north and Tibetan in the south

branched off. A language, such as Chinese, with a small number of

sounds and an immense number of meanings, can easily give birth

to dialects which, in their later development, might branch off in

totally different directions. Even with languages so closely con-

nected as Sanskrit and Latin, it would be easy to make out a list of

a thousand words in Latin which could not be matched in Sanskrit.

The question, therefore, is not decided. What is wanted are re-

searches carried on by competent scholars in an unprejudiced and
at the same time a thoroughly scientific spirit.
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high pitch, considering how they have proved most

minutely that tsi or dci in Bohemian is the regular

modification of dugte, and that dugte is the Sanskrit

duhitar, the Greek Ovjdrrjp, daughter, originally

a pet-name, meaning a milk- maid, and given by the

Aryan shepherds, and by them only, to the daughters

of their house. Such accidents^ will happen in so

comprehensive a subject as the Science of Language.

They have happened to scholars like Bopp, Grimm,

and Burnouf, and they will happen again. I do not

defend haste or inaccuracy : I only say, we must

venture on, and not imagine that all is done, and

that nothing remains to conquer in our science. Our

watchword, here as elsewhere, should be Festina

lente! but, by all means, Festina! Festina! Festina!

' If Mr. Chalmers' comparison of the Chinese and Bohemian

names for daughter is so unpardonable, what shall we say of Bopp's

comparison of the Bengali and Sanskrit names for sister ? Sister in

Bengali is bohinl, the Hindi bah in and bh^n, the Prakrit

bahiwi, the Sanskrit bhagini. Yet Bopp, in the most elaborate

way, derives bohini from the Sanskrit svasri, sister. Bopp, Ver-

ffleiehe?ide Cframniatik, Vorrede znr vierten Abtheilung, p. x.



PART II.

ON CXJRTIUS' CHRONOLOGY OF THE INDO-GERMANIC
LANGUAGES.

In a former Lecture on the ' Stratification of Lan-

guage ' I ventured to assert that wherever inflection

has yielded to a rational analysis, it has invariably

been recognised as the result of a previous combina-

tion and wherever combination has been traced back

to an earlier stage, that earlier stage has been simply

juxtaposition.

Professor Pott in his ' BtymologischeForschungen

'

(1871, p. 16), a work which worthily holds its place

by the side of Bopp's ' Comparative Grammar/ ques-

tions the correctness of that statement ; but in doing

so he seems to me to have overlooked the restrictions

which I myself had introduced, in order to avoid the

danger of committing myself to what might seem too

general a statement. I did not say that every form

of inflection had been proved to spring from a pre-

vious combination, but I spoke of those cases only

where we have succeeded in a rational analysis of

inflectional forms, and it was in these that I main-

tained that inflection had always been found to be

the result of previous combination. What is the

object of the analysis of grammatical inflections, or

of Comparative Grammar in general, if not to find

out what terminations originally were, before they
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had assumed a purely formal character ? If we

take the French adverb sincerement, sincerely, and

trace it back to the Latin sincerd mente, we have for

a second time the three stages of juxtaposition,

combination, and, to a certain extent, inflection,

repeated before our eyes. I say inflection, for ment,

though originally an independent word, soon becomes

a mere adverbial suflBx, the speakers so little thinking

of its original purport that "we may say of a stone

that it falls lourdement, heavily, without wishing to

imply that it falls luridd mente, with a heavy, lit.

with a lurid mind.

If we take the nom. sing, of a noun in Sanskrit,

Greek, or Latin, we find that masculine nouns end

frequently in s. We have, for instance, Sk. ve.sa-s,

Gr. 61ko-9, Lat. vicu-s. These three words are iden-

tical in their termination, in their base, and in their

root. The root is the Sk. vis, to settle down, to

enter upon or into a thing. This root, without

undergoing any further change, may answer the

purpose both of a verbal and a nominal base. In

the precative, for instance, we have vis-ya-t, he may

enter, which yields to a rational analysis into vis,

the root y a, to go, and the old pronominal stem of

the third person, t, he. We reduplicate the root, and

we get the perfect vi-vis-us, they have entered.

Here I can understand that objections might be

raised against accepting us as a mere phonetic cor-

ruption of ant and anti ; but if, as in Greek, we

find as the termination of the third pers. plur. of the

perfect aci, we know that this is a merely phonetic

change of the original anti,^ and this anti has been

' Curtius, Vej'bum, p. 72.
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traced back by Pott himself (whether rightly or

wrongly, we need not here inquire) to the pro-

nominal stems ana, that, and ti, he. These two

stems, when joined together, become anti,' mean-

ing tliose and he, and are gradually reduced to aai,

and in Sanskrit to us for ant. What we call re-

duplication has likewise been traced back by Pott

himself to an original repetition of the whole root,

so that vi-vis stands for an original or intentional

vis-vis ; thus showing again the succession of the

three stages, juxtaposition, vis-vis, combination,

vi-vis, inflection, the same, vi-vis, though liable to

further phonetic modification.

Used as a nominal base the same root vis ap-

pears, without any change, in the nom. plur. vis-as,

the settlers, the clans, the people. Now, here again

Professor Pott himself has endeavoured to explain

the inflection as by tracing it back to the pronominal

base as, in asau, ille. He therefore takes the plural

vis-as as a compound, meaning ' man and that ' : that

is to say, he traces the inflection back to a combi-

natory origin.

By raising the simple base vis to visa, we arrive

at new verbal forms, such as vis-a-mi, I enter, vis-

a-si, thou enterest, vis-a-ti, he enters. In all these

inflectional forms, the antecedent combinatory stage

is still more or less visible, for mi, si, ti, whatever

their exact history may have been, are clearly

varieties of the pronominal bases of the first, second,

and third persons, ma, tva, ta.

Lastly, by raising vis to vesa, we arrive at a new

> Pott, E. F. 1871, p. 21.

VOL. III. G
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nominal base, and by adding to it the stem of a

demonstrative pronoun s, we form the so-called nom.

sing, vesa-s, oI/co9, vicu-s, from which we started,

meaning originally house-here, this house, the house.

In all this Professor Pott would fully agree, but

where he would difPer would be when we proceed to

generalise, and to lay it down as an axiom that all

inflectional forms must have had the same com-

binatory origin. He may be right in thus guarding

against too hast}^ generalisation, to which we are but

too prone in all inductive sciences. I am well aware

that there are many inflections which have not

yielded, as yet, to any rational analysis, but, with

that reservation, I thought, and I still think, it right

to say that, until some other process of forming those

inflections has been pointed out, inflection may be

considered as the invariable result of combination.

It is impossible in writing, always to repeat such

qualifications and reservations. They must be taken

as understood. Take for instance the augment in

Greek and Sanskrit. Some scholars have explained

it as a negative particle, others as a demonstrative

pronoun ; others, again, took it as a mere symbol of

differentiation. If the last explanation could be

established by more general analogies, then, no

doubt, we should have here an inflection that can-

not be referred to combination. Again, it would be

difficult to say what independent element was added

to the pronoun sa, he, in order to make it sa, she.

This, too, may, for all we know, be a case of phonetic

symbolism, and, if so, it should be treated on its own

merits. The lengthening of the vowel in the sub-

junctive mood was formerly represented by Professor
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Curtius as a symbolic expression of hesitation, but

he has lately recalled that explanation as unten-

able. I pointed out that when in Hebrew we meet
with such forms as Piel and Pual, HipJiil and Hophal,

we feel tempted to admit formative agencies, differ-

ent from mere juxtaposition and combination. But
before we admit this purely phonetic symbolism, we
should bear in mind that the changes of hruder,

brother, into hruder, brethren, ich weiss, I know,
into wir wissen, we know, which seem at first sight

purely phonetic, have after all been proved to be

the indii-ect result of juxtaposition and combination,

so that we ought to be extremely careful, and first

exhaust every possible rational explanation, before

we have recourse to phonetic symbolism as an ele-

ment in the production of inflectional forms.

The chief object, however, of my lecture on the
' Stratification of Language ' was not so much to

show that inflection everywhere presupposes combi-

nation, and combination juxtaposition, but rather to

call attention to a fact that had not been noticed

before, viz. that there is hardly any language which
is not at the same time isolating, combinatory and
inflectional.

It had been the custom in classifying languages

morj)hologically to represent some languages, for

instance Chinese, as isolating ; others, such as

Turkish or Finnish, as combinatory ; others, such

as Sanskrit or Hebrew, as inflectional. Without
contesting the value of this classification for certain

purposes, I pointed out that even Chinese, the very

type of the isolating class, is not free from com-
binatory forms, and that the more highly developed

G 2
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among tlie combinatory languages, sncli as Hunga-
rian, Finnish, Tamil, etc., show the clearest traces of

incipient inflection. ' The difficulty is not,' as I said,

^ to show the transition of one stratum of speech

into another, but rather to draw a sharp line between

the different strata. Tlie same difficulty was felt in

Geology, and led Sir Charles Lyell to invent such

pKant names as Eocene, Meiocene, and Pleiocene, names

which indicate a mere dawn, a minority, or a majority

of new formations, but do not draw a fast and hard

line, cutting off one stratum from the other. Natural

growth and even merely mechanical accumulation

and accretion, here, as elsewhere, are so minute and

almost imperceptible that they defy all strict scien-

tific terminology, and force upon us the lesson that

we must be satisfied wdth an approximate accuracy.'

Holding these opinions, and having established

them by an amount of evidence which, though it

might easily be increased, seemed to me sufficient, T

did not think it safe to assign to the three stages in

the history of the Aryan languages, the juxtaposi-

tional, the comhinatory , and the inflectioyial, a strictly

successive character, still less to admit in the growth

of the Aryan languages a number of definite stages

which should be sharply separated from each other

and assume an almost chronological character. I

fully admit that wherever inflectional forms in the

Aryan languages have yielded to a rational analysis,

we see that they are preceded chronologically by

combinatory formations ; nor should I deny for one

moment that ccmhinatory forms presuppose an ante-

cedent, and therefore chronologically more ancient,

stage of mere juxtaposition. What I doubt is
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whether, as soon as combination sets in, juxtar-

position ceases, and whether the first appearance of

inflection puts an end to the continued working of

combination.

It seems to me, even if we argue only on a priori

grounds, that there must have been at least a period

of transition during which both principles were at

work together, and I hardly can understand what
certain scholars mean if they represent the principle

of inflection as a sudden psychological change which,

as soon as it has taken place, makes a return to

combination altogether impossible. If, instead of

arguing a jpriori, we look the facts of language in the

face, we cannot help seeing that, even after that

period during which it is supposed that the united

Aryan language had attained its full development

—

I mean at a time when Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin

had become completely separated, as so many national

dialects, each with its own fully developed inflectional

grammar—the power of combination was by no means
extinct. The free power of composition, which is so

manifest in Sanskrit and Greek, testifies to the con-

tinued working of combination in strictly historical

times. I see no real distinction between the trans-

ition of Nea pSlis, i.e. new town, into Nedpolis, and
into Naples, and the most primitive combination in

Chinese, and I maintain that as long as a language

retains that unbounded faculty of composition which
we see in Sanskrit, in Greek, and in German, the

gi'owth of new inflectional forms from combinatory

germs must be admitted as possible. Forms such as

the passive aorist in Greek, £T£dr]v, or the weak
preterite in Gothic, nas-i-da, nas-i-dedjau, need not
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have been formed before the Aryan family broke up

into national languages ; and fonns such as Italian

meco, fratelmo, or the future avro, I shall have,

though not exactly of the same workmanship, show

at all events that analogous powers are at work even

in the latest periods of linguistic growth.

Holding these opinions, which, as far as I know,

have never been controverted, I ought perhaps, when
I came to publish the preceding Lecture, to have de-

fended my position against the powerful arguments

advanced in the meantime by my old friend Professor

G. Curtius, in support of a diametrically opposite

opinion, in his classical essay, ' On the Chronology

of the Indo-Germanic Languages,' published in 1867,

new edition, 1873. While I had endeavoured to show

that juxtaposition, combination, and inflection,though

following each other in succession, do not represent

chronological periods, but represent phases, strongly

developed, it is true, in certain languages, but ex-

tending their influence far beyond the limits com-

monly assigned to them. Professor Curtius tried to

establish the chronological character not only of

these three, but of four other phases or periods in

the history of Aryan speech. Confining himself to

what he considers the undivided Aryan language

to have been before it was broken up into national

dialects, such as Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, he

proceeds to subdivide the antecedent periods of its

growth into seven definite stages, each marked by

a definite character, and each representing a sum of

years in the chronology of the Aryan language. As
I had found it difficult to treat Chinese as entirely

jnxtapositional, or Turkish as entirely combinatory^
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or Sanskrit as entirely inflectional, it was perhaps

not to be wondered at that not even the persuasive

pleading of my learned friend could convince me of

the truth of the more minute chronological division

proposed by him in his learned essay. But it would

hardly have been fair if, on the present occasion, I

had reprinted my ' Rede Lecture ' without explaining

why I had altered nothing in my theory of linguistic

growth, why I retained these three phases and no

more, and why I treated even these, not as chrono-

logical periods, in the strict sense of the word, but

as preponderating tendencies, giving an individual

character to certain classes of lano^uao^e, without

being totally absent in others. Professor Curtius

is one of the few scholars with whom it is pleasant

to differ. He has shown again and again that what
he cares for is truth, not victory, and when he has

defended his position against attacks not always

courteous, he has invariably done so, not with hard

words, but with hard arguments. I therefore feel

no hesitation in stating plainly to him where his

theories seem to me either not fully supported or

even contradicted by the facts of language, and I

trust that this free exchange of ideas, though in

public, will be as pleasant as our conversations in

private used to be, now more than thirty yea.rs ago.

Let us begin with the First Period, which Professor

Curtius calls the Root-Period. There must have been,

as I have tried to explain before, a period for the

Aryan languages, during which they stood on a level

with Chinese, using nothing but roots, or radical

words, without having reduced any of them to a

purely formal character, without having gone through
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the process of changing what Chinese grammarians
call full words into emjpty words. I have always

held that to speak of roots as mere abstractions,

as the result of grammatical theory, is self-contra-

dictory. Eoots which never had any real or historical

existence may have been invented both in modern
and ancient collections or Dhatupa^^as; but that

is simply the fault of our etymological analysis, and
in no way affects the fact that the Aryan, like all

other languages we know, began wdth roots. We
may doubt the legitimacy of certain chemical ele-

ments, but not the reality of chemical elements in

general. Language, in the sense in which we use

the word, begins with roots, which are not only the

ultimate facts for the Science of Language, but real

facts in the history of human speech. To deny their

historical reality would be tantamount to denying
cause and effect.

Logically, no doubt, it is possible to distinguish

between a root as a mere postulate, and a root used
as an actual word. That distinction has been care-

fully elaborated by Indian grammarians and philo-

sophers, but it does in no way concern us in purely

historical researches. What I mean by a root used
in real language is this : when we analyse a cluster

of Sanskrit words, such as yodha-s, a fighter,

yodhaka-s, a fighter, yoddha, a fighter, yodha-
na-m, fighting, yuddhi-s, a fight, yuyutsu-s, wish-

ing to fight, ar-yudha-m, a weapon, v/e easily see

that they presuppose an element yudh, to fight,

and that they are all derived from that element by
well-known grammatical suflSxes. Now, is this yudh,
which we call the root of all these words, a mere
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abstraction ? Far from it. We find it as yudh used

in the Veda either as a nominal or as a verbal base,

according to suffixes bj which it is followed. Thus

yudh by itself would be a fighter, only that dh when
final has to be changed into t. We have goshu-
ytidh-am, an accusative, the fighter among cows.

In the plural we have yudh-as, fighters; in the

locative yudh-i, in the fight; in the instrumental,

yudh-a, with the weapon. That is to say, we find

that as a nominal base, yudh, Avithout any deter-

minative suffixes, may express fighting, the place

of fighting, the instrument of fighting, and a fighter.

If our grammatical analysis is right, we should

have yudh as a nominal base in yudh-ya-ti, lit.

he goes to fighting, yudh-ya-te, pass.; (a)-yut-

smahi, aor., either we were to fight, or we were

fighters; yu-yut-sa-ti, he is to fight-fight; yudh-
ya-s, to be fought (p. 60), etc. As a verbal base

we find yudh, for instance, or yu-yudh-e^ I have

fought; in a-yud-dha, for a-yudh-ta, he fought.

In the other Aryan languages this root has left

hardly any traces
;
yet the Greek va/jblv, and vaixlvr],

would be impossible without the root yudh.
The only diff'erence between Chinese and these

Sanskrit forms which we have just examined is that

while in Chinese such a form as yudh-i, in the

battle, would have for its last element a word clearly

meaning middle, and having an independent accent,

Sanskrit has lost the consciousness of the original

material meaning of the i of the locative, and uses

it traditionally as an empty word, as a formal ele-

ment, as a mere termination.

I also agree with Curtius that during the earliest
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stage, not of Sanskrit, but of Aryan speech in gene-

ral, we have to admit two classes of roots, the 'pre-

dicative and demonstrative, and that what we now
call the plural of yudh, yudh-as, fighters, was, or

may have been, originally a compound consisting of

the predicative root yudh, and the demonstrative

root, as or sa, possibly repeated twice, meaning
' fight-he-he,' or ' fight-there-there ' i.e. fighters.

There is another point with regard to the cha-

racter of this earliest radical stage of the Aryan

language, on which formerly I should have agreed

with Curtius, but where now I begin to feel more

doubtful—I mean the necessarily monosyllabic form

of all original roots. There is, no doubt, much to

be said for this view. We always like to begin with

what is simple. We imagine, as it has been said,

that ' the simple idea must break forth, like light-

ning, in a simple body of sound, to be perceived in

one single moment.' But, on the other hand, the

simple, so far as it is the general, is frequently, to

us at least, the last result of repeated complex con-

ceptions, and therefore there is at all events no

a priori argument against treating the simplest roots

as the latest rather than the earliest products of

language. Languages in a low state of develop-

ment are rich in words expressive of the most

minute differences : they are poor in general expres-

sions—a fact which ought to be taken into account

as an important qualification of a remark made by

Curtius that language supplies necessaries first,

luxuries afterwards (p. 32). I quote the following

excellent remarks from Mr. Sayce's ' Principles of

Comparative Philology '
(p. 208): 'Among modem
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savages the individnal objects of sense have names

enough, while general terms are very rare. The

Mohicans have words for cutting various objects,

but none to signify cutting simple.' ^ In taking

this view, we certainly are better able to explain the

actual forms of the Aryan roots, viz. by elimination

rather than by composition. If we look for instance,

as I did myself formerly, on such roots as yudh,

yu^, and yau^, as developed from the simpler root

yu, or on mardh, marg, mark, marp, mard,

smar, as developed from mar, then we are bound

to account for the modificatory elements, such as dh,

g, k, p, d, s, n, t, r, as remnants of other roots,

whether predicative or demonstrative. Thus Curtius

compares tar or tra, with tras, tram, trak, trap;

tri and tru with trup, trib, taking the final conso-

nants as modificatory letters. But what are these

modificatory letters? Every attempt to account for

them has failed. If it could be proved that these

modificatory elements, which Curtius calls Deter-

minatives, produced always the same modification of

meaning, they might then be classed with the verbal

suffixes which change simple verbs into causative,

desiderative, or intensive verbs. But this is not the

> Dr. Callaway in his Remarls on the Zulu Language (ISlO^yTp. 2,

says : ' The Zulu language contains upwards of 20,000 words in

bond fide use among the people. Those curious appellations for

different coloured cattle, or for different maize cobs, to express cer-

tain minute pecuUarities of colour or arrangement of colour, which

it is difficult for us to grasp, are not synonymous, but instances in

which a new noun or name is used instead of adding adjectives to

one name to express the various conditions of an object. Neither

are these various verbs used to express varieties of the same action

synonyms, such as uMpata, to carry in the hand, uhvetshuta, to

carry on tlie shoulder, ukubeleta, to carry on the back.'
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case. On the other hand, it would be perfectly

intelligible that such roots as mark, marg, mard,

mardh, expressing different kinds of crushing,became

fixed side by side, that by a process of elimination

their distinguishing features were gradually removed,

and the root mar left as the simplest form, expres-

sive of the most general meaning. Without entering

here on that process of mutual friction by which,

I believe, the development of roots can best be

explained, we may say at least so much, that what-

ever process will account for the root yu, will like-

wise account for the root yu^: nay, that roots like

mark or mard are more graphic, expressive, and

more easily intelligible than the root mar.

However, if this view of the origin of roots has to

be adopted, it need not altogether exclude the other

view. In the process of simplification, certain final

letters may have become typical, may have seemed

invested with a certain function or determinative

power, and inay therefore have been added indepen-

dently to other roots, by that powerful imitative

tendency which asserts itself again and again through

tlie whole working of language. But however that

may be, the sharp line of distinction which Curtius

draws between the First Period, represented by

simple, and the Second Period, represented by deri-

vative, roots, seems certainly no longer tenable, least

of all as dividing chroyiologically two distinct periods

in the growth of language.

When we approach the Third Period, it might

seem that here, at least, there could be no difference

of opinion between Professor Curtius and myself.

That Third Period represents simply what I called
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the first setting in of combination, following after

the isolating stage. Curtius calls it the primary

verbal period, and ascribes to it the origin of such

combinatory foriDS as da- ma, give-I, da-tva, give-

thou, da-ta, give-he; da-ma-tvi, give-we, da-tva-

tvi, give-you, da-(a)nti, give-they. These verbal

forms he considers as much earlier than any attempts

at declension in nouns. No one who has read Curtius'

arguments in support of this chronological arrange-

ment would deny their extreme plausibility ; but

there are grave difficulties which made me hesitate

in adopting this hypothetical framework of linguistic

chronology. I shall only mention one, which seemed

to me insurmountable. We know that during what
we called the First Eadical Period the sway of pho-

netic laws was already so firmly established that, from

that period onward to the present day, we can say,

with perfect certainty, which phonetic changes are

possible, and which are not. It is through these pho-

netic laws that the most distant past in the history of

the Aryan language is connected with the present.

It is on them that the whole science of etymology is

founded. Only because a certain root has a tenuis,

a media, an aspirate, or a sibilant, is it possible to

keep it distinct from other roots. If t and s could

be interchanged, then the root tar, to cross, would
not be distinct from the root sar, to go. If d and dh
could vary, then dar, to tear, would run together

with dhar, to hold. These phonetic distinctions were
firmly established in the radical period, and continue

to be maintained, both in the undivided Aryan
speech, and in the divided national dialects, such as

Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, and Gothic. How then can
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we allow an intervening period, during whicli ma-tvi

could become ma si, tva-tvi, tlias, and the same

tva-tvi appear also as sai? Such changes, always

most startling, may have been possible in earlier

periods ; but when phonetic order had once been

established, as it was in what Curtius calls his first

and second periods, to admit them as possible would

be, as far as I can judge, to admit a complete ana-

chronism. Of two things one : either we must alto-

gether surrender those chaotic changes which are

required for identifying Sanskrit e with Greek fxai,

and Greek fxai with ma- ma, etc., or we must throw

them back to a period anterior to the final settlement

of the Aryan roots.

I now proceed to point out a second diificulty.

If Cnrtius uses these same personal terminations,

masi, tvasi, and anti, as proof positive that they

must have been compounded out of ma+ tva, and

tva-tva, before there were any case-terminations,

I do not think his argument is quite stringent.

Curtius says :
' If plural suffixes had existed before

the coining of these terminations, we should expect

them here, as well as in the noun' (p. 33). But the

plural of the pronoun I could never have been formed

by a plural suffix, like the plural of horse. I admits

of no plural, as little as thou, and hence the plural

of these very pronouns in the Aryan language is not

formed by the mere addition of a plural termination,

but by a new base. We say I, but we ; thou, but you,

and so through aU theAryan languages. According to

Curtius himself, masi, the termination of the plural,

is not formed by repeating ma, by saying, I and I,

and by ma and tva, I and thou, the most primitive
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way, lie tliinks, of expressing we. The termination

of the second person plural might be expressed by

repeating thou. ' You did it ' might have been ren-

dered by ' thou and thou did it
;

' but hardly by

treating thou like a noun, and adding to it a plural

termination. The absence of plural terminations,

therefore, at the end of the personal suffixes of the

verbs, does not prove, as far as I can see, that plu-

rals of nouns were unknown when the first, second,

and third persons plural of the Aryan verbs were

called into existence.

Again, what Curtius says, that ' what language has

once learnt it does not forget again, and that there-

fore if the plural had once found expression in nouns,

the verb would have claimed the same distinction,'

is true, no doubt, in many cases, but not so generall}"

true as to supply a safe footing for a deductive

argument. In so late a formation as the periphrastic

future in Sanskrit, we say data-sma/t, as it were

dator sumus, not datara/i sma/i; and in the second

person plural of the passive in Latin amamini,

though the plural is marked, the gender is always

disregarded.

Further, even if we admit with Bopp and Curtius

that the terminations of the medium are composed of

two pronouns, that the te of the third person singu-

lar stands for ta-ti, to-him-he, that KaXvirrsTaL in fact

meant originally hide-himself-he, it does not follow

that in such a compound one pronominal element

should have taken the termination of the accusative,

any more than the other takes the termination of the

nominative. The first element in every composition

takes necessarily its Pada or Thematic form; the
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second or final element has suffered so much, ac-

cording to Bopp's own explanation, that nothing

would be easier to explain than the disappearance

of a final consonant, if it had existed. The absence

of case-terminations in such compounds cannot there-

fore be used as a proof of the non-existence of case-

terminations at a time when the medial and other

personal endings took their origin. On the contrary,

these terminations seem to me to indicate, though

I do not say to prove, that the conception of a sub-

jective, as distinct from an objective case, had been

fully realised by those who framed them. I do not

myself venture to speak very positively of such mi-

nute processes of analysis as that which discovers in

the Sk. first pers. sing. ind. pres. of the middle, tude,

I strike, an original tuda + a + i, tud a + ma + i, tuda

+ ma-|-mi, tuda +ma + ma ; but, admitting that the

middle was formed in that way, and that it meant

originally strike-to-me-I, then surely we have in

the first m a an oblique case, and in the compound

itself the clearest indication that the distinction

between a nominative and an oblique case, whether

dative or accusative, was no longer a mystery. Any-

liow—and this is the real point at issue—the presence

of such componnds as ma- ma, to-me-T, is in no way

a proof that at the time of their formation people

could not distinguish between yudh(s),nom. a fighter,

and yudh(am), ace. a fighter ; and we must wait for

more irrefragable evidence before admitting, what

would under all circumstances be a most startling

conclusion, viz. that the Aryan language was spoken

for a long time without case-terminations, but with

a complete set of personal terminations, both in the
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singular and the plural. For though it is quite true

that the want of cases could only be felt in a sentence,

the same seems to me to apply to personal termi-

nations of the verb. The one, in most languages we
know, implies the other, and the very question

whether conjugation or declension came first is one

of those dangerous questions which take something

for granted which has never been proved.

During all this time, according to Curtius, our

Aryan language would have consisted of nothing

but roots, used for nominal and verbal purposes,

but without any purely deiivative suffixes, whether

verbal or nominal, and without declension. The
only advance, in fact, made beyond the purely Chi-

nese standard, would have consisted in a few com-
binations of personal pronouns with verbal stems,

which combinations assumed rapidly a typical cha-

racter, and led to the formation of a skeleton of

conjugation, containing a present, an aorist with an
augment, and a reduplicated perfect. Why, during

the same period, nominal bases should not have as-

sumed at least some case-terminations, does not

appear ; and it certainly seems strange that people

who could say vak-ti, speak-he, vak-anti, speak-

this-he, should not have been able to say vak-s,

whether in the sense of speak-there, i.e. speech, or

speak-there, i.e. speaker.

The next step which, according to Curtius, the

Aryan language had to make, in order to emerge
from its purely radical phase, was the creation of

bases, both verbal and nominal, by the addition of

verbal and nominal suffixes to roots, both primary
and secondary. Curtius calls this fourth the Period

VOL. III. H
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of the Formation of Themes. These suffixes are very

numerous, and it is by them that the Aryan lan-

guages have been able to make their limited number
of roots supply the vast materials of their dictionary.

From bhar, to carry, they formed bhar-a, a carrier,

but sometimes also a burden. In addition to bhar-
ti, carry-he, they formed bhara-ti, meaning possibly

carrying-he. The growth of these early themes may
have been very luxuriant, and, as Professor Curtius

expresses it, chiefly paraschematic. It may have been

left to a later age to assign to that large number of

possible synonyms more definite meanings. Thus,

from (pspoo, I carry, we have (popd, the act of carrying,

used also in the sense of impetus (being carried away),

and oi provectus, i.e. what is brought in. ^opos means

carrying, but also violent, and lucrative ; cj)5psTpov, an

instrument of carrying, means a bier ; cpapsTpa, a

quivei', for carrying arrows, ^oppios comes to mean
a basket ; (popro^, a burden ; cpopos, tribute.

All this is perfectly intelligible, both with regard

to nominal and verbal themes. Curtius admits four

kinds of verbal themes as the outcome of his Fourth

Period. He had assigned to his Third Period the

simple verbal themes sa-rt, and the reduplicated

themes such as 8iS(o-ac. To these were added, in the

Fourth Period, the following four secondary themes :

(1) 7rX£'/c-€-(r)-t Sanskrit lipa-ti

(2) aXti<p-e-{T)-i „ laipa-ti

(3) lek-vv-GL „ lip-nau-ti

(4) ^ap-vrj-ffi ,, lip-na-ti.

He also explains the formation of the subjunctive in

analogy with bases such as lipa*ti, as derived from

lip-ti.
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Some scholars would probably feel inclined to add

one or two of tbe more primitive verbal themes,

such as
limpa-ti rumpo

limpana-ti Xa/i-/3arf(r)'.,

but all would probably agree with Curtius in placing

the formation of these themes, both verbal and

nominal, between the radical and the latest inflec-

tional period. One point, however, on which there

would probably be considerable difference of opinion

is this, whether it is credible that, at a time when

so many nominal themes were formed—for Curtius

ascribes to this Fourth Period the formation of such

nominal bases as

X6y-o, intellect, = lipa-ti

XoiTT-Of left, = laipa-ti

Xty-j'v, smoke, = lip-nan-ti

^af-yr], laurel, = lip-na-ti

—

the simplest nominal compounds, which we now

call nominative and accusative, singular and plural,

were still unknown ; that people could say dhr^sh-

nu-mas, we dare, but not dhriJsh-nu-s, daring-he;

that they had an imperative, dhrish^iuhi, dare, but

not a vocative, dhrishno. Curtius strongly holds

to that opinion, but with regard to this period too,

he does not seem to me to establish it by a regular

and complete argument. Some arguments which he

refers to occasionally have been answered before.

Another, which he brings in incidentally when

discussing the abbreviation of certain suf&xes, can

hardly be said to caiTy conviction. After tracing

the suffixes ant and tar back to what he supposes

H 2
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to have been their more primitive forms, an-ta and

ta-ra, he remarks that the dropping of the final

vowel would hardly be conceivable at a time when
there existed case-terminations. Still this dropping of

the vowel is very common, in late historical times, in

Latin, for instance, and other Italian dialects, where

it causes frequent confusion and heteroclitism.^ Thus

the Augustan innocua was shortened in common
pronunciation to innoca, and this dwindles down in

Christian inscriptions to innox. In Greek, too, BiaKTO-

po9 is older than BiaKrcop ; (pvXaKos older than (f>vka^.

Nor can it be admitted that the nominal suffixes

have suffered less from phonetic corruption than the

terminations of the verb, and that therefore they

must belong to a more modern period (pp. 39, 40)

.

In spite of all the changes which the personal termi-

nations are supposed to have undergone, their con-

nection with the personal pronouns has always been

apparent, while the tracing back of the nominal

suffixes, and, still more, of the case-terminations to

their typical elements, forms still one of the greatest

difficulties of comparative grammarians.

^

Professor Curtius is so much impressed with the

later origin of declension that he establishes one

more period, the fifth, to which he assigns the

growth of all compound verbal forms, compound

stems, compound tenses, and compound moods, before

he allows the first beginnings of declension, and the

formation even of such simple forms as the nomina-

tive and accusative. It is difficult, no doubt, to dis-

' Brnppacher, Lmitlere der OsMschen Sprache, p. 48. Biichler,

Grundriss der LateinisoJien Declination, p. 1.

2 'Die Entstehung der Casns ist noch das allerdunkelste im

weiten Bereich des indogermanischen Formensystems.' Curtius,

Clironologie, p. 71.
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prove such an opinion by facts or dates, because there

are none to be found on either side : but we have a

right to expect yery strong arguments indeed before

we can admit that at a time when an aorist, like

sSsiK-cra, Sanskrit a-dik-sha-t, was possible; that is

to say, at a time when the verb as, which meant

originally to breathe, had by constant use been re-

duced to the meaning of being ; at a time when that

verb, as a mere auxiliary, was joined to a verbal base

in order to impart to it a general historical power

;

when the persons of the verb were distinguished by

pronominal elements, andwhen the augment, no longer

purely demonstrative, had become the symbol of time

past—that at such a time people were still unable todis-

tiQguish, except by a kind of Chinese law of position,

between ' the father struck the child,' and * the child

struck the father.' Before we can admit this, we

want much stronger proofs than any adduced by

Curtius. He says, for instance, that compound verbal

bases formed with ya, to go, and afterwards fixed as

causatives, would be inconceivable during a period in

which accusatives existed. From nas, to perish, we

form in Sanskrit nasa-yami, I make perish. This,

according to Curtius, would have meant originally,

I send to perishing. Therefore nas a, would have been

in the accusative, nas am, and the causative would

have been nasamyami, if the accusative had then

been known. But we have in Latin ^ jpessum dare,

venum ire, and no one would say that compounds like

calefacio, liquefacio, putrefacio, were impossible after

the first Aryan separation, or after that still earlier

period to which Curtius assigns the formation of the

» Corssen. ii. 888.
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Aryan case-terminations. Does Professor Curtius hold

that compound forms like Gothic nasi-da were formed

not only before the Aryan separation, but before the

introduction of case-terminations ? I hold, on the

contrary, that such really old compositions never re-

quired, nay never admitted, the accusative. We say

in Sanskrit, dyu-gat, going to the sky, dyu-ksha,
dwelling in the sky, without any case-terminations

at the end of the first part of the compound. We
say in Greek, aaKscr-TraXos, not adKoa-iraXos, iraiSo-

<f)6vo9, not TraiBacpovos, opEa-Kwos, mountain-bred, and

also 6psal-Tpo(f)o9, mountain-fed. We say in Latin,

agri-cola, not agrum-cola, fratri-cida, not fratrem-

clda, regz-fugium, not regis-fugium. Are we to sup-

pose that all these words were formed before there

was an outward mark of distinction between nomina-

tive and accusative in the primitive Aryan language?

Such compounds, we know, can be formed at pleasure,

and they continued to be formed long after the full

development of the Aryan declension, and the same

would apply to the compound stems of causal verbs.

To say, as Curtius does, that composition was pos-

sible only before the development of declension,

because when cases had once sprung up, the people

would no longer have known the bases of nouns, is

far too strong an assertion. In Sanskrit ^ the really

difficult bases are generally sufficiently visible in the

so-called Pada-cases, i.e. before certain terminations

beginning with consonants, and there is besides a

strong feeling of analogy in language, which would

generally, though not always (for compounds are fre-

' Cf. Clemm, Die nevMen Forschnngen auf derti Gehiet der

Ch-iecHschen Composita, p. 9.
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quently framed by false analogy), guide the framers

of new compounds rightly in the selection of the pro-

per nominal base. It seems to me that even with us

there is still a kind of instinctive feeling against

using nouns, articulated with case-terminations, for

purposes of composition, although there are excep-

tions to that rule in ancient, and many more in

modern languages. We can hardly realise to our-

selves a Latin pontemfex, or pontisfex, still less ponsfex

instead of pontifex, and when the Romans drove

away their kings, they did not speak of a regisfugium

or a regumfugium, but they took, by habit or by in-

stinct, the base regi, though none of them, if they

had been asked, knew what a base was. Composi-

tion, we ought not to forget, is after all only another

name for combination, and the very essence of com-

bination consists in joining together words which

are not yet articulated grammatically. Whenever
we form compounds, such as railway, we are still

moving in the combinatory stage, and we have here

the strongest proof that the life of language is not

capable of chronological division. There was a period

in the growth of the Aryan language when the prin-

ciple of combination preponderated, when inflection

was as yet unknown. But inflection itself was the

result of combination, and unless combination had
continued long after inflection set in, the very life of

lano^uaofe would have become extinct.

I have thus tried to explain why I cannot accept

the fundamental fact on which the seven-fold division

of the history of the Aryan language is founded, viz.

that the combinatory process which led to the Aryan
system of conjugation would have been impossible,
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if at the time nominal bases had already been articu-

lated with terminations of case and number. I see

no reason why the earliest case-formations—I mean
particularly the nominative and accusative in the

singular, plural, and dual—should not date from the

same time as the earliest formations of conjugation.

The same process that leads to the formation of

vak-ti, speak-he, would account for the formation of

vak-s, speak-there, i,e. speaker. Necessity, which

after all is the mother of all inventions, would much
sooner have required the clear distinction of singular

and plural, of nominative and accusative, than of the

three persons of the verb. It is far more impor-

tant to be able to distinguish the subject and the

object in such sentences as ' the son has killed the

father,' or ' the father has killed the son/ than to be

able to indicate the person and tense of the verb.

Of course we may say that in Chinese the two cases

are distinguished without any outward signs, and by
mere position ; but we have no evidence that the

law of position was preserved in the Aryan languages,

after verbal inflection had once set in. Chinese dis-

penses with verbal inflection as well as with nominal,

and an appeal to it would therefore prove either too

much or too little.

At the end of the five periods which we have ex-

amined, but still before the Aryan separation, Curtius

places the sixth, which he calls the Period of the

Formation of Cases, and the seventh, the Period of

Adverbs. Why I cannot bring myself to accept the

late date here assigned to declension, I have tried to

explain before. That adverbs existed before the

great branches of Aryan speech became definitely
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separated has been fully proved by Professor Curtius.

I only doubt whether the adverbial period can be

separated chronologically from the case period. I

should say, on the contrary, that some of the adverbs

in Sanskrit and the other Aryan languages exhibit

the most primitive and obsolete case-terminations,

and that they existed probably long before the sys-

tem of case-terminations assumed its completeness.

If we look back at the results at which we have

arrived in examining the attempt of Professor Curtius

to establish seven distinct chronological periods in

the history of the Aryan speech, previous to its sepa-

ration into Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, Slavonic, Teuto-

nic, and Celtic, I think we shall find two principles

clearly established :

1. That it is impossible to distinguish more than

three successive phases in the growth of the Aryan
language. In the first phase or period the only

materials were roots, not yet compounded, still less

articulated grammatically, a form of language to us

almost inconceivable, yet even at present preserved

in the literature and conversation of millions of

human beings, the Chinese. In that stage of lan-

guage, ' king rule man heap law instrument,' would
mean, the king rules men legally.

The second phase is characterised by the combi-
nation of roots, by which process one loses its inde-

pendence and its accent, and is changed from a full

and material into an empty or formal element. That
phase comprehends the formation of compound roots,

of certain nominal and verbal stems, and of the

most necessary forms of declension and conjugation.

What distinguishes this phase from the inflectional
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is the consciousness of the speaker that one part of

his word is the stem or the body, and all the rest its

environment, a feeling analogous to that which we

have when we speak of man-hood, man-lj, man-fvi},

man-kind, but which fails us when we speak of man
and men, or if we speak of wo-man, instead of wif-

man. The principle of combination preponderated

when inflection was as yet unknown. But inflection

itself was the result of combination, and I repeat

that unless it had continued long after inflection set

in, the very life of language would have become

extinct.

The third phase is the inflectional, when the base

and the modificatory elements of words coalesce, lose

their independence in the mind of the speaker, and

simply produce the impression of modification taking

place in the body of words, but without any intelli-

gible reason. This is the feeling which we have

throughout nearly the whole of our own language,

and it is only by means of scientific reflection that

we distinguish between the root, the base, the suffix,

and the termination. To attempt more than this

three-fold division seems to me impossible.

2. The second principle which I tried to establish

was that the growth of language does not lend itself

to a chronological division, in the strict sense of the

word. Whatever forces are at work in the formation

of languages, none of them ceases suddenly to make

room for another, but they work on with a certain

continuity from beginning to end, only on a larger

or smaller scale. Inflection does not put a sudden

end to combination, nor combination to juxtaposition.

When even in so modern a language as English we
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can form by mere combination such, words as man-
like, and reduce tbem to manly, the power of combi-

nation cannot be said to be extinct, although it may
no longer be sufiB.ciently strong to produce new cases

or new personal terminations. We may admit, in

the development of the Aryan language, previous to

its division, three successive strata of formation, a

juictapositional, a combinatory, and an inflectional
;

but we shall have to confess that these strata are

not regularly superimposed, but tilted, broken up,

and convulsed. They are very prominent each for

a time, but even after that time is over, they may
be traced at different points, pervading the very

latest formations of tertiary speech. The true mo-
tive power in the progress of all language is combi-

nation, and that power is not extinct even in our

own time.



INAUGUEAL LECTUEE

ON THE VALUE OF COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY AS A
BRANCH OF ACADEMIC STUDY.

Delivered before the University of Oxford, the 27th of October, 1868.

THE foundation of a professorial chair in the

University of Oxford marks an important epoch

in the history of every new science.^ There are other

' The following statute was approved by the University of

Oxford in 1868 (' Statuta Universitatis Oxoniensis,' IV. i. 37,

§§1-3):-
' 1. Professor philologiee comparative a Vice-Cancellario, et pro-

fessoribus linguarum Hebraicse, Sanskriticse. Grfecae, Latinge, et

Anglo-Saxonicae eligatur. In aqualitate suffragantium rem decidat

Vice- Cancellarius.

•Proviso tamen ut si vir cl. M. Miiller, M.A., hodie linguarum

modernarum Europee professor Taylorianus, earn professionem intra

mensem post hoc statutum sancitum resignaverit, seque professoris

philologise comparativee munus suscipere paratum esse scripto Vice-

Cancellarium certiorem fecerit, is primus admittatur professor.

' 2. Professor quotannis per sex menses in Universitate incolat

et commoretur inter decimum diem Octobris et primum diem Julii

sequentis.

' 3. Professor duas lectionum series in duobus discretis terminis

legat, terminis Paschatis et S. Trinitatis pro uno reputatis ; scilicet

per sex septimanas in utroque termino, et bis ad minimum in una-

quaque septimana : atque insuper per sex septimanas unius alicujus

termini bis ad minimum in unaquaqe septimana per unius horse

spatium vacet instruendis auditoribus in iis quae melius sine solen-
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universities far more ready to confer this academical

recognition on new branches of scientific research,

and it would be easy to mention several subjects, and

no doubt important subjects, which have long had
their accredited representatives in the universities of

France and Germany, but which at Oxford have not

yet received this well-merited recognition.

If we take into account the study of ancient lan-

guages only, we see that as soon as Champollion's

discoveries had given to the study of hieroglyphics

and Egyptian antiquities a truly scientific character,

the French Government thought it its duty to found

a chair for this promising branch of Oriental scholar-

ship. Italy soon followed this generous example

;

nor was the Prussian Government long behindhand

in doing honour to the new-born science, as soon as

in Professor Lepsius it had found a scholar worthy

to occupy a chair of Egyptology at Berlin.

If France had possessed the brilliant genius to

whom so much is due in the deciphering of the

cuneiform inscriptions, I have little doubt that long

ago a chair would have been founded at the College

de France expressly for Sir Henry Rawlinson.

England possesses some of the best, ifnot the best,

of Persian scholars (alas ! he who was here in my
mind, Lord Strangford, is no longer among us), yet

there is no chair for Persian at Oxford or Cambridge,

in spite of the charms of its modern literature, and

the vast importance of the ancient language of Persia

nitate tradi possunt. Unam porro ad minimum lectionem quotannis

publice habeat ab academicis quibuscunque sine mercede audiendam,

De die hora et loco quibus hac lectio solennis habenda sit acade*

miam mode consueto certiorem faciat,'
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and Bactria, the Zend, a language full of interest,

not only to tlie comparative philologist, but also to

the student of Comparative Theology.

There are few of the great universities of Europe

without a chair for that language which, from the

very beginning of history, as far as it is known to

us, seems always to have been spoken by the largest

number of human beings—I mean Chinese. In

Paris we find not one, but two chairs for Chinese;

one for the ancient, another for the modern language

of that wonderful empire ; and if we consider the

light which a study of that curious form of human
speech is intended to throw on the nature and

growth of language, if we measure the importance

of its enormous literature by the materials which it

supplies to the student of ancient religions, and

likewise to the historian w^ho wishes to observe the

earliest rise of the principal sciences and arts in

countries beyond the influence of Aryan and Semitic

civilisation — if, lastly, we take into account the

important evidence which the Chinese language, re-

flecting, like a never-failing photograph, the earliest

workings of the human mind, is able to supply to the

student of psychology, and to the careful analyser of

the elements and laws of thought, we should feel

less inclined to ignore or ridicule the claims of such

a language to a chair in our ancient university.^

I could go on and mention several other subjects,

well worthy of the same distinction. If the study of

Celtic languages and Celtic antiquities deserves to be

encouraged anywhere, it is surely in England—not, as

* A Chair of Chinese has since been founded at Oxford, and Dr.

Legge was appointed Professor of Chinese in 1876.
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has been suggested, in order to keep English literature

from falling into the abyss of German platitudes, nor

to put Aneurin and Taliesin in the place of Shake-

speare and Burns, and to counteract by their ' suavity

and brilliancy ' the Philistine tendencies of the Saxon

and the Northman, but in order to supply sound

materials and guiding principles to the critical

student of the ancient history and the ancient lan-

guage of Britain, to excite an interest in what still

remains of Celtic antiquities, whether in manuscripts

or in genuine stone monuments, and thus to preserve

such national heirlooms from neglect or utter de-

struction. If we consider that Oxford possesses a

Welsh College, and that England possesses the best

of Celtic scholars, it is surely a pity that he should

have to publish the results of his studies in the short

intervals of official work at Calcutta, and not in the

more congenial atmosphere of Rytichin.^

For those who know the history of the ancient

universities of England, it is not difficult to find out

why they should have been less inclined than their

Continental sisters to make timely provision for the

encouragement of these and other important branches

of linguistic research. Oxford and Cambridge, as

independent corporations, withdrawn alike from the

support and from the control of the state, have always

looked upon the instruction of the youth of England

as their proper work ; and nowhere has the tradition

of classical learning been handed down more faith-

fully from one generation to another than in England

—nowhere has its generous spirit more thoroughly

' A Chair of Celtic has since been founded at Oxford, and Mr
John Ehys was appointed Professor of Celtic in 1877,
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pervaded the minds of statesmen, poets, artists, and

moulded tlie character of that large and important

class of independent and cultivated men, without

which this country would cease to be what it has

been for the last two centuries, a res puhlica, a

commonwealth, in the best sense of the word.

Oxford and Cambridge have supplied what England

expected and demanded, and as English parents did

not send their sons to learn Chinese or to study

Cornish, there was naturally no su23ply where there

was no demand. The professorial element in the

university, the true representative of higher learn-

ing and independent research, withered away ; the

tutorial assumed the vastest proportions during this

and the last centuries.

But looking back to the earlier history of the

English universities, I believe it is a mistake to

suppose that Oxford, one of the most celebrated

universities during the middle ages and in the

modern history of Europe, could ever have ignored

the duty, so fully recognised by other European

universities, of not only handing down intact, and

laid up, as it were, in a napkin, the traditional

stock of human knowledge, but of constantly adding

to it, and increasing it fivefold and tenfold. Nay,

unless I am much mistaken, there was really no

university in which more ample provision had been

made by founders and benefactors than at Oxford,

for the support and encouragement of a class of

students who should follow up new lines of study,

devote their energies to work which, from its

very nature, could not be lucrative or even self-

supporting, and maintain the fame of English learn-
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ing, English industry, and English genius in that

great and time-honoured republic of learning which

claims the allegiance of the whole of Europe, nay,

of the whole civilised world. That work was meant

to be done at Oxford and Cambridge by the Fellows

of Colleges. In times, no doubt, when every kind of

learning was in the hands of the clergy, these fellow-

ships might seem to have been intended exclusively

for the support of theological students. But when
other studies, once mere germs and shoots on the

tree of knowledge, separated from the old stem and

assumed an independent growth, whether under the

name of natural science, or history, or scholarship,

or jurisprudence, a fair division ought to have been

made at once of the funds which, in accordance with

the letter, it may be, but certainly not with the spirit

of the ancient statutes, have remained for so many
years appropriated to the exclusive support of theo-

logical learning, if learning it could be called. For-

tunately, that mistake has now been remedied, and

the funds originally intended without distinction for

the support of ^ true religion and useful learning

'

are now again more equally apportioned among those

who, in the age in which we live, have divided and
subdivided the vast intellectual inheritance of the

middle ages, in order to cultivate the more thoroughly

every nook and every corner in the boundless field of

human knowledge.

Something, however, remains still to be done in

order to restore these fellowships more fully and
more ef&ciently to their original purpose, and thus

to secure to the university not only a staff of zealous

teachers, which it certainly possesses, but likewise a

VOL. III. I
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class of independent workers, of men who by original

research, hy critical editions of the classics, by an

acquisition of a scholarlike knowledge of other lan-

guages besides Greek and Latin, by an honest

devotion to one or the other among the numerous

branches of physical science, by fearless researches

into the ancient history of mankind, by a careful

collection or revision of the materials for the history

of politics, jurisprudence, medicine, literature, and

arts, by a life-long occupation with the problems

of philosophy, and last, not least, by a real study

of theology, or the science of religion, should perform

again those duties which, in the stillness of the

middle ages, were performed by learned friars within

the walls of our colleges. Those duties have re-

mained in abeyance for several generations, and they

must now be performed with increased vigour, in

order to retain for Oxford that high position which

it once held, not simply as a place of education, but

as a seat of learning, amid the most celebrated uni-

versities of Europe.

'Noblesse oblige' is an old saying that is sometimes

addressed to those who have inherited an illustrious

name, and who are proud of their ancestors. But

what are the ancestors of the oldest and proudest of

families compared with the ancestors of this univer-

sity !
' Noblesse oblige ' applies to Oxford at the

present moment more than ever, when knowledge for

its own sake, and a chivalrous devotion to studies

which command no price in the fair of the world,

and lead to no places of emolument in Church or

State, are looked down upon and ridiculed by almost

everybody.
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There is no career in England at tlie present

moment for scholars and students. No father could

honestly advise his son, whatever talent he might

display, to devote himself exclusively to classical,

historical, or physical studies. The few men who
still keep up the fair name of England by inde-

pendent research and new discoveries in the fields

of political and natural history, do not always come
from our universities ; and unless they possess in-

dependent means, they cannot devote more than the

leisure hours, left by their official duties in Church
or State, to the prosecution of their favourite studies.

This ought not to be, nor need it be so. If only

twenty men in Oxford and Cambridge had the will,

everything is ready for a reform—that is, for a

restoration of the ancient glory of Oxford. The
funds which are now frittered away in so-called

prize-fellowships, would enable the universities to-

morrow to invite the best talent of England back to

its legitimate home. And what should we lose if

we had no longer that long retinue of non-resident

fellows ? It is true, no doubt, that a fellowship has

been a help in the early career of many a poor and
hard-working man, and how could it be otherwise ?

But in many cases I know that it has proved a drag

rather than a spur for further efforts. Students

at English universities belong, as a rule, to the

wealthier classes, and England is the wealthiest

country in Europe. Yet in no country in the world

would a young man, after his education is finished,

expect assistance from public sources. Other coun-

tries tax themselves to the utmost in order to enable

the largest possible number of young men to enjoy

i2
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the best possible education in schools and universi-

ties. But when that is done, the community feels

that it has fulfilled its duty, and it says to the young
generation, Now swim or drown. A manly struggle

against poverty, it may be even against actual hun-

ger, will form a stronger and sounder metal than a

lotus-eating club-life in London or Paris. Whatever
fellowships were intended to be, they were never

intended to be mere sinecures, as most of them are at

present. It is a national blessing that the two ancient

universities of England should have saved such large

funds from the shipwreck that swallowed up the cor-

porate funds of the Continental universities. But, in

order to secure their safety for the future, it is abso-

lutely necessaiy that these funds should be utilised

again for the advancement of learning. Why should

not a fellowship be made into a career for life,

beginning with little, but rising like the incomes

of other professions? Why should the grotesque

condition of celibacy be imposed on a fellowship, in-

stead of the really salutary condition of—No work,

no pay ? Why should not some special literary or

scientific work be assigned to each fellow, whether

resident in Oxford or sent abroad on scientific mis-

sions ? Why, instead of havmg fifty young men
scattered about in England, should we not have ten

of the best workers in every branch of human knoAv-

ledge resident at Oxford, whether as teachers, or as

guides, or as examples ? The very presence of such

men would have a stimulating and elevating efPect

:

ipso nutu, vultu, incessu jprosunt. They would show

to the young men that there are higher Objects of

human ambition than the baton of a field-marshal.
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the mitre of a bishop, the ermine of a judge, or the

i))onej-bags of a merchant ; thej would create for the

future a supply of new workers as soon as there was

for them, if not an avenue to wealth and power, at

least a fair opening for hard work and proper pay.

All this might be done to-morrow, without any in-

jury to anybody, and with every chance of producing

results of the greatest value to the universities, to

the country, and to the world at large. Let the

university continue to do the excellent work which

it does at present as a body of teachers, but let it not

forget the equally important duty of a univ^ersity,

that of a body of workers. Our century has inherited

the intellectual wealth of former centuries, and with

it the duty, not only to preserve it or to dole it out

in schools and universities, but to increase it far be-

yond the limits which it has reached at present.

Where there is no advance, there is retrogression :

rest is impossible for the human mind.

Much of the work, therefore, which in other uni-

versities falls to the lot of the professors, ought in

Oxford to be performed by a staff of student-fellows,

whose labours should be properly organised, as they

are in the Institute of France or in the Academy
of Berlin. With or without teaching, they could

perform the work which no university can safely

neglect, the work of constantly testing the soundness

of our intellectual food, and of steadily expanding the

realms of knowledge. We want pioneers, explorers,

conquerors, and we could have them in abundance,

if we cared to have them. What other universities

do by founding new chairs for new sciences, the

colleges of Oxford could do to-morrow by applying
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the funds wliicli are not required for teaching pur-

l^oses, and which are now spent on sinecure feUow-

sliips, for making either temporary or permanent

provision for the endowment of original research.

It is true that new chairs have from time to time

been founded in Oxford also ; but if we inquire into

the circumstances under which provision was made
for the teaching of new subjects, we shall find that it

generally took place, not so much for the encourage-

ment of any new branch of scientific research, how-

ever interesting to the philosopher and the historian,

as in order to satisfy some practical wants that could

no longer be ignored, whether in Church or State, or

in the university itself.

Confining ourselves to the chairs of languages, or

as they used to be called, 'the readerships of tongues,'

we find that as early as 1311, while the crusades

were still fresh in the memory of the people of

Europe, an appeal was made by Pope Clement V.,

at the Council of Yienne, calling upon the principal

universities in Christendom to appoint lecturers for

the study of Hebrew, Arabic, and Chaldaic. It was

considered at the time a great honour for Oxford to

be mentioned by name, together with Paris, Bologna,

and Salamanca, as one of the four great seats of

learning in which the Pope and the Council of Yienne

desired that provision should be made for the teach-

ing of these languages. It is quite clear, however,

from the wording of the resolution of the Council,^

1 Liler Sextus Decretalium (Lngduni, 1572), p. 1027 : 'Ut igitur

peritia linguarum hujusmodi possit habiliter per instructionem

efficaciam obtinere, hoc sacro approbante concilio scholas in sub-

scriptarum linguarum generibus ubicunque Romanam curiam re-

siclere contigerit, necnon in Parisiensi, et Oxoniensi, Bononiensi, et
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that the chief object in the foundation of these

readerships was to supply men capable of defending

the interests of the Church, of taking an active part

in the controversies with Jews and Mohammedans,
who were then considered dangerous, and of propa-

gating the faith among unbelievers.

Nor does it seem that this papal exhortation pro-

duced much effect, for we find that Henry YIII. in

15-40 had to make new provision in order to secure

efficient teachers of Hebrew and Greek in the Uni-

versity of Oxford. At that time these two languages,

but more particularly Greek, had assumed not only

a theological, but a political importance, and it was
but natural that the king should do all in his power
to foster and spread a knowledge of a language
which had been one of the most powerful weapons
in the hands of the Reformers. At Oxford itself this

new chair was by no means popular : on the contrary,

those who studied Greek were for a long time looked

upon with great suspicion and dislike.^

Henry VIIT. did nothing for the support of Arabic;

but a century later (1636) we find Archbishop Laud,
whose attention had been attracted by Eastern ques-

tions, full of anxiety to resuscitate the study of Arabic
at Oxford, partly by collecting Arabic MSS. in the

East and depositing them in the Bodleian Library,

Salmantino studiis providimus erigendas ; statuentes ut in quolibet
locorum ipsorum teneantur viri catholici, sufficienter habentes
Hebraicee, Arabicse, et Chald^ge linguarum notitiam.'

' Greaves, Oratio Oxoiiii hahita, 1637, p. 19 : ' Paucos ultra
centum annos numeramus ex quo Gr^cas primum liter^e oras hasce
appulerunt, antea ignotae prorsus, nonnullis exoste etiam et invisae,

indoctissimis scilicet fraterculis, quibus religio erat graece scire, et

levissimus Atticae eruditionis gustus haeresin sapiebat.'
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partly by founding a new chair of Arabic, inaugurated

by Pococke, and rendered illustrious by such names

as Greaves, Thomas Hyde, John Wallis, and Thomas

Hunt.

The foundation of a chair of Anglo-Saxon, too,

was due, not so much to a patriotic interest excited

by the ancient national literature of the Saxons,

still less to the importance of that ancient language

for philological studies, but it received its first im-

pulse from the divines of the sixteenth century, who

wished to strengthen the position of the English

Church in its controversy with the Church of Rome.

Under the auspices of Archbishop Parker, Anglo-

Saxon MSS. were first collected, and the Anglo-Saxon

translations of the Bible, as well as Anglo-Saxon

homilies, and treatises on theological and ecclesiasti-

cal subjects were studied by Fox, the martyrologist,

and others,^ to be quoted as witnesses to the purity

and simplicity of the primitive Church founded in

this realm, free in its origin from the later faults

and fancies of the Church of Rome. Without this

practical object, Anglo-Saxon would hardly have

excited so much interest in the sixteenth century,

and Oxford would probably have remained much

longer without its professorial chair of the ancient

national language of England, which was founded

by Rawlinson, but was not inaugurated before the

end of the last century (1795).

Of the two remaining chairs of languages, of

Sanskrit and of Latin, the former owes its origin,

not to an admiration for the classical literature of

* See Biogo'ajjhia Biitannica LiteraHa, vol. i. p. 110.
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India, nor to a recofjnition of the importance of

Sanskrit for the purposes of Comparative Philology,

but to an express desire on the part of its founder

to provide efficient missionaries for India ; while the

creation of a chair of Latin, though long dela3'ed,

^^as at last rendered imperative by the urgent wants
of the university.

Nor does the chair of Comparative Philology, just

founded by the university, form altogether an ex-

ception to this general rule. It is curious to remark
that while Comparative Philology has for more than

half a century excited the deepest interest, not only

auiong Continental, but likewise among English

scholars, and while chairs of this new science have

been founded long ago in almost every university

of Prance, Germany, and Italy, the foundation of

a new chair of Comparative Philology at Oxford

should coincide very closely with a decided change
that has taken place in the treatment of that science,

and which has given to its results a more practical

importance for the study of Greek and Latin, such
as could hardly be claimed for it during the first

fifty years of its growth.

We may date the origin of Comparative Philology,

as distinct from the Science of Language, from the
foundation of the Asiatic Society of Calcutta in 1784.

Prom that time dates the study of Sanskrit, and it

was the study of Sanskrit which formed the founda-
tion of Comparative Philology.

It is perfectly true that Sanskrit had been studied

before by Italian, German, and French missionaries
;

it is likewise perfectly true that several of these

missionaries were fully aware of the close relation-
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ship between Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin. A man
must be blind who, after looking at a Sanskrit

grammar, does not see at once the striking coinci-

dences between the declensions and conjugations of

the classical language of India and those of Greece

and Italy.

^

Filippo Sassetti, who spent some time at Goa,

between 1581 and 1588, had only acquired a very

slight knowledge of Sanskrit before he wrote home
to his friends ' that it has many words in common
with Italian, particularly in the numerals, in the

names for God, serpent, and many others.' This was

in the sixteenth century.

Some of the Jesuit missionaries, however, went far

beyond this. A few among them had acquired a real

and comprehensive knowledge of the ancient lan-

guage and literature of India, and we see them anti-

cipate in their letters several of the most brilliant

discoveries of Sir W. Jones and Professor Bopp. The
Pere Coeurdoux,^ a French Jesuit, writes in 1767 from

Pondicherry to the French Academy, asking that

learned society for a solution of the question, ' How
is it that Sanskrit has so many words in comimon with

Greek and Latin ? ' He not only presents long lists

of words, but he calls attention to the still more
curious fact that the grammatical forms in Sanskrit

show the most startling similarity with Greek and

Latin. After him almost everybody who had looked

at Sanskrit, and who knew Greek and Latin, made
the same remark and asked the same question.

' M. M.'s Science of Language, vol. i. p. 221.

2 Hid. p. 176.
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But the fire only smouldered on ; it would not

burn up, it would not light, it would not warm. At
last, owing to the exertions of the founders of the

Asiatic Society at Calcutta, the necessary materials

for a real study of Sanskrit became accessible to the

students of Europe. The voice of Frederick Schlegel

roused the attention of the world at large to the

startling problem that had been thrown into the

arena of the intellectual chivalry of the world, and

at last the glove was taken up, and men like Bopp,

and Burnouf, and Pott, and Grimm, did not rest

till some answer could be returned, and some account

rendered of Sanskrit, that strange intruder, and great

disturber of the peace of classical scholarship.

The work which then began was incessant. It

was not enough that some words in Greek and Latin

should be traced in Sanskrit. A kind of silent con-

viction began to spread that there must be in San-

skrit a remedy for all evils ; people could not rest

till every word in Greek and Latin had, in some

disguise or other, been discovered in Sanskrit. Nor
were Greek, Latin, and Sanskrit enough to satisfy

the thirst of the new discoverers. The Teutonic

languages were soon annexed, the Celtic languages

yielded to some gentle pressure, the Slavonic lan-

guages clamoured for incorporation, the sacred idiom

of ancient Persia, the Zend, demanded its place by

the side of Sanskrit, the Armenian followed in its

wake ; and when even the Ossetic from the valleys

of Mount Caucasus, and the Albanian from the

ancient hills of Epirus, had proved their birthright,

the whole family, the Aryan family of language,

seemed complete, and an historical fact, the original
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unity of all tliese languages, was established on a,

basis which even the most sceptical could not touch

or shake. Scholars rushed in as diggers rush into a

new gold-field, picking up whatever is within reach,

and trying to carry off more than they could carry, so

that they might be the foremost in the race, and claim

as their own all that they had been the lirst to look

at or to touch. There was a rush, and now and then

an ugly rush, and when the armfuls of nuggets that

were thrown down before the world in articles, pam-

phlets, essays, and ponderous volumes, came to be

more carefully sifted, it was but natural that not

everything that glittered should turn out to be gold.

Even in the works of more critical scholars, such as

Bopp, Burnouf, Pott, and Benfey—at least in those

which were published in the first enthusiasm of

discovery—many things may now be pointed out

which no assayer would venture to pass. It was

the great merit of Bopp that he called the attention

away from this tempting field to the more laborious

work of grammatical analysis, though even in his

* Comparative Grammar,' in thatcomprehensive survey

of the grammatical outlines of the Aryan languages,

the spirit of conquest and centralisation still pre-

dominates. All languages are, if possible, to submit

to the same laws ; what is common to all of them

is welcome, what is peculiar to each is treated as

anomalous, or explained as the result of later cor-

ruption.

This period in the history of Comparative Phil-

ology has sometimes been characterised as syncre-

tistic, and to a certain extent that name and the

censure implied in it are justified. But to a very
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small extent only. It was in the nature of things

that a comparative study of languages should at first

be directed to what is common to all : nay, without

having first become thoroughly acquainted with the

general features of the whole family, it would have

been impossible to discover and fully to appreciate

what is peculiar to each of its members.

Nor Avas it long before a reaction set in. One
scholar from the very first, and almost contempo-

raneously with Bopp's first essays on Comparative

Grammar, devoted himself to the study of one branch

of languages only, availing himself, as far as he was
able, of the new light which a knowledge of San-

skrit had thrown on the secret history of the whole

Aryan family of speech, but concentrating his ener-

gies on the Teutonic : I mean, of course, Jacob

Grimm, the author of the great historical grammar
of the German language ; a work which will live

and last long after other works of that early period

shall have been forgotten, or replaced, at least, by

better books.

After a time Grimm's example was followed by

others. Zeuss, in his * Grammatica Celtica,' es-

tablished the study of the Celtic languages on the

broad foundations of Comparative Grammar. Mik-

losich and Schleicher achieved similar results by

adopting the same method for the study of the

Slavonic dialects. Curtius, by devoting himself to

an elucidation of Greek, opened the eyes of classical

scholars to the immense advantages of this new
treatment of grammar and etymology ; while Cors-

sen, in his more recent works on Latin, has struck a

mine which may well tempt the curiosity of every
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student of the ancient dialects of Italy. At the

present moment the reaction is complete ; and there

is certainly some danger lest what was called a

syncretistic spirit should now be replaced by an iao-

lating spirit in the science of language.

It cannot be denied, however, that this isolating,

or rather discriminating, tendency has produced

already the most valuable results, and I believe that

it is chiefly due to the works of Curtius and Corssen,

if Greek and Latin scholars have been roused at

last from their apathy and been made aware of the

absolute necessity of Comparative Philology, as a

subject to be taught, not only in every university,

but in every school. I believe it is due to their

works that a conviction has gradually been gaining

ground among the best scholars at Oxford also, that

Comparative Philology could no longer be ignored

as an important ingredient in the teaching of Greek

and Latin; and while a comparative analysis of

Sanskrit, Zend, Armenian, Greek, Latin, Gothic,

High-German, Lithuanian, Slavonic, and Celtic, such

as we find it in Bopp's ' Comparative Grammar,'
would hardly be considered as a subject of practical

utility even in a school of philology, it was recog-

nised at last that, not only for sound principles of

etymology, not only for a rational treatment of

Greek and Latin grammar, not only for a right

understanding of classical mythology, but even for

a critical restoration of the very texts of Homer and

Plautus, a knowledge of Comparative Philology, as ap-

plied to Greek and Latin, had become indispensable.

My chief object, therefore, as Professor of Com-
parative Philology at Oxford, will be to treat the
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classical langua<,^es under that new aspect which
they have assumed, as viewed by the niicroscope of
Curtius and Corssen rather than by the telescope
of Bopp, Pott, and Benfey. I shall try not only to
give results, but to explain what is far more im-
portant, the method by which these results were
obtained, so far as this is possible without, for the
present at least, presupposing among my hearers a
knowledge of Sanskrit. Sanskrit certainly forms
the only sound foundation of Comparative Philology,
and it will always remain the only safe guide
through all its intricacies. A comparative philo-
logist without a knowledge of Sanskrit is like an
astronomer without a knowledge of mathematics.
He may admire, he may observe, he may discover,
but he will never feel satisfied, he will never feel

certain, he will never feel quite at home.
I hope, therefore, that, besides those who attend

my public lectures, there will be at least a few to
form a private class for the study of the elements
of Sanskrit. Sanskrit, no doubt, is a very difficult

language, and it requires the study of a whole life to
master its enormous literature. Its grammar, too,
has been elaborated with such incredible minuteness
by native grammarians, that I am not surprised if

many scholars who begin the study of Sanskrit turn
back from it in dismay. But it is quite possible to
learn the rules of Sanskrit declension and conjuga-
tion, and to gain an insight into the grammatical
organisation of that language, without burdening
one's memory with all the phonetic rules which
generally form the first chapter of every Sanskrit
grammar, or without devoting years of study to the
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unravelling of the intricacies of tlie greatest of

Indian, if not of all, grammarians—Panini. There

are but few among our very best comparative philo-

logists vsrho are able to understand Pamni. Professor

Benfey, whose powers of work are truly astounding,

stands almost alone in his minute knowledge of that

greatest of all grammarians. Neither Bopp, nor Pott,

nor Curtius, nor Corssen, ever attempted to master

Pa/iini's wonderful system. But a study of San-

skrit, as taught by European grammarians, cannot

be recommended too strongly to all students of lan-

guage. A good sailor may for a time steer without

a compass, but even he feels safer when he knows

that he may consult it, if necessary ; and whenever

he comes near the rocks—and there are many in the

Aryan sea—he will hardly escape shipwreck without

this magnetic needle.^

It will be asked, no doubt, by Greek and Latin

scholars who have never as yet devoted themselves

seriously to a study of Comparative Philology, what

is to be gained after all the trouble of learning San-

skrit, and after mastering the works of Bopp, and

Benfey, and Curtius? Would a man be a better

Greek and Latin scholar for knowing Sanskrit?

Would he write better Latin and Greek verse?

Would he be better able to read and compare Greek

and Latin MSS., and to prepare a critical edition

of classical authors ? To all these questions I reply

both No and Yes.

If there is one branch of classical philology where

the advantages derived from Comparative Philology

have been most readily admitted, it is etymology.

> See Notes A and B, pp. 152, 151.
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More thari fifty years ago, Otfriecl Miiller told clas-

sical scholars that that province at least must be

surrendered. And yet it is strange to see how long-

it takes before old erroneous derivations are exploded

and finally expelled from onr dictionaries ; and how,

in spite of all warnings, similarity of sound and

similarity of meaning are still considered the chief

criteria of Greek and Latin etymologies. I do not

address this reproach to classical scholars only ; it

applies equally to many comparative philologists

who, for the sake of some striking similarit}- of

sound and meaning, will now and then break the

phonetic laws which they themselves have helped to

establish.

If we go back to earlier days, we find, for instance,

that Sanskrit scholars who had discovered tliat one of

the names of the god of love in Bengali was Dipuc, i.e.

the inflamer, derived from it by inversion the name
of the god of love in Latin, Cupid. Sir William Jones

identified Jamts with the Sanskrit Ga?iesa, i.e. lord

of hosts,^ and even later scholars allowed themselves

to be tempted to see the Indian prototype of Gcmy-

medes in the Kanva-medhatithi or Ka^i^va-mesha

of the Veda.2

After the phonetic laws of each .language had

been more carefully elaborated, it was but too fre-

quently forgotten that words have a history as well

as a growth, and that the history of a word must

be explored first, before an attempt is made to un-

ravel its growth. Thus it was extremely tempting

to derive 'paradise from the Sanskrit paradesa.

> See M. M., Science of ReUrjion, 1873, p. 293.
^ See Weber, Induche Studien, vol. i. p. 38.
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The compound para-desa was supposed to mean

the highest or a distant country, and all the rest

seemed so evident as to require no further elucida-

tion. Parades a, however, does not mean the highest

or a distant country in Sanskrit, but is always used

in the sense of a foreign country, an enemy's country.

Further, as early as the Song of Solomon (iv. 13),

the word occurs in Hebrew as pardes, and how

it could have got there straight from Sanskrit re-

quires at all events some historical explanation. In

Hebrew the word might have been borrowed from

Persian, but the Sanskrit word parades a, if it ex-

isted at all in Persian, would have been paradaem,

the s being a palatal, not a dental sibilant. Such

a compound, however, does not exist in Persian, and

therefore the Sanskrit word paradesa could not

have reached Hebrew via Persia.

It is true, nevertheless, that the ancient Hebrew

word pardes is borrowed from Persian, viz. from the

Zend pairidaeza, which means circumvallatio, a piece

of ground enclosed by high walls, afterwards a park,

a garden.^ The root in Sanskrit is DIH or DHIH
(for Sanskrit h is Zend z), and means originally to

knead, to squeeze together, to shape. From it we

have the Sanskrit dehi, a wall, while in Greek the

same root, according to the strictest phonetic rules,

yielded tolxo9, wall. In Latin our root is regularly

changed into fig, and gives us figulus, a potter, Z^-

iira, form or shape, and fingere. In Gothic it could

only appear as deig-an, to knead, to form anything

out of soft substances ; hence daig-s, the English

dough, German Deich.

1 See Haug, in Ewald's Bihlische Jahrhiicher, vol. vi. p. 1G2.
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But the Greek irapaSstaos did not come from
Hebrew, because here again there is no historical

bridge between the two languages. In Greek we
trace the word to Xenophon, who brought it back
from his repeated journeys in Persia, and who uses

it in the sense of pleasure ground, or deer park.^

Lastly, we find the same word used in the LXX,
as the name given to the garden of Eden, the word
having been borrowed either a third time from Persia,

or taken from the Greek, and indirectly from the

works of Xenophon.

This is the real history of the word. It is an
Aryan word, but it does not exist in Sanskrit. It

was first formed in Zend, transferred from thence as

a foreign word into Hebrew, and again into Greek.
Its modern Persian form is firdaus.

All this is matter of history rather than philology.

Yet we read in one of the best classical dictionaries

:

' The root of irapdhsLaos appears to be Semitic, Arab.

firdaus, Hebr. jyardesi borrowed also in Sanskrit

paradesa.* ^ Nearly every word is wrong.

From the same root DIH springs the Sanskrit

word deha, body; body, like figure, being conceived

as that which is formed or shaped. Bopp identified

this deha with Gothic leik, body, particularly dead
body, the modern German Leiche and Leichnam, the

English, lich in lich-gate. In this case the master
of Comparative Philology disregarded the phonetic

' Anab. i. 2, 7 : 'Evravda Kuptf} BacriK^ia ^v koI Trapd^eiaos fJ.iyas,

aypiwv 6r]pluv irKi]p7]s, & iKilvos id-fjpevcu dirh 'Ittttou, onoTe yv/xvacrai

BovXono eavrSy re Koi tovs 'i-mrov^. Aia jxiaov Se toO TrapoSeiVou pet b

MaiavSpos Trora/xdy k. t. A. Hell. iv. 1, 15 : 'Ev TTepiiipyjj.4voLS napadeia-ois
K.T. \.

* See Indian A?itiqnar)j, 1874, p. 332.

K 2
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laws which he had himself helped to establish. The
transition of d into I is no doubt common enough as

between Sanskrit, Latin, and Greek, but it has never

been established as yet on good evidence as taking

place between Sanskrit and Gothic. Besides, the

Sanskrit li ought in Gothic to appear as g, as we have

it in deig-s, dough, and not as a tenuis.

Another Sanskrit word for body is kale vara,
and this proved again a stumbling-block to Bopp,

who compares it with the Latin cadaver. Here one

might plead that I and d are frequently interchanged

in Sanskrit and Latin words, but, as far as our

evidence goes at present, we have no doubt many
cases where an original Sanskrit d is represented in

Latin by I, but no really trustworthy instance in

which an original Sanskrit I appears in Latin as d.

Besides, the Sanskrit diphthong e cannot, as a rule,

in Latin be represented by long d.

If such things could happen to Bopp, we must not

be too severe on similar breaches of the peace com-

mitted by classical scholars. What classical scholars

seem to find most difficult to learn is that there are

various degrees of certainty in etymologies, even in

those proposed by our best comparative scholars, and

that not everything that is mentioned by Bopp, or

Pott, or Benfey as possible, as plausible, as probable,

and even as more than probable, ought therefore to

be set down, for instance, in a grammar or dictionary,

as simply a matter of fact. With certain qualifica-

tions, an etymology may have a scientific value
;

without those qualifications, it may become not only

unscientific, but mischievous. Again, nothing seems

a more difficult lesson for an etymologist to learn
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than to say, I do not know. Yet, to my mind, nothing

shows, for instance, the truly scholarlike mind of

Professor Curtius better than the very fact for which

lie has been so often blamed, viz. his passing over in

silence the w^ords about which he has nothing cer-

tain to say.

Let ns take an instance. If we open our best

Greek dictionaries, we find that the Greek 0^7?/,

light, splendour, is compared with the German word

for eye, Auge. No doubt every letter in the two
words is the same, and the meaning of the Greek

word could easily be supposed to have been special-

ised or localised in German. Sophocles (Aj. 70)

speaks of the o/x/JLarcov avyal, the lights of the eyes,

and Euripides (Andr. 1180) uses avyat by itself for

eyes, like the Latin lumina. The verb av<yd^co, too,

is used in Greek in the sense of seeing or viewing.

Why, then, it was asked, should avjT] not be referred

to the same source as the German Auge, and why
should not both be traced back to the same root that

yielded the Latin oc-idus ? As long as we trust to

our ears, or to what is complacently called common
sense, it would seem mere fastidiousness to reject so

evident an etymology. But as soon as we know the

real chemistry of vowels and consonants, we shrink

instinctivel}^ from such combinations. If a German
word has the same sound as a Greek word, the two

words cannot be the same, unless we ignore that in-

dependent process of phonetic growth which made
Greek Greek, and German German. Whenever we
find in Greek a media, a g^ we expect in Gothic the

corresponding tenuis. Thus the root gan, which we
have in Greek '^i'^vooaKw, is in Gothic Icann. The
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Greek 701/u, Lat. genu, is in Gothic hniu. If, there-

fore, av'^Y) existed in Gothic it would be auko, and

not augo. Secondly, the diphthong au in augo would

be different from the Greek diphthong. Grimm
supposed that the Gothic augo came from the same

etymon which yields the Latin oc-ulus, the Sanskrit

ak-sh-i, eye, the Greek 6<jas for okl-s, and likewise

the Greek stem ott in oTr-wTr-a, ofjLfia, and oift-O-aXjjLos.

It is true that the short radical vowel a in Sanskrit,

in Greek, u in Latin, sinks down to u in Gothic,

and it is equally true, as Grimm has shown, that,

according to a phonetic law peculiar to Gothic, u
before h and r is changed to au. Grimm therefore

takes the Gothic augo for "^auho, and this for "^uho,

which, as he shows, would be a proper representative

in Gothic of the Sanskrit ak-an, or aksh-an.
But here Grimm seems wrong. If the au of augo

were this peculiar Gothic au, which represents an

original short a, changed to u, and then raised to a

diphthong by the insertion of a short a, then that

diphthong would be restricted to Gothic ; and the

other Teutonic dialects would have their own repre-

sentatives for an original short a. But in Anglo-

Saxon we find edge, in Old High German augd, both

pointing to a labial diphthong, i,e. to a radical u
raised to au,^

Professor Ebel,^ in order to avoid this difficulty,

proposed a different explanation. He supposed that

the h of the root aJc was softened to hv, and that augo

represents an original agvd or ahvd, the v of hvd

being inserted before the h and changed to u. As

' Grassmann, Kuhn's ZeiUcTiHft, vol. ix. p. 23.

* Ebel, Kuhn's ZeitschHft, vol. viii. p. 242,
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an analogous case he quoted the Sanskrit enclitic

particle A; a, Latin que, Gothic "^liva, which "^liva

appears always under the form of iih. Leo Meyer
takes the same view, and quotes, as an analogon,

haubida as possibly identical with caput, originally

^kapvat.

These cases, however, are not quite analogous.

The enclitic particle ha,, in Gothic ^hva, had to lose

its final vowel. It thus became unpronounceable,

and the short vowel u was added simply to facilitate

its pronunciation.^ There was no such difficulty in

pronouncing "^ah or "^uh in Gothic, still less the de-

rivative form "^ahvo, if such a form had ever existed.

Another explanation was therefore attempted by

the late Dr. Lottner.^ He supposed that the root ok

existed also with a nasal as anh, and that anko could

be changed to auko, and auko to augo. In reply to

this we must remark that in the Teutonic dialects

the root ak never appears as ank, and that the trans-

ition of an into an, though possible under certain

conditions, is not a phonetic process of frequent

occurrence.

Besides, in all these derivations there is a diffi-

culty, though not a serious one, viz. that an original

tenuis, the k, is supposed irregularly to have been

changed into g, instead of what it ought to be, an h.

Although this is not altogether anomalous,^ yet it

has to be taken into account. Professor Curtius,

therefore, though he admits a possible connection

between Gothic augo and the root ak, speaks cau-

* Schleicher, CovijJendmm, § 112.

2 Lottner, Kuhn's ZeitsohHft, vol. ix. p. 319.

' Leo Meyer, Die Gothische Sjjrache, % 31.
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tiously on the subject.' He speaks of aiigo as more
distantly connected with that root, but he simply

refers to the attempts of Ebel, Grassmann, and
Lottner to explain the diphthong au, without himself

expressing any decided opinion. Nor does he com-
mit himself to any opinion as to the origin of uvy/],

though, of course, he never thinks of connecting the

two words, Gothic augo and Greek avyyj, as coming
from the same root.

The efcjnnology of the Greek avy^, in the sense of

light or splendour, is, in fact, unknown, nor can we
connect it with the Sanskrit o(/as, which means

vigour rather than splendour. The etymology of

ocuhis, on the contrary, is clear ; it comes from a

root al', to be sharp, to point, to fix, and it is closely

connected with the Sanskrit word for eye, akshi,

and with the Greek 6W5. The etymology of the

German word Aiige is, as yet, unknown. All we may
safely assert is, that, in spite of the most favourable

appearances, it cannot for the present be traced

back to the same source as either the Greek avyj] or

the Latin oculus.

If we simply transliterated the Gothic augo into

Sanskrit, we slumld expect sonie word like ohan,
nom. oha. The question is, may we take the liberty,

which many of the most eminent comparative philo-

logists allow themselves, of deriving Gothic, Greek,

and Latin words from roots which occur in Sanskrit

only, but which have left no trace of their former

presence in any other languaoe? If so, then there

would be little difficulty in finding an etymology for

the Gothic augo. There is in Sanskrit a root iih,

' Curtius, GrundzlUje, pp. 99, 457.
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which means to watch, to spy, to look. It occurs

frequently in the Veda, and from it we have likewise

a substantive, oha-s, look or appearance. If in

Sanskrit itself this root had yielded a name for eye,

such as oh an, the instrument of looking, I should

not hesitate for a moment to identify this Sanskrit

word ohan with the Gothic augo. !N"o objection

could be raised on phonetic grounds. Phonetically

the two words would be one and the same. But as

in Sanskrit such a derivation has not been found,

and as in Gothic the root uh never occurs, such an

etymology would not be satisfactory. The number

of words of unknown origin is very considerable as

yet in Sanskrit, in Greek, in Latin, and in every one

of the Aryan languages ; and it is far better to ac-

knowledge this fact, than to sanction the smallest

violation of any of those phonetic laws, which some

have called the straight jacket, but which are in

reality, the leading strings of all true etymology.

If we now turn to grammar, properly so called,

and ask what Comparative Philology has done for

it, we must distinguish between two kinds of gram-

matical knowledge. Grammar may be looked upon

as a mere art, and as taught at present in most

schools, it is nothing but an art. We learn to play

on a foreign language as we learn to play on a

musical instrument, and we may arrive at the highest

perfection in performing on any instrument, without

having a notion of thorough bass or the laws of har-

mony. For practical purposes this purely empirical

knowledge is all that is required. But though it

would be a mistake to attempt in our elementary

schools to replace an empirical by a scientific know-
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ledge of grammar, that empirical knowledge of gram^

mar ought in time to be raised to a real, rational,

and satisfying knowledge, a knowledge not only of

facts, but of reasons ; a knowledge that teaches us

not only what grammar is, but how it came to

be what it is. To know grammar is very well, but to

speak all one's life of gerunds and supines and infini-

tives, without having an idea what these formations

really are, is a kind of knowledge not quite worthy

of a scholar.

We laugh at people who still believe in ghosts

and witches, but a belief in infinitives and supines

is not only tolerated, but inculcated in our best

schools and universities. Now, what do we really

mean if we speak of an infinitive ? It is a time-

honoured name, no doubt, handed down to us from

the middle ages ; it has its distant roots in Rome,

Alexandria, and Athens—but has it any real kernel ?

Has it any more body or substance than such names

as Satyrs and Lamias ?

Let us look at the history of the name before we
look at the mischief which it, like many other

names, has caused by making people believe that

whenever there is a name, there must be something

behind it. The name was invented by Greek philo-

sophers who, in their first attempts at classifying and

giving names to the various forms of language, did

not know whether to class such forms as ypd(j)siv,

lypdyfrsip, ypd^jrai, ^s^ypac^svat, ypdcpsadac, ypdyfrsaOac,

rysypdcj^OaL, ypd^fraaOaL, ypa<f>6rjvac, ypacpO^crscrdai, as

nouns or as verbs. They had established for their

own satisfaction the broad distinction between nouns

{pvopbaTo) and verbs {ptj^iara) ; they had assigned
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to each a definition, but after having done so, they

found that forms Hke ypd(j)stv would not fit their

definition either of noun or verb.* What could

they do ? Some (the Stoics) represented the forms

in sLv, etc. as a subdivision of the verb, and introduced

for them the name pr]/ia a7rapsfJi(paroi> or jsvLKcoTarov,

Others recognised them as a separate part of speech,

raising their number from eight to nine or ten.

Others again classed them under the adverb {sirlpprj/jba)

as one of the eight recognised parts of speech. The

Stoics, taking their stand on Aristotle's definition of

prjfia, could not but regard the infinitive as prjfia,

because it implied time, past, present, or future,

which was with them recognised as the specific

characteristic of the verb [Zeitwort), But they

went further, and called forms such as ypd(l)SLv, etc.

prjfjLa, in the highest or most general sense, distin-

guishing other verbal forms, such as 'ypd<f)si,, etc. by

the names of Karri^opijpba or avji/Safia. Afterwards, in

the progress of grammatical science, the definition

of prjfia became more explicit and complete. It

was pointed out that a verb, besides its predica-

tive meaning {s/jicpaaLs), is able to express ^ several

additional meanings {TrapaKoXovOijfjLara or Tvapsfjic^d-

(TSis), viz., not only time, as already pointed out by

Aristotle, but also person and number. The two

latter meanings, however, being absent in ypd(f)stv,

this was now called pr/fia aTraps/jL^arov (without by-

meanings), or jsviKcorarov, and, for practical pur-

' ChcETOboscus, B.A., p. 1274, 29 : To, airapifx<paTa an<pi(3dKX€Tai et

&pa etVi p-f^ixara fj oi»x». Schoemann, ' Redetheile,' p. 49.

2 Apollonius, De Constr. i. c. 8, p. 32 : Awd/xti ahrh rb ^r\p.a ovre

irpSawira eTnSe'xeTOt ovre aptdiiovs, aWa iyycuSfieuov iv irpotrutrois t6t€ kuI

TCI TTpSawTTa Bi€<rT€i\^v . . . Kal ^^uxt^V Siddeaiv. Schoemann, I. c. p. 19.
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poses, tliis pTjixa d7rapsjui(f>aTop soon became the proto-

type of conjugation.

So far there was only confusion, arising from a

want of precision in classifying the different forms

of the verb. But when the Greek terniinolog}^ was

transplanted to Rome, real mischief began. Instead

of prj/xa ysviKcorarov, we now find the erroneous, or

at all events inaccurate, transla^tion, modus infinitus,

and infinitivus by itself. What was originally meant

as an adjective belonging to prj/xa, became a substan-

tive, ' the infinitive,' and though the question arose

again and again what this infinitive really was,

whether a noun, or a verb, or an adverb ; whether

a mood or not a mood ; the real existence of such

a thing as an infinitive could no longer be doubted.

One can hardly trust one's eyes in reading the extra-

ordinary discussions on the nature of the infinitive in

grammatical works of successive centuries up to the

nineteenth. Suffice it to say that Gottfried Hermann,
the great reformer of classical grammar, treated the

infinitive again as an adverb, and therefore, as a part

of speech, belonging to the particles. . We ourselves

were brought up to believe in infinitives ; and to

doubt the existence of this grammatical entity would

have been considered in our younger days a most

dangerous heresy.

And yet, how much confused thought, and how
much controversy might have been avoided, if this

grammatical term of infinitive had never been in-

vented.^ The fact is that what we call infinitives

are nothing more or less than cases of verbal nouns,

» Note C, p. 157.
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and not till tliej are treated as what they are, shall

we ever gain an insight into the nature and the his-

torical development of these grammatical monsters.

Take the old Homeric infinitive in fjusvao, and you

find its explanation in the Sanskrit termination mane,
i.e. manai, the dative of the suffix man (not, as

others suppose, the locative of a suffix man a), by

which a large number of nouns are formed in San-

skrit. From gna, to know, we have (g)naman,

Latin {g)nomen, that by which a thing is known,

its name; from ^an to be born, gran-man, birth.

In Greek this suffix man is chiefly used for forming

masculine nouns, such as yvco-fMODv, yvco-fiouos, literally

a knower ; tK-tj-ijlwv, a sufferer ; or as ^rjv in iroi-firjv

a shepherd, literally a feeder. In Latin, on the con-

trary, men occurs frequently at the end of abstract

nouns in the neuter gender, such as teg-men, the

covering, or tegu-men or tegi-men ; sola-men, consola-

tion ; voca-men, an appellation ; certa-men, a contest

;

and many more, particularly in ancient Latin ; while

in classical Latin the fuller suffix mentum predomi-

nates. If, then, we read in Homer, Kvvas stsv^s Scjfxa

(f)uXacras/jL:-iaL, we may call (fivXaa-asfisvai an infinitive,

if we like, and translate 'he made dogs to protect

the house;' but the form which we have before us

is simply a dative of an old abstract noun in fisv, and
the original meaning was ' for the protection of the

house,' or * for protecting the house ;
' as if we said

in Latin, tutamini domum.
The infinitives in /nsv maybe corruptions of those

in fMsvat, unless we take fisv as an archaic accusative

which, though without analogy in Greek, would cor-

respond to Latin accusatives like tegmen, and express
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the general object of certain acts or movements. In

Sanskrit, at least in the Veda, infinitives in mane
occur, such as da-mane, to give, Greek Bo-fjusvai;

vid-mane, to know, Greek fiB-jjusvai^

The question next arises,—if this is a satisfactory

explanation of the infinitives in fisvac, how are we to

explain the infinitives in svat? We find in Homer,

not only L/xsvac, to go ; but also Isvai ; not only sfi-

/jisvat, to be, but also sli^ai, i.e. scr-svat. Bopp simply

says that the m is lost, but he brings no evidence

that in Greek an m can thus be lost without any

provocation. The real explanation, here as else-

where, is 'supplied by the Beieinander (the collateral

growth), not by the Nacheinander (the successive

growth) of language. Besides the suffix man, the

Aryan languages possessed two other suffixes, vayi

and an, which were added to verbal bases just like

man. By the side of -daman, the act of giving, we

find in the Yeda da-van, the act of giving, and a

dative da- vane, with the accent on the suffix,

meaning for the giving, i.e. to give. Now, in Greek

this V would necessarily disappear, though its former

presence might be indicated by the digamma ceoli-

cum. Thus, instead of Sanskrit davane, we should

have in Greek Bofsyat, Bosvat, and contracted Bovuat,

the regular form of the infinitive of the aorist, a

form in which the diphthong ov would remain in-

explicable, except for the former presence of the

lost syllable fs. In the same manner shat stands

for ia-Jsvat, ia-svai, ihac, slvai. Hence thai stands

for IHvaiy and even the accent remains on the suffix

van, just as it did in Sanskrit.

» Benfey, Orient und Occident, vol. i. p. 606 ; vol. ii. pp. 98. 137.
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As the infinitives in fievai were traced back to the

suffix man, and those in fsvai to a suffix van, the regu-

lar infinitives in svai after consonants, and vai after

vowels, must be referred to the suffix an, dat. ane.

Here, too, we find analogous forms in the Veda. From
dhurv, to hurt, we have dhurv-ane, for the pur-

pose of hurting, in order to hurt ; in Ev. IX. 61, 30,

we find, vibhv-ane, Rv. YI. 61, 13, in order to con-

quer, and by the same suffix the Greeks formed their

infinitives of the perfect, \sX0t7r-sva1, and the infini-

tives of the verbs in /jll, TiOs-vai, StS6-vaL, lo-rd-vai,, etc.

In order to explain, after these antecedents, the

origin of the infinitive in siu, as tvtttecv, we must
admit either the shortening of vat to vt, which is

difficult ; or the existence of a locative in l by the

side of a dative in ac. That the locative can take

the place of the dative we see clearly in the San-

skrit forms of the aorist, parshaTti, to cross, ne-
shani, to lead, which, as far as their form, not

their origin, is concerned, would well match Greek
forms like \vasiv in the future. In either case,

TVTTTS-vL in Greek would have become tvtttsiv, just

as TviTTs-o-c became tvittsls. In the Doric dialect

this throwing back of the final t is omitted in the

second person singular, where the Dorians may say

d/jbs\yss for d/jisXysis ; and in the same Doric dialect

the infinitive, too, occurs in sv, instead of slv ; e.g.

dsiSsv instead of dslSecu. (Buttman, Gr. Gr. § 103,

10. 11.)

In this manner the growth of grammatical forms

can be made as clear as the sequence of any his-

torical events in the history of the world, nay 1

should say, far clearer, far more intelligible ; and I
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should think that even the first learning of these

grammatical forms might be somewhat seasoned and

rendered more really instructive by allowing the

pupil, from time to time, a glimpse into the past

history of the Greek and Latin languages. In

English "what we call the infinitive is clearly a

dative ; to speah shows by its very preposition what

it was intended for. How easy, then, to explain

to a beginner that if he translates ' able to speak

'

by l/cavos sliruv, the Greek infinitive is really the

same as the English, and that uirslv stands for

sI'ttsih, and this for stnsvai, which to a certain extent

answers the same purpose as the Greek sttcl, the

dative of eVo?, and therefore originally sttsct-l.

And remark, these very datives or locatives of

nouns formed by the suffix 09 in Greek, as in San-

skrit, es in Latin, though they yield no infinitives in

Greek, yield the most common form of the infinitive

in Latin, and may be traced also in Sanskrit. As

from genus we form a dative generi, and a locative

genere, which stands for genese, so from gigno an

abstract noun would be formed, gigmis, and from it

a dative, gigneri, and a locative, gignere. I do not

say that the intermediate form gignns existed in the

spoken Latin, I only maintain that such a form

w^ould be analogous to gen-us, op-us, fned-us, and

that in Sanskrit the process is exactly the same. We
form in Sanskrit a substantive Zcakshas, sight,

A-akshus, eye ; and we find the dative of ^-akshas, i.e.

A-akshase, used as what we should call an infinitive,

meaning ' in order to see.' But we also find another

so-called infinitive, ^ivase, in order to live, although

there is no noun, ^ivas, life; we find ayase, to
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go, altliougn there is no noun ay as, going. This

Sanskrit ayase explains the Latin i-re, as *i-vane

explained the Greek Isiai. The intention of the

old framers of language is throughout the same.

They differ only in the means which they use, one

might almost say, at random ; and the differences

between Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin are often due

to the simple fact that out of many possible forms

that might be used and had been used before the

Aryan languages became traditional, settled and

national, one family or clan or nation fancied one,

another another. While this one became fixed and
classical, all others became useless, remained per-

haps here and there in proverbial sayings or in

sacred songs, but were given up at last completeh

,

as strange, obsolete, and unintelligible.

And even then, after a grammatical form has

become obsolete and unintelligible, it by no means

loses its power of further development. Though
the Greeks did not themselves, we still imagine that

we feel the infinitive as the case of an abstract noun

in many constructions. Thns ^^aXsTroz/ svpsTv, difficult

to find, was originally, difficult in the finding, or,

difficult for the act of finding; ^hvos \sysLP, meant

literally, powerful in speaking; ap'^^o/jLac Xsystv, I

begin to speak, i.e. I direct myself to the act of

speaking ; Ksksat /jls ^v6i]aaa9aL, you bid me to speak,

i.e. you order me towards the act of speaking

;

(jiojSovfxai hi&k£y)(civ os, I am afraid of refuting you,

t.'?. I fear in the act, or, I shrink when brought

towards the act, of refuting you ; crov spyov Xayecv^

3'our business is in or towards speaking, you have to

speak ; iraa-iv ahslv ^aXsirov, there is something diffi-

VOL. 111. L
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cult in j)leasing' everybody, or, in our endeavour after

pleasing everybody. In all these cases the so-called

infinitive can, with an effort, still be felt as a noun
in an oblique case. But in course of time expres-

sions such as 'x^aXsTTov aBslv, it is difficult to please,

ayaObv Xiysiv, it is good to speak, left in the mind
of the sj)eaker the impression that dhstv and Xsyscv

were subjects in the nominative, the pleasing is dif-

ficult, the speaking is good ; and by adding the

article, these oblique cases of verbal nouns actually

became nominatives

—

to dBsti/, the act of pleasing, to

Xsysiv, the act of speaking—capable of being used in

every case, e.g. sTnOvjxia rod mstv, desiderium bibendi.

This regeneration, this process of creating new words

out of decaying and decayed materials, may seem at

first sight incredible, yet it is as certain as the change

with which we began our discussion of the infinitive,

I mean the change of the conception of a prj/na

ysviKwTarov, a verbum generalissimum, into a gene-

ralissinms or mfinitivus. Nor is the process without

analogy in modern languages. The French Vavenir,

the future {Zuhunft), is hardly the Latin advenire.

That would mean the arrivmg, the coming, but not

wdiat is to come. I believe Vavenir was {qnod est)

ad venire, what is to come, contracted to Vavenir.

In Low-German to come assumes even the character

of an adjective, and we can speak not only of a year

to come, but of a to-come year, de toTcum Jahr.^

This process of grammatical vivisection may be

painful in the eyes of classical scholars, yet even they

must see how great a difference there is in the

^ Chips, ist ed., vol, iii. p. 141.
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quality of knowledge imparted by our Greek and

Latin grammars, and by comparative grammar. I

do not deny that at first children must learn Greek

and Latin meclianically, but it is not right that they

should remain satisfied with mere paradigms and

technical terms, without knowing the real nature and

origin of so-called infinitives, gerunds, and supines.

Every chikl will learn the construction of the accusa-

tive with the infinitive, but I well remember my utter

amazement when I first was taught to say Miror te

ad me 7iihii scrihere, I am surprised that you write

nothing to me. How easy would it have been to

explain that scrihere was originally a locative of a

verbal noun, and that there was nothing strange or

irrational in saying, I wonder at thee in the act of

not writing to me. This first step once taken, every-

thing else followed by slow degrees, but even in

phrases like Spero te milii ignoscere, we can still see

the first steps which led from ' I hope or I desire thee,

toward the act of forgiving me,' to ' I trust thee to

forgive me.' It is the object of the comparative

philologist to gather up the scattered fragments, to

arrange them and fit them, and thus to show that

language is something rational, human, intelligible,

the very embodiment of the mind of man in its

growth from the lowest to the highest stage, and
with capabilities for further growth far beyond what
we can at present conceive or imagine.

As to writing Greek and Latin verse, I do not

maintain that a knowledge of Comparative Philology

will help us much. It is simply an art that must
be acquired by practice, if in these our busy days it

is still worth acquiring. A good memory will no
L 2
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doubt enable us to say at a moment's notice whether

certain syllables are long or short. But is it not far

more interesting to know why certain vowels are

long and others short, than to be able to string longs

and shorts together in imitation of Greek and Latin

hexameters? Now, in many cases the reason why
certain vowels are long or short can be supplied

by Comparative Philology alone. We may learn

from Latin grammar that the i in fidus, trusty, and

infido, I trust, is long, and that it is short in fides,

trust, and jperfidus, faithless; but as all these words

are derived from the same root, why should some

have a long, others a short vowel ? A comparison

of Sanskrit at once supplies an answer. Certain

derivatives, not only in Latin but in Sanskrit and

Greek too, require what is called GuTia of the radical

vowel. In fidus and fido, the i is really a diphthong,

and represents a more ancient ei or oi, the former

appearing in Greek ttslOo), the latter in JjSitm foedus,

a truce.

We learn from our Greek grammars that the

second syllable in S^//c^uyLti is long, but in the plural,

hsiKvv/jLsvy it is short. This cannot be by accident,

and we may observe the same change in hdfjbV7}/j,c and

hd/jLva/jLSv, and similar words. Nothing, however, but

a study of Sanskrit would have enabled us to dis-

cover the reason of this change, which is really the

accent in its most primitive working, such as we can

watch it in the Vedic Sanskrit, where it produces

exactly the same change, only with far greater regu-

larity and perspicuity.

Why, again, do we say in Greek, olSa, I know,

but I'a-fjLSv, we know? Why rirXrj'a, but rsrXa/jLSp'?
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Why fis/jova, but /jiSfia/uLsv? There is no recollection

in the minds of the Greeks of the motive power that

was once at work, and left its traces in these grani-

iiiatical convulsions : but in Sanskrit we still see, as

it were, a lower stratum of grammatical growth, and
we can there watch the reo^ular working: of laws

which required these changes, and which have left

their impress not only on Greek, but on Sanskrit,

and even on German. The same necessity which
made Homer say olSa and tSfisv, and the Vedic poet

veda and vidmas, still holds good, and makes us

say in German, Ich weiss, I know, but luir wissen,

we know.

All this becomes clear and intelligible by the light

of Comparative Grammar ; anomalies vanish, excep-

tions prove the rule, and we perceive more plainly

every day how in language, as elsewhere, the con-

flict between the freedom claiuied by each individual

and the resistance offered by the community at large,

establishes in the end a reign of law most wonderful,

yet perfectly rational and intelligible.

These are but a few small specimens to show you

what Comparative Philology can do for Greek and
Latin ; and how it has given a new life to tlie study

of languages by discovering, so to say, and laying

bare, the traces of that old life, that prehistoric

growth, which made language what we find it in

the oldest literary monuments, and which still sup-

plies the vigour of the language of our own time.

A knowledge of the mere facts of language is inter-

esting enough ; nay, if you ask yourself what gram-

mars really are— those very Greek and Latin

grammars which we hated so much in our schoolboy
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days—3'ou will find that they are storehouses, richer

than the richest museums of plants or minerals, more
carefully classified and labelled than the productions

of any of the great kingdoms of nature. Every form

of declension and conjugation, every genitive and
every so-called infinitive and gerund, is the result

of a long succession of eflTorts, and of intelligent

efforts. There is nothing accidental, nothing irregu-

lar, nothing without a purpose and meaning in any

part of Greek or Latin grammar. 'No one who has

once discovered this hidden life of language, no one

who has once found out that what seemed to be

merely anomalous and whimsical in language is but,

as it were, a petrification of thought, of deep, curious,

poetical, philosoj)hical thought, will ever rest again

till he has descended as far as he can descend into

the ancient shafts of human speech, exploring level

after level, and testing every successive foundation

which supports the surface of each spoken language.

One of the great charms of this new science is

that there is still so much to explore, so much to

sift, so much to arrange. I shall not, therefore, be

satisfied with merely lecturing on Comparative

Philology, but I hope I shall be able to form a small

philological society of more advanced students, who
will come and work with me, and bring the results

of their special studies as materials for the advance-

ment of our science. If there are scholars here who
have devoted their attention to the study of Homer,
Comparative Philology will place in their hands a

light with which to explore the dark crypt on which

the temple of the Homeric language was erected.

If there are scholars who know their Plautus or
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Lucretius, Comparative Philology will give them a

key to grammatical forms in ancient Latin, which,

even if supported by an Ambrosian palimpsest, might

still seem hazardous and problematical. As there is

no field and no garden that has not its geological

antecedents, there is no language and no dialect

which does not receive light from a stud}^ of Com-
parative Philology, and reflect light in return on

more general problems. As in geology, again, so in

Comparative Philology, no progress is possible with-

out a division of labour, and without the most gene-

ral co-operation. The most experienced geologist

may learn something from a miner or from a plough-

boy; the most experienced comparative philologist

may learn something from a schoolboy or from a

child.

I have thus explained to you what, if you will but

assist me, I should like to do as the first occupant

of this new chair of Comparative Philology. In my
public lectures I must be satisfied with teaching. In

my private lectures, I hope I shall not only teach,

but also learn, and receive back as much as I have

to give.
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NOTE A.

On the Final Dental of the Pronominal Stem fad.^

One or two instances may here suffice to show how com-

passless even the best comparative philologists find them-

selves if, without a knowledge of Sanskrit, they venture

into tlie deep waters of grammatical research. What can

Le clearer at first sight than that the demonstrative pro-

noun tlmt has the same base in Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, and

German? Bopp places together (§ 349) the following

forms of the neuter :

Sanskrit Zend Greek Latin Gothic

tat iad TO is-tud tliata

and he draws from them the following conclusions :

—

In the Sanskrit ta-t we have the same pronominal ele-

ment repeated twice, and this repeated pronominal element

became afterwards the geiieral sign of the neuter after other

pronominal stems, such as y a-t, k a-t.

Such a conclusion seems extremely probable, particu-

larly when we compare the masculine form sa-s, the old

nom. sing., instead of the ordinary s a. But the first ques-

tion that has to be answered is, whether this is phonetically

possible, and how.

If tat in Sanskrit is ta+ ta, then we expect in Gothic

iha-\-tha, instead of which we find tha+ ta. We expect in

Latin is-tut, not ishid, illiit, not illud, it, not id ;
for Latin

represents final t in Sanskrit by t, not by d. The old Latin

ablative in d is not a case in point, as we shall see afterwards,

Botb Gothic tha-ta, therefore, and Latin idud, postulate

u Sanskrit tad, while Zend and Greek at all events do not

' See Cr6al, Mcmoires da la i^ocutt dc lingnistupie, vol. i.
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conflict with an original final media. Everything, there-

fore, depends on what was the original form in Sanskrit

;

and here no Sanskrit scholar would hesitate for one moment
between tat and tad. "Whatever the origin of tat may
have been, it is quite certain that Sanskrit knows only of
tad, never of tat. There are various ways of testing the
original surd or sonant nature of final consonants in San-
skrit. One of the safest seems to me to see how those
consonants behave before taddhita or secondary suffixes,

which require no change iu the final consonant of the base.

Thus before the suffix iya (called kho. by Panini) the final

consonant is never changed, yet we find tad-iya, like

mad-iya, tvad-iya, asmad-iya, yushmad-iya, (tc.

Again, before the possessive suffix vat final consonants of
nominal bases suffer no change. This is distinctly stated
by Pamni I. 4, 19. Hence we have vidyut-van, from
vidyut, lightning, from the rootdyut ; we have udasvit-
van, from uda-5vi-t. In both cases the original final

tenuis remains unchanged. Hence, if we find tad-van,
k ad- van, our test shows us again that the final consonant
in tad and kad is a media, and that the d of these words is

not a modification of t.

Taking our stand therefore on the undoubted facts of
Sanskrit grammar, we cannot recognise t as the termina-
tion of the neuter of pronominal stems, but only fP

; nor
can we accept Bopp's explanation of tad as a compound of

ta+ t, unless the transition of an original t into a Sanskrit
and Latin d can be established by sufficient evidence. Even
then that transition would have to be referred to a time
before Sanskrit and Gothic became distinct languages, for

' Dr. Kielhorn in his grammar gives correctly tad as base, tat as
nom. and ace. sing., because in the latter case phonetic rules either
require or allow the change of d into t. Boehtlingk, Roth, and
Benfeyalso give the right forms. Curtius, like Bopp, gives vat,
Schleicher tat, which he supposes to have been changed at an early
time into tad (§ 203).
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the Gothic tlia-ta is tiie counterpart of tlie Sanskrit tad,

and not of tat.

Bopp endeavours to defend the transition of an original

t into Latin d by tlie termination of the old ablatives, such

as gnaivod, &c. But here again it is certain that the

original termination was d, and not t. It is so in Latin,

it may be so in Zend, where, as Justi points out, the d of

the ablative is probably a media. ^ In Sanskrit it is cer-

tainly a media in such forms as mad, tvad, as mad, which

Bopp considers as old ablatives, and which in madiya,

&c., show the original media. In other cases it is impos-

sible in Sanskrit to test the nature of the final dental in

the ablative, because d is always determined by its position

in a sentence. But nnder no circumstances conld we
appeal to Latin gnaivod in order to prove a transition of an

original t into d ; while on the contrary ail the evidence at

present is in favour of a media, as the final letter both of

the ablative and of the neuter bases of pronouns, such as

tad and yad.

These may seem minutice, but the whole of Comparative

Grammar is made up of minutice, which, nevertheless, if

carefully joined together and cemented, lead to conclusions

of unexpected magnitude.

NOTE B.

Did Feminine Bases in a take s in the Nominative

Singular ?

I ADD one other instance to show how a more accurate

knowledge of Sanskrit would have guarded comparative

philologists against rash conclusions. With regard to the

nominative singular of feminine bases ending in derivative

' Weich ist es ( ^ Oder (?) wohl im abl. sing. gafn4t(gafnadha).
Justi, Haudhuch dcr ZnJidspraoke, p. 362.
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a, the question arose, whether words like hona in Latin,

ayaOa in Greek, siva in Sanskrit, had originally an s as the

sign of the nom. sing., which was afterwards lost, or whether

they never took that termination. Bopp (§ 136), Schleicher

(§ 246), and others seem to believe in the loss of the ,9,

chiefly, it would seem, because the s is added to feminine

bases ending in i and u. Benfej^ takes the opposite view, viz.

that feminines in a never took the 5 of the nom. sing. But
he adds one exception, the Vedic gna-s. This remark has

caused much mischief. Without verifying Benfey's state-

ments, Schleicher (I. c.) quotes the same exception, though
cautiously referring to the Sanskrit dictionary of Boeht-

lingk and Roth as his authority. Later writers, for in-

stance Merguet,^ leave out all restrictions, simply appeal-

ing to this Vedic form gn a-s in support of the theory that

feminine bases in a, too, took originally s as sign of the

nom. sing,, and afterwards dropped it. Even so careful a

scholar as Biichler^ speaks of the s as lost.

There is, first of all, no reason whatever why the s

should have been added "*; secondly, there is none why it

should have been lost. But, whatever opinion we may hold

in this respect, the appeal to the Vedic gna-s cannot cer-

tainly be sustained, and the word should at all events be

obelised till there is better evidence for it than we possess

at present.^

' OHent und Occident., vol. i. p. 298.

2 Entwiokelung der Lateiiiischen Formenlelire, 1870, p. 20.

' Grundnss der Lateinischen Declination, 1866, p. 9.

* See Benfey, I. o. p. 298.

^ In the dictionary of Boehtlingk and Roth we read s.v. gna,
' scarce in the singular ; nom. sing, seems to be gna s, according to

the passage Rv. IV. 9, 4, and Naigh. I. 11, in one text, while the

other text gives the form gna.' Against that it should be remarked
that it would make no difference whether the MSS. of the NaighawT'uka

give gna or gna s. Gna would be the nom. sing., gnas would be
the form in which the word occurs most frequently in the Veda. It

is easy to see that the collector of the Naigha;iiuka allowed himself
ir, quote words according to either principle. Cf. Aufrecht, Rig-

Veda, 2iid ed. p. V. note.
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The pa'^sage which is always quoted from the Rv. TV.

D, 4, as showing gna-s to be a nom. sing, in s, is extremely

difficult, and, as it stands at present, most likely corrupt

:

Uta gna/i aguih adhvare uto gnha-patiA dame, uta

brahma ni sidati.

This could only be translated :

' Agni sits down at the sacrifice as a woman, as lord in

the house, and as priest.'

Devanl^a in his commentary on gna explains it : Gamer dMtor
dhdp7*evasya/7yatibliyo naA (U. S. III. 6) iti bahulakan napratyayo
bhavati ti\opa,s ka, ; tar^. Gatyartha buddhyarthdA

;
^ananti karmeti

gTia/t. Yadva gaZ/^^ati yaf/-^lesliu ; abhi jaffT/km g?'i/ilhi no gnavaA
(patniva/O- Rv. I. 15, 3. Khsind-hiisi vai gna iti brahma/«am iti

MadhavaA. Asma id u gmis ^id (Rv. I. 61, 8) ity api
;
gayatryudyil

devapatnya iti sa eva. Tasma^ /i/fandasdw giiyatryadma//i vagrii-

patvad gnavyapadesa/^.

In his remarks on Nigh. III. 29, it is quite clear that Devartya
takes gna /i as a nom, plur., not as a nom. sing. He says: Memi
gna iti stri//am ; ubhav api ^abdau vyakhyatau vanniimasu. Mana-
yanti hi ta/i patisva^uramiltuLldaya/i, piVya bhushayitavya^ ^-eti

smarawat. Ga^Manty enah patayo patnyarthinaZ*. The passage quoted
in the Nirukta III. 29, gnas tvak?Yntann apaso 'tanvata vayitrj o

'vayan, is taken from the Tii«^ya-brahma«a I. 8, 9 : '0 dress ! the
women cut thee out, the workers stretched thee out, the weavers
wove thee.'

Thus every support which the Nigha?;^u or the Nirukta was sup-

posed to give to tlie form gna A as a nom. sing, vanishes. And if it

is said s.v. gnas-pati, that in this compound gn-dh might be taken
as a nom. sing., and that the Pada-text separates gnaA-patiA, it

has been overlooked that the separation in Rv. II. 38, 10, is a mere
misprint. See Prati.?akhya, 738. The compound gnaspati/t has
been correctly explained as standing for gnayaspatiA, and the
same old genitive is also found in ^aspati/i and ^aspatyam. See
also Va^asan. Pratisakhya IV. 39. It is important to observe that

the metre requires us to pronounce gnaspati eitherasgnaaspatiA
or as ganaspati//..

There is, as far as I know, no passage where gna A in the Veda
can be taken as a nom. sing., and it should be observed that gna A
as nom. plur. is almost always disyllabic in the Rig-veda, except-

ing the tenth Ma-v^^ala ; that the ace. sing. (V. 43, 6) is, however,
disyllabic, but the ace. plur. monosyllabic (I. 22, 10). In V. 43, 13,

we must either read gnaA oroshadhTA.
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This, however, is impossible, for Agni, the god of fire,

is never represented in the Veda as a woman. If we took

gna/i as a genitive, we might translate, 'Agni sits down

in the sacrifice of the lady of the house,' but this again

would be utterly incongruons in Vedic poetry.

I believe the verse is corrupt, and I should propose to

read :

—

Uta agnav agni/i adhvare.

' Agni sits down at the sacrifice in the fire, as lord in

the house, and as a priest.'

The ideas that Agni, the god of fire, sits down in the

fire, or that Agni is lighted by Agni, or that Agni is both

the sacrificial fire and the priest, are familiar to every reader

of the Veda. Thus we read 1. 12, 6, agnina agni/i sam

idhyate, Agni is lighted by Agni ; X. 88, 1, we find Agni

invoked as a-hutam agnau, &c.

But whether this emendation be right or wrong, it must

be quite clear how unsafe it would be to support the theory

that feminine bases in a ended originally in s by this soli-

tary passage from the Veda.^ Possibly gnas may depend

on patiA in griha-pati//.

NOTE C.

Grammatical Forms in Sanskrit corresponding to

SO-CALLED Infinitives in Grerk and Latin.

There is no trace of such a term as infinitive in Sanskrit,

and yet exactly the same forms, or, at all events, forms

strictlv anah)gous to those which we call infinitives in

Greek and Latin, exist in Sanskrit. Here, however, they

are treated in the simplest way.

Sanskrit grammarians, when giving the rules according

to which nouns and adjectives are derived from verbal

roots by means of primary suffixes (Krit), mention among
the rest the suffixes turn (Pa??. III. 3, 10), se, ase, adhy ai,

* See Havct, Menvires de la Socicte de linginstig;ue, vol. ii. p. 27,
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tavai, tave, slijai, e, am, tos, as (IV. 4,9-17), defining

their meaning in general by that of turn (III. 3, 10).

This t u m is said to express immediate futurity in a verb,

if governed by another word conveying an intention. An
example will make this clearer. In order to say he goes

to cook, where ' he goes ' expresses an intention, and ' to

cook ' is the object of that intention which is to follow im-

mediately, we place the suffix tu m at the end of the verb

pak, to cook, and say in Sanskrit vra^ati pak-tum. We
might also say paA-ako vra^ati, he goes as one who means

to cook, or vra^ati pakaya, he goes to the act of cooking,

placing the abstract noun in the dative; and all these

constructions are mentioned together by Sanskrit gram-

marians. The same takes place after verbs which express

a wish (III. 3, 158) ; e.g. iJikhati paktum, he wishes to

cook, and after such words as kala, time, s amay a, oppor-

tunity, vela, right moment (III. 3, 167) ; e.g. kklsih pak-

tum, it is time to cook, &c. Other verbs which govern

forms in tum are (III. 4, H5) sak, to be able ; dhr^sh, to

dare
;

gnsi, to know ;
glai, to be weary

;
gha^, to endea-

vour; arabh, to begin; labh, to get; prakram, to

beo-in; utsah, to endure; arh, to deserve; and words like

asti, there is; e.g. astibhoktum, it is (possible) to eat : not,

it is (necessary) to eat. The forms in tum are also en-

joined (III. 4, 66) after words like a 1 a m , expressing fitness

;

e.g. parjapto bhoktum, alam bhoktum, kusalo bhoktum, fit

or able to eat.

Here we have everything that is given by Sanskrit

grammarians in place of what we should call the Chapter

on the Infinitive in Greek and Latin. The only thing that

has to be added is the provision, understood in Pa?dni's

grammar, that such suffixes as tum, &c., are indeclinable.

And why are they indeclinable ? For the simple reason

that they are themselves case-terminations. Whether

Pauini was aware of this, we cannot tell with certainty.

From some of his remarks it would seem to be so. When
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treating of the cases, Pawini (I. 4, 32) explains what we
should call the dative bj Sampradana. Sampradana
means giving (ooro;//), but Pa^iini uses it here as a techni-

cal term, and assigns to it the definite meaning of ' he

whom one looks to by any act ' (not only the act of giving,

as the commentators imply). It is therefore what we
should call the ' remote object.* Ex. Brahma7iaya dhanam
dadati, he gives wealth to the Brahman, This is afterwards

extended by several rules, explaining that the Sampra-
dana comes in after verbs expressive of pleasure caused to

somebody (I. 4, 33) ; after slagh, to applaud, hnu, to

dissemble, to conceal, stha,^ to reveal, sap, to curse (I. 4,

34) ; after dharay, to owe (I. 4, 35) ; sprzh, to long for

(I. 4, 36) ; after verbs expressive of anger, ill-will, envy,

detraction (I. 4, 37) ; after radh and iksh, if they mean
to consider concerning a person (I. 4, 39) ; after pratisru
and asru, in the sense of according (1.4,40); anugrz
and pratig?"?', in the sense of acting in accordance with

(I. 4, 41) ; after parikri, to buy, to hire (I. 4, 44).

Other cases of Sampradana are mentioned after sach

words as nam a A, salutation to, svasti, hail, svaha,

salutation to the gods, svadha, salutation to the manes,

a lam, sufficient for, vasha^, offered to, a sacrificial invo-

cation, &c. (II. 3, 16) ; and in such expressions as na

t-vkm triwaya manye, I do not value thee a straw (II. 3, 17) ;

gramaya gaM*7iati, he goes to the village (II. 2, 12) ; where,

however, the accusative, too, is equally admissible. Some
other cases of S amp r a dan a are mentioned in the Yarttikas

;

e.g. I. 4, 44, muktaye harim bha^ati, for the sake of liberation

he worships Hari; vataya kapila vidyut, a dark red lightning

indicates wind. Very interesting, too, is the construction

' Stha, svabhiprayabodhananukulasthiti, to reveal by gestures, a

meaning not found in our dictionaries. Wilson renders it wrongly

by to stay with, which would govern the instrumental. <Sap, cursing,

means to use curseij in order to convey some meaning or intention to

another person.
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with the proliibitire ma; e.g. ma Hpalaya, lit. not for un-

steadiness, i.e. do not act unsteadily.^

In all these cases we easily recognise the identity of

Sampradana with the dative in Greek and Latin. If,

therefore, we see that Pa/tini in some of his rules states

that Sampradana takes the place of turn, the so-called

infinitive, we can hardly doubt that he had perceived the

similarity in the functions of what we call dative and

infinitive. Thus, he says, that instead of phalany ahartui/i

yati, he goes to take the fruits, we may use the dative and

say phalebhyo yati, he goes for the fruits ; instead of yash-

tum yati, he goes to sacrifice, yagaya yati, he goes to the

act of sacrificing (II. 3, 14-15).

But whether Pa?iini recognised thi.s fact or not, certain

it is that we have only to look at the forms which in the

Veda take the place of turn, in order to convince ourselves

that most of them are datives of verbal nouns. As far as

Sanskrit grammar is concerned, we may safely cancel the

name of infinitive altogether, and speak instead boldly of

datives and other cases of verbal nouns. Whether these

verbal nouns admit of the dative case only, and whether

some of those datival terminations have become obsolete,

are questions which do not really concern the grammarian,

and nothing would be more unphilosophical than to make
such points the specific characteristic of a new gramma-

tical category, the infinitive. The very idea that every

noun must possess a complete set of cases, is contrary to

all the lessons of the history of language ; and though the

fact that some of these forms belong to an antiquated

phase of language has undoubtedly contributed towards

their being used more readily for certain syntactical pur-

poses, the fact remains that in their origin and their ori-

ginal intention they were datives and nothing else. Neither

could the fact that these datives of verbal nouns may

' Wilson, Sanskrit Grammar, p. 390.
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govern tLe same case which is governed by the verb be
used as a specific mark, because it is well known that, in
Sanskrit more particularly, many nouns retain the power
of governing the accusative. We shall now examine some
of these so-called infinitives in Sanskrit.

Datives in e.

The simplest dative is that in e, after verbal bases
ending in consonants or a, e.g. dr/se, for the sake of see-
ing, to see; vid-e, to know; paribhve,i to overcome;
sraddhe kam, to believe.

Datives in ai.

After some verbs ending in o, the dative is irreo-ularly
(Grammar, §§ 239, 240) formed in ai ; Rv. VII^'lO 7
paradai, to surrender; III. 60, 4, pratimai, to compare

\

and the important form vayodhai, of which more by
and by.

Accusatives in am. Genitives and Ablatives in as.

Locatives in i.

By the side of these datives we have analogous accusa-
tives in am, genitives and ablatives in as, locatives in i.

Accusative
: I. 73, 10, sakema yamam, May we be able

to get. I. 94, 3, sakema tva samidhan, May we be able to
hght thee. This may be the Oscan and Umbrian infinitive
in um, oin (u, 0), if we take yama as a base in a, and m as
the sign of the accusative. In Sanskrit it is impossible to
determine this question, for that bases in a are also used
for ^similar purposes is clearly seen in datives like da-
bhay a; e.g. Rv. V. 44, 2, na dabhaya, not to conquer ; VIII.
96, 1, nnbhya/i taraya sindhava/i su-para/i, the rivers easy to
cross for men. Whether the Vedic imperatives in aya

' In verbs compounded with prepositions the accent is on the pen-
ultimate:

e.ff. samidhe, atikrame, etc.

VOL. III. M
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(sayak) admit of a similar explanation is doubtful on ac-

count of the accent.

Genitive: vilikha/?, in isvaro villkha/i, cognisant of

drawing ; and possibly X. 108, 2, atiskada/'i bhiyasa, from
fear of crossing.

Ablative : Rv. VIII. 1, 12, pura ktridah, before striking.

Locative: E-v. V. 52, 12, dmi tvishe, to shine in glan-

cing (?).

Datives in s-e.

The same termination of the dative is added to verbal

bases which have taken the increment of the aorist, the s.

Thus from ^i, to conquer, we have ^i-sh, and ^re-sh, and

from both datival forms with infinitival function. I. Ill, 4,

te i\B.li hinvantu sataye dhij^e p'ishe, May they bring us to

wealth, wdsdom, victory !

I. 100, 11, apam tokcisya tanayasya geshe, May Indra

help us for getting water, children and descendants. Cf.

VI. 44, 18.

Or, after bases ending in consonants, upaprakshe;
V. 47, 6, upa-prakshe Yrtslmimh— vadhva/t yanti AkJihsi,

the men go towards their wives to embrace.

These forms correspond to Greek infinitives like Xvam

and Tvxpcu, possibly to Latin infinitives like/e?Te, for fer-se,

velle for vel-se, and voluis-se\ for se, following immediately

on a consonant, can never represent the Sanskrit ase.

With regard to infinitives like fac-se, dic-se, I do not ven-

ture to decide whether they are primitive forms, or con-

tracted, though fac-se could hardly be called a contraction

of fecisse. The 2nd pers. sing, of the imperative of the

1st aorist middle, Xvaai, is identical with the infinitive in

form, and the transition of meaning from the infinitive to

the impei'ative is well know n in Greek and other languages,

e.g. IlaT^a ^' i/idl Xverai re (piXrjt' rd t aTioLva Hx^errdai,

Deliver up my dear child and accept the ransom. Several

of these aoristic forms are very perplexing in Vedic San-

skrit, if we find, for instance, stushe, we cannot at
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once tell whether it is the infinitive (\Zaai) ; or the 1st

pers. sing, of the aor. Atmanep. in the subjunctive (for

stushai), let me praise (Xu^w/zat) ; or lastly, the 2nd
pers. sing. Atmanep. in the indicative (Ayj/). If stnshe
has no accent, we know, of course, that it cannot be the

infinitive, as in X. 93, 9 ; but when it has the accent on
the last, it may, in certain constructions, be either infinitive,

or 1st pers. sing. aor. Atm. subj. Here we want far more
careful grammatical studies on the language of the Veda
before we can venture to translate with certainty. In

places, for instance, where, as in I. 122, 7, we have a nomi-

native with stushe, it is clear that it must be taken as an
infinitive, stushe sa vam— vktih, your gift, Varu^ia and
Mitra, is to be praised

; but in other places, such as VIII.

o, 4, the choice is difficult. In VIII. 65, 5, indra gn'?iishe

u stushe, I should propose to translate, Indra, thou longest

for praising, thou desirest to be praised, cf. VIII. 71, 15
;

while in II. 20, 4, tarn u stushe indram tarn grmishe, I

translate, Let me praise Indra, let me laud him, admitting

here the irregular retention of Vikara?ia in the aorist, which
can be defended by analogous forms such as gri-ni-sh-
ini, stri-ni-sh.-'dni, of which more hereafter. However,
all these translations, as every real scholar knows, are,

and can for the present be, tentative only. Nothing but a

complete Vedic grammar, such as we may soon expect
from Professor Benfey, will give us safe ground to

stand on.

Datives in ctyai.

Feminine bases in a form their dative in ayai, and
thus we find /jarayai used in the Veda, VII. 77, 1, as what
we should call an infinitive, in the sense of to go. No other
cases of Z;ara have as yet been met with. A similar form
is ^arayai, to praise, I. 38, 13.

Datives in aye.

We have next to consider bases in i, forming their

M 2
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dative in aye. Here, whenever we are acquainted with

the word in other cases, we naturally take aye as a simple

dative of a noun. Thus in I. 81, 8, we should translate

sanaye dhananam, for the acquisition of treasures,

because we are accustomed to other cases, such as I. 100, 13,

sanayas, acquisitions, V. 27, 3, sanim, wealth. But if we
find, V. 80, 5, drisaje na/t asthat, she stood to be seen

by us, lit. for our seeing, then we prefer, though wrongly,

to look upon such datives as infinitives, simply because we
have not met with other cases of dri^i-s.

Datives in taye.

What applies to datives of nouns in ?, applies with still

greater force to datives of nouns in ti. There is no reason

whyin IX. 9G, 4 we should call ahataye, to be without hurt,

an infinitive, simply because no other case of ahati-s oc-

curs in the Rig-Veda; while a^i taye, not to fail, in the

same line, is called a dative of a^iti-s, because it occurs

again in the accusative a^iti-m.

Datives in tyai.

In ityai, to go, I. 113, 6; 124, 1, we have a dative of

iti-s, the act of going, of which the instrumental itya

occurs likewise, I. 167, 5. This tya, shortened to tya,

became afterwards the regular termination of the gerund

of compound verbs in tya (Grammar, § 446), while ya

(§ 445) points to an original ya or yai.

Datives in as-e.

Next follow datives from bases in as, partly with accent

on the first syllable, like neuter nouns in as, partly with

the accent on as
;
partly with Guna, partly without. With

regard to them it becomes still clearer how impossible it

would be to distinguish between datives of abstract nouns,

and other grammatical forms, to be called infinitives. Thus

Rv. I. 7,3 we read, dirghaya/vakshase, Indra made the
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STii] rise for long glancing, i.e. that it might glance far and

wide. It is quite true that no other cases of Z;akshas,

seeing, occur, on which ground modern grammarians would
probably class it as an infinitive ; but the qualifying dative

dirghaya clearly shows that the poet felt ^akshaseas
the dative of a noun, and did not trouble himself whether

that noun was defective in other cases or not.

These datives of verbal nouns in as correspond exactly

to Latin infinitives in ere, Yikevivere (^ivase),and explain

likewise infinitives in are, ere, and ire, forms which cannot

be separated. It has been thought that the nearest ap-

proach to an infinitive is to be found in such forms as

^ivase, bhiyase, to fear (V. 29, 4), because in such cases

the ordinary nominal form would be bhayas-e. There is,

however, the instrumental bhiyasa, X. 108, 2, which

shows tbat we must admit a nominal base bhiyas.

Datives in mane,

Next follow datives from nouns in man, van, and an.

Tbe suffix man is very common in Sanskrit, for forming

verbal nouns, such as kar-man, doing, deed, from kar.

Van is almost restricted to forming nomm^- agentis, such as

druh-van, hating ; but we find also substantives like pat-

van, still used in the sense of flying. An also is generally

used like van, but we can see traces of its employment to

form 'liomina actionis in Greek ayior, Lat. turbo, etc.

Datives of nouns in man, used with infinitival functions,

are very common in the Veda ; e. g. I. 164, 6 yrikhTikmi

vidmane, I ask to know ; VIII. 93, 8, damane krita/i, made
to give. We find also the instrumental case vidmana,
e.g. VI. 14, 5, vidmana urushyati, he protects by his

knowledge. These correspond to Homeric infinitives, like

u/jEi'ai, cofxevai, etc., old datives, and not locatives, as

Schleicher and Curtius supposed; while forms \\k.Q co^ev

are to be explained either as abbreviated, or as obsolete

accusatives.
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Datives in vane.

Of datives in vane I only know da vane, a most valu-

able grammatical relic, by which Professor Benfej was

enabled to explain the Greek huvrai, i. e. cv^ivai}

Datives in ane.

Of datives in ane I pointed oat (1. c.) dhurv-aneand
vibhv-ane, YI. 61, 13, taking the latter as synonymous

with vibhve, and translating, 'Sarasvati, the great,

made to conquer, like a chariot.' Professor Roth, s. v.

vibhvan, takes the dative for an instrumental, and trans-

lates ' made by an artificer.' It is, however, not the chariot

that is spoken of, but Sarasvati, and of her it could

hardly be said that she was made either by or for an

artificer.

Locatives in sani.

As we saw before that aoristic bases in s take the

datival e, so that we had prak-sh-e by the side of pr{^-e,

we shall have to consider here aoristic bases in s, taking

the suffix an, not, however, with the termination of the

dative, but with that of the locative i. Thus we read X.

126, 3, nayish///a/i u na/i neshani parshish^/m/i una/i parsh-

ajd ati dvisha/i, they who are the best leaders to lead us,

the best helpers to help us to overcome our enemies, lit. in

leading us, in helping us. In YIII. 12, 19, gr2nisha?2i,

i. e. gri-ni-s\ikn-\, stands parallel with turv-an-e, thus

showing how both cases can answer nearly the same pur-

pose. If these forms existed in Greek, they would, after

consonantal bases, be identical with the infinitives of the

future.

Cases of verbal nouns in tu,

"We next come to a large number of datives, ablatives,

or genitives, and accusatives of verbal nouns in t u. This

* See M. M.'s Translation of the Rig- Veda, I. p. 34.
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in occurs in Sanskrit in abstract nouns sucli as gati'i,

fijoing, way, etc., in Latin in adven-tus, etc. As these forms

have been often treated, and as some of them occur fre-

quently in later Sanskrit also, it will suffice to give one

example of each :

Dative in tave : gantave, to go, I. 46, 7.

Old form intavai: gantavai, X. 95, 14.

Genitive in toh : dato/t, governed by ise, VII. 4, 6.

Ablative in to A : gsnatoh, J. 89, 9.

Accusative in turn: gantum. This is the supine in

t2im in Latin.

Cases of verbal nouns in tva.

Next follow cases of verbal nouns in tva, the accent

being on the suffix.

Datives in tvaya: hatvaya, X. 84, 2.

Instruraentals in tva: hatva, I. 100, 18.

Older form in tvi : hatvi, II. 17, 6 ;
gatvi', IV. 41. 5.

Datives in dhai and clhyai.

I have left to the end datives in dhai and dhyai,
which properly belong to the datives in ai, treated before,

l)nt differ fi'om them as being datives of compound nouns.

As from maya/,^, delight, we have mayaskara, delight-

makmg, mayobhii, delight-causing, and constructions

like mayo dadhe, so from v ay as, life, vigour, we have

vayaskr^t, life-giving, and constructions like vayo
dhat. From dha we can frame two substantival forms,

dha and dhi-s, e. g. puro-dha, andpuro-dhis, like vi-

dhi-s. As an ordinary substantive, pur o dha takes the

feminine termination a, and is declined like siva. But if

the verbal base remains at the end of a compound without

the feminine suffix, a compound like vayodha would form
its dative vayodhe (Grammar, § 239) ; and as in analo-

gous cases we found old datives in ai, instead of e, e. g.

paradai, nothing can be said against vayo dhai, as a
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Vedic dative of vayodlia. The dative of pnrodlii wonld

be purodhaje, but here again, as, besides forms like

dr?saye, we met with datives such as ityai, rohishyai,

there is no difficulty in admitting an analogous dative of

parodhi, viz. purodhyai.
The old dative dhaihas been preserved to as in one

form only, which for that reason is all the more valuable

and important, offering the key to tlie mysterious Greek

infinitives in dai, I mean vayodhai, which occurs twice

in the Rig-Veda, X. 55, 1, and X. 67, 11. The importance

of this relic would have been perceived long ago, if there

had not been some uncertainty as to whether such a form

really existed in the Veda. By some accident or other,

Professor Aufrecht had printed in both passages vayo-

dhai^, instead of vayodhai. Bat for this, no one, I

believe, would have doabted that in this form vayodhai
w^e have not only the most valuable prototype of the Greek

infinitives in (o')^a(,but at the same time their fall explana-

tion. Vayodhai stands for vayas-dhai, in which com-

position the first part vayas is a neater base in as, the

second a dative of the auxiliary verb dha, used as a sub-

stantive. If, therefore, we find coi-responding to vayo-

dhai a Greek infinitive jSifaHai, we must divide it into

j-ietQ-dai, as we divide xpevcetrdai into \pevcEQ-Oai, and trans-

late it literally by ' to do lying.'

It has been common to identify Greek infinitives in

(t6(ii with corresponding Sanskrit forms ending in dhyai.

Xo doubt these forms in dhyai are much more frequent

than forms in dhai, but as we can only take them as old

datives of substantives in dhi, it would be difficult to

identify the two. The Sanskrit dhy appears, no doubt,

in Greek as crtr, dh being represented by the sard 6, and

then assibilated by y; but we could hardly attempt to

explain (yQ=Bij, because al=^=^ly. Therefore, unless we

are prepared to see with Bopp in the o- before d, in this

and similar forms, a remnant of the reflexive pronoun,
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nothing remains but to accept tlie explanation offered by

the Vedic vay odhai, and to separate xpevhadciL into \pevciL~

Oai, lying to do. That this grammatical compound, if once

found successful, should have been repeated in other tenses,

giving us not only -ypiKpfa-dai, but ypu'i^ea-6aij yoaxpaa-dai,

and even yijafdljatcr-dcu, is no more than what we may see

again and again in the grammatical development of ancient

and modern languages. Some scholars have objected on

the same ground to Bopp's explanation of ama-mini, as

the nom. plur. of a participle, because they think it im-

possible to look upon ameminij amahdmini, amaremiiii,

amabimini as participial formations, lint if a mould is

once made in language, it is used again and again, and

little account is taken of its original intention. If we
object to ypaxpeff-duij why not to ktXev-ai-fxerai, or redi a-

ixevni, or i.iixdii-iJ.et at ? In Sanskrit, too, we should hesi-

tate to form a compound of a modified verbal base, such

as pr2?ia, with d hi, doing: yet as the Sanskrit ear was

accustomed to ya^adhyai from ya^a, gamadhyai from

gama, it did not protest against prinadhyai, vavri-

dhadhyai, etc.

Historical Imjportance of these Grammatical Forms.

And while these ancient grammatical forms which sup-

ply the foundation of what in Greek, Latin, and other

languages we are accustomed to call infinitives, are of the

highest interest to the grammarian and the logician, their

importance is hardly less in the eyes of the historian.

Every honest student of antiquity, whether his special field

be India, Persia, Assyria, or Egypt, knows how often he is

filled with fear and trembling when he meets with thoughts

and expressions which, as he is apt to say, cannot be an-

cient. I have frequently confessed to that feeling with

regard to some of the hymns of the Rig-Veda, and I well

remember the time when I felt inclined to throw up the

whole work as modern and unworthy of the time and labour
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bestowed upon it. At that time 1 was always comforted

by these so-called infinitives and other relics of ancient

language. They could not have been fabricated in India.

They are unknown in ordinary Sanskrit, thej are unintel-

ligible as far as their origin is concerned in Greek aud

Latin, and yet in the Vedic language we find these forms,

not only identical with Greek and Latin forms, but furnish-

ing the key to their formation in Greece and Italy. The

Vedic vayas-dhai compared with Greek piefr-Oai, the

Vedic stushe compared with \vaai are to ray mind

evidence in support of the antiquity and genuineness of the

Veda that cannot be shaken by any arguments.

The Infinitive in English.

I add a few words on the infinitive in English, though

it has been well treated by Dr. March in his ' Grammar of

the Anglo-Saxon Language,' by Dr. Morris, and others.

AVe find in Anglo-Saxon two forms, one generally called

the infinitive, nim-an, to take, the other the gerund, to nim-

anne, to take. Dr. March explains the first as identical

with Greek vefx-ew and lijx-ev-ai, i.e. as an oblique case,

probably the dative, of a verbal noun in an. He himself

quotes only the dative of nominal bases in a, e.^. n am a n a y a,

because he was probably unacquainted with the nearer

forms in an-e supplied by the Veda. This infinitive exists

in Gothic as nim-an, in Old Saxon as nhn-an, in Old Norse

as nem a, in Old High German as nein-an. The so-called

gerund, to nimanne, is rightly traced back by Dr. March to

Old Saxon nim-annia, but he can hardly be right in identi-

fying these old datival forms with the Sanskrit base nam-
aniya. In the Second Period of English (1100-1250)1 the

termination of the infinitive became en, and frequently

dropped the final n, as smelle-=sinellen ; while the termina-

tion of the gerund at the same time became enne (ende),

» Morris, Histono Outlines of English Accidence, p. 52.
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ene, en, or e, so tliat outwardly tlie two forms appeared to

be identical as early as the 12tli century.^ Still later, to-

wards the end of the 14th century, the terminations were

entirely lost, though Spenser and Shakespeare have occa-

sionally to Jcillen, imssen, clelven, when they wish to impart

an archaic character to their language. In modern Eng-

lish the infinitive with to is used as a verbal substantive.

When we say, ' I wish you to do this,' 'you are able to do

this,' we can still perceive the datival function of the in-

finitive. Likewise in such phrases as 'it is time,' 'it is

proper,' ' it is wrong to do that,' to do may still be felt as

an oblique case. But we have only to invert these sen-

tences, and say, ' to do this is wrong,' and we have a

new substantive in the nom. sing., just as in the Greek to

Xeyeiy. Expressions like for to do, show that the simple to

was not always felt to be suflBciently expressive to convey

the meaning of an original dative.

Works on the Infinitive.

The infinitive has formed the subject of many learned

treatises. I divide them into two classes, those which

appeared befoi-e and those which appeared after Wilh elm's

excellent essay, written in Latin, '" De infinitivi vi et natura,'

1868 ; and in a new and improved edition, 'De infinitivo lin-

guarum Sanscritee Bactricse Persicse Greecse Oscae Umbricas

Latinae Goticae forma et usu,' Isenaci, 1878. In this essay the

evidence supplied by the Yeda was for the first time fully

collected, and the whole question of the nature of the infini-

tive placed in its true historical light. Before Wilhelm the

more important works were Hofer's book, ' Vom Infinitiv,

besonders im Sanskrit,' Berlin, 1840 ; Bopp's paragraphs in

his ' Comparative Grammar '; Humboldt's paper, in Schlegel's

' Indische Bibliothek ' (II. 74), 1824 ; and his posthumous

paper in Kuhn's ' Zeitschrift ' (II. 245), 1853 ;
some dis-

sertations by L. Meyer, Merguet, and Golenski. Benfey's

> Morris, I. c. p. 177.
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' Sanskrit Grammar ' (1852), too, ouglit to be mentioned,

as having laid the first solid foundations for this and all

other branches of grammatical research, as far as Sanskrit

is concerned. After Wilhelm the same subject has been

treated with great independence by Ludwig, ' Der Infinitif

im Veda,' 1871, and again * Agglutination oder Adaptation,'

1873; and also by Jolly, ' Greschichte des In6nitivs,' 1873.

I have just time to add the title of a very careful paper, by

Brunnhofer, ' Uber Dialectspuren im Vedischen Grebrauch

der Infinitivformen,' in Kuhn's ' Zeitschrift,' 1880.

I had myself discussed some questions connected with

the nature of the infinitive in my ' Science of Language,'

vol. ii. p. 14 scq^., and I had pointed out in Kuhn's 'Zeit-

schrift,' XV. 215 (1866), the great importance of the Vedic

vayodhai for unravelling the formation of Greek infini-

tives in (j-Oai,

The Infinitive in Bengali.

At a still earlier time, in 1847, in my ' Essay on Bengali,'

1 said :
* As the infinitives of the Indo-Germanic languages

must be regarded as the absolute cases of a verbal noun, it

is probable that in Bengali the infinitive in ite was also

originally a locative, which expressed not only local situa-

tion, but also movement towards some object, as an end,

whether real or imaginary. Thus the Bengali infinitive

corresponds exactly with the English, where the relation of

case is expressed by the preposition to. Ex. tahake marite

ami asiyachi, means, I came to the state of beating him, or,

I came to beat him ; amake marite deo, give me (permis-

sion), let me (go) to the action of beating, i.e. allow me to

beat. Now, as the form of the participle is the same as

that of the infinitive, it may be doubted if there is really a

distinction between these two forms as to their origin. For

instance, the phrase apanputrake marite ami tahaka dekhi-

1am can be translated, 1 saw him beating his own son ; but
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it can be explained also as what is commooly called in

Latin grammar accusativus cum injinitivo : that is to sav, the

infinitive can be taken for a locative of the verbal noun,

and the whole phrase be translated, I saw him in the act

of beating his own son, (yidi patrem ccedere ipsius- filiurn).

As in every Bengali phrase the participle in ite can be

understood in this manner, I think it admissible to ascribe

this origin to it, and instead of taking it for a nominative

of a verbal adjective, to consider it as a locative of a verbal

noun.*

The Infinitive in tlie Dravidian Languages.

I also tried to show that the infinitive in the Dravidian

languages is a verbal noun with or without a case suffix.

This view has been confirmed by Dr. Caldwell, but, in

deference to him, I gladly withdraw the explanation which
I proposed in reference to the infinitive in Tamil. I quote

from Dr. Caldwell's ' Comparative Grammar of the Dra-

vidian Languages,' 2nded. p. 423 :
' Professor Max Miiller,

noticing that the majonty of Tamil infinitives terminate in

ka, supposed this ka to be identical in origin with ko, the

dative-accusative case-sign of the Hindi, and concluded

that the Dravidian infinitive was the accusative of a verbal

noun. It is true that the Sanskrit infinitive and Latin

supine in Uim are correctly regarded as an accusative, and

that our English infinitive to do, is the dative of a verbal

noun ; it is also true that the Dravidian infinitive is a verbal

noun in origin, and never altogether loses that character
;

nevertheless, the supposition that the final ka of most
Tamil infinitives is in any manner connected with ku, the

sign of the Dravidian dative, or of ko, the Hindi dative-

accusative, is inadmissible. A comparison of various classes

of verbs and of the various dialects shows that the ka in

question proceeds from a totally different source.'
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ON THE RESULTS OF THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE.

Delivered before the Imperial University of Strasshurg,

the 23rd of May, 1872.

YOU will easily understand that, in giving my
first lecture in a German University, I feel

some difficulty in mastering and repressing the

feelings which stir within my heart. I wish to

speak to you as it becomes a teacher, with perfect

calmness, thinking of nothing but of the subject

which I have to treat. But here where we are

gathered together to-day, in this old free imperial

town, in. this University, full of the brightest recol-

lections of Alsatian history and German literature,

even a somewhat grey-headed German professor may
be pardoned if, for some moments at least, he gives

free vent to the thoughts that are foremost in his

mind. You will see, at least, thafc he feels and

thinks as you all feel and think, and that in living

away from Germany he has not forgotten his German

lano^uao-e, or lost his German heart.

The times in which we live are great, so great

that we can hardly conceive them great enough;

so great that we, old and young, cannot be great
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and good and brave and hardworking enough our-

selves, if we do not wish to appear quite unworthy

of the times in which out lot has been cast.

We older people have lived through darker times,

when to a German learning was the only refuge, the

only comfort, the only pride ; times when there was

no Germany except in our recollection, and perhaps

in our secret hopes. And those who have lived

through those sadder days feel all the more deeply

the blessings of the present. We have a Germany
again, a united, great, and strong country; and I

call this a blessing, not only in a material sense,

as giving at last to our homes a real and lasting

security against the inroads of our powerful neigh-

bours, but also in a moral sense, as placing every

German under a greater responsibility, as reminding

us of our higher duties, as inspiring as with courage

and energy for the battle of the mind even more than

for the battle of the arm.

That blessing has cost us dear, fearfully dear,

dearer than the friends of humanity had hoped;

for, proud as we may be of our victories and our

victors, let us not deceive ourselves in this, that

there is in the history of humanity nothing so

inhuman, nothing that makes us so entirely despair

of the genius of mankind, nothing that bows us so

low to the very dust, as war—unless even war
becomes ennobled and sanctified, as it was with us,

by the sense of duty, duty towards our country,

duty towards our town, duty towards our home,

towards our fathers and mothers, our wives and

children. Thus, and thus only, can even war be-

come the highest and brightest of sacrifices ; thus.
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and thus only, may we look history straight in the

face, and ask, ' Who would have acted differently ?
'

I do not spedk here of politics in the ordinary

sense of the word—nay, I gladly leave the groping

for the petty causes of the late war to the scrutiny

of those foreign statesmen who have eyes only for

the infinitesimally small, but cannot or will not

see the powerful handiwork of Divine justice that

reveals itself in the history of nations as in the

lives of individuals. I speak of politics in their

true and original meaning, as a branch of ethics,

as Kant has proved them to be ; and from this

point of view, politics become a duty from which

no one may shrink, be he young or old. Every

nation must have a conscience, like every indi-

vidual; a nation must be able to give to itself an

account of the moral justification of a war in which

it is to sacrifice everything that is most dear to

man. And that is the greatest blessing of the

late war, that every German, however deep he may

delve in his heart, can say without a qualm or a

quiver, * The German people did not wish for war,

nor for conquest.' We wanted peace and freedom

in our internal development. Another nation, or

rather its rulers, claimed the right to draw for us

lines of the Main, if not new frontiers of the

Ehine ; they wished to prevent the accomplishment

of that German union for which our fathers had

worked and suffered. The German nation would

gladly have waited longer still, if thereby war could

have been averted. We knew that the union of

Germany was inevitable, and the inevitable is in no

hurry. But when the gauntlet was thrown in our
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face, and, be it remembered, with the acclamation of

the whole French nation, then we knew what, under

Napoleonic sway, we might expect from our powerful

neighbour, and the whole German people rose as one

man for defence, not for defiance. The object of

our war was peace, and a lasting peace, and there-

fore now, after peace has been won, after our often

menaced, often violated, western frontier has been

made secure for ever by bastions such as nature only

can build, it becomes our duty to prove to the world

that we Germans are the same after as before the

war, that military glory has nothing intoxicating

to us, and that we want peace with all the world.

You know that the world at large does not

prophesy well for us. We are told that the old

and simple German manners will go, that the

ideal interests of our life will be forgotten, that,

as in other countries, so with us, our love for the

True and the Beautiful will be replaced by love of

pleasure, enjoyment, and vanities. It rests with us

with all our might to confound such evil prophecies,

and to carry the banner of the German mind higher

than ever. Germany can remain great only by what
has made her great—by simplicit}^ of manners, con-

tentment, industry, honesty, high ideals, contempt of

luxury, of display, and of vain-glory. ' Non propter

vitam. vivendi iierdere causas '—
' Not for the sake

of life to lose the real objects of life,' this must be

our watchword for ever, and the causce vitoe, the

highest objects of life, are for us to-day, and will, I

trust, remain for coming generations too, the same as

they were in the days of Lessing, of Kant, of Schiller,

and of Humboldt.

VOL. 111. N
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And nowhere, methinks, can this return to the
work of peace be better inaugurated than here in

this very place, in Strassburg. It was a bold con-

ception to begin the building of the new temple of

learning in the very midst of the old German
frontier fortress. We are summoned here, as in

the days of Nehemiah, when 'the builders everyone
had his sword girded by his side, and so builded.'

It rests with us, the young as well as the old, that

this bold conception shall not fail. And therefore

I could not resist the voice of my heart, or gainsay

the wish of my friends who believed that I, too,

might bring a stone, however small, to the building

of this new temple of German science. And here

I am among you to tiy and do my best. Though
I have lived long abroad, and pitched my workshop

for nearly twenty-five years on English soil, you

know that I have always remained German in heart

and mind. And this I must say for my Englisli

friends, that they esteem a German who remains

German far more highly than one who wishes to

pass himself off as English. An Englishman wishes

every man to be what he is, I am, and I always

have been, a German living and working in England.

The work of my life, the edition of the Rig-Veda,

the oldest book of the Indian, ay, of the whole

Aryan world, could be carried out satisfactorily

nowhere but in England, where the rich collections

of Oriental MSS., and the easy communications with

India, offer to an Oriental scholar advantages such

as no other country can offer. That by living and

working in England I have made some sacrifices,

that I have lost many advantages which the free

intercourse with German scholars in a German
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university so richly offers, no one knows better

than myself. Whatever I have seen of life, I know
of no life more perfect than that of a German pro-

fessor in a German school or university. You know
what Niebuhr thought of such a life, even though

he was a Prussian minister and ambassador at

Eome. I must read you some of his words, they

sound so honest and sincere :
' There is no more

grateful, more serene life than that of a German
teacher or professor, none that, through the nature

of its duties and its work, secures so well the peace

of our heart and our conscience. How many times

have I deplored it with a sad heart, that I should

ever have left that path of life to enter upon a lif^^

of trouble which, even at the approach of old age,

will probably never give me lasting peace. The
office of a schoolmaster, in particular, is one of the

most honourable, and despite of all the evils which

now and then disturb its ideal beauty, it is for a

truly noble heart the happiest path of life. It was

the path which I had once chosen for myself, and

how I wish I had been allowed to follow it
!

'

I could quote to you the words of another Prus-

sian ambassador, Bunsen. He, too, often complained

with sadness that he had missed his true path in

life. He, too, would gladly have exchanged the

noisy hotel of the ambassador for the quiet home of

a German professor.

From my earliest youth it has been the goal of

my life to act as a professor in a German university,

and if this dream of my youth was not to be fulfilled

in its entirety, I feel all the more grateful that,

through the kindness of my friends and German
N 2
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colleagues, I have been allowed, at least once in mj
life, to act during- the present spring and summer as

a real German professor in a German university.

This was in my heart, and I wanted to say it, in

order that you might know with what purpose I

have come, and with what real joy I begin the work

which has brought' us together to-day.

I shall lecture during the present term on ' The
Eesults of the Science of Language

' ; but you will

easily understand that to sum up in one course of

lectures the results of researches which have been

carried on with unflagging industry by three gene-

rations of scholars, would be a sheer impossibility.

Besides, a mere detailing of results, though it is

possible, is hardly calculated to subserve the real

objects of academic teaching. You would not be

satisfied with mere results ;
you want to know and

to understand the method by which they have been

obtained. You want to follow step by step that

glorious progress of discovery which has led us to

where we stand now. What is the use of knowing

the Pythagorean problem, if we cannot prove it?

What would be the use of knowing that the French

larme is the same as the German Zdhre (tear), if we

could not with mathematical exactness trace every

step by which these two words have diverged till

they became what they are ?

The results of the Science of Language are enor-

mous. There is no sphere of intellectual activity

which has not felt more or less the influence of this

new science. Nor is this to be wondered at. Lan-

guage is the organ of all knowledge, and though we

flatter ourselves that we are the lords of language,
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that we handle it as a useful tool, and no more, be-

lieve me there are but few who can maintain their

complete independence with respect to language, few

who can say of her,"E;)^ft) Aatda ovk sy^o^jbot. To know
language historically and genetically, to be able more
particularly to follow up the growth of our technical

terms to their ver}^ roots, this is in every science

the best means to keep up a living connection be-

tween the past and the present, the only way to

make us feel the ground on which we stand.

Let us begin with what is nearest to us. Philology,

Its whole character has been changed as if by magic.

The two classical languages, Greek and Latin, which

looked as if they had fallen from the sky or been

found behind a hedge, have now recovered their

title-deeds, and have taken their legitimate place in

that old and noble famil}^ which we call the Indo-

European, the Indo-Germanic, or by a shorter if not

a better name, the Aryan.^ In this way not only

have their antecedents been cleared up, but their

mutual relationship, too, has for the first time been

placed in its proper light. The idea that Latin was

derived from Greek, an idea excusable in scholars of

the Scipionic period, or that Latin was a language

made up of Italic, Greek, and Pelasgic elements,

a view that had maintained itself to the time of

Niebuhr, all this has now been shown to be a physical

impossibility. Greek and Latin stand together on

terms of perfect equality; they are sisters, like French

and Italian :

' Facies non omnibus nna,

Nee diversa tamen qualem decet esse sororum,*

1 Note A, p. 20-t.
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If it could be a scientific question which of the two

is the elder sister, Greek or Latin, Latin, I believe,

could produce better claims of seniority than Greek.

Xow, as in the modern history of language we are

able to explain many things that are obscure in

French and Italian by calling in the Provengal, the

Spanish, the Portuguese, nay, even the Wallachian

and the Churwalsch, we can do the same in the

ancient history of language, and get light for many
things which are difficult and unintelligible in Greek

and Latin, by consulting Sanskrit, Zend, Gothic,

Irish, and even Old Bulgarian. We can hardly form

an idea of the surprise which was occasioned among
the scholars of Europe by the discovery of the Aryan

family of languages, reaching with its branches from

the Himalayan mountains to the Pyrenees. Not

that scholars of any eminence believed at the end of

the last century that Greek and Latin were derived

from Hebrew: that prejudice had been disposed of

once for all, in Germany at least, by Leibniz. But

after that theory had been given up, no new truly

scientific theory had taken its place. The languages

of the world, with the exception of the Semitic, the

family type of which was not to be mistaken, lay

scattered about as disjecta membra jpoetm, and no

one thought of uniting them again into one organic

whole. It was the discovery of Sanskrit which led

to the re-union of the Aryan languages, and if San-

skrit had taught us nothing else, this alone would

establish its claim to a place among the academic

sciences of our century.

When Greek and Latin had once been restored to

their true place in tlie natural system of the Aryan
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languages, their special treatment, too, became neces-

sarily a different one. In grammar, for instance,

scholars were no longer sa.tisfied to give forms and
rules, and to place what was irregular by the side of

what was regular. They wished to know the reasons

of the rules as well as of the exceptions ; they asked

why the forms were such as they were, and not

otherwise ; they required not only a logical, but also

an historical foundation of grammar. People asked

themselves for the first time, why so small a change
as mensa and mensce could express the difference

between one and many tables ; why a single letter,

like r, could possess the charm of changing I love,

mno, into I am loved, amor. Instead of indulging

in general speculations on the logic of grammar, the

riddles of grammar received their solution from a

study of the historical development of language.

For every language there was to be an historical

grammar, and in this way a revolution was pro-

duced in philological studies to be compared only to

the revolution produced in chemistry by the dis-

coveries of Lavoisier, or in geology by the theories

of Lyell. For instance, instead of attempting an
explanation why the genitive singular and the abla-

tive plural of the first and second declensions could

express rest in a place

—

Romce, at Eome ; Tarenti,

at Tarentum ; Athenis, at Athens; Gahiis, at Gabii
—one glance at the past history of these languages
showed that these so-called genitives were not and
never had been genitives, but corresponded to the
old locatives in i and su in Sanskrit. No doubt, a
pupil can be made to learn anything that stands in

a grammar; but I do not believe that it can conduce
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to a sound development of his intellectual powers if

he first learns at school the real meaning of the

genitive and ablative, and then has to accept on

trust that, somehow or other, the same cases may ex-

press rest in a place. A Avell-known English divine,

opposed to reform in spelling, as in everything else,

once declared that the fearful orthography of English

formed the best psychological foundation of English

orthodoxy, because a child that had once been

brought to believe that t-h-r-o-u-g-h sounded like

' through,' t-h-o-u-g-h like ' though,' r-o-u-g-h like

' rough,' would afterwards believe anything. Be that

as it may, I do not consider that grammatical rules

like those just quoted on the genitive and ablative

assuming the power of the locative, are likely to

strengthen the reasoning powers of any schoolboy.

Even more pernicious to the growth of sound ideas

was the study of etymology, as formerly carried on

in schools and universities. Everything here was

left to chance or to authority, and it was not un-

usual that two or three etymologies of the same

word had to be learnt, as if the same word might

have had more than one parent. Yet it is many
years since Otfried Miilier told classical scholars that

they must either surrender the whole subject of the

historical growth of language, etymology, and gram-

matical morphology, or trust in these matters entirely

to the guidance of Comparative Philology. As a

student at Leipzig, I lived to see old Gottfried

Hermann quoting the paradigms of Sanskrit gram-

mar in one of his last Frogrammes ; and Boeckh de-

clared in 1850, at the eleventh meeting of German
philologists, that, in the present state of the science
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of language, the grammar of the classical languages

cannot dispense with the co-operation of comparative

grammar. And yet there are scholars even now who
would exclude the Science of Language from schools

and universities. What gigantic steps truly scien-

tific etymology has made in Greek and Latin, every

scholar may see in the excellenfc works of Curtius

and Corssen. The essential difference between the

old and the new systems consists here, too, in this,

that while formerly people were satisfied if they

knew, or imagined they knew, from what source a

certain word was derived, little value is now attached

to the mere etymology of a word, unless at the same
time it is possible to account, according to fixed

phonetic laws, for all the changes which a word has

undergone in its passage through Latin, Greek, and
Sanskrit. How far this conscientiousness may be

carried is shown by the fact that the best com-
parative philologists decline to admit, on phonetic

grounds, the identity of such words as the Latin

IJeus and the Greek Ssos, although the strongest

internal arguments may be urged in favour of the

identity of these words.

^

Let us go on to Mythology. If mythology is an old

dialect, that has outlived itself, and, on the strength of

its sacred character, has been carried on to a new period

of language, it is easy to perceive that the historical

method of the Science of Language would naturally

lead here to most important results. Take only the

one fact, which no one at present would dare to

question, that the name of the highest deity among
the Greeks and Romans, Zeus- and Jupiter, is the

• See note B, p. 216.
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same as theVedic Dyaus, the sky, and the old Ger-

man Zio, Old Norse Tyr, whose name survives in the

modern names of Dienstag, or Tuesday. Does not

this one vrord prove the union of those ancient races?

Does it not show us, at the earliest dawn of history,

the fathers of the Aryan race, the fathers of our own
race, gathered together in the great temple of nature,

like brothers of the same house, and looking up in

adoration to the sky as the emblem of what they

j'^earned for, a father and a God ? Nay, can we not

hear in that old name of Jufiter^ i.e. Heaven-

Father, the true key-note which still sounds on in

our own prayer, ' Our Father which art in heaven,'

and which imparts to these words their deepest

tone and their fullest import ? By an accurate study

of these words we are able to draw the bonds of lan-

guage and belief even more closely together. You
know that the nom. sing, of Zsv9 has the acute, and

so has the nom. sing, of Dyaus ; but the vocative of

Zsvs has the circumflex, and so has likewise the

vocative of Dyaus in the Veda. ^ Formerly the

accent might have been considered as something late,

artificial, and purely grammatical; the Science of

Language has shown that it is as old as language

itself, and it has rightly called it the very soul of

words. Thus even in these faint pulsations of lan-

guage, in the changes of accent in Greek and Sanskrit,

may we feel the common blood that runs in the veins

of the old Aryan dialects.

History, too, particularly the most ancient history,

has received new light and life from a comparative

study of languages. Nations and languages were in

' Note C, p. 220.
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ancient times almost synonymous, and what con-

stitutes the ideal unity of a nation lies far more in

the intellectual factors, in religion and language,

than in common descent and common blood. But

for that very reason we must here be most cautious.

It is but too easily forgotten that if we speak of

Aryan and Semitic families, the ground of classifi-

cation is language, and language only. There are

Aryan and Semitic languages, but it is against all

rules of logic to speak, without an expressed or im-

plied qualification, of an Aryan race, of Aryan blood,

of Aryan skulls, and to attempt ethnological classi-

fication on purely linguistic grounds. These two

sciences, the Science of language and the Science

of man, cannot, at least for the present, be kept too

much asunder ; and many misunderstandings, many

controversies, would have been avoided, if scholars

had not attempted to draw conclusions from lan-

guage to blood, or from blood to language. When
each of these sciences shall have carried out inde-

pendently its own classification of men and of lan-

guages, then, and then only, will it be time to

compare their results ; but even then, I must repeat,

what I have said many times before, it would be as

wrong to speak of Aryan blood as of dolichocephalic

grammar.^

We have all accustomed ourselves to look for the

cradle of the Aryan languages in Asia, and to ima-

gine these dialects flowing like streams from the

centre of Asia to the South, the West, and the

' See M. M.'s Letter to Chevalier Bunsen, On the Turanian Lan-

guages, 1854, second chapter, second section, « Ethnology versus

Phonology.'
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North. I must confess that Professor Bjnfey's pro-

test ag-ainst this theory seems to be very opportune,

and his arguments in favour of a more northern, if

not European, origin of the whole Aryan family of

speech, deserve, at all events, far more attention than

they have hitherto received.

For the same reasons it seems to me at least a

premature undertaking to use the greater or smaller

number of coincidences between two or more of the

Aryan languages as arguments in support of an

earlier or later separation of the people who spoke

them. First of all, there are few points on which

the opinions of competent judges differ more de-

cidedly than when the exact degrees of relationship

between the single Aryan languages have to be

settled. There is agreement on one point only, viz.

that Sanskrit and Zend are more closelj' united than

any other languages. But though on this point

there can hardly be any doubt, no satisfactory ex-

l^lanation of this extraordinary agreement has as yet

been given. In fact, it has been doubted whether

what I called the ' Southern Division ' of the Aryan
family could properly be called a division at all, as

it consisted only of varieties of one and the same

type of Aryan speech. As soon as we go beyond

Sanskrit and Zend, the best authorities are found to

be in open conflict. Bopp maintained that the

Slavonic languages were most closely allied to San-

skrit, an opinion shared by Pott. Grimm, on the

contrary, maintained a closer relationship between

Slavonic and German. In this view he was sup-

ported by Lottner, Schleicher, and others, while

Bopp to the last opposed it. After this Schleicher
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(as, before hiin, Newman in England) endeavoured

to prove a closer contact between Celtic and Latin

and, accepting Greek as most closely united with

Latin, he proceeded to establish a South-Western

European division, consisting of Celtic, Latin, and

Greek, and running parallel with the ISTorth-Western

division, consisting of Teutonic and Slavonic ; or, ac-

cording to Ebel, of Celtic, Teutonic, and Slavonic.

But while these scholars classed Greek with Latin,

others, such as Grassmann and Sonne, pointed out

striking peculiarities which Greek shares with San-

skrit, and with Sanskrit only, as, for instance, the

augment, the voiceless aspirates, the al]plm priva^

tivum (a, not an), the ma and fiTJ prohibitivum, the

tara and rspo as the suffix of the comparative, and

some others. A most decided divergence of opinion

manifested itself as touching the real relation of

Greek and Latin. While some regarded these lan-

guages not only as sisters, but as twins, others were

not inclined to concede to them any closer relation-

ship than that which unites all the members of the

Aryan family. While this conflict of opinions lasts

(and they are not mere assertions, but opinions sup-

ported by arguments), it is clear that it would be

premature to establish any historical conclusions,

such, for instance, as that the Slaves remained longer

united with the Indians and Persians than the

Greeks, Romans, Germans, and Celts ; or, if we

follow Professor Sonne, that the Greeks remained

longer united with the Indians than the other Aryan

nations.

I must confess that I doubt whether the whole

problem admits of a scientific solution. If in a
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large family of languages we discover closer coin-

cidences between some languages than between

others, this is no more than what we should expect,

according to the working of what I call the Dialectic

Process. All these languages sprang up and grew
and diverged, before thej were finally separated

;

some retained one form, others another, so that

even the apparently most distant members of the

same family might, on certain points, preserve

relics in common which were lost in all the other

dialects, and vice versa. No two languages, not

even Lithuanian and Old Slavonic, are so closely

united as Sanskrit and Zend, wbich share together

even technical terms connected with a complicated

sacrificial ceremonial. Yet there are words occurring

in Zend, and absent in Sanskrit, which crop up again

sometimes in Greek, sometimes in liatin, sometimes

in German.^ As soon as we attempt to draw from

such coincidences and divergences historical con-

clusions as to the earlier or later separation of the

nations who developed these languages, we fall into

contradictions like those which I pointed out just

now between Bopp, Grimm, Schleicher, Ebel, Grass-

mann, Sonne, and others. Much depends, in all

scientific researches, on seeing that the question is

properly put. To me the question whether the closer

relations between certain independent dialects furnish

evidence as to the successive times of their separa-

tion seems, by its very nature, fruitless. Nor have

the answers been at all satisfactory. After a number
of coincidences between the various members of the

Aryan family have been carefully collected, we know

» Note D, p. 225.
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no more in the end than what we knew at first, viz.

that all the Aryan dialects are closely connected with

each other. We know

—

1. That Slavonic is most closely united with

German (Bopp, Grimm, Zeuss, Schleicher;)

2. That German is most closely united with Celtic

(Ebel, Lottner)

;

3. That Celtic is most closely united with Latin

(Newman, Schleicher)
;

4. That Latin is most closely united with Greek
(Mommsen, Curtius)

;

5. That Greek is most closely united with San-

skrit (Grassman, Sonne, Kern)

;

6. That Sanskrit is most closely united with

Zend (Bumouf).

Let a mathematician draw out the result, and it

will be seen that we know in the end no more than

we knew at the beginning. Far be it from me to use a

mere trick in arguing, and to say that none of these

conclusions can be right, because each is contradicted

by others. Quite the contrary. I admit that there is

some truth in every one of these conclusions, and I

maintain, for that very reason, that the only way to

reconcile them all is to admit that the single dialects

of the Aryan family did not break off in regular

succession, but that, after a long-continued com-
munity, they separated slowly, and, in some cases,

contempomneously, from their family-circle, till they

established at last, under varying circumstances,

their complete national independence. This seems

to me all that at present one may say with a good
conscience, and all that is really in keeping with the

law of development in all dialects.
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If DOW we turn away from the purely pliilological

results of the Science of Language, in order to glance

at the advantages which other sciences have derived

from it, we shall find that they consist mostly in the

light that has been shed on obscure words and old

customs. This advantage is greater than, at first

sight, it might seem to be. Every word has its

history, and the beginning of this history, which is

brought to light by etymology, leads us back far

beyond its fiyst historical appearance. Every word,

as we know, had originally a predicative meaning,

and that predicative meaning differs often very

considerably from the later traditional or technical

meaning. This predicative meaning, however, being

the most original meaning of the word, allows us an

insight into the most primitive ideas of a nation.

Let us take an instance from jurisprudence.

Poena, in classical Latin, means simply punishment,

particularly what is either paid or suffered in order to

atone for an injury. [Si injuriam faxit alteri, viginti

quinque csris i^oence sunto : Eragm. XII. Tab.) The
word agrees so remarkably, both in form and mean-

ing, with the Greek iroivr), that Mommsen assigned to

it a place in what he calls Gr£eco-Italic ideas.^ We
might suppose, therefore, that the ancient Italians

took 'poena originally in the sense of ransom, simply

as a civil act, by which he who had inflicted injury

on another was, as far as he and the injured person

were concerned, restored in integrum. The etymo-

logy of the word, however, leads us back into a far

' * Judgment (cnnien, Kplueiv), penance (pcena, ttoivt;), retribution

(folio, TaA.au>, T\^iai), are Grieco-Italic conceptions.'—Mommsen,
Rom. Geschichte, vol. 1. p. 25.
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more distant past, and shows us that when the word
poena was first framed, punishment was conceived

from a higher moral and religious point of view, as a

purification from sin ; for poena, as first shown by

Professor Pott (and what has he not been the first to

show?), is closely connected with the root pu, to purify.

Thus we read in the ' Atharva-veda,' xix. 33, 3

:

* Tvam bliumim atjeshi d^asa

Tvam vedyawi sidasi ^-ariir adhvare

Tvam pavitram nshayo bbarantas

Tvam punihi duritani asmat,'

' Thou, God of Eire, goest mightily across the

earth ; thou sittest brilliantly on the altar at the

sacrifice. The prophets carry Thee as the Purifier :

clear away all misdeeds from us.'

From this root pu we have, in Latin, purus and

putus, as in argentum purum putum, fine silver, or in

purus putus est ipse, Plant. Ps. 4, 2, 31. From it we
also have the verb purgare, for purigare, to purge,

used particularly with reference to purification from

crime by means of religious observances. If this

transition from the idea of purging to that of punish-

ing should seem strange, we have only to think of

castigare, meaning originally to purify, but afterwards

in such expressions as verbis et verheribus castigare, to

chide and to chasten.^

^ Sophus Bugge (Kuhn's ZeitscJirift, IS 70, p. 406) connects the

Greek iroiv-f] witli Zend laend, the Old Slav, cena, and derives these

words from the root ki, Greek rt in t/i/cu, ticis, etc. I accept this

etymology, but it does not follow that therefore the Latin poena

must have been borrowed by Latin from Greek. For if poena had

been a foreign word in Latin, how should we account for such

words as punio or impimis, which seem of thoroughly native growth,

VOL. III. O
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I cannot convince myself that the Latin crlmm

has anything in common with Kp'isiv. The Greek

KplvsLv is no donbt connected with Latin cer-no, from

which cri-brnm, sieve. It means to separate, to sift,

so that KpiWp may well signify a judge, and Kpl^xa a

judgment, lit. a sifting, but never a crime or misdeed.

Crimen, as every scholar knows or ought to know,

meant originally an accusation, not a crime, and, in

spite of all appearances to the contrary, has nothing

whatever in common with dis-crlmen, which means

what separates two things, a difference, a critical

point. In crimen venire means to get into bad repute,

to be calumniated ; in discrimine esse means to be in

a critical and dangerous position.

It is one of the fundamental laws of etymology

that in tracing words back to their roots, we have to

show that their primary, not their secondary mean-

ings agree with the meaning of the root. Therefore

even if crimen had assumed in later times the mean-

ing of judgment, yet its derivation from the Greek

Kpii scv would have to be rejected, because it would

explain the secondary only, but not the primary

meaning: of crimen. Nothino^ is clearer than the

historical development of the meanings of crimen,

beginning with accusation, and ending with guilt,

w^hile no possible transition of meaning has yet

been shown from cerno, to separate, to crimen, bad

repute.^

and can hardly be derived from noivq ? As to the vowel-changes,

see luh, hub, loib, loeb, Brugmann, I. 49.

1 We have an analogous case in the German word Lasier, O.H.G.

lahstar, from lahan, to blame, to abuse. In A.S. leahior means reproach

and sin, in German it means sin {crimen) only.
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I believe I have proved that crimen is really and

truly the same word as the German Verleumdung,

Cf\l\imnj.^ Verleumdung comes from Leumund, the

Old High-German hliumunt, and this liliumwit is the

exact representative of the Vedic sromata, derived

from the root sru, to hear, duere, and signifying

good report, glory, the Greek kXsos, the Old High-

German hruom. The German word Leumund can be

used in a good and a bad sense, as good or evil re-

port, while the Latin crl-men, for croe-men, like liher

(for loeher) is used in malam partem only. It meant

originally what is heard, report, on dit, gossip,

accusation; lastly, the object of an accusation, a

crime, but never judgment, in the technical sense of

the word.

The only important objection that could be raised

against tracing crimen back to the root sru, is that

this root has in the North-Western branch of the

Aryan family assumed the form clu, instead of cru,

as in k\so9, cliens, gloria, 0. SI. slovo, A.S. hlud, loud,

in-clutus. I myself hesitated for a long time on

account of this phonetic difficulty, nor do I think it

is quite removed by the fact that Bopp (' Comp. Gr.'

§ 20) identified the 'Germain scrir-u-mes, we cry (in-

stead of scriw-u-mes), with Sk. srav-aya-mas, we
make hear ; nor by the r in in-cre-p-are, in Kpa^w, as

compared with KXd^co, nor even by the r in d-Kpo-

d-o/iat, which Curtius seems inclined to derive from

sru. The question is whether this phonetic difficulty

is such as to force us to surrender the common origin

of sromata, hliumunt, and crime^i; but even if

' See mj article in Kuhn's Zcitsclmft, vol. -six. p 46.
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this should be the case, the derivation of crimen from

cerno or KpivsLv would remain as impossible as ever.

This will give you an idea in what manner the

Science of Language can open before our eyes a

period in the history of law, customs, and manners,

which hitherto was either entirely closed, or reached

only by devious paths. Formerly, for instance, it

was supposed that the Latin word lex, law, was con-

nected with the Greek Xoyo^. This is wrong, for

\6yo9 never means law in the sense in which lex does.

Aoyos, from 'Xsysiv, to collect, to gather, signifies,

like KaraKoyos, a gathering, a collection, an ordering,

be it of words or thoughts. The idea that there is a

'Koyos, an order or law, for instance, in nature, is not

classical, but purely modern. It is not improbable

that lex is connected with the English word law, only

not by way of the Norman loi. English law is A.S.

lagn (as saw corresponds both to the German 8age

and 8dge), and it meant originally what was laid

down or settled, with exactly the same conception as

the German Gesetz. It has been attempted to derive

the Latin lex, too, from the same root, though there

is this difficulty, that the root of Uegeyismd legen does

not elsewhere occur in Latin. The mere disappear-

ance of the aspiration would be no serious obstacle.

If, however, the Latin lex cannot be derived from

that root, we must, with Corssen, refer it to the same

cluster of words to which ligare, to bind, ohligatio,

binding, and the Oscan ablative lig^ucl belong, and

assign to it the original meaning of hond. On no

account can it be derived from legere, to read, as if it

meant a bill first read before the people, and after-

wards receiving legal sanction by their approval.
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From these considerations we gain at least this

negative result, that, before their separation, the

Aryan languages had no settled word for law ; and
even such negative results have their importance.

The Sanskrit word for law is dharm a, derived from

dhar, to hold fast. The Greek word is vo^os, derived

from vsfMStv, to dispense, from which Nemesis, the

dispensing deity, and perhaps even Numa, the name
of the fabulous kinsf and lawg^iver of Rome.^

Other words might easily be added which, by the

disclosure of their original meaning, give us inter-

esting hints as to the development of legal concep-

tions and customs, such as marriage, inheritance,

ordeals, and the like. But it is time to cast a glance

at theology, which, more even than jurisprudence,

has experienced the influence of the Science of Lan-
guage. What was said with regard to mythology

applies with equal force to theology. Here, too,

words harden, and remain unchanged longer even

than in other spheres of intellectual life ; nay, their

influence often becomes greater the more they harden,

and the more their orio^inal meaninof is forgfotten.

Here it is most important that an intelligent theolo-

gian should be able to follow up the historical de-

velopment of the termini technici and sacrosancti of

his science. Not only words like priest, bishop,

sacrament, or testament, have to be correctly appre-

hended in that meaning which they had in the first

century, but expressions like \6yos, irvzvfia cu^iov,

hiKaioavvt] have to be traced historically to the begin-

nings of Christianity, and beyond, if we wish to gain

a conception of their full purport.

' On rita as an old name of law and order, see M.M., HibleH
Lectures, p. 237 seq^.
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In addition to this, the philosophy of religion,

which must always form the true foundation of

theological science, owes it to the Science of Lan-

guage that the deepest germs of the consciousness of

God amon Of the different nations of the world have

for the first time been laid open. We know now
wdth perfect certainty that' the names—that is, the

most original conceptions—of the Deity among the

Aryan nations are as widely removed from coarse

fetishism as from abstract idealism. The Aryans, as

far as the annals of their language allow ns to see,

recognised the presence of the Divine in the bright

and sunny aspects of nature, and they, therefore,

called the blue sky, the fertile earth, the genial fire,

the bright day, the golden dawn their Devas—that

is, their bright ones. The same word, Deva in San-

skrit, Deus in Latin, remained unchanged in all their

prayers, their rites, their superstitions, their philo-

sophies, and even to-day it rises up to heaven from

thousands of churches and cathedrals—a word which,

before there were Brahmans or Germans, had been

framed in the dark workshop of the Aryan mind.

That the natural sciences, too, should have felt

the electric shock of our new science is not surpris-

ing, considering that man is the crown of nature, the

apex to which all other forces of nature point and

tend. But that which makes man man, is language.

Homo animal rationale, quia orationale as Hobbes

said. Buffon called the plant a sleeping ajiimal

;

living philosophers speak of the animal as a dumb
man. Both, however, forget that the plant would

cease to be a plant if it awoke, and that the brute

would cease to be a brute the moment it began to
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speak. There is, no doubt, in language a transition
from the material to the spiritual : the raw material
of language belongs to nature, but the form of lan-
guage, that which really makes language, belongs to
the spirit. Were it possible to trace human lan-
guage directly back to natural sounds, to interjec-

tions or imitations, the question whether the Science
of Language belongs to the sphere of the natural
or the historical sciences would at once be solved.
But I doubt whether this crude view of the orio-in

of language counts one single supporter in Germany.
With one foot language stands, no doubt, in the
realm of nature, but with the other it stands in the
realm of spirit. Some years ago, when I thought it

necessary to bring out as clearly as possible the much-
neglected natural element in language, I tried to
explain in what sense the Science of Language had
a right to be called the last and the highest of the
natural sciences. But I need hardly say that I did
not lose sight, therefore, of the intellectual and his-

torical character of language ; and I may here ex-
press my conviction that the Science of Language
will yet enable us to withstand the extreme theories
of the evolutionists, and to draw a hard and fast line

between spirit and matter, between man and brute.

This short survey must suffice to show you how
omnipresent the Science of Language has become in
all spheres of human knowledge, and how far its

limits have been extended, so that it often seems
impossible for one man to embrace the whole of its

vast domain. From this I wish, in conclusion, to

draw some necessary advice.

Whoever devotes himself to the study of so com-
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preliensive a science must try never to lose siglit of

two virtues : conscientiousness and modesty. The
older we grow, the more we feel the limits of human
knowledge. ' Good care is taken,' as Goethe said,

' that trees should not grow into the sky.' Every
one of us can make himself real master of a small

field of knowledge only, and what we gain in extent,

we inevitably lose in depth. It was impossible that

Bo23p should know Sanskrit like Colebrooke, Zend
like Bumouf, Greek like Hermann, Latin like Lach-

mann, German like Grimm, Slavonic like Miklosich,

Celtic like Zeuss. That drawback lies in the nature

of all comparative studies. But it follows by no

means that, as the French proverb says, qid trop

emhrasse, mat etreint» Bopp's ' Comparative Gram-
mar ' will always mark an epoch in linguistic studies,

and no one has accused the old master of super-

ficiality. There are, in fact, two kinds of knowledge :

the one which we take in as real nourishment, which

we convert in succum et sanguiiiem, which is always

present, w^hich we can never lose ; the other which,

if I may say so, we put into our pockets, in order to

find it there whenever it is wanted. For compara-

tive studies the second kind of knowledge is as im-

portant as the first, but in order to use it properly,

the greatest conscientiousness is required. Not only

ought we, whenever we have to use it, to go back to

the original sources, to accept nothing on trust, to

quote nothing at second-hand, and to verify every

single point before we rely on it for comparative pur-

poses, but, even after we have done everything to

guard against error, we ought to proceed with the

greatest caution and modesty. I consider, for in-
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stance, that an accurate knowledge of Sanskrit is a

conditio sine qua non in the study of Comparative

Philology. According to my conviction, though I

know it is not shared by others, Sanskrit must for

ever remain the real pivot of our studies. But it

is clearly impossible for us, while engaged in a

scholarhke study of Sanskrit, to follow at the same

time the gigantic strides of Latin, Greek, German,

Slavonic, and Celtic philology. Here we must learn

to be satisfied with what is possible, and apply for

advice, whenever we want it, to those who are

masters in these different departments of philology.

Much has of late been said of the antagonism be-

tween comparative and classical philology. To me it

seems that these two depend so much on each other

for help and advice that their representatives ought

to be united by the closest ties of fellowship. We
must work on side by side, and accept counsel as

readily as we give it. Without the help of Compara-

tive Philology, for instance, Greek scholars would

never have arrived at a correct understanding of the

digamma—nay, a freer intercourse with his colleague,

Bopp, would have preserved Bekker from several

mistakes in his restoration of the digamma in Homer.

Latin scholars would have felt far more hesitation in

introducing the old d of the ablative in Plautus,^ if

the analogy of Sanskrit had not so clearly proved its

legitimacy.

On the other hand, we, comparative philologists,

should readily ask and gladly accept the advice and

help of our classical colleagues. Without their

> Note E, p. 228.
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guidance, we can never advance securely: their

warnings are to ns of the greatest advantage, their

approval our best reward. We are often too bold,

we do not see all the difficulties that stand in the

way of our speculations, we are too apt to forget

that, in addition to its general Arj^an character, every

language has its own peculiar genius. Let us all be

on our guard against omniscience and infallibility.

Only through a frank, honest, and trnly brotherly

co-operation can we hope for a true advancement of

knowledge. We all want the same thing ; we all

are etymologists—that is, lovers of truth. For this,

before all -things, the spirit of truth, which is the

living spirit of all science, must dwell within us.

Whoever cannot yield to the voice of truth, whoever

cannot say, ' I was wrong,' knows little as yet of the

true spirit of science.

Allow me, in conclusion, to recall to your remem-

brance another passage from Mebuhr. He belongs

to the good old race of German scholars. ' Above

all things,' he writes, ' we must in all scientific

pursuits preserve our truthfulness so pure that we
thoroughly eschew every false appearance ; that we

represent not even the smallest thing as certain

of which we ai-e not completely convinced ; tiiat if

we have to propose a conjecture, we spare no eflPort

iu representing the exact degree of its probability.

If we do not ourselves, when it is possible, indicate

our errors, even such as no one else is likely to

discover; if, in laying down our pen, we cannot

say in the sight of God, " Upon strict examination,

I have knowingly written nothing that is not true;"

and if, without deceiving either ourselves or others,
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we liave not presented even our most odious oppo-

nents in such a light only that we could justify it

upon our death-beds—if we cannot do this, study

and literature serve only to make us unrighteous and

sinful.'

Few, I fear, could add, with Mebuhr :
' In this

I am convinced that I do not require from others

anything of which a higher spirit, if he could read

my soul, could convict me of having done the con-

trary.' But all of us, young as well as old, should

keep these words before our eyes and in our hearts.

Thus, and thus only, will our studies not miss their

highest goal : thus, and thus only, may we hope to

become true etymologists

—

i.e. true lovers, seekers,

and, I trust, finders also of truth.



NOTES.

NOTE A.

Aryan as a Technical Term

As I am chiefly responsible for the use of the terra Aryan
in the technical sense of Indo-European, and as that term
has not yet been so generally received in Germany as in

England and France, I subjoin some remarks in justification

of it, which were published some years ago in the new
edition of the E^icyclopcecUa Britannica.

Friedrich Schlegel, who first recognised the family

relationship of the Aryan languages {Die Sprache imd
Weislieit der Lidier, 1808), assigned to them the name of

hido- Germanic, a name still used by preference by Pott,

Benfey, and other German scholars. Bopp {Vergleichende

Grammatih, vol. i. p. xxiv.) decided in favour of Indo-

Euro]jean as a more appropriate name for that large fa-

mily of speech. Other scholars have used the names
Jcqjhetic, Sanshritic (W. von Humboldt), and Mediterranean

(Ewald).

The objection to Indo- Germanic as the technical name
of the whole family is that it is too long, and yet not

sufficiently extensive. If the family is to be distinguished

by the names of its two extreme members, the name ought

to be Indo-Celtic, rather than Indo-Germanic ; if by its

most important members, then, as remarked by Bopp, the

name should be Indo-Classic. Indo-European is an equally

cumbersome name, and less correct even than Indo-Ger-

manic, considering that there are many languages spoken
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both in India and Europe whicli do not belong to the

Aryan family. Sanshritic would be a misleading name,

as countenancing the idea that all the members of this

family are derived from Sanskrit. Japhetic seems to revive

the Jewish conception of the three ancestors of the hnman
race, Shem, Ham^ and JapJief, and would, from the strictly

Hebrew point of view, comprehend many tribes in the

north of Asia and Europe who speak Turanian languages.

Evvald, who suggested the name of Mediterranean, distin-

guishes, besides the Mediterranean, three other families of

speech, the Northern, commonly called North Turanian or

Altaic, the Semitic, and the Gopto-African. He explains

the name of Mediterranean by saying, that ' the races

speaking these languages inhabited the large central circle,

surrounded by Semitic, South-Indian, Chinese, Turko-

Tartaric, and Bask languages ' {Lehrhuch der Hehrdischen

Sprache, p. 17, note). The reason why this name has not

been accepted seems to be that locality has little to do

with the essential character of languages, and that the

central position once occupied by the people who spoke

these tongues, belongs to them no longer.

Aryan, as a name for a Avhole family of languages, has

the advantage of being short, and, being a word of foreign

origin, of lending itself more easily to any technical defini-

tion that may be assigned to it. It has been accepted by

many writers in England, France, and India. In Ger-

many, too, it is used in this wide sense by Lassen and

others. Some scholars have used the term in the more

restricted sense of Indo-Iranian—i.e. as comprehending

the languages of India and Persia, which constitute the

south-eastern as distinct from the north-western (Greek,

Latin, Celtic, Teutonic, Slavonic) branch of the family
;

while Eranian has, through Spiegel, become the recognised

name for Persian, as distinguished from Indian.

Origin of the Word.—Aryan, as a technical term, has

been borrowed from the Sanskrit arya or arya, the Zend
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a i r y a. In the later Sanskrit a r y a means, of a good family,

and is used as a complimentary title. Originally, how-

ever, it was nsed as a national name, and even as late as

the time of the Laws of Mann, India is still called Arya-
avarta, i.e. the abode of the Aryas. In the Veda,

Arya is the name by which the believers in the gods of

the Veda call themselves in opposition to their enemies,

who are called Das as or Dasyns. The distinction ap-

pears in passages such as the following:

—

I. 51, 8. 'Distinguish, Indra, the Aryas and those

who are Dasyns ' (vi ^anihi aryfin ye A-a dasyava/i).

X. 8G, 19. 'I, Indra, distinguishing the Das a and

the Arya' (viZ:invan dasam aryam).

We frequently read of the gods protecting the Arya
and destroying his enemies.

III. 34,9. 'Indra, having killed the Dasyus, pro-

tected the Aryan colour' (hatvi' dasyun pra aryam var-

7iam avat). This looks like an ethnological distinction of

colour between Aryas and Dasyus.
X. 49, 3. ' I (Indra) who do not give over the Aryan

name to the Dasyu ' (na ya/t rare aryam nama dasyave).

In X. 11, 4, we read of Aryan clans, arya/?- visa/?.

I. 103, 3. ' Indra, increase the Aryan power' (aryam

saha/i vardhaya).

VIII. 103, 1. ' Agni, the increaser of the Ary a ' (Ary-

asya vardhanam).

VII. 18, 7. 'Indra, the companion of the Arya'
(sadhama/i. aryasya).

I. 130, 8. 'Indra protected in battles the Aryan sa-

crificer ' (Indra/z samatsu ya</amanam aryam pra avat).

The gods, it is said, bring light for the Arya.
I. 59, 2. 'Agni is made a light for the Arya' (tarn

tva devasa^- at/anayanta devam vawvanara ^yoti/j it ary-

aya) ; or, ' Agni creates broad light for the Arya, driving

the Dasyus from the house ' (VII. 5, 6).

II. 11. 18. ' Thou (Indra) uncoveredst the light for the
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Arya, the Dasyu sat down on the left hand' (axm avi-i-

noh gjotih arjaya ni savyata/i sadi dasyu/i indra).

IV. 26, 2. 'I gave the earth to the Arya, and rain to

the liberal mortal ' (Ahani bhumira adadam aryaya ahara

Yrishtim dasushe martyaya).

I. 117, 21. ' The two Asvins have made the light wide

for the Arya' (uru gjotih liakrathuh aryaya).

That light itself, the light of the day or the daily light

and life, are called the Aryan light, X. 43, 4 ; and some of

the gods, too, are addressed by the name of Arya. In Y,

84, 6, we read of Indra, 'that he, the Arya, leads the

Dasa, according to his will' (yathavasam nayati dasani

arjah). In X. 138, 3, too, Indra seems to be called by

that name.

Most freqnently, no doubt, the Arya is conceived as

the worshipper of the gods. He was called so in I. 130, 8
;

again in I. 150, 5, Arya and Ya^/amana, sacrificer, are

mentioned together.

In IX. 63, 5, the Arya is opposed to the aravan, the

enemy, the man who ofi'ers no sacrifices ; and I. 51, 8, the

same distinction is drawn between the barhishmat, the

sacrificer or Arya, and the a v rat a, the lawless, the

Dasyu.
But the enemies of the poets and their friends are not

only among the Dasyu s, but also among the Aryas, and

in their tribal feuds one Arya speaks of the other as ade va,

godless, in the original sense of the word. Thus We
read :

—

X. 102, 3. 'Turn away the weapon of the Dasa or

the Arya' (dasasya va maghavan aJryasya va sanuta/i

yavaya vadham).

X. 83,1. 'Let us withstand the Dasa, the Arya,

with thee as helper' (sahyama dasam aryam tvaya yn^a).

YI. 33, 3. ' Thou, O hero, struckest these two enemies,

the Dasa fiends and the Arya * (tvam tan indra ubhayan

amitran dasa vntrani arya A;a «ura vadhi/i).
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VI. 60, 6. 'TheJ (Indra and Agni) kill the Arya
fiends, they kill the Das a fiends, they strike off all haters

(fem.) ' (hata/i Yritmni arya hata/z- dasani satpati hata/t

visvdbh apa dvisha/z).

Similar passages, mentioning Arya and Dasa enemies,

occnr, VI. 22, 10 ; VII. 83, 1 ; X. 69, 6, &c. In VIII.

24, 27, the Arya enemy is contrasted with the r iksha,

literally, the bear.

The Arya enemy is called godless in X. 38, 3, ' What-
ever Dasa or godless Arya means to fight us' (ya/i na^

dasa/i arya/i va purustuta adeva/i indra yndhaye A-iketati).

Lastly, Arya means in some passages what befits or

belongs to an Arya, what is proper and right.

X. 65, 11. ' The gods spread all over the earth the

Aryan laws' (sudanava/z, arya vrata^ vi s?'i^anta/i adhi

kshami).

In IX. 63, 14, the sacred receptacles of the Soma are

called arya (ete dhamaoi arya sakraih litaisja. dharaya

v%am gomantam aksharan).

It is clear from these passages that Arya is one of the

oldest names by which people belonging to this great

family of speech called themselves in distinct opposition to

their enemies. It is admitted also that the Veda, in which

this name occurs, surpasses in antiquity every other literary

document belonging to the same race, and it would be

difficult, therefore, to find another name better adapted to

serve as a technical term for the whole Aryan family of

languages.

As Arya had become a proper name as early as the

poems of the Veda, its original and etymological meaning

would be of little consequence, had it not been used as an

additional argument both in favour of and against the

technical use of Arya. Professor Bopp derived arya from

the root ar, to go, or even from ar/v, to venerate. The

former etymology would give no adequate sense : the latter

is impossible. Lassen explains arya as adeundus, like
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aZ-drja, teacher. But in explaining arya, it must be
remembered that it caunot be separated from dry a, with a
short a, and that, in consequence, no etymology of arya
can be entertained which does not at the same time account
for arya. This word is used in the Ya^/urveda in exactly
the same sense as arya in the Rig-veda. Thus we read,
V%asaneyi-Sa?)zhita, XX. 17, ' Whatever sin we have com.'
mitted against an Arya, or against a .Siidra ' (jAk l-Jmdre
yad arye yad enas Jcakrims, vayam).

Here Arya is used in opposition to ^S'udra, as Arya
was used in the Rig-veda in opposition to Das a. In the
Rig-veda, too, we find at least some traces of arya, used
in the sense of arya, and in opposition to das a, viz. in
the compound arya-patni, having an Arya as husband,
as opposed to dasa-patni, having a Dasa as husband.

There can be no doubt, therefore, that arya, the word
which, as soon as the system of the four castes became
more firmly established, took the technical meaning of
M^elonging to the three upper castes,' viz. the Brahmanas,
Kshatriyas, and Vai.^yas, came from arva, and that in
a rya must be discovered the original etymological mean-
ing of the word.

Here it is of great importance to observe, that arya
is not only used as a comprehensive title of the three upper
castes, but also as the special name of one of them, viz.
the third caste, the householders or cultivators of the soil.

In Va^/.-Samhita, XXVI. 2, it can mean nothing but
Vaisya, a man of the third class, for it is used together
with Brahman, Ra./anya, and >S'udra. It is therefore
not the commentator only, as Dr. Roth says, who here
gives the meaning of Vai6ya to the word arya, but the
context itself demands that meaning. This nieaLiug is
still clearer in a passage from the LaA-ayana Sutras, IV. :j,

6. Here it is said that some sacrificial act should be per-
formed, primarily by an Arya, but if no Arya is forth-
coming, then by any Arya, i.e. either by a Brahma/; a or

VOL. III. P
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K s li a t r i y a (Aryabhave ya/^ kas /.aryo var??a7^. Comment,
yadi vaisyo na labhyate ya/^ ka.5 Aaryo varna/t syat, brahma>io

Ta kshatriyo va).

Vanm'i (Iir. 1, 103) distinctly ascribes to arya the

meaning of Yai.b^ya and master; in IV. 1, 49, the 7th

Varttika distinguishes between Arya and Kshatriya;
and what is still more important, both the author of a

Varttika to Pa/i., III. 1, 103, and the author of the Phi^

sutras, state that when arya means Vaisya, it has the

accent on the first syllable, like arya.

Having thas traced the connection of arya and arya,

both in form and meaning, we have now to consider how
arya came to mean Vaisya. Vaisya is formed from

vis, house, settlement, like arya and arya, from ar. We
have also vesyam in the Veda, meaning, as it seems,

family or clan. Vaisya meant a householder, and yis

also, plural yisslU, is frequently used in the Veda as a

name for people. Other old names for people in the Veda

are kshiti, a dwelling and a dweller, from kshi, to

dwell ; Greek, kti. in dn({)L-KTvoves ; or krishti, ploughing or

ploughers.

If, therefore, there was a Sanskrit word A R, meaning

earth, then arya, in the sense of landholder, or country-

man, would have been formed regularly like kshamya,
^Ooi'Loc, from ksham, x^^'S t^arth ;

like gavya, from go,

cow, nary a, from nar, man. It is true that A R, in the

sense of earth, does not occur in Sanskrit ; but that such a

word once existed is proved by its derivatives. The Greek

ifju in ei)aiie would correspond to a Sanskrit ira, which ira,

again, stands to ir, like kshudha, hunger, to ksliudh.

Finally, ir must be traced back to a radical ar, the change

of a to i being analogous to that of Sk. pitar, father, as

compared with Ttari^y, pate)\ Goth. /a Jar.

The question now arises, whether ira or ir ever occurs

in Sanskrit as a name of earth. The native dictionaries,

such as the Amarakosha, assign that meaning to ira, and
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to ila, and the latter form occurs in the famous name of

Ilavrita (explaiEed as ila pr/tbivi vr^ta yena), the district

of Ilct, the centre of (rambudvipa or India, (rambudvipa

itself being the centre of the seven great continents of the

world (Vish^ra-Purawa, B. II. cap. 2).

In the Rig-veda ira occurs but once, and there, Y. 83,

4, it has the meaning of food springing from the earth.

'Food is produced for every being, when Par^anya
quickens the earth with seed ' (ira vi.svasmai bhuvanaya

(/ayate yat parr/anya/i prithivim retasa avati).

Here ira cannot mean simply 'a liquid, a drano;ht,

feast, particularly a draught of milk ;
' for ihe simile

shows that the rain is taken as seed, and that from it the

food (ira) is supposed to spring (^ayate).

In another passage in the Atharva-veda, IV. 11, 10,

ira may mean earth, but the sense is doubtful . If it be

asked how ira, originally meaning earth, could take the

meaning of food, we must remember the tendency of

ancient language to mix up canse and effect, the producer

and the prodnced. Ira, meaning originally earth, would

be used in many circumstances as the food and sustenance

supplied by the earth, just as gau/i, cow, in the Yeda is

used, not only for milk, but even for leatler.

The adjective iravat means possessed of nourishment,

nourishing. Anira means without food, and anira

amiva seems to be a name for famine. In one place

Rig-veda, IX. 97, 17, i/avat stands for iravat; vyt'sh^im

nsih arslia divyain ^igatnum i/avatim, ' Give us the heavenly,

streaming, fruitful rain.'

Considering the antiquity of the name arya, we may
refer its origin to a period in the history of the Aryan lan-

guage, when .the primitive substantive ar was still used

instead of the later *ara, ira, Ipa. As from x^A'"'^^ ^^
should be justified in postulating the former existence, not

only of x^A*"' earth, but even of a more primitive substan-

tive x^Hh which is actually preserved in x^*^''? ^^ from

p 2
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£/;aj^e, we conokide tlie foi^mer existence not only of epa,

bat also of a substantive fp, Sk. a v.

Whetber arya means born of the eartb, or boldirg,

cultivating, possessing tbe earth, in either case such a name

finds ample analogies in the names by which the early

dwellers on the earth spoke of themselves. It is not in

modern languages only that people call those of their own
country Landsmann, countryman, but in Greek, too, yrjirrig

is used in that sense, while ytir-ioi', equally derived from

y>7, means neighbour. The Latin vicinus, neighbour, is

derived from vicus, the Greek, oTvoc, the Sanskrit, vesa
;

all connected with the Sanskrit yis, dwelling or dweller,

the synonym of arya in Sanskrit. In Gothic, ganjan, a,

countryman, is derived from ganja, land, probably con-

nected with xa/j. in x'^fi-a-i^e. Connected with this same

XWjtt (x^'a"', x^af.La\(')c') is the Gothic guma(n), man
;

Lithuanian, zmon-es, plur., men ; and the Latin, kemdnes

(ne-he7no=nemo), and homines, men, a word not derived

from humus, but from an older nominal base, ham, hem, or

horn.

Mythology also supplies several instances showing that

man was conceived as born of the earth, the son and then

the lord of the earth, made of dust, and meant to ' till the

ground from whence he was taken.' Erechtheus or

Erichthonios (both chtheus and chthonios point to x^aO?
the national hero of the Athenians, worshipped in the

oldest shrine on the Acropolis, was represented as yrjyei'Tjc

or avToxOojv (Her. Till. 55), while Homer (II. II. 548)

says of him that the Earth bore him (reicE H i^eiCiopog

apovpa). Hellen is the son of Pyi-rha, and Pyrrha, the-

red, was the oldest name of Thessaty. The Germans derive

their race from Mannus, who was the son of Tuisco, the

heavenly, who was the son of the Earth.

The root A R, which as a substantive supplied the oldest

names for the ploughed earth, expresses in its verbal appli-

cation the meaning of ploughing, at least among the mem-
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bers of the north-western branch, Gr., opo-rpor, apo-rZ/p,

ap6-u)', Lat., (ir-d-re, ar-d-trum, ar-d-tor ; Goth., ar-jan, to

ear; Lith., ar-ti, to plough; Old Slav., oralo, plough;

Irish, airim, I plough, arathar, plough. In the south-

eastern branch it took the technical meaning of ploughing

the sea, Sanskrit, ari-tram, meaning rudder, never

plough (r/. Kvjj.aT(i Tejii'tiv and ixpavfiav rifji'tiv). The

original meaning of tlie root All was probably that of

moving, stirring up, and though we ought not to derive *ar,

*ara, ira, £pa, from a root AR, restricted to the definite

meaning of to plough, as little as homo should be derived

from, humus, we may well understand how AR, as the

broken, reclaimed, arable laud, could be used, even before

the Aryan separation, as one of the names of earth.

The common etymology which would assign to arya
the meaning of 'belonging to the faithful' (Roth) is unten-

able, because arya, with the short a and accent on the last

syllable, never means faithful or devoted, and it is ex-

tremely doubtful whether ari, from which arya is said to

be derived, occurs anywhere in the Veda with the meaning

of desirous, devoted, or faitbiul. But even if it did, it would

be impossible to leave out of consideration the name dry a,

meaning simply landholder, Vai^ya, without any admix-

ture of the meaning of faithful or devoted. The national

name, arya, comes directly from this arya, landholder,

and arya, landholder, comes from ar, land, not from ari,

which means enemy. To distinguish arya, as a term of

honour, in the sense of lord or master, from arya, the

mere a[)pellative, a change of accent was admitted, which

is recognised by the earliest grammarians who mention

arya, lord, as distinguished from arya, landlord, while no

native authority ever assigns to arya, still less to ari, the

meaning of faitliful.

Arya and Arya, as national names, can be traced from.

India to Persia. In the Avesta, airy a nieansvenerable, and

is at the same time the name of the people. The fabulous
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country, the first created by Ahuramazcla, is called in the

Avesta, Airyanem vaer/anh, Arianum robur. The whole

extent of country occupied by the worshippers of Ormuzd
is also called Airy a. As opposed to the Aryan clans

(airyao dainhavo), we hear in the Avesta of the un-Aryan

clans (anairvao dainhavo), and the same name is contained

in the 'ArapiuKiu of Strabo, a people and town on the fron-

tiers of Hjrcania. Greek geographers use the name of

Ariana in a wider sense than the Avesta. All the country

between the Indian Ocean in the south and the Indus on

the east, the Hindu- Kush and Paropamisus in the north,

the Caspian gates, Karamania, and the mouth of the

Persian Gulf in the west, is included by Strabo under the

name of Ariana. Bactria is called by him the ornament of

the whole of Ariana. As the Zoroastrian religion spread

westward, Persia, Elymais, and Media, all claimed the

Aryan title. Hellanicus, who wrofe before Herodotus,

gives Aria as a name of Persia. Herodotus attests that the

Medians were called Arii ; and for the northernmost part

of Media, Atropatene, the name of Ariana has been pre-

served by Stephanus Byzantinus. Even Elymais has been

supposed to be derived from Ailam a, a modification of

Airyama. That airya was considered a name of honour

we see from the cuneiform inscriptions. There Darius calls

himself Ariy a and AriyaA'itra, an Aryan, and of Aryan

descent. The same element enters into many historical

Persian names, Ariaramnes, Ariobarzanes, &c. When
after centuries of foreign invasion and occupation Persia

rose once more under the sceptre of the Sassanians to the

rank of a national kingdom, the kings^ the worshippers of

Masdanes, called themselves again in their inscriptions.

Kings of the Aryan and un-Aryan races, Iran va Aniran,

\\pLaytov KoX 'Avctptarwr. Hence the modern name of

Persia, Iran.

In the name of Armenia the same element of arya has

been supposed to exist. The old name of the country is
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Armlna, and Its etymology is doubtful. In the language
of Armenia, however, ari exists, used in the widest sense

for Aryan or Iranian, and also with the meaning of

brave.

More westward still traces of the name have been dis-

covered in Aghovan, the name of the Albanians on the

border of the Caspian Sea, the gh being the true repre-

sentative of an original r or 1. In the Caucasus itself the
only clan speaking an Iranian language, the Os of

Ossethi, call themselves Iron.

Along the Caspian and in the country washed by the

Oxus and Yaxartes, Aryan and non-Aryan tribes were
mingled together. Their wars find their poetical record in

the Persian epic, the Shahnameh, describing the feuds
and friendships between Iran and Turan. Many Scythian
names, preserved by Greek writers, have an Aryan cha-
racter. Beyond the Oxus, in Transoxiana, too, people are

mentioned under the name of Ariac^ and Antariani.

Here, however, all certain traces of the word, as a geo-

graphical term, vanish. We have, indeed. Aria as an old
name of Thrace, and on the Vistula we meet a German
tribe called Arii ; but nothing is known of the origin of
these names, and no conclusions should be built on them.

It should be mentioned that some scholars (Curtius)
connect the Greek aptarog with Sanskrit arya, though
deriving it from a different root ; while others (Pictet)

recognise arya in the Irish er, good, brave, hero.

NOTE B.

QeoQ AND Deus.

That Greek Q does not legitimately represent a Sanskrit,
Latin, Slavonic, and Celtic d is a fact that ought never to
have been overlooked by comparative philologists, and
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notliiiigconld be more useful than the strong protest entered

by Windiscbmann, Schleicher, Cartius, and others, agaiusfc

the favourite identification of Sk. deva, deus, and deoc.

Considering it as one of the first duties, in all etymological

researches, that we should pay implicit obedience to pho-

netic laws, I have hardly ever, so far as I remember,

<j[Uoted OeoQ as phonetically identical with deus, together

with the other derivatives of the root div, such as Dyaus,
Zevc, Jupiter, deva, Lith. deva-s, Irish dia.

But with all due respect for phonetic laws, I have

never in my own heart doubted that O^oc belonged to the

same cluster of words which the early Aryans employed to

express the brightness of the sky and of the day, and

which helped them to utter their first conception of a god

of the bright sky (Dyaus), of bright beings in heaven,

as opposed to the powers of night and darkness and winter

(deva), and, lastly, of deity in the abstract.^ I have

never become an atheist ; and though I did not undervalue

the powerful arguments advanced against the identity of

deus and deoc, I thought that other arguments also pos-

sessed their value, and could not be ignored with impunity.

If, with our eyes shut, we submit to the dictates of pho-

netic laws, we are forced to believe that while the Greeks

shared with the Hindus, the Italians, and Germans the

name for the bright god of the sky, Zeuc, Dyaus, Jovis,

Zio, and while they again shared with theru such deriva-

tives as cTot, heavenly, Sk. d ivy as, they threw away the

intermediate old Aryan word for god, deva, deus. and

formed a new one from a diS'erent root, but agreeing with

the word which they had rejected in all letters but one. I

suppose that even the strongest supporters of the atheistic

theory would have accepted hog, if it existed in Greek, as

a correlative of deva, and d^us ; and I ask, would it not

be an almost incredible coincidence, if the Greeks, after

giving up the common Aryan word, which would have

^ Science c>f Language, vol. ii. p. 563.
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been ^mfoQ or ceif<'>r or hJ=(k, tad coined a new word for

god from a ditferent root, yet comiDg so near to ?ffoQ as

dff(k ? These internal difficulties seem to me nearly as

great as the external ; at all events it would not be right

to attempt to extenuate either.

Now, I think that, though much has been said against

Be(k for cffoc, something may also be said in support

of o/oc assuming the form of Onk. Curtius is quite

right in repelhng all arguments derived from Sk. duhitar

=Ouyarr?r), or Sk. d var=9^/j-a ; but I think he does not

do full justice to the argument derived from (jiiaXr] and

(fjiapoc. The Greek (/xaAr/ has been explained as originally

~Jci\r], the lost digamma causing the aspiration of the

initial tt. Curtius says: 'This etymology of (}^ia\r] is

wrecked on the fact that in Homer the word does not mean

a vessel for drinking, but a kind of kettle.' This is true,

but the fact remains that in later Greek <fnu\i] means a

drinking-cup. Thus Pindar (' Isthm.' v. o8j says

:

"ArcwK'C c' aiTW (^ipraToq

oh'ccoKoy ^ui/Vaj' xpufru) irefpii^vlav TfXa//wJ',

which refers clearly to a golden goblet, and not to a kettle.

Besides, we have an exactly analogous case in the Sk.

pa tram. This, too, is clearly derived from pa, to drink,

but it is used far more frequently in the sense of vessel in

general, and its etymological meaning vanishes altogether

when it comes to mean a vessel for something, or even a fit

person. I see no etymology for cpiu^i], except tt'/uX//, a

drinking-vessel.

Secondly, as to (f>iap(k, which is supposed to be the same

as niapck, and to represent tne Sauhkrit pivaras, fat,

Curtius says that it occurs in Alexandrian poets only, that

it there means bright, resplendent, and is used as an adjec-

tive of the dawn, while -maprk means fat, and fat only.

Against this I venture to remark, first, that there are pas-

sages where (f)tap(k means sleek, as in Theocr. ii. 21, (pta-

piorepa uiKpuKog w/imc, said of a young plump girl, who in
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Sanskrit would be called pivari; secondly, that while

Trlap is used for cream, <^to^>o'c is used as an adjective of cream
;

and, thirdly, that the application of (piapoQ to the dawn is

hardly surprising, if we remember the change of meaning

in Xnrapog in Greek, and the application in the Veda of

such words as ghrtta-pratika to the dawn. Lastly,

as in (puiXr), I see no etymology for (puipog except Tifapoc.

I think it is but fair, therefore, to admit that Heog for

hfng would find some support by the analogy of (piuXr] for

TT faXrj, and of (^lapoc for irifiipoc. There still remain diffi-

culties enough to make us cautious in asserting the

identity of Oeog and deus ; but in forming our own opinion

these difficulties should be weighed impartially against the

internal difficulties involv^ed in placing Oeog^ as a totally

independent word, by the side of deva and deits. And, as

in 0ia/\// and (piapog, may we not say of devg also, that there

is no etymology for it if we separate it from Zevg and clog,

from Dy aus and divyas ? Curtius himself rejects Plato's

and Schleicher's derivation of deog from Oe'w, to run ; like-

wise C. Hoffmann's from dhaya, man; likewise Biihler's

from a root dhi, to think or to shine; likewise that of

Herodotus and A. Gobel from dec, a secondary form of Of,

to settle. Ascoli's analysis is highly sagacious, but it is

too artificial. Ascoli^ identifies 6for, not with deva, but

with div3^a-s. Divyas becoming cifeog (like satya,

trfot), the accent on the last syllable would produce the

change to (fio-c, p would cause aspiration in the preceding

consonant and then disappear, leaving 0fot=divyas. All

these changes are just possible phonetically, but, as Curtius

observes, the chief point for which the theists contend is

not gained, for we should still have to admit that the

Greeks lost the common word for god, deva and deus^

and that they alone replaced it by a derivative divya,

meaning heavenly, not bright.

' Bendiconti del Itcale Istituto Lomlardo, classe di lettere, \v.

fasc. 6.
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Curtius himself seems in favour of deriving Bioq from

0£c, to implore, which we have in OefT-ffafieroi, difrrrniro,

T-o\vde(TToc, etc. Qioc, taken as a passive derivative, might,

he tbioks, have the meaning of aprjroc in TroXvapijrog, and

mean the impL^red being. I cannot think that this is a

satisfactory derivation. It might be defended phonetically

and etymologically, thongh I cannot think of any analo-

gous passive derivatives of a root ending in s. Where it

fails to carry conviction is in leaving unexplained the loss

of the common Aryan word for deity, and in putting in its

place a name that savours of very modern thought.

I think the strongest argument against tlie supposed

aspirating power of medial v, and its subsequent disap-

pearance, lies in the fact that there are so many words

having medial v which show no traces of this phonetic

process (Cartius, p. 507). On the other hand, it should

be borne in mind that the Greeks might have felt a

natnral objection to the forms which would have rendered

deva with real exactness, I mean loiog or leoi, the former

conveying the meaning of double, the latter of fear. A
mere wish to keep the name for god distinct from these

words might have produced the phonetic anomaly of which

we complain ; and, after all, thongh I do not like to use that

excuse, there are exceptions to phonetic laws. No one can

fully explain how oycoog was derived from oktw, or 'ilD^ofjiog

from sTrra, yet the internal evidence is too strong to be

shaken by phonetic objections. In the case of deag and

deus the internal evidence seems to me nearly as strong as

in oyhwc and e/3co/ioc, and, though unwilling to give a final

verdict, I think the question of the loss in Greek of the

Ar^'an word for god and its replacement by another word

nearly identical in form, but totally distinct in origin,

should be left for the present an open question in Compa-

rative Philoloo-y.
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NOTE C.

The Vocative of Dyaiis and Zdc.

The vocative of Dyaus, having the circumflex, is one

of those linguistic gems which one finds now and then in

the Rig-Veda, and which by right ought to have a phice of

honour in a Museum of Antiquities. It is a unique form.

It occurs but once in the Rig- Veda, never again, as far as

v/e know at present, iu the whole of Vedic Uterature, and

yet it is exactly that form which a student of language

would expect who is familiar with the working of the laws

of accent in Sanskrit and in Greek. Without a thorough

knowledge of these laws, the circumflexed vocative in San-

skrit, Dyaus, corresponding to Greek Zei), would seem a

mere anomaly, possibly an accidental coincidence, whereas

in reality it affords the most striking proof of the organic

working of the laws of accent, and at the same time an

unanswerable testimony in favour of the genuineness of

the ancient text of the Rig-Veda.

The laws of accent bearing on this circumflexed vocative

are so simple that I thought they would have been under-

stood by everybody. As this does not seem to have been

the c-ase, I add a few explanatory remarks.

It was Benfey who, as on so many other points, so on

the accent of vocatives, was the first to point out (in 1845)

that it was a fundamental law of the Aryan language to

place the acute on the first syllable of all vocatives, both

in the singular and in the dual and plural.^ In Sanskrit

this law admits of no exception ; in Greek and Latin the

rhythmic accent has prevailed to that extent that we only

find a few traces left of the original Aryan accentuation.

It is well known that in vocatives of nouns ending in

' See Benfey, Uher die Enstehung des Indo-germanischen Voea-

tics, Gottingen, 1872, p, 35.
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ius, tlie ancient Romans preserved the accent on the first

sellable, that they said Virgil i, Vdleri, from. Vh'giUus and
Valerius. This statement of NigidiusFignlus, preserved by
Gellius, though with the remark that in his time no one
would say so, is the only evidence of the former existence

of the Aryan law of accentuation in Latin. In Greek the

evidence is more considerable, but the vocatives with the

accent on the first syllable are, by the supreme law of the

rhythmic accent in Greek, reduced to vocatives drawino"

back their accent as far as they can, consistently with the law
which restricts the accent to one of the last three syllables.

Thus while in Sanskrit a word like 'Aynfxifjivu) v would
in the vocative retract the accent on the first syllable,

"Aycif.ufui'oy, the Greek could do no more than say 'Aya-

/ue/jD'or with the accent on the antepenultimate. In the
same manner the vocative of Wi)i(TTOTi\i]c can only be
Wfit(T-6rf\ec^ whereas in Sanskrit it would have been
"AplfTTOTeXEC.

Here, however, the question arises, whether in words
like \\yci/xei.ii-ojv^ and 'ApKxroreXrjc ^ the accent was not
originally on the antepenultimate, but drawn on the pen-
ultimate by the rhythmic law. This is certainly the case

in rjcior, as the vocative of iiiiujv, for we know that both
in Sanskrit and Greek, comparatives in itav retract their

accent as far as possible, and have it always on the first

syllable in Sanskrit, always on the penultimate in Greek,
if the last syllable is long. But, cessante causa cessat

eftdus, and therefore the accent g( es back on the ante-

penultimate, not only in the vocative, but likewise in the

nom. neuter ijciov.

It is possible that the same process may explain the

' The rule is that vocatives in o- from proper names in wv retract

the accent, except AaKeSa7ij.ov, and those in (ppop, as AvK6(ppov from
AvKOCppUV.

- Vocatives in es from proper names in 77s retract the accent, as

iwKpares, except those in udts, wAn, upes, vp^s, as AeiwS^s.
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vocative HrrnoTa from htxTroTrjg, if we compare Sanskrit

compounds with pati, such as dasapati, ^aspati, dam-
pa ti, which leave the accent on the first member of the

compound. In A>7^//-j7|0 also all becomes regular, if we
admit the original accentuation to have been AriyL't]T€p,

changed in ^iifjiiir-qp^ but preserved in the genitive A}jfxt]rpoc,

and tbe vocative Aijprjrep.^

But there are other words in which this cannot be the

case : for instance, aceXfj'e, irorqpe, fioyiii^pe^ from ace\(p6c,

TTui'Tjpuc^ ^oxQnpoi:- Here the accent is the old Aryan

vocatival accent. Again, in irarijp, naripay Sk, pita, pit-

aram,in fxi^nip^ ^i-qripa^ Sk. mata, mataram, in duyaTT]p,

OvyuTEpa, Sk. duhita, duhitaram, the radical accent

was throughout on the suffix tar, nor would the rules of

the rhythmic accent in Greek prevent it from being on the

antepenultimate in the accusative. The fact, therefore,

that it is retracted on the penultimate and antepenultimate

in the vocative shows clearly that we have here, too, the

last working of the original Aryan accentuation. The

irregular accent in the nom. sing, of fiijrrjp, instead of ^r?r>/f>,

is probably due to the frequent use of the vocative (an

explanation which I had adopted before I had seen Benfey's

essay), and the same cause may explain the apparently

irregular accentuation in duyarpa, by the side of dvyarepfi,

in diiyarpEQ and duyarpac. Similar vocatives with retracted

accent are cdep, nom. oa//p, e'ii arep, nom. eh ciTTjp, yvyai, nom.

yvi')), aivTepf nom. (Twrfiu^ ciiep, nom. un'jp/'AttoWov, nom.

'Atto-Wwj', noaetcoy, nom. noaeicwi, "HpaicXecy nom. 'IIpa/»./\j7c.

We have thus established the fact that one feature of

the primitive Aryan accentuation, which consisted in the

very natural process of placing the high accent on the first

syllable of vocatives, was strictly preserved in Sanskrit,

while in Greek and Latin it only left some scattered traces

of its former existence. Without the light derived from

Sanskrit, the changes in the accent of vocatives in Greek

^ Benfey, l.(\ p. 40.
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and Lafciu would lie inexplicable, they would be, what they

are in Greek grammar, mere anomalies; while, if placed by

the side of Sanskrijb, they are readily recognised as what

they really are, remnants of a former age, preserved by

frequent usage or by an agent whom we do not like to re-

cognise, thongh we cannot altogether ignore him—viz.

chance.

Taking our position on the fact that change of accent in

the vocative in Greek is due to the continued influence of

an older system of Aryan accentuation, we now see how the

change of nom. Zewc into voc. ZcD, and of nom. Dyaiis,

into voc. Dyaii^, rests on the same principle. In Sanskrit

the change, though at first sight irregular, admits of ex-

planation. What we call the circumflex in Sanskrit is

the combination of a rising and falling of the voice, or,

as we should say in Greek, of an acute and grave accent.

As Dyans was originally Diaus, and is frequently used

as two syllables in the Yeda, the vocative would have been

Diaus, and this contracted would become DyaQs. On
exactly the same principle we haveparibhve from pari-

bhus. In Greek the facts are the same, but the explanation

is more difficult. The general rule in Greek is that voca-

tives in ov, ot, and ev, from oxytone or perispome nomina-

tives, are perispome; as 7rXo/;oi/, (dov, Aijrol, UrjXev, ijaffiXev,

from TrXaKovcyOin'Toc, placenta, jDovc, Arjroj^UrjXevc, j3a(Ti\tuL.

The rationale of that rule has never been explained, as far

as Greek is concerned. Under this rule the vocative of

Zeuc becomes Ztv
; but no Greek grammarian has attempted

to explain the process by which Ztvc becomes Ztv, and
nothing remains for the present but to admit that we
have in it an ancient Aiyan relic, preserved in Greek long

after the causes which had produced it had ceased to act.

It wonld fall into the same category as eli-ii and 'ifxev. Here,

too, the efficient cause of the length and shortness of the

radical vowel i—viz. the change of accent, Sk. emi, but

imas—has disappeared, in Greek, while its effect has been
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preserved. Bafc whatever explanation may liereafter be

adopted, the simple fact which I had poiuted out remains :

the motive power which changed the nom. dyaiis into the

vocative dyaus is the same which changed Zevq into Zfv.

Those who do not understand or do not admit this are

bound to produce, from the resources of Greek itself, an-

other motive power to account for the change of Zfuc into

Zev ; but they must not imag ne that a mere reference to a

Greek elementary grammar sufhcfs for explaining that

process.

Tlie passage in the Rig-Yeda (VI. 51, 5) to which I

referred is unicpie, and I therefore give it liere, though it

has in the meantime been most ably discussed by Benfey

in his ' Essay on the Vocative ' (1872).

* Dyau/i pita 7? pr/thivi mata/«' adhruk

Zev TTurep TrXareui fxyJTep arpfK^ic^

A'gne bhrata/z vasava/i mn7ata na/i ^

Ignis fparep feZtifcc fieXcere nos.'

This passage is clearly one of great antiquity, for it still

recognises Dyaus, the father, as the supreme god; Earth,

the mother, by his side ; and Agni, fire, as the brother, not

of Heaven and Earth, but of man, because living with men
on the hearth of their houses. Yasu, as a general name
of the bright gods, like deva in other hymns, corresponds,

1 believe, to the Greek adjective eve. The genitive plural

iau)i' is likewise derived from evc or vasus, by Benfey

(I. c. p. 57), and data vasunam (Rv. VIII. 51, 5), comes

certainly very near to ^or))p eaojv. The only difiSculty

would be the d instead of the 77. as in eijoQ, the gen. sing, of

evg in Homer, a difficulty which might be removed by

tracing the gen. plur. eaiov back to a fem. fct, correspond-

ing to a Sk. vasavi or vasavya. As to fifXhn, it is

phonetically the nearest approach to mrz'Zata, i.e. *mar-

^ See aloo M. M.'s Science of Language, vol. ii. p. .541.
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data, though in Greek it means ' make mild ' rather than
' be mild.' Mild and mollis come from the same root.

What gives to this passage its sjDecial value is, that in

all other passages when dyaus occurs as a vocative and
as bisyllabic, it appears simply with the udatta, thus
showing at how early a time even the Hindus forgot the
meaning of the circumflex on dyaus, and its legitimate
appearance in that place. Thus in Hv. Vlll. 100, 12, we
read,

' Sakhe Vishno vitaram vi kramasva,
Dyau/i dehi lokam va^raya viskabhe

Hanava vr/tram rir/aA-ava sindhun
I'ndrasya yantu prasave visrlshtkh.'

' Friend Yishwu, stride further,

Dyaus, give room for the lightning to leap,

Let us both kill Yr«tra and free the rivers.

Let them go, sent forth at the command of Indra.'

Here, I have little doubt, the ancient Rishis pronounced
Dyaus, but the later poets, and the still later A/varyas,
were satisfied with the acute, and with the acute the word
is \\Titten here in all the MSS. I know.

NOTE D.

Aryan words occurring in Zend, bct not in Sanskrit.

It has been objected that the three instances which I had
quoted of Zend words, not occurring in Sanskrit, but pre-
served in one or the other of the Indo-European languages,
were not sufficient to establish the fact which I wished to
establish, particularly as one of them, kehrp, existed in

VOL. III. Q
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Sanskrit, or, at least, in Vedic Sanskrit, as 'krip. I admit

that I ought to have mentioned the Yedic krijD, rather

than the later kalpa ; but I doubt whether the conclusions

which I wished to draw would have been at all affected by
this. For what I remarked with regard to kalpa applies

with equal force to kr/p; it does not in Sauvskrit mean
body or flesh, like kehrp, and corpus, but simply form.

But even if kehrp were not a case in point, nothing would
have been easier than to replace it by other words, if at

the time of printing my lecture I had had my collectanea

at hand. I now subjoin a more complete list of words,

present in Zend, absent in Sanskrit, but preserved in Greek,

Latin, or German.

Zend ana, prep., upon; Greek ara ; Goth, ana^ upon.

Zend erezataena, adj., made of silver; Lat. argen-

tinus. In Sk. we have ra^at am, silver, but no cor-

responding adjective.

Zend i9i, ice ; O.N". m; A.S. is-, O.H.S. ts.

Grimm compares the Irish eirr, snow, and he remarks

that the other Aryan languages have each framed their

own words for ice, Lith. ledas, O.S. led", and distantly con-

nected with these, through the Russian cliolodnxji, the Latin

glacies, for gelacies ; Greek Kpvoc. K-pv/^oc, KpifffraWoc.

The root from which these Greek words for ice are

derived has left several derivatives in other languages,

such as Jj^ii. cru-s-ta, and 0.^. liri-m, rime, hoar-frost, and
in Zend khruta, used as an adjective of zira, winter,

originally the hard winter. In Zend k h r um a, and k h r u r a,

Sk. krura, as in Greek KpvoeiQ, the meaning has changed

to crvdus, crudelis. In the English raw, O.H.G. hrdo, a

similar change of meaning may be observed.

Another name connected with ice and winter is the Zend

zyao, frost, from the root hi, which has given us x'-^^'S

Sk. hi-ma, Lat. Mem-s, O.S. zima, but which in the simplest

form has been preserved in Zend only and in the O.N.
gf-.

Fick quotes g^ with the doubtful meanings of cold and snow,
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Cnrtius with that of storm, identifying it witli K'orw. gjd,

nix autumni recens.

There is still another name for snow, absent in Sanskrit,
but fully represented in Zend and the other Aryan lan-

guages, viz. Zend (;,nizli, to snow, Lat. nix, Goth, snaiv-f?,

Lith. snig.ti, to snow, Ir. snechta, snow, Grr, ri(p-a (acc.).^

Zendaeva, one; Gr. olog. In Sanskrit there is the
adverb eva, only.

Zend kamara, girdle, vault; Gr. KUf.uipa, vault,

covered carriage; A.S. himil. Connected with tliis

we find the Zend kameredhe, skull, vault of head,
very nearly connected with K^iXeBpov, fieXadpov.

Zend kareta, knife; Lith. Jcalta-s, knife
; cf. culter, Sk.

kart-ari, etc. The Slav. Jcorda, O.N. iordi, Hung.
hard, are treated by Justi as words borrowed from
Persian.

Zend thrafawh, food; Gr. -rpEcper.

Zend da, e.g. vae9men-da, towards the house ; Gr.
oik:oi'C£.

Zend daiti, gift; Gr. Uai^ ; Lat. dos, doti-s, Lith.

litis.

Zend dami, creation
; Gr. OI^ilq, law.

Zend na9u, corpse; Gr. yiKVQ-, Goth, nau-s.

Zend napo, nom. sing. ; A.S. nefa; O.H.G. nefo.

Zend paithya in qaepaithya, own; Lat. sua-ptey

ipse; lixih.. patis, self; cf. Corssen, s.v. pote, potis.

Zend peretu, bridge ; li2bt. partus.

Zendfraesta, most, best; Gr. xAeToroc.

Zend brvat, brow; Gr. aftpod-eg (Macedon.)
; Lat.

f7-07lS.

Zend m a d h, to cure ; Lat. mederi.

Zend man, in u pa-man, to wait; Lat. manere,
Zend yare, year; Goth.^er; O.S. jarit, spring.

Zendyao/ih, yah, to gird
;
yao^iha, dress; Gr. ^w^

in ^ujypvfxi', O.S. po-yas ii, girdle.

' See M M.'s Introduction to tlie Science of Belbjlon, p. 372, note.

Q 2
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Zend ra9ta, straight; Lat. rectus; Goth, raiht-s.

Zend rap, to go ; Lat. repere.

Zend rava/i, space ; Lat. rus, field.

^

Zend varez, to work, vareza, work, varstva, work;

G-oth. vaurhjan^ to work; Gr. t'o^ya, pe^M\ Goth.

vaurstv. See, however, Vedic vr/kta ; Darmesteter,

* Ormazd et Ahriman,' p. 40 ; Roth, ' Melanges Asia-

tiques,' vii. p. 612.

Zend vaeti, willow ; Lith. vijti-s, withy; Lat. vitis.

Zend 9taman, mouth; Gr. crro/jLa.

NOTE E.

Letter to Professor Fleckeisen : * Are there Ablatives in V ivith

the meaning of the Locative ?
'

' I GLADLY comply with your wish that I should write down
for 3^ou my views on the restoration of d as the termination

of the ablative in ancient Latin, such as they have shaped

themselves in my own mind while reading lately Ritschl's

new " Excursus on Plautus " (Leipzig, 1869), and

Bergk's " Beitrage zur Lateinischen Grammatik" (Halle,

1870) ; and, more particularly, while discussing the sub-

ject with you in our late walks and talks at Dresden.

Often have I expressed my conviction that nothing could

be more advantageous to the true Science of Language

than a free exchange of our opinions, which we have

reached each of us in his own way, some while working

at Greek or Latin, others while studying Sanskrit and

Comparative Philology. In my lecture at Strassburg I

dwelt even more on this point, and said :

—

' " Much has of late been said of the antagonism between

comparative and classical philology. To me it seems that

these two depend so much on each other for help and

' See James Darmesteter, in bis able review in the i?^r?^e Critique^

December 23, 1876.
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advice that llieir representatives ongtt to be united by the

closest ties of fellowship. We must work on side by side,

and accept counsel as readily as we give it. Without the

help of Comparative Philology, for instance, Grreek scholars

M'ould never have arrived at a correct understanding of

the Digamma—nay, a freer intercourse with his colleague,

Bopp, would have preserved Bekker from several mistakes

in his restoration of the Digamma in Homer. Latin

scbolars would have felt far more hesitation in introducing

the old d of the ablative in Plautus, if the analogy of

Sanskrit had not so clearly proved its legitimacy.

' " On the other hand, we, comparative philologists,

should readily ask and gladly accept tlie advice and help

of our classical colleagnes. Without their guidance, we can

never advance securely : their warnings are to us of the

greatest advantage, their approval our best reward. We
are often too bold, we do not see all the difficulties that

stand in the way of onr speculations, we are too apt to forget

that, in addition to its general Aryan character, every lan-

guage has its peculiar genius. Let us all be on our guard

against omniscience and infallibility. Only through a

frank, honest, and truly brotherly co-operation can we
hope for a true advancement of knowledge."

' It is to such a frank and honest co-operation that the

following remarks owe their origin. Without your

friendly encouragement I should never have thought of

giving publicity to mj misgivings as to certain emenda-

tions introduced by so high an authority as Ritsch.1 into

the text of Plautus. Since I left Gottfried Hermann's

Seminary—and that is now many years ago—I have not

had much time for Greek and Latin, least of all for the

study of that most difficult of all Latin poets, Plaatus,

which seems to be in a constant state of fermentation.

Only after the completion of my edition of the Rig-Yeda

have I found again a little leisure for reading at least the

more important books which during many years, while I
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was working for others rather than for myself, I had to lay

aside unread. Foremost among them were the original

works of E/itschl on the development of the oldest Latin

which oflfers to the comparative philologist so many instruc-

tive facts and inspiriting views. That some of his views

excite not only our admiration but also our surprise, is but

natural. But never should I have dreamt of giving public

expression to this surprise, had I not, during the unre-

strained exchange of our ideas on some of his rather start-

ling theories, conceived a hope that what received the

approbation of a Fleckeisen might not be altogether un-

welcome to other classical scholars also.

' I shall try, therefore, to explain as shortly as possible,

first my own views on the origin and the disappearance of

the d of the ablative in Latin, such as they were formed

by a comparative study of analogous facts ; and then to

consider the objections which Latin scholars might bring

forward against them, chiefly on the strength of facts

collected from Latin inscriptions and the text of Plautus. If

I succeed in bringing these facts of language into harmony

with the postulates of the science of language, a conviction

which we all, to whatever school we may belong, share, will

perhaps have been strengthened, viz. that there is in

no language anything anomalous, in the strict sense of that

word, or nothing, at all events, irrational. If I fail in

this, nothing remains but to re-examine afresh the correct-

ness of our theories and the true bearing of the facts

before us ; and this, too, can only be advantageous both to

classical and comparative scholars.

*The view of comparative philologists with regard to

the d of the ablative is shortly this :

—

' (1) Latin, like Sanskrit and Zend, and like Greek also,

possessed originally an ablative in d (not in ^, as has been

frequently maintained; see p. 154), which was intended

to express motion from a place ; and a locative in 2,

intended to express rest in a place. So long as these two
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cases remained plioneticallj distinct, their functions also

remained distinct : the ablative had the meaning of an
ablative only ; the locative, that of a locative only. As in

Sanskrit n a gar at means from the town, nagare, in the

town, so in Latin also, as long as Tarentod stood by the

side of Tarentoi or Tarenti, the former meant " from Taren-

tnm " only, the latter "at Tarentura," and nothing else.

The same applies to Romdd, by the side of Bomai or

Romae, to rurld by the side of run. To say in Romdd^ at

Rome, wonld, during that early stage of language, have

been quite as impossible as to say ex Bomai or ex Bomae.
I leave out of consideration the old instrumental, because,

though it had been developed as a grammatical category

in Latin as well as in Sanskrit, it had at an early period

ceased to be phonetically distinguishable from other cases.

Hastd ijercussi can still be felt as an instrumental ; but, as

spoken, hastd is to the Roman an ablative

—

i.e. the Whence
has taken the place of the Whereby.

' (2) We then come to a consideration of the second

stage, when, through a general phonetic process, the final

d was dropped, and the ablative of words of the third de-

clension became identical with the locative. Thus rare,

the new representative of rurld and ruri, was used to ex-

press both motion from {a rure) and rest in (m rure).

This phonetic change, we must remember, does not take

place on a sudden. For a time the original and the modi-

fied forms co-exist side by side, and the speakers are hardly

aware of any important change. Afterwards the old form
begins to make the impression of something old-fashioned

and strange, and it is on that ground more and more
avoided by the rising generation. We can watch this pro-

cess in the few documents of Latin dating from the sixth

century. We do not find rurld at once driven out by
rure^ but the form of the ablative passes through several

intermediate stages before it arrives at the other extreme

of rure. Though it might be desirable, it is hardly pos-
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sible, considering tlie scarcity of ancient ablatives, to distin-

guish tliose of bases of the third declension ending in i

from those of bases ending in consonants. We take * eld

as the oldest form of the ablative which we have a right

to postulate after nouns of the third declension, the ei

representing really guna of the final vowel, which from an

early time encroached on bases with final consonants. The
oldest form which actually occurs is ul, in airid, coventionid,

{n6)ininid. The remaining forms cannot be arranged in

strictly chronological order, so as to show the transition

from e to e/, and from ei to i. The forms in ei occur as

early as those in e and ^, and even forms in e belong, ac-

cording to Biicheler ("Lattinische Declination," p. 50),

to the sixth century. Thus we place together as collateral

forms

—

' I. Ablatives in e : patre (tit. Scip. 30), facile (tit. Scip.

33), aire (I.L.A. 181), ordine (Nsevius), moiite (Ennius).
' II. Ablatives in ei : virtuiei (tit. Scip. 34), fontei (tab.

Gen. a. 687; but ihidi. funte), dotei (Plautus).

' III. Ablatives in % : sorti (1. repet.), parti and parte

(1. repet.), midiei-i, etc. (Piantus).

' IV. Ablatives in e, since the end of the sixth century,

but often changing withi, without any rule, in spite of the

rules of grammarians.
' Without insisting too strongly on a strictly chrono-

logical order, we see that in the end all ablatives of nouns

of the third declension dwindle down to e, and that in cer-

tain nouns only i was retained.

' The same short e, however, is likewise the last result

of the termination of the locative. Here, too, we find, after

bases ending in consonants and in i, the two locative ter-

minations i and e. The i, however, is here decidedly older

than the e, and we see that names of places, forming their

ablative in e, retain a locative in i. Still older than this

i is the locative e in mane, rure (Biicheler, I.e. p. 62).

' While thus the old forms of the ablative and locative
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became phonetically identical, a new case, "which was
neither ablative nor locative, but both together, developed

itself in the grammatical conscionsness of the Romans. It

exj^ressed simply locality, and corresponded perhaps most

closely to Greek forms in (f)i. It was chiefly dne to the

phonetic levelling in the forms of the third declension—in

which, according to Mommsen (" Rhein. Mnseum," ix. p.

403), the final d disappeared first—that this new indifferent

local case sprang up. In the first and second declensions

the process was different. Here the old exclusive locatives

disappeared owing to their frequent employment as geni-

tives, or, according to others, owing to their phonetic

identity with the genitives ; while the ablatives, after

losing their d, became in the second—and for a time also in

the first—declension identical in form v/ith the datives.

In the second declension the difference between the loca-

tive and dative was for a time as palpable in Latin as in

Greek. As in Sanskrit we have the dative dev aya, by
the side of the locative deve (i.e. deva+ i), we have in

Greek oV'k-w, by the side of the locative o'ikoi ; and in Latin

humoi (trisyllabic), by the side of the locative humoi

(dissyllabic).

'This last oi of the locative became e (in liume), el (in

die septwiei), a form establit^hed by you (Dr. Fleckeisen)

in Plautus (" Persa," v. 260 ;
" Dichterfragmente bei

Gellius," p. 31), and lastly i in Jiumi. It never becomes o.

The oi of the dative, on the contrary, became 6 from the

sixth century, and thus identical with the ablative—never

with the locative. Even in the first declension the abla-

tive in d became, for a time at least, identical with the

dative, but never with the locative. The ablative Bomdd
became Eomd ; the locative Bomai (dissyllabic) became

BomcB, the dative Romai (trisyllabic) became for a time

Jiomd. (Biicheler, I.e. p. 53), but, as a rule, Bomcn.
' We thus see that, owing to purely phonetic causes,

the sharp distinction established during the earliest Aryan
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period between the cases expressing tlie Where and the

Whencebecame lost. In the first declension the Whence case

in d was not encroached upon, but the Where case in ai

was absorbed by the genitive and dative. It was impos-

sible to say m BomcB, because Romai had become too

exclusively genitive and locative. Bat as it was right to

s'ay ex villdj it was not thought to be wrong to say in

villa also.

'In the second declension the ablative and dative, the

locative and genitive ran together. It was impossible to

say in agri, because the i had been too exclusively appro-

priated by the genitive. But, as it was right to say ex

agro, it was not thought to be wrong to say in agro also.

'In the third declension the grammatical conscience

revolted neither against ex rure nor against in riire.

' Thus the ablative had become in different ways, yet

in the end with the same result, a general local or para-

tactic case, no longer restricted to express the Whence only
;

while the exclusive Where case served in the fi^rst and

second declensions as genitive, being besides identical with

the dative in the first declension.

' For (to mention this in passing) I see no arguments in

support of the theory that the genitive sing, of the first

declension in oe should be taken for the old genitive in ces,

with the final s dropped. True, the loss of a final s in

Latin is very common, in prose as well as in poetry. But

we must here too distinguish, viz. between an occasional

and a permanent loss of final s. No doubt the Romans

said and wrote fiUo and JiUu, but they never forgot that

the real nominative was filius. The Romans said palmi^

nay, even pahn (cf. Cic. Or. § 153), but the typical gram-

matical form always remained palmis. What would have

become of Latin, if it had thrown off permanently every

final .9 ; and ii palmi had taken the place of palmis, palmd

oi palmas, cibi of cihis, cibo of cibos, voce of voces, ama of

anias ? If familiai were in reality nothing but a phoneti-
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cally impaired famiUais ; if famiUce were no more than a

quickly pronounced familices, why should not the far more

frequently used genitive familias have dwindled down to a

genitive familid ? I believe one may lay it down almost

as a general rale that, after a long vowel, Latin never

drops a final 5 permanently. That there was also a

genitive sing, in s, both in the first and the second declen-

sions, is not denied. Oscan and Umbrian forms make this

clearer even than Latin. What I doubt, and more than

doubt, is that from the old genitives in s we can derive

those without an s by the easy phrase that " final s was

dropped." The nearest analogy is offered by the nomina-

tive plur. in the second declension, where, by the side of

the old forms in is, we have the more modern forms in i.

But these two forms also should, according to my opinion,

not be treated as successive, but as parallel forms, like the

corresponding nom. plur. in certain Sanskrit words, such

as samas and same. Another analogy might be dis-

covered in the nom. sing, of the first declension, if only it

could be proved that there ever was an 5 after the long a.

I know very well that Bopp, Schleicher, and even

Biicheler, hold that opinion, but I believe I have proved

{supra, p. 154) that the only example of a nom. sing.

fem. ending in d-s, which was quoted from the Veda,

has hardly any authority, and cannot serve as a support of

such a theory. On the other hand, nothing is more natural

than that a locative should take the functions of a genitive.

A " king at Rome " becomes easily a " king of Rome *' {un

roi de Borne), and after that first stage, everything else

follows naturally. In Sanskrit it is well known that in the

dual genitive and locative are identical in form, thus

showing how easily the two angles of vision of the locative

and genitive can be made to coincide. In the dialect of

Thessaly the genitives of the second declension are said to

end in oi} I hold, therefore, that the genitives in ae and

> Cf. Ahrens, De Dial. Mol. p. 221 ; De Dial. Dor. p. 528.
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i are locatives functionally enlarged, not genitives phoneti-

cally reduced. If there is a difficulty in assuming di to

j-tand for the locative di, it is, as Curtius remarked, the

lengthening of the finaH ; but the same difficulty would

apply to familidi, if explained as a corruption of familidls.

' If we clearly place before our eyes events of this

character, which affect both the form and the- inner

life of language, if we take part in them ourselves, as we

do in historical events, whether of past or present times,

then certain things become perfectly intelligible, others

disclose at once their impossible character. It is perfectly

intelligible that, after a change of pronunciation has taken

place—for instance, after the d of the ablative has ceased

to be pronounced—the old forms, such as the ablative with

final d, should be maintained in certain expressions and

typical formulas, or that they should live on in the lan-

guage of the common people, long after they were avoided

as old-fashioned or vulgar by the higher classes and in

literary society. As we say " by rights," the Roman may

have said meritod long after in ordinary parlance he had

dropped the d. Certain classes of poetry, too, may have

retained a taste for such real relics of ancient speech ; and

nothing is more natural than that they should have been

made to do service in the lapidary style of composition

and the curial style of legislation. Similar proceedings

may be discovered everywhere, in modern as well as in

ancient languages. Thus in French the final t of il aime{t)

has completely disappeared, both in writing and speaking,

and the final e has become mute. In poetry, however, the

e is not yet mute, but counts as a syllable, e.g. il dime sts

aims ; and in certain cases, as, for instance, in aime-t-il,

even the old t has maintained itself both in speaking and

in writing. The same state of things may be seen in so-

called ancient languages. In Sanskrit the accusative

plural ended originally in ns. The accus. plur. of sa, hcj

was tans (ro>'t= ~oi'e), not tan, which in Greek would
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have been -<Lj'. But as Sanskrit never tnleratcs two con-

sonants at the end of words, nor final s before initial

sonants, tans would, on purely phonetic grounds, dwindle

down to tan. In pausd tans became tan; before

sonants tans atti, tans dadati was impossible, and bo-

came tanatti, tan dadati. Before gutturals and labials,

the gihvammulija (tongue-root spirant) and upa-

dhm a niy a (labial spirant) disappeared; hence tan karoti,

tan pati. Only before dentals and palatals the s was

retained, and so we find tans te, and tans ka, never tan

te, and tan A- a. Grammarians, not understanding the

historical development of these forms, invert the process,

and instead of trying to account for the loss of the original

final s, give a purely phonetic ru^e, viz. that an s must be

inserted after final 7i, if followed by dentals and palatals.

' But while such survivals are perfectly intelligible, whe-

ther in the history of language or in the history of manners

and customs, while no one would be startled by the reten-

tion of such forms as Gnaivod or merltod, whether in

inscriptions, laws, formulas, or in certain kinds of poetry,

it would be not only startling but perfectly unintelligible

that during a time when such forms could still be retained

in the memory of language, the same forms should be usud

with a meaning which they never had or could have had

before they suffered that change which rendered them pho-

netically undistinguishable from other forms, and thus

seemed to transfer to them the powers of those other forms

with which they had become phonetically identical. To
take an instance : Gnaivod as expressing Whence, heUi,

2?roxumce vicinice as expressing Where, are perfectly legiti-

mate forms, long after the final d has been thrown oflp in

most words, and long after i and ce, have ceased to be felt

as terminations of the locative, and were used for the pur-

poses of the genitive and dative cases only. But without a

shadow of excuse, without any historical legitimacy, would

be a phrase such as in altod marid, retaining the old cZ of
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the ablative, wliicli never expressed anj^tliing but whence,

preceded by in, winch always expresses the where. No one

would dream of saying e belli or e vicinice, or in Greek

U x^o''^5 ^^ ccyprn, or eu )(Qo\oc. Such incongruities and

anachronisms are impossible in the natural growth of any

language. Yet we know that they exist in Latin, and the

question which we have to answer is, Avhat are we to make
of such monstrosities ?

' We saw and could easily understand that, after the

disappearance of the final d of the ablative, forms such as

meritod, de sententiad might be retained, and leave in the

mind of the speakers the impression that to add these final

a's imparted to a speech a certain air of antiquity. Quin-

tilian, I. vii. 11, has expressed this very sentiment. He
says: " Yerum orthographia quoque consuetudini servit

ideoque seepe mutataest, nam ilia vetustissima transeo tem-

pora, quibus et pauciores literas nee similes his nostris

earum formee fuerunt et vis quoque diversa : sicut apud

Grsecos . . . , ut a Latinis veteribus d plurimis in verbis

adjectam ultimam, quod manifestum est etiam [here nunc

should be added with Bergk] ex columna rostrata, quce

estDuilio in foro posita" (c/. Ritschl, I.e. p. 3). Quintilian

looks upon the d as something added. He probably never

heard it in conversation, but may have seen it on the

columna rostrata and elsewhere, and known that the old

Romans used it more frequently. Charisius expresses a

similar opinion (p. 112 K) :
" Quibus (antiquis) mos erat

d, litteram omnibus paene vocibus vocali littera finitis ad-

jungere "
(cf. Ritschl, I.e. p. 4) ; and Marius Yictorinus,

""DeOrthogr."p.2462 P. (17 G.) says : "Etadjectacf littera,

quam plerisque verbis adjiciebant "
(cf. Ritschl, I.e. p. 5).

'When this idea, as here expressed by Quintilian and

others, once took possession of the public mind, or of the

mind of literary people at Rome, two things were per-

fectly intelligible: 1. That whenever one wished to give to

one's language a more ancient appearance, real old forms and
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formulas with ablatives in d miglit be chosen with a cer-

tain predilection. 2. That for the same purpose a final d

was added, omnihus pcene vocihus vocali littera finitis, thus

giving birth to such monsters as in altod marid.

' This might happen, as it does with us, in the legal

jargon of solicitors' clerks or in inscriptions aifecting an

archaic character, but hardly, and not even hardly, in a

living language—not in authors who wrote as they spoke,

least of all in poets who wrote for the public stage. So

long as 6d and 6, dd and d, id and i existed peacefully side

by side in the spoken language, we can well understand

their retaining and even showing a certain preference for

real old ablatives ; but never, unless I am greatly mistaken,

their adding a purely paragogic and utterly unhistoric d to

words which at no time in the history of the language

could have ended in d, except when used as real ablatives.

Phrases such as in altod marid, forms such as credod for

credo, potavidioY potavi, which Bothe has ventured to intro-

duce into Plautus and even into Terence (c/. Ritschl, I.e.

p. 8), are intolerable. We can well understand that

Xaevius should have written Xodii Trojad exihant, neyer

Noctud Trojad exihani.

' Classical scholars will probably say that all this is quite

plausible a priori, but what is to become of the facts of

language ? Shall we find fault with Nasvius and Plautus

because their language runs counter to the theories of com-

parative philologists ? Shall we correct inscriptions, or

declare them altogether spurious, because they upset our

grammatical speculations ? I answer, Certainly not. But

what we ought to do is to look twice at the facts of Latin

before we declare that they run ccunter to the theories of

comparative philologists, or that they cannot be brought

mto harmony with the laws established by the Science of

Language.
' The principal witnesses brought into court to prove

that in the sixth century the old forms in d were no longer
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restricted to express the Whence, but tliat, like the so-

called ablatives of classical Latin, they could express the

AVhere also, are the inscriptions on the Oolumna Bostrata,

and the Senatus consultum de Bacchanalibus.

' No one will at present seriously maintain that the in-

scription of the Columna Rostrata which we possess is the

same which was put up in the year 494/260. That inscrip-

tion, whether we place it under Claudius (41-54 a.d.) or

under Augustus, is the work of learned grammarians. Tlie

material, viz. Parian marble, the forms of the letters, the

lengthy style, phonetic peculiarities such as ae instead of ai,

all speak against an early republican date. The strict reten-

tion of G for G is no counter proof. People knew perfectly

well that G was the old sign for G, audit was chosen through-

out for the new DuiHan inscription, while in the inscription

of Scipio Barbatus G and G still stand side by side. The

inscription of the Barhati filius, which Ritschl holds to be

more ancient (" Rhein. Museum," ix. p. 9), oifers no oppor-

tunity for the (t, which, as is well known, was introduced by

Spurius Carvilius, 520/284. What from the first gave me
the strongest feeling against the genuineness of that in-

scription were forms such as in altod marid, i.e. ablatives

with a purely local meaning ; and, besides this, the fact

that this inscription and the S.C. de Bacchanalibus are

the only larger inscriptions which add the d sijstemaficaVy

to all ablatives without exception. They are a little better

than Quintilian, in so far as they do not add (/ to every final

vowel, but only to the final vowels of ablatives ; but while

the almost contemporaneous Scipionic inscriptions use both

forms side by side, as in Gnaivod patre, etc., the restorers

of the Duilian inscription allowed not a single ablative to

escape, but added the paragogic d to every one. All this

together puts the Duilian inscription, such as we have it,

out of court.

' The matter becomes much more serious when we turn

to the S.C. de Bacchanalibus. It is true we do not possess
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the S.C. itself (568/186), but a copy only. That copy,
however, is contemporaneous, and if it were only for the L
with its acute angle (Ritschl, " Rhein. Mus." ix. p. 2), no
one would doubt that it belonged to the sixth century.

* Then conies the question, Does that document repre-
sent the language of Rome as it was then spoken—for in.
stance, by Plautus, who died two years later, 570/184?
Surely, even if we restored the final d in Plautus by the
dozen, no one would place his Latin on the same level as that
of the S.C. de Bacchanalibus. No one would insert the (Rafter
evevj ablative in Plautus, as it is in the S.C, even in cases
where the metre repudiates the d, and requires elision or
synizesis of a final vowel before an initial vowel. While,
thereforc,^on the stage the metre requires ever so many
times an a, o, and e as the final vowel of the ablative, are
we to believe that at the same time in the Senate no abla-
tive, without any exception, i was allowed to drop its d, as is
the case in the S.C. de Bacchanalibus? Is it not much
more likely that the secretaries employed in the Senate
looked upon the final d as part and parcel of the regular
office style, handed do\vn to them by their predecessors, and
not lightly to be departed from ? Thus and thus only can
we account for the many ablatives in d occurring in the
S.C, even where the ablative is no true ablative, but a
locative that never could have ended in d. Expressions
like in oquoUod, in pollicod, in preivatod, in coventiunid, are
quite as objectionable as in altod marid. They can be
accounted for as grammatical red tape, never as the out-
come of the natural growth of languao-e.

' Such a view of the nature of the S. C de Bacchana-
libus is considerably supported by its address. Here we
have again the ordinary language of the day, and hei-e we
find, therefore, the only ablative in the document not
ornamented with the archaic J, viz. m agro Teurano. Here

> There is one exception, pro magistratuo, but that most likely
should be ready;^^ magistratud.

VOL. III. R
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we have the language of Plautus. We have an ablative in

the modern sense of the word, ^'.e. a paratactic case that is

no longer either ablative or locative, but capable of either

employraent, according to circumstances, but we have it

without a final d.

* What evidence then remains, after disposing of the

Duilian inscription and the S. C. de Bacchanalibus, to

prove that any Roman, speaking or writing his native

tongue, ever used a case in cl with a local meaning ? So

far as I know, none. And may we not ask why an ancient

Koman should ever have been driven to employ such a

liysteron proteroii as an ablative in d with a locative mean-

ing ? If he wished to use a locative case, were not the

old forms of the locative ready at hand, quite as much as

the old forms of the ablative? Could he not say Romai ?

Then why say Bomad? The really genuine ins(;riptions

leave no doubt on this point. Three years before the S. C.

de Bacchanalibus, we read in the decree of -^milius Panlus

ea tempestate^ not ead tempestated -, ibid, in turri Lascutana
;

in the Scipionic inscriptions N. 33, in longa vita, N. 34,

aetaie quom parva. Whenever we find the final d, it

always expresses a Whence or Whereby : e.g. Benventod

(a coin of the fifth century) aire moUaticod (Picene bronze

tablet, I.L.A. 181) de praedad (ibid. 63, 64) ;
meritod

(ibid. 190), hut mereto (ibid. 183) ; Hinnad cepit, 543/211,

but a little later, 565/189, Aetolia cepit. Adverbs also

ending in d may be conceived as ablatives, so that meritod

meant originally ' from merit, on account of merit, well-

merited/ /(zci^?*mec?, ' from the easiest side or way, easily.'

Expressions like ex facili, and adverbs such as peni-tus,

clari-tus, show the way on which language, starting from

ablatives, reached these purely adverbial expressions.

(Bergk, I.e. p. 19.)

' Let us ask, then, without entering into further detail,

what is the sum total and the final result of our researches ?

It is neither more nor less than that we must not force

into the text of Plautus anything w^hich runs counter to
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tlie character of Latin inscriptions contemporaneons with
Plautus. After Ritschl has snccessfully proved from still

extant MSS. the existence of d in med, ted, sed, after he
has rendered the former existence of that d in MSS. of

Plautus more than probable, it is perfectly free to classical

scholars to have recourse to that d, wherever the restora-

tion of corrupt passages in the textus receptus seems to

require it. It is a question of critical tact, which can be
acquired by long practice only, how far this remedy may-

be applied, and how far it should be preferred to other

remedies. Here I should not venture to pass any judgment.
One observation only T should like to make with regard

to controversies respecting the hiatus. JS'o language, as

is well known, is more inexorablo with regard to hiatus

than Sanskrit. Nevertheless, there are exceptions. If the

hiatus is due to the omission of a final consonant, for

instance, it is tolerated. Thus, if tav iti has been changed
to ta it i, the final and initial vowels remain unaffected and
must not be contracted. When sav indra has become sa
indra, a further change to sendra is exceptional only.

Thus hiatus might have been tolerated in Latin also in

cases where the consciousness of the former presence of the
final d remained. However, instead of discussing the

generalities and possibilities, let us look at some of these

cases of hiatus in the MSS. of Plautus. We read, Amph.
169, quo facto aut dido adest opus, quietus ne sis. How
could a copyist think of introducing here a totally unidio-

matic expression, opus adest aliqua re? I believe Ritschl
has found the only possible explanation. The old MS. gave
quo facto aut dictod est opus, and some scribe put dicto adest,

instead of dictod est. This is so e^^dent that, as Ritschl
remarked in the "Nachtrage," Parens had already, on the
suggestion of Gulielmius, adopted that reading. If we
adopted Bergk's conjecture. I.e. 68, quo facto aid dicto adeoH
opus, it would be difficult to understand the cause of the
corrupt reading.

B 2
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'An equally certain proof of the former presence of d in

ancient MSS. occurs in Mil. glor. 2G7. You have shown
in your journal (1873, p. 502) that vi pugnando is a recog-

nised phrase in Latin. Such idiomatic expressions are never

interfered with. They are what they are only so long as

they remain untouched and unchanged. No one will say

in English to and also fro instead of to and fro. Nor wou'd
Plautus ever have thought of saying vi pugnandoque, in-

stead of vi pugnando. Yet the MSS. read: res paraiast:

vi yugnandoque lioniinem caperest certa res. How did this

qiie creep in ? Your answer seems to me convincing.

Every student of MSS. knows how often D is mistaken for

an 0. In our case D was for once mistaken for Q. We
must restore the text, vi pugnandod liomineiii caperest certa

res, and we must see in a former really written D the

origin of the letter Q, i.e. que.

' We must not forget that the text of Plautus, as it is

almost inevitable with popular plays, had to accommodate
itself to the changes of the spoken language. Ritschl

shows that the popularity of the plays of Plautus revived

in the first decennia of the seventh century (c/. Bergk, I.e.

p. 130), a time when Latin had long shaken off its old

pronunciation. This being so, it is really astonishing that

any palpable traces of the old-fashioned d should have

remained in our MSS. If we want a text of Plautus,

such as he may have written it himself, not as the theatrical

managers of the seventh century arranged it, I see no

reason why the final d should not b3 restored, when neces-

sary, though in each single case a free choice must be left

to the critic between the restitution of the d or some other

more plausible restoration of the metre. Here the criticism

of the text of Plautus rests very much on the same prin-

ciples as that of the text of Shakespeare, where we haA^e

always to ask ourselves whether we wish to have a text

Buch as Shakespeare might have written, or such as it was
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used on the stage, and handed down in the books of the

managers of the theatres.

' The only point against which the student and the his-

torical critic of language must protest is the attempt
to force a final ablatival d on Plautus in cases w'here

even the oldest Latin inscriptions do not tolerate it.

Until some much stronger arguments have been ad-

vanced, Plautine critics must abstain from all abla-

tives in d with the local or temporal meaning of Where
and When. There is no serious objection to expressions

such as/er aequod animo (Mil. glor. 1343), because aequod
animo may be taken as an adverbial expression like meritod.

And much may be said in favour of aurod onustam, famed
emortuos, clementid animo. Impossible, however, are con-

fitructions such as hoc in equod insunt milites (Bacch.

941) ;
in platead idtuma, etc. Plautus could not have

spoken like the learned scholars who restored the inscrip-

tion on the Duilian column, nor like the secretaries of the
Senate who drafted the S. C. de. Bacchanalibus. He may
have allowed himself the use of expressions such as we
find in the Scipionic incriptions, or in the decree of^milius
Paulus, or in other ancient documents. But what wonld
have been impossible in them, is impossible in Plautus
also. Every effort has been made to point out one single

ablative in d with the mean'ng of a locative, but in

vain. Eod die in the Fasti of Amitemum, after the year
769, seemed at first to supply the missing link. Ritschl

thought it possible that eod might by accident have been
preserved in our copy from a very ancient original, but
admitted its doubtful character. Biicheler formerly suspec-

ted a clerical blunder (" Lat. Decl." p. 47), but at present
it seems generally admitted that eod is an abbreviation of
eodem (Biicheler, in " Jahrbiicher fiir class. Philol.," 18G9,

p. 488). Eodem die occurs frequently in the Fasti hdiani,
as printed by Mommsen in the " Ephemeris epigraphica,"

1872, pp. 35-41.
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'The same " Epliemerls," however (1874, p. 205), con-

tains the following inscription, which, I confess, disturbed

ine considerably for some time.

m • HOCE • LOVCARID • STIRCVS
NE //IS • FVXDATID • NEVE • CADAVER
PROIECITAD • IS^EVE • PARENTATID

SE[ • QVIS • ARVORSV * HAC • FAXIT ///IVM
QVIS • VOLET • PRO • lOVDICATOD • NI
MANVM • IXIECTO • ESTOD • SEIVE
MAC// STERATVS • VOLET • MOLTARE

///CETOD

*Mommsen reads it: in hoce loucarid stircus ne [gw]/s

fzmdatid, neve cadaver jjroiecitad^ neve parentatid. sei quis

arvorsu hacfaxit, [i«-] iutnqiiis volet pro ioudicatod n(umum)
[L] mannni iniect \_f\o estod. seive mac[i^steratus volet mot-

tarCj Ucetod.

* Pnt into ordinary Latin it is : in Jioc luco stercus ne quis

fundito, neve cadaver proicito, neve parentato. si quis ad-

versus hoc fecerit, in eum ei qui volet pro iudicato nummum Is

manus iniectio esto. sive mayistratus volet multare, liceto.

' Every scholar will see at once that the inscription con-

tains a nnmber of the greatest linguistic treasures : (1) a

problematical locative in id, (2) an ablative iii od, (3) an

old construction such as manum injectio, (4) a new verb,

fundare, (5) a c for g, in macisteratus, which would place

this inscription before that of Scipio Barbatus, (6) the

mixture of u and o, the latter after v only and before Z, (7)

imperatives in tdd, tod, atid, the first and last forms being

entirely new, the second hitherto very doubtfully authen-

ticated, at least in inscriptions ^ (Ritschl, " Neue Excurse,"

pp. ] 00-102).

' Even tud in facitud in the bronze tablet of the Museum at

Bologna rests on a conjecture only. Mommsen reads: [^Iiinon^e

Loucinai \_die nef]astud facitud \ Ritschl: \_Iunon'\e Louciiiai

\_saGrom c^astud facitud, in the sense of castu facto; while Bergk

translates the last words by caste facito.
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*Tlie value of tliis inscription of the stone of Luceria

wonld be immense, if the copy conld be entirely trusted.

It was published by J. B. d'Amelis in the " Storia della

citta di Lucera," 1861. Mommsen, who went to Lnceria

in order to inspect the valuable stone, writes: ''Hnjus

lapidis videndi causa a. 1873 Luceriam profectus vidi eum,

sed conjectnm in fundamenta domns. . scripta parte latente

et sepnlta." Nothing remains but to wait till the stone can

be disinterred, nor would it be prudent till then to build on

it any theories as to the history of the Latin language.

Even now, I must confess that my fears as to a real loca-

tive in id have been considerably diminished by your con-

jectural emendation, viz. : IN HOCE LOVCARIO, instead

of LOVCARID. O and D have frequently been mistaken

one for the other (Ritschl, Z. c. pp. 23, 27, 32, 61), and a

substantive lurarlum might well be accounted for. Lucar

signifies money levied for sacred groves. Here it would

have been used for Incus, supposing Incarid to be the right

reading. If we accept this otherwise unsupported mean-

ing, hicarinm might well claim the same meaning, con-

sidering that pulvinarium also does not differ much from

pulvinar. Or, again, lucarium might signify the place

where the taxes levied from sacred groves were kept, and

would then have been formed in analogy with aer-arium^

vcis-ariinn. Lastly, as the inscription is found at Luceria^

the word may really have been somehow connected with

the name of the place. At all events, the one problem-

atical form hmarifl, preceded by Imce, is not sufficient to

legitimise old ablatives in d with the meaning of a locative

either in Plautus, or for a period in the history of the Latin

language when it was still possible to form imperatives in

tod, and even in tad.

* For the present, therefore, the fact remains that abla-

tives in d cannot express Where and When in genuine docu-

ments of ancient Latin, and that emendations of the text

of Plautus carried out by means of such forms must be
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Buri-enderecl and replaced by ofcliers. For instance, in Bacch.

94:1, instead of hoc in equod insunt milites, read hoc insunt

in equo milites; in Cure. 278, instead of in 2:)Iateadulhima,

resid 2)latea in idtuma, as Eitschl hinipelf suggests. It is

curions that a scholar sucli as lie was, after admitting that

he had no understanding for a case like the ablative, com-

bining the opposite meanings of Whence and Whither,

should have become reconciled with ablatives in d, express-

ing both motion from and rest in a place. It is necessary,

therefore, to consider one more argument produced by him
in support of his view.

' Ritschl remarks (p. 79) that if, by a confusion in the

grammatical consciousness of a people, an ablative could

assume the power of an accusative, the use of old abla-

tives in d to convey the meaning of Where, need not

disturb us. This argument after all would never amount
to more than an explanation of the ignotum per ignoiius,

fur the fact that an ablative may be used instead of an

accusative throws no light whatever on how the same
ablative may be used instead of a locative. Besides, I

doubt very much whether the ablatives to which he refers

as being accusatives also, rned, ted and sed did ever become

accusatives ; and I think that we have to look for another

explanation.

' Let us consider, first, that these pronominal ablatives

have something very peculiar both in Sanskrit and in

Latin. In Sanskrit they and they alone have short a

mad, tvad, and not, as one should expect, long d; in

Latin they and they alone have ed instead of 6d, supposing

that they are ablatives of bases in o.^

' Secondly, mad and tvad in Sanskrit are not ablatives

only, but a'so—and, it would seem, originally—bases. We
say mad-rogas, my illness, tvad-rogos, thy illness,

just as we say hrid-rogas, heart illness.

> In the S. C. de Bacchan. fncihmed instead of facihimod looks

artificial ; cf. Bergk, I.e. p. 1 7.
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' Thirdly, by the side of mad and tvad we find secon-

dary ablatives, mat-tas, tvat-tas, formed like peniius,

from within, radicitus^ from the root, radically.

' We have therefore to deal, not with a transition of a

real ablative into an accusative, as if Bomdd were used

in the sense of Uomam, but it is far more likely, to say no
more, that the old forms med, ted, sed, if used as accusa-

tives, represent the original bases, mad and tvad, and that

these have afterwards lost their final d and become me,

te, and se, forms which otherwise it would really be diffi-

cult to explain, because phonetically they neither agree with

Greek /ui, rre, e, nor with Sk. mam, tvam. In Sanskrit

these bases are used as ablatives, just as as mad and
ynsbmad are in the plural. This is, no doubt, peculiar,

but not altogether unintelligible with a pronoun whicli

had developed special forms for all other cases. In Latin

med, ted, and sed are analogous forms which, after dropping
final d, become me, te, se, used as accusatives. By some such

explanation the facts in Latin can be accounted for with-

out having recourse to the view that a specialised and fully-

developed ablative should ever have assumed in Latin the

functions of the accusative. It seems to me historically

impossible that, after the ablatives med, ted, and sed had
lost tbeir final d, a confusion of thought should have taken
place by which even the unabbreviated forms, med, ted, sed,

could be used as accusatives. I do not deny that the ex-

planation which I have proposed, and which, as Professor

Curtius informs me, he too has advocated, is not without
some diflBcultiea. That the base mad should boused as an
ablative is strange

; still it is less strange with pronouns
than with nouns, considering that in Sanskrit the gramma-
tically little specialised forms, nas (nos), and vas (vos),

can be made to do duty as accusatives, datives, and even
genitives. What remains to be accounted for is that in

Latin the bases should be used as accusatives likewise.

This, as we know, happens with the neuter only, never with
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the masculine ; and perhaps it may be argued that the

personal pronouns, too, are neuter, or, at all events, sexless.

' But enougli. My chief object was to show how a free

exchange of ideas between classical and comparative philo-

logists may be of real advantage to both parties, and thus,

in the end, to science itself. I cannot understand the stiff

and absurd tone which these two schools adopt towards

each other. Ai'e they not perfect equals ? Is it something

so much greater to collect and collate MSS., to interpret

texts, and to correct corrupt passages, than to collect and

collate grammatical forms from cognate languages, such

as Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, Gothic, Lithuanian, and Irish, to

interpret their true etymological purport, and to correct

the corrupt views handed down to us on the development

of language in India, Greece, and Italy ? The one study is

neither easier nor harder than the other, and in the end,

to tell the truth, neither is beyond the reach of honest

work. It is in human nature that few can be equally

strong in both. If, therefore, a comparative philologist

does not always know the latest emendation in Plautus,

or has rendered himself guilty of a false quantity in

Plantine metres—which, I must say, do not seem governed by

strictly Median laws—he should not for that reason be put

down as a mere tiro. It is not easy for a comparative philo-

logist to suppress a smile, if, for instance, we see that the

final d of the ablative, which exists in Sanskrit as well as

in Latin, and cannot well have a different mother in Latin

and in Sanskrit, is derived by classical scholars from the

purely Latin preposition de, and if it is argued that de

and di correspond to Greek 0£(»O and 0j, and are therefore

fit to express both the Whence and the Where. Such things

will in time become impossible, whenever the relations

between classical and comparative philologists have as-

sumed a natural and more friendly aspect. I am quite

aware that in speaking of the grammar and metres of

Plautus, I have ventured on ground where even the best
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Latin scliolars have not always proved invulnerable, and I

am quite prepared to be told tliat I bave overlooked this and

tbat wbicb "every scbolar ought to know." Very well
;

I care for things, not for words. What I care for is to

know whether the same objections which I feel against

ablatives in d with the meaning of locatives, are shared by
classical scholars. If this be the case, Comparative

Philology would for once have rendered some small ser-

vice to classical studies ; and a number of emendations in

Plautus would have to be reconsidered. If, on the con-

trary, my objections can be answered, I am quite willing

to surrender the position which I have taken up, as no

longer tenable. For the present I feel convinced that it

is a tenable position, and nothing could have confirmed

me more in that opinion than your invitation to allow this

letter of mine to be published in your own journal, the

" Jahrbiicher fiir claesische PhiJologie."
'



ON SPELLING.

The remarks which I venture to offer in these pages

on the corrupt state of the present spelling of English,

and on the advantages and disadvantages connected

with a reform of English orthography, were written in

fulfilment of a promise of very long standing. Ever

since the publication of the Second Volume of my
" Lectures on the Science of Language" in 1863, where

I had expressed my sincere admiration for the courage

and perseverance with which Mr. Isaac Pitman and

some of his friends, (particularly Mr. A. J. Ellis, for six

years his most active associate,) had fought the battle

of a reform in English spelling, Mr. Pitman had been

requesting me to state more explicitly than I had done

in my " Lectures" my general approval of his life-long

endeavours. He wished more particularly that I should

explain why I, though by profession an etymologist, was

not frightened by the spectre of phonetic spelling, Avhile

such high authorities as Archbishop Trench and Dean

Alford had declared that phonetic spelling would

necessarily destroy the historical and etymological

character of the English language.

If I ask myself why I put off the fulfilment of my
promise from year to year, the principal reason I find
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is, that really I had nothing more to say than what,

though in few words, I had said before. Everything

that can be said on this subject has been said and well

said, not only by Mr. Pitman, but by a host of writers

and lecturers, among whom I might mention Mr.

Alexander J. Ellis, Dr. Latham, Professors Haldeman,

AVhitney, and Hadley, Mr. Withers, Mr. E.Jones, Dr. J.

H. Gladstone, and many others. The whole matter is

no longer a matter for argument ; and the older I grow,

the more I feel convinced that nothing vexes people so

much, and hardens them in their unbelief and in their

dogged resistance to reforms, as undeniable facts and

unanswerable arguments. Reforms are carried by

'lime, and what generally prevails in the end, are not

logical deductions, but some haphazard and frequently

irrational motives. I do not say, therefore, with Dean
Swift, that "there is a degree of corruption wherein

some nations, as bad as the world is, will proceed to an

amendment ; till which time particular men should be

quiet.^' On the contrary, I feel convinced that practical

reformers, like INIr. Pitman, should never slumber nor

sleep. They should keep their grievances before the

public in season and out of season. They should have

their lamps burning, to be ready whenever the right

time comes. They should repeat the same thing over

and over again, undismayed by indifference, ridicule,

contempt, and all the other weapons which the lazy

world knows so well how to employ against those who
venture to disturb its peace.

I myself, however, am not a practical reformer ; least of

all in a matter which concerns Englishmen only—name-

ly, the spelling of the English language. I should much
rather, therefore, have left the fight to others, content
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with being merely a looker-on. But when I was on the

point of leaving England my conscience smote me.

Though I had not actually given a pledge, I remembered
how, again and again, I had said to Mr. Pitman that I

would much rather keep than make a promise ; and

though overwhelmed with other work at the time, I felt

that before my departure I ought, if possible, to satisfy

Mr. Pitman^s demands. The article was written ; and

though my own plans have since been changed, and I

remain at Oxford, it maj^ as well be published in dis-

charge of a debt which has been for some time heavy on

my conscience.

What I wish most strongly to impress on my readers

is that I do not write as an advocate. I am not an

agitator for phonetic reform in England. My interest

in the matter is, and always has been, purely theoretical

and scientific. Spelling and the reform of spelling are

problems which concern every student of the science of

language. It does not matter whether the language be

Enghsh, German, or Dutch. In every written language

the problem of reforming its antiquated spelling must
sooner or later arise ; and we must form some clear

notion whether anything can be done to remove or

alleviate a complaint inherent in the very life of

language. If my friends tell me that the idea of a

reform of spelling is entirely Quixotic, that it is a mere
waste of time to try to influence a whole nation to

surrender its historical orthography and to write

phonetically, 1 bow to their superior wisdom as men of

the world. But as I am not a man of the world, but

rather an observer of the world, my interest in tlie

subject, my convictions as to what is right and WTong,

remain just the same. It is the duty of scholars and
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philosophers not to shrink from holding and expressing

what men of the world call Quixotic opinions ; for^ if I

read the history of the world rightly, the victory of

reason over unreason, and the whole progress of our

race, have generally been achieved by such fools as our-

selves ^^ rushing in where angels fear to tread/' till after

a time the track becomes beaten, and even angels are

no longer afraid. I hold, and have confessed, much
more Quixotic theories on language than this belief,

—

that what has been done before by Spaniards and Dutch-

men—what is at this very moment being done by

Germans, namely, to reform their corrupt spelling

—

may be achieved even by Englishmen and Americans.

I have expressed my belief that the time will come

when not only the various alphabets and systems of

spelling, but many of the languages themselves which

are now spoken in Europe, to say nothing of the rest

of the world, will have to be improved away from the

face of the earth and abolished. Knowing that nothing

rouses the ire of a Welshman or a Gael so much as to

assert the expediency, nay, necessity, of suppressing the

teaching of their languages at school, it seems madness

to hint that it would be a blessing to every child born

in Holland, in Portugal, or in Denmark—nay, in Sweden

and even in Russia—if, instead of learning a language

which is for life a barrier between them and the rest of

mankind, they were at once to learn one of the great

historical languages which confer intellectual and social

fellowship with the whole world. If, as a first step in

the right direction, four languages only, namely, English,

French, German, Italian, (or possibly Spanish,) were

taught at school, the saving of time—and what is more

precious than time ?—would be infinitely greater than
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what has been effected by railways and telegraphs. But

I know that no name in any of the doomed languages

would be too strong to stigmatise such folly. We
should be told that a Japanese only could conceive such

an idea ; that for a people deliberately to give up its

language was a thing never heard of before ; that a

nation would cease to be a nation if it changed its

language ; that it would, in fact, commit " the happy

despatch/^ a la Japonaise. All this may be true, but I

hold that language is meant to be an iustrument of com-

munication, and that in the struggle for life, the most

efficient instrument of communication must certainly

carry the day, as long as natural selection, or, as we

formerly called it, reason, rules the world.

The following figures may be of use for forming an

opinion as to the fates of the great languages of

Europe •}—
Portuguese is spoken in

Portugal, by 3,980,000

Brazil, by .. 10,000,000 13 980,000

Italian, by 27,524,238

French, in France, Belgium, Swit-

zerland, etc., by 40,188,000

Spanish, in Spain by . . 16,301,000

in South America by 27,408,082 43,709,082

Eussian, by 51,370,CuO

German, by 55,789,000

English, in

Europe, by .. 31,000,000

America, by .

.

45,000,000
Australia, etc., by 2,000,000

the Colonies, by .

.

1,050,000 79,050,000

According to De Candolle, the population doubles in

England in .

.

. . 56 years

America, among the Ger-

man races, in . . 25 ,,

Italy in .

.

. . 135 „
Kussia in .. . . 100 „

' See W, E. A. Axon's "The Future of the English Language," the

Almanack de Gotha, and De CandoUe's Histoire des Scitnces, Iblo.

Spain in
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Therefore, in 200 years (barring accidents)

Italian will be spoken by 53,370,000

French „ „ 72,571,000
German „ „ 157,480,000
Spanish, in Europe, by .. 36,938,338

South America, by 468,347,904 505,286,242
English will be spoken in

Europe by .. .. 178,846,153

Lnited States & British

dependencies, by 1,658,440,000 1,837,286,153

But I shall say no more on this, for as it is, I know
I shall never hear the end of it, and shall go down to

posterity, if for nothing else, at least for this the most

suicidal folly in a student of languages ; a folly com-

parable only to that of Leibniz, who actually conceived

the possibility of one universal language.

To return, however, to the problem to the solution of

which Mr. Pitman has devoted the whole of his active

life, let me say again that my interest in it is purely

philological ; or, if you like, historical. The problem

which has to be solved in England and the United

States of America is not a new one, nor an isolated

one. It occurs again and again in the history of

language; in fact, it must occur. When languages are

reduced to writing, they are at first written phonetically,

though always in a very rough and ready manner. One

dialect, that of the dominant, the literary, or priestly

class, is generally selected ; and the spelling, once

adopted, becomes in a very short time traditional and

authoritative. What took place thousands of years ago,

we can see taking place, if we like, at the present

moment. A missionary from the island of Mangaia,

the Rev. W. Gill, first introduced the art of writing

among his converts. He learned their language, at

least one dialect of it, he translated part of the Bible

into it, and adopted, of necessity, a phonetic spelling.

VUL. III. s
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That dialect is gradually becoming the recognised

literary language of the whole island, and his spelling is

taught at school. Other dialects, however, continue to

be spoken, and they may in time influence the literary

dialect. For the present, however, the missionary

dialect, as it is called by the natives themselves, and the

missionary spelling, rule supreme, and it will be some

time before a spelling reform is wanted out there.

Among the more ancient nations of Europe, not only

does the pronunciation of a language maintain its

inherent dialectic variety, and fluctuate through the

prevalence of provincial speakers, but the whole body of

a language changes, while yet the spelling, once adopted

in public documents, and taught to children, remains for

a long time the same. In early times when literature

was in its infancy, when copies of books could easily be

counted, and when the norma scribendi was in the hands

of a few persons, the difficulty of adapting the writing to

the ever-varying pronunciation of a language was com-

paratively small. We see it when w^e compare the

Latin of early Roman inscriptions with the Latin of

Cicero. We know from Cicero himself that when he

settled among the patricians of Rome, he had on some

small points to change both his pronunciation and his

spelling of Latin. The reform of spelling was a

favourite subject with Roman scholars, and even

emperors were not too proud to dabble in inventing new

letters and diacritical signs. The difficulty, however,

never assumed serious proportions. The small minority

of people who were able to read and write, pleased them-

selves as best they could; and, by timely concessions,

prevented a complete estrangement between the written

and the spoken language.
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Then came the time when Latin ceased to be Latin,

and the vulgar dialects, such as Italian, French, and

Spanish, took its place. At that time the spelling was

again phonetic, though here and there tinged by
reminiscences of Latin spelling. There was much
variety, but considering how limited the literary inter-

course must have been between different parts of France,

Spain, or Italy, it is surprising that on the whole there

should have been so much uniformity in the spelling of

these modern dialects. A certain local and individual

freedom of spelling, however, was retained ; and we can

easily detect in mediaeval jNISS. the spelling of literate

and illiterate writers, the hand of the learned cleric, the

professional clerk, and the layman.

[A style of spelling will now be introduced wlncli c^rrec^s the errors of the
common sppllingf, and is regulated by the followinjr Three Kules :

—

EcLB 1.—Eeject " c, q, x" aa redundant, use the other 18 consonants for the
sounds usually associated with them, and supply the deficiency of 12 other letters by
the u«ual digraphs, distinguishing the non-^ocal " th " in thiii, thus

—
'th.

EuLE 2.—Let "a, e, o, u," when ending a syllable, (except at the end of a word,
as sofa,) represent a lr>ng vowel ; as in " fa-Tor, fe-ver, ho-li, tru-li."

EuLK 3.—Let the five vowels of the present alphabet, "a, e, i, o, u," in cloge
syllables, (and n at the end of a w rd,) represent the short sounds in "pat, pet, pit,
pot, p«t; " and use " ti

" for the " u" in bi^t."

Concede to custom—" I " instead of " ei " for the first personal pronoun ; "n "

for *'ng" when followed by "k" or "g," in monosyllables, and sometimes in
other words; as, " bank (bangk), anger (aug-ger) ;

" and " father " for " faather."]

The grait event which formz a deseisiv epok in the

histori ov speling, iz the introdukshon ov printing.

With printed buks, and partikiularli with printed

Beibelz, skaterd over the kuntri, the speling ov wiirdz

bekaim rijid, and yuniversali beinding. Sum langwejcz,

such az Italian, wer moar fortiunet than iitherz in

having a moar rashonal sistem ov speling tu start with.

Sum, agen, leik German, wer abel tu maik teimli kon-

seshonz, wheil iitherz, such az Spanish, Dutch, and
French, had Akademiz tu help them at kritikal periodz

ov thair histori. The moast iinfortiunet in aul theez

respekts woz English. It started with a Latin alfabet.
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the pronunsiashon ov which woz unseteld, and which

had tu be apleid tu a Teutonic langwej. After this

ferst fonetik komproraeiz it had tu pas 'thru a kon-

fiuzd sistem ov speling_, haaf Saxon^ haaf Norman ; haaf

fonetik;, haaf tradishonal. The histori ov the speliiig,

and even ov the pronunsiashon^ ov English, in its pasej

from Anglo-Saxon tu midel and modern English, haz

laitli been studid with grait sukses bei Mr Ellis and

Mr Sweet. I must refer tu thair buks ^' On Early En-

glish Pronunciation/' and " On the History of English

Sounds/' which kontain a wePth ov iliistrashon^ aul-

moast bewildering. And even after English reechez the

period ov printing, the konfiuzhon iz bei no meenz ter-

minaited ; on the kontrari, for a teim it iz graiter than

ever. How this kaim tu pas haz been wel iliistraited bei

Mr Marsh in hiz ekselent "Lectures on the English

Language/^ p. 687. seqi^), Whot we now kanl the es-

tablisht sistem ov English or'thografi may, in the main,

be traist bak tu Johnson's Dictionary, and tu the stil

moar kaprishiis sway ekserseizd bei larj printing-ofisez

and publisherz. It iz tru that the evil ov printing karid

tu a serten ekstent its oan remedi. If the speling bekaim

iinchainjabel, the iangwej itself, too, woz, bei meenz ov

a printed literatiur, chekt konsiderabli in its natiural

groa'th and its deialektik vareieti. Nevertheles English

haz chainjd sins the invenshon ov printing; English iz

chainjing, tho bei imperseptibel degreez, even now;
and if we kompair English az spoaken with English az

' The pronoun it woz speld in ait diferent wayz "bei Tyndale, thils, Tiyt,

hytt, hit, hitt, it, itt, yt, ytt. Anuther au'thor speld tongue in the folo-ir^

Avayz : tung, tong, tunge, tonge, totmge. The wurd head woz variu^-li speld

hed, heede, hede, hefode. The spelingz ohay, survat/, pray, vail, vain, ar

olten jurd for obey, survey, prey, veil, vein.
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riten^ thay seem aulmoast leik tu diferent langwejez

;

az difereiit az Latin iz from Italian.

This, no dout, iz a nashonal misfortinn, biit it iz

inevitabel. Litel az we perseev it_, langwej iz, and aul-

wayz must be, in a stait ov fermentashon ; and whether

within hundredz or within 'thouzandz ov yeerz, aul

living langwejez must be prepaird tu enkounter the

difikulti Mhich in England stairz us in the fais at

prezcnt. *' Whot shal we du ? '' ask our frendz. " Ther

iz our hoal nashonal literatiur/* thay say; "our leibra-

riz aktiuali bursting with buks and niuzpaperz. Ar
aul theez tu be ^throan away ? Ar aul valiuabel buks

tu be reprinted? Ar we ourselvz tu unlern whot we

hav lernd with so miich trubel, and whot we hav taut

tu our children with graiter triibel stil ? Ar we tu

sakrifeiz aul that iz historikal in our langwej, and sink

doun tu the lo level ov the Fonetik Nuz?'' I kud

go on multipleiing theez kwestionz til even thoaz men
ov the wiirld hu now hav oanli a shrug ov the shoalder

for the reformerz ov speling shud say, '* We had no

eidea how strong our pozishon reali iz/^

But with aul that, the problem remainz unsolvd.

Whot ar pepel tu du when langwej and pronunsiashon

chainj, whcil thair speling iz deklaird tu be unchainja-

bel ? It iz, I beleev, hardli neseseri that I shud proov

how korupt, efeet, and uterli irrashonal the prezent

sistem ov speling iz, for nowun seemz inkleind tu denei

aul that. I shal oanli kwoat, thairfor, the jujment ov

wiin man, the lait Bishop Thirlwall, a man hu never

yuzd ekzajeraited langwej. "I luk,^^ he sez, "upon
the establisht sistem, if an aksidental kiistom may be

so kaulfl, az a mas ov anomaliz, the groa'th ov ignorans

and chans, ekwali repugnant tu gud taist and tu komon
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sens. But I am awair that the publik kling tu thecz

anomaliz with a tenasiti propoarshond tu thair absurditi^

and ar jelus ov aul eukroachment on ground konse-

kraited tu the free play ov bleind kaprees /^

It may be yusful, however^ tu kwoat the testimonialz

ov a fiu praktikal men in order tu sho that this sistem

ov speliug haz reali bekum wun ov the graitest nashorial

misfortiunz, swolo'ing up milionz ov miini everi yeer

and bleiting aul atempts at nashonal ediukashon. Mr
Edward Jones^ a skoolmaster ov grait eksperiens, having

then the siuperintendens ov the Hibernian Schools^

Liverpool, roat in the yeer 1868

:

^^ The Guvernment haz for the last twenti yeerz taiken

ediukashon under its kair. Thay diveided the subjekts

ov instrukshon intu siks graidz. The heiest point that

woz atempted in the Guv^ernment Skoolz woz, that a

piupil shud be abel tu reed with tolerabel eez and

ekspreshon a pasej from a niuzpaper, and tu spel the

saim with a tolerabel amount ov akiurasi."

Let us luk at the reziilts az thay apeer in the Eepoart

ov the Komitee ov Kounsil on Ediukashon for 1870-71

:

Skoolz or Departments ttnderseparet bed teecherz in

England and W;tloi inspekted diuring the yeer
31st August, 1870 ... ... ... 15 287

Sertifikaited, asistant, and piupil teecherz emploid
in theez skoolz ... ... ... 28 033

Skolarz in daili averej aten^ans 'thruout the yeer 1.168,981
Skolarz prezent on the day ov inspolc^hon ... 1,473,883
Skolarz prezented for ekzaminashon : —

Under ten yeerz ov aij ... 473 444
Over ten yeerz ov nij ... 292,144: 765,588

Skolarz prezented for Standard VI.: —
Under ten yeerz ov aij ... 227
Over ten yeerz ov aij ... 32,953 33,180

Skolarz hu past in Standard VT. :

—

1. Reeding a short paragraf from a niuzpaper 30.9^5
2. Reiting the saim from diktashon ... 27.989
3. Ari'thmetik ... ... ... 22 839
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Thairfor, les than Tvun skolar for eecli teecher, and

les than tii skolarz for eech skool iuspekted, reecht

Standard VI.

In 1873 the stait ov 'thingz^ akording tu the ofishal

retiirnz ov the Ediukashon Department^, woz much the

saim. Ferst ov aul, ther aut tu hav been at skool

4,600,000 chikh-en between the aijez ov 'three and

'therteen. The number ov children on the rejister ov

inspekted skoolz woz 2,218,598. Out ov that number,

about 200,000 leev skool aniuali, than* ediukashon

be'iug supoazd tu be finisht. Out ov theez 200,000,

neinti per sent, leev without reeching the 6'th Standard,

aiti per sent, without reeching the 5'th, and siksti per

sent, without reeching the 4'th Standard.

The Repoart for 1874-75 shoaz an inkrees ov children

on the buks, but the propoarshon ov children pasing in

the variiis standardz iz siibstanshali the saim. (See

"Popular Education,-'^ bei E. Jones, B.A., an eks-

skoolmaster, 1875.) It iz kalkiulaited that for such

rezults az theez the kuntri, whether bei taksashon

or bei voliinteri kontribiushonz, payz aniuali neerli

^3,500,000.

Akording tu the saim au'thoriti, Mr E. Jones, it now

taiks from siks tu seven yeerz tu lern the arts ov

reeding and speling with a fair degree ov intelijens

—

that iz, about 2,000 ourz ; and tu meni meindz the

difikiiltiz ov or^hografi ar insurmountabel. The biilk

ov the children pas 'thru tlie Giivernment skoolz

without having akweird the abiliti tu reed with eez

and intelijens.

"An averej cheild," sez anuther skoolmaster, "be-

gining skool at seven, aut tu be abel tu reed the New
Testament fliuentli at eleven or twelv yeerz ov aij, and
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at ^therteen or foarteen aut tu be abel tu reecl a gucl

leeding aitikel with eez and ekspreshon." That iz,

with seven ourz a week for forti weeks for feiv yeeiz^

a cheild rekweirz 1/iOO ourz' wiirk tu be abel tu reed

the New Testament.

After a kairful ekzaminashon ov yung men and

wimen from 'therteen tu twenti yeerz ov aij in the fak-

toriz ov Birmingham, it woz proovd that oanli 4^ per

sent, wer abel tu reed a simpel sentens from an ordiueri

skool-buk with intelijens and akiurasi.

This apleiz tu the loer klasez. But with regard tu

the heier klasez the kais seemz aulmoast wiirs ; for Dr
Morell_, in hiz " Manual of Spelling/' aserts that out

ov 1^972 failiurz in the Sivil Servis Ekzaminashonz,

1,866 kandidaits wer pliikt for speling.

So much for the piupilz. Amung the teecherz

themselvz it woz found in America that out ov wun
hundred komon wurdz, the best speler amung the aiti

or neinti teecherz ekzamind faild in wiin, sura preiz-

taikerz faild in foar or feiv^ and sum utherz mist over

forti. The Depiuti Stait Siuperintendent deklaird

that on an averej the teecherz ov the Stait wud fail

in speling tu the ekstent ov 25 per sent.

Whot, however, iz even moar seriiis than aul this iz,

not the grait waist ov teim in lerning tu reed, and the

aulmoast kompleet failiur in nashonal ediukashon, but

the aktiual mischef dun bei siibjekting yung meindz tu

the illojikal and tedius drujeri ov lerning tu reed English

az speld at prezent. Everi'thing thay hav tu lern in

reeding (or pronunsiashon) and speling iz irrashonal
;

wun rool kontradikts the uther, and eech staitment haz

tu be aksepted simpli on au'thoriti, and with a kompleet

disregard ov aul thoaz rashonal instinkts which lei dor-
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mant in the cliellJ, and aut tu be awaikend bei everi

keind ov herthi ekserseiz.

. I no ther ar personz hn kan defend eniHhing, and

hu hoald that it iz diu tu this veri dislplin that the

English karakter iz whot it iz : that it retainz respekt

for au^thoriti ; that it duz not rekweir a rezon for

everi^thing; and that it duz not admit that whot iz

inkonseevabel iz thairfor imposibel. Even English or-

^thodoksi haz been traist bak tu that hiden soars, bekauz

a cheild akiistomd tu beleev that t-h-o-u-g-h iz tho,

and that t-h-r-o-u-g-h iz throo, wud afterwerdz beleev

eniHhing. It may be so; stil I dout whether even

siich objekts wud justifei such meenz. Lord Lytton

?ez, "A moar leiiiig, round-about, puzel-heded deliuzhon

than that bei which we konfiuz the kleer instinkts ov

tru^th in our akiirsed sistem ov speling woz never kon-

kokted bei the father ov fols'hud. [Instans, see-ay-tee,

cat.] How kan a sistem ov ediukashon fliirish that

beginz bei so monstrus a folsiiud, which the sens ov

heering siifeizez tu kontradikt ?
"

Tho it may seem a wurk ov siupererogashon tu

bring forwerd stil moar fakts in siipoart ov the jeneral

kondemnashon past on English speling, a fiu ekstrakts

from a pamilet bei Mr Meiklejohn, lait Asistant-Kom-

ishoner ov the Endowd Skoolz Komishon for Scotland,

may heer feind a plais.

^^Ther ar 'therteen diferent wayz ov reprezenting the

sound ov long o

:

—Note, boat, toe, yeoman, soul, row,

sew, hautboy, beau, owe, floor, oh I 01 "

And agen (p. 16),

—

Double-you-aitch-eye-see-aitch is toTiich

Tea-are-you-tea-aitch ,, truth

Bee-o-you-gee-aitch „ hough
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English cheilcl, az kompaircl "witli uther children^ tu be

mulkted iu tu or ^tliree yeerz ov hiz leif in order tu

lern it ? Ar the loer klasez tu go 'thru skool without

lerning tu reed and reit thair oan langwej intelijentli ?

And iz the kuntri tu pay milionz everi yeer for this

uter failiur ov nashonal ediukashon ? I du not

beleev that such a stait ov Hhingz wil be aloud tu kon-

tiniu for ever, partikiularli az a remedi iz at hand

—a remedi that haz now [1894] been tested for fifti

veerz, and that haz anserd ekstreemli wel. I meen ^Ir

Pitman^z sistem ov fonetik reiting, az apleid tu English.

I shal not enter heer intu eni miniut diskushon ov

fonetiks, or re-open the kontroversi which haz arizen

between the advokaits ov diferent sistemz ov fonetik

reiting. Ov koars, ther ar diferent degreez ov ekselens

in diferent sistemz ov fonetik speling ; biit even the

wiirst ov theez sistemz iz infinitli siuperior tu the

tradishonal speling.

I giv Mr Pitman'z alfabet, which komprehendz the

Hherti-siks brand tipikal soundz ov the English langwej,

and aseinz tu eech a definit sein. With theez ^therti-

siks seinz, EngHsh kan be riten rashonali and red eezili

;

and, whot iz moast important, it haz been proovd bei an

eksperiens ov meni yeerz, bei niumeriis piiblikashonz,

and bei praktikal eksperiments in teeching boa'th

children and adults, that such a sistem az Mr Pitman'z

iz perfektli praktikal.
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THE PHONETIC ALPHABET.

The phonetic letters in the first column are pronounced

like the italic letters in the tvords that follow. The last

column contains the names of the letters.

COiN^SONANTS.

Explodents.

P p rope pee

B b roZ>e....bee

T t fa/e tee

D d ....fa(ie dee

€ g ....e/cA...chay

J j efl?^e.....jay

K k ... leeA: kay

G g ....league..gay

Continuants.

F f sa/e ef

V v.... save vee

E. d....brea/f^...ith

3 d...brea/Ae..thee

S s....hi55 ess

Z z....hi5 zee

E J.....vidous...ish

S 3 vi5ion..zhee

Nasals.

M m...seew....em

N ii...see/i en

TJ j^...^\ng ing

Liquids,

L l....fa// el

R r ...ra?'e ar

Coalescents.

W w....i<;et way

Y y....yet yay

H h...^ay... aitch

VOWELS.
Lingual.

A a am, f(ar..at

R B alms.. ..ah

E e ell,ffern..et

8 e ale, air..eh

I i ill it

^ i ed,fear..ee

Labial.

O o on, or...ot

O o all aw

15 IS z<p, CMr..ut

CT er ope, ore..oh

U u Ml oot

"U H... food, poor..65

Diphthongs: ei, ou, iu, ai, oi.

as heard in hy, now, new, ay (yes), hoy.
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[In the following pages tlia spelling will be strictly phonetic, with thirteen

new letters, as in the preceding alphabet]

Nou ei ask eni intelijent rjder hii dxz not ^igk dat

everilir) niu and strenj iz, ipso facto, ridikiulys and

absurd, wheder after a iiu dez^ praktis, hj or Jj wud

not rjd and reit IggliJ, akordig tu Mr Pitman'z sistem,

wid perfekt jz? Ov ko^rs it teks mar dan feiv minits tu

master it, and merr dan feiv minits tu form an opinion

ov its merits. Byt admitig jven dat pjpel ov a serten

i^j Jud feind dis niu alfabet trybelsym, wj myst not

forget dat ner reform kan bj karid out widout a

jonertjon or tix ov marterz ; and whot trq reformerz

hav tu ^iijk ov iz not demselvz, b^t daz hi^ kym after

(iem—do"z, in fakt, hix ar nou grcii] sp tu inherit hjr-

after, wbeder ds leik it or not, ol de gud and ol de jvil

w hig wj qnz tn Ijv tu dem.

It meit h\ sed, houever, dat Mr Pitman'z sistem, bjii)

enteirli fo^netik, iz tq. radikal a reform, and dat meni

and de wsrst irregiularitiz in lijgiij spelii) kud b|

remn.vd widout g0"ig kweit ser far. cle prinsipel dat

hBf a lerf iz beter dan ner bred iz not widout sym tT\\i,

and in meni ktsez wj n& dat a polisi ov kompromeiz

haz bjn prodyktiv ov veri gud rezNits. Byt, on de ^der

hand, dis hr.f-harted polisi haz often retarded a rjal and

kompl^t reform ov ekzistig abiusez ; and in de kes ov a

reform ov spelig, ei olmo-st dout wheder de difiksltiz

inhjrent in hfif me3urz ar not az gret az de difikiltiz ov

kariig a kompljt reform. If de wyrld iz not redi for

reform, let 3s wet. It sjmz far beter, and at ol events

far moT onest, tu wet til it iz redi dan tu kari de rehk-

tant w^rld wid j\\ a litel we, and den tu feind dat ol de

imp^lsiv fo-rs iz spent, and de greter part ov de abiusez

estabbjt on fermer ground dan ever.
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;Mr Jones/ hq,, reprezents de konsilktori reformerz o'*''

speliij, wud hi satisfeid wid a moderet skjra ov spelig

reform^ in whig^ bei obzerviij analoji and foloiij presedent

in olterig a komparativli smol nyraber ov w^rdz, it wud

bj posibel tu simplifei orlografi tu a konsiderabel eks-

tent widout apleiig eni niu prinsipel, or introdiusig niu

leterZj and yet tn redius de teim and kbor in tjgig ridit)

and speliij bei at Ijst wyn hcf. It nieit at ol events bj

posibel tu setel de speliij ov doz tii or Iq louzand w^rdz

wbig at prezent ar speld diferentli bei diferent oloritiz.

3is skjm, advokcted bei Mr Jones, iz sertenli veri

klever ; and if it had a qans ov sykses, ei meiself Jud

konsider it a grtt step in advans. Mei onli dout iz

wheder, in a kss leik dis, a smol me^nr ov reform wud
bj karid mor |zili dan a korapljt reform. It iz diferent

in JermaUj whs^r de disiz haz not spred so* far. Hjr de

Komiti apointed bei Government tu konsider de kwes-

tion ov a reform ov speliij haz deklsrd in ftivor ov s>rm

syq moderet prinsipelz az Mr Jones advoksts for IiJgbJ.

In IijgliJ, houever^ de difdcxlti leiz in qsnjii] enilii] ; and

if de prinsipel ov eni gsnj iz wons admited^ it wud rjali h\

jzier^ ei beljv^ tu begin de novo dan tu genj symliij^ and

Ijv de rest ^nqenjd.

Let ^s nou sj hou Mr Pitman'z or eni similar sistem

ov fo-netik reitiij haz wsrkt wlier it haz bjn put tu de

test.

Mr William White reits :

—

'' Ei spjk from ekspjriens.

Ei hav tot pqr qildren in Glasgo tu rjd de Sermon on

de Mount after a kors ov ekserseizez ekstendig o-ver ncr

mor dan siks ourz.^^

3e foloig iz an ekstrakt from a leter riten S3"m teim

^ Popiular Ediukejon— A. B.3vi5on ov Iggli/ Spelig a Na/onal Nesesiti.

Bei E. Jones, B.A. Lyndon, 1876.
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agCT bei de let Mr William Colbourne, maiiejer ov de

Dorset Baijk at Styrminster^ tu a frend ov hiz, a skiil-

master. Hj sez :

—

" Mei litel Sidni^ h^ iz nou a fiu mynls mor dan for

yjrz old, wil rjd eni fonetik buk widont de sleitest

liezitejon ; de hardest ncmz or de loijgest wyrdz in de

CTld or Niu Testament form no obstakel tu him. And
hou log di\\ yii ^iijk it tuk mj—for ei am hiz tjger—tu

impart tu him dis pouer ? Whei s^mliij les dan et ourz !

Yii ms beljv it or not az j\\ leik, byt ei am konfident

dat not mor dan dat amount ov teim woz spent on him,

and dat woz in snaqez ov feiv minits at a teim, wheil i\

woz getig redi. Ei no yii wil bj inkleind tu ss, ' Ol dat

iz veri wel, b^t whot iz de yiis ov rjdiij fonetik buks ?

h| iz stil az far of, and me bj farder, from rjdiij romanik
buks.^ Byt in dis \\\ ar mistekcn. Tek anyder ekzam-

pel. Hiz nekst elder bryder, a boi ov siks yjrz, haz had
a fonetik ediukcjon so far. Whot iz de konsekwens ?

Whei, rjdiij in de ferst stsj woz so* deleitful and jzi a

^ig tu him, dat hj tot himself tu rjd romanikali, and it

wud bj a difikylt mater tu feind wyn boi in twenti, ov

a korespondii] ej, dat kud rjd hsf so wel az hj kan in

eni buk. Agen, mei oldest boi haz riten mor fonetik

forthand and loghand, perhaps, dan eni boi ov hiz e]

(eleven yjrz) in de kiijdom ; and nowyn ei derss haz

had les tu di^ wid dat absyrditi ov absyrditiz, de speliij-

-buk ! Hj iz nou at a ferst-rst ski]_l in Wiltjjr, and in

de hfif yjr presjdiij Krismas, h| karid of de preiz for

or:lografi in a kontest wid boiz sym ov dem hiz sjniorz

bei yjrz !

'^

Bei de adopjon ov de fonetik alfabet, de difikyltiz dat

lei in de ws ov forenerz lerniij IggliJ, olso wud bj dyn
aw£ wid. ae Rev. Newman Hall reits, ^^Ei met wid a
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DeniJ jcntclman de ^der ds liii licili preizd de TrjgliJ

fcrnotipik Niu Testament. It had bjn ov gret yi^s tu

liira, and enebeld him tu rid \buks in de komon sj^elir)']

widout an instrMer, remiivig de grt-test obstakel in

akweirig IggliJ, de monstr^s anomaliz ov pronynsii^Jon.''^

Ekzampelz leik d[z g& a loi) W8.

Mr A. J. Ellis, dan hi:tm nerw^n haz Isbord mcrr

devertedli for a reform ov spelii), az a ferst step in a

reform ov najonal ediukejon, and \i\\ haz himself elabor-

ated several mast injjniys sistemz ov fanetik reitig, givz

YS de folcrii) az de rezylts ov hiz praktikal ekspjriens :

—

''Wid de fanetik sistem ov speliij, de Primer iz

masterd widin ^rj myn^s, at most, cle (;ildren den

prosjd tu praktis dis fonetik rjdii) for s^m teim, til dc

kan rjd \vid fliuensi from de jeneral luk ov de wyrd

and not from konsiderii) de ponerz ov its leterz. Erj

mynls mor, at most, ar rekweird for dis stcj.

" When dis pouer ov fliuent rjdiij in fonetik print iz

akweird, buks in de ordineri print, siuted tu der kapasi-

tiz, ar tu h\ put intu de gildren^z handz, and ds ar told

tu r|d dem. ig ws^rd whig de frl tu ges iz told dem
imm|dietli ; byt it iz found dat gildren ar raostli ebel tu

rjd de ordmeri print widout eni fsrder instrykjon. cle

teim neseseri for kompljtii) dis step ms bj leken, at de

loi)gest, az ti| mynls, so dat de ho"! teim ov lernig tu

rjd in de ordineri print, on de Ejdig Reform sistem, ms
bj rekond az feiv ourz a wjk for et myn^s. 3e hoi task

haz, in nieni kesez, bjn akomplijt in les teim, jven in

^r| mynls. On de ^der hand, in wyn skill whsr it iz

yiizd, eleven m^^n^s ar okinpeid, az de master feindz it

advantejys in jfder respekts tu k|p de piupil loijger at

fonetik rjdig. B^t onli wyn our a ds iz rekweird.''''

Mr Ellis symz yp az foloz :
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'' Kn'ful eksperiments in tjgir) f;ildren ov veriys fjcz

and raijksj and jven poperz and kriminal ad-^lts, hav

cstablijt—

" 1. 3at piupilz ms bj tot tu r|d buks in fernetik print,

slerli b^ft Jiurli, in from ten tu forti ourz, and \vil atrn

konsiderabel fliuensi after a fiu wjks^ praktis.

^'2. 3at when de piupilz hav atsnd fliuensi in rjdii)

from fanetik prints a veri fiu ourz ssfeiz tu giv dem de

sem fliuensi in rjdig ordineri print.

"3. clat de ho"! teim neseseri for impartii] a nolcj ov

bo-:f fonetik and ordineri rjdii) dyz not eksjd zi ni^nls

for ^Idren ov averej intelijens, betwjn for and feiv'yjrz

ov
8J, tot in klas, at ski^l^ not mor dan hfif-an-our tu an

our |q de ; and dat in dis teim an abiliti tu rjd iz akweird

siupirior tu dat yii3uali atend in tv[ or Irj teimz de pjriod

on de old plan; wheil de pronsnsiejon ov de piupil iz

m^^q imprixvd, hiz interest in hiz sts'di iz kept aleiv, and

a lojikal trenii] ov endiuvig valiu iz given tu hiz meind

bei de habitiual analisis and sintfesis ov spoken soundz.

" 4. 3at doz tot tu rjd in dis maner akweir de art ov

ordineri speliij mor redili dan doz instrykted on de old

me^od/'

Tu ol \\\\ no Mr Alexander J. Ellis^ dis evidens wil

h\ syfifent az tu de praktikal y^sfulnes ov de Fonetik

sistem ov speliij. Tu doz hi^ wif for mor evidens ei

rekomend a pamflet bei Mr G. Withers, *' 3e lyglij

Laijgwcj Speld az Pronounst/^ 1874: and wsn bei Dr
J. W. Martin, " Kq Gordian Not Kst/^ 1875, wher de

wil feind de konkxrent testiraoni ov praktikal tjgerz in

Ii]gland, Skotland, Eirland, and Amerika, ol agrjig dat,

bol az a praktikal and a lojikal treniij, de Fonetik sis-

tem haz priivd de gretest s^kses.

cler remenz, derfor, dis wyn objekjon onli, dat whot-
VOL. ill. T
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ever de praktikal, and wliotever de djoretikal advantejez

ov de fmietik sistem me bj, it wild ^terli destroi de his-

torikal or etimolojikal karakter ov de IijgliJ laijgwej.

Syp0"z it did ; whot den ? 3!e Reforms/on iz sypo-zd

tu hav destroid de liistorikal karakter ov de IijgHJ ©^rc;,

and diit sentimental gqvans iz stil felt bei sym stiudents

ov ekljziastikal antikwitiz. Byt did Ti] gland, did ol de

rjali progresiv nejonz ov Yi^rap, alou dis sentimental

grjvans tu outws de praktikal and djoretikal advantejez

ov Protestant Reform ? Lar)gwej iz not med for skolarz

and etimolojists : and if de hoi res ov IiTgliJ etimolojists

wer rjali tu bj swept awe bei de introd^kjon ov a Spelig

Reform, ei hap de wud bj de ferst tu rejois in sakrifeiziij

demselvz in so* giid a koz.

Byt iz it rjali de kes dat de liistorikal kontiniditi ov

de Ir)gliJ lai]gwej wud bj braken bei de adopjon ov fc-

netik speliij, and dat de profejon ov de etimolojist wiid

bj gon for ever? Ei se. No*,. mast emfatikali, tu bol

propozijonz. If de seiens ov laggwej baz priivd eni^ii),

it baz pri^vd dat ol laijgwej ez qenj akordiij tu lo, and

Avid konsiderabel y^niformiti. If, derfor, de reitig folod,

pari passu, on de ^snjez in pronynsiejon, wliot iz kold

de etimolojikal konjysnes ov de spjkerz and de qderz

—

ei spjk, ov ko-rs, ov ediuketed pjpel anli—wud not syfer

in de Ijst. If wj retsn de f^liij ov an etimolojikal konekjon

betwjn gentlemanly and gentlemanlike, wj Jud Jiurli reten

it wbeder w j reit gentlemanly or jentelmanli. If wj fjl dat

think and thought, bring and brought, buy and bought,

freight and fraught, belog tugeder, Jud wj fjl it les if w

j

rert dot, brat, bot, frot ? If, in spjkiij, daz hii ncf Latin

reten de fjlig dat wyrdz endiij in -ation korespond tu

Latin w^rrdz in -atio, wud de liiz de fjlig if de so de sera

wyrdz speld wid efo7i? or jven ^'^ejyn?^' Dii de not rekog-
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neiz Latin -?7z« in -ice; or -ills in -le, az in -able (Latin
abilis) ? If de skolar ti6z, at wyns, dat syg wsrdz az
barbarous, anxious, circus, genius, ar ov Latin orijin,

wud h\ hezitet if de last silabel in ol ov dem wer yiini-
formli riten "^s?'"* Ni>, iz not de prezent speliij ov
barbarous and anxious enteirli misljdir), bei konfoimdii)
wyrdz endiij in -osus, syg ^i famous (famosus) wid wyrdz
endir) in -us, leik barbarous, anxious, ets. ? Bekoz de
Italianz reit filosofo, ar ds les awer dan de Ir)gliJ, hii reit

philosopher, B.nd de Freng, liii reit philosophe, dat di- hav
befor dem de Latin philosophus, de Grjk cpixScrocpos ? If
wj reit / in fancy, wliei not in phantom ? if in //T?z^y

and frantic, whei not in phrenology ? A larigAvej whiq
tolersts vial for j^/zia/, njd not Jiver at filosofer. Everi
ediuketed spjker noz dat syg wyrdz az honour, ardour,

colour, odour, labour, vigour, error, emperor, hav past

from Latin tu Freng, and from Freng tu IijgliJ. Wud
\\\ no it les if ol wer spcld aleik, syq az onor {pnorabeh,

ardor, vigor [vigo7^ous], labor {laborious), ov \yen ''onyr,

ardyr, vigyr ? '' ae old spelig ov emperor, doctor,

governor, and error, woz emperour, doctour, governour,

and errour. If djz kud bj genjd, whei not de rest?

Spenser haz neibor for neighbour, and it iz difikylt tu S8

whot woz gend bei qsnjir] -bor intu -bour in syg piurli

Sakson wyrdz az neighbor, harbor. No dout if wj sj

laugh riten wid yh at de end, doz lii^ no Jerman ar at

wyns reraeinded ov its etimolojikal konekjon wid de
Jerman lachen ; byt wj Jiid sqn n& de ssm bei analoji,

if wj found not onli " kf," byt " kof '' for cough (Jer.

keuchen), "enyf^^ for enough (Jer. genug), ets. In
''draft/' foaetik spelig haz nirli syplanted de so-kold
historikal spelig draught; in ''dwarf' {dwergh,thweorh)

and in "ruff (roz^^^), oltugeder.

T 2
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AVhot pjpel kol de etimolojikal konj^snes ov de spjkor

iz striktli a mater ov oratorikal sentiment anli, and it

wud rcmBn njrli az stroij az it iz nou, whotever speliii

bj adopted. Bit jveu if it Jud sifer lijr and der, \\\ ot

tu ber in meind dat, eksept for oratorikal p^rposez, dat

konjssncs, konfeind az it iz tu a veri fiu ediuksited pipcl,

iz ov veri smol importans, ^bnles it haz ferstbjn korektcd

bei a strikt etimolojikal disiplin. Widout dat, it often

dejenercts intu whot iz kold " popiular etimoloji/^ and

aktiuali tendz, in sym kesez, tu vijiet de korekt speliij

ov w^rdz.

Ei liav frjkwentli dwelt on dis beferr, in order tu ja

liou, wliot iz nou kold de etimolojikal or historikal

speliij ov ws^rdz iz, in meni kesez, ^terli snetimolojikal

and ^nhistorikal. Wj^ spel to delight, and d^'s indiiis

meni pjpel tu beljv dat dis w^rd iz s^rmhou konekted

wid light (lux), or light (levis) ; wheraz de old spelig

woz to delyt or to delite (Tyndale), reprezentiij de old

Freng deleiter. On de ?>der hand wj feind for guite and

smite, de old spelii) quight, smighf, whig ms bj old and

historikal, bs^t iz deseidedli ^-netimolojikal.

Sovereign and fortign ar speld az if ds wer konekted

wid reign, regnum ; de trri etimoloji ov de former bjig

supera?iuSt CTld Freng sovrain, Old Ir]gli/ soveraine

;

wheil foreign iz de let Latin foraneus ; Old Freng forain
;

Old IijgliJ forein. And whei dq, w| reit to feign ? Arg-

bijop Trench (" IijgliJ Past and Prezent/' p. 238,

liijks de g m feign iz elokwent tu de ei ; bst its elokwens

iz misljdig. Ftign iz not teken from Latin fingo, az litcl

az honour iz teken from Latin honor. Feign kxmz from

de Old Frenq faindre-, it woz in Old Jy\^\\1 faynen and

feynen, and it woz derfor a m[r etimolojikal fent tu insert

de g ov de Latin fingo, and de Freng fcignant. Se Old
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IrjgliJ shammfast (Orm.), formdleik stedefasst (steclfast)

iz nou speld shamefaced, az if it had symlir) tu dq wid a

bh/iij fes. Aghast, instcd ov CFld Ii]gliJ 6r^«5/, iz syperzd

tu luk racrr freitful bekoz it reraeindz ^s ov ghost. Se
Frenc^ lanterne woz riten laiit-Jiorn, az if it liad bjn scr

kold from de transparent fjts ov horn dat enklozd de

leit. cle s in island oz its orijin tu a mistaken beljf dat

de wyrd iz konekted wid isle {insula), whtraz it iz de

Agglo^-Sakson edland (Jerman eiland), dat iz, woter-
-land. ae spelii) Hand woz stil k^^rent in Shakspere^s

teim. In aisle, i\{, de s iz ?fnetiraolojikal, do* it iz his-

torikal, az havii] bjn teken over from de C^ld Freng aisle.

ais tendensi tu olter de spelig in order tu impart tu

a w^rd, at ol hazard z, an etimolojikal karakter^ beginz

jven in Latin, whcr postumus, a siuperlativ ov post, woz
symteimz riten posthumus, az if^ when apleid tu a kt-

-born ssn, it woz dereivd from humus. In IijgliJ, dis

fols spelig iz retend in posthumous. Cena woz s^^eld bei

pjpel hn wonted tu Jo dsr nolej ov Grjk, coena, az if

konekted wid Koivi], whiq it iz not.

Byt nou let ^s luk mor ksrfuli intu de far mor
important stetment, dat de TggliJ laggwej, if riten fo-

netikali, wud rjali li^z its historikal and etimolojikal

kurakter. Se ferst kwestion iz, in whot sens kan de

prezent spelig ov IggliJ bj kold historikal? W| hav
oiili tu go bak a veri Jort ws in order tu sj de modern
upstart karakter ov whot iz kold historikal spelig. Wl
nou reit pleasure, measure, and feather, b^t not veri log

i\^(y, in Spenser's teim, d|z wj^rdz wer speld plesure,

mesure, fether. Tyndale Y^i frute ; de i in fruit iz a mjr
restort-Jon ov de Freng spelig. For debt, on de kontrari,

w'l feind, b^t ^rj or for hundred yjrz ago, dett. Sis iz

mor historikal dt>rfor dan debt, bekoz in Frenc;, from
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whig de w^rd woz borcfd, de b had disfipjrdj and it woz

a piurli etimolojikal faiisi tu restcrr it. Kg b woz leik-

weiz rj-iutrodiiist in doubt, byt de p woz not restard in

to count (Freng compter, Latin computare), wlier p had

at Ijst de sem reit az b in doute. Sss receipt reziiimz de

Latin p, bst deceit d>)Z widout it. To deign kjps de ^,

to disdain dsz widout it. 3er iz an^der Z> whig haz a

serten historikal sr in s^m IijgiiJ w^'rdzj b:!ft whig woz

orijinali piurli fonetik, and iz nou simpli siuperfiiu^s.

cle aid wsrd for member woz lim. In s^g kompoundz

az lim-Iama, lim(b) -lame; lim-Ieas, lim(b) -less^ it woz im-

posibel tu avoid de interkakjon ov a 6 in pron^nsi^Jon.

In dis maner de b krept in, and wj hav nou tu tjc; dat

in lijnb, crumb (crume), thumb thuma) de b m^st h\ riten^

b^t not pronounst. Agen^ tang (Jer. zunge), yung ( Jer.

jung), az speld bei Spenser, hav a far mor historikal

aspekt dan tongue and young.

If wj wijt tu reit historikali, w| ot tu reit sahn insted

ov psalm, for de inijal jw, bjir) lost in pronynsi^Jon, woz

dropt in reitii] at a veri erli teim (Aijglo'-Sakson sealm)

and woz ri-introdiiist simpli tu pljz s^m ekljziastikal

etimolojists ; olser ntveiv (Freng neveu) insted ov nepheiv,

wliic; iz bo^l ^'netim.olojikal and ^nfo-netik.

In whot sens kan it bj kold historikal spelig if de

erld pliuralz ov mouse and louse, whig wer mys and lys,

ar nou speld mice and lice ? 3e pliural ov goose iz not

speld geece byt geese, yet everibodi ndz hou tu pronouns

it. 3[e stm mistt:ken atempt at an okegonal fo-netik

spelii] haz separeted dice from die, and pence from pens,

dat iz, penyes ; wheil in nurse, whtT de spelig 'nurce

wud hav bjn y^tsful, az remeindig ^s ov its tr^ etimon

noiirrice, de c haz b|n rjpkst bei s.

3er ar, in fakt, meni speliijz whig wud bj at de sem
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telm merr historlkal and raerr fonetik. Whei reit little,

when ncrvv^rn pronounsez little, and when de o-ld speliij

woz lytel? Whei girdle, when de old spelig woz girdel?

ae ssm nil apleiz tu n|rli ol w^rdz endig in le, s^-g az

sickle, ladle, cqople, ets., wher de etimoloji iz komplitli

obskiurd bei de prezent orlografi. Whei scent, bst

dissent, when jven Milton stil ro-t seyit? Whei cf^e,

insted ov de Etkspjrian ake? AVhei cat, b^t /:i^/e?z

;

whei cow, bst ^ine ? Whei accede, precede, secede, b^t

exceed, proceed, succeed? Whei indjd, eksept tu west

de preji s teim ov (;ildren ?

And if it iz difik^lt tu ss whot konstitiuts historikal

speliii, it iz |kwali perpleksiij tu defein de rjal mjnig ov

etiniolojikal spelii]. For, wher ar wj tu stop ? It wud

bi konsiderd veri ^netimolojikal wer w| tu reit nee

insted ov knee, noiv insted ov know, night insted ov

knight', yet no"w^n komplenz about de los ov de inijal

h, de reprezentativ ov an orijinal k, in loaf, A. S. hlaf

(of. KKi^avos), in ring (A.S. hring)
-,

in lade, ladder,

neck, ets.

If wj ar tu reit etimolojikali, den whei not return tu

loverd, or hlaford, insted ov lord? tu nose-thrill, or

nosethirle insted ov nostril ; tu swister insted ov m/^r
;

whiq wud not b| mo-r trsbels^m dan sword. Wifmann

Jiurli wud bj beter dan woman ; meadwife beter dan

midwije ;
godspel beter dan gospel, ortyard beter dan

orchard, puisne beter dan pwwy. rrjkwentli de prezent

rekogneizd spelig luks etimolojikal, b>st it iz ^terli

7>nelimolojikal. Righteous luks leik an ajektiv in -eons,

s>(; az plenteous, b^t it iz rjali a Sakson w^rd, rightwis,

dat iz rightwise, formd leik otherivise, ets.

Could iz riten wid an / in analoji tu would, b^t wheil

de / iz j^stifeid in ivould from will, and should from
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shall, wj feincl de CTld IggliJ imperfekt ov can riten

cuthe^ den coutlie, coude. cle /, derfor, iz neider fcnetik

nor etimolojikal. N^'^ir), agen, kan bj merr misljdig tu

an etimolojist dan de prezent spelig ov whole and hale.

Bod ksm from de sem scrrs, de Golik hails, Sanskrit

kalya-s, mjnig orljinali, fit, redi ; den sound, complete,

ivhole. In Aggla-Sakson wj hav hal, hcrl ; and hal,

lielli, widout eni tres ov a w, eider befo-r or after. Se
(?ld IijgliJ halsum, hals^m, iz de Jerman hailsam.

IVJtole, d^rfor, iz a mjr mis-spelir), de i<;'havir] probabli

Ijjn aded in analoji tu who, which, ets. From a piurli

etimol )jikal point ov viu, de w iz roijii left out befor /*

in how, for az Ai]gler-Sakson hwy bekcm why, Aggla-

Sakson hwa Jud hav bekzjm whow.

If wj rjali atempted tu reit etimol ojikali, wj Jud hav

tu reit bridegroom widout de r, bekoz groom iz a mir

korypjon ov guma, man_, Aggla-Sakson bryd-guma. V(\

Jud hav tu reit burse insted oy purse, az in disburse. In

fakt, it iz difik^lt tu S8 wher wj Jud stop. Whei di:^ wj

not reit metal insted ov mettle, ivorthship insted ov

rvorship, chirurgeon insted ov surgeon, furhlong (dat iz^

f^ra loi]) insted ov furlong, feordhing (dat iz, far^J part)

insted on farthing'^ If wj reit piuni puisne, \vj meit az

wel reit post natus. W| meit spel koi, quietus; pert,

aperius ; i^rlst, presbyter ; master, magister \ sekston,

sacristan; Bmz, eleemosyne, ets. If enibodi wil tel mj

at whot det etimolojikal spelig iz tu begin, wheder at

1,500 A.D., or at 1,(00 a.j>., or at 500 a.d., ei am wilii]

tu diskys de kwestion. Til den, ei beg Ijv tu sc dat eti-

molojikal speliij wud pk greter havok in IijgbJ dan

fernetik spelii), jven if wj wer tu dro a lein not mar dan

feiv hundred yjrz ago*.

3^e i\\ stroi]gest argiuments, dcrfor, agenst fo"netik
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spelig, nemli, dat it wnd destroi de historikal and eti-

molojikal karakt< r ov de IggliJ laijgwej, ar, after ol, bst

veri parjali tri|. Iljr and dsr, ner dout, de etimoloji and

liistoii ov an Iijg'liJ W3rd meit bj obskiurd bei fonetik

spelig ; az if, for instans_, wj rot " Yiirop '* insted ov

Europe. Bst jven den analoji wud help ^'s, and tjc; doz

h\\ no Grik, ov \\\\xn der ar not meni, dat " Yi^r^' in s>c;

wsrdz az Europe, Eurydice, reprezented de Grjk ihpvs.

cle r|al anser, houever, iz, dat nowyn kud onestli kol de

prezent sistem ov spelig eider historikal or etimolojikal;

and ei beljv, dat teken az a hoi, de los ok83ond bei

konsistent fonetik spelig wud not bj greter dan de gen.

Anifder objekjon -srjd agenst fonetik speliij, nemli,

dat wid it it wud bj imposibel tu distiijgwij homonimz,

myst bj met in de sem wt*. No dout it iz a serten ad-

vantej if in reitir) wj kan distiijgwij right, rite, lurite

and ivright. B^'t if, in de h-bri ov konversejon, der iz

hardli ever a dout whi^ wsrd iz ment, Jiurli der wud bj

rayg les denjer in de slo proses ov rjdiij a kontiniu^s

sentens. If vrriis speligz ov de sem w:i-rd ar neseseri

tu point out diferent mjnirjz, w^j Jud rekweir et spelii]z

fur box, tu signifei a <;;est, a Krismas gift, a hsntii) sjt,

a trj, a slap, tu sel round, sjts in a Ijater^ and de fr^nt

sjt on a kog ; and dis prinsipel wud hav tu bj apleid tu

abyv 400 wsrdz. 11^ wud ^ndertsk tu proveid ol djz

vericjonz ov de prezent yuniform spelig ov djz w^rdz ?

And wj m3st not forget dat, after ol, in rjdiij a pej wj

ar seldom in dout wbeder sole mjnz a fij, or de sole ov

a fut, or iz y^zd az an ajektiv. If der iz at eni teim eni

rjal difik^lti, laijgv.ej proveidz its on remedi. It eider

drops syq w>rdz az rite and sole, repksii) dem bei cere-

mony and only, or it yi|Z8z a perifrastik eksprejon, syg

az de sol ov de fut, or de sol and onli ground, ets.
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a^s far ei hav treid tu anser de rjali important argiu-

ments whig hav bjn brot forwerd agenst fonetik spelitj.

Ei hav d^n ser wid spejal referens tu de pouerful remon-

stransez ov Arqbijop Trench, and hiz merst sbel

pljdii) in fsvor ov de establijt sistem ov orlografi. Az

a mjr skolar, ei fuli /er hiz ijligz, and ei sinsjrli admeir

hiz elokwent advokasi. Ei difer from him bekoz ei di{

not ^igk, az hj dyz, dat de los enteld bei fanetik speliy

wud bj scr gret az wj imajin; or dat it wud h\ ol on

w^n seid. Beseidz, T^nles hj kan j& hou a reform ov

spelii-) iz not ernli for de prezent tu bj avoided, byt oltu-

geder tu bj renderd ^nneseseri, ei konsider dat de signer

it iz tcken in hand de beter. It sjmz tu mj dat dc

Arqbijop luks on de introd^kjon ov fo-netik spelir) az

a mjr kro(;et ov a fiu skolarz, or az an atempt on de

part ov S5m hnf-ediuketed personz, wijiij tu avoid de

trybel ov lernig hou tu spel korektli. If dat wer so*, ei

kweit agrj wid him dat p^blik opinion wud never asium

syfijent fo-rs for kariiij dsr skjm. B^t der iz a mativ

pouer beheind djz fcrnetik reformerz whig de Arc;biJop haz

hardli teken intu akount. Ei mjn de mizeri endiurd bei

milionz ov gildren at ski\l, hvt meit lern in ^y•5la. ylr, and

wid rjal advantej tu demselvz, whot de nou rekweir fo'r

or feiv y|rz tu lern, and seldom s^ksjd in lernii) after ol.

If de evidens ov s^-c^ men az Mr Ellis iz tu bj depended

on, and ei beljv h| iz wiliij tu S3bmit tu eni test, den

fiurli de los ov S3ra historikal and etimolojikal siivnjrz

wud ws litel agenst de hapines ov milionz ov tjildren, and

de stil heier hapines ov milionz ov Iijglijmen and IiigliJ-

w^imen, gro-i^ ^p az de srz [heirs] tu ol de well and

strei)! ov IggliJ literatiur, or ^nebel tu rjd |ven dtr

BeibeL Hjr it iz wher ei ventiur tu difer from de Arq-

bijop, not az bjig sangwin az tu eni immjdiet sykses,
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b3t simpli az fjlig it a diuti tu lidp in a koz whig at
prezent iz rao'st ?fnpopiulai\ ae jvil ck m^ bj put of fur
a loij teim, partikiularli if de Wi:t ov s^g men az An;-
bijop Trench iz Ircrn intu de >>:der skel. B>>t unit's lag-

gwej sjsez tu bj laijgwej, and reitir] sjsez tu bj reitig, de
ds wil Jiurli k^m when pjs wil hav tu bj msd betwjn de
tit. Jermani haz apointed a Government Komijon tu
konsider whot iz tu bj dyn wid Jerman speliij. In
Amerika, tii, sym Ijdir) stetsmen sjm inkleind tu tek yp
de reform ov spelig on najonal groundz. Iz der ner

ststsman in Iggland s^fijentli pri^f agenst ridikiul tu

kol de atenjon ov Parliment tu whot iz a groiij najonal

misfortiun ?

Msg, houever, az ei difer from de* Argbijop on djz

groundz, ei kanot b^t deprekst de ton in whiq hiz pou-
erful opozijon haz bjn met bei meni ov de opholderz ov

fonetik spehi). Ne, ei most go* stil forder, and fraijkli

konfes dat tu won ov hiz argiuments ei feind it difikslt,

at prezent, tu giv a satisfaktori anser.

" It iz a mjr asympjon/' de Argbijop remarks, '' dat

ol men pronouns ol wyrdz aleik ; or dat whenever ds

kom tu spel a wyrd ds wil ekzaktli agrj az tu whot de

outlein ov its sound iz. Nou w| ar Jiur men wil not di|

dis, from de fakt dat, befor der woz eni fikst and seteld

ordografi in our laijgwej, when, derfor, evcribodi woz
mor or les a fonografer, sjkiij tu reit doun de w>>rd az

it sounded tu him,—for hj had no* oder lo tu geid him,

—de veriejonz ov spelig ar infinit. Tt:k, for instans, de

wjfrd sudden, whig doz not sjm tu promis eni grct skop

for vareieti. Ei hav meiself met wid dis w^rd spcld in

ner les dan fortjn wsz amyg our erli reiterz. Agen, in

hou meni W8z woz Raleigh^s nem speld, or Shakspere^s ?

ae sem iz evident from de spelig ov onediuk^ited personz
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in our o^n dt-. cTe liav ner ^der ritl b^t de sound tu geid

dem. Hou iz it dat de dq, not ol spel aleik ?"—Enyiis/i

Past and Present, p. 203.

Leik mast men hit pljd wid der hart az wel az Avid

dsr hed, de Arqbijop haz hjr ©"verlukt wyn obvias anser

tu hiz kwestion. Se dii not spel aleik bekoz de hav

bjn brot ^p wid a sistem ov spelii) in whi(^ ds sem sound

kan bj reprezented in ten diferent wsz, and in whig

liardli eni wisn letcr iz restrikted tu wsn fonetik pouer

cnli. If giklren wer brot yp wid an alfabet in whig |g

leter had bst wyn sound, and in whig de sem sound woz

olwiz reprezented bei de sem sein—and dis iz de veri

esens ov fanetik reitig—den it wud bj simpli imposibel

dat ds Jud drjm ov reitig sudden in fortjn, or Woburn
in 140, diferent wez.

B^t for ol dat der iz sym tri^l in de Argbijop's re-

mark; and if wj kompsr de diferent ^\^z in whig de

advokets ov fcnetik spelig—men leik Pitman, Bell,

Ellis, Withers, Jones—reit de sem wardz, jven when
yiXzig de sera fcrnetik alfabet, wj Jal sj dat de difikslti

pointed out bei de Argbijop iz a rjal w^n. Everiw^n

noz hou diferentli de sem wyrdz olwez hav bjn and stil

ar pronoiinst in diferent parts ov I
ij
gland. And it iz

not anli in tounz and kountiz dat djz pekiuliaritiz pre-

vel ; der ar serten w^rdz whig wsn famili pronounsez

diferentli from an^der ; and der ar beseidz de st^did and

^nstydid pekiuliaritiz ov individiual spjkerz. Tu kon-

vins pjpel dat wsn pronynsirjon iz reit and de ^der roij,

sjmz 5terli ho-ples. Ei hav herd a heili k^ltiveted man
defendig hiz dropig de h at de beginig ov serten wsrdz,

bei de ^^nanserabel argiument dat in de pks wher h|

woz brot zs'p, nawyn pronoiinst djz inijal A'z. Whot
Skogman wud admit dat hiz pronynsiejon woz folti ?
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Whot Eiri/man wud submit tu loz ov spelii] past in

Lyndon ? And whot renderz argiument on eni neisetiz

ov pronynsiejon stil mor difikslt iz, dat h&^ de jr and de
tyg ar mast treger^s witnesez. Ei hav herd Amerikanz
raenten in gud ernest dat der woz myg les ov nezaltwai]

in Amerika dan in Iijgland. Pjpel ar not awer hou ds

pronouns, and hou diferentli de pronouns wyn and de

ssm w^rd. Az a forener ei hav had am pel oportiunitiz

for obzervs/on on dis point. Ssm frendz wud tel

mj, for instans_, dat world woz pronounst leik whiiH'd,

father leik farther, nor (befcrr konsonants) leik gnaw,
bud leik bird, burst leik bust, for leik far, birth leik

berth ; dat de vouelz had de sem sound in where and
were, in God and gaudy ; wheil yderz ajiurd m\ dat

nerwsn byt a forener kud ligk sg. And de wyrst iz, dat

jven de ssm person dsz not olwez pronouns de sem wsrd
in ekzaktli de sem maner. Konstantli, when ei askt a

frend tu repjt a wyrd whig hj had jyst pronounst, hj

wud pronouns it agen, byt wid a sleit diferens. 3e mjr
fakt ov hiz treiir] tu pronouns wel wud giv tu hiz pro-

nynsisjon a konjss and emfatik karakter. Se prepozijon

of iz pronounst bei mast pjpel ov, byt if kros-ekzamind,

meni wil se dat ds pronouns ov, byt de o not ekzaktli

leik off.

3e konfiujon bekymz gretest when it iz atempted tu

eidentifei de pronynsisjon, ss ov a vouel in Jerman wid

a vouel in TijgliJ. No" tit Isg^i/noen and ner ti| Jermanz
sjmd tu bj ebel tu agrj on whot de herd wid der jrz, or

whot de sed wid dsr tygz ; and de rezylt in de end iz, dat

ncr vouel in Jerman woz rjali de sera az eni yder vouel

in IggliJ. Tu ti;k wyn or tix instansez from Mr Ellis's

Kj tu Palioteip (Paloeotype), ei kan hjr no- diferens be-

twjn de a in Italian iiia)io, IrjgliJ father, and Jerman
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mahnen, ^nles ei restrikt mei obzervejonz tu de ^'terans

ov serteii individiualz ; wlisraz ei d^ lijr a veri deseided,

and jenerali adopted, diferens betwjn de vouelz in Jer-

man bocke and Frenq jeune. Mr Ellis, tyqii) on de scm

difik^lti, remarks, "Mr BelFs pronynsisjon, in meni

instansez, diferz from dat whig ei am ak^stomd tu giv,

espejali in foren W3^rdz. Bd ov ^s ms bj roi]/' INIr

Sweet remarks, pej 10, " Mr Ellis insists stroijli on de

monofloijgal karakter ov liiz on £'z and e^z. Ei lijr

liiz e [may) J and [no) az distii)kt difiJoijz, not cnli in

hiz IijgliJ* pronynsiejon, bst olso- in hiz pron^'nsiejon

ov Frenq, Jerman, and Latin/-' If fernetik reitii) ment

dis miniiit f0"tografi ov spoken soundz, in whig Mes. Bell

and Ellis eksel ; if eni atempt had ever bjn mcd tu emploi

dis hsr-splitiij majjneri for a praktikal reform ov IijgliJ

spelig, de objekjonz rezd bei Argbijop Trench wud bj

kweit ^nanserabel. cler wud bj fifti diferent wtz ov

spelig lyglij, and de konfiu3on wud bj greter dan it iz

nou. Not jven Mr BelPz tterti-siks kategoriz ov vouel

sound wud bj syfijent tu render everi pekiuliariti ov vouel

kwoliti, pig, and kwontiti, wid perfekt akiurasi. (Sj

H. Sweet, " Histori ov IijgliJ Soundz," pp. 58, 68.)

Byt dis woz never intended, and wheil konsjdiij myg tu

de Argbijop's argiuments, ei ms^st not konsjd t\\^ ms^g.

Whot ei leik in Mr Pitman^z sistem ov spelii] iz ek-

zaktli whot ei no' haz bjn found folt wid bei ^derz, nemli,

dat hj ds^z not atempt tu refein ti^ m^g, and tu ekspres

in reitig doz endles Jedz ov pron^nsisjon, whig m8 bj ov

de grstest interest tu de stiudent ov akoustiks, or ov

fonetiks, az apleid tu de st:^-di ov liviij deialekts, b^t

whig, for praktikal az wel az for seientifik filolojikal

pyrposez, m^'st bj enteirli ignord. Beitig woz never

intended tu fatograf spaken laijgwejez : it woz ment tu
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indiket, not tu psnt^ soundz. If Voltaire sez_, " L'ecri-

ture c'est la peinture de la voix/^ hj iz reit ; b^t when
\\'\ gerz on tu ss_, ^^plus elle est ressemblante, meilleur

elle est/' ei am not serten dat, az in a piktiur ov a land-

skep, SO" in a piktiur ov de vois, prj-llfifeleit miniutnes

me not destroi de veri objekt ov de piktiur. Laggwej

djlz in brod kslorz, and reitii) ot tu folo" de ekzampel ov

laijgwej, whig der it alouz an endles vareieti ov pron^n-

sipjon, restrikts itself for its o-n pyrpos/for de p^^rpos ov

ekspresig ^ot in ol its modifikejonz, tu a veri limited

nymber ov tipikal vouelz and konsonants. Out ov de

larj number ov soundz, for instans, whig hav bjn kata-

logd from de veri^s IijgliJ deialekts, derz mili kan bj

rekogneizd az konstitiuent elements ov de laggwej whig

in, and bei, dcr diferens from jg yder konve a diferens ov

mjnir). Ov syg pregnant and lot-konveig vouelz, IijgliJ

pozesez no- mar dan twelv. Whotever de meinor Jsdz

ov vouel soundz in IggliJ deialekts ms bj, de dn not en-

rig de laggwej, az syg, dat iz, de dii not enebel de spjker

tu konve. mo^r miniut Jedz ov lot dan de twelv tipikal

siggel vouelz. Beseidz, der jenerali iz whot de Freng

meit kol a fo-netik solidariti in jg deialekt. If wyn vouel

genjez, de ^derz ar apt tu folo", and de men objekt ov

lai]gwej remenz de sem Iri^out, nemli^ tu prevent wyn
wyrd from rynir) intu anyder, and yet tu absten from i\\

miniut fo-netik distigkjonz, whig an ordineri jr meitfeind

it difikylt tu grasp. Sis prinsipel ov fernetik solidariti

iz ov gret importans, not anli in eksplenii] de gradiual

genjez ov vouelz, byt olsa syg jeneral gsnjez ov konso-

nants az wj sj, for instans, in de Jerman Lautverschiebung

.

Az si:in az wyn pies iz left vekant, der iz prejur tu fil it,

or SO" myg ov it az iz left vekant, byt no* mar.

aer ar^ in fakt, tq, brangez, or at ol events, tq, kweit
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distiijkt praktikal aplik^Jonz ov de seicns ov Fernetiks,

whig, for wont ov beter nemz, ei designct az fdolojikal

and deialektikal. Ser iz whot ms bj kold a filolojikal

st^di ov Fo-netiks, whiq iz an esenjal part ov de Seicns

ov Lai]gwejj and haz for its objekt tu giv a kljr eidja ov

de alfabet, not az riten, byt az spaken. It tqts ov de

matjrialz out ov whig, de instruments wid wliic^, and de

proses bei whig, vouelz and konsonants ar formd ; and

after eksplenig hou serten leterz agrj, and difer, in d{^r

material ; in de instruments wid whig, and de proses bei

whig, ds ar prodiiist; it encbelz ^s tu z>nderstaud de

kozez and rez^^lts ov whot iz kold Fonetik Gtnj. In

meni respekts de mcrst instr:5>'ktiv trjtment ov de jeneral

Ijori ov Fmietiks iz tu h\ found in de Prati^akhyas
;

partikiularli in de erldest (4C0 b.k.), dat atagt tu de llig

Vfda/ 30" de nymber ov posibel soundz xnz sjra infinit,

de nymber ov rjal soundz yiizd in Sanskrit or eni yder

given larjgwej for de pyrpos ov ekspresig diferent Jidz

ov mjnii], iz veri limited. It iz wid djz brod kategoriz

ov sound alern dat de Prati^akhyas djl ; and it iz for a

proper ynderstandig ov djz de Seiens ov Laggwej haz

tu inkliud widin its sfjr a ki^rful stydi ov Fonetiks.

cle deialektikal stydi ov Fo-netiks haz larjer objekts.

It wijez tu ekzost ol posibel soundz whig kan bj j)ro-

didst bei de vo-kal organz^ litel konsernd az tu wheder

djz soundz okyr in eni rjal laijgwej or not. It iz

partikiularli yi^sful fo^r de pyrpos ov p^ntii), wid de yt-

merst akiurasi, de aktiual pronynsiijon ov individiualz,

and ov fiksiij de ft:ntest J"t;dz ov deialcktik vareieti. 3e

^ "Eisr-Veda-Prat'sakhja, Das alteste Lehrbuch der Yedischen Phonetik,

Samkrit Text mit Ubersetzung und Aninerkungen, kurausg gcbcn," yon F.

Max Miiller, Leipzig, 1869.
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mcrst marvelys agivment i i dis brang ov apleid fernetiks

mc b| sjn in Mr. Bell's " Vizibel Spjg."

B.lz ti[ brangez ov fernetik seisns, houever, Jud bj kept

kBrfuli distii]kt. Az de founds/on ov a praktikal alfabet,

leikweiz az de ernli sef foundt-Jon for de Seiens ov Lai]g\yej,

wj wont filolojikal or IJoretik Fe-netiks. Wj wont an

ynderstandiij ov do'z jeneral prinsipclz and daz brod

kategoriz ov sound whiq ar trjted in de Pratisakliyas

;

wj d\\ not wont eni ov de miniut deialektik distiykjonz^

whig hav ncr gramatikal pyrpos^ and ar d^rfor ontseid de

pel ov gramatikal seiens. Tl|, miniut distiijkjon pro-

diusez konfiu3on, and wbsr it kan bj avoided, widout a

sakrifeiz ov akiurasi, it ot tu bj avoided. AYli^r vegnes

ekzists in rjaliti, and wlier netiur alouz a brod marjin on

eider seid, it wud bj rog tu igno-r dat latitiud. Akiurasi

itself wud bjr bek^m inakiurasi.

Byt wben wj wont tu ekzost ol posibel Jedz ov sound,

when wj wont tu fatograf de pekiuliaritiz ov serten

deialekts, or me3ur de djvicjonz in de pronynsiejon ov

individiualz bei de mast miniut dcgrjz^ wj den msst avel

ourselvz ov dat ekskwizit artistik majineri konstr^kted

bei Mr. Bell, and handeld wid so* m^g skil bei Mr A. J.

Ellis, dtj fiu o-nli wil bj ebel tu yi^z it wid rjal s^jkses.

Ss^m pjpel sjm tu imajin dat de pouer ov distirjgwijii]

miniut diferensez ov soundz iz a natiural gift, and kanot

bj akweird. It ms bj so* in kweit eksepjoual kesez, b>t

ei no" az a fakt dat a geild dat had, az pj.pel se, ner jr for

miuzik, and kud not s\t\ " God Sev de Kwjn,^' gradiuali

akweird de pouer ov distitjgwijiij de ordineri nots, and

ov sigig a tiun. Spjkig from mei ern ekspjriens, ei J^ud

s£ dat a gud jr kymz bei inheritans, for, az log az ei kan

remember, a fols nert, or, az wj yi^st tu kol it, an impiur

(unreinj no't, woz tu mj fizikali penful.

VOL. III. U
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Byt dis apleiz tu miuzik ernli^ and it iz bei ncr m|nz

jenerali trq., dat pjpel hii hav a gud miuzikal jr, liav

olser a gud jr for laygwej. Ei hav ii6n pjpel kwcit

ynmiuzikal_, pozest ov a veri gud \r for laijgwej, aud

vice versa, cle tii natiural gifts, dsrfor, if natiural gifts

ds ar, ov distil) gwijiij miniut degqz ov pig and kwoliti

ov sound dn, not sjm tu b| de si^m. 3e rjal difik^lti,

houever, whi(; mt'ks itself felt in diskysig miniut Jsdz ov

sound, areizez from de insyfijensi ov our ncrmenkletiur,

from de olmost irrezistibel infliuens ov imajinejon, and in

de end, from de wont ov a fanometer. A gud miuzijan

kan distiijgwij betNYJu Cfarp and D flat, a gud fonetijan

betwjn a ^' lo-bak-naro" " and a '^^Ic-mikst-naro^' vouel.

Byt ds kanot olwez transkt dcr sentiments intu definit

laggwej, and if ds trei bei aktiual eksperiment tu imitst

djz tit soundz ov vouelz, de imperfekjonz ov de jr and

ts^, bo"! in de spjker and de lisener, frikwentli render

ol atempts at a miutiual snderstandiij imposibel. Vs\

Jal never areiv at seientifik presi3on til wj hav a fonom-

eter for kwoliti ov sound, nor di^ ei s| whei syg an

instrument Jud bj imposibel. Ei wel remember Wheat-

stone telig m|, dat hj wud yndertsk tu rjprodius bei mjnz

ov an instrument everi Jsd ov vouel in eni laijgwej ov de

W5rld, and ei Jud diyk dat Willis's and Helmholtz's

eksperiments wud syplei de elements from whig syg a

fo-nometer meit bj konstitiuted. Az si^n az wj kan

me3ur, defein, and rjprodius, at ple3ur, whot at prezent

wj kan e^nli deskreib in aproksimet termz, de seiens o\

fanetiks wil bekym most fri^tful, and asiiim its lejitimet

piss az a sine qua non tu de stiudent ov larjgwej.

Ei hav symteimz bjn blsmd for haviij insisted on

Fernetiks bjiij rekogneizd az de foundsjon ov de Seiens

ov Larjgwej. Prof. Benfey and ader skolarz protested
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agenst de qapter ei hav devcrted tu Fcrnctiks in de

Sekond Sjriz ov mei " Lektiurz/^ az an ^nneseseri

iaovejon, and dcrz protests hav bekxm stil stroijger ov

1st. Byt hji^ t{\, wj m^st distiggwij betwjn tq, ligz.

Filolojikal or Jeneral Fanetiks, ar, ei ho-ld az strogli az

ever, an integral part ov de Seiens ov Laggwej ; Deialek-

tik Fcfnetiks ms bj yiisful hjr and dur, byt de Jud bj kept

widin der proper sfjr; yderweiz, ei admit az redili az

eniwyn els, 6.E obskiur rcder dan rcvjl de brod and
masiv k^lorz ov sound wliic; laijgwej yi^zez for its

ordineri w^rk.

If wj reflekt a litel, wj Jal sj dat de filolojikal kon-

sepjon ov a vouel iz symfii] tertali diferent from its

piurli akoustik or deialektik konsepjon. 3.e former iz

qjfli konsernd wid de sfjr ov posibel verisjon, and de later

wid de piurli fenomenal individiualiti ov jq vouel. Tu
de filolojist, de ^rj vouelz in Septimus, for instans, whot-

ever dsr ekzakt pronynsiejonz me hav bjn at diferent

teimz, and in diferent provinsez ov de Picman Empeir,

ar po"tenJali wsn and de stm. Wj luk on septimus and

e)35oiuoy az on Sanskrit saptamas, and ©"nli bei naii) dat

e, i, and u in septimus sly ol reprezentativz ov a Jort a,

or dat optimus standz for de mcr enjent optumus and

optomos, dq wj tek in at w^n glans de ho'l histori and

posibel veriejon ov djz vouelz in diferent larjgwejez and

deialekts. iven wher a vouel disapjrz kompljtli, az in

pigno for gigeno, in iriiTTco for TriTreTw, de mental ei ov de

filolojist disernz and wsz whot no* }v kan hjr. And Avheil

in djz kescz de etimolojist, disregardiij de kljrest vareieti

ov pronynsifjon, trjts syg vouelz az a, e, i, o, u az wyn
and de sem, in yderz whsr i\\ vouelz s|ra tu hav ekzaktli

de sem sound tu de deialcktijan, de filolojist on hiz part

persjvz diferensez ov de gretest importans. 3e i in

u 2
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fides and cUens mc hav de sern sound az de i in gigno or

Septimus, de w ov /«9 mt not difer from de u in optumus

or lubens, byt dsr intrinsik valiu, dtr kepabilitiz ov gro^

and dekc, ar to-tali diferent in |g. AV| Jal never h\ tbel

tu spjk wid eniliij leik rjal seientifik akiurasi ov de pro-

nynsih/on ov ^njent laijgwejez, byt jven if wj Ink tu der

riten apjrans onli, wj s| agen and agen hou vouelz, riten

aleik, ar historikali to"tali distigkt. Grimm introdiiist

de distiiikjon betwjn di and ai, betwjn du and au, not

bekoz it iz bei eni mjnz serten dat de pronis-nsitjon ov

djz difioijz vt-rid, byt bekoz hj wijt tu indikst dat de

antesjdents ov di and du wer diferent from do-z ov ai

and au. In Golik faihu, (Sk. pa5u_, pecuj ai iz a

fortend tu i, and broken befor h tu ai-, in Go^ik vdit

(Sk. veda, oUa), ai iz radikal i streglend tu di. In

Goiik dauhtar (Sk. duhitar, evydrrjp), au iz radikal u

broken tu aii] in auhna, yven (Sk. a^na, \irv6=lKvo=aKvo)

^

de «w iz a darkend tu u, and broken tu dw, wheil in

Golik bdug (irecpevya), du iz orijinal u streglend tu du.

AVhen wj lijr e and 6 in Go^ik, wj s| a, jyst az w| sj

Dorik a belieind Eionik v. When wj h|r c in canis, wj

sj Sanskrit 5 ; m lien wj hjr c in cj'uoi^, w\ sj Sanskrit k.

When wj hjr 7 in yefos, wj sj Hrian g; when w| hjr 7 in

<p\4yco, wj sj Rrian z.

3jz fiu ih'stri:Jonz wil eksplsn, ei hop, de esenjal

diferens in de aplikejon ov fonetiks tu filoloji and

deialektoh)ji, and wil j& dat in de former our brjj

m^st ov nesesiti bj brod, wlieil in de later it m^^st bj

fein. It iz bei miksiij yp tix separet leinz ov reserq, |g

heili important in itself, dat so myq konfiujon haz ov

kt bjn ok£3ond. 3e valiu ov piurli fonetik obzervfjonz

Jud on no akount bj ynderrtted ; byt it iz neseseri, for

diit veri rjzon, dat deialcktikal az wel az filolojikai
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fernetiks Jud bj konfeiud tu der proper sfjr. Ke filolojist

haz mxg tu lern from de fonetijan, bst hj Jud never
forget dat hjr, az elswber, whot iz brod and tipikal iz az

important and az seientifikali akiuret az whot iz miniut
and spejal.

Whot iz brod and tipikal iz often merr akiuret jven

dan whot iz miniut and spejal. It meit bj posibel, for

instans, bei a fo-tografik proses, tu reprezent de ekzakt

pozijon ov de tyi) and de inseid wolz ov de moul wheil

wj pronouns de Italian vouel f. Bst it wud bj de grstest

mistek tu sxpoz dat dis imej givz ^s de ©"nli ws in whiq
dat vouel iz, and kan bj, pronounst. 3.CT jg individiual

m8 hav hiz on we ov plssiij de tyg in pronounsig
i, wj

liav oiili tu trei de eksperiment in order tu konvms
ourselvz dat, wid syni efort, wl ms veri dat pozijon in

meni wfz and yet prodius de sound ov i. AYhen, dirfor,

in mei " Lektiurz on de Seiens ov Laggwej/' ei gev

piktiurz ov de pozijonz ov de vokal organz rekweird for

pronounsiij de tipikal leterz ov de alfabet, ei tuk gret

ker tu mck dem tipikal, dat iz, tu Ijv dem ryf skegez

reder dan miniut fotografs. Ei kanot beter ekspres whot
ei fjl on dis point dan bei kwotiij de wyrdz ov Hackel :

—

" For didaktik pyrposez, simpel skjmatik figiurz ar

far mo-r y\.\sful dan piktiurz prezervig de gretest fdfulnes

tu netiur and karid out wid de gretest akiurasi/' ['' Ziele

und Wege,^^ p. 37.)

Tu return, after dis digrejon, tu Mr Pitman^z alfabet,

ei repjt dat it komendz itself tu mei meind bei whot
?>-derz kol its inakiurasi. It Joz its rjal and praktikal

wizdom bei not atemptig tu fiks eni distiijkjonz whic

ar not absoliutli neseseri. If, for instans, wj ttk dc

gytyral teniuis, w| feind dat IijgliJ rekogneizez wyn k

o-nli, oldo its pronynsisjon veriz konsiderabli. It iz
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s^mteimz pronounst scr az tu prodius olmcrst a Jarp

krak ; symteimz it liaz a djp, holer sound ; and s^^^mteimz

a soft, lezi, mouille karakter. It veriz konsiderabli

akordii] tu de vouel whig folaz it, az enibodi ms hjr, ns

fjl, if hj pronounsez^ in ssksejon, koty ky^l, kar, kat, kit.

B^t az IijgliJ d>z not yi^z djz diferent kz for de pyrpos

ov distiijgwijig wsrdz or gramatikal formz^ W3^n brod

kategori o^nli ov voisles gst^ral qeks haz tu bj admited

in reitii] I^g'liJ- ^^ ^^ Semitik laggwejez de kfs iz

diferent; not ©"nli ar kaf ?mdi A:o/ diferent in sound, byt

dis diferens iz yiizd tu distiijgwij* diferent mjuigz.

Or if wj tek de vouel a in its orijinal, piur pronynsie-

Jon, leik Italian a, wj kan |zili persjv dat it haz diferent

k^lorz in diferent kountiz ov Iijgland. Yet in reitig it

ms bj trjted az W3^n, bekoz it haz b^t w^^n and de sem

gramatikal intenjon, and dyz not konve a niu minii") til

it eksjdz its weidest limits. Gud spjkerz in Iijgland

pronouns de a in last leik de piur Italian a ; wid

^derz it bek^mz brod, wid yderz lin. B^t do* it ms dss

osikt konsiderabli, it myst not enkro-g on de provins ov

€, whig wud qenj its mjnii) tu lest ; nor on de provins ov

0, whig wud genj it tu lost ; nor on de provins ov u, whig

wud gf-nj it tu lust.

3e difikylti, derfor, whig Argbijop Trench haz pointed

out iz rjali restrikted tu doz kssez wh^r de pronynsisjon

ov vouelz—for it iz wid vouelz gjfli dat w| ar trybeld

—

veriz so* myg az tu o-verstep de brodest limits ov wyn ov

de rekogneizd kategoriz ov sound, and tu enkrag on

anyder. If w j ti-k de wyrd fast, whig iz pronounst veri

diferentli jven bei ediukcted pjpel, der wud bj no* nesesiti

for indikstig in reitig de diferent Ji:dz ov pronynsii'Jon

whig lei betwjn de sound ov de Jort Italian a and de loij

a herd in father. Byt when de a in fast iz pronounst
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leik de a in fat, den de nesesiti ov a niu grafik ekspernent

wud areiz, and Ari^bijop Trench wud bj reit in twiting

fcrnetik reformerz wid saijkjoniij tii speligz for de sem

wyrd.

Ei kud menJon de nemz ov lr| bijops, w^n ov \\\m

pronounst de vouel in God leik God, ansder leik rod, a

lerd leik gad. Se last pron^nsiejon wud probabli bj

kondemd bei everibodi, b^t de ^der tix wud remen,

saijkjond bei de heiest oloriti, and derfor retsnd in

fonetik reitig.

So- far, den, ei admit dat Are,biJop Trench haz pointed

out a rjal difikylti inli|rent in fonetik reitig ; b^t whot

iz dat w^n difikylti komperd wid de difik^ltiz ov de

prezent sistem ov IijgliJ speliij ? It wud not b| onest

tu trei tu eved biz qarj, bei scig dat der iz b^t wyn

pronynsiejon rekogneizd bei de yiizej ov ediuktted pipel.

clat iz not so", and doz hii na best de beioloji ov laggwej,

na dat it kanot bj so-. 3e veri leif ov laijgwej konsists

in a konstant frikjon betwjn de sentripetal fars ov

kystom and de sentrifiugal fars ov individiual frjdom.

Agenst dat difik^lti d^rfor der iz no- remedi. CTnli hjr

agen de Arc^bijop sjraz tu hav crverlukt de fakt dat de

difik^lti beloijz tu de prezent sistem ov spelir) njrli az

m^-^ az tu de fanetik sistem. Ser iz byt wyn rekogneizd

WE ov speliij, bb't everibodi pronounsez akordig tu Liz

m\ idiosinkrasiz. It wud bj de sem wid fanetik spelii).

Wyn pron^nsiejon, de best rekogneizd, wud hav tu bj

adopted az a standard in fanetik reitig, Ijvig tu everi

Iijglijraan hiz fridom tu pronouns az sjmej- gud tu him.

\V| Jud lq.z n^liij ov whot wj nou pozes, and ol de

advantejez ov fonetik reitiij wud remen -g-nimpprd. Se

rjal stt;t ov de kes iz, dcrfor, dis—Nowyn defend z de

prezent sistem ov spelir) ; everiw^n admits de sjriys
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injurl whiq it inflikts on na/onal ediukejon. Everibodi

almits de praktikal advantejez ov fonetik speliij, b>t

after dat, ol ekskkm dat a reform ov spelig, whedcr

parjal or kompljt, iz imposibel. Wheder it iz imposibel

or not, ei gladli Ijv tu men ov de wsrld tn deseid. Az
a skolar, az a stiudent ov de histori ov laggwej, ei simpli

msntin dat in everi riten larjgwej a refor.n ov spelig iz^

signer or k-ter, iiievitabel. No* dout de |vil d& jm h\

put of. Ei hav litel dout dat it wil bj put of for meni

jeiiert-Jonz, and dat a rjal reform wil probabli not bj

karid eksept konk:!rrentli wid a veiolent sojal konv^lJon.

CTnli let de kwestion bj argiud ftrli. Let fakts hav s^m
W8t, and let it not bj ss'pozd bei men ov de wsrld dat

doz ]\\i defend de prinsipelz ov de Fonetik Niuz ar e-nli

tjtctalerz and vejetirianz, liq, hav never lernd hou tu

spel.

If ei hav spo'ken stroijli in sypcrrt ov Mr Pitman^z

sistem, it iz not bekoz on ol points ei konsider it siu-

pjrior tu de sistemz prept-rd bei ^der reformerz, Inx ar

dtli inkrjsii) in nymber ; byt gjfli bekoz it haz bjn tested

SO" larjli, and haz stud de test wel. Mr. Pitman'z Fonetik

Jsrnal haz nou [1894] bjn pybUJt fifti4rj yjrz, and if

it iz no-n dat it iz p^blijt wjkli in 23_,000 kopiz, jq kopi

reprezentig at Ijst for or feiv rjderz, it m8 not sjm so*

veri fiili/, after ol, if wj imajin dat dcr iz sim veital

pouer in dat insignifikant jcrm.
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IT is generall}^ supposed that the necessity of a re-

form in spelling is felt in England only, or that,

at all events, there are more irregularities and abuses

to reform in the spelling of English than of any other

language. French, Spanish and Italian have often

been held up as models of what spelling ought to be

;

and the spelling reform carried out in Germany by
order of Eismarck has been appealed to as showing
that where there is a will there is a way of removing
at least the more glaring blemishes in the traditional

systems of orthography.

We have lately been informed, however (see Times,

Jan. 28, 1893), that in France also the shoe begins to

pinch. A committee appointed by the French Academy,
which in literary matters is not less dictatorial than

Bismarck himself, has reported in favour of a small

number of spelling reforms to be adopted in the next

edition of its famous dictionary 1. Hyphens, we are

told, are to be abolished in such compounds as eaii-

de-vle, likewise the apostrophe in such words as

entr aider. Foreign words, such as break and spleen,

^ Le 3Ifuire PhoneHque; organe de I'Associatiun Phonetique des

Professeurs des Langues vivautes.
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are to be written hrec and spline. Latin plurals like

errata are to take an s, as erratas ; saeui' and paon
are to become seiir and pan. Ph is to become /, and
in plurals x is to be changed to s.

Ce nest qtie le p)ve^nier pas qui coute, but the

Academy will find that this ^97'e77ii'e7' pas, however
small, will cost them a great deal of trouble. Bis-

marck, indeed, was able to say, ' So far, and no

farther
'

; but in a republic the large number of spell-

ing reformers, now that they have tasted blood, will

not be satisfied till the}" get a great deal more than

such small concessions. Spelling reform is one of

those questions w^here the argument is all on one side,

but the heavy weight of unreasoning authority all on

the other. What can be said ao^ainst the arguments

in favour of consistent spelling except what was said

against Dr. Fell? The supporters of the Fonetik

Xuz in England have been indefatigable, but they

are not popular, and what results can they show
except here and there a newspaper venturing to spell

program instead oi programme, because there is epi-

gram and telegram ; or committing itself to the

etymological anachronism of writing honor instead

of honour 1 In France the Societe' de Beforme Ortho-

graphique has been very active in agitating and

trying to get public support for a limited measure

of reform which they w^ish to see introduced into

the elementary schools, and adopted by Government

in all official documents. It seems as if they had

really succeeded at last in gaining the ear of the

public. There are two kinds of spelling reform. One
class of reformers is satisfied with nothing short of

a complete phonetic revolution. They follow the
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example of the once famous Fonetlk Kiiz. Write,

they say, as you speak ; but they do not say how
we are to speak ; and in these days they would hardly

venture to deny Home Rule in pronunciation to

Ireland, Scotland, or Wales—perhaps even to Eng-

land. Another class of reformers is satisfied with

less. They only want to remove glaring inconsis-

tencies in the traditional spelling, which in many
cases are quite recent, and often due to the whims
of compositors rather than to the wishes of more or

less pedantic authors. The radical party of spelling

reformers is represented in France by M. Paul Passy

and his friends ; the more moderate party has put

forward its programme through the Societe de Refoi'me

rthographiqiie. What M. Paul Passy would make
of French spelling may be seen from the following

specimen taken from Le Maitre Fhonetique.

ko:fera:s a la sorbon

syr 1 asexma de la:c( vi:va:t

e:si k nu 1 avj5 di, mosjc}) M. Breal, do 1 estity, a

koma:se a la sorbon yn seri d k5:fera:s syr 1 aseNma
de la:g vi:va:t. la promJ€:r a y lj(j) 1 vadredi 26 fevrie,

dvat den o:ditwa:r do 150 person, profesoe:r, estitytris

e etydja.

a koma:sa sa k5:fera:s. mosjfj) B. a raple 1 eporta:s

do 1 aseNma de la.g vi:va:t, seneralma rkony, pqisk i

j a a s moma a pa:ri, 157 ku:r pyblik d a:gle, 107 d

alma, 47 d espaNol e 6 d italje. me si on e dako:r syr

1 e:porta:s do st aseNma, 5 n 1 e ni syr lo byt k i dwa
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vi:ze ni syr le mwaje k i dwa aplwaje; s ki tj€ a 1

apsa:s do tut tradisjo, e o rkiytma dy personel ascNa,

fe oe p(() o haza:r syske da se dernjerz ane. [a s propo

mosj(j) B. rak5:t k oe polone, vny a fra;s a la si{it dez

evenma da 1832, e nome profesce;r d alma daz ob lise

dy midi malgre se protesta:sj5 d iNora s, s et akite t

se foksjo €provi:ze an as€Na pada plyzjoerz ane 1 polone

olj({) d I alma, lorsk oen espektce:r ki par aza:r save 1

alma, yt a.ie dekuve:r la Jo:z, i le.sa 1 profesoe:r, desa

a:5e, ko.tinqe son aseNma 5ysk a s k il y drwa a la

rtret.]

syr lo byt me:m do 1 asexma de la:g, i j a d(j)z opinjo

pre.sipal.

lez de di:s ko 1 aseNma zgo:de:r dova vi:ze a forme

dez Qon e no de spesjalist, i n fo pa rjerje da 1 etyd, de

la:g oe byt imedjatma pratik, me plyto la kyltyir

5eneraldo 1 espri. k on apren oz ele:v a li:r lez o.toe r,

a ekri:r pasabloma oe te:m fasil ; k loer fas giite le

bo:te d Goethe e d Shakespear ; me k n s atardo pa

a f€:r dez egzersis do prono:sja:sjo u d ko:versa :sjo
;

dajoe:r lo ta makre pur ari:ve a parle yn lag etra.5e;r
;

S(j) ki i tjen i parvjeidro ply sy:rma par de se5u:r a 1

etra5e.

lez o:tro repo d ko le la:g vi:va;t no dwaf pa s aseNe

kom de la:g mort. pa se tu 1 ta de kla:s a et} dje de

lag k on a if pa a savwar, sa fini:re par la:se la

pasja z dez ele:v — e de para, lo ta k on akordo

metna o la:g vi:va:t e larsoma syti:za (a kodisjo d ed

bj'' reparti). si 1 • aiseNma d yn lag

France has passed through many revolutions, but it

seems hardly credible that Frenchmen would now
break so completely with the past as the writers of
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this page of phonetic French. It is true, the spelling

reformers have high authorities to appeal to. Des-

cartes, in 1638, declared himself a complete believer

in phonetic writing. ' I must openly express my
opinion,' he wrote, ' that if we exactly followed pro-

nunciation in writing it would be a greater advantage

to strangers in helping them to learn our language,

than an embarrassment to ourselves, owing to the

ambiguity of certain equivocal terms. It is in speak-

ing that one composes a language, rather than in

writing ; and if the pronunciation of certain equivocal

terms should cause any ambiguity, usage would soon

lead to a change in order to avert it.'

These are brave words, and they are perfectly true

in the abstract. Still, we must remember that even

Descartes shrank from carrying out his reforming

ideas. The members of the Societe de Reforme Ortho^

grcqoldque declare themselves satisfied with much
smaller concessions. But they have at least the

courage of their opinions, and carry out in their

publications what they consider right. The wedge

of their reforms is so thin and so sharp that it has

actually pierced through the armour of the Academy
—nay, that it has even touched the heart of the

Government, and elicited a certain qualified approval

of a reform in spelling from Ministerial authorities.

One of their most plausible reforms is the suppression

of the X when it has taken the place of an original s.

Why should we write chevaiix instead of chevausl:

It is well known that the s of the plural in French is

the representative of the s of the accusative plural in

Latin. Chevaus, the old way of spelling, stands for

cavallos. The plural of the articles is les—i.e. illos.
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Then why should the dative for a les be a\ix, instead

of aii8 1 And why should such Latin words as caulet<,

regales, locos, be represented by choux, royaux, and

lleux, instead of clious, royaus, and lieusl There is

no excuse whatever for it, as little as there is for

curieux, but curtense. Why should Latin pretlumi

be written j07'?'.r, but pala.tium, jx(^«is? The x in

noix has nothing to do with the x of iiux, for noix

stands for the accusative iiucem. And if noix is

written with an x, why should rois (i e. royau) be

written with an s *? All these a^'s owe their origin to

a mere misapprehension. The final s after vowels

was often abbreviated in writing, and it was this sign

of abbreviation which was mistaken for an x, just as

in English the abbreviated spelling of the was misread

as ye.

This x therefore seems to be doomed, and, like most

reforms, this also will only be a return to the original

state of things, for before the fifteenth century every-

body wrote royaus, curieus, pris, nois, &c.

A very troublesome abuse in French consists in the

doubling of consonants. Voltaire Avrote aproclier,

soiifrir, coiiroux, alumer. No printer would tolerate

such forms now ; he would correct them at once, and

print approcher, souffrir, courroux, allumer. The

same men, however, would correct aggreger into

agreger. No reason is given for these double letters
;

they may have an etymological justification, but they

are certainly not pronounced, except by some people

who seem to imagine that by saying cour-roux they

can express a higher degree of wrath than by couroux.

Why should we have to write honneur for 'honour,'

but honorei\ 'to honour'; why ennemi for 'enemy,'
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but inimitie, 'enmity'; why siffler, ' to whistle/ but

2^ersifler, ' to mock/ when neither etymology nor pro-

nunciation requires it ?

As the termination of the third person singular is t,

and as this t absorbs the final consonant—as, for

instance, il dort for il dormt; why should we not

write il pert, il 2:)rent, il repont, instead of il 2^erd,

il prend, il repond ? And, in the same way, as the

termination of the first and second persons is s, why
not write tu prens, as one writes tu dors'l Racine
still wrote je prens, fattens, je reports ; why should

we have to -write Je prends,/attends, Je repondsl
The etymological argument has lost much of its

former favour. Formerly it was most powerful, and
for a scholar to propose to write in English det instead

of debt was considered not very far from sacrilege.

Yet, if Descartes is right in saying that language is

spoken first, and afterwards written ; also, if students

of language are right that there is method in the mad
phonetic changes which every spoken language under-

goes, while there is none in the spelling adopted
by various printing-offices, it is clear that what is

possible in a language spoken must be possible in

a language written, and that a knowledge of the

s}' stem according to which a spoken language changes

must be a safer guide to the etymologist than the

present haphazard spelling of compositors and readers.

If we once know that dissimilar consonants in Latin

are assimilated in French, we know that dette may
stand for dehita, just as recette stands for recepta,

a receipt. We have only to go back a few hundred
years in order to discover the etymological spelling of

many French words. But not even the Academy
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could now restore froicl to froigd, though it retains

doigt, 'finger'; or meme to onesme, chretlen to chres-

tien, controle to contreroUe, or girofle to caryophyllum.

We wish every success to the spelling reformers of

France. The reforms which they propose at present

are certainly very moderate and reasonable. But no

nation is more sensitive to what is pedantic and

awkward than the French, and it is not likely that

they will ever tolerate such words as Jilot>ojie and

teologie.



GERMAN LITERATURE'.

THERE is no country where so much interest is

taken in the literature of Germany as in Eng-

land, and there is no country where the literature of

England is so much appreciated as in Germany. Some
of the German classics, whether poets or philosophers,

are read by Euglishmen with the same attention as

their own ; and the historians, the novel-writers, and

the poets of England have exercised, and continue to

exercise, a most powerful and beneficial influence on

the people of Germany. In recent times the litera-

ture of the two countries has almost grown into one.

Lord Macaulay's History has not only been translated

into German, but reprinted at Leipzig in the original

;

and it is said to have had a larger sale in Germany
than the work of any German historian. Baron

Humboldt and Baron Bunsen address their writings

to the English as much as to the German public.

^ This article formed the Preface to a collection of extracts published

in 1858, under the title of 'German Classic^^.' The extracts are

arranged chronologically, and extend from the fourth to the nineteentii

century. They are given in the original Gothic, Old High-German,

and Middle High-German with translations, while in the more modern

portions the difficult words only are explained in notes. A list of the

principal works from which the extracts are taken will be found at the

end of the article, p. 350.

VOL. III. X
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Tlie novels of Dickens and Thackeray are expected

with the same impatience at Leipzig and Berlin as

in London. The two great German classics, Schiller

and Goethe, have found their most successful biogra-

phers in Carlyle and Lewes ; and several works of

German scholarship have met with more attentive

and thoughtful readers in the colleges of England,

than in the universities of Germany. Goethe's idea

of a world-literature has, to a certain extent, been

realized ; and the strong feeling of sympathy between

the best classes in both countries holds out a hope

that, for many years to come, the supremacy of the

Teutonic race, not only in Europe, but over all the

world, wil] be maintained in common by the two
champions of political freedom and of the liberty

of thouoiit—Protestant England and Protestant Ger-

many.

The interest, however, which Englishmen take in

German literature, has hitherto been confined almost

exclusively to the literature of the last fifty years,

and very little is known of those fourteen centuries

during which the German language had been growing

up and gathering strength for the great triumphs

which were achieved by Lessing, Schiller, and Goethe.

Nor is this to be wondered at. The number of people

in England who take any interest in the early history

of their own literature is extremely small, and there

is as yet no history of English literature worthy of

that name. It cannot be expected therefore that in

England many people will care to read in the original

the ancient epic poems of the ' Nibelunge ' or ' Gudrun,'

or acquire a grammatical knowledge of the Gothic of

ITlfilas and the Old High-German of Otfried. Gothic,

I
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Old High-German, and Middle High-German are three

distinct languages, each possessing its own grammar,

each differing from the others and from Modern Ger-

man more materially than the Greek of Homer diff'ers

from the Greek of Demosthenes. Even in Germany
these languages are studied only by professional anti-

quarians and scholars, and they do not form part of

the general system of instruction in public schools

and universities. The study of Gothic grammar
alone (where we still find a dual in addition to the

singular and plural, and where some tenses of the

passive are still formed, as in Greek and Latin, with-

out auxiliar}^ verbs) would require as much time as

the study of Greek grammar, though it would not

off*er the key to a literature like that of Greece. Old

Hi<?h-German, ao-ain, is as difficult a language to

a German as Anglo-Saxon is to an Englishman ; and

the Middle High-German of the ' Nibelunge,' of

Wolfram, and Walther, nay even of Eckhart and
Tauler, is more remote from the language of Goethe,

than Chaucer is from Tennyson.

But, without acquiring a grammatical knowledge

of these ancient languages, there are, I believe, not

a few people who wish to know something of the

history of German Literature. Nor is this, if pro-

perly taught, a sul)ject of narrow or merely anti-

quarian interest. The history of literature reflects

and helps us to interpret the political history of a

country. It contains, as it were, the confession which
every generation, before it passed away, has made
to posterity. ' Without Literary History,' as Lord
Bacon says, ' the History of the World seemeth to

be as the Statue of Polyphemus with his eye out

;

X 2
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that part being wanting which doth most shew the

spirit and hfe of the person.' From this point of

view the historian of literature learns to value what

to the critic would seem unmeaning and tedious, and

he is loth to miss the works even of mediocre poets,

where they throw light on the times in which they

lived; and serve to connect the otherwise disjointed

productions of men of the highest genius, separated,

as these necessarily are, by long intervals in the

annals of every country.

Although there exists no literature to reward the

student of Gothic, yet every one who cares for the

history of Germany and of German thought, should

know something of Ulfilas, the great Bishop of

the Goths, who anticipated the work of Luther by

more than a thousand years, and who. at a time

when Greek and Latin were the only two respectable

and orthodox languages of Europe, dared for the

first time to translate the Bible into the vulgar

tongue of Barbarians, as if foreseeing with a pro-

phetic eye the destiny of these Teutonic tribes, whose

language, after Greek and Latin had died away,

was to become the life-spring of the Gospel over

the whole civilised world. He ought to know some-

thing of those early missionaries and martyrs, most

of them sent from Ireland and England to preach

the Gospel in the dark forests of Germany—men
like St. Gall (died 638), St. Kilian (died 689), and

St. Boniface (died 755), who were not content with

felling the sacred oak-trees and baptizing uncon-

verted multitudes, but founded missionary stations,

and schools, and monasteries ; working hard them-

selves in order to acquire a knowledge of the language
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and the character of the people, and drawing up those

curious lists of barbarous words, with their no less

barbarous equivalents in Latin, which we still possess,

though copied by a later hand. He ought to know
the gradual progress of Christianity and civilisation

in Germany, previous to the time of Charlemagne
;

for we see from the German translations of the Rules

of the Benedictine monks, of ancient Latin Hymns,
the Creeds, the Lord's Prayer, and portions of the

New Testament, that the good sense of the national

clergy had led them to do what Charlemagne had
afterwards to enjoin by repeated Capitularia^ It is

in the history of German literature that we learn

what Charlemagne really was. Though claimed as a

Saint by the Church of Eome, and styled Eiwpereuv
Francais by modern French historians, Karl was
really and truly a German king, proud, no doubt,

of his Eoman subjects, and of his title of Emperor,
and anxious to give to his uncouth Germans the

benefit of Italian and English teachers, but fondly

attached in his heart to his own mother tongue, to the

lays and laws of his fatherland : feelings displayed

in his own attempt to compose a German grammar,
and in his collection of old national songs, fragments

of w^hich may have been preserved to us in the

ballads of Hildebrand and Hadubrand.
After the death of Charlemagne, and under the

reign of the good but weak King Ludwig, the

prospects of a national literature in Germany became

^ ' Ut easdera ho'Yiilia<? quisqne (episcopus) aperte transferre studeat
in rusticam romanam linguam aut thcodiscam, quo faciliug cuncti
possint intelligere quae dicantur.'—Cone. Tur. can. 17. Wackernagel,
'Geschiohte der Deutschen Literatur,' § 26.
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darkened. In one instance, indeed, the king was
the patron of a German poet ; for he encouraged the

author of the ' Heliand ' to write that poem for the

benefit of his newly converted countrymen. But he

would hardJy have approved of the thoroughly

German and almost heathen spirit which pervades

that Saxon epic of the ISew Testament, and he ex-

pressed his disgust at the old German poems which

his great father had taught him in his youth. The

seed, however, which Charlemagne had sown had

fallen on healthy soil, and grew up even without

the sunshine of royal favour. The monastery of

Fulda, under Hrabanus Maurus, the pupil of Alcuin,

became the seminary of a truly national clergy.

Here it was that Otfried, the author of the rhymed
Gospel-book, was brought up. In the meantime,

the heterogeneous elements of the Carlovinofian em-

pire broke asunder. Germany, by losing its French

and Italian provinces, became Germany once more.

Ludwig the German was king of German}^, Hrabanus

Maurus archbishop of Mayence ; and the spirit of

Charlemagne, Alcuin, and Eginhard was revived at

Aachen, Fulda, and many other places, such as

St. Gall, AVeissenburg, and Corvey, where schools

were founded on the model of that of Tours. The

translation of the Harmony of the Gospels gives us

a specimen of the quiet studies of those monasteries,

whereas the lay on the victory of Lewis III over the

Isormans, in 88 1, reminds us of the dangers that

threatened Germany from the West, at the same

time that the Hungarians began their inroads from

the East. The Saxon Emperors had hard battles to

fight against these invaders, and there were few
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places in Germany where the peaceful pursuits of the

monasteries and schools could be carried on without

interruption. St. Gall is the one bright star in the

approaching gloom of the next centuries. Not only

was the Bible read, and translated, and commented

upon in German at St. Gall, as formerly at Fulda,

but Greek and Roman classics were copied and

studied for educational purposes. Notker Teutonicus

is the great representative of that school, which con-

tinued to maintain its reputation for theological and

classical learning, and for a careful cultivation of the

national language, nearly to the close of the eleventh

century. At the court of the Saxon Emperors, though

their policy was thoroughly German, there was little

taste for German poetry. The Queen of Otto I was

a Lombard, the Queen of Otto II a Greek lady ; and

their influence was not favourable to the rude poetry

of national bards. If some traces of their work have

been preserved to us, we owe it again to the more

national taste of the monks of St. Gall and Passau.

They translate some of the German epics into Latin

verse, such as the poem of the Nibelunge, of Walther

of Aquitain, and of Ruodlieb. The first is lost; but

the other two have been preserved and published ^

The stories of the Fox and the Bear, and the other

animals,—a branch of poetry so peculiar to Germany,

and epic rather than didactic in its origin,—attracted

the attention of the monks ; and it is owing agam to

their Latin translations that the existence of this

curious style of poetry can be tiaced back so far as

* ' Lateinieclie Gedichte des X. und XI. Jahrhunderts,' von J. Grimin

und A. Schmeller. Gottin^en, 1838.
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the tenth century ^. As these poems are written in

Latin, they could not find a place in a German read-

ing-book ; but they, as well as the unduly suspected

Latin plays of the nun Hrosvitha, throw much light

on the state of German civilisation during the tenth

and eleventh centuries.

The eleventh century presents almost an entire

blank in the history of literature. Under the

Frankish or Salic dynasty, Germany had either to

defend herself against the inroads of Hungarian and

Slavonic armies, or it was the battle-field of violent

feuds between the Emperors and their vassals. The

second half of that century was filled with the

struggles between Henry IV and Pope Gregory VII.

The clergy, hitherto the chief support of German
literature, became estranged from the German people

;

and the insecurity of the times was unfavourable to

literary pursuits. Williram's German had lost the

classical correctness of Notker's language, and the

' Merigarto,' and similar works, are written in a hybrid

style, which is neither prose nor poetry. The Old

High-German had become a literary language chiefly

through the eff'orts of the clergy, and the character

of the whole Old High-German literature is pre-

eminently clerical. The Crusades put an end to the

preponderance of the clerical element in the literature

of Germany. They were, no doubt, the work of the

clergy. By using to the utmost the influence which

they had gradually gained and carefully fomented,

the priests were able to rouse a whole nation to

^ * "Reinhard Fuch',' von Jacob Grimm. Berlin, 1834. 'Sendschrei-

beu an Karl LachmanB.' Leipzig, 1840.
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a pitch of religious enthusiasm never known before or

after. But the Crusades were the last triumph of the

clergy ; and with their failure the predominant in-

fluence of the clerical element in German society is

checked and extinguished.

From the first beginning of the Crusades the in-

terest of the people was with the knight—no longer

with the priest. The chivalrous emperors of the

Hohenstaufen dynasty formed a new rallying point

for all national sympathies. Their courts, and the

castles of theii' vassals, offered a new and more genial

home to the poets of Germany than the monasteries

of Fulda and St. Gall. Poetry changed hands. The

poets took their inspirations from real life, though

they borrowed their models from the romantic cycles

of Brittany and Provence. Middle High-German,

the lano-uaore of the Swabian court, became the Ian-

guage of poetry. The earliest compositions in that

language continue for a while to bear the stamp of

the clerical poetry of a former age. The first Middle

High-German poems are written by a nun, and the

poetical translation of the Books of Moses, the poem
on Anno, bishop of Cologne, and the Chronicle of the

Roman Emperors, all continue to breathe the spirit of

cloisters and cathedral-towns. And when a new taste

for chivalrous romances was awakened in Germany

;

when the stories of Arthur and his knights, of Charle-

magne and his champions, of Achilles, Aeneas, and
Alexander, in their modern dress, were imported by
French and Provencal knights, who, on their way to

Jerusalem, came to stay at the castles of their German
allies, the first poets who ventured to imitate these

motley compositions were priests, not laymen. A few
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short extracts from Konrad's 'Roland,'and Lampreclit's

' Alexander,' are sufficient to mark this period of tran-

sition. Like Charlemagne, who had been changed

into a legendary hero by French poets before he be-

came again the subject of German poetry, another

German worthy returned at the same time to his

native home, though but slightly changed by his

foreign travels, ' Reinhard the Fox.' The influence of

Provence and of Flanders is seen in every branch of

German poetry at that time : and yet nothing can

be more different than the same subject, as treated

by French and German poets. The German Minne-

siinger in particular were far from being imitators of

the Trouveres or Troubadours. There are a few solitary

instances of lyric poems translated from Provencal

into German ^ ; as there is, on the other hand, one

poem translated from German into Italian^, early in

the thirteenth century. But the great mass of German
lyrics are of purely German growth. Neither the

Romans, nor the lineal descendants of the Romans,

the Italians, the Proven9als, the Spaniards, can claim

that poetry as their own. It is Teutonic, purely

Teutonic in its heart and soul, though its utterance,

its rh^^me and metre, its grace and imagery, have

been touched by the more genial rays of the brilliant

sun of a more southern sky. The same applies to the

great romantic poems of that period. The first im-

pulse came from abroad. The subjects were borrowed

^ Poems of Grave Ruodolf von Fenis, Her Benig^er von Horheim
;

see ' ]Jes Minnesangs Friihling,' by Laclimaim and Haupt. Leipzig,

1857.
^ Poem of the * Kiirenberger ' ; see * Des Minnesangs Friihling,'

pp. 8 aud 230.
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from a foreign source, and the earlier poems, such as

Heimich von Veldecke^s Aeneid, might occasionally

paraphrase the sentiments of French poets. But in

the works of Hartmann von Aue, Wolfram von Es-

chenbach, and Gottfried von Strassburg, we breathe

again the pure German air: and we cannot but regret

that these men should have taken the subjects of

their poems, with their unpronounceable names, ex-

travagant conceits, and licentious manners, from

foreign sources, while they had at home their grand

mythology, their heroic traditions, their kings and

saints, which would have been more worthy subjects

than Tristan and Isold, Schionatulander and Sigune.

There were new thoughts stirring in the hearts and

minds of those men of the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries. A hundred years before Dante, the German
poet's had gazed with their eyes wide open into that

infinite reality which underlies our short existence on

earth. To Wolfram, and to many a poet of his time,

the human tragedy of this world presented the same

unreal, transitory, and transparent aspect which we
find again in Dante^s ' Divine Comedy.' Everything

points to another world. Beauty, love, virtue, happi-

ness,— everything, in fact, that moves the heart of the

poet,—has a hidden reference to something higher

than this life; and the highest object of the highest

poetry seems to be to transfer the mind to those

regions where men feel the presence of a Divine power

and a Divine love, and are lost in blissful adoration.

The beginning of the thirteenth century is as great

an era in the history of German literature as the

beginning of the nineteenth. The German mind was
completely regenerated. Old words, old thoughts, old
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metres, old fashions were swept away, and a new
spring dawned over Germany. The various branches

of the Teutonic race wdiich, after their inroads into

the seats of Roman civilisation, had for a time become

separated, were beginning to assume a national inde-

pendence,—when suddenly a new age of migration

threatened to set in. The knights of France and

Flanders, of England, Lombardy, and Sicily, left their

brilliant castles. They marched to the East, carrying

along with them the less polished, but equally enthu-

siastic, nobility of Germany. From the very first the

spirit of the Roman towns in Italy and Gaul had exer-

cised a more civilising influence on the Barbarians

who had crossed the Alps and the Rhine, wdiereas the

Germans of Germany proper had been left to their

own resources, assisted only by the lessons of the

Roman clergy. Now, at the beginning of the Cru-

sades, the various divisions of the German race met

again, but they met as strangers ; no longer w^ith the

impetuosity of Franks and Goths, but with the pol-

ished reserve of a Godefroy of Bouillon and the

chivalrous bearing of a Frederick Barbarossa. The

German emperors and nobles opened their courts to

receive their guests with brilliant hospitality. Their

festivals, the splendour and beauty of their tourna-

ments, attracted crowds from great distances, and

foremost among them poets and singers. It was at

such festivals as Heimich von Veldecke describes at

Mayence, in 1184, under Frederick I that French and

German poetry w^ere brought face to face. It was

here that high-born German poets learnt from French

poets the subjects of their own romantic compositions.

German ladies became the patrons of German poets
;
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and the etiquette of French chivahy was imitated

at the castles of German knights. Poets made bold

for the first time to express their own feelings, their

joys and sufferings, and epic poetry had to share

its honours with lyric songs. Kot only France and

Germany, but England and Northern Italy were

drawn into this gay society. Henry II married

Eleanor of Poitou, and her grace and beauty found

eloquent admirers in the army of the Crusaders.

Their daughter Mathilde was married to Henry the

Lion, of Saxony, and one of the Proven9al poets has

celebrated her loveliness. Frenchmen became the

tutors of the sons of the German nobility. French

manners, dresses, dishes, and dances were the fashion

everywhere. The poetry which flourished at the

castles was soon adopted by the lower ranks. Travel-

ling poets and jesters are frequently mentioned, and

the poems of the ' Nibelunge ' and ' Gudrun,' such as

we now possess them, were composed at that time by
poets who took their subjects, their best thoughts and
expressions, from the people, but imitated the lan-

guage, the metre, and the manners of the court-poets.

The most famous courts to which the German poets

resorted, and where they were entertained with gener-

ous hospitality, were the court of Leopold, Duke of

Austria (i 198-1230), and of his son Frederick II; of

Hermann, Landgrave of Thuringia, who resided at

the Wartburg, near Eisenach (1 190-1215); of Ber-

thold, Duke of Zahringen (1186-12 uS) ; and of the

Swabian Emperors in general. At the present day,

when not only the language, but even the thoughts of

these poets have become to most of us unintelligible

and strange, we cannot claim for their poetry more
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than an historical interest. But if we wish to know
tlie men who took a leading part in the Crusades, who
fought with the Emperors against the Pope, or with

the Pope against the Emperors, who lived in magnifi-

cent castles like that of the Wartburg, and founded

cathedrals like that of Cologne {i24(S), we must read

the poetry which they admired, which they composed

or patronised. The subjects of their Romances cannot

gain our sympathy. They are artificial, unreal, with

little of humanity, and still less of nationality in them.

Put the mind of a poet like Wolfram von Eschenbach

rises above all these difficulties. He has thoughts of

his own, truly human, deeply religious, and thoroughly

national ; and there are expressions and comparisons

in his poetry which had never been used before. His

style, however, is lengthy, his descriptions tiresome,

and his characters somewhat vague and unearthly.

As critics, we should have to bestow on Wolfram
von Eschenbach, on Gottfried von Strassburg, even

on Hartmann von Aue and Walther von der Voo-el-

weide, as much of blame as of praise. But as his-

torians, we cannot value them too highly. If we
measure them with the poets that preceded and those

that followed them, they tower above all like giants.

From the deep marks which they left behind we dis-

cover that they were men of creative genius, men who
had looked at life with their own eyes, and were

able to express what they had seen and thought and

felt in a language which fascinated their contempo-

raries, and which even now holds its charm over all

who can bring themselves to study their works in

the same spirit in which they read the tragedies of

Aeschylus, or the ' Divina Commedia ' of Dante.
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But the heyday of German chivalry and chivah-ous

poetry was of short duration. Towards the end of

the thirteenth century we begin to feel that the age

is no longer aspiring, and hoping, and growing. The

world assumes a different aspect. Its youth and

vigour seem spent ; and the children of a new genera-

tion begin to be wiser and sadder than their fathers.

The Crusades languish. Their object, like the object

of many a youthful hope, has proved unattainable.

The Knights no longer take the Cross 'because God
wills it

'
; but because the Pope commands a Crusade,

bargains for subsidies, and the Emperor cannot decline

his demands. Walther von der Vogelweide already

is most bitter in his attacks on Rome. Walther was
the friend of Frederick II (131 5-50), an emperor who
reminds us, in several respects, of his namesake of

Prussia. He was a sovereign of literary tastes,

—

himself a poet and a philosopher. Harassed by the

Pope, he retaliated most fiercely, and was at last ac-

cused of a design to extirpa^te the Christian religion.

The ban was published against him, and his own son

rose in rebellion. Germany remained faithful to her

Emperor, and the Emperor was successful against his

son. But he soon died in disappointment and despair.

With him the star of the Swabian dynasty had set,

and the sweet sounds of the Swabian lyre died awa}^

with the last breath of Corradino, the last of the

Hohenstaufen, on the scaffold at Naples, in i26cS.

Germany was breaking down under heavy burdens.

It was visited by the Papal interdict, by famine, by
pestilence. Sometimes there was no Emperor, some-
times there were two or three. Rebellion could not

be kept under, nor could crime be punished. Tlie
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only law was the 'Law of the Fist.' The Church

was deeply demoralised. Who was to listen to

Romantic poetry ? There was no lack of poets or

of poetry. Rudolf von Ems, a poet called Der

Strieker, and Konrad von Wiirzburg, all of them

living in the middle of the thirteenth century, were

more fertile than Hartmann von Aue and Gottfried

von Strassburg. They complain, however, that no

one took notice of them, and they are evidently con-

scious themselves of their inferiority. Lyric poetry

continued to flourish for a time, but it degenerated

into an unworthy idolatry of ladies, and affected sen-

timentality. There is but one branch of poetry in

which we find a certain originality, the didactic and

satiric. The first beginnings of this new kind of

poetry carry us back to the age of Walther von der

Vogelweide. Many of his verses are satirical, poli-

tical, and didactic ; and it is supposed, on very good

authorit}^, that Walther was the author of an anony-

mous didactic poem, Freidank's Eescheidenheit. By
Thomasin von Zerclar, or Tommasino di Circlaria, we
have a metrical composition on manners, the 'Italian

Guest,' which likewise belongs to the beginning of the

thirteenth century ^. Somewhat later we meet, in the

works of the Strieker, with the broader satire of the

middle classes ; and towards the close of the centur}^,

Hugo von Trimberg, in his ' Renner,' addresses him-

self to the lower ranks of German society, and no

longer to princes, knights, and ladies.

1 See an account of the Italian Guest of Thomasin von Zerclaria by

Eugene Oswald, in ' Queene Elizabethe's Achademy,' edited by

F. J. Furnivall. London, 1869. This thoughtful essay contains some

important information on Thomasin.
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How is this to be accounted for? Poetry was

evidently changing hands again. The Crusades had

made the princes and knights the representatives and

leaders of the whole nation ; and during the contest

between the imperial and the papal powers, the des-

tinies of Germany were chiefly in the hands of the

hereditary nobility. The literature, which before that

time was entirely clerical, had then become worldly

and chivalrous. But now, when the power of the

emperors began to decline, when the clergy were driven

into taking a decidedly anti-national position, when
the unity of the empire was well nigh destroyed, and

princes and prelates were asserting their independence

b}^ plunder and by warfare, a new element of society

rose to the surface,—the middle classes—the burghers

of the free towns of Germany. They were forced to

hold together, in order to protect themselves against

their former protectors. They fortified their cities,

formed corporations, watched over law and morality,

and founded those powerful leagues, the first of which,

the Hansa, dates from 1241. Poetry also took refuge

behind the walls of free towns ; and at the fireside of

the worthy citizen had to exchange her gay, chival-

rous, and romantic strains, for themes more subdued,

practical, and homely. Tiiis accounts for such works

as Huoro von Trimbero-'s • Renner.' as well as for the

general character of the poeti-y of the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries. Poetry became a trade like any

other. Guilds were formed, consisting of master-singers

and their apprentices. Heinrich Frauenlob is called

the first Meistersanger ; and during the fourteenth,

the fifteenth, and even the sixteenth centuries, new
guilds or schools sprang up in all the principal towns

VOL. III. \'
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of Germany. After' order had been restored by the

tirst Hapsburg dynasty, the intellectual and literary

activity of Germany retained its centre of gravitation

in the middle classes. Rudolf von Habsburg was not

gifted with a poetical nature, and contemporaneous

poets complain of his want of liberality. Attempts

were made to revive the chivah'ous poetry of the

Crusades by Hugo von Montfort and Oswald von

Wolkenstein in the beginning of the fifteenth century,

and again at the end of the same century by the

'Last of the German Knights,' the Emperor Maxi-

milian. Eut these attempts could not but fail. The

age of chivalry was gone, and there was nothing great

or inspiring in the wars which the Emperors had to

wage during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

against their vassals, against the Pope, against the

precursors of the Reformation, the Hussites, and

aofainst the Turks. In Fritsche Closener's ' Chronicle
'

there is a description of the citizens of Strassburg

defending themselves against their Bishop in 131 2;

in Twinger's ' Chronicle ' a picture of the processions

of the Flagellants and the religious enthusiasm of that

time (1349). The poems of Suchenwirt and Halbsuter

represent the wars of Austria against Switzerland

(1386), and Niclas von Weyl's translation gives us

a glimpse into the Council of Constance (1414) and

the Hussite wars, which were soon to follow. The

poetry of those two centuries, which was written by

and for the people, is interesting historically; but,

with few exceptions, without any further worth. The

poets wish to amuse or to instruct their humble

patrons and they do this, either by giving them the

dry bones of the romantic poetry of former ages, or
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by telling them fables and the quaint stories of the

' Seven Wise Masters.' What beauty there was in

a Meistergesang may be fairly seen from the poem of

Michael Beheim ; and the Easter play by no means

shows the low^est ebb of good taste in the popular

literature of that time.

It might seem, indeed, as if all the high and noble

aspirations of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries had

been lost and forgotten during the fourteenth and

fifteenth. And yet it was not quite so. There was

one class of men on whom the spirit of true nobility

had descended, and whose works form a connecting

chain between the great era of the Crusades and the

still greater era of the Reformation. These are the

so-called Mystics,—true Crusaders, true knights of the

spirit, many of whom sacrificed their lives for the

cause of truth, and Avho at last conquered from the

hands of the infidels that Holy Sepulchre in which

the true Christian faith had been lying buried for

centuries. The name of Mystics, which has been

given to these men, is apt to mislead. Their writings

are not dark or unintelligible, and those who call

them so must find Christianity itself unintelligible

and dark. There is more broad daylight in Eckhart

and Tauler than in the works of all the Thomists and

Scotists. Eckhai-t was not a dreamer. He had been

a pupil of Thomas Aquinas, and his own style is

sometimes painfully scholastic. But there is a fresh

breeze of thought in his works, and in the works of

his disciples. Theyknew that whenever the problems

of man's relation to God, the creation of the world,

the origin of evil, and the hope of salvation come to

be discussed, the sharpest edge of logical reasoning

Y 2
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will turn, and the best defined terms of metaphysics

die away into mere music. They knew that the hard

and narrow categories of the schoolmen do greater

violence to the highest truths of religion than the soft,

and vague, and vanishing tones with which they tried

to shadow forth in the vulgar language of the people

the distant objects which transcend the horizon of

human understanding. They did not handle the

truths of Christianity as if they should or could be

proved by the syllogisms of our human reasoning.

Nevertheless these Mystics were hard and honest

thinkers, and never played with words and phrases.

Their faith is to them as clear and as real as sunshine

;

and instead of throwing scholastic dust into the eyes

of the people, they boldly told them to open their eyes

and to look at the mj^steries all around them, and to

feel the presence of God within and without, which

the priests had veiled by the very revelation which

they had preached. For a true appreciation of the

times in which they lived, the works of these Re-

formers of the faith are invaluable. Without them

we should try in vain to explain how a nation which,

to judge from its literature, seemed to have lost all

vigour and virtue, could suddenly rise and dare the

work of a Reformation of the Church. With them

we learn how that same nation, after groaning for

centuries under the yoke of superstition and hypo-

crisy, found in its very prostration the source of an

irresistible strength. The higher clergy contributed

hardly anything to the literature of these two cen-

turies ; and what they wrote would better have re-

mained unwritten. At St. Gall, towards the end of

the thirteenth century, the monks, the successors
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of Notker, were unable to sign their names. The

abbot was a nobleman who composed love-songs,

—

a branch of poetry at all events out of place in the

monastery founded by St. Gall. It is only among the

lower clergy that we find the traces of genuine Chris-

tian piety and intellectual activity, though frequently

branded by obese prelates and obtuse magistrates with

the names of mysticism and heresy. The orders of

the Franciscans and Dominicans, founded in I2c8 and

1215, and intended to act as clerical spies and con-

fessors, began to fraternise in many parts of Germany
with the people against the higher clergy. The people

were hungry and thirsty after religious teaching.

They had been systematically starved, or fed with

stones. Part of the Bible had been translated for the

people, but what Ulhlas was free to do in the fourth

century, was condemned by the prelates assembled at

the Synod of Trier in 1231. Nor were the sermons

of the itinerant friars in towns and villages always to

the taste of bishops and abbots. We possess collec-

tions of these discourses, preached by Franciscans and

Dominicans under the trees of cemeteries, and from

the church-towers of the villages. Brother Berthold,

who died in 1272, was a Franciscan. He travelled

about the country, and was revered by the poor like

a saint and prophet. The doctrine he preached,

though it was the old teaching of the Apostles, was

as new to the peasants who came to hear him, as it

had been to the citizens of Athens Avho came to hear

St. Paul. The saying of St. Chrysostom that Chris-

tianity had turned many a peasant into a philosopher,

came true again in the time of Eckhart and Tauler.

Men who called themselves Christians had been
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taught, and had brought themselves to believe, that

to read the writings of the Apostles was a deadly sin.

Yet in secret they were yearning after that forbidden

Eible. They knew that there were translations, and

thouofh these translations had been condemned by

popes and synods, the people could not resist the

temptation of reading them. In 1373, we find the

first complete version of the Bible into German, by

Matthias of Beheim. Several are mentioned after this.

The new religious fervour that had been kindled

among the inferior clergy, and among the lower and

middle classes of the laity, became stronger ; and,

though it sometimes degenerated into wild fanaticism,

the sacred spark was kept in safe hands by such men
as Eckhart (died 1329), Tauler (died 1361), and the

author of the German Theology. Men like these are

sure to conquer; they are persecuted justly or un-

justly, they suffer and die, and all they thought and

said and did seems for a time to have been in vain.

But suddenly their work, long marked as dangerous

in the smooth current of society, rises above the sur-

face like the coral reefs in the Pacific, and it remains

for centuries the firm foundation of a new world of

thought and faith. Without the labours of these

Reformers of the Faith, the Reformers of the Church

would never have found a whole nation waiting to

receive, and ready to support them.

There are two other events which prepared the

way of the German Reformers of the sixteenth century,

the foundation of universities and the invention of

printing. Their importance is the same in the literary

and in the political history of Germany. The in-

tellectual and moral character of a nation is formed
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in schools and universities ; and these who educate

a people have always been its real masters, though

they may go by a more modest name. Under the

Roman empire public schools had been supported by

the government, both at Rome and in the chief towns

of the Provinces. We know of their existence in

Gaul and parts of Germany. With the decline of the

central authority, the salaries of the grammarians

and rhetors in the Provinces ceased to be paid, and

the pagan gymnasia were succeeded by Christian

schools, attached to episcopal sees and monasteiies.

Whilst the clergy retained their vigour and efficiency,

theii- schools were powerful engines for spreading

a half clerical and half classical culture in Germany.

During the Crusades, when ecclesiastical activity and

learning declined very rapidly, we hear of French

tutors at the castles of the nobility, and classical

learning gave way to the superficial polish of a chival-

rous age. And when the nobility likewise relapsed

into a state of savage barbarism, new schools were

wanted, and they were founded by the towns, the only

places where, during the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, we see any evidence of a healthy political

life. The first town schools are mentioned in the

beginning of the fourteenth century, and they were

soon followed by the high schools and universities.

The University of Prague was founded in 134^;

Vienna, 1366; Heidelberg, 1386; Erfurt, 1392; Leip-

zig, 1408 Basle, 1460 ;
Tiibingen, i477 ;

Mainz, 1482.

These universities are a novel feature in the history

of German and of European civilisation. They are

not ecclesiastical seminaries, not restricted to any

particular class of society : they are national institu-
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tions, open to the rich and the poor, to the knight,

the clerk, the citizen. They are real universities of

learning : they profess to teach all branches of know-

leclge^—theology and law, medicine and philosophy.

They contain the first practical acknowledgment of

the right of every subject to the highest education,

and through it to the highest offices in Church and

State. Neither Greece nor Rome had known such

institutions : neither the Church nor the nobility,

during the days of their political supremacy, were

sufficiently impressed with the duty which they owed

to the nation at large to provide such places of liberal

education. It was the nation itself, when forsaken

by its clergy and harassed by its nobility, which called

these schools into life, and it is in these schools and

universities that the great men who inaugurate the

next period of literature—the champions of political

liberty and religious freedom— were fostered and

formed.

The invention of printing was in itself a reforma-

tion, and its benefits were chiefly felt by the great

masses of. the people. The clergy possessed their

libraries, where they might read and study if they

chose: the castles contained collections of MSS . sacred

and profane, illuminated with the most exquisite taste;

w^hile the citizen, the poor layman, though he might

be able to read and to write, was debarred from the

use of books, and had to satisfy his literary tastes

with the sermons of travelling Franciscans, or the

songs of blind beggars and pedlars. The art of print-

ing admitted that large class to the same privileges

which had hitherto been enjoyed almost exclusively

by clerg}^ and nobility ; it placed in the hands of the
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third estate arms more powerful than the swords of

the knig-hts and the thunderbolts of the priests: it

was a revolution in the history of literature, more

eventful than any in the history of mankind. Poets

and philosophers addressed themselves no longer to

emperors and noblemen, to knights and ladies, but to

the people at large, and especia ly to the middle classes,

in which henceforth the chief strength of the nation

resides.

The years from 1450 to 15CO form a period of pre-

paration for the great struggle that was to inaugurate

the beginning of the sixteenth century. It was an

age ' rich in scholars, copious in pedants, but poor in

i^enius, and barren of strouo- thinkers.' One of the

few interesting men, in whose life and writiugs the

history of that preliminary age may be studied, is

Sebastian Brant, the famous author of the famous
' Ship of Fools.'

With the sixteenth century, w^e enter upon the

modern history and the modern literature of Germany.

We shall here pass on more rapidly, dwelling only

on the men in whose writings the political and social

changes of Germany can best be studied.

With Luther, the literary language of Germany
became New High-German. A change of language

invariably betokens a change in the social constitu-

tion of a country. In Germany, at the time of the

Reformation, the change of language marks the rise

of a new aristocracy, which is henceforth to reside in

the universities. Literature leaves its former homes.

It speaks no longer the language of the town?. It

addresses itself no longer to a few citizens, nor to

imperial patrons, such as Maximilian I. It indulges
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no logger in moral saws, didactic verses, and prose

novels, nor is it content with mystic philosophy and

the secret outpourings of religious fervour. For a

time, though but for a short time, German literature

becomes national. Poets and writers wish to be

heard beyond the walls of their monasteries and

cities. They speak to the whole nation : nay, they

desire to be heard beyond the frontiers of their

country. Luther and the Reformers belonged to no

class,—they belonged to the people. The voice of

the people, which, during the preceding periods of

literature, could only be heard like the rolling of

distant thunder, had now become articulate and

distinct, and for a time one thought seemed to unite

all classes,—emperors, kings, nobles, and citizens,

clergy and laity, high and low, old and young. This

is a novel sight in the history of Germany. We have

seen in the first period the gradual growth of the

clergy, from the time when the first missionaries were

massacred in the marshes of Friesland to the time

when the Emperor stood penitent before the gates of

Canossa. We have seen the rise of the nobility,

from the time when the barbarian chiefs preferred

living outside the walls of cities to the time when
they rivalled the French cavaliers in courtly bearing

and chivalrous bravery. Nor were the representatives

of these two orders, the Pope and the Emperor, less

powerful at the beginnin2: of the sixteenth century

than they bad been before. Charles V was the most

powerful sovereign whom Europe had seen since the

days of Charlemagne, and the Papal see had recovered

by diplomatic intrigue much of the influence which

it had lost by moral depravity. Let us think then
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of these two ancient powers : the Emperor with his

armies, recruited in Austria, Spain, Naples, Sicily,

and Burgundy, and with his treasures brought from

Mexico and Peru ; and the Pope with his armies of

priests and monks, recruited from all parts of the

Christian world, and armed with the weapons of the

Inquisition and the thunderbolts of Excommunica-

tion ;—let us think of their former victories, their

confidence in their own strength, their belief in their

divine right;—and let us then turn our eyes to the

small Univ^ersity of Wittenberg, and look into, the

bleak study of a poor Augustine monk, and see that

monk step out of his study with no weapon in his

hand but the Bible,—with no armies and no trea-

sures,—and yet defying with his clear and manly
voice both Pope and Emperor, both clergy and no-

bility ;—there is no grander sight in history ; and

the longer we allow our ey^es to dwell on it, the

more we feel that history is not without God, and
that at every decisive battle the divine right of truth

asserts its supremacy over the divine right of popes

and emperors, and overthrows with one breath both

empires and hierarchies. We call the Reformation

the work of Luther ; but Luther stood not alone, and
no really great man ever stood alone. The secret of

their greatness lies in their understanding the spirit

of the age in which they live, and in giving expres-

sion with the full power of faith and conviction to

the secret thoughts of millions. Luther was but
lending words to the silent soul of suffering Germany,
and no one should call himself a Protestant who is

not a Lutheran with Luther at the Diet of Worms,
and able to say with him in the face of princes and
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prelates, ' Here I stand, I can no otherwise, God help

me. Amen.'

As the Emperor was the representative of the no-

bility, as the Pope was tlie representative of the clergy,

Luther was tlie head and leader of the people, which

throno'h him and throuo'h his fellow-workers claimed

now, for the first time, an equality with the two old

estates of the realm. If this national struggle took

at first an aspect chiefly religious, it was because the

German nation had freedom of thought and of belief

more at heart than political freedom. But political

rights also were soon demanded, and demanded w^ith

such violence, that during his own lifetime Luther had

to repress the excesses of enthusiastic theorists and of

a violent peasantry. Luther's great influence on the

literature of Germany, and the gradual adoption of

his dialect as the Uterary language, were owing in a

great measure to this, that whatever there was of

literature during the sixteenth centu)y, was chiefly

in the hands of one class of men. Alter the Refor-

mation, nearly all eminent men in Germany, poets,

philosophers, and historians, belonged to the Pro-

testant party, and resided chiefly in the Universities.

The Universities were what the Monasteries had

been under Charlemairne, the Castles under Frederick

Bavbarossa,—the centres of gravitation for the in-

tellectual and political life of the country. The true

nobility of Germany was no longer to be found among
the priests —Alcuin, Hrabanus Maurus. Notker Teu-

tonicus ; nor amono- the knio-hts.—Waltlier von der

Voo^elweide, Wolfram von Eschenbach, and their

patrons. Frederick II,. Hermann von Thtirmgen, and

Leopold of Austria. The intellectual sceptre of Ger-
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many was wielded by a new nobility, a nobility that

had risen from the ranks, like the priests and the

knights, but which, fur a time at least, kept itself from

becoming a caste, and from cutting away those roots

through which it imbibed its vigour and sustained its

strength. It had its castles in the Universities, its

tournaments in the diets of Worms and Augsburg, and

it counted among its members, dukes and peasants,

divines and soldiers, lawyers and artists. This was

not, indeed, an hereditary nobility, but on that very

ground it is a nobility which can never become extinct.

The danger, however, which threatens all aristocracies,

whether martial, clerical, or municipal, was not averted

from the intellectual aristocracy of Germany. The

rising spirit of caste deprived the second generation

of that power which men like Luther had gained at

the beorinninor of the Eefurination. The moral in-

tiuence of the Universities in Germany was great, and

it is great at the present day. But it would have

been greater and more beneficial if the conceit of caste

had not separated the leaders of the nation from the

ranks whence they themselves bad risen and to which

alone they owed their position and their influence.

It was the same with the priests, who would rather

form a hierarchy than be merged in the laity. It was

the same with the knights, who would rather form

a select society than live among the gentry. Both

cut away the ground under their feet ; and the Re-

formers of the sixteenth century fell into the same

snare before they were aware of it. We wonder at

the eccentricities of the priesthood, at the conceit of

the hereditary nobility, at the affectation of majestic

stateliness inherent in royalty. But tie pedantic
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display of learning, the disregard of the real wants

of the people, the contempt of aJ] knowledge which

does not wear the academic garb, show the same

foible, the same conceit, the same spirit of caste

among those who, from the sixteenth century to the

present day, have occupied the most prominent rank

in the society of Germany. Professorial knight-

errantry still waits for its Cervantes. Nowhere have

the objects of learning been so completely sacrificed

to the means of learning, nowhere has that Dulcinea

—knowledofe for its own sake,—with her dark veil

and her barren heart, numbered so many admirers
;

nowhere have so many windmills been fought and so

many real enemies been left unhurt, as in Germany,

particularly during the last two centuries. New
universities have been founded: Marburg, in 1527;

Konigsberg, in 1547 ; Jena, in 1558 ; Helmstadt, in

1575; Giessen, in 1607. And the more the number

and the power of the Professors increased, the more

they forgot that they and their learning, their Uni-

versities and their libraries, were for the benefit of the

people; that a Professor might be very learned, and

very accurate, and very laborious, yet worse than

useless as a member of our toiling society. It was

considered more learned and respectable to teach in

Latin, and all lectures at the Universities were given

in that language. Luther was sneered at because of

his little German tracts which ' any village clerk

might have written.' Some of the best poets in the

sixteenth century were men such as Eoban Hessius

(1540). who composed their poetry in Latin. National

poems, for instance. Brant's ' Ship of Fools,' were

translated into Latin, in order to induce the German
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professors to read them. The learned doctors were

ashamed of their honest native names. Schwarzerd

must needs call himself Melanchthon ; Meissel Celtes,

Schnitter Agricola ; Hausschein, QEcolampadius ! All

this might look very learned, and professorial, and

imposing ; but it separated the professors from the

people at large ; it retarded the progress of national

education, and blighted the prospects of a national

policy in Germany. Everything promised well at

the time of the Reformation ; and a new Germany
might have risen before a new France, if, like Luther,

the leaders of the nation had remained true to their

calling. But when to speak Latin was considered

more learned than to speak German, when to amass

vast information was considered more creditable than

to digest and to use it, when popularity became the

same bugbear to the professors wdiich profanity had

been to the clergy, and vulgarity to the knights,

Luther's w^ork was undone ; and two more centuries

had to be spent in pedantic controversies, theological

disputes, sectarian squabbles, and political prostra-

tion, before a new national spirit could rise again in

men like Lessing, and Schiller, and Fichte, and Stein.

Ambitious princes and quarrelsome divines continued

the rulers of Germany, and, towards the end of the

sixteenth century, everything seemed drifting back
into the middle ages. Then came the Thirty Years'

War, a most disastrous war for Germany, w^hich is

felt in its results to the present day. If, as a civil

and religious contest, it had been fought out between

the two parties— the Protestants and Roman Catholics

of Germany,—it would have left, as in England, one

side victorious ; it would have been brought to an
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end before both were utterly exhausted. But the

Protestants, weakened by their own dissensions, had

to call in foreign aid. First Denmark, then Sweden,

poured their armies into Germany, and even France
— Roman-Catholic France — gave her support to

Gustavus Adolphus and the Protestant cause. Eng-

land, the true ally of Germany, was too weak at home
to make her influence felt abroad. At the close of

the war, the Protestants received indeed the same

rights as the Roman Catholics : but the nation was so

completely demoralised that it hardl}^ cared for the

liberties guaranteed by the ti'eaty of Westphalia.

The physical and moral vigour of the nation was
broken. The population of Germany is said to have

been reduced by one half. Thousands of villages and

towns had been burnt to the ground. The schools,

the churches, the universities were deserted. A whole

generation had grown up during the war, particularly

among the lower classes, with no education at all.

The merchants of Germany, who formerly, as Aeneas

Sylvius said, lived more handsomely than the Kings of

Scotland, were reduced to small traders. The Hansa
was broken up. Holland, England, and Sweden had

taken the wind out of her sails. In the Eastern pro-

vinces, commerce was suspended by the inroads of the

Turks ; whilst the discovery of America, and of the

new passage to the East Indies, had reduced the im-

portance of the mercantile navy of Germany and Italy

in the Mediterranean. Where there was any national

feeling left, it was a feeling of shame and despair, and

the emperor and the small princes of Germany might

have governed even more selfishly than they did,

without rousing opposition among the people.
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What can we expect of the literature of such times ?

Popular poetry preserved some of its indestructible

charms. The Meistersanger went on composing accord-

ing to the rules of their guilds, but we look in vain

for the raciness and honest simplicity of Hans Sachs.

Some of the professors wrote plays in the style of

Terence, or after English models, and fables became

fashionable in the style of Phaedrus. But there was

no trace anywhere of originality, truth, taste, or feel-

ing, except in that branch which, like the palm-tree,

thrives best in the desert— sacred poetry. Paul

Gerhard is still without an equal as a poet of sacred

songs ; and many of the best hymns which are heard

in the Protestant churches of Germany date from the

seventeenth century. Soon, however, this class of

poetry also degenerated on one side into dry theo-

logical phraseology, on the other into sentimental, and

almost erotic affectation.

There was no hope of a regeneration in German
literature, unless either great political and social

events should rouse the national mind from its lan-

guor, or the classical models of pure taste and true art

should be studied again in a different spirit from that

of professorial pedantry. Now, after the Thirty Years'

War, there was no war in Germany in which the

nation took any warm interest. The policy pursued

in France during the long reign of Louis XIV (1643-

1708) had its chief aim in weakening the house of

Hapsburg. When the Protestants would no longer

fight his battles, Louis roused the Turks. Vienna
was nearly taken, and Austria owed its delivery to

Johann Sobiesky. By the treaty of Ryswick (1697),

all the country on the left side of the Rhine was
VOL. iir. z
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ceded to France, and German soldiers foiiglit under

the banners of the great Monarch. The only German
prince who dared to uphold the honour of the empire,

and to withstand the encroachments of Louis, was
Frederick William, the great Elector of Prussia (1670-

88). He checked the arrogance of the Swedish court,

opened his towns to French Protestant refugees, and

raised the house of Brandenburg to a European im-

portance. In the same year in which his successor,

Frederick Til, assumed the royal title as Frederick I,

the king of Spain, Charles I, died ; and Louis XIV,

whilst trying to add the Spanish crown to his

monarchy, was at last checked in his grasping policy

b}' an alliance between England and Germany. Prince

Eugene and Marlborough restored the peace and the

political equilibrium of Europe. In England, the

different parties in Parliament, the frequenters of

the clubs and coffee-houses, were then watching every

move on the political chess-board of Europe, and

criticising the victories of their generals and the

treaties of their ambassadors. In Germany, the

nation took but a passive part. It was excluded

from all real share in the great questions of the day,

and, if it showed any sympathies, they were confined

to the simple admiration of a great general, such as

Prince Eugene.

While the policy of Louis XIV was undermining

the political independence of Germany, the literature

of his court exercised an influence hardly less detri-

mental on the literature of Germany. No doubt, the

literature of France stood far higher at that time than

that of Germany. ' Poet ' was amongst us a term of

abuse, while in France the Great Monarch himself
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(lid homage to his great poets. But the professorial

poets who had failed to learn the lessons of good taste

from the Greek and Roman classics, were not likely

to profit by an imitation of the spurious classicality

of French literature. They heard the great stars of

the court of Louis XIV praised by their royal and

princely patrons as they returned from their travels

in France and Italy, fall of admiration for everything

that was not German. They were delighted to hear

that in France, in Holland, and in Italy, it was re-

spectable to write poetry in the modern vernacular,

and set to work in good earnest. After the model of

the literary academies in Italy, academies were founded

at the small courts of Germany. Men like Opitz

would hardly have thought it dignified to write verses

in their native tongue had it not been for the moral

support w^hich they received from these academies

and their princely patrons. His first poems were

written in Latin, but he afterwards devoted himself

completely to German poetry. He became a member
of the ' Order of the Palm-tree,' and the founder of

what is called the First Silesian School. Opitz is

the true representative of the classical poetry of the

seventeenth century. He was a scholar and a gentle-

man; most correct in his language and versification;

never venturing on ground that had not been trodden

before by some classical poet, whether of Greece,

Rome, France, Holland, or Ital}^ In him we also

see the first traces of that baneful alliance between
princes and poets which has deprived the German
nation of so many of her best sons. But the charge

of mean motives has been unjustly brought against

Opitz by many historians. Poets require an audience,

z 2
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and at his time there was no class of people willing

to listen to poetry, except the inmates of the small

German courts. After the Thirty Years* War the

power of these princes was greater than ever. They

divided the spoil, and there was neither a nobility,

nor a clergy, nor a national party to control or resist

them. In England, the royal power had, at that time,

been brought back to its proper limits, and it has thus

been able to hold ever since, with but short interrup-

tions, its dignified position, supported by the self-

respect of a free and powerful nation. In France it

assumed the most enormous proportions during the

long reign of Louis XIV, but its appalling rise was

followed, after a century, by a fall equally appalling,

and it has not yet regained its proper position in the

political system of that country. In Germany the

royal power w^as less imposing, its prerogatives being

divided between the Emperor and a number of small

but almost independent vassals, remnants of that

feudal system of the middle ages which in France

and England had been absorbed by the rise of national

monarchies. These small principalities explain the

weakness of Germany in her relation with foreign

powers, and the instability of her political constitu-

tion. Continental wars gave an excuse for keeping

up large standing armies, and these standing armies

stood between the nation and her sovereigns, and

made any moral pressure of the one upon the other

impossible. The third estate could never gain that

share in the government which it had obtained, by its

united action, in other countries; yet no form of

government can be stable which is deprived of the

support' and the active co-operation of the middle
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classes. Constitutions have been granted by en-

lightened sovereigns, such as Joseph II and Frederick

William IV, and barricades have been raised by the

people at Vienna and at Berlin ; but both have failed

to restore the political health of the country. There

is no longer a German nobility in the usual sense of

the word. Its vigour was exhausted when the power-

ful vassals of the empire became powerless sovereigns

with the titles of kino: or duke, while what remained

of the landed nobility, became more reduced with

every generation, owing to the absence of the system

of primogeniture. There is no longer a clergy as

a powerful body in the state. This was broken up at

the time of the Reformation, and it hardly had time

to recover and to constitute itself on a new basis,

when the Thirty Years' War deprived it of all social

influence, and left it no alternative but to become

a salaried class of servants of the crown. No third

estate exists powerful enough to defend the interests

of the commonwealth against the encroachments of

the sovereign ; and public opinion, though it may
pronounce itself within certain limits, has no means

of legal opposition, and must choose, at every critical

moment, between submission to the royal will and
rebellion

Thus, during the whole modern history of Germany,

the political and intellectual supremacy is divided.

The former is monopolised by the sovereigns, the

latter belongs to a small class of learned men. These

two soon begin to attract each other. The kings seek

the society; the advice, and support of literary men

;

whilst literary men court the patronage of kings, and

acquire powerful influence by governing those who
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govern the people. From the time of Opitz there

have been few men of eminence in literature or

science who have not been drawn towards one of the

larger or smaller courts of Germany ; and the whole

of our modern literature bears the marks of this

union between princes and poets. It has been said

that the existence of these numerous centres of civil-

isation has proved beneficial to the growth of litera-

ture ; and it has been pointed out that some of the

t^ma^est courts, such as Weimar, have raised the

greatest men in poetry and science. Goethe himself

gives expression to this opinion. ' What has made

Germany great,' he says, ' but the culture which is

spread through the whole country in such a marvel-

lous manner, and pervades equally all parts of the

realm? And this culture, does it not emanate from

the numerous courts which grant it support and

patronage? Suppose we had had in Germany for

centuries but two capitals, Vienna and Berlin, or but

one ; I should like to know how it would have fared

with German civilisation, or even with that general

well-beinor which s^oes hand in hand with true civil-

isation.' In these words we hear Goethe, the minister

of the petty court of Weimar, not the great poet of

a great nation. Has France had more than one

capital ? Has England had more than one court ?

Great men have risen to eminence in great monarchies

like France, and they have risen to eminence in

a great commonwealth such as England, without the

patronage of courts, by the support, the sympathy,

the love of a great nation. Truly national poetry

exists only where there is a truly national life ; and

the poet who. in creating his works, thinks of a whole
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nation which will listen to him and be proud of him.

is inspired by a nobler passion than he who looks to

his royal master, or the applause even of the most

refined audience of the dames de la cour. In a free

country, the sovereign is the highest and most

honoured representative of the national will, and he

honours himself by honouring those who have well

deserved of his country. There a poet-laureate ma}'

hold an independent and dignified position^ conscious

of his own worth, and of the support of the nation.

But in despotic countries, the favour even of the

most enlightened sovereign is dangerous. Germany
never had a more enlightened king than Frederick

the Great ; and yet, when he speaks of the Queen
receiving Leibniz at court, he says, ' She believed

that it was not unworthy of a queen to show honour

to a philosopher ; and as those who have received

from heaven a privileged soul rise to the level of

sovereigns, she admitted Leibniz into her familiar

society.'

The seventeenth century saw the rise and fall of

the first and the second Silesian schools. The first is

represented by men like Opitz and Weckherlin, and
it exercised an influence in the North of Germany on
Simon Dach, Paul Flemming, and a number of less-

gifted poets, who are generally known by the name
of the Kdnigsherg School. Its character is pseudo-

classical. All these, poets endeavoured to write cor-

rectly, sedately, and eloquently. Some of them aimed
at a certain simplicity and sincerity, which we admire

particularly in Flemming. Put it would be difficult

to find in all their writings one single thought, one

single expression that had not been used before. The
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second Silesian school is more ambitious ; but its

poetic flights are more disappointing even than the

honest prose of Opitz. The ' Shepherds of the Pegnitz

'

had tried to imitate the brilliant diction of the Italian

poets ; but the modern Meistersanger of the old town
of Nlirnberg had produced nothing but wordy jingle.

HofFmannswaldau and Lohenstein, the chief heroes of

the second Silesian school, follow^ed in their track,

and did not succeed better. Their compositions are

bombastic and full of metaphors. It is a poetry of

adjectives, without substance, truth, or taste. Yet
their poetry was admired, praised not kss than Goethe

and Schiller were praised by their contemporaries,

and it lived beyond the seventeenth century. There

were but few men during that time who kept aloof

from the spirit of these two Silesian schools, and were

not influenced by either Opitz or Hoff*mannswaldau.

Among these independent poets we have to mention

Friedrich von Logau, Andreas Gryphius, and Mosche-

rosch. Beside these, there were some prose \\Titers

whose works are not exactly works of art, but works
of original thought, and of great importance to us in

tracing the progress of science and literature during

the dreariest period of German history. We can only

mention the Simplicissimus, a novel full of clever

miniature drawing, and giving a truthful picture of

German life during the Thirty Years' War ; the

patriotic writings of Professor Schupp ; the historical

works of Professor Pufendorf {1631-94) ; the pietistic

sermons of Spener, and of Professor Franke (1663-

3727), the founder of the Orphan School at Halle;

Professor Arnold's (1666-1 7 14) Ecclesiastical History;

the flrst political pamphlets by Professor Thomasius
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(1655-1728); and among philosophers, Jacob Eohme
at the beginning, and Leibniz at the end of the seven-

teenth century.

The second Silesian school was defeated by Gott-

sched, professor at Leipzig. He exercised, at the

beginning of the eighteenth century, the same dic-

tatorship as a poet and a critic which Opitz had

exercised at the beo^inninor of the seventeenth. Gott-

sched was the advocate of French models in art and

poetry, and he used his widespread influence in

recommending the correct, and so-called classical

style of the poets of the time. After having ren-

dered good service in putting down the senseless

extravagance of the school of Lohen stein, he became

himself a pedantic and arrogant critic ; and it was

through the opposition Avhich he roused by his Gallo-

mania, that German poetry was delivered at last from

the trammels of that foreign school. Then followed

a long literary warfare : Gottsched and his followers

at Leipzig defended the French, Eodmer and his

friends in Switzerland the English, style of literature.

The former insisted on classical form and traditional

rules; the latter on natural sentiment and spontaneous

expression. The question was, whether poets should

imitate the works of the classics, or imitate the classics

who had become classics by imitating nobody.

A German professor wields an immense power by

means of his Journals. He is the editor ; he writes in

them himself, and allows others to write; he praises

his friends, who are to laud him in turn ; he patronises

his pupils, who are to call him master ; he abuses his

adversaries, and asks his allies to do the same. It

was in this manner that Professor Gottsched triumphed
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for a long time over Bodmer and his party, till at last

public opinion became too strong, and the dictator

died the laughing- stock of Germany. It was in the

very thick of this literary struggle that the great

heroes of German poetry grew up—Klopstock, Les-

sing, Wieland, Herder, Goethe, and Schiller, Goethe,

who knew both Gottsched and Bodmer, has described

that period of fermentation and transition in which

his own mind was formed, and his extracts may be

read as a commentary on the poetical productions of

the first half of the eighteenth century. He does,

justice to Glinther, and more than justice to Liscow.

He shows the influence which men like Brockes,

Hagedorn. and Haller exercised in making poetry

respectable. He points out the new national life

which, like an electric spark, flew through the whole

country when Frederick the Great said, ' J\vi jete le

honnet par-desbus les nioulins' \ and defied, like

a man, the political popery of Austria. The estimate

which Goethe forms of the poets of the time, of Gleim

and Uz, of Gessner and Rabener, and more especially

of Klopstock, Lessing, and Wieland, should be read in

the original, as likewise Herder's Rhapsody on Shak-

speare. The latter contains the kej^ to many of the

secrets of that new period of literature, which was

inaugurated by Goethe himself and by those who like

him could dare to be classical, b}- being true to nature

and to themselves.

My object in taking this rapid survey of German
literature has been to show that the extracts which

I have collected in my 'German Classics^ have not

been chosen at random, and that, if properly used,

they can be read as a running commentary on the
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political and social history of Germany. The history

of literature is but an applied history of civilisation.

As in the history of civilisation, we watch the play

of the three constituent classes of society,—clergy,

nobility, and commoners, we can see, in the history

of Uterature, how that class which is supreme politi-

cally, shows for the time being its supremacy in the

literary productions of the age, and impresses its

mark on the works of poets and philosophers.

Speaking very generally, we might say that, during

the first period of German history, the really moving,

civilising, and ruling class was the clergy ;
and in

the whole of German literature, nearly to the time

of the Crusades, the clerical element predominates.

The second period is marked by the Crusades, and

the triumph of Teutonic and Romantic chivalry, and

the literature of that period is of a strictly corre-

spondent tone. After the Crusades, and during the

political anarchy that followed, the sole principle of

order and progress is found in the towns, and in the

towns the poetry of the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries finds its new home. At last, at the time

of the Reformation, when the political life of the

country assumed for a time a national character,

German literature also is for a short time national.

The hopes, however, which had been raised of a

national policy and of a national literature, w^ere

soon blighted, and, from the Thirty Years' War to

the present day, the inheritance of the nation has

been divided between princes and professors. There

have been moments when the princes had to appeal

to the nation at large, and to forget for a while

tlieir royal pretensions ; and these times of national
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enthusiasm, as during the wars of Frederick the

Great, and during the wars against Napoleon^ have

not failed to tell on the literature of Germany. They

produced a national spirit, free from professorial

narrowness, such as we find in the writings of Lessing

and Fichte. But with the exception of these short

lucid intervals, Germany has always been under the

absolute despotism of a number of small sovereigns

and great profes>ors, and her literature has been

throughout in thQ hands of court poets and academic

critics. Klopstock, Lessing. and Schiller are most

free from either influence, and most impressed with

the duties which a poet owes, before all, to the nation

to which he belongs. Klopstock's national enthu-

siasm borders sometimes on the fantastic, for, as his

own times could not inspire him, he borrowed the

themes of his national panegyrics ficm the distant

past of Arminius and the German bards. Lessing

looked more to his own age, but he looked in vain for

national heroes. ' Pity the extraordinary man.' says

Goethe, 'who had to live in such miserable times,

which offered him no better subjects than those which

he takes for his works. Pity him. that in his "^linna

von Barnhelm" he had to take part in the quarrel

between the Saxons and the Prussians, because he

found nothing better. It was owing to the rottenness

of his time that he always took, and was forced to

take, a polemical position. Ln his " Emilia Galotti
''

he shows his pique against the princes : in " Nathan,"

against the priests.' Put, although the subjects of

these works of Lessing were small, his object in

writing was always great and national. He never

condescended to amuse a provincial court by masque-
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rades and comedies, nor did he degrade bis genius by
pandering, like Wieland, to the taste of a profligate

nobility. Schiller, again, was a poet, truly national

and truly liberal ; and although a man of aspirations

rather than of actions, he has left a deeper impress on

the kernel of the nation than either Wieland or

Goethe. These considerations, however, must not in-

terfere with our appreciation of the greatness of

Goethe. On the contrary, when we see the small

sphere in which he moved at Weimar, we admire the

more the height to which he grew, and the freedom of

his genius. And it is, perhaps, owing to this very

absence of a stroDgly marked national feeling, that in

Germany the fii'st idea of a world-htcrature was con-

ceived. ' National literature,' Goethe says, ' is of little

importance: the age of a w^orld-literature is at hand,

and every one ought to w^ork in order to accelerate

this new era.' Perhaps Goethe felt that the true poet

belonged to the whole of mankind, and that he must

be intelligible beyond the frontiers of his own country.

And, from this point of view, his idea of a world

-

literature has been realised, and his own works have

gained their place side by side with the works of

Homer, Virgil, Dante, and Shakspeare. But, so long

as there are different languages and different nations,

let each poet think, and work, and write for his own
people, without caring for the applause of other coun-

tries. Science and philosophy are cosmopolitan

;

poetry and art are national: and those who would

deprive the Muses of their home sprung character,

w^ould deprive them of much of their native charms.
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LIST OF EXTRACTS FOR ILLUSTRATING THE
HISTORY OF GERMAN LITERATURE.

Fourth Century after Christ.
Gothic :—

Ulfilas, Translation of the Bible ; the Lord's Prayer.

Seventh Century.
Ohl High-German :—

Vocabulary of St. Gall.

Eighth Century.
Old Sigh-German

:

—
Interlinear Translation of the Benedictine Rules.

Translation of the Gospel of St. Matthew.

Exhortation addressed to the Christian Laity.

Literal Translations of the Hymns of the Old Church :—
1. Deus qui cordi lumen es.

2. Aurora lucis rutilat.

3. Te Deum laudamus.

The Song of Hildebrand and his son Hadubrand—in alliterative

metre.

The Prayer from the Monastery of Wessobrun—in alliterative

metre.

The Apostolic Creed.

Ninth Century.
Old High-German :

—
From Einhard's Life of Charlemagne—the German names of the

Months and the Winds fixed by the Emneror.

Muspilli, or on the Last .Judgment—alliterative Poem.

The Oaths of Lewis the German, and Charles the Bald, and their

armies at Strassburg, 842, in Old Prankish and Old

French ; from the History of Nithard, the Grandson of

Charlemagne.

The Heliand, or the Saviour—old Saxon poem, in alliterative metre.

The Krist, or the Gospel-Book—poem in rhyme by Otfried, the

pupil of Hrabanus Maurus, dedicated to Lewis the

German.
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Old High-German (continued^ :

—

Translation of a Harmony of the Gospels.

Lay on St. Peter.

Song on the Victory gained by King Lewis III at Saucourt, in

88 1, over the Normans.

Tenth Century.

Old High- German :—
Notker Teutonicus of St. Gall

—

1. Translation of the Psalms.

2. Treatise on Syllogisms.

3. Translation of Aristotle.

4. Transilation of Boethius de Consolatione.

Eleventh Century.

Old High-German

:

—
Williram's Explanation of the Song of Solomon.

Merigarto, or the Earth—fragment of a geographical poem.

Twelfth Century.

Middle High-German

:

—
The Life of Jesus—poem by the Nun Ava.

Poetical Translation of tlie Books of Moses.

Historical Poem on Anno, Bishop of Cologne.

Poetical Chronicle of the Roman Emperors.

Nortperti Tractatus de Virtutibus, translated.

The poem of Roland, by Konrad the Priest.

The poem of Alexander, by Lamprecht the Priest.

Poem of Reinhart the Fox.

Dietmar von Aist—lyrics.

The Spervogel—lyrics.

Tlie Kiirenberger—lyrics.

The Eneid, by Heinrich von Veldecke.

Thirteenth Century.

Middle High-German

:

—
Hartmann von Aue ; extracts from his ' Ivvein '—a heroic poem.

The Old Reinmar—lyrics.

Walther von der Vogelweide—lyrics.

Freidank's Bescheidenheit—didactic poem.
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Middle HigJi-German (continued) :

—

Wolfram von Eschenbach

—

1. Extracts from his ' Parcival '—a heroic poem.

2. Extracts from his * Titurel '—a heroic poem.

Gottfried von Strassburg ; extracts from his * Tristan '—a heroic

poem.

The poem of the Nibelunge—epic poem.

Thomasin von Zerclar ; extracts from his poem on manners, called

' The Italian Guest.'

Neidhart von Reuenthal—lyrics.

Otto von Botenlaube—lyrics.

Gudrun—epic poem.

The Strieker—extract from his satirical poem, * Amis the Priest.'

Rudolf von Ems—extract from his * Wilhelm von Orleans.'

Chiistian von Hamle—lyrics.

Gottfried von Neifen—lyrics.

Ulrich von Lichtenstein—lyrics.

Sermon of Friar Berthold of Regensburg.

Reinmar von Zweter—lyrics.

Master Stolle—satire.

The Maruer—lyric?.

Master Konrad of Wlirzburg

—

1. Poem.

2. Extract from the Trojan War.
Anonymous poet—extract from the life of St. Elizabeth,

Herman der Damen.
Anonymous poet—extract from the ' Wartburg Krieg.*

Marcgrave Otto von Brandenburg—lyrics.

Heinrich, Duke of Breslau—lyrics.

Hugo von Trimberg—extract from the * Renner.*

Fourteenth Century.

Middle High- German :—
Heinrich Frauenlob—lyrics.

Master Johann Hadlaub—lyrics.

The Great Rosegarden—popular epic poem.

Master Eckhart—homily.

Hermann von Fritzlar—life of St. Elizabeth.

Dr. Johann Tauler—sermon.

Heinrich Suso.

Heinrich der Teichner—fable.

Peter Suchenwirt—on the death of Leopold, Duke of Austria,

1386.
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middle nigh-German (continued) :

—

Halbsuter's poem on the Battle of Sempach, 1386.

Fritsche Closener's Strassburg Chronicle.

Jacob Twiuger's Chronicle—on the Flagellants.

Fifteenth Ci^jtury.

Middle High-German:—
Hugo von Montfort—lyrics.

Oswald von Wolkenstein—lyrics,

Muscatbliit—lyrics.

Hans von Buhel's Life of Diocletian, or the Seven Wise Masters.

Popular Songs.

Sacred Songs.

The Soul's Comfort—didactic pro^se.

Michael Beheim—Meistergesang.

An Easter Mystery.

Popular Rhymes.

Caspar von der Eoen's Heldenbuch—Hildebrand and his Son.

Niclas von Weyl's Translations—Hieronymus at the Council of

Constance.

Veit Weber's poem on the Victory of Murten, 1476.

Heinrich Steinhowel's Fables.

Sebastian Brant's Ship of Fools.

Johann Geiler von Kaisersberg—sermon.

Emperor Maximilian—extract from the ' Theuerdank.*

Sixteenth Century.

Modern High- German :—
Martin Luther

—

1. Sacred Song.

2. Letter on the Diet of the Jackdaws and Crows.

3. His last Sermon.

Ulrich Zwingli

—

1. A Poem on his Illness,.

2. Criticism on Luther.

Philipp Nicolai—sacred songs.

Justus Jonas—sacred songs.

Ulrich von Hutten

—

1. Letter to Franz von Sickingen.

2. Political poem.

VOL. III. A a
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Modern High-German (continued) :

—

Sebastian Frank

—

1. Preface to his Germania.

2. Rudolf von Habsburg.

3. Maximilian der Erste.

4. Fables.

Burkard Waldis—fables.

Hans Sachs

—

1. Sacred Song.

2. Poem on the Death of Martin Luther.

3. Poem on the War.

Petermann Etterlin's Chronicle—William Tell and Rudolf von

Habsburg.

Aegidius Tschudi's Chronicle—William Tell.

Paulus Melissus Schede,

Johanti Fischart

—

1. Exhortation addressed to the German people.

2. Das gliickhafte Schitf.

Georg Rollenhagen—fable.

Popular Books

—

1. Tyll Eiilenspiegel.

2. Dr. Faust.

Popular Songs.

Seventeenth Century.

Modern High- German :
—

Martin Opitz. and the First Silesian School.

Georg Rudolf Weckherlin.

Anonymous Poem—' Ewigkeit.'

Michael Altenburg's Camp-song (Gustavus Adolplms).

Johannes Heermann— sacred song.

Popular Songs.

Johann Arndt —
1. Sacred Song.

2. On the Power and Necessity of Prayer.

Jacob Bohme, Mysterium Magnum,
Johann Valentin Andreae.

Friedrich Spee.

Julius Wilhelm Zincgreff.

Friedrich von L<igau.

Simon Dach and the Konigsberg School.

Paul Flemming.

Paul Gerhard.
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Modern High-German (continued) :

—

Georg Philipp HarsdorfFer and the ZS^iirnberg School.

Johannes Rist.

Andreas Gryphius

—

1. Sonnets.

2. From the Tragedy 'Cardenio and Celinde.'

Joachim Rachel—satire.

Johann Michael Moscherosch—satires.

Christoph von Grimnaelsliausen, Simplicissimus—novel.

Johann Balthasar Schupp—on the German Language.

Angelus Sile.^ius.

Hoffmannswaldau and Lohenstein—Second Silesian School.

Abraham a Santa Clara—sermon.

Philipp .Jacob Spener—on Luther.

Gottfried Arnold—sacred poem.

Christian Weise.

Hans Assniann von Abschatz.

Friedrich R. L. von Canitz.

Christian Wernicke.

Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz—on the German Language.

Eighteenth Century.

Modern Sigh-German

:

—
Johann Christopli Gott^ched—Cato.

Johann Jacob Bodmer—Character of German Poetry,

Barthold Heinrich Biockeg.

Johann Christian Giinther.

Nicolaus Ludwig Graf von Zinzendorf.

Christian Ludwig Liscow.

Friedrich von Hagedorn.

Albrecht von Haller.

Gottlieb Wilhelm Rabener.

Evvald Christian von Kle^st.

Christian Fiirchtegott Gellerfc.

Johann Ludwig Gleim.

Johann Peter Uz-

Justus Miiser.

Klopstock. See below,

Salomon Gessner.

Johann Winckelmann.

Lessing. See below.

Johann Georg Hamann.
Immanuel Kant.

A a 2
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Modern High-German (continued) :—

Johann August Musaeus.

Wieland. See below.

Gottlieb Konrad Pfeffel.

Christian Friedrich Daniel Schubarfc*

Matthias Claudius.

Johann Caspar Lavater.

Herder. See below.

Heinrich Jung, Stilling.

Georg Christoph Lichtenberg.

Gottfried August Bftrger.

Johann Heinrich Voss.

Friedrich Leopold und Christian Grafen zu Stollberg.

Das Siebengestirn der Dichter des achtzehnten Jahrhunderts-

1. Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock.

2. Gotthold Ephraim Lessing.

3. Christoph Martin Wieland.

4. Johann Gottfried von Herder.

5. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.

6. Johann Christoph Friedricli von Schiller.

7. Jean Paul Friedrich Richter.



OLD GERMAN LOVE-SONGS'.

SEVEN hundred years ago ! What a long time

it seems ! Philip Augustus, King of France

;

Henry II, King of England ; Frederic I, the famous

Barbarossa, Emperor of Germany ! When we read of

their times, the times of the Crusades, we feel as the

Greeks felt when reading of the War of Troy. We
listen, we admire, but we do not compare the heroes

of St. Jean d'Acre with the great generals of the

nineteenth century. They seem a different race of

men from those who are now living, and poetry and
tradition have lent to their royal frames such colossal

proportions that we hardly dare to criticise the legend-

ary history of their chivalrous achievements. It was
a time of heroes, of saints, of martyrs, of miracles

!

Thomas a'Becket was murdered at Canterbury, but

for more than three hundred years his name lived on,

and his bones were working miracles, and his soul

seemed as it were embodied and petrified in the lofty

pillars that surround the spot of his martyrdom.

Abelard was persecuted and imprisoned, but his

spirit revived in the Reformers of the sixteenth cen-

' ' Des Minnesangs Frtihling.* Herausgegeben von Karl Lachmann
unJ Moritz Haupt. Leipzig, 1857.
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tury, and the shrine of Abelard and Heloise in the

Pere Lachaise is still decorated every ^^ear with

garlands of immortelles. Barbarossa was drowned

in the same river in which Alexander the Great had

bathed his royal limbs, but his fame lived on in

every cottage of Germany, and the peasant near the

KyfFhauser still believes that some day the mighty

Emperor will awake from his long slumber and rouse

the people of Germany from their fatal dreams. We
dare not hold communion with such stately heroes as

Frederick the Eed-beard, and Richard the Lion-heart

;

they seem half to belong to the realm of fable. We
feel from our very schooldays as if we could shake

hands with a Themistocles and sit down in the

company of a Julius Caesar, but we are awed by

the presence of those tall and silent knights, with

their hands folded and their legs crossed, as we see

them reposing in full armour on the tombs of our

cathedrals.

And yet, however different in all other respects,

these men, if they once lift their steel beaver and

unbuckle their rich armour, are wonderfully like our-

selves. Let us read the poetry, which they either

wrote themselves, or to which they liked to listen

in their castles on the Khine or under their tents in

Palestine, and we find it is poetry which a Tennyson

or a Moore, a Goethe or Heine might have written.

Neither Julius Caesar nor Themistocles would know

what was meant by such poetry. It is modern poetry

poetry unknown to the ancient world, and who

invented it nobody can tell. It is sometimes called

romantic, but this is a strange misnomer. Neither

the Romans, nor the lineal descendants of the Romans,
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the Italians, the Provencals, the Spaniards, can claim

that poetry as their own. It is Teutonic poetry

—

purely Teutonic in its heart and soul, though its

utterance, its rhyme and metre, its grace and imagery,

show the marks of a warmer clime. It is called

sentimental poetry, the poetry of the heart rather

than of the head, the picture of the inward rather

than of the outward world. It is subjective as dis-

tinguished from objective poetry, as the German
critics, in their scholastic language, are fond of ex-

pressing it. It is Gothic, as contrasted with classical

poetry. The one, it is said, sublimizes nature, the

other bodies forth spirit—the one deifies the human,

the other humanizes the divine—the one is ethnic, the

other Christian. Eut all the.^e are but names, and

their true meaning must be discovered in the works

of art themselves, and in the history of the times

which produced the artists, the poets, and their ideals.

We shall perceive the difference between these two

liemispheres of the Beautiful better if we think of

Homer's ' Helena ' and Dante's ' Beatrice,' if we look

at the ' Venus of Milo ' and a ' Madonna ' of Francia,

than in reading the profoundest systems of aesthetics.

The work which has caused these reflections is

a volume of German poetry, just published by Lach-

mann and Haupt. It is called ' Des Minnesangs

Friihling—the Spring of the Songs of Love
'

; and it

contains a collection of the poems of twenty German
poets, all of whom lived during the period of the

Crusades, under the Hohenstaufen Emperors, from

about 1 1 70 to 1230. This period may well be called

the spring of German poetry, though the summer that

followed was but of short duration, and the autun^.n
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was cheated of the rich harvest which the spring had
promised. Tieck, one of the first who gathered the

flowers of that forgotten spring, describes it in glow-

ing language. ' At that time,' he says, ' believers sang

of faith, lovers of love, knights described knightly

actions and battles ; and loving, believing knights

were their chief audience. The spring, beauty, gaiety,

were objects that could never tire: gi-eat duels, and

deeds of arms carried away every hearer, the more
surely, the stronger they were painted; and as the

pillars and dome of the church encircle the flock,

feo did religion, as the highest, encircle poetry and

reality ; and every heart, in equal love, humbled itself

before her.' Carlyle, too, has listened with delight to

those merry songs of spring. ' Then truly,' he says,

' was the time of singing come ; for princes and pre-

lates, emperors and squires, the wise and the simple,

men, women and children, all sang and rhymed, or

delighted in hearing it done. It was a universal

noise of song, as if the spring of manhood had
arrived, and warblings from every spray—not indeed,

without infinite twitterings also, which, except their

gladness, had no music—were bidding it welcome.'

And yet it was not all gladness; and it is strange

that Carlyle, who has so keen an ear for the silent

melancholy of the human heart, should not have

heard that tone of sorrow and fateful boding which

breaks, like a suppressed sigh, through the free and

light music of that Swabian era. The brightest sky

of spring is not without its clouds in Germany, and

the German heart is never happy without some sad-

ness. Whether we listen to a short ditty, or to the

epic ballads of the ' Nibelunge,' or to Wolfram's grand
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poems of the ' Parcival ' and the ' Holy Graal,* it is

the same everywhere. There is always 'a mingling of

light and shade,—in joy a fear of sorrow, in sorrow

a ray of hope, and throughout the whole, a silent

wondering at this strange world. Here is a speci-

men of an anonymous poem—and anonymous poetry

is an invention peculiarly Teutonic. It was written

before the twelfth century; its language is strangely

simple, and sometimes uncouth. But there is truth

in it, and it is truth after all, and not fiction, that is

the secret of all poetry :

—

It has pained me in the heart,

Full many a time,

That I yearned after that

Which I may not have,

Nor ever sliall win.

It is very grievous.

I do not mean gold or silver:

It is more like a human heart.

I trained me a falcon,

More than a year.

When I had tamed him,

As I would have hi in,

And had well tied his feathers

With golden chains,

He soared up very high,

And flew into other lands.

I saw the falcon since,

Flying happily;

He carried on his foot

Silken straps.

And his plumage was

All red of gold

May God send them together,

Who would fain be loved.

The key-note of the whole poem of the * Nibe-

luntre,' such as it was written down at the end of the
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twelfth, or the beginning of the thirteenth century,

is ' Sorrow after Joy.' This is the fatal spell against

which all the heroes are fighting, and fighting in

vain. Fierce Hagen dashes the Chaplain into the

waves, in order to belie the prophecy of the Mer-

maids, but the Chaplain rises, and Hagen rushes

headlong into destruction. Chrienihilt too, is bargaining

and playing with the same inevitable fate, cautiously

guarding her young heart against the happiness of

love, that she may escape the sorrows of a broken

heart. She, too has been dreaming ' of a wild young

falcon that she trained for many a day, till two fierce

eagles tore it.' And she rushes to her mother Ute,

that she may read the dream for her ; and her mother

tells her what it means. And then the coy maiden

answers :

—

.... no more, no more, dear mother, .«ay,

From many a woman's fortune this truth is clear as clay,

That falselv smiling Pleasure with Pain requites us ever.

I from both will keep me, and thus will sorrow never.

Eut Sieorfried comes, and Chriemhilt's heart does

no longer cast up the bright and the dark days of

life. To Siegfried she belongs ; for him she lives, and

for him, when 'two fierce eagles tore him,' she dies.

A still wilder tragedy lies hidden in the songs of the

' Edda/ the most ancient fragments of truly Teutonic

poetry. Wolfram's poetry is of the same sombre cast.

He wrote his 'Parcival' about the time when the

songs of the ' Nibelunge ' were written down. The

subject was taken by him from a French source. It

belonged originally to the British cycle of Arthur and

his Knights. But Wolfram took the story merely as

a skeleton, to which he himself <>-ave a new bodv and
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soul. The glory and happiness which this world can

give, is to him but a shadow—the crown for which

his hero tights is that of the lioly Grafil.

Faith, Love, and Honour are the chief subjects of

the so-called Minnesanger. They are not what we
should call eiotic poets. Minae means love in the

old German language, but it means, originally, not

so much passion and desire, as thoughtfulness, rever-

ence, and remembrance. In English Miurie would

be ' Minding,' and it is different therefore from the

Greek Eivh, the Roman ^ry«>r', and the YYanaYiAiaouT.

It is different also from the German Llele, which

means originally desire, not love. Most of the poems
of the ' Minnesiinger ' are sad rather than joyful

—

joyful in sorrow, sorrowful in joy. The same feelings

have since been so often repeated by poets in all the

modern languages of Europe, that much of what we
read in the ' Minnesanger' of the twelfch and thir-

teenth centuries sounds stale to our ears. Yet there

is a simplicity about these old songs, a w^ant of effort,

an entire absence of any attempt to please or to sur-

prise; and we listen to them as we listen to a friend

who tells us his sufferings in broken and homely
words, and whose truthful prose appeals to our heart

more strongly than the most elaborate poetiy^ of

a Lamartine or a Heine. It is extremely diHicult to

translate these poems from the language in which

they are written, the so-called Middle High-German,

into modern German—much more so to render them
into English. But translation is at the same time the

T>est test of the true poetical value of any poem, and
we believe that many of the poems of the Minne-

sangers can bear that test. Here is another poem,
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very much in the style of the one quoted above, but

written by a poet whose name is known, Dietmar von
Eist:—

A lady stood alone,

And gazed across the heath,

And gazed for her love.

She saw a falcon flyinsf.

'O happy falcon that thou art,

Thou fliest wherever tliou likest
J

Thou chooses t in the forest

A tree that pleases thee.

Thus I too had done.

I chose myself a man

:

Him my eyes selected.

Beautiful ladies envy me for it.

Alas ! why will they not leave me my love ?

I did not desire the beloved of any one of them.

Now woe to thee, joy of summer

!

The song of birds is gone

;

So are the leavf s of the lime-tree

:

Henceforth, my pretty eyes too

Will be overcast.

My love, thou shouldst take leave

Of otiier ladies
;

Yes, my hero, thou shnuldst avoid them.

When thou sawest me first,

I seemed to thee in truth

Right lovely made

:

I remind thee of it, dear man !

'

These poems, simple and homely as they seem to

us, were loved and admired by the people for whom
they were written. They were copied and pre-

served with the greatest care in the albums of Kings

and Queens, and some of them were translated into

foreign languages. The poem which we quoted first

was translated as an Italian sonnet in the thirteenth

century, and has been published in Franc Trucchi's

' Poesie Italiane Inedite '
:

—
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Tapina me, che amava uno sparviero

;

amaval tanto ch' io nie ne moria :

a lo richiamo ben m'era maniero

ed unque troppo pascer no '1 dovia.

or h montato e salito 31 altero,

assai piti altero che far non solia

;

ed h assiso dentro a un verziero,

e un' altra donna 1' averk in balfa.

isparvier mio, ch' io t' avea nodrito

;

sonaglio d' oro ti facea portare,

perchfe neir uccellar fossi piil ardilo.

or sei salito siccome lo mare,

ed hai rotti li getti, e sei fucrgito

quando eri fermo nel tuo uccellare.

One of the most oriorinal and thoui^htful of the

' Minnesanger ' is the old Reinmar. His poems are

given now for the first time in a correct and read-

able text by Lachmann and Haupt, and many a

difficult passage has been elucidated by their notes.

His poems, however, are not easy to read, and we
should have been thankful for some more help than

the editors have given us in their notes. The fol-

lowing is a specimen of Reinmar's poetry :

—

High as the sun stands my heart

:

That is because of a lady who can be without change

In her grace, wherever she be.

She makes me free from all sorrow.

I have nothing to give her, but my own life,

That belongs to her : the beautiful woman gives me always

Joy, and a high mind,

If I think of it, what she does for me.

Well is it fur me that I found her so true

!

Wherever she dwell, she alone makes every land dear to me;
If she went aci-oss the wild sea,

There I should go ; I long so much for her.

If I had the wisdom of a thousand men, it would be well

That I keep her, whom I should serve

:

May she take care right well,

Tliat nothing sad may ever befall me through her.
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I was never quite blessed, but through her

:

Whatever I wish to her, may she allow it to me

!

It was a blessed thing for me
That she, the Beautiful, received me into her grace.

Carlyle, no doubt, is right when he says, that

among all this warbling of love there are infinite

twitterings which, except their gladness, have little

to charm us. Yet we like to read them as part of

the bright history of those bygone days. One poet

sings :

—

If the whole world was mine,

From the Sea to the Rhine,

I would gladly give it all,

That the Queen of England

Lay in my arms, etc.

Who was the impertinent German that dared to

fall in love with a Queen of England ? We do not

know. But there can be no doubt that the Queen

of England whom he adored was the gay and beau-

tiful Eleonore of Poitou, the Queen of Henry II,

who filled the heart of many a Crusader with un-

holy thoughts. Her daughter, too, Mathilde, who

was married to Henry the Lion of Saxony, inspired

many a poet of those days. Her beauty was cele-

brated by the Provencal Troubadours ; and at the

Court of her husband, she encouraged several of her

German vassals to follow the example of the French

and Norman Knights, and sing the love of Tristan

and Isolt, and the adventures of the Knights of

Charlemagne. They must have been happy times,

those times of the Crusades ! Nor have they passed

away without leaving their impress on the hearts

and minds of the nations of Europe. The Holy

Sepulchre,, it is true, is still in the hands of the
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Infidels, and the bones of the Crusaders lie buried

in unhallowed soil, and their deeds of valour are

well nigh forgotten, and their chivalrous Tourna-

ments and their Courts of Love are smiled at by

a wiser generation. But much that is noble and
heroic in the feelings of the nineteenth century has

its hidden roots in the thirteenth. Gothic archi-

tecture and Gothic poetry are the children of the

same mother ; and if the true but unadorned lan-

guage of the heart, the aspirations of a real faith,

the sorrow and joy of a true love are still listened

to by the nations of Europe—and if what is called

the Eomantic school is strong enough to hold its

ground against the classical taste and its Royal

patrons, such as Louis XIV, Charles II, and

Frederick the Great—we ow^e it to those chivalrous

poets who dared for the first time to be what they

were, and to say w^hat they felt, and to whom faith,

love, and honour w^ere wortljy subjects of poetry,

though they lacked the sanction of the Periclean and

Auo'ustan ag-es.

The new edition of the Poems of the ' Minnesanger

'

is a masterpiece of German scholarship. It was com-

menced by Lacbmann, the greatest critic after Wolf,

that Germany has produced. Lachmann died before

the w^ork was finished, and Professor Haupt, his

successor at Berlin, undertook to finish it. His

share in the edition, particularly in the notes, is

greater than that of Lachmann, and the accuracy wdtli

which the text has been restored from more than

twenty MSS., is worthy of the great pupil of that great

master.
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THE critical periods in the history of the world are

best studied in the lives of a few representative

men. The history of the German Reformation assumes

a living, intelligible, and human character in the

biographies of the Reformers ; and no historian would

imagine that he understood the secret springs of that

mighty revolution in Germany without having read

the works of Hutten, the table-talk of Luther, the

letters of Melanchthon, and the sermons of Zwingli.

But although it is easy to single out representative

men in the great decisive struggles of history, they

are more difficult to find during the preparatory

periods. The years from 1450 to 1500 are as im-

portant as the years from 1500 to 1550—nay, to the

thoughtful historian, that silent period of incubation

is perhaps of deeper interest than the violent out-

burst of the sixteenth century. But where, during

those years, are the men of sufficient eminence to

represent the age in which they lived ? It was an

age of transition and preparation, of dissatisfaction

and hesitation. Like the whole of the fifteenth

^ Sebastian Brant's ' Narren?chifF.' Herausgegeben von Friedrich

Zarncke. Leipzig, 1857.
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century, ' it was rich in scholars, copious in pedants,

hut poor in genius, and barren of strong thinkers.'

We must not look for heroes in so unheroic an ao-e,

but be satisfied with men if they be but a head taller

than their contemporaries.

One of the most interesting men in whose life and
writings the history of the preliminary age of the

German Reformation may be studied, is Sebastian

Brant, the famous author of the famous ' Ship of

Fools.' He was born in the year 1457. The Council

of Easle had failed to fulfil the hopes of the German
laity as to a reformatio ecclesiae in capite et nieinhris.

In the very year of Brant's birth, Martin Meyer, the

Chancellor of Mayence, had addressed his letter to

his former friend, iEneas Sylvius—a national mani-

festo, in boldness and vigour only surpassed by the

powerful pamphlet of Luther, ' To the Nobility of the

German Nation.' Germany seemed to awaken at

last to her position, and to see the dangers that

threatened her political and religious freedom. The
new movement which had taken place in Italy in

classical learning, supported chiefly by Greek refugees,

began to extend its quickening influence beyond the

Alps. iEneas Sylvius, afterwards Pope Pius II,

1458, writes in one of his letters, that poets were

held in no estimation in Germany, though he admits

that their poetry is less to be blamed for this than

their patrons, the princes, who care far more for any
trifles than for poetry. The Germans, he says, do

not care for science nor for a knowledge of classical

literature, and they have hardly heard the name of

Cicero or any other orator. In the eyes of the

Italians, the Germans were barbarians ; and when
VOL. IIT. B b
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Constantine Lascaris saw the first specimen of

printing, he was told by the Italian priests, that this

invention had lately been made apud harharos in

urhe Germaniae. They were dangerous neighbours

these barbarians, who could make such discoveries

as the art of printing ; and Brant lived to see the

time when Joh. Caesarius was able to write to a

friend of his :
—

' At this moment, Germany, if she

does not surpass Italy, at least need not, and will not,

yield to her ; not so much on account of her empire,

as for her wonderful fecundity in learned men, and

the almost incredible growth of learning.'

This period of slow but steady progress, from the

invention of printing to the Council of Worms, is

bridged over by the life of Sebastian Brant, who
lived from 1457 to ^5^^- Brant was very early the

friend of Peter Schott, and through him had been

brought in contact with a circle of learned men,

who were busily engaged in founding one of the first

schools of classical learning at Schlettstadt. Men
like Jac. Wimpheling, Joh. Torrentinus, Florentius

Hundius, and Johannes Hugo, belonged to that society.

Brant afterwards went to Basle to study law. Basle

was then a young University. It had only been

founded in 1459, but i^ was already a successful rival

of Heidelberg. The struggle between the Realists

and Nominalists was then raging all over Europe,

and it divided the University of Basle into two

parties, each of them trying to gain influence and

adherents among the young students. It has been

usual to look upon the Realists as the Conservative,

and upon the Nominalists as the Liberal, party of the

fifteenth century. But although at times this was
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the case, philosophical opinions, on which the differ-

ences between these two parties were founded, were

not of sufficient strength to determine for any length

of time the political and religious bias of either school.

The Realists were chiefly supported by the Domini-

cans, the Nominalists by the Franciscans ; and there

is always a more gentle expression beaming in the

eyes of the followers of the seraphic Doctor, par-

ticularly if contrasted with the stern frown of the

Dominican. Ockam himself was a Franciscan, and

those who thought with him w^ere called doctoret>

renovatores and sophistae. Suddenly, however, the

tables were turned. At Oxford, the Realists, in

following out their principles in a more independent

spirit, had arrived at results dangerous to the peace

of the Church. As philosophers, they began to carry

out the doctrines of Plato in good earnest—as re-

formers, they looked wistfully to the early centuries

of the Christian Church. The same liberal and inde-

pendent spirit reached from Oxford to Prague, and

the expulsion of the German nation from that Uni-

versity may be traced to the same movement. The

Realists were at that time no longer in the good

odour of orthodoxy ; and, at the Council of Constanz,

the Nominalists, such as Joh. Gerson and Petrus de

Alliaco, gained triumphs which seemed for a time to

make them the arbiters of public opinion in Germany,

and to give them the m.eans of securing the Church

against the attacks of Huss on one side, and against

the more dangerous encroachments of the Pope and

the monks on the other. This triumph, however, was
of short duration. All the rights which the Germans
seemed to have conquered at the Councils of Constanz

ah z
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and Basle were sacrificed by their own Emperor. No
one dared to say again, what Gregory von Heimburg
had said to the Italian clergy—' Quid fines alienos

invaditis ? quid falcem vestram in messem alienam

extenditis ?
' Under iEneas Sylvius, the power of the

Pope in Germany was as absolute as ever. The

Nominalist party lost all the ground which it had

gained before. It was looked upon with suspicion by

Pope and Emperor. It was banished from Courts and

Universities, and the disciples of the Realistic school

began a complete crusade against the followers of

Ockam.

Johannes Heynlin a Lapide, a former head of

a house in Paris, migrated to Basle, in order to lend

his influence and authority to the Realist party in

that rising University. Trithemius says of him:

—

' Hie doctrinam eorum Parisiensium qui reales appel-

lantur primus ad Basiliensium universitatem trans-

tulit, ibidemque plantavit, roboravit et auxit.' This

Johannes Heynlin a Lapide, however, though a violent

champion of the then victorious Realist party, was

by no means a man without liberal sentiments. On
many points the Realists were more tolerant, or at

least more enlightened, than the Nominalists. They

counted among themselves better scholars than the

adherents of Ockam. They were the first and fore-

most to point out the uselessness of the dry scholastic

system of teaching grammar and logic, and nothing-

else. And though they cherished their own ideas as

to the supreme authority of the Pope, the divine

right of the Emperor, or the immaculate conception

of the Virgin (a dogma denied by the Dominicans,

and defended by the Franciscans), they were always
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ready to point out abuses and to suggest reforms.

The age in which they lived was not an age of

decisive thought or decisive action. There was a want
of character in individuals as well as in parties ; and
the points on which they differed, seemed of small

importance, though they masked differences of greater

weight. At Basle, the men who were gathered round

Johannes a Lapide, were what we should call Liberal

Conservatives, and it is among them that we find

Sebastian Brant. Basle could then boast of some of

the most eminent men of the time. Besides Agricola,

and Wimpheling, and Geiler von Kaisersberg, and
Trithemius, Beuchlin was there for a time, and
Wessel, and the Greek Kontablacos. Sebastian Brant,

though on friendly terms with most of these men,

was their junior; and, among his contemporaries,

a new generation grew up, more independent and
more free-spoken than their masters, though as yet

very far from any revolutionary views in matters

of Church or State. Feuds broke out very soon

between the old and the young schools. Locher, the

friend of Brant—the poet who had turned his ' Ship

of Fools' into Latin verse—published a poem, in

which he attacked rather petulantly the scholastic

philosophy and theology. Wimpheling, at the request

of Geiler of Kaisersberg, had to punish him for this

audacity, and he did it in a pamphlet full of the most
vulgar abuse. Reuchlin also had given offence, and
was attacked and persecuted; but his party retaliated

by the 'Epistolae Obscurorum Virorum.' Thus the

Conservative, or Realistic party became divided ; and
when, at the beginning of a new century and a new
era in the history of the world, Luther raised his
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voice in defence of national and religious freedom, he

was joined not only by the more advanced descen-

dants of the Nominalistic school, but by all the

vigour, the talent, and the intellect of the old Con-

sei'vatives.

Brant himself, though he lived at Strasburg up to

1 52 1, did not join the standard of the Reformation.

He had learned to grumble, to find fault, to abuse and

to condemn ; but his time was gone when the moment
for action arrived. And yet he helped toward the

success of the Reformation in Germany. He had been

one of the first, after the discovery of printing, to use

the German language for political purposes. His fly-

sheetSj his illustrated editions, had given useful hints

how to address the large masses of the people. If he

looked upon the world, as it then was, as a ship of

fools, and represented every weakness, vice, and

wickedness, under the milder colour of foolery, the

people who read his poems singled out some of his

fools, and called them knaves. The great work of

Sebastian Brant was his ' NarrenschifF.' It was first

published in 1497, at Basle, and the first edition,

thouo'h on account of its woodcuts it could not have

been a very cheap book, was sold off at once. Edition

after edition followed, and translations were published

in Latin, in Low German, in Dutch, in French, and

English. Sermons were preached on the *Narren-

schiff
'

; Trithemius calls it Divina JSatira, Locher

compares Brant with Dante, Hutten calls him the

new lawgiver of German poetry. The ' Narrenschiff

'

is a w^ork which we may still read with pleasure,

though it is difficult to account for its immense

success at the time of ittj publicaLion. Some historians
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asciil)e it to the woodcuts. The}^ are certainly very

clever, and there is reason to suppose that most of

them were, if not actually drawn, at least suggested

}»y Brant himself. Yet even a Turner has failed to

render mediocre poetry popular by his illustrations,

and there is nothing to show that the caricatures of

Prant were preferred to his satires. Noav his satires,

it is true, are not very powerful, nor pungent, nor

original. But his style is free and easy. Brant is not

a ponderous poet. He writes in short chapters, and

mixes his fools in such a manner that we always meet

with a variety of new faces. It is true that all this

would hardly be sufficient to secure a decided success

for a work like his at the present day. But then we
must remember the time in which he wrote. What
had the poor people of Germany to read toward the

end of the fifteenth century"? Printing had been

invented, and books were published and sold with

great rapidity. People were not only fond, but proud,

of reading books. Reading w^as fashionable, and the

first fool who enters Brant's ship is the man who
buys books. But what were the books that w^ere

offered for sale? We find among the early prints of

the fifteenth century religious, theological, and classical

works in great abundance, and we know that the

respectable and wealthy burghers of Augsburg and
Strasburg were proud to fill their shelves with these

portly volumes. But then German aldermen had
wives, and daughters, and sons ; and what were they

to read during the long winter evenings ? The poetry

of the thirteenth century was no longer intelligible,

and the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries had pro-

duced very little that would be to the taste of young
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ladies and gentlemen. The poetry of the 'Meister-

.sanger ' was not very exhilarating. The romances of

' The Book of Heroes ' had lost all their native charms

under the rough treatment they had experienced at

the hand of their latest editor, Caspar von der Roen.

The so-called ' Misteries ' (not mysteries) might be

very well as Christmas pantomimes once a year, but

they could not be read for their own sake, like the

dramatic literature of later times. The light literature

of the day consisted entirely in novels, and in spite of

their miserable character, their popularity was im-

mense. Besides the ' Gesta Bomanorum' which were

turned into German verse and prose, we meet with

French novels, such as ' Bother and Maler,' translated

by a Countess of Nassau in 1437, and printed in

3514; 'Bontus and Sidonia/ translated from the

French by Eleonore of Scotland, the wife of Sigis-

mund of Austria, published 1498 ;
' Melusina,' equally

from the French, published 1477. The old epic poems
of Tristan, and Bancelot, and Wigalois, were too long

and tedious. Beople did not care any longer for the

deep thoughts of Wolfram von Eschenbach, and the

beautiful poetry of Gottfried von Strassburg. They
wanted only the plot, the story, the dry bones, and
these were dished up in the prose novels of the

fifteenth century, and afterwards collected in the

so-called 'Book of Love.' There was room, therefore,

at that time for a work like the ' Ship of Fools.' It

was the first printed book that treated of contempo-

raneous events and living persons, instead of old

German battles and French knights. Beople arc

always fond of reading the history of their own times.

If the good qualities of their age are brought out, they
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think of theinsclves or tboir friends ; if the dark

features of their contemporaries are exhibited, they

think of theii* neiohboiirs and enemies. Now, the
' Ship of Fools ' is just such a satire which ordinary

people would read, and read with pleasure. They
might feel a slight twinge now and then, but they

would put down the book at the end, and thank God
that they were not like other men. There is a chapter

on Misers— and who would not gladly give a penny
to a beggar? There is a chapter on Gluttony—and
who was ever more than a little exhilarated after

dinner ? There is a chapter on Church-goers—and
who ever went to church for respectability's sake, or

to show off a gaudy dress, or a fine dog, or a new
hawk ? There is a chapter on Dancing—and who
ever danced except for the sake of exercise ? There

is a chapter on Adultery—and who ever did more
than flirt with his neighbour's wife ? We sometimes

wish that Brant's satire had been a little more
searching, and that, instead of his many allusions to

classical fools (for his hook is full of scholarship), he

had given us a little more of the chroniqiie scanda-

leuse of his own time. But he was too good a man
to do this, and his contemporaries no doubt were
grateful to him for his forbearance.

Brant's poem is not easy to read. Though he was
a contemporary of Luther, his language differs much
more from modern German than Luther's translation

of the Bible. His ' Ship of Fools ' wanted a commen-
tary, and this want has been supplied by one of the

most learned and industrious scholars of Germany,
Professor Zarncke, in his lately pubhshed edition of

the ' Narrenschiff.' This must have been a work of
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many years of hard labour. Nothing that is worth

knowing about Brant and his works has been omitted,

and we hardly know of any commentary on Aris-

tophanes or Juvenal in which every difficulty is so

honestly met as in Professor Zarncke's notes on the

German satirist. The editor is a most minute and

painstaking critic. He tries to re-establish the correct

reading of every word, and he enters upon his work
with as much zeal as if the world could not be saved

till every tittle of Brant's poem had been restored.

He is, however, not only a critic, but a sensible and

honest man. He knows what is worth knowing and

what is not, and he does not allow himself to be

carried away by a desii*e to display his own superior

acquirements—a weakness which makes so many of

his colleagues forgetful of the real ends of knowledge,

and the real duties of the scholar and the historian.

We have to say a few words on the English trans-

lation of Brant's ' Ship of Fools.' It was not made
from the original, but from Locher's Latin translation.

It reproduces the matter, but not the manner of the

original satire. Some portions are added by the

translator, Alexander Barclay, and in some parts his

translation is an improvement on the original. It

was printed in 1508, published 1509, and went

through several editions.

The following may serve as a specimen of Barclay's

translation, and of his original contributions to

Brant's ' Navis Stultifera ' :

—

Here beginneth the ' Ship of Fooles,' and first of unprofitable

books :

—

I am the first foole of all the whole navie,

To keep the Pompe, the Helme, and eke the Sayle:

For this is my minde, this one pleasure have I,
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Of bookes to have great plentie and apparayle.

I take no wisdome by them, nor yet avayle,

Nor them perceave not, and then I them despise

:

Thus am I a foole, and all that sue that guise.

That in this Ship the chiefe place I governe,

By this wide Sea with fooles wandring,

The cause is plaine and easy to discerne,

Still am I busy, bookes assembling,

For to have plentie it is a pleasant thing

In my conceyt, and to have them ay in hande:

But what they meane do I not understande.

But yet I have them in great reverence

And honoure, saving them from filth and ordure.

By often brusshing and much diligence.

Full goodly bouude in pleasant coverture,

Of Damas, Sattin, or els of Velvet pure:

I keepe them sure, fearing least they should be lost.

For in them is the cunning wherein I me boast.

But if it fortune that any learned men
AVithin my house fall to disputation,

I drawe the curtaynes to shewe my bokes then,

That they of my cunning should make probation:

I kepe not to fall in aherication,

And while they comment, my bookes I turne and winde,

For all is in them, and nothing in my minde.

In the fourth chajjter, ' Of newe fassions and dis-

guised garmentes,' there is at the end what is called

'The Lenvoy of Alexander Barclay,' and in it an

allusion to Henry VIII :

—

But ye proude galants that thus your selfe disguise,

Be ye ashamed, beholde unto your prince:

Consider his sadness, his lionestie devise,

His clothing expresstth his inwarde prudence,

Ye see no example of such inconvenience

In his highness, but godly wit and gravitie,

Ensue him, and sorrowe ior your enormilie.



ON THE LANGUAGE AND POETRY

OF SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN.

AFTER all that has been written about the Schles-

wig-Holstein question, how little is known
about those whom that question chiefly concerns

—

the Schleswig-Holsteiners. There may be a vague

recollection that, during the general turmoil of 1848,

the German inhabitants of the Duchies rose against

the Danes; that they fought bravely, and at last

succumbed, not to the valour, but to the diplomacy

of Denmark. But, after the Treaty of London in

1852 had disposed of them, as the Treaty of Vienna

had disposed of other brave people, they sank below

the horizon of European interests, never to rise again,

it was fondly hoped, till the present generation had

passed away.

Yet these Schleswig-Holsteiners have an interest

of their own, quite apart from the political clouds

that have lately gathered round their country. Ever

since we know anything of the history of Northern

Europe, we find Saxon races established as the in-

habitants of that northern peninsula which was then

called the Cimbric Chersonese. The first writer who
ever mentions the name of Saxons is Ptolemy ^, and

he speaks of them as settled in what is now called

* Ptol. ii. u, hm tuv avxiva ttjs Kiixppinrjs X^paoi^rjaoiJ 2(i^o</fcs.
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Schleswio'-Holstein ^. At the time of Charleinao;ne

the Saxon race is described to us as consisting of

three tribes ; the Odfalai, Westfalai, and Angrarii.

The Westphalicms were settled near the Rhine, the

Ea.stphalians near the Elbe, and the intermediate

country, washed by the Weser, was held by the

Angrarii^. The name of Westphalia is still in

existence ; that of Eastphalia has disappeared, but

its memory survives in the English sterling. East-

phalian traders, the ancestors of the merchant princes

of Hamburg, were known in England by the name
of Baderlings, and, their money being of the purest

quality, easterling, in Latin esterlingus, shortened

to sterliiig, became the general name of pure or

sterling mone}^ The name of the third tribe, the

Angrarii, continued through the Middle Ages as

the name of a people, and to the present day the

reiorninor Duke of Anhalt, calls himself Duke of

' Sachsen, Engern, unci Westi^halen! Eut the name
of the Angrarii was meant to fulfil another and more

glorious destiny. The name Angrarii or Angarii'-^

is a corruption of the older name, Angrivarii, the

famous German race mentioned by Tacitus as the

neighbours of the Cherusci. These Angrivarii are

in later documents called Anglevarii. The termin-

ation varii"^ represents the same word which exists

in A. S. as ^va7'e ; for instance, in Cant-ivare, inhabi-

tants of Kent, or Cant-tvare-hurh, Canterbury ; hurh-

^ Grimm, 'Geschichte der Deutschen Sprache,' p. 609. SLrabo,

Pliny, and Tacitus do not mention the name of Saxons.

2 Grimm, 1. c. p. 629.
^ See * Poeta Saxo,' anno 772, in Pertz, Mouum. I. 228, line 36;

Grimm, 1. c. p. 629.
* See Grimm, 1. c. p. 781.
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^vave, inhabitants of a town, burghers. It is derived

from werian, to defend, to hold, or may be connected

with we7\ a man. The same termination is found in

Ansivarii or Awpsivarii; probably also in Teutono-

arii instead of Teutoni, Chattuari instead of Chatt'i.

The principal seats of these Angraril were, as we
saw, between the Rhine and Elbe, but Tacitus ^

knows of Anglii, i. e. Arigrii, east of the Elbe, and
an offshoot of the same Saxon tribe is found very

early in possession of that famous peninsula between

the Schlei and the Bay of Flensburg on the eastern

coast of Schleswig^, which by Latin writers was called

Anglia, i. e. Amgvia. To derive the name of Anglia
from the Latin anguhis^, corner, is about as good an
etymology as the kind-hearted remark of St. Gregory,

who interpreted the name of Angli by angeli. From
that Anglia, the Angli, together with the Saxons and
Juts, migratetl to the British Isles in the fifth century,

and the name of the Angli, as that of the most

numerous tribe, became in time the name of Engla-

land ^. In the Latin laws ascribed to Kinc: Edward
the Confessor a curious supplement is found, which
states ' that the Juts (Guti) came formerly from the

noble blood of the Angli, namel}^, from the state of

Engra, and that the English came from the same
blood. The Juts, therefore, like the Angli of Ger-

* 'Germania,' c. 40. Gi-imm, * Deutsche Spiache,' p. 604.
^ Grimm, p. 641.

^ Beda, 'Hist. Eccl.' I. 15. * Porro de Anglis, hoc est, de ilia

patria quae Aiigulus dicitur,' &c. Ethelwerfc, Chron. I, ' Porro An-^lia

vetus sita est inter Sax(mes efc GiuLos, liabens oppidurr capilale,

quod sermone Saxuiiico Slesioic nuncupatur, secundum vero Danos,

llaithahy.''

* Grimm, 1. c. p. 630.
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many, should always be received in England as

brothers, and as citizens of the realm, because the

Angli of England and Germany had always inter-

married, and had fought together against the Danes ^'

Like the Angli of Anglia, the principal tribes

clustering round the base of the Cimbric peninsula,

and known by the general name of Northalhivgi or

TrciMsalhiani, also Novdleiidi, were all offshoots of

the Saxon stem. Adam of Bremen (2,15) divides them

into Technarsgol, Holcetae, and Stwrmarii. In these

it is easy to recognize the modern names of Dith-

onarscken, Holtseten or Hohten, and Stormarn. It

would require more space than we can afford, were

Ave to enter into the arguments by which Grimm has

endeavoured to identify the Dithniarschen with the

Teutoni, the Stormarn with the Cimhri, and the

Holsten with the Harudes. His arguments, if not

convincing, are at least highly ingenious, and may be

examined by those interested in these matters, in his

' History of the German Language,' pp. 633-640.

For many centuries the Saxon inhabitants of those

^ 'Guti vero simililer cum veniunt (in regnuni Britanniae) suscipi

debent, et pvotegi in regno isto sicut coujnrati fratres, sicut propinqui

et proprii cives regni hujiis. Exierunt eniiu quondam de nobili t-an-

guine Anglorum, scilicet de Engra civitate, et Anglici de sanguine

illorum, et semper efficiuntur populus unus et gens una. Ita con-

stituit optimus Ina Rex Anglorum. . . . Multi vero Angli ceperunt

uxores suas de sanguine et genere Anglorum Germaniae, et qiiidam

Angli ceperunt uxores suas de sanguine et genere Scotorum
; proceren

vero Scotorum, et Scoti fex'e omnes ceperunt uxores suas de optinio

genere et sanguine Anglorum Germaniae, et ita fuerunt tunc temporis

per universum regnum Britanniae duo in carne una. . . . Universi

praedicti semper poslea pro communi utilitate coronae regni in siniul

et in unnm virililer contra Danos et Norvvegienses semper stetenmt
;

et atrocissime unanimi voluntate contra inimicos pugnaverunt, et bella

atrocissima in regno gesserunt.' (' Die Ge.setze der Angelsacli.sen/ ed.

Schmid, p. 296.)
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regions have had to bear the brunt of the battle

between the Scandinavian and the German races.

From the days when the German Emperor Otho I

(died 973) hurled his swift spear from the northern-

most promontory of Jutland into the German Ocean
to mark the true frontier of his empire, to the day
when Christian IX put his unwilling pen to that

Danish constitution which was to incorporate all

the country north of the Eider with Denmark, they

have had to share in all the triumphs and all the

humiliations of the German race to which they are

linked by the strong ties of a common blood and
a common language.

Such constant trials and vicissitudes have told on
the character of these German borderers, and have

made them what they are, a hardy and determined,

yet careful and cautious race. Their constant watch-

ings and struggles against the slow encroachments

or sudden inroads of an enemy more inveterate even

than the Danes, viz. the sea, had imparted to them
from the earliest times somewhat of that wariness

and perseverance which we perceive in the national

character of the Dutch and the Venetians. But the

fresh breezes of the German Ocean and the Baltic

kept their nerves well braced and their hearts

buoyant, and for muscular development the arms of

these sturdy ploughers of the sea and the land can

vie with those of any of their neighbours on the

isles or on the continent. Hoisten-treue, i. e. Holstein-

truth, is proverbial throughout Germany, and it has

stood the test of long and fearful trials.

Til ere is but one way of gaining an insight into

the real character of a people, unless we can actually
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live among them for years ; and that is to examine

their lanorua<?e and literature. Now it is true that

the language spoken in Schleswig-Holstein is not

German—at least not in the ordinary sense of the

word—and one may well understand how travellers

and correspondents of newspapers, who have picked

up their German phrases from Ollendorf, and who,

on the strength of this, try to enter into a conver-

sation with Holstein peasants, should arrive at the

conclusion that these peasants speak Danish, or at

all events, that they do not speak -German.

The Germans of Schleswig-Holstein are Saxons,

and all true Saxons speak Low German, and Low
German is more different from High German than

English is from Scotch. Low German, however, is

not to be mistaken for vulgar German. It is the

German which from time immemorial was spoken

in the low countries and along the northern sea-coast

of Germany, as opposed to the German of the high

country, of Swabia, Thuringia, Bavaria, and Austria.

These two dialects differ from each other like Doric

and Ionic ; neither can be considered as a corruption

of the other; and, however far back we trace these

two branches of living speech, we never arrive at

a point when they diverge from one common source.

The Gothic of the fourth century, preserved in the

translation of the Bible by L^lfilas, is not, as has been

so often said, the mother both of High and Low
German. It is to all intents and purposes Low
German, only Low German in its most primitive

form, and more primitive therefore in its grammatical

framework than the earliest specimens of High German,
which date from the seventh or eighth century. This

VOL. III. c c
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Gothic, which was spoken in the east of Germany, has

become extinct. The Saxon, spoken in the north of

Germany, continues its manifold existence to the

present clay in the Low German dialects, in Frisian,

in Dutch, and in English. The rest of Germany was
and is occupied by High German. In the West the

ancient High German dialect of the Franks has been

absorbed in French, while the German spoken from

the earliest times in the centre and south of Germany
has supplied the basis of what is now called the

literary and classical language of Germany.

Although the literature of Germany is chiefly High
German, there are a few literary compositions, both

ancient and modern, in the different spoken dialects

of the country, sufficient to enable scholars to distin-

guish at least nine distinct grammatical settlements :

—

in the Low German branch, Gothic, Saxon, Anglu-

Saxon, Frisian, and Dutch; in the High German
branch, Thuringian, Frctnkish, Bavarian, and Ale-

mannish. Professor Weinhold is engaged at present in

publishing separate grammars of six of these dialects,

viz. oi Aleniannish, Bavarian, Franhish, Thuriiigian,

Saxon, and Frisian : and, in his great German gram-

mar Jacob Grimm has been able to treat these, to-

gether with the Scandinavian tongues, as so many
varieties of one common, primitive type of Teutonic

speech.

But although, in the early days of German life,

the Low and High German dialects were on terms

of perfect equalit}^ Low German has fallen back in

the race, while High German has pressed forward

with double speed. High German has become the

language of literature and good society. It is taught
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in schools, preached in church, pleaded at the bar;

and, even in places where ordinary conversation is

still carried on in Low German, High German is

clearly intended to be the language of the future.

At the time of Charlemagne this was not so, and

one of the earliest literary monuments of the German

lano-uao-e, the Heliand, i.e. the Saviour, is written in

Saxon or Low German. The Saxon emperors, how-

ever, did little for German literature, while the

Swabian emperors were proud of being the patrons

of art and poetry. The language spoken at their

court being High German, the ascendancy of that

dialect may be said to date from their days, though

it was not secured till the time of the Reformation,

when the translation of the Bible by Luther put

a firm and lasting stamp on what has since become

the literary speech of Germany.

But language, even though deprived of literary

cultivation, does not easily die. Though at present

people write the same language all over Germany,

the towns and villages teem everywhere with dia-

lects, both High and Low. In Hanover, Brunswick,

Mecklenburg, Oldenburg, the Free Towns, and in

Schleswig-Holstein, the lower orders speak their own

German, generally called Flatt Deutsch, and in many
parts of Mecklenburg, Oldenburg, Ostfriesland, and

Holstein, the higher ranks too cling in their every-

day conversation to this more homely dialect^. Chil-

1 Klaus Groth writes :
* The island of Fries'an speech on the con-

tinent of Schleswig between Husum and Tondern is a very riddle and

miracle in the history of language, which ha? not been snfficienilv

noticed and considered. Why should the two extreme ends only of

ti.e whole Friesian coast between Belgium and Jutland have retained

their mother-speech? For the Ost-Friesians in Oldenburg speak

C C 2
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dren frequently speak two languages : High German
at school. Low German at their games. The clergyman

speaks High German when he stands in the pulpit,

but when he visits the poor he must address them in

their own peculiar Piatt. The lawyer pleads in the

language of Schiller and Goethe ; but, when he ex-

amines his witnesses, he has frequently to conde-

scend to the vulo-ar tonojue. That vuloar tono'ue is

constantly receding from the towns ; it is frightened

away by railways, it is ashamed to show itself in

parliament. But it is loved all the more by the

people ; it appeals to their hearts, and it comes back

naturally to all who have ever talked it together in

their youth. It is the same with the local patois

simply Platt-Deutsch like the Westphalians and ourselves. Cirk

Hinrich Stliremburo's so-called Ost-Friesian Dictionary has no more
light to call itself Friesian than the Bremen Dictionary. Unless the

whole coast has sunk into the sea, who can explain that close behind

Husum, in a flat country as monotonous as a Hungarian Pussta, with-

out any natural frontier or division, the traveller on entering the next

inn, may indeed be understood if he speaks High or Low German, nay,

may receive to either an answer in pure German, but hears the host

and his servants speak in words that sound quite strange to him ?

Equally strange is the frontier north of the Wiede-au, where Danish

takes the place of Friesian. Who can explain by what process tlie

language has maintained itself so far and no farther, a language with

which one cannot travel beyond eight or ten square miles? Why
should these few thousand people not have surrendered long ago this

'ui:eless remnant of an unschooled dialect,' considering they learn at

the same time Low and High German, or Low German and Danish

!

In the far-stretching, straggling villages a Low German house stands

sometimes alone among Friesian houses, and vice versa, and that has

been going on for generations. In the Saxon families they do not find

it necessary to learn Friesian, for all the neighbours can speak Low
German ; but in the Friesian families one does not hear German
spoki-n except when there are German visitors. Since the seventeenth

century German has hardly conquered a single house, certainly not

a village.'— (' Illustrirte Deutsche Monatshefte,' 1869, p. 330.)
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of High German. Even where at school the correct

High German is taught and spoken, as in Bavaria

and Austria, each town still keeps its own patois,

and the people fall back on it as soon as they are

amonor themselves. When Maria Theresa went to

the Burgtheater to announce to the people of Vienna

the birth of a son and heir, she did not address

them in high-flown literary German. She bent for-

ward from her box, and called out: Ilorts, der

Leopold hot (In Buehd, ' Hear, Leopold has a boy.'

In German comedies, characters from Berlin, Leipzig,

and Vienna, are constantly introduced speaking then-

own local dialects. In Bavaria, Styria, and the Tyrol,

much of the poetry of the people is written in their

patois, and in some parts of Germany sermons even,

and other religious tracts, continue to be published

in the local vernaculars.

There are here and there a few enthusiastic cham-

pions of dialects, particularly of Low German, who
still cherish a hope that High German may be thrown

back, and Low German restored to its rights and

former dominion. Yet, whatever may be thought of

the relative excellences of High and Low German

—

and in several points, no doubt. Low German has

the advantage of High German, yet, practically,

the battle between the two is decided, and cannot

now be renewed. The national language of Ger-

many, whether in the South or the North, will always

be the German of Luther, Lessing, Schiller, and

Goethe. This, however, is no reason why the dia-

lects, whether of Low or High German, should be

despised or banished. Dialects are everywhere the

natural feeders of literary languages, and an attempt
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to destroy them, if it could succeed, would be like

shutting up the tributaries of great rivers.

After these remarks it will be clear that, if people

say that the inhabitants of Schles\A^ig-Holstein do

not speak German, there is some truth in such a

statement, at least just enough of truth to conceal

the truth. It might be said, with equal correctness,

that the people of Lancashire do not speak English.

But, if from this a conclusion is to be drawn that

the Schleswig-Holsteiners, speaking this dialect,

which is neither German nor Danish, might as well

be taught in Danish as in German, this is not quite

correct, and would deceive few if it were adduced

as an argument for introducing French instead of

English in the national schools of Lancashire.

The Schleswig-Holsteiners have their own dialect,

and cling to it as they cling to many things which,

in other parts of Germany, have been discarded as

old-fashioned and useless. Oil Kmist holt Hus,
' stale bread lasts longest,' is one of their proverbs.

But they read their Bible in High German ; they

write their newspapers in High German, and it is

in High German that their children are taught, and

their sermons preached in every town and in every

village. It is but lately that Low German has been

taken up again by Schleswig-Hol stein poets, and

some of their poems, though intended originally for

their own people only, have been read with delight,

even by those who had to spell them out with the

help of a dictionary and a grammar. This kind of

home-spun poetry is a sign of healthy national life.

Like the songs of Burns, in Scotland, the poems of

Klaus Groth and others reveal to us, more than
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anything else, the real thoughts and feelings, the

everyday cares and occupations of the people whom
they represent, and to whose approval alone they

appeal. But as Scotland, proud though she well

may be of her Burns, has produced some of the best

writers of English, Schleswig-Holstein, too, small as

it is in comparison with Scotland, counts among its

sons some illustrious names in German literature.

Niebuhr, the great traveller, and Niebuhr, the great

historian, were both Schleswig-Holsteiners, though

during their lifetime that name had not yet assumed

the pohtical meaning in which it is now used. Kar-

sten Niebuhr, the traveller, was a Hanoverian by

birth ; but, having early entered the Danish service,

he was attached to a scientific mission sent by^ King-

Frederick V to Egypt, Arabia, and Palestine, in

1760. All the other members of that mission having

died, it was left to Niebuhr, after his return in

1767, to publish the results of his own observations

and of those of his companions. His ' Description of

Arabia,' and his ' Travels in Arabia and the adjoining

Countries,' though published nearly a hundred years

ago, are still quoted with respect, and their accuracy

has hardly ever been challenged. Niebuhr spent the

rest of his life as a kind of collector and magistrate

at Meldorf, a small town of between two and three

thousand inhabitants, in Dithmarschen. He is de-

scribed as a square and powerful man, who lived to

a good old age, and who, even when he had lost

his eyesight, used to delight his family and a large

circle of friends, by telling them of the adventures

in his oriental travels, of the starry nights of the

desert, and of the bright moonlight of Egypt, where
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riding on his camel, he could, from his saddle, recog-

nise every plant that was growing on the ground. Nor
were the listeners that gathered round him unworthy
of the old traveller. Like many a small German
town, Meldorf, the home of Niebuhr, had a society

consisting of a few government officials, clergymen,

and masters at the public school ; most of them
men of cultivated mind, and quite capable of appre-

ciating a man of Niebuhr's powers. Even the peasants

there were not the mere clods of other parts of

Germany. They were a well-to-do race, and by no

means illiterate. Their sons received at the Gym-
nasium of Meldorf a classical education, and they

were able to mix with ease and freedom in the society

of their betters. The most hospitable house at Mel-

dorf was that of Boie, the High Sheriff of Dithmar-

schen. He had formerly, at Gottingen, been the life

and soul of a circle of friends who have become
famous in the history of German literature, under

the name of ' Hainbund.' That ' Hainbund' or Grove-

Club, included Burger, the author of 'Lenore'; Voss,

the translator of Homer ; the Counts Stolberg, Holty,

and others. With Goethe, too, Boie had been on
terms of intimacy, and when, in after life, he settled

down at Meldorf, many of his old friends, his brother-

in-law Voss, Count Stolberg, Claudius, and others,

came to see him and his illustrious townsman,
Niebuhr. Many a seed was sown there, many small

germs began to ripen in that remote town of Mel-

dorf, which are yielding fruit at the present day, not

in Germany only, but even here in England. The
sons of Boie, fired by the descriptions of the old,

blind traveller, followed his example, and became dis-
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tinguished as explorers and discoverers in natural

history. Niebuhr's son, young Barthold, soon at-

tracted the attention of all who came to see his

father, particularly of Voss ; and he was enabled,

by their help and advice, to lay, in early youth,

that foundation of solid learning which fitted him,

in the intervals of his chequered life, to become the

founder of a new era in the study of Ancient History.

And how curious the threads which bind together

the destinies of men ! how marvellous the rays of

light which, emanating from the most distant centres,

cross each othor in their onward course, and give

their own peculiar colouring to characters apparently

original and independent ! We have read, of late,

in the Confessions of a modern St. Augustine, how
the last stroke that severed his connection with the

Church of England, was the establishment of the

Jerusalem Bishopric. But for that event, Dr.

Newman might now be a bishop, and his friends

a strong party in the Church of England. Well, that

Jerusalem Bishopric owes something to Meldorf.

The young schoolboy of Meldorf was afterwards

the private tutor and personal friend of the Crown-
Prince of Prussia, and he thus exercised an influence

both on the political and the religious views of King
Frederick William IV. He was likewise Prussian

Ambassador at Rome, when Bunsen was there as

a young scholar, full of schemes, and planning his

own journey to the East. Niebuhr became the friend

and patron of Bunsen, and Bunsen became his suc-

cessor in the Prussian Embassy at Rome. It is well

known that the Jerusalem Bishopric was a long-

cherished plan of the King of Prussia, Niebuhr's
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pupil, and that the Bill for the establishment of

a Protestant Bishopric at Jerusalem was carried

chiefly through the personal influence of Bunsen,

the friend of Niebuhr. Thus we see how all things

are working together for good or for evil, though

we little know of the grains of dust that are carried

along from all quarters of the globe, to tell like

infinitesimal weights in the scales that decide here-

after the judgment of individuals and the fate of

nations.

If Holstein, and more particularly Dithmarschen, of

which Meldorf had in former days been the capital,

may claim some share in Niebuhr the historian—if he

himself, as the readers of his history are well aware,

is fond of explaining the social and political institu-

tions of Rome by references to what he had seen or

heard of the little republic of Dithmarschen—it is

certainly a curious coincidence that the only worthy

successor of Niebuhr, in the field of Bomau history,

Theodore Mommsen, is likewise a native of Schleswig.

His history of Rome, though it did not produce so

complete a revolution as the work of Niebuhr, stands

higher as a work of art. It contains the results of

Niebuhr's critical researches, sifted and carried on by

a most careful and thoughtful disciple. It is, in many
respects, a most remarkable work, particularly in

Germany. The fact that it is readable, and has be-

come a popular book, has excited the wrath of many
critics, who evidently consider it beneath the dignity

of a learned professor that he should digest his know-

ledge, and give to the world, not all and everything

he has accumulated in his note-books, but only whab he

considers really important and worth knowing. One
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German critic declared, Mommsen's style is excellf^nt,

and yet he is a true scholar. The fact, again, that he

does not load his pages with references and learned

notes, has been treated like a crimen Icesce majestatis;

and yet, with all the clamour and clatter that has been

raised, few authors have had so little to alter or rectify

in their later editions as Mommsen. To have pro-

duced two such scholars, historians, and statesmen, as

Niebuhr and Mommsen, would be an honour to any
kingdom in Germany: how much more to the small

duchy of Schlesw"ig-Ho] stein, in which we have been

told so often that nothing is spoken but Danish and

some vulgar dialects of Low German.

Well, even those vulgar dialects of Low German,

and the poems and novels that have been written in

them by true Schleswig-Holsteiners, are well worth

a moment's consideration. In looking at their lan-

guage, an Englishman at once discovers a number of

old acquaintances : words which he would look for in

vain in Schiller or Goethe. We shall mention a few.

Black means black ; in High German it would be

scJiwarz, Be black is the black horse ; black up ivit

is black on white
; gif mek kit un blak, give me quill

and ink. Blid is blithe, instead of the High German
mild. Bottervogel, or botterJiahn, or botterhex, is

butterfly, instead of Schmetterling. It is a common
superstition in the North of Germany, that one ought

to mark the first butterfly one sees in spring. A white

one betokens mourning, a yellow one a christening,

a variegated one a wedding. Bregen or brehm is used

instead of the High German Gehirn; it is the English

brain. People say of a very foolish person, that his

brain is frozen, cle brchm is cm verfrorn. The peculiar
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English hut^ which has given so much trouble to

grammarians and etymologists, exists in the Holstf in

biiten, literally outside, the Dutch huiten, the Old

Saxon hi-utan. Buten in German is a regular con-

traction, just as binnen, which means inside, within,

during. Heben is the English heaven, while the

common German name is Hhnmel. Huckup is a sigh,

and no doubt the English hiccough. Diisig is dizzy
;

tcdJcig is talkative.

There are some curious words which, though they

have a Low German look, are not to be found in

English or Anglo-Saxon. Thus plitsch, which is used

in Holstein in the sense of clever, turns out to be

a corruption of politisch, i. e. political. Krildsch

means particular or over nice ; it is a corruption of

kritlsch, critical. Katolsch means angry, mad, and

is a corruption of catholic, i. e. Roman Catholic.

Krdnsch means plucky, and stands for courageux.

Frdnkschy i.e. frankish, means strange; Jldmsch, i.e.

flemish, means sulky, and is even used to form super-

latives
;
polsch, i. e. polish, means wild. Forsch means

strong and strength, and comes from the French force.

Klilr is a corruption of couleur, and Kunkelfusen

stands for confusion or fibs.

Some idiomatic and proverbial expressions, too,

deserve to be noted. Instead of saying the sun has

set, the Holsteiners, fond as they are of their beer,

particularly in the evening after a hard day's work,

say de Silnn geiht to Beer, ' the sun goes to beer.' If

you ask in the country how far it is to some town or

village, a peasant will answer, 'n Hunnblaff, a dogs

bark, if it is quite close ; or 'n Pip Toback, a pipe of

tobacco, meaning about half an hour. Of a conceited
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fellow they say. He kort de Flegn hoden, ' he hears

the flies coughing.' If a man is full of great schemes,

he is told, In Gedanken fort de Bur ok in't Kutsch,

'in thought the peasant, too, drives in a coach.' A
man who boasts is asked, Fracher ! had ok Lils odcr

schu2:>2^sf di man so^ 'Braggart! have you really

lice, or do you only scratch yourself as if you had ?
'

Hohteln bingt nicJd, 'Holstein does not sing,' is

a curious proverb, and, if it is meant to express the

absence of popular poetry in that countjy, it would be

easy to convict it of falsehood by a list of poets whose

works, though unknown to fame beyond the limits of

their own country, are cherished, and deservedly

cherished, by their own countrymen. The best known
among the Holstein poets is Klaus Groth, whose
poems, published under the title of Quickhorn, i.e.

quick bourn, or living spring, show that there is a well

of true poetical feeling in that country, and that its

strains are all the more delicious and refreshino- if

they bubble up with the native accent of the country.

Klaus Groth was born in 1819. He was the son of

a miller, and, though he was sent to school, he had
frequently to work in the field in summer, and make
himself generally useful. Like many Schleswig-Hol-

steiners, he showed a decided talent for mathematics

;

but, before he was sixteen, he had to earn his bread,

and work as a clerk in the office of a local maofistrate.

His leisure hours were devoted to various studies
;

German, Danish, music, psychology, successively en-

gaged his attention. In his nineteenth year he went
to the seminary at Tondern to prepare himself for

work as a schoolmaster. There he studied Latin,

French, Swedish ; and, after three years, was ap-
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pointed teacher at a girls' school. Though he had to

give forty-three lessons a week, he found time to con-

tinue his own reading, and he acquired a knowledge
of English, Dutch, Icelandic, and Italian. At last,

however^ his health gave way, and in 1847 he was
obliged to resign his place. During his illness his

poetical talent, which he himself had never trusted,

became a source of comfort to himself and to his

friends, and the warm reception which greeted the

first edition of his ' Quickborn ' made him what he

was meant to be, the poet of Schleswig-Holstein.

His political poems are few ; and, though a true

Schleswig-Holsteiner at heart, he has alwa3"s declined

to fight with his pen when he could not fight with his

sword. In the beginning of this year, however, he

published ' Five Songs for Singing and Praying,'

which, though they fail to give an adequate idea of

his power as a poet, may be of interest as showing

the deep feelings of the people in their struggle for

independence. The text w^ill be easily intelligible

with the help of a literal English translation.

DtJTscHE Ehr and Dutsche Eer.

I.

Friihling, 1848.

Par keemn Soldaten sewer de Elf,

Hurah, hurah, na't Norn !

Se keemn so dicht as Wjigg an Wagg,
Un as en Koppel vuU Koin.

Gundag, Soldaten ! wo kamt ju her r

Vun alle Bargen de Kriiz un Quer,

Ut diitschen Land en na't dutsche Meer-

!So wannert un treckt dat Heer.
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Wat liggt so eben as weert de See ?

Wat schint so gel as Gold ?

Dat is de Marschen er Saat un Staat,

Dat is de Holsten er Stoet.

Gundag jii Holsten op diitsche Eer

!

Gundag jii Friesen ant diitsche Meer !

To leben un starben vaer diitsche Ehr
So wannert un treckt dat Heer.

German Honour and German Earth.

Spring, 1848.

There came soldiers across the Elbe,

Hurrah, hurrah, to the North !

They came as thick as wave on wave,

And like a iield full of corn.

Good day, soldiers ! whence do you come ?

From all tlie hills on the right and left,

From German lands to the German sea—

Thus wanders and marches the host.

What lies so still as it were the sea ?

What shines so yellow as gold ?

The splendid fields of the Marshes they are,

The pride of the Holsten race.

Good day, ye Holsten, on German soil

!

Good day, ye Friesiaus, on the German sea

To live and to die for German honour

—

Thus wanders and marches the host.

II.

Sommer, 1851.

Dat treckt so trurig aewer de Elf,

In Tritt un Schritt so swar

—

De Swalw de wannert, de Hatbar treckt—

Se kamt wedder to tokum Jahr.

Ade, ade, du diitsches Heer !

* Ade, ade, du Holsten meer

!

Ade op Hoffen un Wiederkehr !

'

Wi truert alleen ant Meer.
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De Storch kumt wedder, de Swalw de singt

So frohlich as all tovser

—

SVann kumt de dut«clie Adler un bringt

Di wedder, du diitsche Elir?

Wak op du Floth, wak op du Meer !

Wak op du Dunner, un week de Eer

!

Wi sitt op Haepeii un Wedderkehr

—

Wi truert alleen ant Meer.

Summer, 1851.

They march so sad across the Elbe,

So heavy, step by step

—

The swallow wanders, tlie stork departs—
They come back in the year to come.

Adieu, adieu, thou German host

!

'Adieu, adieu, thou Holsten sea!

Adieu, in hope, and to meet again!'

We mourn alone by the sea.

The stork comes back, the swallow sings

As blithe as ev'er before

—

When will the German eagle return.

And bring thee back, thou German honour

!

Wake up thou flood, wake up thou sea!

Wake up thou thunder, and rouse the land I

We are sitting in hope to meet again

—

We mourn alone by the sea.

III.

Winter, 1863.

Dar kumt en Brusen as Vserjahswind,

Dat draehnt as wser dat de Floth.

—

Will't Frohjahr kamen to Wihnachtstid ?

Holpt Gott uns sulb'n inne Noth ?

Vun alle Bargen de Kriiz un Quer

Dar is dat wedder dat diitsche Heer
Dat gelt op Nu oder Nimmermehrl
So rett se, de diitsche Ehr I
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Wi liort den Adler, he kunit, he kumt I

Noch eenmal haept wi un harrt

!

Is't Friheit endlich, de he uns bringt ?

Is't Wahrheit, wat der ut ward?

Sunst holp uns Himmel, nu geit't ni mehrl
Holp du, un bring uns den Herzog her!

Denn wiillt wi starben veer diitsche Ehr!

Denn begravt uns in diitsche Eer !

Dec. 30, 1863.

Winter, 1863.

There comes a blast like winter storm

;

It roars as it were the flood.

—

Is the spring coming at Christmas-tide?

Does God himself help us in our need?

From all the hills on the right and left,

There again comes the German host 1

It is to be now or never

!

Oh, save the German honour!

We hear the eagle, he comes, he comes

!

Once more we hope and wait

!

Is it freedom at last he brings to us?

Is it truth what comes from thence?

Else Heaven help us, now it goes no more!

Help thou, and bring us our Duke !

Then will we die for German honour

!

Then bury us in German earth !

Dfc. 30, 1863.

It is not, however, in war songs or political invec-

tive that the poetical genius of Klaus Groth shows to

advantage. His proper sphere is the quiet idyll,

a truthful and thoughtful description of nature, a re-

production of the simplest and deepest feelings of the

human heart, and all this in the homely, honest, and

heartfelt language of his own 'Piatt Deutsch.' That

the example of Burns has told on Groth. that the

poetry of the Scotch poet has inspired and inspirited

the poet of Schleswig-Holstein, is not to be denied.

But to imitate Burns and to imitate him successfully,

VOL. III. D d
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is no mean achievement, and Groth would be the last

man to disown his master. The poem ' Min Jehann'

might have been written by Burns. I shall give a free

metrical translation of it, but should advise the reader

to try to spell out the original, for much of its charm

lies in its native form, and to turn Groth even into

High German destroys his beauty as much as when
Burns is translated into English.

Min Jehann.

Ik wuU, wi weern noch kleen, Jehann,

Do weer de Welt so grot

!

We seten op den Steen, Jehann,

Weest noch ? by Nawers Sot.

An Heben seil de stille Maan,
Wi segen, wa he leep,

Un snacken, wa de Himmel hoch,

Un wa de Sot wul deep.

Weest noch, wa still dat weer, Jehann ?

Dar rohr keen Blatt an Bom.
So is dat nu ni mehr, Jehann,

As hochstens noch in Drom.

Och ne, wenn do de Scheper sung

—

Alleen in't wide Feld

:

Ni wahr, Jehann? dat weer en Ton

—

De eenzige op de Welt.

Mitunner inne Schummemtid
Denn ward mi so to Mod,

Denn loppt mi't langs den Rugg so hitt,

As domals bi den Sot.

Den dreih ik mi so hasti uni,

As weer ik nich alleen

:

Doch Aliens, wat ik finn, Jehann,

Dat is—ik stah un ween.

My John.

I wish we still were little, John,

The world was then so wide

!

When on the stone by neighbour's bourn

We rested side by side.
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We saw the moon in silver veiled

Sail silent through the sky,

Our thoughts were deeper than the bourn.

And as the heavens high.

You know how still it was then, John

;

All nature seemed at re«t;

So is it now no longer, John,

Or in our dreams at best

!

Think when the shepherd boy then sang

Alone o'er all the plain.

Aye, John, you know, that was a sound

We ne'er shall hear again.

Sometimes now, John, the eventides

The self-same feelings bring,

My pulses beat as loud and strong

As then beside the spring.

And then I turn affrighted round,

Some stranger to descry

—

But nothing can I see, my John

—

I am alone and cry.

The next poem is a little popular ballad, relating to

a tradition, very common on the northern coast of Ger-

many, both east and west of the peninsula, of islands

swallowed by the sea, their spires, pinnacles, and

roofs being on certain days still visible, and their bells

audible, below the waves. One of these islands was
called Busen, or Old Bubwni, and is supposed to have

been situated opposite the village now called Blisen, on

the west coast of Dithmarschen. Strange to say, the

inhabitants of that island, in spite of their tragic fate,

are represented rather in a comical light, as the

Eoeotians of Holstein.

W^AT SIK DAT VOLK VERTELLT.

01 Biisum.

. 01 BUsen liggt int wille Haff,

De Floth de keem un wold en Graff.

D d 2
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De Floth de keem un spol un spol,

Bet ae de Insel tinner wohl.

Dar blev keen Steen, dai' blev keen Pahl,

Dat Water schael dat all hendal.

Dar weer keen Beest, dar weer keen Hund,

De ligt nu all in depen Grund.

Un Aliens, wat der lev un lach,

Dat deck de See mit depe Nach.

Mitiinner in de holle Ebb
So siiht man vunne Hiis' de Kopp.

Denn dukt de Thorn herat ut Sand,

As weert en Finger vun en Hand.

Denn hort man sach de Klocken klingn,

Denn hort man sach de Kanter singn
;

Denn geit dat li^en dser de Luft

:

'Begrabt den Leib in seine Graft.'

What the People tell.

Old Biisum.

Old Biisen sank into the waves;

The sea has made full many graves;

The flood came near and washed around,

Until the rock to dust was ground.

No stone remained, no belfry steep
;

All sank into the waters deep.

There was no beast, there was no hound

;

They all were carried to the ground.

And all that lived and laughed around

The sea now holds in gloom profound.

At times, when low the water falls,

The sailor sees the broken walls
;

The church tow'r peeps from out the sand,

Like to the finger of a hand.

Then hears one low the church bells ringing,

Then hears one low the sexton singing;

A chant is carried by the gust :

—

* Give earth to earth, and dust to dust.'

In the Baltic, too, similar traditions are current of

sunken islands and towns buried in the sea, which are

believed to be visible at certain times. The most

famous tradition is that of the ancient town of Yineta
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— once, it is said, the greatest emporium in the north

of Europe—several times destroyed and built up again,

till, in 1 1 83, it was upheaved by an earthquake and

swallowed by the sea. The ruins of Vineta are believed

to be visible between the coast of Pomerania and the

island of Riigen. This tradition has suggested one of

Wilhelm Muller's—my father's—lyrical songs, pub-

lished in his ' Stones and Shells from the Island of

Kiigen,' 1825, of which I am able to give a translation

by Mr. J. A. Froude.

Vineta.

I.

Aus des Meeres tiefem, tiefem Grunde
Klingen Abendglocken dumpf und matt,

Uns zu geben wunderbare Kunde
Von der schonen alten Wunderstadt.

II.

In der Fluthen Sehooss hinabgesunken

Blieben unten ihre Triimmer stehn,

Hire Zinnen lassen goldne Funken
Wiederscheinend auf dein Spiegel sehn.

III.

Und der SchifFer, der deu Zauberecliimmer

Einmal sah im Lellen Abendroth,

Kach derselben Stelle scliiffl er immer,

Ob auch rings umlier die Klippe droht.

IV.

Aus des Herzens tiefem, tiefem Grunde
Klingt es mir, wie Glocken, dumpf und matt:
Ach, sie geben wunderbare Kunde
Von der Liebe, die geliebt es hat.

V.

Eine schone Welt ist da versunken,

Ihre Triimmer blieben unten stehn,

Lassen sich als goldne Himmelsfunken
Oft im Spiegel meiner Traume sehn.
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VI.

Und dann mocht' ich tauchen in die Tiefen,

'Mich versenken in den Wiederseliein,

Und mir ist als ob micli Engel riefen

In die alte Wunderstadt herein.

ViNETA.

I.

From the sea's deep hollow faintly pealing,

Far off evening-bells come sad and slow;

Faintly rise, the wondrous tale revealing

Of the old enchanted town below.

11.

On the bosom of the flood reclining,

Ruined arch and wall and broken spire,

Down beneath the watery mirror shining.

Gleam and flash in flakes of golden fire.

III.

And the Boatman who at twilight hour

Once that magic visiun shall have seen,

Heedless how the crags may round him lour,

Evermore will haunt the charmed scene.

IV.

From the heart's deep hollow faintly pealing,

Far I hear them, bell-notes sad and slow,

Ah, a wild and wondrous tale revealing

Of the drownfed wreck of love below.

V.

There a world in loveliness decaying

Lingers yet in beauty ere it die
;

Phantom forms across my senses playing,

Flash like golden fire-flakes from the sky.

VI.

Lights are gleaming, fairy bells are ringing,

And I long to plunge and wander free.

Where I hear the angel-voices singing

In those ancient towers below the sea.

I give a few more specimens of Klaus Groth's poetry
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wliich I have ventured to turn into English verse, in

the hope that my translations, though very imperfect,

may, perhaps on account of their very imperfection,

excite among some of my readers a desire to become

acquainted with the originals.

He sa mi so vel.

I.

He sa mi so vel, un ik sa em keen Wort,
Un all wat ik sa, weer : Jehann, ik mutt fort

!

11.

He sii mi vun Lev un vun Hiramel un Eer,

He sa mi vun aliens— ik weet ni mal mehr

!

III.

He sa mi so vel, un ik sa em keen Wort,

Un all wat ik sa, weer : Jehann, ik mutt fort

!

IV.

He heeld mi de Hanti, un he be mi so dull,

Ik schull em doch gut wen, un ob ik ni wuU ?

Ik weer je ni bos, awer sa doch keen Wort,

Un all wat ik sa, weer : Jehann, ik mutt fort

!

VI.

Nu sitt ik un denk, un denk jummer deran,

Mi diich, ik muss seggb hebbn : Wa geern, min Jehann

!

VII.

Un doch, kumt dat wedder, so segg ik keen Wort,
Un hoUt he mi, aegg ik : Jehann, ik mutt fort

!

He told me so Much.

I.

Though he told me so much, I had nothing to say.

And all that I said was, John, I must away

!
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II.

He spoke of his true love, and spoke of all that,

Of honour and heaven—I hardly know what.

III.

Though he told me so much, I had nothing to say,

And all that I said was, John, I must away 1

IV.

He held me, and asked me, as hard as he could,

That I too should love him, and whether I would ?

V.

I never was wroth, but had nothing to say.

And all that I said was, John, I must away

!

VT.

I sit now alone, and I think on and on.

Why did I not say then, How gladly, my John?

VII.

Yet even the next time, oh what shall I say.

If he holds me and asks me ?—John, I must away

!

ToF mal!

Se is doch de stillste vun alle to Kark !

Se is doch de schonste vun alle to Mark !

So weekli, so bleekli, un de Ogen so grot,

So blau as en Heben un deep as en Sot.

AVer kikt wul int Water, un denkt ni sin Deel?

Wer kikt wul nan Himmel, un wiinscht sik ne vel ?

Wer stiht er in Ogen, so blau un so fram,

Un denkt ni an Engeln, un allerhand Kram?

Wait a Little.

I.

In Church she is surely the stillest of all,

She steps through the market so fair and so tall,

IL
So softly, so lightly, with wondering eyes,

As deep as the sea, and as blue as the skies.

IIL

W^ho thinks not a deal when he looks on the main?

Who looks to the skies, and sighs not again?

i
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IV.

Who looks in her eyes, so blue and so true,

And thinks not of angels and other things too ?

Keen Graff is so brut.

I.

Keen Graff is so brut un keen Miier so hoch,

Wenn Twe sik man gut siind, so drapt se sik doch.

II.

Keen Wedder so gruli, so duster keen Nacht,

Wenn Twe sik man sehn wiillfc, so selit se sik sacht.

III.

Dat gif wul en Maanschin, dar schint wul en Steem,

Dat gift noch en Licht oder Liicht un Lantern.

IV.

Dar hunt sik en Ledder, en Stegelsch un Steg:

Wenn Twe sik man leef hebbt—keen Sorg vaer den Weg.

Ko Ditch is so deef.

I.

No ditch is so deep, and no wall is so high.

If two love each other, they 11 meet by and bye.

II.

No storm is so wild, and no night is so black,

If two wish to meet, they will soon find a track.

III.

There is surely the moon, or the stars shining bright,

Or a torch, or a lantern, or some sort of light;

IV.

There is surely a ladder, a step or a stile,

If two love each other, they 11 meet ere long while.

Jehann, nu spann de Schimmels an!

I.

Jehann, nu ppann de Schimmels an 1

Ku fahr wi na de Brut

!

Un hebbt wi nix as brune Per,

Jehann, so is't ok gut

!
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II.

Un liebbt wi nix as swane Per,

Jehann, so is't ok recht

!

Un biin ik nich iins Weerth sin Seen,

So biin'k sin jiingste Knecht

!

III.

Un hebbt wi gar keen Per un Wag',

So hebbt wi junge Been!

Un de so gliickli is as ik,

Jehann, dat wall wi sehn

!

Make haste, my John, put to the Greys.

I.

Make haste, my John, put to the greys,

We '11 go and fetch the bride,

And if we have but two brown hacks,

They '11 do as well to ride.

II.

And if we 've but a pair of blacks,

We still can bear our doom,

And if I 'm not my master's son,

I 'ni still his youngest groom.

III.

And have we neither horse nor cart,

Still strong young legs have we,

—

And any happier man than I,

John, I should like to see.

De Junge Wetfru.

Wenn Abends roth de Wulken treckt,

So denk ik och ! an di

!

So trock verbi dat ganze Heer,

Un du weerst mit derbi.

Weim ut de Bom de Blaeder fallt,

So d nk ik glik an di :

So full so menni brawe Jung,

Un du weerst mit derbi.
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Denn sett ik mi so truri hin,

Un denk so vel an di,

Ik et alleen min Abendbrot

—

Un du biirft nich derbi.

The Soldier's Widow.

When ruddy clouds are driving past,

'Tis more than I can bear

;

Thus did the soldiers all march by,

And thou, too, thou wert there.

When leaves are falling on the ground,

'Tis more than I can bear
;

Thus fell full many a valiant lad,

And thou, too, thou wert there.

And now T sit, so still and sad,

'Tis more than I can bear

;

My evening meal I eat alone.

For thou, thou art not there.

I wish I could add one of Klaus Grotli's tales
(
Ver-

tellen, as he calls them), which give the most truthful

description of all the minute details of life in Dith-

niarschen, and bring the peculiar character of the

country and of its inhabitants vividly before the eyes

of the reader. But, shoit as they are, even the shortest

of them would fill more pages than could here be spared

for Schleswig-Holstein. I shall, therefore, conclude

this sketch with a tale which has no author—a simple

tale from one of the local Holstein newspapers. It

came to me in a heap of other papers, fly-sheets,

pamphlets, and books, but it shone hke a diamond in

a heap of rubbish ; and, as the tale of ' The Old

Woman of Schleswig-Holstein,' it may help to give

to many who have been unjust to the inhabitants of

the Duchies some truer idea of the stuff there is in

that strong and staunch and sterling race to which
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England owes its language, its best blood, nay its

honoured name.

'When the war against Denmark began again in

the winter of 1863, offices were opened in the princi-

pal towns of Germany for collecting charitable contri-

butions. At Hamburg, Messrs. L. and K. had set apart

a large room for receiving lint, linen, and warm cloth-

ing, or small sums of money. One day, about Christ-

mas, a poorly-clad woman from the country stepped

in and inquired, in the pure Holstein dialect, whether

contributions were received here for Schleswig-Hol-

stein. The clerk showed her to a table covered with

linen rags and such like articles. But she turned

away and pulled out an old leather purse, and, taking

out pieces of money, began to count aloud on the

counter ;
*' One mark, two marks, three marks," till

she had finished her ten marks. "That makes ten

marks," she said, and shoved the little pile away.

The clerk, who had watched the poor old woman
while she was arranging her small copper and silver

coins, asked her: "From whom does the money
come ?

"

' " From me," she said, and began counting again,

"One mark, two marks, three marks." Thus she

went on emptying her purse, till she had counted out

ten small heaps of coin, of ten marks each. Then,

counting each heap once over again, she said :
" These

are my hundred marks for Schleswig-Holstein ; be so

good as to send them to the soldiers."

' While the old peasant woman was doing her sums,

several persons had gathered round her ; and, as she

was leaving the shop, she was asked again in a tone

of surprise from whom the money came.
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• " From me," she said ; and, observing that she was

closely scanned, she turned back, and, looking the

man full in the face, she added, smiling :
" It is all

honest money ; it won't hurt the good cause."

' The clerk assured her that no one had doubted her

honesty, but that she herself had, no doubt, often

known w^ant, and that it was hardly right to let her

contribute so large a sum, probably the whole of her

savings.

*The old woman remained silent for a time, but,

after she had quietly scanned the faces of all present,

she said :
" Surely it concerns no one how I got the

money. Many a thought passed through my heart

while I was counting that money. You would not

ask me to tell you all? But you are kind gentlemen,

and you take much trouble for us poor people. So
111 tell you whence the money came. Yes, I have

known want; food has been scarce with me many
a day, and it will be so again, as I grow older. But

our gracious Lord watches over us. He has helped

me to bear the troubles which He sent. He will

never forsake me. My husband has been dead this

many and many a year. I had one only son ; and
my John was a fine stout fellow, and he worked hard,

and he would not leave his old mother. He made my
home snug and comfortable. Then came the war with

the Danes. All his friends joined the army ; but the

only son of a w^idow, you know, is free. So he re-

mained at home, and no one said to him " Come along

with us," for they knew that he was a brave boy, and
that it broke his very heart to stay behind. I knew
it all. I watched him when the people talked of the

>var, or when the schoolmaster brought the news-
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paper. Ah, how he turned pale and red, and how he

looked away, and thought his old mother did not see

it. But he said nothing to me, and I said nothing to

him. Gracious God, who could have thought that it

was so hard to drive our oppressors out of the land ?

Then came the news from Fredericia ! That was
a dreadful night. We sat in silence opposite each

other. We knew what was in our hearts, and we
hardly dared to look at each other. Suddenly he

rose and took my hand, and said, " Mother !

"—God be

praised, I had strength in that moment—" John,"

I said, " our time has come
;

go in God's name.

I know how thou lovest me, and what thou hast

suffered. God knows what will become of me if

I am left quite alone, but our Lord Jesus Christ will

forsake neither thee nor me." John enlisted as a

volunteer. The day of parting came. Ah, I am
making a long story of it all ! John stood before me
in his new uniform. " Mother." he said, " one request

before we part—if it is to be "—
" John," I said to

him, " I know what thou meanest—Oh, I shall weep,

I shall weep very much when I am alone ; but my
time will come, and we shall meet again in the

day of our Lord, John ! and the land shall be free,

John ! the land shall be free !

"

' Heavy tears stood in the poor old woman's eyes as

she repeated her sad tale ; but she soon collected her-

self, and continued ;
" I did not think then it would

be so hard. The heart always hopes even against

hope. But for all that "—and here the old woman
drew herself up, and looked at us like a queen

—

" I have never regretted that I bade him go. Then came

dreadful days ; but the most dreadful of all was when
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we read that the Germans had betrayed the land, and

that they had given up our land with all our dead to

the Danes ! Then I called on the Lord and said,

" O Lord, my God, how is that possible ? Why
lettest thou the wicked triumph and allowest the just

to perish ? " And I was told that the Germans were

sorry for what they had done, but that they could not

help it. But that, gentlemen, I could never under-

stand. We should never do wrong, nor allow wrong

to be done. And, therefore, I thought, it cannot

always remain so ; our good Lord knows His own
good time, and in His own good time He will come

and deliver us. And I prayed every evening that

our gracious Lord would permit me to see that day

when the land should be free, and our dear dead

should sleep no more in Danish soil. And, as I had

no other son against that day, I saved every year what
I could save, and on every Christmas Eve I placed it

before me on a table, where, in former years, I had

always placed a small present for my John, and I said

in my heart, "The war will come again, and the land

will be free, and thou shalt sleep in a free grave, my
only son, my John !

" And now, gentlemen, the poor

old woman has been told that the day has come, and

that her prayer has been heard, and that the war will

begin again ; and that is why she has brought her

money, the money she saved for her son. Good morn-

ing, gentlemen," she said, and was going quickly

away.
' But, before she had left the room, an old gentle-

man said, loud enough for her to hear, " Poor body

!

I hope she may not be deceived."
' " Ah," said the old woman, turniner back, " I know
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what you mean ; I have been told all is not right

yet. But have faith, men! the wicked cannot pre-

vail against the just ; man cannot prevail against the

Lord. Hold to that, gentlemen ; hold fast together,

gentlemen ! This very day I—begin to save up

again."

' Bless her, good old soul ! And, if Odin were still

looking out of his window in the sky as of yore, when
he granted victory to the women of the Lombards,

might he not say even now

—

* " When women are heroes,

\Vhat must the men be like!

Theirs is the victory

;

No need of me."*

1864.



JOIMILLE'.

OUR attention was attracted a few months ago Ijy

a review published in the ' Journal des Debats,'

in which a new translation of Joinville's ' Histoire de

Saint Louis,' by M. Natalis de Wailly, a distinguished

member of the French Institute, was warmly recom-

mended to the French public. After pointing out the

merits of M. de Wailly's new rendering of Joinville's

text, and the usefulness of such a book for enabling

boys at school to gain an insight into the hearts and

minds of the Crusaders, and to form to themselves

a living conception of the manners and customs of the

people of the thirteenth century, the reviewer, whose

name is well known in this country as well as in

France by his valuable contributions to the history of

^ ' Histoire de St. Louis, par Joinville.' Texte rapproclie du

Fran9ais Moderne par M. Natalis de Wailly, Membra de I'lnsf tut.

Paris, 1865.
' CEuvres de Jean Sire de Joinville, avec un texte rapproche

du Fran9ais Moderne, par M. Natalis de Wadly.' Paris, 1867.

M. Natalis de Wailly has since published a new edition of .loinville,

' Histoire de Saint Louis, par Jean Sire de Joinville, suivie du Cred^*

et de la lettre a Louis X ; texte ramene a I'orthographe des C'hartes du

Sire de Joinville.' Paris. 1868. He has more fully explained the

principles according to which the text of Joinville has been restored by

liim in his * Mt^moire sur la Langue de Joinville.' Paris, 1868.
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medicine, dwelt chiefly on the fact that through the

whole of Joinville's ' Memoires ' there is no mention

whatever of surgeons or physicians. Nearly the whole

French army is annihilated, the King and his com-

panions lie prostrate from wounds and disease, Join-

ville himself is several times on the point of death,

yet nowhere, according to the French reviewer, does

the chronicler refer to a medical staff attached to the

army or to the person of the King. Being somewhat

startled at this remark, w^e resolved to peruse once

more the charming pages of Joinville's history, nor

had we to read far befo]-e we found that one passage

at least had been overlooked, a passage which estab-

lishes beyond the possibility of doubt, the presence of

surgeons and physicians in the camp of tlie French

crusaders. On page 78 of M. de Wailly's spirited

translation, in the account of the death of Gautier

d'Autreche, w^e read that when that brave knight was

carried back to his tent nearly dying, ' several of the

surgeons and physicians of the camp came to see him,

and not perceiving that he was dangerously injured,

they bled him on both his arms.' The result was

what might be expected : Gautier d'Autreche soon

breathed his last.

Having once opened the 'Memoires of Joinville.'

we could not but go on to the end, for there are few

books that carry on the reader more pleasantly,

whether we read them in the quaint French of the

fourteenth century, or in the more modern French in

which they have just been clothed by M. Natalis de

Wailly. So vividly does the easy gossip of the old

soldier bring before our eyes the days of St. Louis and

Henry III, that we forget that we are reading'an old
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chronicle, and holding converse with the heroes of the

thirteenth century. The fates both of Joinvilles

' M^moires ' and of Joinville himself suggest in fact

many reflections apart from mere mediaeval history,

and a few of them may here be given in the hope of

reviving the impressions left on the minds of many

by their first acquaintance with the old crusader, or

of inviting others to the perusal of a work which no

one who takes an interest in man, whether past or

present, can read without real pler.sure and real

benefit.

It is interesting to watch the history of books, and

to gain some kind of insight into the various circum-

stances which contribute to form the reputation of

poets, philosophers, or historians. Joinville, whose

name is now familiar to the student of French history,

as well as to the lover of French literature, might

fairly have expected that his memory would live by

his acts of prowess, and by his loyal devotion and

sufferings when following the King of France, St. Louis,

on his unfortunate crusade. When, previous to his

departure for the Holy Land, the young Senechal de

Champagne, then about twenty-four years of age, had

made his confession to the Abbot of Cheminon, when,

barefoot and in a white sheet, he was performing his

pilgrimages to Blehecourt (Blechicourt), St. Urbain,

and other sacred shrines in his neighbourhood, and

when on passing his own domain ' be would not once

turn his eyes back on the castle of Joinville, pour ce

que li cuers ne me attendrisibt clou hlau citadel que

je lessoie et de mes dous enfans (' that the heart might

not make me pine after the beautiful castle which

I left behind, and after my two children '), he must

E e 2
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have felt that, happen what might to himself, the

name of his family would live, and his descendants

would reside from century to century in those strong

towers where he left his young wife, Alix de Grandpi-e,

and his son and heir Jean, then but a few months old.

After five years he returned from his crusade, full of

honours and full of wounds. He held one of the

highest positions that a French nobleman could hold.

He was Senechal de Champagne, as his ancestors had

been before him. Several members of his family had

distinguished themselves in former crusades, and the

services of his uncle GeofFroi had been so highly appre-

ciated by Richard Coeur de Lion that he was allowed

by that King to quarter the arms of England with his

own. Eoth at the court of the Comtes de Champagne,

who were Kings of Navarre, and at the court of Louis

IX, King of France, Joinville was a welcome guest.

He witnessed the reiorns of six kinoes—of Louis VHI,

1223-26; Louis IX, or St. Louis, 1226-70; Philip

III, le Hardi, 1270-85 ; Philip IV, le Bel, 1 285-1314;

Louis X, le Hutin, 1314-16; and Philip V, le Long,

1316-22. Though later in life Joinville declined to

follow his beloved King on his last and fatal crusade

in 1270, he tells us himself how, on the day on which

he took leave of him, he carried his royal friend, then

leally on the brink of death, in his arms from the resi-

dence of the Comte d'Auxerre to the house of the Cor-

deliers. In 1282 he was one of the principal witnesses

when, previous to the canonization of the King, an

inquest was held to establish the purity of his life, the

sincerity of his religious professions, and the genuine-

ness of his self-sacrificing devotion in the cause of

Christendom. When the daui:rhter of his own lieo^e
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lord, the Comte de Champagne, Jeanne de Navarre,

married Philip le Bel, and became Queen of France,

she made Joinville Governor of Champagne, which

she had brought as her dowry to the grandson of

St. Louis. Surely, then, when the old Crusader, the

friend and counsellor of many kings, closed his earthly

career, at the good age of ninety-five, he might have

looked forward to an honoured grave in the church of

St. Laurent, and to an eminent place in the annals of

his country, which were then being written in more or

less elegant Latin by the monks of St. Denis.

But what has happened 1 The monkish chroniclers,

no doubt, have assigned him his proper place in their

tedious volumes, and there his memory would have

lived with that kind of life which belongs to the

memory of Geoffroi, his illustrious uncle, the friend of

Philip Augustus, the companion of Kichard Cceur de

Lion, whose arms were to be seen in the church of

St. Laurent, at Joinville, quartered with the royal

arms of England. Such parchment or hatchment

glory might have been his, and many a knight,, as

good as he, has received no better, no more lasting

reward for his loyalty and bravery. His family

became extinct in his grandson. Henri de Joinville,

his grandson, had no sons, and his daughter, being

a wealthy heiress, was married to one of the Dukes of

Lorraine. The Dukes of Lorraine w^ere buried for

centuries in the same church of St. Laurent where

Joinville reposed, and where he had founded a chapel

dedicated to his companion in arms, Louis IX, the

Royal Saint of France ; and when, at the time of the

French Revolution, the tombs of St. Denis were broken

open by an infuriated people, and their ashes scattered
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abroad, the vaults of the church at Joinville, too,

shared the same fate, and the remains of the brave

Crusader suffered the same indignity as the remains of

his sainted King. It is true that there were some

sparks of loyalty and self-respect left in the hearts of

the citizens of Joinville. They had the bones of the

old warrior and of the Dukes of Lorraine re-inteiTed in

the public cemetery, and there they now rest, mingled

with the dust of their faithful lieges and subjects.

But the church of St. Laurent, with its tombs and

tombstones, is gone. The property of the Joinvilles

descended from the Dukes of Lorraine to the Dukes of

Guise, and, lastly, to the family of Orleans. The

famous Duke of Orleans, figalite, sold Joinville in

1 790, and stipulated that the old castle should be de-

molished. Poplars and fir-trees now cover the ground

of the ancient castle, and the name of Joinville is

borne by a royal prince, the son of a dethroned king,

the grandson of Louis Egalite, who died on the

guillotine.

Neither his noble birth, nor his noble deeds, nor

the friendship of kings and princes would have saved

Joinville from that inevitable oblivion which has

blotted from the memory of living men the names

of his more eminent companions, Robert, Count of

Artois, Alphonse, Count of Poitiers, Charles, Count of

Anjou, Hugue, Duke of Burgundy, William, Count of

Flanders, and many more. A little book which the

old warrior wrote or dictated—for it is very doubtful

whether he could have written it himself—a book
which for many years attracted nobody's attention,

and which even now we do not possess in the original

language of the thirteenth or the beginning of the
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fourteenth centuiies—has secured to the name of Jean

de Joinville a living immortality, and a fame that will

last long after the bronze statue which was erected in

his native place in 1853 shall have shared the fate of

his castle, of his church, and of his tomb. Nothing

could have been further from the mind of the old

nobleman when, at the age of eighty-five, he began

the history of his Royal comrade, St. Louis, than the

hope of literary fame. He would have scouted it.

That kind of fame might have been good enough for

monks and abbots, but it would never at that time

have roused the ambition of a man of Joinville's

stamp. How the book came to be written he tells us

himself in his dedication, dated in the year 1309,

and addressed to Louis le Hutin, then only King of

Navarre and Count of Champagne, but afterwards

King of France. His mother, Jeanne of Navarre, the

daughter of Joinville's former liege lord, the last of

the Counts of Champagne, who was married to Philip

le Bel, the grandson of St. Louis, had asked him ' to

have a book made for her, containing the sacred words

and good actions of our King, St. Looys.' She died

before the book was finished, and Joinville, therefore,

sent it to her son. How it was received by him we

do not know; nor is there any reason to suppose that

there were more than a few copies made of a work

which was intended chiefly for members of the Royal

family of France and of his own family. It is never

quoted by historical writers of that time, and the first

historian who refers to it is said to be Pierre le Baud,

who, towards the end of the fifteenth century, wrote

bis ' Histoire de Bretagne.' It has been proved that

for a long time no mention of the dedication copy
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occurs in the inventories of the private libraries of the

Kings of France. At the death of Louis le Hutin his

library consisted of twenty-nine volumes, and among
them the history of St. Louis does not occur. There

is, indeed, one entry, ' Quatre caiers de Saint Looys,'

but this could not be meant for the work of Joinville,

which was in one volume. These four cahiers or

(]uires of paper were more likely manuscript notes of

St. Louis himself. His confessor, Geoffroy de Beau-

lieu, relates that the King, before his last illness, wrote

down with his own hand some salutary counsels in

French, of which he, the confessor, procured a copy

before the King's death, and which he translated from

French into Latin.

Again, the widow of Louis X left at her death a col-

lection of forty- one volumes, and the widow of Charles

le Bel a collection of twenty volumes, but in neither

of them is there any mention of Joinville's history.

It is not till we come to the reign of Charles V
(1364-80) that Joinville's book occurs in the inven-

tory of the Royal library, drawn up in 1373 by the

King's valet de chambre, Gilles Mallet. It is entered

as 'La vie de Saint Loys, et les fais de son voyage

d'outre mer;' and in the margin of the catalogue

there is a note, ' le Roy I'a par devers soy,'
—

' the

King has it by him.' At the time of his death the

volume had not yet been returned to its proper place

in the first hall of the Louvre ; but in the inventory

drawn up in 1411 it appears again, with the following

description ^ :

—

' Une grant partie de la vie et des fais de Mon-
seigneur Saint Loys que fist faire le Seigneur de

^ See Paulin Paris, p. 175.
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Joinville; tres-bien escript et historic. Couvert de

cuir rouge a empreintes, a deux fermoirs d'argent.

Escript de lettres 3e forme en fran9ois a deux cou-

lombes; commen^ant au deuxieme folio " et porceque,"

et au derrenier " en tele maniere."

'

This means, ' A great portion of the life and actions

of St. Louis which the Seigneur de Joinville had

made, very well written and illuminated. Bound

in red leather, tooled, with two silver clasps.

Written in formal letters in French, in two columns,

beo"inninor on the second folio with the words ''et

'porceqiie,'' and on the last with "e/i tele maniere.''*

During the Middle Ages and before the discovery

of printing, the task of having a literary work

published, or rather of having it copied, rested

chiefly w^ith the author, and as Joinville himself,

at his time of life, and in the position which he

occupied, had no interest in what we should call

'pushing' his book, this alone is quite sufficient to

explain its almost total neglect. But other causes

too have been assigned by M. Paulin Paris and

others for what seems at first sight so very strange

—

the entire neglect of Joinvilie's work. From the

beginning of the twelfth century the monks of

St. Denis were the recognised historians of France.

They at first collected the most important historical

works of former centuries, such as Gregory of Tours,

Eginhard, the so-called Archbishop Turpin, Nithard,

and William of Jumieges. But beginning with the

first year of Philip I, 1 060-1108, the monks became

themselves the chroniclers of passing events. The

famous Abbot Suger, the contemporary of Abelard

and St. Bernard, wrote the life of Louis le Gros

;
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Rigord and Guillaume de Nangis followed with the

history of his successors. Thus the official history of

St. Louis had been written by Guillaume de Nangis

long before Joinville thought of dictating his per-

sonal recollections of the King. Besides the work
of Guillaume de Nangis, there was the ' History of

the Crusades,' including that of St. Louis, written by
Guillaume, Archbishop of Tyre, and translated into

French, so that even the ground which Joinville

had more especially selected as his own was pre-

occupied by a popular and authoritative writer.

Lastly, when Joinville's history appeared, the chival-

rous King, whose sayings and doings his old brother

in arms undertook to describe in his homel}^ and

truthful style, had ceased to be an ordinary mortal.

He had become a Saint, and what people were

anxious to know of him were legends rather than

history. With all the sincere admiration which

Joinville entertained for his King, he could not

compete with such writers as Geoffroy de Beaulieu

(Gaufridus de Belloloco), the confessor of St. Louis,

Guillaume de Chartres (Guillelmus Carnotensis), his

chaplain, or the Confessor of his daughter Blanche,

each of whom had written a life of the Royal Saint.

Their works were copied over and over again, and

numerous MSS. have been preserved of them in

public and private libraries. Of Joinville one early

MS, only was saved, and even that not altogether

a faithful copy of the original.

The first edition of Joinville w^as printed at

Poitiers in 1547, and dedicated to Francois I. The

editor, Pierre Antoine de Rieux, tells us that when,

in 1542, he examined some old documents at Beau-
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fort en Valee, in Anjou, he found among the MSS.
the chronicle of King Louis, written by a Seigneur

de Joinville, Sen^chal de Champagne, who lived at

that time, and had accompanied the said St. Louis

in all his wars. But because it was badly arranged

or written in a very rude language, he had it

polished and put in better order, a proceeding of

which he is evidently very proud, as we may gather

from a remark of his friend Guillaume de Peiriere,

that ' it is no smaller praise to polish a diamond than

to find it quite raw (tante brute)'

The text, which could hardly be called Joinville's,

remained for a time the received text. It was

reproduced in 1595, in 1596, and in 1609.

In 1617 a new edition was published by Claude

Menard. He states that he found at Laval a heap

of old papers, which had escaped the ravages com-

mitted by the Protestants in some of the monaste-

ries at Anjou. When he compared the MS. of

Joinville with the edition of Pierre Antoine de

Rieux, he found that the ancient style of Joinville

had been greatly changed. He therefore undertook

a new edition, more faithful to the original. Unfor-

tunately, however, his original MS. was but a modern

copy, and his edition, though an improvement on that

of 1547, was still very far from the style and lan-

guage of the beginning of the fourteenth century.

The learned Du Cange searched in vain for more

trustworthy materials for restoring the text of Join-

ville. Invaluable as are the dissertations which he

wrote on Joinville, his own text of the history,

published in 1668, could only be based on the two

editions that had preceded his own.
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It was not till 1761 that real progress was made
in restoring the text of Joinville. An ancient MS.
had been brought from Brussels by the Marechal

Maurice de Saxe. It was carefully edited by M. Cap-

peronnier, and it has served, with few exceptions,

as the foundation of all later editions. It is now
in the Imperial Library. The editors of the * Recueil

des Historiens de France' express their belief that

the MS. might actually be the original. At the end

of it are the words ' Ce fu escript en I'an de grace

mil CCC et IX, on moys d'octovre.' This, however,

is no real proof of the date of the MS. Transcribers

of MSS., it is well known, were in the habit of

mechanically copying all they saw in the original,

and hence w,e find very commonly the date of an old

MS. repeated over and over again in modern copies.

The arguments by which in 1839 M. Paulin Paris

proved that this, the oldest MS. of Joinville, belongs

not to the beginning, but to the end of the fourteenth

century, seem unanswerable, though they failed to

convince M. Daunou who, in the twentieth volume of

the 'Historiens de France,' published in 1 840, still looks

upon this MS. as written in 1309, or at least during

Joinville's lifetime. M. Paulin Paris establishes,

first of all, that this MS. cannot be the same as that

which was so carefully described in the catalogue of

Charles V. What became of that MS., once belong-

ing to the private library of the Kings of France, no

one knows, but there is no reason, even now, why it

should not still be recovered. The MS. of Joinville,

which now belongs to the Imperial Library, is written

by the same scribe who wrote another MS. of 'La Vie

et les Miracles de Saint Louis.' Now, this MS. of 'La
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Vie et les Miracles' is a copy of an older MS., which

likewise exists at Paris. This more ancient MS.,

probably the original, and written, therefore, in the

beginning of the fourteenth century, had been care-

fully revised before it served as the model for the

later copy, executed by the same scribe who, as we
saw, wrote the old MS. of Joinville. A number
of letters were scratched out, words erased, and
sometimes whole sentences altered or suppressed,

a red line being drawn across the words which
had to be omitted. It looks, in fact, like a manu-
script prepared for the printer. Now, if the same
copyist who copied this MS. copied likewise the

MS. of Joinville, it follows that he was separated

from the original of Joinville by the same interval

which separates the corrected MSS. of 'La Vie et les

Miracles' from their oriorinal, or from the beofinninof

of the fourteenth century. This line of argument
seems to establish satisfactorily the approximate

date of the oldest MS. of Joinville as belonging to

the end of the fourteenth century.

Another MS. was discovered at Lucca. As it had
belonged to the Dukes of Gtiise, great expectations

were at one time entertained of its value. It w^as

bought by the Royal Library at Paris in 1741 for 360
livres, but it was soon proved not to be older than

about 15CO, representing the language of the time of

Francois I rather than of St. Louis, but nevertheless

preserving occasionally a more ancient spelling than

the other MS. which was copied two hundred years

])efore. This MS. bears the arms of the Princess

Antoinette de Pourbon and of her husband Claude de

Lorraine, who was ^Duc de Guise, Comte d Aumale,
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Marquis de Mayence et d'Elbeuf, and Baron de Join-

ville.' Their marriage took place in 1513 ; he died in

1550, she in 1583.

There is a third MS. which has lately been dis-

covered. It belonged to M. Brissart-Binet of Rheims,

became known to M. Paulin Paris, and was lent to

M. de Wailly for his new edition of Joinville. It

seems to bo a copy of the so-called MS. of Lucca, the

MS. belono'inor to the Princess Antoinette de Bourbon,

and it is most likely the very copy which that princess

ordered to be made for Louis Lassere, canon of St.

Martin of Tours, who published an abridgement of it

in 1541. By a most fortunate accident it supplies the

passages from page 88 to 112, and from page 126 to

139, which are wanting in the MS. of Lucca.

It must bo admitted, therefore, that for an accurate

study of the historical growth of the French language,

the work of Joinville is of less importance than it

would have been if it had been preserved in its

original orthography, and with all the grammatical

peculiarities which mark the French of the thirteenth

and the beginning of the fourteenth century. There

may be no more than a distance of not quite a hundred

years between the original of Joinville and the earliest

MS. which we possess. But in those hundred years

the French language did not remain stationary. Even

as late as the time of Montaigne, when French had

assumed a far greater literary steadiness, that writer

complains of its constant change. ' I wrote my book,'

he says in a memorable passage (' Essais,' liv. 3, c. 9),

' for few people and for a few years. If it had been

a subject that ought to last, it should have been com-

mitted to a more stable language (Latin). After the
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continual variation which has followed our speech to

the present day, who can hope that its present form

will be used fifty years hence ? It glides from our

hands every day, and since I have lived it has been

half changed. We say that at present it is perfect,

but every century says the same of its own. I do

not wish to hold it back, if it will fly away and go on

deteriorating as it does. It belongs to good and use-

ful writers to nail the language to themselves {de la

douer a eux).'

On the other hand, we must guard against forming

an exaggerated notion of the changes that could have

taken place in the French language within the space

of less than a century. They refer chiefly to the

spelling of words, to the use of some antiquated

words and expressions, and to the less careful obser-

vation of the rules by which in ancient French the

nominative is distinguished from the oblique cases,

both in the singular and the plural. That the changes

do not amount to more than this can be proved by
a comparison of other documents which clearly pre-

serve the actual language of Joinville. There is

a letter of his which is preserved at the Imperial

Library at Paris, addressed to Louis X in 1315. It

was first published by Du Cange, afterwards by

M. Daunou, in the twentieth volume of the ' His-

toriens de France,' and again by M. de Wailly. There

are, likewise, some charters of Joinville, written in his

chancelleries and in some cases with additions from

his own hand. Lastly, there is Joinville 's ' Credo,'

containing his notes on the Apostolic Creed, preserved

in a manuscript of the thirteenth century. This was

published in the ' Collection des Bibliophiles Fran9ais,'
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unfortunately printed in twenty-five copies only. The

MS. of the ' Credo,' which formerly belonged to the

public library of Paris, disappeared from it about

twenty years ago, and it now forms No. 75 of a col-

lection of MSS. bought in 1849 by Lord Ashburnham
from M. Earrois. Py comparing the language of these

thirteenth-century documents with that of the earliest

MS. of Joinvi lie's history, it is easy to see that al-

though we have lost something, we have not lost very

much, and that, at all events, we need not suspect in

the earliest MS. any changes that could in any way
affect the historical authenticity of Joinville's work^

' In his last edition of the text of Joinville, which was published in

1868, M. de Wailly has restored the spelling of Joinville on all these

points according to the rules which are observed in Joinville's charters,

and in the best MSS. of the beginning of the fourteenth century. The

facsimiles of nine of these charters are published at the end of M. de

Wailly's * Memoire sur la Latigue de Joinville,' of others an accurate

transcript is given. The authentic texts thus collected, in which we

can study the French language as it was written at the time of

Joinville, amount to nearly one-fifth of the text of Joinville's History.

To correct, according to these charters, the text of Joinville so system-

atically as has been done by M. de Wailly in his last edition may seem

a bold undertaking, but few who have read attentively his 'Me'moire'

would deny that the new editor has fully justified his critical principles.

Thus with regard to the terminations of the nominative and the oblique

cases, where other MSS. of Joinville's History follow no principle

whatever, M. de Wailly remarks : 'Pour plus de simplicite j'appellerai

regie du sujet singulier et r^gle du sujet pluriel I'usage qui consistait a

distinguer, dans beaucoup de mots, le sujet du regime par une modifica-

tion analogue a celle de la de'clinaison latine. Or, j'ai constats que,

dans les chartes de Joinville, la regie du sujet singulier est observee

huit cent trente-cinq fois, et violt^e sept fois seulement ; encore dois-je

dire que cinq de ces violations se rencontrent dans une meme charte,

celle du niois de mai 1278, qui n'est connue que par une copie faite au

sifecle dernier. Si Ton fait abstraction de ce texte, il reste deux viola-

tions contre huit cent trente-cinq obser\ ations de la rfegle. La regie du

sujet pluriel est observee cinq cent quatre-vingt-huit fois, et viol^e six

fois: ce qui donne au total quatorze cent vingt-trois contre tieize, en
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To the historian of the French lanmmcre the Ian-

guage of Joinville, even though it gives us only a pic-

ture of tlie IVench spoken at the time of Charles V.

or contemporaneously with Froissart, is still full of

interest. That language is separated from the French
of the present day by nearly five centuries, and we
may be allowed to give a few instances to show the

curious changes both of form and meaning which many
words have undergone during that interval.

Instead of soeur, sister, Joinville still uses ^ereiir,

which was the right form of the oblique case, but was
afterwards replaced by the nominative auer ov swiir.

Thus, p. 424 E, we read, quant nous onenanies la

terour le roy, i. e. quand nous mendmes la soeur

du vol ; but p. 466 A, Vahhaie que sa suer fonda,
i. e. I'ahha'ie que sa sceur fonda. Instead of ange^

angel, he has both angle and angre, where the r

stands for the final I of angele, the more ancient

French form of angelus. The same transition of final

I into r may be observed in apotve for aj)odohu<,

chapitre for capitulum, chartre for cartula, esclandre

for scandalum. Instead of vleux, old, Joinville uses

veil or veel (p. 132 C, le veil le jil au veil, i. e. le vieux

jils du vieux) ; but in the nom. sing., viex, which is

the Latin vetulus (p. 302 A, li Yiex de la Montarngne,
i. e. le Vieux de la Montagne ; but p. 304 A, li

tenant compte meme de six fautes comniisfs dans le teste copie au
sifecle dernier, De ce resultat nunierique, il faut evidemment cunclure,

d'abord, que Tune et I'autre rhgle etaient partaitenient connues et,

pratiquees a la chancellerie de Joinville, ensuiLe qu'on est autorise

a modifier le texte de I'Histoire, partout oil ces regies y sont viole'es.

(D'aprfes un calcul approximatif, on pent croire que le copiste du.

<}uatorzifeme .sifecle a viole ces regies plus de quatie mille fois et qu'il led

reapectait peut-etre une fois sur dix.)
'

VOL. Iir. F f
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messaige le Vieil, i. e. les niessagers du Vieux). In-

stead of coude, m., elbow, we find coute, which is

nearer to the Latin cubitus, cubit. The Latin t in

words like cubitus was generally softened in old

French, and was afterwards dropped altogether. As
in coude, the d is preserved in aider for adjutare, in

fade for fatuus. In other words, such as chaine for

catena., roue for rota, epee for spatha, cdmee for

amata, it has disappeared altogether. True is vo//',

the regular modification of veruon, like soir of serum.,

instead of the modern French vrai', e.g. p. 524 B,

et sachiez que voirs estait, i. e. et sachez que cetait

vrai. We still find ester, to stand (et ne pooit ester

sur ses 2neds,^he could not stand on his legs'). At
present the French have no single word for ' standing.'

which has often been pointed out as a real defect of

the language. ' To stand ' is etter, in Joinville ;
' to

be ' is estre.

In the grammatical system of the language of Join-

ville we find the connecting link between the case

terminations of the classical Latin and the prepo-

sitions and articles of modern French. It is generally

supposed that the terminations of the Latin declension

were lost in French, and that the relations of the

cases were expressed by prepositions, while the s as

the sign of the plural was explained by the s in the

nom. plur. of nouns of the third declension. But

languages do not thus advance per saltwrn. They

change slowly and gradually, and we can generally

discover in what is, some traces of what has been.

Now the fact is that in ancient French, and like-

wise in Proven9al, there is still a system of declension

more or less independent of prepositions. There are,
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SO to say, three declensions in Old French, of which

the second is the most important and the most inter-

esting. If we take a Latin word like annus, we find

in Old French two forms in the singular, and two

in the plural. We find sing, an-s, an, plur. an, «/<«.

If an occurs in the nom. sing, or as the subject, it is

always ans j if it occur as a gen., dat., or ace, it

is alw^ays an. In the plural, on the contrary, we find

in the nom. an, and in all the oblique cases an.<.

The origin of this system is clear enough, and it is

extraordinary that attempts should have been made

to derive it from German or even from Celtic, when
the explanation could be found so much nearer home.

The nom. sinof. has the s, because it w^as there in

Latin ; the nom. plur. has no s, because there was no

y there in Latin. The oblique cases in the singular

have no s, because the accusative in Latin, and like-

wise the gen., dat., and abl., ended either in vowels,

which became mute, or in 771, which was dropped. The

oblique cases in the plural had the s, because it was

there in the ace. plur., which became the general

oblique case, and likewise in the dat. and abl. By
means of these fragments of the Latin declension, it

was possible to express many things without preposi-

tions which in modern French can no longer be thus

expressed. Le jils Rol was clearly the son of the

King ; ilfil Rol, the sons of the King. Again w^e find

It roys, the King, but au roy, to the King. Pierre

Sarrasin begins his letter on the crusade of St. Louis

by A selgneiLT Nicolas Arode, Jehan-s ^Sarrasin,

chamhreleu-s le roy de France, salut et bonne amour.

But if we apply the same principle to nouns of the

first declension, we shall see at once that they could

F f 2
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not have lent themselves to the same contrivance.

Words like corona have no s in the nom. sing., nor

in any of the oblique cases ; it would therefore be in

French corone throughout. In the plural indeed

there miofht have been a distinction between the nom.

and the ace. The nom. ought to have been without

an s, and the ace. with an 8. But with the exception

of some doubtful passages, where a nom. plur. is

supposed to occur in old French documents without

an 6', we find throughout, both in the nom. and the

other cases, the s of the accusative as the sign of the

plural.

Nearly the same applies to certain words of the

third declension. Hero we find indeed a distinction

between the nom. and the oblique cases of the sin-

gular, such as fior-s, the flower, with flov, of the

flower ; but the plural is flor-s throughout. This

form is chiefly confined to feminine nouns of the third

declension.

There is another very curious contrivance b}^ which

the ancient French distinguished the nom. from the

ace. sing., and which shows us again how the con-

sciousness of the Latin grammar was by no means

entirely lost in the formation of modern French.

There are many words in Latin which change their

accent in the oblique cases from what it was in the

nominative. For instance, carddtor, a singer, be-

comes cantatorem, in the accusative. Now in ancient

French the nom., corresponding to cantator, is chdn-

tere, but the gen. chanteor, and thus again a dis-

tinction is established of great importance for gram-

matical purposes. Most of these words followed the

analogy of the second declension, and added an s in
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the nom. sing., dropped it in the nom. plur., and added
it again in the oblique cases of the pluraL Thus we
get-

Singular. Plural.

Xom. Oblique Cases. Nom. Obl'que Cases.

chdntere chanteor chinteor chanteurs

From bato, haronis haron baron barons

(O. Fr. b^r)

lafro, latronis larron larron larrous

(O. Fr. lierre)

senior, senioris seiynor senjnor stignors

(O. Fr. sendre) (sire)

Thus we read in the beginning of Joinville's history:

—

A son bon signour Looy», Jehans sires de Joinville salut ef amour

;

and immediately afterw^ards, CItiers sire, not Ciders

i<eigneuT.

If we compare this Old French declension with the

grammar of Modern French,we find that the accusative

or the oblique form has become the only recognised

form, both in the singular and plural. Hence

—

[Corone] [Ans] [Flors] [Chantere] le cliantre.

Coroue An Flor Chanteor le chauteur.

[Corones] [An] [Flors] [Chanteor].

Corones Ans Flors Chanteors.

A few traces only of the old system remain in such

words Sisfils, bras, Charles, Jacques, &c.

Not less curious than the changes of form are the

changes of meaning which have taken place in the

French language since the days of Joinville. Thus,

la viande, Avhich now only means meat, is used by
Joinville in its original and more general sense of

victuals, the Latin vivenda. For instance (p. 248 D),

et nous requeismes que en nous donnast la viande,
' and we asked that one might give us something to

eat.' And soon after, les viandes que il nous don-
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nerent, ce furent hegniet de fourniaiges qui estolent

roti an sole il, pour ce que li ver ni venissent, et oef

dur cuit de quatre Jours ou de cine—' and the viands

which they gave us were cheese-cakes roasted in the

sun, that the worms might not get at them, and hard

eggs boiled four or five days ago.'

Payer^ to pay, is still used in its original sense of

pacifying or satisfying, the Latin pacare. Thus a

priest who has received from his bishop an explana-

tion of some difficulty and other ghostly comfort se

tint bin pour paie (p. 34 C),—he ' considered himself

well satisfied.' When the King objected to certain

words in the oath which he had to take, Joinville

says that he does not know how the oath was finally

arranged, but he adds, li amiral se tindrent hien

apaie— ' the admirals considered themselves satisfied
'

(p. 242 C). The same word, however, is likewise used

in the usual sense of paying.

Noise, a word which has almost disappeared from

modern French, occurs several times in Joinville
;

and we can w^atch in different passages the growth of

its various meanings. In one passage Joinville relates

(p. 198) that one of his knights had been killed and

was lying on a bier in his chapel. While the priest

was performing his office six other knights were

talking very loud, and faisoient noise au prestre—
' they annoyed or disturbed the priest ; they caused

him annoyance.' Here oioise has still the same sense

as the Latin nausea, from which it is derived. In

another passage, however, Joinville uses noise as

s^non^anous with bruit (p. 152 A), vint li roys d toute

sa bataille, a grant noyse et a grant bruit de tromijjes

et nacaireSyi.Q. vint le roi avec tout son corps de ba~
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taille, a grand cris et a grand bruit de tronipettes et

de tinihales. Here noiae may still mean an annoying

noise, but we can see the easy transition from that to

noise in general.

Another English word, ' to purchase,' finds its ex-

planation in Joinville. Originally pourchasser meant

to hunt after a thing, to pursue it. Joinville frequently

uses the expression par son pourchas (p. 458 E) in

the sense of ' by his endeavours.' When the King

had reconciled two adversaries, peace is said to have

been made par son pourchas. Pourchasser after-

wards took the sense of 'procuring,' 'catering,' and

lastly, in English, of ' buying.'

To return to Joinville's history, the scarcity of MSS.
is very instructive from an historical point of view.

As far as we know at present, his great work existed

for centuries in two copies only, one preserved in his

own castle, the other in the library of the Kings of

France. We can hardly say that it was published,

even in the restricted sense which that word had

during the fourteenth century, and there certainly is

no evidence that it was read by any one except by

members of the Royal family of France, and possibl}^

by descendants of Joinville. It exercised no influence,

and if two or three copies had not luckily escaped

(one of them, it must be confessed, clearly showing

the traces of mice's teeth), we should have known very

little indeed either of the military or of the literary

achievements of one who is now ranked among the

chief historians of France, or even of Europe. After

Joinville's history had once emerged from its ob-

scurity it soon became the fashion to praise it, and

to praise it somewhat indiscriminately. Joinville
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became a general favourite both in and out of France,

and after all had been said in his praise that might

be truly and properly said, each successive admirer

tried to add a little more, till at last, as a matter of

course, he was compared to Thucydides, and lauded

for the graces of his style, the vigour of his language,

the subtlety of his mind, and his worship of the har-

monious and the beautiful, in such a manner that the

old bluff soldier would have been highly perplexed

and disgusted, could he have listened to the praises

of his admirers. Well might M. Paulin Paris say

—

' I shall not stop to praise what everybody has praised

before me ; to recall the graceful naivete of the good

Senechal, would it not be, as the English poet said,

*' to gild the gold and paint the lily white '"'

?
'

It is surprising to find in the large crowd of indis-

criminate admirers a man so accurate in his thoughts

and in his words as the late Sir James Stephen. Con-

sidering how little Joinville's history was noticed by

his contemporaries, how little it was read by the

people before it was printed during the reign of

Francois I, it must seem more than doubtful whether

Joinville really deserved a place in a series of lec-

tures, ' On the power of the pen in France.' But,

waiving that point, is it quite exact to say, as Sir

James Stephen does, 'that three writers only retain,

and probably they alone deserve, at this day the

admiration which greeted them in their own—I refer

to Joinville, Froissart, and to Philippe de Comines ' ?

And is the following a sober and correct description

of Joinville's style 1—
' Over the whole picture the genial spirit of Franca

glows with all the natural warmth which we seek in
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vain among the dry bones of earlier chroniclers.

Without the use of any didactic forms of speech,

Joinville teaches the highest of all wisdom—the

wisdom of love. Without the pedantry of the schools,

he occasionally exhibits an eager thirst of know-

ledge, and a graceful facility of imparting it, which

attest that he is of the lineage of the great father of

history, and of those modern historians who have

taken Herodotus for their model.' (Vol. ii. pp. 209,

219.)

Now, all this sounds to our ears just an octave too

high. There is some truth in it, but the truth is

spoilt by being exaggerated. Joinville's book is very

pleasant to read, because he gives himself no airs,

and tells us as well as he can what he recollects of

his excellent King, and of the fearful time which they

spent together during the Crusade. He writes very

much as an old soldier would speak. He seems to

know that people will listen to him with respect,

and that they will believe what he tells them. He does

not weary them with arguments. He rather likes

now and then to evoke a smile, and he maintains the

glow of attention by thinking more of his hearers

than of himself. He had evidently told his stories

many times before he finally dictated them in the

form in which we read them, and this is what gives

to some of them a certain finish and the appearance

of art. Yet, if we speak of style at all—not of the

style of thought, but of the style of language—the

blemishes in Joinville's history are so apparent that

one feels reluctant to point them out. He repeats

his words, he repeats his remarks, he drops the thread

of his story, begins a new subject, leaves it because,
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as he says himself, it would cany him too far, and

then, after a time, returns to it again. His descrip-

tions of the scenery where the camp was pitched and

the battles fought are neither sufficiently broad nor

sufficiently distinct to give the reader that view of

the whole which he receives from such writers as

Caesar, Thiers, Carlyle, or Russell. Nor is there any

attempt at describing or analysing the character of

the principal actors in the Crusade of St. Louis,

beyond relating some of their remarks or occasional

conversations. It is an ungrateful task to draw up

these indictments against a man whom one probably

admires much more sincerely than these who bespat-

ter him with undeserved praise. Joinville's book is

readable, and it is readable even in spite of the an-

tiquated and sometimes difficult language in which it

is written. There are few books of which we could

say the same. What makes his book readable is

partly the interest attaching to the subject of which

it treats, but far more the simple, natural, straight-

forward way in which Joinville tells what he has to

tell. From one point of view it may be truly said

that no higher praise could be bestowed on any

style than to say that it is simple, natural, straight-

forward, and charming. But if his indiscriminate ad-

mirers had appreciated this artless art, they would not

have applied to the pleasant gossip of an old General

epithets that are appropriate only to the master-

pieces of classical literature.

It is important to bear in mind what suggested to

Joinville the first idea of writing his book. He was

asked to do so by the Queen of Philip le Bel. After

the death of the Queen, however, Joinville did not
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dedicate his work to the King, but to his son, who
was then the heir- apparent. This may be explained

by the fact that he himself was Senechal de Cham-
pagne, and Louis, the son of Philip le Bel, Comte de

Champagne. But it admits of another and more

probable explanation. Joinville was dissatisfied with

the proceedings of Philip le Bel, and from the very

beginning of his reign he opposed his encroachments

on the privileges of the nobility and the liberties of

the people. He was punished for his opposition, and

excluded from the assemblies in Champagne in 1287,

and though his name appeared again on the roll in

1 29 1, Joinville then occupied only the sixth instead

of the first place. In 1314 matters came to a crisis

in Champagne, and Joinville called together the

nobility in order to declare openly against the King.

The opportune death of Philip alone prevented the

breaking out of a rebellion. It is true that there are

no direct allusions to these matters in the body of

Joinville's book, yet an impression is left on the

reader that he wrote some portion of the life of

St. Louis as a lesson to the young prince to whom
it is dedicated. Once or twice, indeed, he uses

language which sounds ominous, and which would
hardly be tolerated in France, even after the lapse of

five centuries. When speaking of the great honour

which St. Louis conferred on his family, he says
' that it was, indeed, a great honour to those of his

descendants who would follow his example by good

works ; but a great dishonour to those who would
do evil. For people would point at them with their

fingers, and would say that the sainted King from

whom they descended would have despised such
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wickedness.' There is another passage even stronger

than this. After relating how St. Louis escaped from

many dangers by the grace of God, he suddenly ex-

claims, ' Let the King who now reigns (Philip le Bel)

take care, for he has escaped from as great dangers

—

nay, from greater ones—than we ; let him see whether

he cannot amend his evil ways, so that God may not

strike him and his affairs cruelly.'

This surely is strong language, considering that it

was used in a book dedicated to the son of the then

reigning King. To the father of Philip le Bel Join-

ville seems to have spoken with the same frankness

as to his son, and he tells us himself how he reproved

the King, Philip le Hardi, for his extravagant dress,

and admonished him to follow the example of his

father. Similar remarks occur again and again, and

though the life of St. Louis was certainly not written

merely for didactic purposes, yet one cannot help

seeing that it was written with a practical object.

In the introduction Joinville says, ' I send the book

to you, that you and your brother and others w^ho

hear it may take an example, and that they may carry

it out in their life, for which God will bless them/

And again (p. 268), ' These things shall I cause to be

written, that those who hear them may have faith in

God in their persecutions and tribulations, and God
will help them, as He did me.' Again (p. 38c),

' These things I have told you, that you may guard

ao^ainst takinor an oath without reason, for, as the

wise say, " He who swears readily forswears himself

readily."
'

It seems, therefore, that when Joinville took to

dictating his recollections of St. Louis he did so partly
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to redeem a promise given to the Queen, who, he

says, loved him much, and whom he could not refuse,

partly to place in the hands of the young Princes

a book full of historical lessons which they might

read, mark, and inwardly digest.

And well might he do so, and well might his book
be read by all young Princes, and by all who are

able to learn a lesson from the pages of history ; for

few Kings, if any, did ever wear their crowns so

worthily as Louis IX of France; and few saints, if

any, did deserve their halo better than St. Louis.

Here lies the deep and lasting interest of Joinville's

work. It allows us an insight into a life which we
could hardly realise, nay, which we should hardly

believe in, unless we had the testimony of that trusty

witness, Joinville, the King's friend and comrade.

The legendary lives of St. Louis would have de-

stroyed in the eyes of posterity the real greatness

and the real sanctity of the King's character. We
should never have known the man, but only his

saintly caricature. After reading Joinville we must
make up our mind that such a life as he there de-

scribes was really lived, and was lived in those very

palaces which we are accustomed to consider as the

sinks of wickedness and vice. From other descrip-

tions we might have imagined Louis IX as a bigoted,

priest-ridden, credulous King. From Joinville we
learn that, thou<?h unwaverincr in his faith, and most

strict in the observance of his religious duties, the

King was by no means narrow in his sympathies or

partial to the encroachments of priestcraft. We find

Joinville speaking to the King on subjects of religion

with the greatest freedom, and as no courtier would
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have dared to speak during the later years of Louis

XIV's reign. When the King asked him whether in

the holy week he ever washed the feet of the poor,

Joinville replied that he would never wash the feet

of such villains. For this remark he w^as, no doubt,

reproved by the King, who, as we are told by Beau-

lieu, with the most unpleasant details, washed the feet

of the poor every Saturday. But the reply though

somewhat irreverent, is, nevertheless, highly creditable

to the courtier's frankness. Another time he shocked

his Royal friend still more by telling him, in the

presence of several priests, that he would rather have

committed thirty mortal sins than be a leper. The
King said nothing at the time, but he sent for him
the next day, and reproved him in the most gentle

manner for his thoughtless speech.

Joinville, too, with all the respect which he enter-

tained for his King, would never hesitate to speak

his mind when he thought that the King was in the

wrong. On one occasion the Abbot of Cluny pre-

sented the King with two horses, worth five hundred

livres. The next day the abbot came again to the

King to discuss some matters of business. Joinville

observed that the King listened to him with marked
attention. After the abbot was gone, he w^ent to the

King, and said, ' " Sire, may I ask you whether you

listened to the abbot more cheerfully because he pre-

sented you yesterday wdth two horses ? " The King
meditated for a time, and then said to me, *• Truly,

} es." " Sire," said I, " do you know why I asked you
this question ?

" " Why? "' said he. " Because, Sire,"

I said, " I advise you, when you return to France, to

prohibit all sworn counsellors from accepting any-
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thing from those who have to bring their affairs

before them. For you may be certain, if they accept

anything, they will listen more cheerfully and atten-

tively to those who give, as you did yourself with the

Abbot of Cluny."'

Surely a King who could listen to such language

is not likely to have had his Court filled with hypo-

crites, whether lay or clerical. The bishops, though

they might count on the King for any help he could

give them in the great work of teaching, raising, and

comforting the people, tried in vain to make him

commit an injustice in defence of what they con-

sidered religion. One day a numerous deputation of

prelates asked for an interview. It was readily

granted. When they appeared before the King their

spokesman said,
'
" Sire, these lords who are here,

archbishops and bishops, have asked me to tell you

that Christianity is perishing at your hands." The

Kinof sio:ned himself with the cross, and said, " Tell

me how can that be ? " " Sire," he said, " it is because

people care so little nowadays for excommunication

that they would rather die excommunicated than

have themselves absolved and give satisfaction to the

Church. Now, we pray you, Sire, for the sake of

God, and because it is your duty, that you command
your provosts and bailiffs that by seizing the goods of

those who allow themselves to be excommunicated

for the space of one year, they may force them to

come and be absolved." Then the King replied that

he would do this willingly with all those of whom it

could be 'proved that they were in the wrong (which

would, in fact, have given the King jurisdiction in

ecclesiastical matters). The bishops said that they
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could not do this at any price ; they would never

brinff their causes before his Court. Then the Kinoj

said he could not do it otherwise, for it would be

atrainst God and ao^ainst reason. He reminded them

of the case of the Comte de Bretacfne, who had been

excommunicated by the prelates of Brittany for the

space of seven years, and who, when he appealed to

the Pope, gained his cause, while the prelates were

condemned. " Now, then," the King said, " if I had

forced the Comte de Bretagne to get absolution from

the prelates after the first year, should I not have

sinned against God and against him 1
''

'

This is not the language of a bigoted man ; and if

we find in the life of St. Louis traces of what in our

fige we might feel inclined to call l)igotry or credulity,

we must consider that the religious and intellectual

atmosphere of the reign of St. Louis was very diff*erent

from our own. There are, no doubt, some of the say-

ings and doings recorded by Joinville of his beloved

King which at present would be unanimously con-

demned even by the most orthodox and narrow-

minded. Think of an assembly of theologians in the

monastery of Cluny who had invited a distinguished

rabbi to discuss certain points of Christian doctrine

with them. A knight, who happened to be staying

with the abbot, asked for leave to open the discussion,

and he addressed the Jew in the following words

:

• Do you believe that the Virgin Mary was a virgin

and Mother of God ?
' When the Jew replied, ' No I

'

the knight took his crutch and felled the poor Jew to

the ground. The King, who relates this to Joinville,

draws one very wise lesson from it—namely, that no

one who is not a very good theologian should enter
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upon a controversy with Jews on such subjects. But

when he goes on to say that a layman who hears the

Christian religion evil spoken of should take to the

sword as the right weapon of defence and run it into

the miscreant's body as far as it would go, we per-

ceive at once that we are in the thirteenth and not in

the nineteenth century. The punishments which the

King inflicted for swearing w^ere most cruel. At

Cesarea, Joinville tells us that he saw a goldsmith

fastened to a ladder, with the entrails of a pig twisted

round his neck right up to his nose, because he had

used irreverent language. Nay, after his return from

the Holy Land, he heard that the King ordered a

man's nose and lower lip to be burnt for the same

offence. The Pope himself had to interfere to prevent

St. Louis from inflicting on blasphemers mutilation

and death. ' I would myself be branded wdth a hot

iron,' the King said, ' if thus I could drive away all

swearing from my kingdom.' He himself, as Joinville

assures us, never used an oath, nor did he pronounce

the name of the Devil except when reading the lives

of the saints. His soul, we cannot doubt, was grieved

wdien he heard the names w^hich to him were the

most sacred employed for profane purposes, and this

feeling of indignation was shared by his honest

chronicler. ' In my castle,' says Joinville, * whoso-

ever uses bad language receives a good pommelling,

and this has nearly put down that bad habit.' Here

again we see the upright character of Joinville. He
does not, like most courtiers, try to outbid his Sove-

reign in pious indignation ; on the contrary, while

sharing his feelings, he gently reproves the Kiug

for his excessive zeal and cruelty, and this after

VOL. ITT. G 2:
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the King had been raised to the exalted position of

a saint.

To doubt of any points of the Christian doctrine

was considered at Joinville's time, as it is even now,

as a temptation of the Devil. But here again we see

at the Court of St. Louis a wonderful mixture of

tolerance and intolerance. Joinville, who evidently

spoke his mind freely on all things, received frequent

reproofs and lessons from the King, and we hardly

know which to wonder at most, the weakness of the

arguments, or the gentle and truly Christian spirit in

which the King used them. The King once asked

Joinville how he knew that his father's name was

Symon. Joinville replied he knew it because his

mother had told him so. ' Then,' the King said, ' you

ought likewise firmly to believe all the articles of

faith which the Apostles attest, as you hear them

sung every Sunday in the Creed.' The use of such

an argument by such a man leaves an impression on

the mind that the King himself was not free from

relio-ious doubts and dithculties. and that his faith

was built upon ground which was apt to shake. And
this impression is confirmed by a conversation which

immediately follows after this argument. It is long,

but it is far too important to be here omitted. The

Bishop of Paris had told the King, probably in order to

comfort him after receiving from him the confession of

some of his own religious difhculties, that one day he

received a visit from a great master in Divinity. The

master threw himself at the bishop's feet and cried

bitterly. The bishop said to him

—

' " Master, do not despair ; no one can sin so much

that God could not forgive him."
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' The master said, " I cannot help crying, for I

believe I am a miscreant, for I cannot bring my heart

to believe the sacrament of the altar, as the holy

Church teaches it, and I know full well that it is the

temptation of the enemy."
'

" Master," replied the bishop, " tell me, when the

enemy sends you this temptation, does it please

you ?
"

' And the master said, " Sir, it pains me as much
as anything can pain."

' " Then I ask you," the bishop continued, " would
you take gold or silver in order to avow with your

mouth anything that is against the sacrament of the

altar, or against the other sacred sacraments of the

Church 1"

' And the master said, *' Know,' Sir, that there is

nothing in the world that I should take ; I would
rather that all my limbs were torn from my body
than openly avow this."

'"Then," said the bishop, ''I shall tell you some-

thing else. You know that the King of France made
war against the King of England, and you know that

the castle which is nearest to the frontier is La Ro-

chelle, in Poitou. Now, I shall ask j^ou, if the King
had trusted you to defend La Rochelle, and he had

trusted me to defend the Castle of Laon, which is in

the heart of France, where the country is at peace, to

whom ouo'ht the Kino- to be more beholden at the

end of the war—to you who had defended La Ro-

chelle without losing it, or to me who kept the Castle

of Laon ?
"

• '
" In the name of God," said the master, " to me

who had kept La Rochelle without losing it."
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'

" Master," said the bishop, '* I tell you that my
heart is like the Castle of Laon (Montleheri), for I feel

no temptation and no doubt as to the sacrament of

the altar ; therefore, I tell you, if God gives me one

reward because I believe tirmly and in peace, He will

give yon four, because you keep your heart for Him
in this fight of tribulation, and have such goodwill

towards Him that for no earthly good, nor for any

pain inflicted on your body, you would forsake Him.

Therefore, I say to you, be at ease
;
your state is

more pleasing to our Lord than my own."
'

When the master had heard this he fell on his knees

before the bishop, and felt again at peace.

Surely, if the cruel punishment inflicted by St.

Louis on blasphemers is behind our age, is not the

love, the humility, the truthfulness of this bishop, is

not the spirit in which he acted towards the priest,

and the spirit in which he related this conversation

to the King, somewhat in advance of the century in

which we live ?

If we only dwell on certain passages of Joinville's

memoirs it is easy to say that he and his King and

the whole age in which they moved were credulous,

engrossed by the mere formalities of religion, and

fcinatical in their enterprise to recover Jerusalem and

the Holy Land. But let us candidly enter into

their view of life, and many things which at first

seem strange and startling will become intelligible.

Joinville does not relate many miracles, and such

is his good faith that we may implicitly believe the

facts, such as he states them, however we may differ

as to the interpretation by which, to Joinville 's mind,

these facts assumed a miraculous character. On their
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way to the Holy Land it seems that their ship was

windbound for several days, and that they were in

danger of being taken prisoners by the pirates of

Barbary. Joinville recollected the saying of a priest

who had told him that, whatever had happened in

his parish, whether too much rain or too little rain,

or anything else, if he made three processions for

three successive Saturdays, his prayer was always

heard. Joinville, therefore, recommended the same

remedy. Sea-sick as he was, he was carried on

deck, and the procession was formed round the two

masts of the ship. As soon as this was done the

wind rose, and the ship arrived at Cyprus the third

Saturday. The same remedy was resorted to a second

time, and with equal effect. The King was waiting

at Damiette for his brother, the Comte de Poitiers

and his army, and was very uneasy about the delay

in his arrival. Joinville told the legate of the miracle

that had happened on their voyage to Cyprus. The

legate consented to have three processions on three

successive Saturdays, and on the third Saturday

the Comte de Poitiers and his fleet arrived before

Damiette. One more instance may suffice. On their

return to France a sailor fell overboard, and was
left in the water. Joinville, whose ship was close

by, saw something in the water, but, as he observed

no struggle, he imagined it was a cask. The man,

however, was picked up, and when asked why he

did not exert himself, he replied that he saw no

necessity for it. As soon as he fell into the water

he commended himself to Noatre Dame, and she

supported him by his shoulders till he was picked

up by the King's galley. Joinville had a window
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painted in bis chapel to commemorate tliis miracle,

and there, no doubt, the Virgin would be represented

as supporting the sailor exactly as he described it.

Now, it must be admitted that before the tribunal

of the ordinary philosophy of the nineteenth century

these miracles would be put down either as inven-

tions or as exaggerations. But let us examine the

thouQ^hts and the lang^uagje of that ao-e, and we shall

take a more charitable and, we believe, a more correct

view. Men like Joinville did not distinguish between

a general and a special Providence, and few who have

carefully examined the true import of words would
blame him for that. Whatever happened to him and

his friends, the smallest as well as the greatest events

were taken alike as so many communications from

God to man. Nothing could happen to any one of

them unless God willed it. ' God wills it,' they ex-

claimed, and put the cross on their breasts, and left

house and home, and wife and children, to fight the

infidels in the Holy Land. The King was ill and on

the point of death when he made a vow that if he

recovered he would undertake a crusade. In spite of

the dangers which threatened him and his country,

where every vassal was a rival, in spite of the despair

of his excellent mother, the King fulfilled his vow,

and risked not only his crown, but his life, without

a complaint and without a regret. It may be that

the prospect of Eastern booty, or even of an Eastern

throne, had some part in exciting the pious zeal of

the French chivalry. Yet, if we read of Joinville,

who was then a young and gay nobleman of twenty-

four, with a young wife and a beautiful castle in

Champagne, giving up everything, confessing his
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sins, making reparation, performing pilgrimages, and

then starting for the East, there to endure for five

years the most horrible hardships ; when we read of

his .sailors singing a Veni, Creator Spiriius, before

they hoisted their sails ; when we see how every day,

in the midst of pestilence and battle, the King and his

Senechal and his knights say their prayers and per-

form their other religious duties ; how in every danger

they commend themselves to God or to their saints
;

how for every blessing, for every escape from danger,

they return thanks to Heaven, we easily learn to un-

derstand how natural it w^as that such men should

see miracles in every blessing vouchsafed to them,

w^hether great or small, just as the Jews of old, in

that sense the true people of God, saw mii-acles, saw
the finger of God, in every plague that visited their

camp, and in every spring of water that saved them
from destruction. When the Egyptians were thrown-

ing the Greek fire ioto the camp of the Crusaders,

St. Louis raised himself in his bed at the report of

every discharge of those murderous missiles, and,

stretching forth his hands towards heaven, he said,

crying, ' Good Lord God, protect my people.' Join-

ville, after relating this, remarks^ ' And I believe

truly that his prayers served us well in our need.'

And was he not right in this belief, as right as the

Israelites w^ere when they saw Moses lifting up his

heavy arms, and they prevailed against Amalek?
Surely this belief was put to a hard test when a fear-

ful plague broke out in the camp, when nearly the

whole French army was massacred, when the King
w^as taken prisoner, when the Queen, in child-bed,

had to make her old Chamberlain swear that he would
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kill her at the first approach of the enemy, when the

small remnant of that mighty French army had to

purchase its return to France by a heavy ransom.

Yet nothing could shake Joinville's faith in the ever-

ready help of our Lord, of the Virgin, and of the saints.

' Be certain,' he writes, ' that the Virgin helped us,

and she would have helped us more if we had not

offended her, her and her Son, as I said before.'

Surely, Avith such faith, credulity ceases to be cre-

dulity. Where there is credulity without that living

faith which sees the hand of God in everything, man's

indignation is rightly roused. That credulity leads

to self-conceit, hypocrisy, and unbelief. But such was
not the credulity of Joinville or of his King, or of

the bishop who comforted the great master in theo-

logy. A modein historian would not call the rescue

of the drowniug sailor, nor the favourable wind which

l)rought the Crusaders to Cyprus, nor the opportune

arrival of the Comte de Poitiers miracles, because the

word ' miracle ' has a different sense with us from

what it had during the Middle Ages, from what it

had at the time of the Apostles, and from what it had

at the time of Mcses. Yet to the drowning sailor

his rescue was miraculous, to the despairing King

the arrival of his brother was a godsend, and to Join-

ville and his crew, who were in imminent danger of

being carried off as slaves by Moorish pirates^ the

wind that brought them safe to Cyprus was more

than a fortunate accident. Our language differs from

the lanofuao-e of Joinville, yet in our heart of hearts

we mean the same thing.

And nothing shows better the reality and healthi-

ness of the religion of those brave knights than their
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cheerful and open countenance, their thorough enjoy-

ment of all the good things of this life, their freedom

in thought and speech. You never catch Joinville

canting, or with an expression of blank solemnity.

When his ship was surrounded by the galleys of the

Sultan, and when they held a council as to whether

the}^ should surrender themselves to the Sultan's

fleet or to his army on shore, one of his servants

objected to all surrender. ' Let us all be killed/ he

said to Joinville, 'and then we shall all go straight

to Paradise.' His advice, however, was not followed,

because, as Joinville says, ' we did not believe it.'

If we bear in mind that Joinville's history was
written after Louis had been raised to the rank of

a saint, his way of speaking of the King, though

always respectful, strikes us, nevertheless, as it must
have struck his contemporaries, as sometimes very

plain and familiar. It is well known that an attempt

was actually made by the notorious Jesuit, le Pere

Hardouin, to prove Joinville's work as spurious, or,

at all events, as full of interpolations, inserted by the

enemies of the Church. It was an attempt which
thoroughly failed, and which was too dangerous to

be repeated ; but, on reading Joinville after reading

the life and miracles of St. Louis, one can easily

understand that the soldier's account of the brave
King was not quite palatable or welcome to the

authors of the legends of the royal saint. At the

time when the King's bones had begun to w^ork

wretched miracles, the following story could hardly

have sounded respectful :
—

' When the King was at

Acre,' Joinville writes, ' some pilgrims on their way
to Jerusalem wished to see him. Joinville went
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to the King, and said, " Sire, there is a crowd of

people who have asked me to show them the Royal

Saint, though I have no wish as yet to kiss your

bones." The King laughed loud, and asked me to

Lring the people.'

In the thick of the battle, in which Joinville re-

ceived five wounds and his horse fifteen, and when
death seemed almost certain, Joinville tells us that

the good Count of Soissons rode up to him and chaffed

him, saying, * Let those dogs loose, for, par la quo If

e

Dleu,''—as he always used to swear,— ' we shall still

talk of this day in the rooms of our ladies.'

The Crusades and the Crusaders, though they are

only five or six centuries removed from us, have

assumed a kind of romantic character, which makes

it very difficult even for the historian to feel towards

them the same human interest which we feel for

Caesar or Pericles. Works like that of Joinville are

most useful in dispelling that mist which the chroni-

clers of old and the romances of Walter Scott and

others have raised round the heroes of these holy

wars. Sfc. Louis and his companions, as described by

Joinville, not only in their glistening armour, but

in their every-day attire, are brought nearer to us,

become intelligible to us, and teach us lessons of

humanity which we can learn from men only, and

not from saints and heroes. Here lies the real value

of real history. It makes us familiar with tlie

thoughts of men who diflfer from us in manners and

language, in thought and religion, and yet with whom
we are able to sympathise, and from whom we are able

to learn. It widens our minds and our hearts, and gives

us that true knowledge of the world and of human
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nature in all its phases which but few can gain in

the short span of their own life, and in the narrow

sphere of their friends and enemies. We can hardly

imagine a better book for boys to read or for men

to ponder over ; and we hope that M. de Wailly's

laudable efforts may be crowned with complete suc-

cess, and that, whether in France or in England, no

student of history will in future imagine that he

knows the true spirit of the Crusades and the Cru-

saders who has not read once, and more than once,

the original Memoirs of Joinville, as edited, trans-

lated, and explained by the eminent Keeper of the

Imperial Library at Paris, M. Natalis de Wailly.



THE JOUENAL DES SAVANTS AND THE

JOUKNAL DE TEEVOUX'.

FOR a hundred persons who, in this country, read

the ' Revue des Deux Mondes,' how many are

there who read the ' Journal des Savants ' ? In

France the authority of that journal is indeed

supreme ; but its very title frightens the general

public, and its blue cover is but seldom seen on the

tables of the salles de lecture. And yet there is no

French periodical so well suited to the tastes of the

better class of readers in England. Its contributors

are all members of the Inst'dut de France, and, if we
may measure the value of a periodical by the honour

which it reflects on those who form its staff, no journal

in France can vie with the ^ Journal des Savants.'

At the present moment we find on its roll such names

as Cousin, Flourens, Villemain, Mignet, Earthelemy

Saint - Hilaire, Naudet, Prosper Mtrime, Littre

—

names w^iich, if now and then seen on the covers

of the ' Revue des Deux Mondes/ the ' Revue Contem-

poraine/ or the 'Revue Moderne,' confer an excep-

' 'Table M^thodique des Me'moires de Tr^voux (1701-1775,

preobdee d'uue Notice Historique.' Par le Pere P. C. Summervoiiel, de

la Cumpagnie de Jesus. 3 vols. Paris, 1864-5.
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tional lustre on these fortnightly or monthly issues.

The articles which are admitted into this select

periodical may be deficient now and then in those

outward charms of diction by which French readers

like to be dazzled ; but what in France is called trap

mvant. trop lourd, is frequently far more palatable

than the highly spiced articles which are no doubt

deliorhtful to read, but which, like an excellent French

dinner, make you almost doubt whether you have

dined or not. If ICnglish journalists are bent on

taking for their models the fortnightly or monthly

contemporaries of France, the 'Journal des Savants'

miijht offer a much better chance of success than the

more popular revues. We should be sorry indeed to

see any periodical published under the superintendence

of the ' Ministre de Tlnstruction Publique,' or of any

other member of the Cabinet ; but, apart from that,

a literary tribunal like that formed by the members of

the ' Bureau du Journal des Savants ' would certainly

})e a great benefit to literary criticism. The general

tone that luns through their articles is impartial and

dignified. Each writer seems to feel the responsibility

which attaches to the bench from which he addresses

the public, and we can of late years recall hardly any

case where the dictum of 'noblesse oblige' has been

disregarded in this the most ancient among the purely

literary journals of Europe.

The first number of the ' Journal des Savants ' was

published more than two hundred years ago, on the

5th of January, 1655. It was the first small beginning

in a branch of literature which has since assumed im-

mense proportions. Voltaire speaks of it as ' le pere

do tous les ouvrages de ce genre, dont TEurope est
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aujourd'hui remplie.' It was published at first once

aweek, every Monday; and the responsible editor was

M. de Sallo^ who, in order to avoid the retaliations of

sensitive authors, adopted the name of Le Sieur de

Hedouville, the name^ it is said, of his valet de chamhre.

The articles were short, and in many cases they only

gave a description of the books, without any critical

remarks. The journal likewise gave an account of

important discoveries in science and aiii, and of other

events that might seem of interest to men of letters.

Its success must have been considerable, if we may
judge by the number of rival publications which soon

sprang up in France and in other countries of Europe.

In England, a philosophical journal on the same plan

was started before the year was over. In Germany,

the ' Journal des Savants ' was translated into Latin

by F. Nitzschius in 166H, and before the end of the

seventeenth century the ' Giornale de' Letterati ' (1668),

the 'Bibliotheca Volante ' (1677), the 'Acta Erudi-

torum' (i682\ the 'Nouvelles de la Republique des

Lettres ' (1684), the ' Bibliotheque Universelle et

Hitstorique' (1686), the ' Histoire des Ouvrages des

Savants ' (1687), and the 'Monatliche Unterredungen

'

(1689), had been launched in the principal countries

of Europe. In the next century it was remarked of

the journals published in Germany ' plura dixeris

pullulasse brevi tempore quam fungi nascuntur una

nocte.'

Most of these journals were published by laymen,

and represented the purely intellectual interests of

society. It was but natural, therefore, that the clergy

also should soon have endeavoured to possess a journal

of their own. The Jesuits, who at that time were the
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most active and influential order, were not slow to

appreciate this new opportunity for directing public

opinion, and they founded in 1701 their famous

journal, the ' Memoires de Trevoux.' Famous, indeed,

it might once be called, and yet at present how little

is known of that collection, how seldom are its volumes

called for in our public libraries ! Yet it was for a

long time the rival of the 'Journal des Savants.'

Under the editorship of Le Pere Berthier it fought

bravely against Diderot, Voltaire, and other heralds

of the French Revolution. It weathered even the

fatal year of 1762, but, alter changing its name, and

moderating its pretensions, it ceased to appear in 1782.

The long rows of its volumes are now piled up in our

libraries like rows of tombstones, which we pass by

without even stopping to examine the names and

titles of those who are buried in these vast catacombs

of thought.

It was a happy idea that led the Pere P. C. Sommer-

voo-el, himself a member of the order of the Jesuits, to

examine the dusty volumes of the 'Journal de Trevoux,'

and to do for it the only thing that could be done to

make it useful once more, at least to a certain degree

—namely, to prepare a general index of the numerous

subjects treated in its volumes, on the model of the

great index, published in 1753, of the 'Journal ues

Savants.' His work, published at Paris in 186--,,

consists of three volumes. The first gives an index

of the original dissertations ;
the second and third

of the works criticised in the 'Journal de Trevoux.'

It is a w^ork of much smaller pretensions than the

index to the 'Journal des Savants'; yet, such as

it is, it is useful, and will amply suffice for the pur-
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poses of those few readers who have from time to

time to consult the literary annals of the Jesuits in

France.

The title of the 'Memoires cle Trevoux' was taken

from the town of Trevoux, the capital of the princi-

pality of Dombes, which Louis XIV had conferred

on the Due de Maine, with all the privileges of a

sovereign. Like Louis XIV. the young prince gloried

in the title of a patron of art and science, but, as the

pupil of Madame de Maintenon, he devoted himself

even more zealously to the defence of religion. A
printing-office was founded at Tre'voux, and the

Jesuits were invited to publish a new journal ' ou

Ton eut principalement en vue la defense de la reli-

gion.' This was the 'Journal de Trevoux,' published

for the first time in February, 1701, under the title of

' Memoires pour I'Histoire des Sciences et des Beaux

Arts, recueillis par lordre de Son Altesse Serenissime,

Monseigneur Prince Souverain de Dombes.' It was

entirely and professedly in the hands of the Jesuits,

and we find among its earliest contributors such

names as Catrou. Tournemine, and Hardouin. The

opportunities for collecting literary and other intelli-

gence enjoyed by the members of that order were

extraordinary. We doubt whether any paper, even

in our days, has so many intelligent correspondents

in every part of the world. If any astronomical

observation was to be made in China or America,

a Jesuit missionary was generally on the spot to

make it. If geographical information was wanted,

eye-witnesses could write from India or Africa to

state what was the exact height of mountains or the

real direction of rivers. The architectural monuments
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of the great nations of antiquity could easily bo

explored and described, and the literary treasures

of India or China or Persia could be ransacked by
men ready for any work that required devotion and

perseverance, and that promised to throw additional

splendour on the order of Loyola. No missionary

society has ever understood how to utilise its resources

in the interest of science like the Jesuits, and if our

own missionaries may on many points take warn-

ing from the history of the Jesuits, on that one

point at least they might do well to imitate their

example.

Scientific interests, however, were by no means

the chief motive of the Jesuits in founding their

journal, and the controversial character began soon to

preponderate in their articles. Protestant writers

received but little mercy in the pages of the ' Journal

de Trevoux,' and the battle was soon raging in every

country of Europe between the flying batteries of the

Jesuits and the strongholds of Jansenism, of Protes-

tantism, or of liberal thought in general. Le CI ere

was attacked for his • Harmonia Evangelica' ; Boileau

even was censured for his ' Epitre sur I'Amour d«i

Dieu.' But. the old lion was too much for hi^;

reverend satirists. The following is a specimen of

his reply :

—

' Mes Reverends P^res en D'eu,

Et mes Confreres en Satire,

Dans vos Escrit^ dans plus d'un lieu

.Te voy qu'k mes d^pens vous affectes de rire
;

Mais ne craignes-vous point, que pour rire de Yo'.i9,

Relisant Juvenal, refeuiiletant Horace,

Je ne rariime encor ma salirique audace ?

Grands Aristarques de Trdvoux,

VOL. in. H h
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N'alles point de nouveau faire courir aux armes,

Un athlete tout prest a prendre son conge,

Qui par vos traits maling au combat rengage

Peut encore aux Kieurs faire verser des larmes.

Ajiprenes un mot de Hegnier,

Notre celbbre Dev antler,

Corsnires aHaquant Corsairi

s

iS'e font pas, dit-il, leurs affaivea.'

Even stronger language than this became soon

the fashion in journalistic warfare. In reply to an

attack on the Marquis Orsi, the ' Giornale de' Let-

terati d' Italia' accused the 'Journal de Trevoux' of

menzogna and impostura, and in Germany the 'Acta

Eruditorum Lipsiensium ' poured out even more

violent invectives against the Jesuitical critics. It

is wonderful how well Latin seems to lend itself to

the expression of angry abuse. Few modern writers

have excelled the following tirade, either in Latin

or in German :

—

' Quae mentis stupiditas ! At si qua est, Jesuitarum

est Res est intoleranda, Trevoltianos Jesuitas,

toties contusos, iniquissimum in suis diariis tribunal

erexisse, in eoque non ratione duce, sed animi impo-

tentia, non aequitatis legibus, sed praejudiciis, non

veritatis lance, sed aifectus aut odii pondere, optimis

exquisitissimisque opeiibus detrahere, pessima ad

coelum usque laudibus efFerre : iguaris auctoribus,

modo secum sentiant, aut sibi faveant, ubique blandiri,

doctissimos sibi non plane pleneque deditos plus

quam canino dente mordere.'

What has been said of other journals was said of

the ' Journal de Trevoux '
:

—

' Les auteurs de ce journal, qui a son merite, sont

constants a louer tons les ouvrages de ceux qu'ils
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affectionnent, et pour eviter une froide monotonie, ils

exercent quelquefois la critique sur les ecrivans a qui

rien ne les oblige de faire grace.'

It took some time before authors became at all

reconciled to these new tribunals of literary justice.

Even a writer like Voltaire, who braved public

opinion more than anybody, looked upon journals,

and the influence which they soon gained in France

and abroad, as a great evil. 'Rien n'a plus nui a

la litterature,' he writes, ' plus repandu le mauvais

gout, et plus confondu le vrai avec le faux.' Before

the establishment of literary journals, a learned

writer had indeed little to fear. For a few years, at

all events, he was allowed to enjoy the reputation

of having published a book ; and this by itself was
considered a great distinction by the world at large.

Perhaps his book was never noticed at all, or, if

it was, it was only criticised in one of those elaborate

letters which the learned men of the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries used to write to each other,

which might be forwarded indeed to one or two
other professors, but which never influenced public

opinion. Only in extreme cases a book would be

answered by another book, but this would necessarily

require a long time ; nor would it at all follow that

those who had read and admired the original work
would have an opportunity of consulting the volume

that contained its refutation. This happy state of

things came to an end after the year 1655. Since

the invention of printing, no more important event

had happened in the republic of letters than the

introduction of a periodical literature. It was a com-

plete revolution, diflfering from other revolutions only

n h 3
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by the quickness with which the new power was

recognised even by its fiercest opponents.

The power of journalism, however, soon found its

proper level, and the history of its rise and progress,

w^hich has still to be written, teaches the same lesson

as the history of political powers. Journals which

defended private interests, or the interests of parties,

whether religious, political, or literary, never gained

that influence which w^as freely conceded to those who
were willing to serve the public at large in pointing

out real merit wdierever it could be found, and in

unmasking pretenders, to whatever rank they might

belong. The once all-powerful organ of the Jesuits,

the ' Journal de Trevoux,' has long ceased to exist,

and even to be remembered ; the ' Journal des

Savants ' still holds, after more than two hundred

years, that eminent position which was claimed for

it by its founder, as the independent advocate of

justice and truth.



CHASOT\

HISTORY is generally written en face. It re-

minds us occasionally of certain royal family

pictures, where the centre is occupied by the king and

queen, while their children are ranged on each side

like organ-pipes, and the courtiei-s and ministers are

grouped beliind, according to their respective ranks.

All the figures seem to stare at some imaginary

spectator, who would require at least a hundred eyes

to take in the whole of the assemblage. This place

of the imaginary spectator falls generally to the lot of

the historian, and of those who read great historical

works ; and perhaps this is inevitable. But it is

refreshing for once to change this unsatisfactory posi-

tion, and, instead of always looking straight in the

faces of kings, and queens, and generals, and ministers,

to catch, by a side-glance, a view of the times, as they

appeared to men occupying a less central and less

exalted position than that of the general historian.

If we look at the Palace of Versailles from the terrace

in front of the edifice, we are impressed with its broad

magnificence, but we are soon tired, and all that is

^ * Chasot :
* a Contribution to the History of Frederic the Great and

his Time. By Kurd von Schlozer (^died 1894). Berlin, 1856.
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left in our memory is a vast expanse of windows,

columns, statues, and wall. But let us retire to

some of the bosquets on each side of the main avenue,

and take a diagonal view of the. great mansion of

Louis XIV, and though we lose part of the palace, the

whole picture gains in colour and life, and it brings

before our mind the figure of the great monarch him-

self, so fond of concealing part of his majestic state-

liness under the shadow of those nqyj groves where we
are sitting.

It was a happy thought of M. Kurd von Schlozer

to try a similar experiment with Frederic the Great,

and to show him to us, not as the great king, looking

history in the face, but as seen near and behind

another person, for whom the author has felt so much

sympathy as to make him the central figure of a very

pretty historical picture. This person is Chasot.

Frederic used to say of him, Cest le matador de ma
jeunesse—a saying which is not found in Frederic's

works, but which is nevertheless authentic. One

of the chief magistrates of the old Hanseatic town of

Liibeck, Syndicus Curtius—the father, we believe, of

the two distinguished scholars, Ernst and Georg

Curtius—was at school wath the two sons of Chasot,

and he remembers these royal words, when they

were repeated in all the drawing-rooms of the city

where Chasot spent many years of his life. Frederic's

friendship for Chasot is well known, for there are two

poems of the king addressed to this young favourite.

They do not give a very high idea either of the

poetical power of the monarch, or of the moral

character of his friend ; but they contain some

manly and straightforward remarks, which make up
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for a great deal of shallow declamation. This young
Chasot was a French nobleman, a fresh, chivalrous,

buoyant nature—adventurous, careless, extravagant,

brave, full of romance, happy with the happy, and

galloping through life like a true cavalry officer. He
met Frederic in 1734. Louis XV had taken up the

cause of Stanislas Lesczynski, king of Poland, his

father-in-law, and Chasot served in the French army
which, under the Duke of Berwick, attacked Germany
on the Rhine, in order to relieve Poland from the

simultaneous pressure of Austria and Russia. He
had the mi.sfortune to kill a French officer in a

duel, and was obliged to take refuge in the camp of

the old Prince Eugene. Here the young Prince of

Prussia soon discovered the brilliant parts of the

French nobleman, and when his father, Frederic

William I, no longer allowed him to serve under

Eugene, he asked Chasot to follow him to Prussia.

The years from 1735 to 1740 were happy years for

the prince, though he^ no doubt, would have preferred

taking an active part in the campaign. He writes to

his sister:

—

'J'aurais repondu plus tot, si je n'avais ete tres-

afflige de ce que le roi ne veut pas me permettre

daller en campagne. Je le lui ai demande quatre

fois, et lui ai rappele la promesse quil m'en avait

faite ; mais point de nouvelle ; il m'a dit qu'il avait

des raisons tres-cachees qui Ten empechaient. Je le

crois, car je suis persuade qu'il ne les salt pas

lui-meme.'

But, as he wished to be on good terms with his father,

he stayed at home, and travelled about to inspect his

future kingdom. ' C'est un peu plus honmte qu'en
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Siberie,' he writes, 'mais pas de beaucoup.' Frederic,

tifter his marriage, took up his abode in the Castle of

Eheinsberg. near Neu-Ruppin, and it was here that

he spent the happiest part of his life. M. de Schlozer

has described this period in the life of the king with

great art ; and he has pointed out how Frederic,

while he seemed to live for nothing but pleasure,

shootiug. dancing, music, and poetry, was given at

the same time to much more serious occupations,

reading and composing works on history, strategy,

and philosophy, and maturing plans which, when the

time of their execution came, seemed to spring from

his head full grown and fully armed. He writes to his

sister, the Markgravine -of Baireuth, in 1737:

—

' Nous nous divertissons de rien, et n'avons aucun

soin des choses de la vie, qui la rendent desagreable

et qui jettent du degout sur les plaisirs. Nous faisons

la trsgedie et la comedie, nous avons bal, mascarade,

et musique a toute sauce. Voila un abre'ge de nos

amusements.'

And again, he writes to his friend Suhm, at St.

Petersburg :

—

' Nous aliens representer VGJdipe de Voltaire, dans

lequel je ferai le h^ros de theatre
;
j'ai choisi le role

de Philoctete.'

A similar account of the royal household at Eheins-

berg is given by Bielfeld :

—

' C'est ainsi que les jours s'ecouleut ici dans une

tranquillite assaisonnee de tous les plaisirs qui peuvent

Hatter une ame raisonnable. Chere de roi, vin des

dieux, musique des anges, promenades delicieuses

dans les jardins et dans les bois, parties sur I'eau,

culture des lettres et des beaux-arts, conversation
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spirituelle, tout concourt a repandre dans ce paluis

encbante des charmes sur la vie.'

Frederic, however, was not a man to waste his

time in mere pleasure. He shared in the revelries of

his friends, but he was perhaps the only person at

Rheinsberg who spent his evenings in reading Wolff's

'Metaphysics.' And here let us remark, that this

German prince, in order to read that work, was
obliged to have the German traE slated into French

by his friend Suhm, the Saxon minister at St. Peters-

burg. Cliasot, who had no very definite duties to

perform at Rheinsberg, was commissioned to copy

Suhm"s manuscript—nay, lie was nearly driven to

despair when he had to copy it a second time, because

Frederic's monkey, Mimi, had set fire to the first

copy. We have Frederic's opinion on Wolff's ' Meta-

physics,' in his • Works,' vol. i. p. 263 :

—

' Les univei-sites prosperaient en meme temps.

Halle et Francfort etaient fournies de savants profes-

seurs : Thomasius, Gundling, Ludewig Wolff, et Stryke

tenaient le premier rang pour la celebrite et faisaient

nombre de disciples. Wolff commenta Tingenieux

sysleme de Leibnitz sur les monades, et noya dans un
deluge de paroles, d'arguments, de corollaires, et de

citations, quelques problemes que Leibnitz avait jetees

peut-etre comme une amorce aux metaphysiciens. Le
professeur de Halle ecrivait laborieusement nombre de

volumes, qui, au lieu de pouvoir instruire des hommes
faits, servirent tout au plus de catechisme de didac-

tique pour des enfants. Les monades ont mis aux
prises les me'taphysiciens et les g^ometres d'Alle-

magne, et ils disputent encore sur la divisibilite de la

maticre.'
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In another place, however, he speakvS of Wolff with

greater respect, and acknowledges his influence in

the German universities. Speaking of the reign of

his father, he writes :

—

' Mais la faveur et les hrigues remplissaient les

chaires de professeurs dans les universites ; les devots,

qui se melent de tout acquirent une part a la direc-

tion des universites ; ils y persecutaient le bon sens,

et surtout la classe des philosophes : Wolff fut exile

pour avoir deduit avec un ordre admirable les preuves

sur I'existence de Dieu. La jeune noblesse qui se

vouait aux armes, crut deroger en etudiant, et comme
lesprit humain donne toujours dans les exces, ils

regarderent I'ignorance comme un titre de merite, et

ie savoir comme une pedanterie absurde.'

During the same time, Frederic composed his

* Refutation of Macchiavelli,' which was published in

1740, and read all over Europe ; and besides the gay

parties of the court, he organised the somewhat
mysterious society of the Ordre de Bayard, of which

his brothers the Duke Ferdinand of Brunswick,

the Duke Wilhelm of Brunswick-Bevern, Keyserling,

Fouque and Chasot, were members. Their meetings

had reference to serious political matters, though

Frederic himself was never initiated by his father

into the secrets of Prussian policy till almost on his

death-bed. The King died in 1740, and Frederic

was suddenly called away from his studies and plea-

sures at Rheinsberg, to govern a rising kingdom

which was watched with jealousy by all its neigh-

bours. He describes his state of mind, shortly before

the death of his father, in the following words :

—

' Vous pouvez bien juger que je suis assez tracasse
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dans la situation ou je me trouve. On me laisse peu

de repos, mais Tint^iieur est tranquille, et je puis vous

assurer que je n'ai jamais et^ plus philosophe qu'en

cette occasion-ci. Je regarde avec des yeux d'indiffe-

rence tout ce qui m'attend, sans desirer la fortune ni la

craindre, plein de compassion pour ceux qui soufFrent,

destime pour les.honnetes gens, et de tendresse pour

mes amis.'

As soon, however, as he had mastered his new
position, the young king was again the patron of art,

of science, of literature, and of social improvements

of every kind. Voltaire had been invited to Berlin,

to organise a French theatre, when suddenly the ncAvs

of the death of Charles VI, the Emperor of Germany,

arrived at Berlin. How well Frederic understood

what was to follow, we learn from a letter to Vol-

taire :

—

' Mon cher Voltaire—L'^venement le moins prevu

du monde m'empeche, pour cette fois, d'ouvrir mon
ame a la votre comme d'ordinaire, et de bavarder

comme je le voudrais. L'empereur est mort. Cette

mort derange toutes mes idees pacifiques. et je crois

(|u'il s'agira. au mois de juin, plutot de poudre a canon,

de soldats, de tranchees, que d'actrices, de ballets et

de theatre.'

He was suffering from fever, and he adds :

—

' Je vais faire passer ma fievre^ car j'ai besoin de ma
machine, et il en faut tirer a present tout le parti

possible.'

Again he writes to Algarotti :

—

' Une bagatelle comme est la mort de l'empereur

ne demande pas de grands mouvements. Tout ^tait

prevu. tout etait arrange. Ainsi il ne s'agit que
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d'executer des desseins que j'ai roules depuis long

temps dans ma tete.'

We need not enter into the history of the first

Silesian War ; but we see clearly from these expres-

sions, that the occupation of Silesia, which the house

of Brandenburg claimed by right, had formed part of

the policy of Prussia long before the death of the

emperor; and that the peace of Breslau, in 1742,

realised a plan which had probably been the sulject

of many debates at Rheinsberg. During this first

war, Chasot obtained the most brilliant success. At
Mollwitz, he saved the life of the king ; and the

following account of this exploit was given to M. de

Schlozer by members of Chasot's family:—An Aus-

trian cavalry officer, with some of his men, rode up

close to the king. Chasot was near. ' Where is the

kingV the officer shouted; and Chasot, perceiving

the imminent danger, sprang forward, declared him-

self to be the king, and sustained for some time single-

handed the most violent combat with the Austrian

soldiers. At last he was rescued by his men, but not

without having received a severe wound across his

forehead. The king thanked him, and Voltaire after-

w^ards celebrated his bravery in the following lines :

—

' II me souvient encore de ce jour memorable

Oil I'illiistre Chasot, ce guenier formidable,

8anva par sa valeur le plus grand de nos rois.

O Prusse ! thieve un tem[)le a ses faineux exploits.'

Chasot soon rose to the rank of major, and received

large pecuniary rewards from the king. The brightest

event, however, of his life was still to come ; and

this was the battle of Hohenfriedberg, in 1745. In

spite of Frederic's successes, his position before that
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engagement was extremely critical. Austria had con-

cluded a treaty -sN'ith England, Holland, and Saxony
against Prussia. France declined to assist Frederic,

Eussia threatened to take part against him. On
April 19, the king wrote to his minister:

—

' La situation presente est aussi violente que d^sa-

greable. Mon parti est tout pris. S'il s'agit de se

battre, nous le ferons en de'sesperes. Enfin, jamais

crise n'a ^te plus grande que la mienne. II faut

laisser au temps de debrouiller cette fus^e, et au

destin, s'il y en a un, a decider de 1 eve'nement.'

And again :

—

' J'ai jete le bonnet par-dessus les moulins
;
je me

prepare a tons les ^venements qui peuvent m'arriver.

Que la fortune me soit contraire ou favorable, cela ne

m'abaissera ni m'enorgueillira ; et s'il faut p^rir, ce

sera avec gloire et Tepee a la main.'

The decisive day arrived—' le jour le plus d^cisif

de ma fortune.' The night before the battle, the

king said to the French ambassador— ' Les ennemis

sont ou je les voulais, et je les attaque demain ;
' and

on the following day the battle of Hohenfriedberg

was Tvon. How Chasot distinguished himself, we
may learn from Frederic's own description ;

—

'Muse, dis-moi, comment en ces momenta
Chasot brilla, fai'Sant voler des tetes,

De maints uhlans faisant de vrais squelettes,

Et des hussards, devant lui s'e^chappant,

Fendant les uns, les autres transper9mt,
Et, maniant sa flambf rge tranchante,

Mettait en fuite, et donnait I'epouvante

Aux ennemis effares et tremblants.

Tel Jupiter est peint arme du foudre,

Et tel Chasot reduit I'uhlan en poudre.*

In his account of the battle, the kins: wrot^:

—
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Action inouie dans Thistoire, et dont le succes est

du aux Generaux Gessler et Schmettau, au Colonel

Schwerin et au brave Major Chatot, dont la valeur et

la conduite se sont fait connaitre dans trois hatailles

e'galemerd.'

And in his ' Histoire de mon Temps,' he wrote :

—

' Un fait aussi rare, aussi glorieux, merite d'etre

eerit en lettres dor dans les fastes prussiens. Le

General Schwerin, le Major Chasot et beaucoup

d ofticiers s"y firent un nom immortel.'

How, then, is it that, in the later edition of

Frederic's 'Histoire de nion Temps,' the name of

Chasot is erased? How is it that, during the whole

of the Seven Years' War, Chasot is never mentioned ?

M. de Schlozer gives us a complete answer to this

question, and we must say that Frederic did not

behave well to the matador de sa jeunetse. Chasot

had a duel with a Major Bronickowsky, in which his

opponent was killed. So far as we can judge from

the documents which M. de Schlozer has obtained from

Chasot's family, Chasot had been forced to tight ; but

the king believed that he had sought a quarrel with

the Polish officer, and, though a court-martial found

him not guilty, Frederic sent him to the fortress of

Spandau. This was the first estrangement between

Chasot and the king ; and though after a time he

was received again at court, the friendship between

the king and the young nobleman who had saved his

life had received a rude shock.

Chasot spent the next few years in garrison at

Treptow ; and, though he was regularly invited by

Frederic to be present at the great festivities at

Berlin, he seems to have been a more constant visitor
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at the small court of the Buchess of Strelitz, not far

from his garrison, than at Potsdam. The king

employed him on a diplomatic mission, and in this

also Chasot was successful. But notwithstanding the

continuance of this friendly intercourse, both parties

felt chilled, and the least misunderstanding was sure

to lead to a rupture. The king, jealous perhaps f)f

Chasot's frequent visits at Strelitz, and not satisfied

with the drill of his regiment, expressed himself in

strong terms about Chasot at a review in 1751. The

latter asked for leave of absence, i;i order to return

to his country and recruit his health. He had

received fourteen wounds in the Prussian service, and

his application could not be refused. There was
another cause of complaint, on which Chasot seems

to have expressed himself freely. He imagined that

Frederic had nob rewarded his services with sufficient

liberality. He expressed himself in the following

words :

—

'Je ne sais quel malheureux guignon poursuit le

roi: mais ce guignon se reproduit dans tout ce que sa

majesty entrepend ou ordonne. Toujours ses vues

sont bonnes, ses plans sont sages^ reliechis et justes
;

et toujours le succes est nul ou tres-imparfait, et pour-

quoi? Toujours pour la meme cause! parce qu'il

manque un louis a I'execution ; un louis de plus, et

tout irait a merveille. Son guignon veut que partout

il retienne ce maudit louis ; et tout se fait mal.'

How far this is just, we are unable to say. Chasot

was reckless about money, and whatever the king

might have allowed him, he would always have

wanted one louis more. But, on the other hand,

Chasot was not the only person who complained of
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Frederic's parsimony; and the Frencli proverb, 'On

ne pent pas travailler pour ]c roi de Prusse,' probably

owes its origin to the complaints of Frenchmen who
flocked to Berlin at that time in great numbers, and

returned home disappointed. Chasot went to France,

where he was well received, and he soon sent an inti-

mation to the king that he did not mean to return to

Berlin. In 1752 his name was struck off the Prussian

army-list. Frederic was offended, and the simul-

taneous loss of many friends, who either died or left

his court, made him de mauvaise lumeur. It is about

this time that he writes to his sister :

—

' J'etudie beaucoup, et cela me soulage reellement

;

mais lorsque men esprit fait des retours sur les temps

passes, alors les plaies du coeur se rouvrent et je

regrette inutilement les pertes que j"ai faites.'

Chasot, however, soon returned to Germany, and,

probably in order to be near the court of Strelitz. took

up his abode in the old free town of Liibeck. He
became a citizen of Liibeck in 1754, and in 1759

was made commander of its Militia. Here his life

seems to have been very agreeable, and he was

treated with great consideration and liberality.

Chasot was still young, as he was born in 1716, and

he now thought of marriage. ThLS he accomplished

in the following manner. There was at that time an

artist of some celebrit}^ at Liibeck—Stefano Torelli.

He had a daughter whom he had left at Dresden to

be educated, and whose portrait he carried about on

his snuffbox. Chasot met him at dinner, saw the

snuftlDOX, fell in love with the picture, and proposed

to the father to marry his daughter Camilla. Camilla

was sent for. She left Dresden, travelled through
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the country, which was then occupied by Prussian

troops, met the king in his camp, received his protec-

tion, arrived safely at Liibeck, and in the same year

was married to Chasot. Frederic was then in the

thick of the Seven Years' War, but Chasot, though he

was again on friendly terms with the king, did not

offer him his sword. He was too happy at Liibeck

with his Camilla, and he made himself useful to the

king by sending him recruits. One of the recruits

he offered was his son, and in a letter, April 8, 1760,

we see the king accepting this young recruit in the

most gracious terms :

—

' J'accepte volontiers, cher de Chasot, la recrue qui

vous doit son etre, et je serai parrain de Tenfant qui

vous naitra, au cas que ce soit un fils. Nous tuons les

hommes, tandis que vous en faites.'

It was a son, and Chasot writes

—

' Si ce gar^on me ressemble, Sire, il n'aura pas une

goutte de sang dans ses veines qui ne soit a vous.'

M. de Schlozer, who is himself a native of Liibeck,

has described the later years of Chasot's life in that

city with great warmth and truthfulness. The diplo-

matic relations of the town with Russia and Denmark
were not without interest at that time, because

Peter III, formerly Duke of Holstein, had declared

war against Denmark in order to substantiate his

claims to the Danish crown. Chasot had actually

the pleasure of fortifying Liibeck, and carrying on

preparations for war on a small scale, till Peter was
dethroned by his wife, Katherine. All this is told in

a very comprehensive and luminous style ; and it is

not without regret that we find ourselves in the last

chapter, where M. de Schlozer describes the last meet-

VOL. III. I i
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ings of Chasot and Frederic in 1779, 1784, and 1785.

Frederic bad lost nearly all his friends, and he was

delighted to see the matador de sa Jeunesse once

more. He writes :

—

' Une chose qui n'est presque arriv^e qua moi est

que j'ai perdu tons mes amis de cueur et mes anciennes

connaissances ; ce sont des plaies dont le coeur saigne

longtemps, que la philosophic apaise, mais que sa main

ne saurait guerir.'

How pleasant for the king to find at least one man
with whom he could talk of the old days of Rheins-

berg—of Fraulein von Schack and Fraulein von

Walmoden, of Caesarion and Jordan, of Mimi and le

Tourbillon ! Chasot's two sons entered the Prussian

service, though, in the manner in which they are

received, we find Frederic again acting more as king

than as friend. Chasot in 1784 was still as lively as

ever, whereas the king Avas in bad health. The latter

writes to his old friend :
—

' Si nous ne nous revoyons

bientot, nous ne nous reverrons jamais;' and when
Chasot had arrived, Frederic writes to Prince Hein-

rich
—

' Chasot est venu ici de Lubeck ; il ne parle que

de mangeaille, de vins de Champagne, du Rhin, de

Madere, de Hongrie, et du faste de messieurs les mar-

chands de la bourse de Liibeck.'

Such was the last meeting of these two knights of

the Ordre de Bayard. The king died in 1786, with-

out seeing the approach of the revolutionary storm

which was soon to upset the throne of the Bourbons.

Chasot died in 1797. He began to write his memoirs

in 1789, and it is to some of their fragments, which

had been preserved by his family, and were handed

over to M. Kurd do Schlozer, that we owe this
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deliglitful little book. Frederic the Great used to

complain that Germans could not write history :

—

' Ce siecle ne produisit aucun bon historien. On
chargea Teissier d'ecrire I'histoire de Brandebourg:

il en fit le panegyrique. Pufendorf ecrivit la vie de

Frederic-Guillaume, et, pour ne rien omettre, il n'oublia

ni ses clercs de chancellerie, ni ses valets de chambre

dont il put recueillir les noms. Nos auteurs ont, ce

nie semble, toujours pech^, faute de discerner les choses

essentielles des accessoires, d'eclaircir les faits, de res-

serrer leur prose trainante et excessivement sujette

aux inversions, aux nombreuses epithetes, et d'ecrire

en pedants plutot qu'en hommes de g^nie.'

We believe that Frederic would not have said this

of a work like that of M. de Schlozer ; and as to

Chasot, it is not too much to say that, after the days

of Mollwitz and Hohenfriedberg, the day on which

M. de Schlozer undertook to write his biography was

perhaps the most fortunate for his fame.

112



A GEKMAN lEAVELLER IN ENGLAND'.

A.D. 1598.

LESSING, when he was librarian at Wolfenhiittel

,

proposed to start a review which should only

notice forgotten books—books written before review-

ing was invented, published in the small towns of

Germany ; never read, perhaps, except by the author

and his friends, then buried on the shelves of a

library, properly labelled and catalogued, and never

opened again, except by an inquisitive inmate of

these literary mausoleums. The number of those

forgotten books is great, and as in former times few

authors wrote more than one or two works during the

whole of their lives, the information which they con-

tain is generally of a much more substantial and solid

kind than our literary palates are now accustomed

to. If a man now travels to the unexplored regions

* * Pauli Hentzneri J.C. Itinerariiim Germaniae, GalHae, Angliae-

Italiae :
' cum Indice Locorum, Rerum, atque Verborum commenK.-

rabilium. Huic libro accessere nova hac editione— I. Monita Pere-

griiiatoria duorum doctissimorum virorum ; itemque Incerti auctoris

Epitome Praecognitorum HisLoricoruni, antehac non edita. Noiibergae,

Typis Abraham! Wagenmanui, sumptibiis sui ipsius et Johan. Guntzelii,

anno Mucxxix.
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of Central Africa, his book is written and out in a

year. It remains on the drawing-room table for a

season ; it is pleasant to read, easy to digest, and still

easier to review and to forget. Two or three hundred

years ago this was very different. Travelling was

a far more serious business, and a man who had

spent some years in seeing foreign countries, could

do nothing better than employ the rest of his life in

writing a book of travels, either in his own language,

or, still better, in Latin. After his death his book

continued to be quoted for a time in works on history

and geography, till a new traveller went over the

same ground, published an equally learned book, and

thus consigned his predecessor to oblivion. Here is

a case in point: Paul Hentzner, a German, who, of

course, calls himself Paulus Hentznerus, travelled in

Germany, France, England, and Italy ; and after his

return to his native place in Silesia, he duly published

his travels in a portly volume, written in Latin.

There is a long title-page with dedications, intro-

ductions, a preface for the Lector benevoliis, Latin

verses, and a table showing what people ought to

observe in travelling. Travelling, according to our

friend, is the source of all wisdom, and he quotes

Moses and the Prophets in support of his theory.

We ought all to travel, he says—'vita nostra pere-

grinatio est ;' and those who stay at home like snails

(cochlearum indar) will remain ' inhumani, insolentes,

superbi,' &c.

It would take a long time to follow Paulus Hentz-

nerus through all his peregrinations ; but let us see

what he saw in England. He arrived here in the

year 1598. He took ship with his friends at Depa,
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vulgo Dieppe, and after a boisterous voyage, they

landed at Rye. On their arrival they were conducted

to a Notarius, who asked their names, and inquired

fur what object they came to Eogland. After they

had satisfied his official inquiries, they were conducted

to a Diversorium, and treated to a good dinner, pro

regionis more, according to the custom of the country.

From Rye they rode to London, passing Flimwolt,

2\nnbridge,&iid Chepsted on their way. Then follows

a long description of London, its origin and history,

its bridges, churches, monuments, and palaces ; with

extracts from earlier writers, such as Paulus Jovius,

Polydorus Vergilius, &c. All inscriptions are copied

faithfully, not only from tombs and pictures, but

also from books which the travellers saw in the

public libraries. Whitehall seems to have contained

a royal library at that time, and in it Hentzner saw,

besides Greek and Latin MSS., a book written in

French by Queen Elizabeth, with the following dedi-

cation to Henry VIII :

—

' A Tres haut et Tres puissant et Redoubte Prince

Henry VIII de ce nom, Roy dAngleterre, de France,

et d'Irlande, defenseur de la foy, Elizabeth, sa Tres

humble fille, rend salut et obedience.'

After the travellers had seen St. Paul's, West-

minster, the House of Parliament, Whitehall, Guild-

hall, the Tower, and the Royal Exchange, commonly
called Bursa—all of which are minutely described

—

they went to the theatres and to places Ursoruni et

Tauroruni venationihus destlnata, where bears and
bulls, tied fast behind, were baited by bulldogs. In

these places, and everywhere, in fact, as our traveller

says, when you meet with Englishmen, they use
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lerha nicotiana, which they call by an American

name, Tohaca or Faetum. The description deserves

to be quoted in the original :

—

*Fistulae in hunc finem ex argilla factae orificio

posteriori dictam herbam probe exiccatam, ita ut in

pulverem facile redigi possit, immittunt,et igne admoto

accendunt, unde fumus ab anteriori parte ore attrahitur,

qui per nares rursum, tamquam per infurnibulum exit,

et phlegma ac capitis detiuxiones magna copia secum

educit.'

After they had seen everything in London—not

omitting the ship in which Francis Drake, nobilissi-

mus 2^y'>^(ticii was said to have circumnavigated the

world—they went to Greenwich. Here they were

introduced into the Presence-chamber, and saw the

Queen. The walls of the room were covered with

precious tapestry, the floor strewed with hay. The

Queen had to pass through on going to chapel. It

was a Sunday, when all the nobility came to pay

their respects. The Archbishop of Canterbury and

the Bishop of London were present. AVhen divine

service began, the Queen appeared, preceded and

followed by the Court. Before her walked two

Barons, carrying the sceptre and the sword, and

between them the Great Chancellor of England with

the Seal. The Queen is thus minutely described :

—

' She was said (rumor erat) to be fifcy-five years

old. Ller face wag rather long, white, and a little

wrinkled. Her eyes small, black, and gracious ; her

nose somewhat bent ; her lips compressed, her teeth

black (from eating too much sugar). She had earrings

of pearls ; red hair, but artificial, and wore a small

crown. Her breast was uncovered (as is the case with
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all unmarried ladies in England), and round her neck
was a chain with precious gems. Her hands were
graceful, her fingers long. She was of middle stature,

but stepped on majestically. She was gracious and
kind in her address. The dress she wore was of white

silk, with pearls as large as beans. Her cloak was of

black silk with silver lace, and a long train was
carried by a Marchioness. As she walked along she

spoke most kindly with many people, some of them
ambf.ssadors. She spoke English, French, and Italian

;

but she knows also Greek and Latin, and understands

Spanish, Scotch, and Dutch. Those whom she ad-

dressed bent their knees, and some she lifted up with

her hand. To a Bohemian nobleman of the name of

Slawata, who had brought some letters to the Queen,

she gave her right hand after taking off her glove, and
he kissed it. Wherever she turned her eyes, people

fell on their knees.'

There was probably nobody present who ventured to

scrutinise the poor Queen so impertinently as Paulus

Hentznerus. He goes on to describe the ladies who
followed the Queen, and how they were escorted by
fifty knights. When she came to the door of the

chapel, books were handed to her, and the people

called out, ' God save the Queen Elizabeth '
; where-

upon the Queen answered, ' I thanke you, myn good
peuple.' Prayers did not last more than half-an-

hour, and the music was excellent. During the time

that the Queen was in chapel, dinner was laid, and
this ag^ain is described in full detail.

Eut we cannot afford to tarry with our German
observer, nor can we follow him to Grantbridge

(Cambridge), or Oxenford, where he describes the
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colleges and halls (each of them having a library),

and the life of the students. From Oxford he went

to Woodstock, then back to Oxford ; and from thence

to Henley and Madenhood to Windsor. Eton also

was visited, and here, he says, sixty boys were edu-

cated gratuitously, and afterwards sent to Cambridge.

After visiting Hampton Court, and the royal palace

of None-such, our travellers returned to London.

We shall finish our extracts with some remarks of

Hentzner on the manners and customs of the English

—

' The English are grave, like the Germans, magnifi-

cent at home and abroad. They carry with them

a large train of followers and servants. These have

silver shields on their left arm and a pig-tail. The

English excel in dancing and music. They are swift

and lively, though stouter than the French. They
shave the middle portion of the face, but leave the

hair untouched on each side. They are good sailors,

and famous pirates ; clever, perfidious, and thievish.

About three hundred are hanged in London every

year. At table they are more civil than the French.

They eat less bread, but more meat, and they dress it

well. They throw much sugar into their wine.

They sufier frequently from leprosy, commonly called

the white leprosy, which is said to have come to

England in the time of the Normans. They are brave

in battle, and always conquer their enemies. At
home they brook no manner of servitude. They are

very fond of noises that fill the ears, such as ex-

plosions of guns, trumpets and bells. In London,
persons who have got drunk are wont to mount
a church tower, for the sake of exercise, and to ring

the bells for several hours. If they see a foreigner
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who is handsome and strong, they are sorry that he

is not an Anglicus

—

vulgo Englishman.'

On his return to France, Hentzner paid a visit to

Canterbury, and, after seeing some ghosts on his

journey, arrived safely at Dover. Before he was

allowed to go on board, he had again to undergo an

examination, to give his name, to explain what he

had done in England, and where he was going ; and,

lastly, his luggage was searched most carefully, in

order to see whether he carried with Inm any English

money, for nobody was allowed to carry away more

than ten pounds of English money ;
all the rest was

taken away and handed to the Royal Treasury. And
thus farewell, Carissime Hentzneri! and slumber on

your shelf until the eye of some other benevolent

reader, glancing at the rows of forgotten books, is

caught by the quaint lettering on your back, ' Hentz-

neri It in.'



SHAKESPEAEE\

THE city of Frankfort, the birthplace of Goethe,

sends her greeting to the city of Stratford-on-

Avon, the birthplace of Shakespeare. The old free

town of Frankfort, which, since the days of Frederick

Barbarossa, has seen the Emperors of Germany
crowned within her walls, might well at all times

speak in the name of Germany. But to-day she

sends her greeting, not as the proud mother of

German Emperors, but as the prouder mother of the

greatest among the poets of Germany, and it is from

the very house in which Goethe lived, and which has

since become the sea.t of " the Free German Institute

for Science and Art," that this message of the Gei*man

admirers and lovers of Shakespeare has been sent,

which I am asked to present to you, the Mayor and

Council of Stratford-on-Avon.
' When honour was to be done to the memory of

Shakespeare Germany could not be absent, for next

to Goethe and Schiller there is no poet so truly loved

by us, so thoroughly our own, as your Shakespeare.

He is no stranger with us, no mereclassic, like Homer,

* Speech delivered at Stratford-on-Avon on the 23rd of April, 1S64,

the Tercentenary of Shakespeare's birth.
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or Virgil, or Dante, or Corneille, whom we admire as

we admire a marble statue. He has become one of

ourselves, holding his own place in the history of our

literature, applauded in our theatres, read in our

cottages, studied, known, loved, " as far as sounds the

German tongue." There is many a student in Ger-

m'any who has learned English solely in order to read

Shakespeare in the original, and yet we possess a trans-

lation of Shakespeare with which few translations of

any work can vie in any language. What we in Ger-

many owe to Shakespeare must be read in the history

of our literature. Goethe was proud to call himself

a pupil of Shakespeare. I shall at this moment allude

to one debt of gratitude only which Germany owes to

the poet of Stratford-on-Avon. I do not speak of the

poet only, and of his art, so perfect because so artless

;

I think of the man with his large, w^arm heart, with

his sympathy for all that is genuine, unselfish, beauti-

ful, and good ; with his contempt for all that is petty,

mean, vulgar, and false. It is from his plays that our

young men in Germany form their first ideas of Eng-

land and the English nation, and in admiring and

loving him we have learnt to admire and to love you

who may proudly call him your own. And it is right

that this should be so. As the height of the Alps is

measured by Mont Blanc, let the greatness of England

be measured by the greatness of Shakespeare. Great

nations make great poets, great poets make great

nations. Happy the nation that possesses a poet like

Shakespeare. Happy the youth of England whose

first ideas of this world in which they are to live are

taken from his pages. The silent influence of Shake-

speare's poetry on millions of young hearts in England,
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in Germany, in all the world, shows the almost super-

human power of human genius. If we look at that

small house, in a small street of a small town of a

small island, and then think of the world-embracing,

world-quickening, world-ennobling spirit that burst

forth from that small garret, we have learnt a lesson

and carried off a blessing for which no pilgrimage

would have been too long. Though the great festivals

which in former days brought together people from

all parts of Europe to worship at the shrine of Can-

terbury exist no more, let us hope, for the sake of

England, more even than for the sake of Shakespeare,

that this will not be the last Shakespeare festival in

the annals of Stratford-on-Avon. In this cold and

critical age of ours the power of worshipping, the art

of admiring, the passion of loving what is great and

good are fast dying out. May England never be

ashamed to show to the woild that she can love, that

she can admire, that she can worship the greatest of

her poets. May Shakespeare live on in the love of

each generation that grows up in England ? May the

youth of England long continue to be nursed, to be

fed, to be reproved and judged by his spirit ! With

that nation—that truly English, because truly Shake-

spearian, nation—the German nation will always be

united by the strongest sympathies ; for, superadded

to their common blood, their common religion, their

common battles and victories, they will always have

in Shakespeare a common teacher, a common bene-

factor, and a common friend.'



BACON IN GEEMANY'.

' T F our German Philosophy is considered in Eng-

I land and in France as German dreaming, we
ought not to render evil for evil, but rather to prove

the groundlessness of such accusations by endeavour-

ing ourselves to appreciate, without any prejudice,

the philosophers of France and England, such as

they are, and doing them that justice which they

deserve ; especially as, in scientific subjects, injustice

means ignorance.' With these words M. Kuno
Fischer introduces his w^ork on Bacon to the German
public ; and what he says is evidently intended, not

as an attack upon the conceit of French, and the

insularity of English philosophers, but rather as

an apology which the author feels that he owes to

his own countrymen. It would seem, indeed, as if

a German was bound to apologise for treating Bacon

as an equal of Leibniz, Kant, Hegel, and Schelling.

Bacon's name is never mentioned by German writers

without some proviso that it is only by a great

stretch of the meaning of the word, or by courtesy,

that he can be called a philosopher. His philosophy,

^ ' Franz Baco von Yernlam. Die Kealpliilosopliie und ihr Zeitalter,

Von Kuno Fischer. Leipzig. Brockhaus. 1856.
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it is maintained, ends where all true philosophy

begins ; and his style or method has frequently

been described as unworthy of a systematic thinker.

Spinoza, who has exercised so great an influence on

the history of thought in Germany, was among the

first who spoke slightingly of the inductive philo-

sopher. When treating of the causes of error, he

writes, ' What he (Bacon) adduces besides, in order

to explain error, can easily be traced back to the

Cartesian theory ; it is this, that the human will

is free and more comprehensive than the understand-

ing, or, as Bacon expresses himself in a more con-

fused manner, in the forty-ninth aphorism, ' The

human understanding is not a pure light, but

obscured by the will.' In works on the general

history of philosophy, German authors find it difficult

to assign any place to Bacon. Sometimes he is

classed with the Italian School of natural philosophy,

sometimes he is contrasted with Jacob Boehme. He
is named as one of the many who helped to deliver

mankind from the thraldom of scholasticism. But

any account of what he really was, what he did

to immortalise his name, and to gain that prominent

position among his own countrymen which he has

occupied to the present day, we should look for in

vain even in the most complete and systematic

treatises on the history of philosophy published in

Germany. Nor does this arise from any wish to

depreciate the results of English speculation in

general. On the contrary, we find that Hobbes,

Locke, Berkeley, and Hume are treated with great

respect. They occupy well-marked positions in the

progress of philosophic thought. Their names are
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written in large letters on the chief stations through

which the train of human reasoning passed before it

arrived at Kant and Hegel. Locke's philosophy took

for a time complete possession of the German mind,

and called forth some of the most important and

decisive writings of Leibniz ; and Kant himself owed
his commanding position to the battle which he

fou2fht and won a<?ainst Hume. Bacon alone has

never been either attacked or praised, nor have

his works, as it seems, even been studied very

closely by Germans. As far as we can gather, their

view of Bacon and of English philosophy is some-

thing as follows. Philosophy, they say, should

account for experience; but Bacon took experience

for granted. He constructed a cyclopaedia of know-

ledge, but he never explained what knowledge itself

was. Hence philosophy, far from being brought to

a close by his ' Novum Organon,' had to learn again

to make her first steps immediately after his time.

Bacon had built a magnificent palace, but it was

soon found that there was no staircase in it. The

very first question of all philosophy, How do we
know ? or, How can we know ? had never been

asked by him. Locke, who came after him, was the

first to ask it, and he endeavoured to answer it in

his ' Es^ay concerning Human Understanding.' The

result of his speculations was, that the mind is a

tabula rasa, that this tabula rasa becomes gradually

filled with sensuous perceptions, and that these

sensuous perceptions arrange themselves into classes,

and thus give rise to more general ideas or concep-

tions. This was a step in advance ; but there was

again one thing taken for granted by Locke—the
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perceptions. This led to the next step in English

philosophy, which was made by Berkeley. He asked

the question, What are perceptions ? and he answered

it boldly— ' Perceptions are the things themselves,

and the only cause of these perceptions is God.'

But this bold step was in reality but a bold retreat.

Hume accepted the results both of Locke and Berke-

ley. He admitted with Locke, that the impressions

of the senses are the source of all knowledge ; he

admitted with Berkeley, that we know nothing

beyond the impressions of our senses. But when
Berkeley speaks of the cause of these impressions,

Hume points out that we have no right to speak of

anything like cause and effect, and that the idea of

causality, of necessary sequence, on which the whole

fabric of our reasoning rests, is an assumption ; in-

evitable, it may be, yet an assumption. Thus English

philosophy, which seemed to be so settled and positive

in Bacon, ended in the most unsettled and negative

scepticism in Hume ; and it was only through Kant
that, according to the Germans, the great problem was
solved at last, and men again knew how they knew.

From this point of view, which we believe to be

that generally taken by German w^riters of the histo-

rical progress of modern philosophy, we may well

understand why the star of Bacon should disappear

almost below their horizon. And if those only are

to be called philosophers who inquire into the causes

of our knowledge, or into the possibility of knowing

and being, a new name must be invented for men
like him, who are concerned alone with the realities of

knowledge. The two are antipodes—they inhabit two

distinct hemispheres of thought. But German Ideal-

VOL. III. K k
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ism, as M. Kuno Fischer says, would have done well

if it had become more thoroughly acquainted with its

opponent :

—

' And if it be objected/ he says, ' that the points of

contact between German and English philosophy,

between Idealism and Realism, are less to be found in

Bacon than in other philosophers of his kind, that it

was not Bacon, but Hume, who influenced Kant ; that

it was not Bacon, but Locke, who influenced Leibniz
;

that Spinoza, if he received any impulse at all from

those quarters, received it from Hobbes, and not from

Bacon, of whom he speaks in several places very con-

temptuously, I answer, that it was Bacon whom Des

Cartes, the acknowledged founder ofdogmatic Idealism,

chose for his antagonist. And as to those realistic

philosophers who have influenced the opposite side of

philosophy in Spinoza, Leibniz, and Kant, I shall be

able to prove that Hobbes, Locke, Hume, are all

descendants of Bacon, that they have their roots in

Bacon, that without Bacon they cannot be truly ex-

plained and understood, but only be taken up in

a fragmentary form, and, as it were, plucked oft*.

Bacon is the creator of realistic philosophy. Their

age is but a development of the Baconian germs

:

every one of their systems is a metamorphosis of

Baconian philosophy. To the present day, realistic

philosophy has never had a greater genius than

Bacon, its founder; none who has manifested the

truly realistic spirit that feels itself at home in the

midst of life, in so comprehensive, so original and

characteristic, so sober, nnd yet at the same time so

ideal and aspiring a manner; none, again, in whom
the limits of this spirit stand out in such distinct and
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natural relief. Bacon's philosophy is the most healthy,

and quite inartificial expression of Realism. Afcer

the systems of Spinoza and Leibniz had moved me
for a long time, had filled, and, as it were, absorbed

me, the study of Bacon was to me like a new life, the

fruits of which are gathered in this book.'

After a careful perusal of M. Fischer's work, we
believe that it wiJl not only serve in Germany as

a useful introduction to the study of Bacon, but

that it will be read with interest and advantage by
many persons in England who are already acquainted

with the chief works of the philosopher. The analy-

sis which he gives of Bacon's philosophy is accurate

and complete ; and, without indulging in any lengthy

criticisms, he has thrown much light on several

important points. He first discusses the aim of his

philosophy, and characterises it as Discovery iu

general, as the conquest of nature by man (Regnuon

homiiiis, interpretatio naturae). He then enters into

the means which it supplies for accomplishing this

conquest, and w^hich consist chiefly in experience :

—

' The chief object of Bacon's philosophy is the

establishment and extension of the dominion of man.

The means of accomplishing this we may call cul-

ture, or the application of physical powers toward

human purposes. But there is no such culture with-

out discovery, which produces the means of culture
;

no discovery without science, which understands the

laws of nature ; no science without natural science

;

no natural science without an interpretation of nature
;

and this can only be accomplished according to the

measure of our experience.'

M. Fischer then proceeds to discuss what he calls

K k 2
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the negative or destructive part of Bacon's philosophy

(pars dedrnens)— thsit is to say, the means by which

the human mind should be purified and freed from

all preconceived notions before it approaches the

interpretation of nature. He carries us through the

loner war which Bacon commenced ag^ainst the idols

of traditional or scholastic science. We see how the

idola trihtis, the idola specus, the idola fori, and the

idola theatri, are destroyed by his iconoclastic philo-

sophy. After all these are destroyed, there remains

nothing but uncertainty and doubt ; and it is in this

state of nudity, approaching very nearly to the tabula

rasa of Locke, that the human mind should approach

the new temple of nature. Here lies the radical differ-

ence between Bacon and Des Cartes, between Realism

and Idealism. Des Cartes also, like Bacon, destroys

all former knowledge. He proves that we know
nothing for cei'tain. But after he lias deprived the

human mind of all its imaginary riches, he does not

lead it on, like Bacon, to a study of nature, but to

a study of itself as the only subject which can be

known for certain, Cogito, ergo sum. His philosophy

leads to a study of the fundamental laws of knowing

and being, that of Bacon enters at once into the gates

of nature, with the innocence of a child (to use his

own expression) who enters the kingdom of God.

Bacon speaks, indeed, of a PJiilosophla prima as

a kind of introduction to Divine, Natural, and Human
Philosophy; but he does not discuss in this pre-

liminary chapter the problem of the possibility of

knowledge, nor was it with him the right place to do

so. It was destined by him as a 'Receptacle for all

such profitable observations and axioms as fall not
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Avithin the compass of the special parts of philosophy

or sciences, but are more common, and of a higher

stao^e.' He mentions himself some of these axioms,

such as—' Si inaequalihus aequalia acldas, omnia

erunt inaequalia ;
'

' Quae in eodem tertio conveniunt^

et inter se convenhtnt ;' ' Omnia mutantur, nil irtter-

it! The problem of the possibility of knowledge would

generally be classed under metaphysics ; but what

Bacon calls Metaphysique is, with him, a branch of

philosophy treating only on Formal and Final Causes,

in opposition to Physique, which treats on Material

and Efficient Causes. If we adopt Bacon's division of

philosophy, we might still expect to find the funda-

mental problem discussed in his chapter on Human
Philosophy ; but here, again, he treats man only as

a part of the continent of Nature, and when he comes

to consider the substance and nature of the soul or

mind, he declines to enter into this subject, because

'the true knowledge of the nature and state of soul

must come by the same inspiration that gave the

substance/ There remains, therefore, but one place

in Bacon's cyclopaedia where we might hope to find

some information on this subject—namely, where he

treats on the faculties and functions of the mind, and

in particular, of understanding and reason. And here

he dwells indeed on the doubtful evidence of the

senses as one of the causes of error so frequently

pointed out by other philosophers. But he remarks

that, though they charged the deceit upon the senses,

their chief errors arose from a different cause, from

the weakness of their intellectual powers, and from

the manner of collecting and concluding upon the

reports of the senses. And he then points to what
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is to be the work of his life,—an improved System

of invention, consisting of the Experientia Literata,

and the Interpretatlo Naturae.

It must be admitted, therefore, that one of the

problems which has occupied most philosophers

—

nay, which, in a certain sense, may be called the first

impulse to all philosophy—the question whether we
can know anything is entirely passed over by Bacon

;

and we may well understand why the name and title

of philosopher has been withheld from one who looked

upon human knowledge as an art, but never inquired

into its causes or credentials. This is a point which

M. Fischer has not overlooked ; but he has not alwaj^s

kept it in view, and in wishing to secure to Bacon

his place in the history of philosophy, he has deprived

him of that more exalted place which Bacon himself

wished to occupy in the history of the world. Among
men like Locke, Hume, Kant, and Hegel, Paeon is,

and always will be, a stranger. Bacon himself would

have drawn a very strong line between their province

and his own. He knows where their province lies, and

if he sometimes speaks contemptuously of formal

philosophy, it is only when formal philosophy has

encroached on his own ground, or when it breaks

into the enclosure of revealed religion, which he

wished to be kept sacred. There, he holds, the human
mind should not enter, except in the attitude of the

Semnones, with chained hands.

Bacon's philosoph}^ could never supplant the works

of Plato and Aristotle, and though his method might

prove useful in every branch of knowledge—even

in the most abstruse points of logic and metaphysics

—yet there has never been a Baconian school of
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philosophy, in the sense in which we speak of the

school of Locke or Kant. Bacon was above or below

philosophy. Philosophy, in the usual sense of the

word, formed but a part of his great scheme of know-
ledge. It had its place therein, side by side with

history, poetry, and religion. After he had surveyed

the whole universe of knowledge, he was struck by
the small results that had been obtained by so much
labour, and he discovered the cause of this failure in

the want of a proper method of investigation and
combination. The substitution of a new method of

invention was the great object of his philosophical

activity ; and though it has been frequently said that

the Baconian method had been known long before

Bacon, and had been practised by his predecessors

with much greater success than by himself or his

immediate followers, it was his chief merit to have

proclaimed it, and to have established its legitimacy

against all gainsayers. M. Fischer has some very

good remarks on Bacon's method of induction, par-

ticularly on the iristantiae praerogativae which, as he

points out, though they show the weakness of his

system, exhibit at the same time the strength of his

mind, which rises above all the smaller considerations

of systematic consistency, where higher objects are at

stake.

M. Fischer devotes one chapter to Bacon's relation

to the ancient philosophers, and another to his views

on poetry. In the latter, he naturally compares

Bacon with his contemporary, Shakespeare. We
recommend this chapter, as well as a similar one in

a work on Shakespeare by Gervinus, to the author

of the ingenious discovery that Bacon was the real
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author of Shakespeare's plays. Besides an analysis

of the constructive part of Bacon's philosophy, or

the Indauratio Magna, M. Fischer gives us several

interesting chapters, in which he treats of Bacon as

an historical character, of his views on religion and

theology, and of his reviewers. His defence of Bacon's

political character is the weakest part of his work.

He draws an elaborate parallel between the spirit of

Bacon's philosophy and the spirit of his public acts.

Discovery, he says, was the object of the philosopher

—success that of the politician. But what can be

gained by such parallels "? We admire Bacon's ardent

exertions for the successful advancement of learning,

but, if his acts for his own advancement were blame-

able, no moralist, whatever notions he may hold on

the relation between the understanding and the will,

would be swayed in his judgment of Lord Bacon's

character by such considerations. We make no allow-

ance for the imitative talents of a tragedian, if he

stands convicted of forgery, nor for the courage of

a soldier, if he is accused of murder. Bacon's charac-

ter can only be judged by the historian, and by a care-

ful study of the standard of public morality in Bacon's

times. And the same may be said of the position

which he took with regard to religion and theolog3^

We may explain his inclination to keep religion dis-

tinct from philosophy by taking into account the

practical tendencies of all his labours. But there is

such a want of straightforwardness, and we might

almost say, of real faith, in his theological statements,

that no one can be surprised to find that, while he is

taken as the representative of orthodoxy by some, ho

has been attacked by others as the most dangerous
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and insidious enemy of Christianity. Writers of the

school of De Maistre see in him a decided atheist and

hypocrite.

In a work on Bacon, it seems to have become

a necessity to discuss Bacon's last reviewer, and

M. Fischer therefore breaks a lance with Mr. Mac-

aulay. We give some extracts from this chapter

(page 358 seq.\ which will serve, at the same time,

as a specimen of our author's style:

—

' Mr. Macaulay pleads unconditionally in favour of

practical philosophy, which he designates by the name

of Bacon, against all theoretical philosophy. We
have two questions to ask— i. What does Mr. Mac-

aulay mean by the contrast of practical and theo-

retical philosophy, on which he dwells so constantly ?

and 2. What has his own practical philosophy in

common with that of Bacon ?

'Mr. Macaulay decides on the fate of philosophy

with a ready formula, which, like many of the same

kind, dazzles by means of words which have nothing

behind them—words which become more obscure and

empty, the nearer we approach them. He says

—

Philosophy was made for Man, not Man for Phi-

losophy. In the former case it is practical ; in the

latter, theoretical. Mr. Macaulay embraces the first,

and rejects the second. He cannot speak with suffi-

cient praise of the one, nor with sufficient contempt

of the other. According to him, the Bacoaian philo-

sophy is practical—the pre-Baconian, and particularly

the ancient philosophy, theoretical. He carries the

contrast between the two to the last extreme, and he

places it before our eyes, not in its naked form, but

veiled in metaphors, and in well-chosen figures of
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speech, where the imposing and charming image

always represents the practical, the repulsive, the

theoretical form of philosophy. By this play he

carries away the great mass of people, who, like

children, always run after images. Practical phi-

losophy is not so much a conviction with him, but

it serves him to make a point ; whereas theoretical

philosophy serves as an easy butt. Thus the contrast

between the two acquires a certain dramatic charm.

The reader feels moved and excited by the subject

before him, and forgets the scientific question. His

fancy is caught by a kind of metaphorical imagery,

and his understanding surrenders what is due to it.

.... What does Mr. Macaulay mean in rejecting

theoretical philosophy, because philosophy is here

the object, and man the means ; whereas he adopts

practical philosophy, because man is here the object,

and philosophy the means ? What do we gain by

such comparisons, as when he says that practical and

theoretical philosophy are like works and words,

fruits and thorns, a high-road and a treadmill ? Such

phrases always remind us of the remark of Socrates

—

They are said indeed, but are they well and truly

said ? According to the strict meaning of Mr. Macau-

lay's words, there never was a practical philosophy

;

for there never was a philosophy which owed its

origin to practical considerations only. And there

never was a theoretical philosophy, for there never

was a philosophy which did not receive its impulse

from a human want, that is to say, from a practical

motive. This shows where playing with words must

always lead. He defines theoretical and practical

philosophy in such a manner that his definition is
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inapplicable to any kind of philosophy. His anti-

thesis is entirely empty. But if we drop the anti-

thesis, and only keep to what it means in sober and

intelligible language, it would come to this —that the

value of a theory depends on its usefulness, on its

practical influence on human life, on the advantage

which we derive from it. Utility alone is to decide

on the value of a theory. Be it so. But who is to

decide on utility? If all things are useful which

serve to satisfy human wants, who is to decide on

our wants ? We take Mr. Macaulay's own point of

view. Philosophy should be practical ; it should

serve man, satisfy his wants, or help to satisfy them ;

and if it fails in this, let it be called useless and

hollow. But if there are wants in human nature

which demand to be satisfied, which make life a

burden unless they are satisfied, is that not to be

called practical which answers to these wants ? And
if some of them are of that peculiar nature that they

can only be satisfied by knowledge, or by theoretical

contemplation, is this knowledge, is this theoretical

contemplation not useful—useful even in the eyes of

the most decided Utilitarian'? Might it not happen

that what he calls theoretical philosophy seems use-

less and barren to the Utilitarian, because his ideas of

men are too narrow? It is dangerous, and not quite

becoming, to lay down the law, and say from the very

^rst, " You must not have more than certain wants,

and therefore you do not want more than a certain

philosophy !
" If we may judge from Mr. Macaulay s

illustrations, his ideas of human nature are not very

liberal. " If we were forced," he says, " to make our

choice between the first shoemaker and Seneca, the
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author of the books on Anger, we should pronounce

for the shoemaker. It may be worse to be angry than

to be wet. But shoes have kept millions from being

wet ; and we doubt whether Seneca ever kept any-

body from being angry." I should not select Seneca

as the representative of theoretical philosophy, still

less take those for my allies whom Mr. Macau!ay
prefers to Seneca, in order to defeat theoretical phi-

losophers. Brennus threw his sword into the scale in

order to make it more weighty. Mr. Macaulay prefers

the awl. But whatever he may think about Seneca,

there is another philosopher more profound than

Seneca, but in Mr. Macaulay's eyes likewise an un-

practical thinker. And yet in him the power of

theory was greater than the powers of nature and the

most common wants of man. His meditations alone

gave Socrates his serenity when he drank the fatal

poison. Is there, among all evils, one greater than

the dread of death? And the remedy against this, the

worst of all physical evils, is it not practical in the

best sense of the word? True, some people might

here say, that it would have been more practical if

Socrates had fled from his prison, as Criton suggested,

and had died an old and decrepit man in Bceotia.

But to Socrates it seemed more practical to remain in

prison, and to die as the first witness and martyr of

the liberty of conscience, and to rise from the sublime

height of his theory to the seats of the Immortals.

Thus it is the want of the individual which decides

on the practical value of an act or of a thought, and

this want depends on the nature of the human soul.

There is a difference between individuals in different

affes, and there is a difference in their wants. ... As
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long as the desire after knowledge lives in our hearts,

we must, with the purely practical view of satisfying

this want, strive after knowledge in all things, even

in those which do not contribute towards external

comfort, and have no use except that they purify and

invigorate the mind What is theory in the

eyes of Bacon 1 "A temple in the human mind,

according to the model of the world." What is it in

the eyes of Mr. Macaulay 1 A snug dwelling, accord-

ing to the wants of practical life. The latter is

satisfied if knowledge is carried far enough to enable

us to keep ourselves dry. The magnificence of the

structure, and its completeness according to the model

of the world, is to him useless by-work, superfluous

and even dangerous luxury. This is the view of a

respectable ratepayer, not of a Bacon. Mr. Macaulay

reduces Bacon to his own dimensions, while he en-

deavours at the same time to exalt him above all

other people Bacon s own philosophy was, like

all philosophy, a theory; it was the theory of an

inventive mind. Bacon has not made any great dis-

coveries himself. He was less inventive than Leibniz,

the German metaphysician. If to make discoveries

be practical philosophy. Bacon was a mere theorist,

and his philosophy nothing but the theory of practical

philosophy How far the spirit of theory reached

in Bacon may be seen in his own works. He did

not want to fetter theory, but to renew and to extend

it to the very ends of the universe. His practical

standard was not the comfort of the individual, but

human happiness, which involves theoretical know-
ledge That Bacon is not the Bacon of Mr.

Macaulay. What Bacon wanted was new, and it will
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be eternal. What Mr. Macaulay and many people at

the present day want, in the name of Bacon, is not

new, but novel. New is what opposes the old, and

serves as a model for the future. Novel is what
flatters our times, gains sympathies, and dies away.

. . . And history has pronounced her final verdict. It

is the last negative instance which we oppose to

Mr. Macaulay's assertion. Bacon's philosophy has

not been the end of all theories, but the beginning of

new theories—theories which flowed necessarily from

Bacon's philosophy, and not one of which was prac-

tical in Mr. Macaulay's sense. Hobbes was the pupil

of Bacon. His ideal of a State is opposed to that of

Plato on all points. But one point it shares in com-

mon—it is as unpractical a theory as that of Plato.

Mr. Macaulay, however, calls Hobbes the most acute

and vigorous spirit. If, then, Hobbes was a practical

philosopher, what becomes of Mr. Macaulay's politics ?

And if Hobbes was not a practical philosopher, what

becomes of Mr. Macaulay's philosophy, which does

homage to the theories of Hobbes "?

'

We have somewhat abridged M. Fischer's argu-

ment, for, though he writes well and intelligibly, he

wants condensation ; and we do not think that his

arguDient has been weakened by being shortened.

What he has extended into a volume of nearly five

hundred pages, might have been reduced to a pithy

essay of one or two hundred, without sacrificing one

essential fact, or injuring the strength of any one of

his arguments. The art of writing in our times is

the art of condensing ; and those who cannot condense

write only foj* readers who have more time at their

disposal than they know what to do with.
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Let us ask oue question in conclusion. Why do
all German writers change the thoroughly Teutonic
name of Bacon into Baco ? It is bad enough that we
should speak of Plato ; but this cannot be helped.

But unless we protest against Baco, gen. Baconis, we
shall soon be treated to Newto, Newtonis, or even to

Kans, Kantis.
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Affixing languages, 50.

^AyyiKAcu = dvayapLOj, 57 n.

Agglutinative languages, 44.
Agni, god of fire, 157.
Agi icola, not agrum-cola, 102.

Airya, 214.
Airyanem vaeg^anh, 2 1 4.

Ak, the root, 135.
Akshan, or ak-an, 133.
Akshi, eye, 133-136.
A lam, with infinitive, 158.

Al;,rarotti and Frederic II, 475.
Alpha privativum, 189.

Alphabet, Pitman's, 268.

Altaic languages, 205.

American, polysynthetic dialects, 34.
An, a suffix, 142.

Andanemja, Gothic, to be accepted,
61,

Ane, dative in, 143.
Ange, angle, angre, 433.
Angenehm, agreeable, to be ac-

cepted, 61.

Anger, Seneca's book on, 508.
Anglia, from Angria, 382.
Anglo-Saxon, chair of, 120.

— MSS. collected, 120.

Anira, 211.

Anomalous, nothing in language,

230.

An-ti, those and he, 81.

Anxious, 275.
'A.TTapip.(paTov (pTJfj.a), 139.
Ar (San^k.), earth, 210, 212.

Arabic, lectureship of, 119.
— not aided by Henry VIII, 119.— supported by Archbishop Laud,

119.
— MSS. collected by Laud, 119.
Arare, 213.

Ariana, 214.

YCL. III. Ll
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Aristotle, his knowledge of lan-

guage, 29.

Armenia from Ayra, 214.

Arti (Lith.), 213.

Arya, Arga, opposed to ASildra, 209.
— title of the three upper castes,

209.
— spread of name westward, 213,

215-

Arya-avarta, 206.

Aryan, the term, 204.
— has no ethnological meaning,

1S7.
— and Semitic languages, common

origin of, 63.— intiectional, 44.— family, 34. 35, 205.

_

— language, seven periods of, 86.

— first period, 87.

— cecoud period, 92.— third period. 92.

— fourth period, 97.— fifth period, 100.

— sixth period, 104.— seventh period, 104.— no word for law in, 197.— nations, Benfey's protest against

their Eastern origin, iSS.

— origin of wn)rd, 205.
— suffixes, 142.
— three strata only, 105.— words found in Zend and not in

Sanskrit, 225.

Aryans, Southern division of, iSS.

Ar\as, 206.

Ascoli, on gutturals, 70.

-aai for -avri, 80.

Asiatic Society of Calcutta, 1 2 1.

Asti, with infinitive, 158.

A5vais, = eqais, 50.

A.?vebhis, = equobus, 50.

Attic future, 60 n.

Auga, O. H. G., 134.

Ai'777, 133.

Augment, in Greek and Sanskrit,

82.

Augustenberg, Prince of, 12, 15,

16 n.

Avenir, the future, ad-venire, 146.

A vase, tu go, 145.

BACON", observations on the dis-

position of men for philosophy

and science, 63.— on the history of literature, 307.— how viewed in Germany, 494-
• 496.— despised by Spinoza, 495.— never asked ' how we know,' 496.— his positive philosophy, 497.— unpopular in Germany, 497.— creator of realistic philosophy

498.— his chief object, 499.— negative part of his philosophy,

500.
— his Metaphysique and Physique,

501.
— on Mind, 501.
— his view of knowledge, 502.
— both above and below philo-

sophy, 503.— method of induction, 503.— views on poetry, 503.
— public morality, 504.
— an atheist, 505.— Macaulay's view of, 505.— turned into Baco, 511.

Bacon's philosophy, tlie beginning

of new theories, 510.

Bantu family of language, 34.

Barbarossa, Emperor, 358.
Barbarous, 275.

Barbati filius, inscription of, 240.

Baaikfv, vocative, 223.

Bask, derivative adjectives in, 61 n.

Bayard, 56.

Beieinander, Das, in the develop-

ment of language, 142.

Bekker, on the Digamma in Homer,
201, 229,

Benfey, his protest against the

eastern origin of the Aryan
nation, 188.

Bengali, plural in, 38.

Berkeley, on perceptions. 497.
Bernard, derivat^'ou of the word, 55.

Bernhard, bear-minded, 54.

Bhaginl, sister, in Sanskrit, 78 ».

Bible, German translations of. 325,

526.
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Bishop of Parif? and the Master in

Divinity, 450 et seq.

r.lid = blithe, 395.
Blood and Lunguage, 187.

Bodiiier, 345, 355.
Boeckh, on Comparative Grammar,

184.

Boehme, Jacob, 345.
Bohini, Bengali, for sister, 78 n.

Boie, of Dithniarsclien, 392.

Boileau and the Journal de Tre-

voux, 465.
Bologna, University of, nS.
liooks in the sixteenth century. 376.

Bopp, his derivation of Arya, 20S.

— his Comparative Grammar, 124.

Botfervogel, 395.
Bou, vocative, 223,

Brant, Sebastian, 3^9.
— his eaily life, 370, 373.— did not join the Reformers, 37+.— his Ship of Fools, 329-334, 368,

374, 375-377-— language of his book, 377.— English translation, 378, 379.
Bras, 437.
Bregen = biain, 395.
Brossard, 56.

Biunnhofer, 172.

Brvat, Zend, brow, 227.

Biicheler. 245.

Buffon, his vievr of plants, 198.

Bugge,his derivation of poena, 193 n.

Bunsen, his views on German pro-

fessors, 179.— born at Mellorf, 393.
But, buten, 396.

C for G in stone of Luceria, 246.

Cadaver, 132.

Caldwell. Dr., 39 n.

— on Infinitive, 173.

Call, to, not from calare, 71,

Callaway, Remarks on the Zulu
language, 91 ».

Cap-so, 60 n.

Cajiut — Hduhitla, 135.

Care, not from cura, 71.

Carlyle, Thoiiias, his delight in early

German poetry, 360-366.

Ll

Case-terminations, traced back, too.

Castiijare, 193.

Celibacy and Fellowships, 116.

Celtic languages, no.
— most closely united with Latin

(Newman, Schleicher), 191.

Cerno, to distinguish, 194.

Chaldaic lectureship, n8.
Chalmers, Origin of Chine.se, 72.

ChampoUion, discoveries of, 109.

Charlemag-ne, his influence on litera-

ture. 309.
Charles V, 320, 321.

Chasot, 469.
— and Frederic II. 470, 471.— his son and Curtius. 470.— saves Frederic's life, 476.— at Hohenfriedherg, 477,478.— estranged from Frederic, 478,489.— settled at Liibeck, 480, 481.

— his mairiagf, 480, 48 1

.

— his last meetings with Frederic,

482,
— his memoirs, 482.

Childers, Mr., Essay on the Plural

in Singhalese, 39 n.

Chinese belongs to the isolating

languages, 44.— dead and live words, 42 n.

— dialects of, 69-72.
— full and empty words, 42.
— Grammar, 41.— Professorships of, lio,

— words in ISIongolian, 73.

Xi-a;i' = hi-ma, hiems, 226.

Christian, Prince, 16 ti.

Chronology of the Tiido-Germanic

languages by Prof. Curtius, 86.

Cicero, his spelling. 258.

Circumflex in the vocative of Zei/s

186.

— in Sanskrit, 223.

Classical and comparative philology

229, 250.

Classification of languages. 34.

Clement V and his proposals for

fouriding lectureships, 118,

Clemm. Die neusten Forschungen
auf dem Gebiet <ier Griech-

ischen Compusita. 102.
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Clergy.influenceof,inliterature, ;^ 17.

Cleversulzbach, Schiller's moiliur

buried at, 2.

CIu ere, to hear, 195.
Ciiish, Zend, to snow, 227.

t'ddarilo, coward. 56.

Cceurdoux, le Pere, 122.

Colunma Rostrata, 2-iO.

Combination traced to juxtaposi-

tion, 79.

Combinatory stage, 84.

Common origin of the Aryan and
Semitic languages, 63.

Comparative mythology and classi-

cal philology, 229.— Philology, chair of, 12 1.

— Isolating period, 126.

— Syncretistic period, 124.

Competition- wallah, 56.

Con^tanz, Council of, 371.
Convention, language made by, 38.

Copto-African languages, 203.

Corssen, his studies in Latin, 125.

Couard, 56.

Coude, coute, 434.
Council of Coustanz, 371.
Coward, 56.

Criard, a crier, 56.

Cribrum, 194.
Crimen, 194.

Crudus, cvudelis, 226.

Crusader.*, real faith of the, 457.
Crusades, influence on literature,

313-316, 318, 347.— history of, by Guillaume of Tjre,

426.

Crusta, 226.

^taman, Zend = (rTo^, 228.

Cupid and Sanskrit Dipuc, 129.

Curtius, Professor G., 86.

— his Greek studies, 125.

— on Lautverschiebung, 68 n.

— on the Chronology of the Indo

Germanic Languages, 79, 86.

D, final of the ablative, 238.
— of the ablative, 201, 230.

— time of Plautus, 241.

— expressing whence or whereby,

242.

D, in ancient Latin MSS., 244.— when dropped, 231,— da Zend = 01Kuv-U, 227.
Aaep, vocative, 222.

Daigs, dough, 132.

Daiti, Zend, Suois, dos, 227.
Dala, meaning of, 38 n.

— Bengali, same as Dravidian ta^a

or da/a, 39 n.

Dalberg, 12, 13.

Dd-mane, to give, 142.

Dami, Zend, creation, Oeiiis, 227.
Damnare, 71.

Danton, 18.

Dasahanta, 177 n.

Dasapati, ^aspati, dampati, 222.

Dasas, 206,

Data vdsAndm, 224.

Dative, in e, as infinitive, 161.
— in ai, as infinitive, 161.

— in trdya, as infinitive, 167.
— in aya, as infinitive, 161.

— in ciyai, as infinitive, 163.

— in aye, as infinitive, 163.

— in taye, as infinitive, 164.
— in fr-e, as infinitive, 162.

— in tyai, as infinitive, 164.

— in (Ihai, and dhyai, as infinitive,

167.— in ase, Latin ere, as infinitive,

164.

— in mane, Greek fxevai, as infini-

tive, 165.— in vane, as infinitive, 166.

— in a7ie, as infinitive, 166.
— in (ave and tavai, 167.

Da-vane, to give, 142.

De and di, 250.

Ae, in o7kuv5€, 227,

Dead and live words (ss^-tse and
sing-tse) in Chinese, 42 n.

Declension, nouns of the first, 435.— nouns of the third, 436.
Declensions in Old Irench, 434,

435.— derived from Latin, 435.
Delia, body, 131.

JJehi, wall, 130.

Deich, 130.

Dtiy-an, to knead, 130,
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ArjfiTjTfp, vocative, 222.

Ueiiiokritos, 29.

iJemonstrative roots, 90.

Derivative roots, second period of

Aryan language, 92.

Descarte, 498-500.
— on phonetic writing, 301.
A^crnoTa, vocative, 222.

Detenninatives, 91.

Deus, Greek Qeos, 185.
Devil, 128.

Dharma law, the general name of

the second and third baskets of

the Tripi/aka, 197.
Dhava, man, 218.

Uhi, to twinkle or to shine, 218.

Dlmrv-awe, in order to hurt, 143.
AiaKTopos and dtdftTajp, 100.

Dialects, English, 32.

— Chinese, 67.— the feeders of literary language,

389.
Dialectical study of phonetics, 291,

294.

Dich-arrl, a thick fellow, 55.
Dic-se, 162.

Dietmar von Ei^t, ] o m by, 364.
Dig, plural suffix, 3S 5).

Digammain Homer, Bekker on the,

201, 229.

Dill, the root, 13 1.

J>ilii-vdhi, man of Delhi, 56.

Alos = divya, 216.

Dipuc, and Cupid, 129.

Discrimen, 194.

JHv-yd-s, divinns, 61 n.

Divyds, 216, 218.

Aoifos or 5(1foi = deva, 216.

Dolichocephalic grammar, 187.

Dom in kingdom, 39.

iJoom, not from damnare, 71.

Dos, dotis, Socris, 227.

Aui-craj, 60.

Dough, 132.

Aovvai, 142.

Dravidian family, 34.

iJronkarcl, drunkard, 55.
Duhita, duhitdiam, 78, 222.

Duilian column, the, 240.— inscription, 240.

Dilsig = dizzy, 396.
Dyaus, Zev?, Jupiter, Zio, Tyr, 185.

Dyaus, vocat've, 224.

Dyu-gat, going to the sk}', 102.

Dyu-ksha, dwelling in the sky, 102.

E and 6, ablatives in, 232.

'Ea = vasavl or vasavya, 224.

Edge, A. S., 134.
'Eaojv = vastlnam, 224.

Eastphalians, 381.

Ehnrhait, boar-minded, 54.
Eckhardt, 323.
Edkin on Chinese dialects, 68, 72.

Educational statistics in England,

262, 263.

Jigia-hart, tierce-minded, 54.
'Eyw, 64.
-fiv, infinitive, 143.

Ei, ablatives in, 232.

Kid, oldest form of aljlative, 232.

E'der, the, 384,
EiVoTf/), vocative, 222.

Eleonore of Poitou, 366.

Ellis, A. J., 272, 273.

Elizabeth, Queen, Hentzner's de-

scription of, 497, 498.
''Efj.cpaaLs. 139.

Empirical knowledge of grammar,

137-

Empty word in Chinese (hiu-tse),

42.

-fvai, infinitive, 142.

Engil-hart, angel-minded, 54.
English language, 256, 257.— number of words in, 32.

— spelling, 259, 260.

still changing, 260.

a nat/'onal misfortune, 262.

— elementary education, 262.

— dialects, 32.
— and Low German, 395.
P^od for eodem, 245.

"Eofr^a, pe^Qj = Zend varez, 228.

Er, Irish, 215.

Eranian, 205.

Erestheus, 212.

Erezataena, Zend = argentinus, 226-

Ester to stand, 434.
Etymological consciousness, 276.
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Etymological t^pelling, 280, 281.

— often misleading, 277.

Ein-opean languages, Great, 256.

'Ells = vasns, 224.

Eva (Sanskrit), 227.

Ewald, 70.

Kx-im-i-ns, to be taken out, 61.

Ex villa, 234.

F, instead of ph, 275.

Fac-se, 162.

Facso, 60 n.

Familiar, familiais, 236.

Families of languages, 34.

F;isti Jul'ana, 245.

Fellowships, how to restore them to

their original pui'pose, 113.

— made into a career for life, 116.

— prize, 115.— and celibacy, 116.

FelLiws of Colleges, work for, 112.

Ftminine bases in a, 154.

Fenh, A.S., 325.

Ferani, instead of ferem, 59.

Fereiii, in the sense of a future, 59.

Ferre = fer-se, 162.

Fides, trust, 148.

Fido, I trust, 148.

Fidtis, trusty, 148.

Fifth period of the Aryan language,

100.

Fils, 437.
Filosofo, 275.

Final s in Latin, 234, 235.

Final dental oi tad, 152.

Fingtre, 130,

First period of the Arvan language,

87.

Fischer's work on Bacon, 4^9.
F/echier, flotcher, 52.

Flemming, 343, 354.
Foedus, a truce, 148.

Forgotten books, 484.
Formal things once material, 62.

Formation of themes, 98,

Fourth period of the Aryan language,

97-

Fox, old name for, 55.— and Bear stories, 311, 312, 314,

Fraesta, Zend, -nXdaros, 227.

France, spelling reform in, 297, 298.
— monks of St. Denis, the h'.sturians

of, 425.
Franksch = strange, 396.
Fratelmo, 86.

Fratri-cida, not fratrem-cidn, 102.

Fre leric II and his father, 471-474.— his life at Rheinsbeig, 472.— and Wolti's Melaphysics, 473.— his Refutation of Macchiavelli,

474-— his coming to the throne, 475.— and Vohaire, 475.— and Algarotti, 475.— first Silt'sian war, 476.— battle of Hohent'riedijerg, 476-
478.— his parsimony, 480.— his last meetings with Chasot,

482.— on German historians, 483.
French, double consonants in, 302.— literature, its influence in Ger-

n^iiny, 338.— novels, sixteenth century, 376.— constant changes in, 430.— changes of meaning in, 437,
* Friends in Council,' on courage

and generosity, 7.

Friesian, Klaus Groth on, 387 ».

Frons, Zend brvat, 227.

Fronde's translation of Vineta, 406.

Fulda, monastery of, 310.

Full words in Chinese, (shi-tse), 42,

88.

Fnlviis Charit), red, 66.

Fandare, 246.

Furnus, 65.

Future, terminations of, 60.
— so-called Attic, 60 n.

G for C in Old Latin, 240.

Gana, plural suffix, 38 n.

Ga?ie.sa and Janus, 129.

Ganymedes and Ka/namedhatithi,
or Ka?ivaniesha, 1 29.

Garavdi, yepas, 227.

(r'aspati, 156 rt.

G^iispatyam, 156 ».

Gdti, plural suffix, 38 n.
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Gaud-i-ttm, 6i.

Gaujan, 212.

G§, Old Norse, cold, snow, 226.

General expressions, in languages

not liighly developed, 90.

TfPiKOJTaTov iprjua), I 39.
Genitive in as, as infinitive, 161.

— toh, as infinitive, 167.

— and locative identical in the dual

in Sk , 235.

(ii'rard, a miser, 55, 56.

r/pas = garanh. 227.

German most closely united with

Celtic (Ebel, Lottner), 191.

— professor's life, Niebuhr and
Bunsen's views of, 179.

— literature in England, 305, 306.

in the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, 322-323.
influences acting on, 347.— lyrics, 314.— Universities, 327.— Love Songs, 360.

— nine grammatical settlements of,

386'.

— historians, Frederic II on, 4S3.
— High, 386.

the literary language, 389.
OM, 307.

literature, chiefly clerical,

312.

Germany, spelling reform in, 297.
— oppressed by the Popes, 319,

320.

Gerundive participle in Sanskrit,

60.

Gesetz, meaning of, 196,

Ghiiia-pvatika, 21S.

('if/nere, locative from gigno, 14}..

Gill, Eev. W., introduced writing

among his convert-, 2^7.

Gilvns, favus, yellow, 66.

^.ishe, ^eshe, infinitive, 162,

Girdse, in order to live, 144.

Gjo, Norw., nix autumui recens,

227.

Glacies, gelacies, 226.

G)iaivod, 154, 237.

Gna-s, the Vedic, 155.

Gnaspati, 156 n.

Tvufxojv, 141.
Gotl-had, 54.
Godhead, 39.

Goethe, 12, 346, 349, 356.— and Schiller, 19-21.
— his world literature, 306.
Gofhart, God-minded, 54.
Gothic, 305, 307, 308.

Gottfried von Strassburg, 315. 318.

Gottsched, 345.
Go-vala, cowherd, 56.

Grammar, dolichocephal'c, 187.
— enjpirical knowledge of, 137.— rational knowledge of, 137.
Gramniatica Celtica of Zeuss, 125.

Greaves, Professor of Arabic, i 20.

Greek most closely united witli

Sanskrit (Grassman, Sonne,
Kern). 191.— Oxfoid chair of, 119.

— studies of Curtius in, 125.— the Augment in. 82.

Green (Sk. hari), 66.

(Greenwich, Hentzner at, 487.
Grimm, his Teutonic studies, 125.
Grimm's Law, 67 ?/.

— (lernian Grammar, 3S6.

(4r/»islia?«i, 163.

Groth. Klaus, 397-410.— on the Friesian dialects, 3S7 ».

— his poems, 39S.
— his tales, 411.
Gudrun, 317.
Gunia, 212.

Tvyai, vocative, 222.

Gvala, cowherd, 56.

RAD, A. S., state, 53.
"Ayloi, holy, 61.

Hainband, the, 392.
Hans Sachs, 337, 354.
IJard, hardy, 54.
Hardouin, le Pex-e, on Joinville, 457.
Hari, green, 66.

Ha lit, fulvus, red, 66.

]larf, strong, 54.
Hartniann von Aue, 315-318.
Hauhidd, caput, 135.

Havet, M., his translation of the

Eede Lecture, 27 «.
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Head, different ways of spelling,

260 n.

Head in Godhead, 39.
Heben = heaven, 396.
"Efjtiofxos and eTrrd, 219.
Hebrew lectureship proposed, 1 18.
•— Oxford chair of, 119.— Parde's, i 30.

"H^uov and rjhiojv, 221.

Heliand, the, 310, 38 7.

Henry VIII and the Oxford chairs

of Greek and Hebrew, 118.
— did nothinor for Arabic, 119.

Hentzner, Paul, his travels, 485.— arrives in England, 486.
— in London, 4S6.— at Greenwich, 487.— his travels in England, 4S8 et

seq,

— his description of the English,

4S9.

Herakleitos (Heraklitus), 29.

"U.paKKds, vocative, 222.

Herder, 346, 356,
Hermann, Gottfried, 140, 184.

Heynlin a Lapide, 372, 373.
Hiatus in Latin, 243.— in Sanskrit, 243.
High German, Old, 306.

Middle, 307-313.— — New, 329.
Himilj A. S., vault, sky, 227.

Historical character of language lost

in phonetic spelling, 274.— spelling, 278, 279.
History, value of real, 458.— how written, 469.
Hliumunt, and *roniata, 195.
lllud, A. S., loud, 195.

Hobbes' view ot man, 198.— his philosophy, 510.

Hogarth, meaning of, 54.

Hohenfriedberg, battle of, 476, 477,
478.

Holstein-treue, 384.
Holy Graal, 361, 362.
Homer, digamma in, 201.

Moinines, 212.

Homonymes, 282.

Homoousia, the, 105.

Hostanes, 32.

Hrim, rime, 226.

Hrnom, Old High German, 195.
Hngihart, wise-minded, 54.
Hume, opposed by Kant, 496.— scepticism of, 497.
Hunt, Professor of Arabic, 120.

Hyde, Professor of Arabic, 1 20.

I, Latin locative in, 230.— pronoun, plural of, 94.
Ice, names for, 226.

191, ZenH, ice, 226.

1(1, oldest form of ablative, 232.
Id and a in Latin, 239.— locative in, 246.

Iilealism, German, 497.
Ilavyita, 211.

Imitative tendency, 92.
In villa, 234,
Incapsulatiug languages, 50,

In-cre-p-are, 195.
ludo Celtic, 204.
Indo-Chinese family, 34,
Indo-Classic, 204.

Indo-Kuropean languages, 204,
Indo-Germanic family, 204.

I)i-ed-i-a, 61.

Infinitive, the, 138.
— as an adveib, 140.— in Greek, 145.— as substantive, 146.
— in Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin,

157.— Dative in e, loi.

— Dative in ai, 181.

— Dative in ane, 166.

— Dative in iave and tavai, 167.— Dative in dya, 161.

— r-)ative in s-e, 162.

— Dative in ciyai, 163.— Dative in aye, 163.
— Dative in taije, 164.— Dative in lyii, 164.— Dative in ase, 164.
— Dative in mane, 165.— Dative in vane, 166.

— Accusative in am, 161.

— Genitive in as, 161.

<
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Infinitive Ablative in as, i6i.

— Locative in i, i6i.

— Locative in sani, i66,

— in English, 170.— in Anglo-Saxon, 170.— in Bengali, 172.
— in Dravidian languages, 173.
Infinitives, 140.

Infixing or incapsulating languages,

50-

Inflection, the results of combina-
tion, 79.

Inflectional languages, 44.— stage, 84.

Innoca from innocua, 100.

Innox from innoca, 100.

Liscription, stone of Luceria, 246.

Instnnnentals in tva, as infinitive,

167.

Ira, Sansk., 210.

Iran, 214.

11 drat, 210.

Irish Saints, 308.

Isolating languages, 44.— spirit in the science of language,

126.

I^tud, Latin, 152.

It, eight ways of spelling, 260 n.

JAKLTS and Garjesa, 129.

Japhetic family of language-, 204.

Jerusalem bishopric and Meldorf,

.393-

Jesrats, their services to science,

465.
Jew and Knight, story of the, 448,
Johnson's dictionary, influence on

spelling, 260.

Joinville, edition by M. de ^yailly,

41 7.— his early life, 419.— his later honours, 420.
— his death, 421.
— the church at, 421, 422.— ca!^tle of, sold, 422.
— his life of St. Louis, 422-430.

in the Royal Library, 424.
first printed, 426.
Menard's edition, 427.
Du Cange's, 427.

Joinville, Capperonnler's, 428.
— Oldest MS., 428.
— other MSS., 428-430.
— letter of, in the Paris Library,

431-— his Credo, 431.— his spelling, 431 n.

— his language, 47,3.— his grammar, 434.— Sir J. Stephen on, 440.— his style, 441.— his opposition to Philip le Bel,

441.— di(l;ictic purpose of his book,

444.— his fearlessness, 446.— his credulity, 452.— his faith, 454-456.
J cues, English spelling, 2 70.

Journal des Savants, 460.
writers in the, 460.
first pulilished, 461.
imitated in many countries,

4'12.

Index of the, 463.
Journal de Trevoux, 464.

controversial article's, 465.
attacks on Le C'lei-c and

Boileau, 465.
counter attacks, 465.

Journalism, power of, 46S.

Journals, Voltaire on the evils of,

467.
Julien, Stanislas, 74 n.

Jupiter (dju, skyl, Zey's, Dyaus,
Zio, andTyr, 185.

Juts, the, 382.
Juxtaposition produces combina-

tion, 79.
Juxtapositional stage, 84.

Juxtapositional, combinatory, and
inflectional strata in the forma-
tion of the Aryan language,

107.

K, various pronunciations of, 295.
A'a, Sanskrit particle, 135.
Katir or Ba-ntu family, 34.
Ka/, 47.
Kala or Gala in Tamil, 39 n.
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KaX(iv, not calare, or to call, 71.

Kalevara, body, 132.

Kaniara, Zend, girdle, Kafxapa, 227.

Kanieredhe, Zend, skull ; cf. /CyUc-

XeOpov, 227.
Kant, 479.— influenced by Hume, 498.
Kanva-medhatitbi or Ka;jva-mesba

and Ganymedes, 129.

Kareta Zend, knife, cuker, 227.
Kardkoyos, 196.

KaT7]yupr]fj.a nv avpiPapia, 139.
Katolsth, angry, 396,
Kebrp or krip, 226.

Khriiina, Zend, = Sk. krUra, crudus,

226.

Kingdom, 39.
K\di^aj — Kpd(Qj (clu), 195.
KKeos = hruom, 195.
Klinger, 9.

Klopstock, 9, 346, 348, 356.
Knight and Jew, stoiy of the,

^448.

KnovvL dge, realities of, 497.— Bacon's view of, 502.

Konigsberg School, 343.
Korner, 12, 13.

— Theodore, 13.

Ki ansch = courageux, 396.
-tfmT77s = l)ard, 54.
Kratu, intellectual strength, 54.
Kratylos, Plato's, 29.

I< pd^w — Kkd^w (cl 11 ? ;, 195.

Kpiixa — criuen, Graeco-Jtalic, ac-

cording to Mommsen, 194.
Krulscli = kritisch, 396.
Kpvo?, KpvfxuSj KpvaTaKkos, 226.

Kumdrd-ijd-te, he behaves like a
girl, 57-

L, final, changed to r. 433.
Lachmann & Haupt, JJes Minne-

sangs Friihling, 357 n., 359-
367-

Ladj-ship, 39.
Laiju, law, 193.
Landsmann, 212.

Languaga and blood, 1 8 7,— a barrier, 255.

Language, great European lan-
gui.ges, 256.— literary, 257, 258.— hi>torical character of, destroyed
by phonetic spelling, 274, 275.— good ear for, 290.— phonetics the foundation of the
science of, 290.— stratification of, 27.— origin of, 31.— universal. 31.— English, 100,000 words in, 32.

— classification of, 34.— made by convention, 38.— three conditions of, 42.— RR for 1st stage, 44.— R + p for 2nd stage, 44.— rp for 3rd stage, 44,— not highly developed, rich in

words, poor in general expres-

sions, 90.— Science of, is it a natural or his-

torical science, 199,
Languages, families of, 34.— isolating, combinatory, and in-

flectional, 44.— suffixing, prefixing, affixing, and
infixing, 50.

Latin alphabet, 259.— ablative in d, 230.
— locatiA^e in i, 230.
— Corssen's studies in, 125.— a language made up of Italic,

Greek, and Pelasgic, 181.— derived from Greek, 181.

— most closely united with Greek
(Mommsen, Curtius}, 191.— inscription, 246.

— its influence in the time of Lu-
ther, 334.— T softened, then dropped in

French, 434.
Laud, Archbishop, his support of

Arabic, 119.— his collection of Arabic MSS.,
119.

Lautsverschiebung, 67 7i., 68.

Law, no settled word for, in the

Aryan languages, 196.

Le, words ending in, 279.
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Lcccardo, a gourmand, 56.

Le Clerc, 465.
Lectureships for Hebrew, Arabic,

and Chaldaic proposed in 1311,
118.

Leibniz, 343, 345, 355, 499.— his views on language, 30.

— shows that Greek and Latin are

not derived from Hebrew, 182.

— influenced by Locke, 498.
Leiche, body, 131.

Leik, body, 131.
AfAotJT-fVaj, 143.
Lengthening of the vowel in the

subjuDctive, 82.

Lepsius, 109.

Lessing, 9, 346, 348, 356.
At]toi, vocative, 223.

Leiijiiund, 195.
Lex and law. iq6.

Liberalism undei- Fre lerick IT, 8.

Lich, lichgate, 131.

Liebhart, mignon, 55 w,

Ligare, to bind, 196.

Linguardo, a talker, 56.

Aivapos, 218.

Jjocal adverbs, as terminations of

case>!, 62.

L(jcative in i, as infinitive, 161.

— in sani, as infinitive, 166.

Locatives in e, 232.
— in 1, 232.— disappearance of, 233.— old, 183.

Locke, 497.— read in Germany, 496.— Essay on Human Understand-
ing, 496.

A070S, not lex, 196.

London, Hentzner in, 4S6.

Lourdement, heavily, 80.

Love Songs, old German, 357, 358,

359-
Low German, the language of Schles-

wig-Holstein, 38 5, 386.

derived from Gothic, 385.
its likeness to English, 395.

Ln in Telugu, 48.
Lucar. 247.
Lucariuni, 247.

Luceria, stone of, 246.

Avaai, infinitive, 163, 170.

Luther, 329, 331, 334.— popular literature at the time of,

.
332.— influence of Latin at the time of,

334-

MA, tva, ta, 81.

Macaulay on Bacon, 505-510.
Mad and tvad as bases in Sanskrit,

248.

Madh, Zend, to cure, mederi, 227.

Madhu, 484.
Mai, for mama, 94.
Maid of Orleans, Schiller's, 19, 24.

Maine, Due de, 464.
INIalayo-Polynesian family, 34.
Man, a suffix, 142.

Man, Zend, manere, 227.

Mane, Sanskrit termination, 142.

Man-had, 54.
Mannheim, Schiller's ' Eobbers ' at,

10.

Manners, 212.

Planum injectio, 246.

Mar, mard, mardh, marg, mark,
marp, sniar, 91.

Marbach, Schiller's early home, 6.

March, Dr., on Infinitive, 170.

Maria Theresa, her use of patois, 389.
Martin Meyer's letter to iEntas

Sylvius, 369.
'Mary Stuart,' Schiller's, 19, 24.

Mas', from nia-tvi, 94.
Mata, mataram, 222.

MayaA, delight, 167.

Me, te, se, 249.
Meco, 86.

Med, ted, sed, 24S.

Mederi, Zend, madh, 227.
Mediterranean languages, 203.
Meistersanger, the, 321, 337.
MiXaOpov, 227.

MtASere — mraVata, 224.

Memoires de Trevoux, 463, 464.
edited by le Pere Lerthier,

463.

Index of, 463.
MSfxova and /j-ffxa/xev, 149.
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Mevat, infinitive, 14I.

Merit od, 237.
Messina, Bride of, 19, 24.

Metaphysique of Bacon, 501.
3Ii. si, ti, 81.

Miklosich, his Slavonic studies, 125.

Mind, a tabula rasa, 496.
•— Bacon on, 501.
' Min Jehann,' 402.
I\Iiune, love, 363.
Minnesanger, 314. 363.— their chief subjects, 363.
Minnesangs Friihling, 357 »., 359-

367..
Minute differences, many words for,

in languages not highly deve-

loped, 90.

MiaOoS, Goth. mizd6, 227.

Mizdha, Zeni1, fxiaOos 227.

Muxdrjpe, vocative, 222.

Modus infinitus, 140.

Mommsen, a native of Schleswig,

394.— and the inscription in the Ephe-
meris Epigraphica, 245.

^longol words from Chinese, 73.
Mongolian and Chinese, 73.

Monosyllabic form of roots, 90.

j\Ionsfra, 37.

Monstrosities in language, 23^.

Montaigne, on the changes in French,

430.
Morris, Dr., on Infinitive, 170.

MSS., scarcity of, in Joinville's

time, 439.
Muller, Otfri'd, and Comparative

Philology, 184.

Mystics, the German, 323.

Mythology, 185.

NACHEINANDEF, 142.

Nafu, Zend, corpse, veKvs, 227.

Xsevius, language of, 239.

Nagarat, Sk., 231.

Ka'jare, Sk., 231.

Xak, night, 57.

JS^ajdes, inflectional, 47.
Naples, Neapolis, 85.

Kapn, Zend, A. S. nefa, 227.

Kas (nos}, 247.

Nas-a-ti, he perishes, 57.
Ndsa-ya-H, he sends to destruction,

Xas-i-da, 85.

Naa-yd-te, he is destroyed, 57.
Nch-ya-ti, he perishes, 57.
Xeapolis, 47.
Nea-polis, New Town, Neapolis,

85.

^t'care, 57.
Nefa, A. S. nephew, 227.
'Nin-vs, veK-pus, 57.
'S(Kvs, Goth, naus, 227.
Nemesis, 197.
Neshdni, to lead, 143.
New and novel, 510.
Neicton, combinatory, 47.
Neiv-town, combinatory, 47.
Nibelunge, 317, 360, 362.

Nicholas I, Pope, 466.
Niebuhr, his views of the German

professor's life, 1 79.— on truthfulness. 202.

— a Schle^Jwig-Holsteiner, 391.— his father, the traveller, 391,

392.
Nigidius Figulus, 221.

N/(^-a, ace, 227.

Nix, Goth, snaiv-s. 227.
Noise in Old French, 438.
Nu/ioj from Vf^ieiv, 197.
North Turanian Class, 72, 203.

Notker Teutonicus, 311.

Noun and verb the same, 42.
Ni)uns (dvofidTa), 138.

Xo.r^ from nak, 57.
Numa, 197.
Nv^-nox, 57.

0, different ways of representing

the sound, 265.

Obligatio, binding, 196.

Ockham, 371, 372.
Oc-nlus, 134.
OcuIiiH, 136.

6d and 6 in Latin, 239.— ablative in, 246.

"07500? and 6/fTw, 219.

Oi, of locative becoming e, ei, 1,

233-
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OJda and lanev, 149.
0^0?, one, 227.

Old ablatives, termination of, 154.
Old Biisum, 403.
"O/i^a, 133.

Ppitz, 339, 354.
'OcpOaXfJLos, 134.
"On-ain-a, 134.

Optium?, optumu?, optomos, 291,

292.

Ordre de Bayard, 474, 482.
Origin of language, 31.

— of Chinese, Chahners*, 72.

"Oafjf, 136.
— for oKK, 134.

Oxford chair of Greek, 119.
— Hebrew, 119,
— Arabic, 119.

— Anglo-Saxon, 120.
— Sanskrit, 120.

— Latin, 120.

— Comparative Philology, 1 20.

P, in psalm, 278.

Pad; I -cases, 102.

Pairidaeza in Zend, 130.

Paithya, Zend, sua-pte, 227,

Palleske, Life of Schiller, i n., 3.

Pfunni, 128.

Papal Nuncio, intolerance of, 2.

Pjiradise and Sanskrit parade^^a, 129,

YlnpaKoKovOrniara, 1 39.

Paraschematic growth of early

themes, 98.

Parcival of Eschenbach, 361, 362.

Pardes in Hebrew, 130.

UapefKpacris, 139.

Paribhve from paribhUs, 223.

Paris, University of, 118.

Parker, Abp. , his collection of Anglo-
Saxon MSS., 120.

Parlerai, je, 39.

Parshdni, infinitive, to cross, 143.

Passy, M. Paul, his French spelling.

299-
Pa/ali-putra, council of, 222.

IlaTTjp, vaTtpa^ pita, pitanun, 222.

I'atram, from pa, 217.

Payer, 43S.

UelOo}, foedus, 14S.

rir/AfC, vocative, 223.

Perceptions, Berkeley on, 497.
Peretu, Zend, bridge, portat<, 227,

Perjiilus, faithless, 148.

Period, of Adverbs, in the Aryan
language, 104.

— of the formation of cases, in the

Aryan language, 104.

Per-nic-i-esy 61.

Peasum dare, loi.

^apfTpa, a quiver, 98.

4'av\os, not faul, 71-

^epfTpov, a bier, 98.

<l?LaKri —TiifaKri, 2
1 7.

^tapoy = pivara, 218.

— adjective of cream, 218.

Philological study of phonetic=<, 291,

294.
Philology, classical, 229, 250.

Philosophy, Bacon's, 503.
Phonetic print, reading soon learnt,

270-272.
— helps readingfrom ordinary print,

272.— spelling, 252, 257, 259, 284.
— destroys the historical character

of a Lmguage, 274, 277, 281.
— writing, Descartes on, 301.

Phonetics, philological stuuy of, 2S9,

291, 292.
— dialectical study of, 288, 292.— the foundation of the science of

language, 290.

^op6^, tribute, 98.

Phrygians, Greek words formed from
the, 31.

^vKaKos and (pvXa^, 98.

Pita, pitaram, 222.

Pitman's alphabet, 268, 293.— system, ease of, 269, 270.

Pivaras, fat, 217.

Pivarl, young girl, 218.

likaKov, vocative, 223.

Plato, his views on language, 29.— his Kratylos, 29,

Piatt Deutsch, 387, 388.

like English, 395j.3'^6.

words, peculiar, 396.
Plautu>i, study of, 229.
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Plautug, language of, 239,— text of, 244.
HKfiaros, 227,

putsch = politi>ch, 396.
Plural in Bengali, 38.— of the pronoun 1, 94.
Pococke, Professor of Arabic, 120.

Poena, punishment, 193.

Tloi-fxrjv, 141.

Iloivr), poena, Graeco-Italic, accortl-

ing to Momnisen, 192.

Polysynthetic dialects of America,

3i, 50-

Uuvrjpe, vocative, 222.

Pontifex, 103.

Portus = Zend peretu, 227.
TluTiihov, vocative, 222.

Pott's article 011 Max Miiller, 45 n.

Pourchasser, 439.
Power of combination, 85.

Predicative root's, 90.

Prefixing languages, 50.

Present, aorist, and reduplicated

perfect, as forming a skeleton

conjugation, 97.
Primary verbal period of the Ar3^an

language, 93.
Princes and Professors, their influ-

ence on German literature, 347
Principles of Comparative Philology,

Sayce's, 90.

Printing, its influence on spelling,

259, 260.

— invention of, 328, 370.
Prize fellowships, 115.

Pronoun I, plural of, 94.
Pronunciation changes, 260, 261.

— varies in different people, 28?,,

— varies at different times in the

same person, 285.

— various P. of the same word,

295.
Proverbial expressions in Schlesvvig-

Holstein, 396, 397.
Prussia, Frederic William, the Great

Elector, 338.
Purgare, for purigare, 193.

Purus and ptitus, 193.

QUE, Latin, 135.
Quintilian on final d in Latin, 238.

MR, first stage of language, 44.
Bp, or pr or prp, third stage of lan-

guage, 44.

p + 11, second stage of language, 44.

p + P + p, second stage of language,

44.
P + p, second stage of language, 44.
Rd9 a, Zend, rectus, 228.

Ivaf/atam, 226.

Pd^fa-ya-ie, he behaves like a king,

57-
Rap, Zend, =repere, 228.

'PaTTTcy, 147.
Rational knowledge of Grammar,

138.

Raunier, studies of, 70.

Raw, =hrao, 226.

Rawlinson, Sir H., 109.

Rawlinson, founder of the Oxford
Chair of Anglo-Saxon, i 20.

Reading and writing, time taken in

learning, 263.
Realism, 498.— created by Bacon, 498.
Realists and Nominalists, 370,371.
Kectus, Zend, racta, 228.

Red (Sk. harit, fulvus\ 66.

Reformation, national chai-acter of

the, 347.
Reformers, biographies of the, 368.
Regi-fugium, not regis-fugiuni, 102.

Peyin, cunning, 54.
Peijin-harf , fox, 54.
Regnier, Vie de Schiller, I, n. 3,

Peinaert, fox. Low German, 55.
Reinmar, the Minnesinger, 365.
Repere, = Zend rap, 228.

Reuchlin, 373.
Pichard, 55.
Right, Goth, raiht, 2 2 8.

Pik-ard, a rich fellow, 55.
Ritschl, works on Latin, 230, 244,

248.

Roland, 18.

Romad, Roma, 233.
Romai, Romse, 233.— Roma, Romae, 223.

I
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Root Period, of the undivided Aryan
language, 87.

Root \is, to settle down, 80.

Koots, AJi, 134.— Uh, 135.— predicative and demonstrative,

90.— as postulates, or as actual words,

88.

— not mere abstractions, 88.

— monosyllabic forms of, 90.

Rure, for rurid and ruri, 231.

S, as original termination of femi-

nine bases in a, 155.— final in Latin, 234.— in island, 277.— of the plural in French, 301.
cai, termination of infinitive, 1C2.

— termination of 2nd pers. sing.

imper. i aor. middle, 162.

Sai from tva tvi, 94.
ISaiat Denis, Monks of, the histo-

rians of France, 425.
Saint Gall, literature at, 311.

in the 14th century, 324.

Saint Louis, canonization of, 420.
various lives of, 426.

his blameless life, 445.
his justice, 447.
his severity, 449.

'SaKicr-TraXos, 102.

Salamanca, University of, 1 1 8.

Sallo, M. de, 462.
Sampradana, dative, 159.— its meaning, 159.— its use, 159,

Sani, sanaye, ^anim, 164.

Sankhya philosoph}^, 8.

Sanna, or Chandaka, Buddha's
driver, 541.

Sanskrit, chair of, 120.

— studied by Sassetti, 122.
— studied by Coeurdoux, le Pfere,

122.

— studied by Frederic Sclilegel,

123.— only sound foundation of Com-
parative Pliilology, 127.

— nerundive participle in, 60.

Sanskrit, the augment in, 82.

— and Zend, close union of, 188,

190.

— most closely united with Zend
(Burnouf), 191.— discovery of, 121.

Sassetti, Filippo, 122.

Satirical poetry, 320.
Saw, Sage, and Sage, 196.

Saxons, first mentioned, 3S0.
— time of Charleniagne, 381.— their oftshoots, 381-3S3.
Sayce, Principles of Comparative

Philology, 90.

Scherer's History of the German
Language, 68 n.

Schiller, centenary of his birth, I,— works on, I n.

— his mother, 2.

— his father, 5.— his generosity, 7.— at Ludwigsburg, 8.

— studied medicine, 9.— writes the ' Robbers,' 9, lO.

— studies modern literature, 9.— Don Carlos, 11, 22.

— Fiesco and Cabale and Liebe,
II, 17.— and his friends, 12-21.

— life at Mannheim, 17.

Leipsic, 1 7.

Dresden, 1 7.— his Revolt of the Netherlands,

17-— Professor at Jena, 17.— his Thirty Years' War, 17, 21.

— made a ' Citoyen Frau9ais,' 18.— bis later works, 19.— ballads, 25.— death, 25.— a national poet, 349.
Schimmelmann, Count, 15.

Schlegel, his knowledge of Sanskrit,

123.

Scldeicher, his Slavonic studies, 1 25.
Schleswig-Holstein, the language of,

385-390, 396-
idiomatic expressions in, 396,

397.
the old woman of, 405.
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Sclileswig-Holsteiners, the, 380.
Schlotzer, his life of Chasot, 469 n.,

483-,
Schubart's imprisonment, 11.

Schyppe of Fools, 368, 374-377.
English translation, 3 78, 379.

Science of Language, a natural or

historical science, 199.
Scipionic inscriptions, 245.
Scythian names, Aryan character in,

215.

Second period of Aryan language,
derivative roots, 92.

Semitic family, 3^1, 203.— aad Aryan languages, common
origin of, 63.

Senatus consultum de Bacchanali-
bus, 240.

Seneca, his books on anger, 508.
Seven stages of the undivided Aryan

language, 86.

Seventh period of the Aryan lan-

guage, 104.

Shakespeare tercentenar}', 491.— studied in Germany, 492.— Wielaiid's, 9.

S/iamefast, shamefaced, 55.
Shash, 154.
Ship, in ladyship, 39.
Ship of Fools, 329-334.

Zarncke's e<liti(.n, 36S-377.
Silesian school, the first, 339.— — the second, 343-345-
Simple roots, first period of Arj'an

language, 92.

Sixth period of the Aryan 'language,

104.

Slavonic, studied by Miklosich and
Schleicher, 125.— is most closely united with Ger-
man (Grimm, Schleicher), 191.

Soci^te de Linguistique, 31.

Soeur, sereur, 433.
Sommervogel, Pere, 463.— his Index of the Journal de

Trevoux, 463.
Song of the Bell, Schiller's, 19.

'SujTep, vocative, 222.

Sounds, difficulty of exactlv repre-

senting in spelling, 2S6.

South-Turanian class, 72,

Southern division of the Aryans.
188.

Sovereigns in Germany, power of,

340, 34 f.

— Goethe on, 342.
Spelling in English, 252, 253, 259,

260.

— freedom in, 259.— corrupt and eftete, 261.
— reform of old, 254, 258.— slow changes in, 258.
— influenced by printing, 259.— a national misfortune, 262.
— iailures in, 264.— actual mischief of present, 264.— Jones' system of, 270.— CDmmittee in Germany, 270.— historical, often misleading, 277.— altered to make a word etymo-

logical, 277.— historical and etymological, 277-
281.

— in French, 297.— reform in France and Germany,
297.

Spinoza, 498, 499.— his views of Bacon, 495,— influenced by Hobbes, 498.
^x-av-aya-mas, we make hear,

195-
5'romata, from root sru, 195.
Sterling, derivation of, 381.

Sthd, to reveal by gestures, 159.
^Tufxa = Zend 9taman, 228.

Strangford, Lord, 109.

Strassburg, Lecture at, 1 76.

Stratification of language, 27.

Sfi(d-i-nm, 61.

Stushe and stushe, 162, 170.

Suapte, 227.

Subjunctive, lengthening of vowel
in, 82.

/Siidra opposed to Arya, 209.

Suflixes, Aryan, 142.

Suffixing languages, 50,

Suger's life of Louis le Gros, 425.
2u/x)3a//a and KaTrjyup-q^a, 139.
Surgeons and physicians not men-

tioned by Juiuvilie, 418.
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Sva«n', sister, 78 n.

Sweetard, 55 n.

Sweet-ard, sweet-heart, 55.

Sweet-heart, from Sweet-ard, 55.
Sweeting, 55 «.

Syncretistic period in Comparative
Philology, 124.

T, final in il aime-t, 236.
— Latin, softened then dropped in

French, 434.
T, clianged into Latin rf, 153.

Tad, tod, atid, imperatives in, 246.

Tad, final dental of, 152.

Tad-iya, 153.

Tad-van, 15 3.

Ta/a or Da^a, a host, 39 n.

TaAdo), TXrjvmi = talio, Graeco-Italic,

according to Mommsen, 192.

Talio, Grfeco-Italic, 192.

Tciii from tans (Sk.), 237.

Tannenberg, Schiller-Buch, i n.

Tar, tra, tram, tras, trak, ti'ap, 91.

Tara and r^po, 189.

Tat, Sanskrit, 152.

TevcD, Teveaioj, 60 n.

Terminations of the future, 60.

— of cases, were local adverbs, 62.

— of the medium, 95,
T€T\r]Ka and T€T\aix€v, 148.

Teutonic languages, Jacob Grimm's
study of, 125.

Thas, from tva-tvi, 94.

Thata, Gothic, 152.

©e'/its, law, 227.

Theory, 509
0eos (^€oi), same as Deus, 185, 215.

— from 6ioj (Plato and Schleicher),

218.
— from dhava fHoffinann), 218.

— from dhi rBiihler), 218.

— from 6€s ^Herodotus and Goebel),

218.
— from divya (Ascoli), 218.

— from Ois (Curtius), 219.

Thessaly, genitives in dialect of,

235;
QiOTOS, i.e. iroXvOeaTos, 219.

Third period of the Aryan language,

92.

Thirty Years' War, 335.
Thrafanh, 227.
QvycLTrjp, 0y7aTe'pa = dubita, duhi-

taram, 222.

— =duhita, 217.
— Qvpa = dvar, 2 i 7.

Tibetan and Chinese, 72.— tones in, 73.

Tieck, on German Love Songs, 360.

TiOeuai, 143.

To-come, Low German adjective,

146.

Talcum Jahr, de, a to come year,

146.

Tones in Tibetan, 73.

Tongue, various ways of spelling,

260 a.

— various positions of the, 293.

Towns in Germany, literary influ-

ence of, 347.
Trench, Archbishop, on- phonetic

writing, 282, 283, 284, 2S6,

,
294.

-T/3606S — thrafa?ih, 227.

Trevoux, Journal de, 464, 465.— entirely in the hand-^ of the

Jesuits, 465.— controversial article?, 46 S.

— attacks on Le Clerc and Boileau,

465.— counter attack", 466.

Tri, tru, trup, trib, 91.

Truthfulness, Niebuhr on, 202.

Tsi (Bohemian', for daugliter, 77.

Tu, tave, tavai, toh, turn, 166.

Turn, in^nitive, its meaning, 158.

Tun (town), zaun, 327.

Turanian languages, combinatory,

44.
Turks in Austria, 337.
Tyr, Dyaus, Zeus, Jupiter, Zio, 1S5.

U and o mixed, 246.

Udasvit-vdn, 153.

Uh, Jz;.

Uh, Sanskrit root, 136.

Uiphilas, 308.

Universal language, 31.

Ural-Altaic family, 34.

Utility, what is it ? 507.

VOL. iir. M m
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YAtTJ, Zend, willow, 228.
Vai.syn, same as arya, 210,

Va/n for vnna, 39 //.

I'dld, Hindustani, 56.
]'aii, a suffix, 142.

Vana or rala, .^,9 //.

Varez, Zend, ^f'Co', 228.

Varga, 38 n.

V^as (vo9 , 249.
Vasavl or vasavya., 224.

Vasu, f,'eneral name of the bright

gods, 224.

Vaurkjan, (Totl)i.c, to work, 228.

A'aya/^, life, vigour, 168.

A'ayodhai, infinitive, 168.

I'eda, J 49.
Yeda, great age of tlie, 169, 208.
~- Arya, a projter nanie in tlic,

208.

VeMecke, Heinrich von, 316.
Velle — velse, 162.

Venum ire, loi.

Verbs {^/xara), 139.

A^erlenmdung, calnuiny, 195.
A'iande, victuals, 437.
Vi]jhv-;me, in order to conquer,

VicinuH, from vicus, 212.

]''iiliii<i>', 149.

Yidyul-rnn, 153.

\'ienne, Council of, 1311, T18.

Vienx, veil, veel, viex, 433.
Vineta, Froude's translation, 406.
Vi'gili, Vsileri, 221.

A'irtues, 475.
Vi«, root, to settle down, 80.

Vi.sa-s, ouco-i, vicu-H, So.

Vitis^Zend vaeti, 2 28,

Vocative of Z^vi-, has the circuniflex,

186.

— of JJyails and Zfus, 220.

Voir, true, for vrai, 434.
Voltaire and Frederic If, 475.— on the evils of Journals, 467.
Vowels in English, 288.

— ])hilological conception «^f, 291,— disappearing, 291.— written alike, but historically

distinct, 292.
^ wh} long or.-^horf, 148.

"\N'i\nj.V, Natalis de, his edition

of Joiuville, 41 7.

Waltlier von der Vogelweide, 319,
320.

Wallace, Lady, Life of Schiller, 3.

Wallenstein, Schiller's, 19.

\V;dlis, Professor of Arabic, 120.

Weiiiiar, Duke of, 12, 15.

W'einliold, German dialect Gram-
mars, 386.

Weiss, ich, I know, 149.
Westphalians, 381.
Whence and where cases, 234.
Wieland, 346, 349, 356.— his Shakespeare, 9.

NN'ilhehn, ]Je infinitivo, 171,

Willielm Tell, Schiller's, 19, 21, 22,

25.

Willsiiis, Bi-'hop, liis j)hilo.so]>liical

language, 30.

Wir wixscn, we- know, 149.
Woltt's Metaphysics and Frederic

Ih 473.
Wolfram von Eschenbaeh, 315.— his Parcival and Holy Graal,

361, 362.
Wolzogen, Fi-au von, 12.

Writing, merely accidental, 36.— tlie art of, 510.

\\'iirtemburg, Duke Charles of, 8,

X, French ])lnrals in, 302.

Xenophon, 131.

YAOA'H, Zend, girdle, 228.

Yare, Zend, Goth, jer, 227.

Year, Z^nd, y/ire, 227.

Ytlfow fgilvus, flavus\ 66.

I'll, yndh, yuff, ynut, 91.

Viuf/i, to fight, 89.

ZAllNCKE, liis edition of the

Schy])pe of Fools, 368-377.
Zeitwort, 139.

Zend and San.skrit. close union of,

188.

— Aryan word-< in, not in Sanskrit,

225.

— I'airidadza, 1 30.
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Zfrs = Dyan?i, 215. Zio, Dyaiif, Zti's, .Tiii>iter, Tyr, 1S5.

Zfi's, Jupiter, Dy.ius, Zio, Tyr. Zmnw/xi, Zeiul, yao«li, 22S.

1 85. Zoliimf/, the hitnrv, 146.

Z<vs, vocative uf, h:i< the circumflex, Zulu laiigimge, 20,000 words in,

1S6. 91 n.

Zi.uss, Ids GraTiiiiiaticii C'.ltica, 125. , Zya<», Zcn<l, frost, 327.
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Letters of Lord Macaulay. By Sir

G. O. Trevelyan, Bart.

Popular Edition.

Essays with Lays of Ancient
Rome, etc. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6:/.

History of England. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo, 5s.

iMlSCELLANEOUS WRITINGS,
Speeches and Poems. Cr. 8vo, 2s. &d.

The Life and Letters of Lord
Macaulay. By Sir G. O. Trevelyan,
Bart. Crown 8vo, 2s. &d.

THE WORKS.

'Albany' Edition. With 12 Por-
traits.^ 12 Yols. Large Crown Svo, 3s. 6i.

each.

Vols. I. -VI. History OF England,
from the Accession of James the
Second.

Vols. VII.-X. Essays and Bio-
graphies.

Vols. XI. -XII. Speeches, Lays of
Ancient Rome, etc., and Index.

Cabinet Edition. 16 vols Post
8vo, £4 16s.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROM
THE ACCESSION OF JAMES THE
SECOND.

Popular Edition. 2 vols Cr. Svo,
5s.

Studcnfs Edition 2 vols. Cr. Svo,
12s.

People's Edition. 4 vols. Cr. Svo,
16s.

' Albany ' Edition. With 6 Port^ aits.

6 vols. Large Crown 8vo, 3s. 6;/. each.

Cabinet EdHion. 8 vols. Post Svo,
48s.

' Edinburgh ' Edition. 4 vols. Svo,
6s. each.

Library Edition, 5 vols, Svo, £4,

CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL
ESSAYS, WITH LAYS OF ANCIENT
ROME, etc., in 1 Volume.

Popular Edition. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d.

'Silver Library' Edition. With
Portrait and 4 Illustrations to the ' Lays '.

Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL
ESSAYS.

Student's Edition. 1 vol. Cr. Svo,
6s.

' Trevelyan ' Edition. 2 vols. Cr.
8vo, 9s.

Cabinet Edition. 4 vols. Post Svo,
24s.

' Edinburgh ' Edition. 3 vols. Svo,
6s. each.

Library Edition. 3 vols. Svo, 365.

ESSAYS, which may be had sepa-
rately. Sewed, &d. each ; cloth. Is. each.

^1

1

Frederick the Great.
Ranke and Gladstone.
Lord Bacon.
Lord Clive.

Lord Byron and The
Comic Dramatists
of the Restoration.

Addison and Walpole.
Croker's Boswell's
Johnson.

Hallam's Constitu-
tional History.

Warren Hastings.
The Earl of Chatham
(Two Essays).

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS,
SPEECHES AND POEMS.

Popular Edition. Crown Svo, 2s. Qd.

Cabinet Edition. 4 vols. Post Svo,
24s.

SELECTIONS FROM THE
WRITINGS OF LORD MACAULAY.
Edited, with Occasional Notes, by the

Right Hon. Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart.

Crown Svo, 6s.

MACKINNON (James, Ph.D.).

THE HISTORY OF EDWARD
THE THIRD. Svo, 18s.

THE GROWTH AND DECLINl
OF THE FRENCH MONARCHY. 8vo.i

21s. net.

MALLET. — MALLET DIJ PANj
AND THE FRENCH REVOLUTIONJ
By Bernard Mallet. With Photogravur
Portrait. Svo, 12s. &d. net.

MAY.— THE CONSTITUTIONAl
HISTORY OF ENGLAND since th

Accession of George III. 1760-1870. Bj
Sir Thomas Erskine May, K.C.B. (Lor

'

Farnborough). ?> vols. Crown Svo,
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History, Politics, Polity,

MERIVALE (Charles, D.D.).

HISTORY OF THE ROMANS
UNDER THE EMPIRE. 8 vols. Crown
8vo, 3s. 6./. each.

THE FALL OF THE ROMAN
REPUBLIC : a Short History of the Last
Century of the Commonwealth. 12mo,
7s. 6 /.

GENERAL HISTORY OF ROME,
from the Foundation of the City to the Fall

of Augustulus, B.C. 753-A.D. 476. With 5

Maps. Crown Svo, 7s. ^d.

MONTAGUE.—THE ELEMENTS
OF ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL HIS-
TORY. By F. C. Montague, M.A. Crown
8vo, 3s. %d.

MORA N.—T HE THEORY
AND PRACTICE OF THE ENGLISH
GOVERNMENT. By Thomas Francis
MORAN, Ph.D., Professor of History and
Economics in Purdue University, U.S. Cr.
8vo, 5s. net.

PEARS. —THE DESTRUCTION
OF THE GREEK EMPIRE AND THE
STORY OF THE CAPTURE OF CON-
STANTINOPLE BY THE TURKS. By
Edwin Pears, LL.B. With 3 .Maps and 4

Illustrations. 8vo, 18s. net.

POWELL and TREVELYAN.—
THE PEASANTS' RISING AND THE
LOLLARDS: a Collection of Unpublished
Documents. Edited by Edgar Powell and
G. M. Trevelyan. 8vo, 6s. net.

RANDOLPH. —THE LAW AND
POLICY OF ANNEXATION, with special
Reference to the Philippines ; together with
Observations on the Status oi Cuba. By
Carman F. Randolph. Svo, 9s. net.

RANKIN (Reginald).

THE MARQUIS D'ARGENSON
;

AND RICHARD THE SECOND. Svo,
10s. 6i/. net.

A SUBALTERN'S LETTERS TO
HIS WIFE. (The Boer War.) Crown
Svo, 3s. 6:f

.

RANSOME.—THE RISE OF CON-
STITUTIONAL government in ENG-
LAND. By Cyril Ransome, M.A. Crown
Svo, 6s.

SCOTT.— PORTRAITURES OF
JULIUS C/ESAR: a Monograph. By
Frank Jesup Scott. With 38 Plates and
49 Figures in the Text. Imperial Svo, 21s.

net.

SEEBOHM (Frederic, LL.D.,
F.S.A.).

THE ENGLISH VILLAGE COM-
MUNITY. With 13 Maps and Plates.
Svo, 16s.

Political Memoirs, etc.

—

continued.

I

SEEBOHM (Frederic, LL.D.,
F.S.A.)

—

continued.

TRIBAL CUSTOM IN ANGLO-
SAXON LAW: being an Essay supple-
mental to (1) -The English Village Com-
munity,' (2) 'The Tribal System in Wales'.
Svo. 16s.

SETON-KARR.—THE CALL TO
AR.MS, 1900-1901

; or a Review of the Im-
perial Yeomanry .Movement, and some sub-
jects connected therewith. By "Sir Henry
Seton-Karr, M.P. With a Frontispiece by
R. Catox-Woodville. Crown Svo, 5s. net.

SHEPPARD.—THE OLD ROYAL
.\ PALACE OF WHITEHALL. By Edgar
Sheppard, D.D.. Sub-Dean oP H.M. Chapels
Royal, Sub-Almoner to the King. With 6
Photogravure Plates and 33 other Illustra-
tions. Medium Svo, 21s. net.

SMITH.—CARTHAGE AND THE
CARTH.\GINIANS. By R. Bosworth
S.MiTH, M.A. With Maps, Plans, etc. Crown
Svo, 3s. 6rf.

-A HISTORY OF
REVOLUTION. By H.

Svo. Vols. I. and II.

STEPHENS.
THE FRENCH
Morse Stephens.
18s. each.

STERNBER G.—MY EXPERI-
ENCES OF THE BOER WAR. By Ad-
AL'JERT Count Sternherg. With Preface
by Lieut-Col. G. F. R. Henderson. Crown
Svo, 5s. net.

STU BBS.—HISTORY OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN. By J. W.
Stlbbs. Svo. 12s. 6.f.

STUBBS.—HISTORICAL INTRO-
DUCTIONS TO THE ' ROLLS SERIES '.

By WiLLiAiM Stuubs, D.D., formerly Bishop
of Oxford. Svo. 12,v. 6./. net.

SUTHERLAND.—THE HISTORY
OF AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND,
from 1606-1900. By Ale.xander Suther-
land. .M.A., and George Sutherland, M.A.
Crown Svo, 2s. 6;/.

TAYLOR.—A STUDENT S MAN-
UAL of the history OF india. By
Colonel .Meadows Taylor, C.S.I. Crown
Svo, 7s. 6:f.

THOMSON.—CHINA AND THE
POWERS: a Narrative of the Outbreak of
1900. By H. C. Thomson. With 2 xMaps
and 29 Illustrations. Svo, 10s. 6./. net.

TODD.—PARLIAMENTARY
GOVERNMENT IN THE BRITISH COL-
ONIES. By Alpheus Todd, LL.D. Svo,
30s. net.

TREVELYAN.—THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTION. By Sir G. O. Trevelyan,
Bart. Part I., Svo, 13s. %d. net. Part II., 2
vols. Svo, 21s. net.
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History, Politics, Polity, Political Memoirs, etc.—continued.

W I L L O U G H BY.—POLITICAL
THEORIES OF THE ANCIENT WORLD.
By Westel \V. Wielolghby, Ph.D. Crown
8vo. 6s. net.

W I LLSO N. — LEDGER AND
SWORD; or, The Honourable Company of
.Merchants of England Trading to the East
Indies (1599-1874). By Beckles Willson.
With numerous Portraits and Illustrations.

2 vols. 8vo, 21.S. net.

TREVELYAN. — ENGLAND IN
THE AGE OF WVCLIFFE. By George
.Macaulav Trevei.van. 8vo. 15,s.

WAKEMAN AND HASSALL.—
ESS.WS INTRODUCTORY TO THE
STUDY OF ENGLISH CONSTITU-
TIONAL HISTORY. Edited by Henry
Offley Wakeman, .M..\., and.\RTHLK Has-
SALL, .M.A. Crown 8vo, 6s.

WALPOLE. — (Sir Spencer, WYLIE (James Hamilton, M.A
K.C.B.).

HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROM
THE CONCLUSION OF THE GREAT
W^AR IN 1815 TO 1858. 6 vols. Crown
8vo, 6s. each.

THE HISTORY OF TWENTY-
FIVE YEARS (1856-1881). Vols. I. and
II. 8vo. [In the Press.

HISTORYOF ENGLAND UNDER
HENRY IV. 4 vols. Crown 8vo. Vol. I.,

I399-I404, 10s. 6^/. Vol. II., 1405-1406, 15s.

{out of print). Vol. III., 1407-14II, 15s.

Vol. IV., 1411-1413, 21s.

THE COUNCIL OF CONSTANCE
TO THE DEATH OF JOHN HUS.
Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

Biography, Personal Memoirs, etc.

BACON. —THE LETTERS AND
LIFE OF FRANCIS BACON, INCLUD-
ING ALL HIS OCCASIONAL WORKS.
Edited by James Spedding. 7 vols. Svo,

B A G E H O T.—BIOGRAPHICAL
STUDIES. By Walter Bagehot. Crown
Svo, 3s. 6:/.

B A I N.—AUTOBIOG.<APHY. By
Alexander Bain. LL.D., Emeritus Pro-
fessor of Logic and English, University of

Aberdeen. With Supplementary Chapter.
8vo. [In the Press.

BLOUNT. — THE MEMOIRS OF
SIR EDWARD BLOUNT. K.C.B., ETC. '

Edited by Stuart J. Reid. With 3

Photogravure Plates. 8vo, 10s. Qd. net.

B OW E N.—EDWARD BOW EN :
\

A .MEMOIR. By the Rev. the Hon. W\ E.
BOWEN. With Appendices, 3 Photogravure
Portraits and 2 other Illustrations. 8\o,
12s. <6d. net.

CAR LYLE. —THOMAS CAR-
LYLE : A History of his Life. By James
.A.NTHONV FrOUDE.
1795-1835. 2 vols. Crown Svo, 7s.

1834-1881. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, 75.

COLVILLE.—DUCHESS SARAH:
being the Social History of the Times of
Sarah Jennings, Duchess of .Marlborough,
Compiled and arranged by one of her descen-
dants (.Mrs. Arthur Colville). With 10
Photogravure Plates and 2 other Illustra-

tions. Svo, 18s. net.

CROZIER. — MY INNER LIFE:
being a Chapter in Personal Evolution and
Autobiography. By John Beattie Crozier,
LL.D. Svo, 14s.

DANTE. —THE LIFE AND
WORKS OF DANTE ALLIGHIERI : being
an Introduction to the Study of the 'Divina
Commedia '. By the Rev. J. F. Hogan, D.D.
With Portrait. 8vo, 12s. &d.

DANTON.—LIFE OF DANTON,
Bv .A. H. Beeslv. With Portraits. Crown
8vo, 6s.

DE BODE.—THE BARONESS
DE BODE, 1775-1803. By William S.

Childe-Pe.mberton. With 4 Photogravure
Portraits and other Illustrations. Svo, gilt

top, 12s. 6(/. net.

ERASMUS.
LIFE AND LETTERS OF
ERAS .M U S. By Ja.mes Anthony
Froude. Crown Svo, 3s. &d.

THE EPISTLES OF ERASMUS.
From his Earliest Letters to his Fifty-first

Year, arranged in Order of Time. English
Translations, with a Commentary. By
Francis Morgan Nichols. 8vo, 18s. net.

FARAD AY.—FARADAY AS A
DISCOVERER. By John Tvndall. Crown
Svo, 3s. 6(/.

F^NELON : his Friends and his
Enemies, 1651-1715. By E. K. Sanders.
With Portrait. Svo, 10s. 6(/.

FOX.—THE EARLY HISTORY OF
CHARLES JA.MES FOX. By the Right
Hon. Sir G. O. Trevelvan, Bart. Crown
Svo, 3s. &d.

FROUDE. - MY RELATIONS
WITH CARLYLE. By Ja.mes Anthony
Froude. Together with a Letter from the
late Sir James Stephen, Bart., K.C.S.I.,
dated December, 1886. Svo, 2s. net.
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MAX MtJLLER (F.).

Biography, Personal Memoirs, etc.—continued.

GREY. — MEMOIR OF SIR
GEORGE GREY, BART., G.C.B., 1799-1882.

Bv .Mandem. Creighton. D.D., late Lord
Bishop of London. With 3 Portraits.

Crown 8vo, 65. net.

HAMILTON—LIFE OF SIR
WILLIAM HAMILTON. By R. P. Graves,
8vo. 3 vols. 15s. each. Addesdu.m. 8vo,

6:^. sewed.

HARROW SCHOOL REGISTER
(THE), 1801-1900. Edited by M.G.Dauglish,
8vo, lOs. net.

HAVELOCK.—MEMOIRS OF SIR
HENRY HAVELOCK, K.C.B. By John-
Clark Marshman Crown 8vo, 3s. hd.

HAWEIS.—MY MUSICAL LIFE.
By the Rev. H. R. Havveis. With Portrait
of Richard Wagner and 3 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

HIGGINS.—THE BERNARDS OF
ABINGTON AND NETHER WINCHEN-
DON : .A. Family History. By Mrs. Napier
HiGGiNS. 2 vols. Svo, 21s. net.

HILEY.—MEMORIES OF HALF
A CENTURY. By Richard W. Hilev,
D.D., Vicar of Wighill, near Tadcaster,
Yorks. 8vo, 15s.

HUNTER.—THE LIFE OF SIR
WILLIAM WILSON HUNTER. K.C.S.I.,

.M..\. LL.D. Bv Francis Henry Skrine.
F.S.S. With 6 Portraits (2 Photogravures)
and 4 other Illustrations. Svo, 16s. net.

JACKSON.—STONEWALL JACK-
SON and the American civil war.
By Lieut. -Col. G. F. R. Henderson. With
2 Portraits and 33 .Maps and Plans. 2 vols.

Crown Svo, 16s. net.

KIELMANSEGGE. — DIARY OF
A JOURNEY TO ENGLAND IN THE
YEARS 1761-1762. By Count Frederick
Kiel.mansegge. With 4 Illustrations. Cr.
8vo, 5";. net.

LUTHER.—LIFE OF LUTHER.
By Julius Kostlin. With 62 Illustrations
and 4 Facsimiles of MSB. Cr. Svo, 3s. %d.

MACAULAY.—THE LIFE AND
LETTERS OF LORD .MACAUL.\Y. By
the Right Hon. Sir G. O. Trevelvan, Bart

Popular Edition. 1 vol. Cr. Svo,
2s. 6.'^.

StudcnVs Edition. 1 vol. Cr. Svo, 65.

Cabinet Edition. 2 vols. Post Svo,
12s.

' Edinburgh ' Edition. 2 vols. Svo,
6s. each.

Library Edition. 2 vols. Svo, 365.

MARBOT.—THE MFMOIRS OF
THE BARON DE MARBOT. 2 vols. Cr.
Svo, 7s.

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF
THE RIGHT HON. FRIEDRICH .MAX
.MDLLER. Edited by his Wife. With
Photogravure Portraits and other Illus-

trations. 2 vols. Svo, 32s. net.

MY AUTOBIOGRAPHY: a Frag-
ment. With 6 Portraits. Svo, 12s. 6i.

AULD
Series.

LANG
Svo, 10s. 6

SYNE. Second

CHIPS FRO.M A GERMAN
WORKSHOP. Vol. II. Biographical
Essays. Crown Svo, 5s.

MORRIS. —THE LIFE OF
WILLIAM .MORRIS. By J. W. Mackail.
With 2 Portraits and 8 other Illustrations

by E. H. New, etc. 2 vols. Large Crown
Svo, 10s. net.

ON THE BANKS OF THE
SEINE. B.- A. .M. F., Author of 'Foreign
Courts and Foreign Homes '. Cr. Svo, 6s.

PAG E T.—M EMOIRS AND
j

LETTERS OF SIR JAMES P.\GET.
j

Edited by Stephen Paget, one of his sons.
With Portrait. Svo, 6s. net.

rAmAK/?/SHA^A : HIS LIFE
AND SAYINGS. By the Right Hon. F.

.Max .Mi'LLER. Crown Svo, 5s.

RICH.—MARY RICH, COUNTESS
OF WARWICK (1625-1678): Her Family
and Friends. By C. Fell Smith. With 7

I

Photogravure Portraits and 9 other Illus-

[

trations. Svo, gilt top, ISs. net.

ROCHESTER, AND OTHER
LITERARY RAKES OF THE COURT
OF CHARLES II., WITH SOME AC=
COUNT OF THEIR SURROUNDINGS.
By the .Author of ' The Life of Sir Kenelm
Digby,' 'The Life of a Prig," etc. With 15

Portraits. Svo, 16s.

ROMANES. —THE LIFE
AND LETTERS OF GEORGE JOHN
ROMANES, .M .4., LL.D., F.R.S. Written
and Edited by his Wife. With Portrait and
2 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 5s. net.

RUSSELL. — SWALLOWFIELD
AND ITS OWNERS. Bv Constance
Lady Russell, of Swallow field Park. With
15 Photogravure Portraits and 36 other
Illustrations. 4to, gilt edges, 42s. net.

SEEBOHM.-THE OXFORD RE-
FORMERS—JOHN COLET, ERASMUS
AND THOMAS .MORE: a History of their

Fellow-Work. By Frederic Seebohm,
8vo, \4,s,
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Biography, Personal Memoirs, etc.—continued.

OUTLINES WALPOLE.—SOME UNPUB-
LISHED LETTERS OF HORACE WAL-
POLE. Edited by Sir Spencer Walpole,
K.C.B. With 2 Portraits. Cr. 8vo, 4s. 6rf.

SHAKESPEARE.
OF THE LIFE OF SHAKESPEARE
By J.O. Halliwell-Phillipps. With Illus

trations and Facsimiles. 2 vols. Royal 8vo
21s.

BvTALES OF MY FATHER.
X. M. F. Crown Svo, 6s.

TALLENTYRE.—THE WOMEN
OF THE SALONS, and other French Por-
traits. By S. G. Tallextvke. With 11

Photogravure Portraits. Svo, lOi. 6:f. net.

THOMSON. — EIGHTY YEARS'
REMLXISCEXCES. By Colonel J. An-
STRUTHER Tho.mson. With 29 Portraits and
ot' er Illustrations. 2 vols. Svo, 21s. net.

VERNEY.—MEMOIRS OF THE
VERXEY FA.MILY DURING THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Compiled
from the Papers and Illustrated by the
Portraits at Claydon House, Bucks. By
Frances Parthenope Vernev and
Margaret M. V^ernev. Abridged and
Cheaper Edition. With 24 Portraits. 2 vols.

Crown 8\o.

VICTORIA, QUEEN, 1819-1901.
By Richard R. Hol.mes, .M.V.O., F.S.A.
With Photogravure Portrait. Crown Svo,

gilt top, 5s. net.

WELLINGTON.—LIFE OF THE
DUKE OF WELLINGTON. By the Rev.
G. R. Gleig, M.A. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

WILKINS (W. H.).

A QUEEN OF TEARS: Carolin
.Matilda, Queen of Denmark and Princess
of England, Sister of George III. With 47
Portraits and other Illustrations. 2 vols.

Svo, 36s.

THE LOVE OF AN UN-
CROWNED QUEExX : Sophie Dorothea
Consort of George I., and her Correspon-
dence with Philip Christopher, Count
K tnigsmarck. With 24 Portraits and
Illustrations. Svo, 12s. 6tf. net.

CAROLINE THE ILLUSTRIOUS,
Queen-Consort of George II. and sometime
Queen-Regent : a Study of Her Life and
Time. With 42 Portraits and other Illus-

trations. Svo, 12s. 6rf. net.

J

ARNOLD.—SEAS AND LANDS
By Sir Edwin Arnold. With 71 Illustra

tions. Crown 8\o, 3s. 6rf.

BAKER (Sir S. W.).

EIGHT YEARS IN CEYLON.
With (i Illustra' ions. Crown Svo, 3s. 6<^.

THE RIFLE AND THE HOUND
IN CEYLON. With 6 Illustrations. Cr.

Svo. 3s. U.

BALL (John).

THE ALPINE GUIDE. Recon-
structed and Revised on behalf of the

Alpine Club by W. A B. Coolidge.

Vol. I., The Western Alps:
the Alpine Region, South of the Rhone
Valley, from the Col de Tenda to the

Simplon Pass. With 9 New and Revised
Maps. Crown Svo, 12s. net.

HINTS AND NOTES, PRAC-
TICAL AND SCIENTIFIC, FOR TRA-
VELLERS IN THE ALPS : being a
Revision of the General Introduction to

the '.Alpine Guide". Crown Svo, 3s. net.

BENT.-THE RUINLD CITIES
OF MASHOXALAXD: being a Record of

Excavation and Exploration
Theodore Bent. With \\\

Crown Svo, 3s. 6i/.

Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, etc.

BRASSEY (The Late Lady).

A VOYAGE IN THE ' SUN-
BEA.M •

; OUR HOME ON THE
OCEAN FOR ELEVEN MONTHS.

Cabinet Edition. With Map and
66 Illustrations. Crown Svo, gilt edges,

7s. &d.

' Silver Library ' Edition. With 66
Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. 6^/.

Popular Edition. With 60 lilustra-

1891. By J.

Illustrations.

tions. 4to, &d. sewed ; Is. cloth.

School Edition. With 37 Illustra-

tions. Fcp., 2s. cloth, or 3s. white parch-

ment.

SUNSHINE AND STORM
THE E.AST.

Popular Edition. With 103 lUus
trations. 4to, &d. sewed : Is. cloth.

IN THE TRADES, THE TROPIC5
AND THE 'ROARING FORTIES'.

Cabinet Edition. With Map and
220 Illustrations. Cr. Svo, gilt edges, 7s. 6d.

COCKERELL.— TRAVELS IN
SOUTHERN EUROPE AND THE LE-
\'ANT. lSlO-1817. By C. R. Cockerell,
Architect. R.A. Edited by his Son, Sa.muel
Pepys Cockerell. With Portrait. Svo,

10s. Qd. net.
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Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, etc.—continued.

FOUNTAIN (Paul).

THE GREAT DESERTS AND
FORESTS OF NORTH AMERICA.
8vo, 9s. 6c/. net.

THE GREAT MOUNTAINS AND
FORESTS OF SOUTH A.MERICA. With
Portrait and 7 Illustrations. 8vo,10s. 6i/. net.

THE GREAT NORTH-WEST AND
THE GREAT LAKE REGION' OF
NORTH AMERICA. 8vo, \Qs. 6</. net.

FROUDE (James A.).

OCEANA : or England and her
Colonies. With 9 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 3s. 6d.

THE ENGLISH IN THE WEST
INDIES : or, the Bow of Ulysses. With
9 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 2s. boards

;

2s. 6(/. cloth.

GROVE.—SEVENTY-ONE DAYS'
CAMPING IN MOROCCO. By Lady
Grove. With Photogravure Portrait and
32 Illustrations from Photographs. 8vo,
7s. 6d. net.

HAGGARD.—A WINTER PIL-
GRIMAGE: Being an Account of Travels
through Palestine, Italy and the Island of

Cyprus, undertaken in the year 1900. By H.
RiDEK Haggard. With 31 Illustrations

from Photographs.

H A R DW I C K. — A N IVORY.
TRADER IN NORTH KENIA : the Re-
cord of an Expedition to the Country North
of Mount Kenia in East Equatorial Africa,

with an account of the Nomads of Galla-

Land. By A Arkell-Hardwick, F.R.G.S.
With 23 Illustrations from Photographs, and
a .Map. 8vo, 12s. 6</. net.

HOWITT.—VISITS TO REMARK-
ABLE PLACES. Old Halls, Battle-Fields,

Scenes, Illustrative of Striking Passages in

English History and Poetry. By William
HowiTT. With 80 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 3s. 6(/.

KNIGHT (E. F.).

SOUTH AFRICA AFTER THE
WAR. With 17 Illustrations. 8vo, 10s. Qd.

net.

WITH THE ROYAL TOUR:

a

Narrative of the Recent Tour of the Duke
and Duchess of Cornwall and York through
Greater Britain. With 16 Illustrations

and a Map. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

THE CRUISE OF THE
' ALERTE '

: the Narrative of a Search
for Treasure on the Desert Island of Trini-

dad. With 2 Maps and 23 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, 35. 6^/.

WHERE THREE EMPIRES
MEET : a Narrative of Recent Travel in

Kashmir, Western Tibet, Baltistari, Ladak,
Gilgit, and the adjoining Countries. With
a Map and 54 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, i

ds. 6d.
\

KNIGHT (E. F.)—continued.
THE 'FALCON' ON THE
BALTIC : a Voyage from London to
Copenhagen in a Three Tonner. With 10

Full-page Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, 3s. 6rf.

LEES AND CLUTTERBUCK.
-^B.C. 1887: A RA.MBLE IN BRITISH
COLU.MBIA. By J. A Lees and W. J.

Clutterbuck. With Map and 75 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6(/.

LYNCH.—ARMENIA: Travels and
Studies. By H. F. B. Lynch. With 197

Illustrations (some in tints) reproduced from
Photographs and Sketches by the Author,
16 Maps and Plans, a Bibliography, and a
Map of Armenia and adjacent countries. 2
vols. Medium 8vo, gilt top, 42s. net.

NANSEN.—THE FIRST CROSS-
ING OF GREENLAND. By Fridtjof
Nansen. With 143 Illustrations and a Map.
Crown Svo, 3s. 6rf.

RICE.—OCCASIONAL ESSAYS
ON NATIVE SOUTH INDIAN LIFE. By
Stanley P. Rice, Indian Civil Service.

Svo, 10s. 6(/.

SMITH. —CLIMBING IN THE
BRITISH ISLES. By W. P. Haskett,
Smith. With Illustrations and Numerous
Plans.

Part I. England. 16mo. 35. net.

Part II. Wales and Ireland.
16mo, 3s. net.

SPENDER.—TWO WINTERS IN
NORWAY : being an .Account of Two Holi-

days spent on Snow-shoes and in Sleigh
Driving, and including an E.xpedition to the

Lapps. By A. Eomund Spender. With
40 Illustrations from Photographs. Svo,

10s. 6(/. net.

STEPHEN. — THE PLAY-
GROUND OF EUROPE (The Alps). By
Sir Leslie Stephen. K.C.B. With 4

Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. 6c/.

STUTFIELD AND COLLIE.—
CLIMBS AND EXPLOK.VFIONS IN THE
CAN.A.DL\N ROCKIES. By Hugh E. M.
Stutfield and J. Norman Collie, F.R.S.
With 2 Maps, 24 Full-page Illustrations, and
56 Half-page Illustrations. Svo, 12s. &d. net.

SVERDRUP. — NEW LAND:
being a Record of the Voyage of the Fram
to the .Arctic Regions, 1898-1902. By Captain
Otto Sverdrup. With .Maps and Illustra-

tions. Svo.

THREE IN NORWAY. By Two
of Them. With a .Map and 59 Illustrations.

Crown Svo, 2s. boards, 2s. 6d. cloth.

TYNDALL (John).

THE GLACIERS OF THE ALPS.
With 61 Illustrations. Cr. Svo, 6s. 6./. net.

HOURS OF EXERCISE IN THE
ALPS. With 7 Illustrations. Crown Svo,

6s. Qd. net.
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THE BADMINTON LIBRARY.

Edited by His Grace the (Eighth) DUKE OF BEAUFORT, K.G.,

and A. E. T. WATSON.

ARCHERY. By C. J. Longman and
Col. H. W'ALROND. With Contributions by
Miss Legh, Viscount Dillon, etc. With
2 Maps, 23 Plates and 172 Illustrations in

the Text. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net; half-

bound, with gilt top, 95. net.

ATHLETICS. By Montague
Shearman. With Chapters on Athletics at

School by W. Beacher Thomas; Athletic
Sports in America by C. H. Sherrill; a
Contribution on Paper-chasing by W. Rye,
and an Introduction by Sir Richard Webster
(Lord Alverstone). With 12 Plates and
37 Illustrations in the Text. Cr. 8vo, cloth,

6s. net; half bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

BIG GAME SHOOTING. By
Clive Phillipps-Wollev.

Vol. I. Africa and America.
With Contributions by Sir Samuel W.
Baker, W. C. Oswell, F. C. Selous, etc.

With 20 Plates and 57 Illustrations in the
Text. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net : half-

bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

Vol. II. Europe, Asia, and the
ARCTIC REGIONS. With Contributions
by Lieut.-Colonel R. Heber Perc\, .Major
Algernon C. Heber Percy, etc. With
17 Plates and 56 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown 8vo, cloth 6s. net ; half bound, with
gilt top, 9s. net.

BILLIARDS. By Major W. Broad-
foot, R.E. With Contributions by A. H.
Boyd, Sydenham Dixon, W. J. Ford, etc.

With 11 Plates, 19 Illustrations in the Text,
and numerous Diagrams. Crown 8vo, cloth,

6s. net ; half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

COURSING AND FALCONRY.
By Harding Cox, Charles Richardson,
and the Hon. Gerald Lascelles. With
20 Plates and 55 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown 8vo, cl )th 6s. net ; half-bound, with
gilt top, 9s. net.

CRICKET. By A. G. Steel and the
Hon R. H. Lyttelton. With Contributions
by Andrew Lang, W. G. Grace, F. Gale,
etc. With 13 Plates and 52 Illustrations in

the Text. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net ; half-

bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

CYCLING. By the Earl of Albe-
marle and G. Lacy Hillier. With 19

Plates and 44 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net ; half-bound, with
gilt top, 9s. net.

DANCING. By Mrs. Lilly Grove-
With Contributions by Miss Middleton-
The Hon. .Mrs. Armytage, etc. With
Musical Examples, and 38 Full-page Plates
and 93 Illustrations in the Text. Crown
8vo, cloth, 6s. net ; half-bound, with gilt top,

9s. net.

DRIVING. By His Grace the
(Eighth) Duke of Beaufort, K.G. With
Contributions by A. E. T. Watson, the Earl
of Onslow, etc. With 12 Plates and 54
Illustrations in the Text. Cro\% n 8vo, cloth,

6s. net ; half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

FENCING, BOXING, AND
WRESTLING. By W.alter H. Pollo k,

F". C. Grove, C. Prevost, E. B. Mitchell,
and W^alter Armstrong. With 18 Plates
and 24 Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo,
cloth, 6s. net ; half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

By H. Cholmondeley-FISHING.
Pennell.

Vol. I. Salmon and Trout. With
Contributions by H. R. Francis, Major
John P. Traherne, etc. With 9 Plates
and numerous Illustrations of Tackle, etc.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net : half-bound, with
gilt top, 9s. net.

Vol. II. Pike and other Coarse
Fish. With Contributions by the Mar-
quis of Exeter, William Senior, G.
Christopher Davis, etc. With 7 Plates
and numerous Illustrations of Tackle, etc.

Cro\\n 8vo, cloth, 6s. net ; half-bound, with
gih top, 9s. net.

FOOTBALL. History, by Mon-
tague Shearman ; The Association Game,
by W. J. Oakley and G. O. Smith ; The
Rugby Union Ga.me, by Frank Mitchell.
With other Contributions by R. E. .Mac-

naghten, M. C. Kemp, J. E. Vincent,
Walter Ca.vip and .A.. Sutherland. With
19 Plates and 35 Illustrations in the Text.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net : half-bound, with

gilt top, 9s. net.

GOLF. By Horace G. Hutchinson.
With Contributions by the Rt. Hon. A. J.

Balfour, .M.P., Sir Walter Si.mpson,

Bart., Andrew Lang, etc. With 34 Plates

and 56 Illustrations in the Text. Crown
8vo, cloth, 6s. net ; half-bound, with gilt top,

9s. nat.
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THE BADMINTON \.mR\^\—continued.

Edited by His Grace the (Eighth) DUKE OF BEAUFORT, K.G.,

and A. E. T. WATSON.

HUNTING. By His Grace the
(Eighth) Duke of Beaufort, K.G., and
Mowbray Morris. With Contributions by
the Earl of Suffolk and Berkshire,
Rev. E. W. L. Davies, G. H. Longman,
etc. With 5 Plates and 54 Illustrations in

the Text. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net ; half-

bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

MOTORS AND MOTOR-DRIV-
ING. By Alfred C. Harmsworth, the

Marquis de Chasseloup - Laubai", the

Hon. John Scott-Monxagu, R. J. Me-
CREDv, the Hon. C. S. Rolls, Sir David
Salomons, Bart., etc. With 13 Plates and
136 Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 9s. net ; half-bound, 12s. net.

A Cloth Box for use when Motor-
ing, 2s. net.

MOUNTAINEERING. By C. T.
Dent. With Contributions by the Right
Hon. J. Brvce, M.P., Sir Martin Conway,
D. W. Freshfield, C. E. Matthews, etc.

With 13 Plates and 91 Illustrations in the
Text. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net ; half-bound,
with gilt top, 9s. net.

POETRY OF SPORT (THE).—
Selected by Hedley Peek. With a Chapter
on Classical Allusions to Sport by Andrew
Lang, and a Special Preface to the BAD-
MINTON LIBRARY by A. E. T. Watson.
With 32 Plates and 74 Illustrations in the
Text. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net; half-bound,
with gilt top, 9s. net.

RACING AND STEEPLE-CHAS-
ING. By the Earl of Suffolk and
Berkshire, W. G. Craven, the Hon. F.
Lawley, Arthur Coventry, and A. E. T.
Watson. With Frontispiece and 56 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

net ; half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

RIDING AND POLO. By Captain
Robert Weir, J. Moray Brown, T. F.
Dale, The Late Duke of Beaufort, The
Earl of Suffolk and Berkshire, etc.

With 18 Plates and 41 Illustrations in the
Text. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net ; half-bound,
with gilt top, 9s. net.

ROWING. By R. P. P. Rowe and
C. M. Pitman. With Chapters on Steering
by C. P. Serocold and F. C. Begg : Metro-
politan Rowing by S. Le Blanc Smith

;

and on PUNTING by P. W. Squire. With
75 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net

;

half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

SEA FISHING. By John Bicker-
dyke, Sir H. W. Gore-Booth, Alfred
C. Harmsworth, and W. Senior. With
22 Full-page Plates and 175 Illustrations in

the Text. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net ; half-

bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

SHOOTING.
Vol. I. Field and Covert. By
Lord Walsingham and Sir Ralph
Payne-Gallwey, Bart. With Contribu-
tions by the Hon Gerald Lascelles and
A. J. Stuart-Wortley. With 11 Plates
and 95 Illustrations in the Text. Crown
8vo, cloth, 6s. net ; half-bound, with gilt

top, 9s. net.

Vol. II. Moor and Marsh. By
Lord Walsingham and Sir Ralph
Payne-Gall,wey, Bart. With Contribu-
tions by Lord Lovat and Lord Charles
Lennox Kerr. With 8 Plates and 57
Illustrations in the text. Crown 8vo,
cloth, 6s. net ; half-bound, with gilt top,
9s. net.

SKATING, CURLING, TOBOG-
GANING. By J. M. Heathcote, C. G.
Tebbutt, T. Maxwell Witham, Rev.
John Kerr, Ormond Hake, Henry A.
Buck, etc. With 12 Plates and 272 Illustra-
tions in the Text. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net;
half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

SWIMMING. By Archibald Sin-
clair and William Henry, Hon. Sees, of
the Life-Saving Society. With 13 Plates and
112 Illustrations in the Text. Cr. 8vo, cloth,
6s. net ; half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

TENNIS, LAWN TENNIS,
RACKETS AND FIVES. By J. M. and C.
G. Heathcote, E. O. Plevdell-Bouverie,
and A. C. Ainger. With Contributions by
the Hon. A. Lyttelton, W. C. Marshall,
Miss L. DoD, etc. With 14 Plates and 65
Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo, cloth,
6s. net ; half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

YACHTING.
Vol. I. Cruising, Construction of
yachts, yacht racing rules, fitting-out,
etc. By Sir Edward Sullivan, Bart.,
The Earl of Pembroke, Lord Brassey,
K.C.B., C. E. Seth-Smith, C.B., G. L.
Watson, R. T. Pritchett, E. F. Knight,
etc. With 21 Plates and 93 Illustrations
in the Text. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6s. net

;

half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

Vol. II. Yacht Clubs, Yachting
IN AMERICA AND THE COLONIES, YACHT
RACING, etc. By R. T. Pritchett, The
Marquis of Dufferin and Ava, K.P.,
The Earl of Onslow, James McFerran,
etc. With 35 Plates and 160 Illustrations
in the Text. Crown 8vo, cloth, 9s. net

;

half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.
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FUR, FEATHER, AND FIN SERIES.

Edited by A. E. T. Watson.

Crown 8vo, price bs. each V^olume, cloth.

*^* The Volumes are also issued half-bound in Leather, 7^'ith gilt top.

Price Is. 6d. net each.

THE PARTRIDGE. Natural His-
tory, by the Rev. H. A. Macpherson ;

Shooting, by A. J. Stuart - VVortlev ;

Cookery, by George Saintsburv. With
11 Illustrations and various Diagrams.
Crown 8vo, 5s.

THE GROUSE. Natural History,
by the Rev. H. A. Macpherso.n : Shooting,
by A. J. StuartWortlev; Cookery, by
George Saintsburv. With 13 Illustrations
and various Diagrams. Crown 8vo, 5s.

SNIPE AND WOODCOCK. By
L. H. De Visme Shaw. With Chapters on
Snipe and Woodcock in Ireland by Richard!
J. UssHER. Cookery, by Alexander Innesi
Shand. With 8 Illustrations. Crowni
8vo, 5s.

RED DEER. Natural History, by
the Rev. H. A. Macpherson ; Deer Stalk-
ing, by Ca.meron of Lochiel : Stag Hunt-
ing, by Viscount Ebri.ngton ; Cookerj- by
Alexander Innes Shand. With 10 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo, 5s.

THE PHEASANT. Natural History,
by the Rev. H. A. Macpherson ; Shooting,
by A. J. Stuart-Wortley ; Cookery, by
Alexander Innes Shand. With 10 Illus-

trations and various Diagrams. Crown
8vo, 5s.

THE SALMON. By the Hon. A. E.
Gathorne-Hardv. With Chapters on the
Law of Salmon Fishing by Claud Douglas
Pennant; Cookery, by Alexander Innes
Shand. With 8 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 5s.

THE HARE. Natural History, by
the Rev. H. A. Macpherson ; Shooting, by
the Hon. Gerald Lascelles ; Coursing, by
Charles Richardson ; Hunting, by J. S.

Gibbons and G. H. Longman ; Cookery, by
Col. Kenney Herbert. With 9 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8\ o, 5s.

THE RABBIT. By James Edmund
Harting. Cookery, by Alexander Innes
Shand. With 10 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 5s.

THE TROUT. By the Marouess
of Granby. With Chapters on the Breed-
ing of Trout by Col. H. Custance ; and
Cookery, by Alexander Inxes Shand,
With 12 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 5s.

PIKE AND PERCH. By Willl4m
Senior ('Redspinner,' Editor of the 'Field').

With Chapters by John Bickerdvke and W.
H. Pope ; Cookery, by Alexander Innes
Shand. With 12 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 5s.

ALVERSTONE AND ALCOCK. I
BLACKBURNE. — MR. BLACK-j

SURREY CRICKET: its History and Asso-
ciations. Edited by the Right Hon. Lord
Alverstone, L.C.J., President, and C. W.
Alcock, Secretary, of the Surrey County
Cricket Club. With 48 Illustrations. 8vo",

5s. net.

BURNES G.A.V1ES AT CHESS. Selected,

Annotated and Arranged by Himself. Edited,
j

with a Biographical Sketch and a brief His-

tory of Blindfold Chess, by P. Anderson 1

Graham. With Portrait of Mr. Blackburne.
8vo, 7s. 6d. net.

BICKERDYKE.—DAYS OF MY
LU-E ON WATER, FRESH AND SALT: ELLIS.-CHESS SPARKS

;
or,l

and other Papers. By John Bickerdyke. Short and Bright Games of Chess. Collected]

With Photo-etching Frontispiece and 8 Full- and Arranged by J. H. Ellis, M.A. Svo,

page Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. 6^. 4s. 6d.
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FORD.—THE THEORY AND
PRACTICE OF ARCHERY. By Horace
Ford. New Edition, thoroughly Revised
and Re-written by VV. Butt, M.A. With
a Preface by C. J. Longman, M.A. 8vo, 14s.

F R A N C I S.—A BOOK ON
ANGLING : or, Treatise on the Art of Fish-
ing in every Branch ; including full Illustrated

List of Salmon Flies. By Francis Francis.
With Portrait and Coloured Plates. Crown
8vo, 15s.

FREMANTLE.—THE BOOK OF
THE RIFLE. By the Hon.T. F. Fremantle,
V.D., Major, 1st Bucks V.R.C. With 54
Pla-es and 107 Diagrams in the Text. 8vo.
12s. 6^. net.

GATHORNE-HARD Y.—
AUTUMNS IN ARGYLESHIRE WITH
ROD AND GUN. By. the Hon. A. E.
Gathorne-Hardy. With 8 Illustrations by
Archibald Thorburn. 8vo, 6s. net.

GRAHAM.—COUNTRY PAS-
TI.MES FOR BOYS. By P. Anderson
Graham. With 252 Illustrations from Draw-
ings and Photographs. Crown 8vo, gilt

edges, 3s. net.

HUTCHINSON.—THE BOOK OF
GOLF AND GOLFERS. By Horace G.
Hutchinson. With 71 Portraits from
Photographs. Large crown Svo, gilt top,

7s. af. net.

LANG.—ANGLING SKETCHES.—
By Andrew Lang. With 20 Illustrations.

Crown Svo, 3s. 6rf.

L I L L I E.—CROQUET UP TO
DATE. Containing the Ideas and Teachings
of the Leading Players and Champions. By
Arthur Lii.lie. With 19 Illustrations (15

Portraits), and numerous Diagrams. Svo,
10s. 6(1 net.

LONGMAN.—CHESS OPEN-
INGS. By Frederick W. LoNGiMAN. Fcp.
Svo, 2s. 6rf.

MACKENZIE.—NOTES FOR
HUNTING MEN. By Captain Cortlandt
Gordon .Mackenzie. Crown Svo, 2s. 6rf.

net.

MADDEN.—THE DIARY OF
MASTER WILLIAM SILENCE : a Study
of Shakespeare and of Elizabethan Sport. By
the Right Hon. D. H. Madden, Vice-Chan-
cellor of the University of Dublin. Svo, gilt

top, 16s.

MASKELYNE. — SHARPS AND
FL.\TS : a Complete Revelation of the
Secrets of Cheating at Games of Chance
and Skill. By John Nevil Maskelvne. of
the Egyptian Hall. With 62 Illustrations.
Crown Svo, 6s.

MILLAIS (John Guille).

THE WILD-FOWLER IN SCOT-
LAND. With a Frontispiece in Photo-
gravure by Sir J. E. .MiLLAip, Bart., P.R.A.,
S Photogravure Plates, 2 Coloured Plates
and 50 Illustrations from the Author's
Drawings and from Photographs. Royal
4to, gilt top, 30s. net.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF
THE BRITISH SURFACE-FEEDING
DUCKS. With 6 Photogravures and 66
Plates (41 in Colours) from Drawings by
the Author, Archibald Thorburn, and
from Photographs. Royal 4to, cloth, gilf
top, £6 6s. net.

MODERN BRIDGE. By ' Slam '.

With a Reprint of the Laws of Br'dge, as
r "adopted by the Portland and Turf Clubs.

ISmo, gilt edges, 3s. M. net.

PARK.—THE GAME OF GOLF.
By William Park, Jun., Champion Golfer,
1887-89. With 17 Plates and 26 Illustrations

in the Text. Crown Svo, 7s. 6rf.

PAYNE-GALLWEY
Bart.).

(Sir Ralph,

THE CROSSBOW: iMediteval and
Modern; Military and Sporting; its Con-
struction, History and .\lanagement, with
a Treatise on the Balista and Catapult of
the Ancients. With 220 Illustrations.
Royal 4to, £3 3s. net.

LETTERS TO YOUNG
SHOOTERS (First Series). On the Choice
and use of a Gun. With 41 Illustrations.
Crown Svo, 7s. 6i^.

LETTERS TO YOUNG
SHOOTERS (Second Series). On the
Production, Preservation and K'lling of
Game. With Directions in Shooting
Wood-Pigeons and Breaking-in Retrievers.
With Portrait and 103 Illustrations. Crown
Svo, 12s. <od.

L^ETTERS TO YOUNG
SHOOTERS (Third Series). Compris-
ing a Short Natural History of the Wild-
fowl that are Rare or Common to the
British Islands, with complete directions

in Shooting Wild'"owl on the Coast and
Inland. With 200 Illustrations. Crown
Svo, 18.S
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POLE.—THE THEORY OF THE
MODERN SCIENTIFIC GAME OF
WHIST. By William Pole, F.R.S. Fcp-
8vo, gilt edges, 25. net.

PROCTOR.—HOW TO PLAY
WHIST: WITH THE LAWS AND
ETIQUETTE OF WHIST. By Richard
A. Proctor. Crown 8vo, gilt edges, 3s. net

RONALDS. — THE FLY-
FISHER'S ENTOMOLOGY. By Alfred
Ronalds. With 20 coloured Plates. 8vo.

14s.

SOMERVILL E.— SLIPPER'S
A B C OF FOX-HUNTING. By E. CE.

SoMERViLLE, .M.F.H.. Joint Author of ' Some
Experiences of an Irish R.M.," etc. With
Illustrations in Colour by the Author. 4to,

boards, 10s. 6(/. net.

THOMAS-STANFOR D.—

A

RIVER OF NORWAY: being the Notes
and Reflections of an Angler. By Charles
Thomas-Stanford. With 10 Photogravure
Plates, 1 .Map and 1 Plan. 8\o. 9s. net.

THOMPSON, CANNAN AND
DONERAILE.—CO.MBIXED HAND-IN-
HAND FIGURE SKATING. By Nor-
CLiFFE G. Thompson, F. Laura Cannan and
Viscount Doneraile, Members of the
Skating Club. 16mo.

WARNER.—CRICKET ACROSS
THE SEAS : being an Account of the Tour
of Lord Hawke's Team in New Zealand and
Australia. By P. F. Warner. With 32
Illustrations from Photographs. Crown 8vo.

5s. net.

Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy.

LOGIC, RHETORIC, PSYCHOLOGY, ETHICS, ETC.

ABBOTT.—THE ELEMENTS OF
LOGIC. By T. K. Abbott, B.D. 12mo, 3s.

ARISTOTLE.

THE ETHICS: Greek Text, Illus-

trated with Essay and Notes. By Sir
Alexander Grant, Bart. 2 vols. 8vo,

32s.

AN INTRODUCTION TO ARIS-

1

TOTLE'S ETHICS. Books I.-IV. (Book
X. c. vi.-ix. in an Appendix). With
a continuous Analysi.s and Notes. By
the Rev. E. Moore, D.D. Crown 8vo,

i

10s. 6d. !

BACON (Francis).

COMPLETE WORKS. Edited bv
R. L. Ellis, Ja.mes Spedding and D. D.
Heath. 7 vols. 8vo, £3 13s. 6d.

LETTERS AND LIFE, including
all his occasional Works. Edited by
James Spedding. 7 vols. 8vo, £4 4s.

BACON (Francis)—continued.

THE ESSAYS: with Notes. By
F. Storr and C. H. Gibson. Cr. S\o.
3s. 6rf.

THE ESSAYS : with Introduction,
Notes, and Index. By E. A. Abbott,
D.D. 2 vols. Fcp. 8vo, 6s. The Text
and Index only, without Introduction
and Notes, in One Volume. Fcp. 8vo,

2s. Qd.

BAIN (Alexander).

MENTAL AND MORAL
SCIENCE : a Compendium of Psychology
and Ethics. Crown 8vo, 10s. &d.

Or separately.

Part I. Psychology and His-
tory of Philosophy. Crown 8vo, 6s. 6^/.

Part II. Theory of Ethics and
Ethical Systems. Crown 8vo, 4s. Qd.

I

THE ESSAYS: with Annotations.
By Richard Whately D.D. 8vo,

10s. 6rf.

LOGIC. Part I. Deduction. Cr.
8vo, 4s. Part II. Induction. Cr. 8vo,

6s. &d,
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Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy—continued.

HODGSON (Shadworth H.).BAIN (Alexander)—continued.

THE SENSES AND THE IN-
TELLECT. 8vo, 15s.

THE EMOTIONS AND THE
WILL. 8vo, 15i.

PRACTICAL ESSAYS. Cr. Svo, 2s.

DISSERTATIONS ON LEADING
PHILOSOPHICAL TOPICS. Svo,

7s. &d. net.

BALDWIN.—A COLLEGE MAN-
UAL of rhetoric By Charles Sears
Baldwin-. A..\I., Ph.D. Crown Svo, 4s. &d.

BROOKS.—THE ELEMENTS OF
.MIXD : being an Examination into the
Nature of the First Division of the Ele-
mentary Substances of Life. By H. Ja.mv.n

Brooks. 8vo. 10s. 6^. net.

B ROUGH.—THE STUDY OF
MENTAL SCIENCE: Five Lectures on
the Uses and Characteristics of Logic and
Psychology. By J. Brough, LL.D. Crown
Svo, 'Is. net.

CROZIER (John Beattie).

CIVILISATION AND PRO-
GRESS : being the Outlines of a New
System of Political, Religious and Social

Philosophy. Svo, 14s.

HISTORY OF INTELLECTUAL
DEVELOP.MENT : on the Lines of

.Modern Evolution.

Vol. I. Svo, 145.

Vol. II. [In pi'c'paration.)

\'ol. III. Svo, 105. 6(/.

FITE. — AN INTRODUCTORY
STUDY OF ETHICS. By Warner Fite.
Crown Svo, &s. 6cf.

GREEN (Tho.mas Hill).—THE
WORKS OF. Edited by R. L. Nettlf.ship.

Vols. I. and II. Philosophical
Works. Svo, 16s. each.

Vol. III. Miscellanies. With Index
to the three Volumes, and .Memoir. Svo.

21s.

LECTURES ON THE PRIN-
CIPLES OF POLITICAL OBLIGA-
TION. With Preface by Bernard
BOSANQUET. 8vO, 5s.

GURNHILL.—THE MORALS OF
SUICIDE. By the Rev. J. Gurnhill, B.A.
Vol. I., Crown Svo, 5s. net. Vol. II., Crown
Svo, 5s. net.

TIME AND SPACE: a Metaphy-
sical Essay. Svo, 16s.

THE THEORY OF PRACTICE
an Ethical Inquiry. 2 vols. Svo, 24s.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF
FLECTION. 2 vols. Svo. 21s.

RE-

THE METAPHYSIC OF EX-
PERIENCE. Book I. General .Analysis
of Experience; Boole II. Positive Science ;

Book III. Analysis of Conscious Action;
Book IV. The Real Universe. 4 vols. Svo,
36s. net.

HUME.—THE PHILOSOPHICAL
WORKS OF DAVID HU.ME. Edited by
T. H. Green and T. H. Grose. 4 vols. Svo,

28s. Or separately, Essays. 2 vols. 14s.

Treatise of Human Nature. 2 vols. 14s.

JAMES (William, M.D., LL.D.).

THE WILL TO BELIEVE, and
Other Essays in Popular Philosophy.
Crown Svo, 7s. &d.

THE VARIETIES OF RELI-
GIOUS EXPERIENCE: a Study in

Human Nature. Being the Gifford Lectures
on Natural Religion delivered at Edinburgh
in I901-I902. Svo, 12s. net.

TALKS TO TEACHERS ON PSY-
CHOLOGY, AND TO STUDENTS ON
SO.ME OF LIFE'S IDEALS. Crown
Svo, 4s. Qd.

JUSTINIAN.—THE INSTITUTES
OF JUSTINIAN: Latin Te.xt, chiefly that

of Huschke, with English Introduction,

Translation, Notes and Summary. By
Tho.mas C. Sandars, M.A. S.'o, 18s.

KANT (IMMANUEL).

CRITIQUE OF PRACTICAL
REASON, AND OTHER WORKS ON
THE THEORY OF ETHICS. Trans-
lated by T. K. Abbott, B.D. With
Memoir. Svo, 12s. Qd.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
OF THE METAPHYSIC OF ETHICS.
Translated by T. K. Abbott, B.D. Crown
Svo, 3s.

INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC,
AND HIS ESSAY ON THE .MIS-
TAKEN SUBTILTY OF THE FOUR
FIGURES. Translated by T. K. Abbott.
Svo, 6s.
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MILL (John Stuart).KELLY.—GOVERNMENT OR
HUMAN EVOLUTION. By Edhond
Kelly, M.A., F.G.S. Vol. I. Justice. Cr.
8vo, 75. 6rf. net. Vol. II. Collectivism and
Individualism. Crown 8vo, 10s. 6rf. net.

KILL I CK.—HANDBOOK TO
MILL'S SYSTE.M OF LOGIC. By Rev.
A. H. KiLLiCK, M.A. Crown 8vo, 35. 6rf.

LADD (George Trumbull).

PHILOSOPHY OF CONDUCT: a
Treatise of the Facts, Principles and Ideals
of Ethics. 8vo, 21s.

ELEMENTS OF PHYSIO-
LOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY. 8vo, 21s.

OUTLINES OF DESCRIPTIVE
PSYCHOLOGY : a Text-Book of Mental
Science for Colleges and Normal Schools.
8vo, 12s.

OUTLINES OF PHYSIO-
LOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY. 8vo, 12s.

PRIMER OF PSYCHOLOGY. Cr.
8vo, 5s <od.

LECKY (WILHA.M Edward Hart-
POLE).

THE MAP OF LIFE: Conduct
and Character. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

HISTORY OF EUROPEAN
MORALS FROM AUGUSTUS TO
CHARLEMAGNE. 2 vols. Crown 8vo,
10s. net.

A SURVEY OF ENGLISH
ETHICS : being the Hrst chapter of W. E.
H. Lecky's ' History of European .Morals '.

Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
W. A. Hirst. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6</.

HISTORY OF THE RISE AND
INFLUENCE OF THE SPIRIT OF
RATIONALISM IN EUROPE. 2 vols.
Crown 8vo, 10s. net.

DEMOCRACY AND LIBERTY.
Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo, 365.

Cabinet Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo,
lOs. net.

LUTOSLAWSKI.—THE ORIGIN
AND GROWTH OF PLATO'S LOGIC.
With an Account of Plato's Style and of the
Chronology of his Writings.
LUTOSI.AWSKL 8vo, 21s.

MAX MIJLLER (F.).

OF

By WiNCENTV

THE SCIENCE OF THOUGHT.
8vo, 21s.

THE SIX SYSTE.MS OF INDIAN
PHILOSOPHY. Crown 8vo, 7s. M. net.

THREE LECTURES ON THE
VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY. Cr. 8vo, 5s.

A SYSTEM OF LOGIC. Cr. 8vo,
3s. 6d.

ON LIBERTY. Cr. Svo, Is. 4d.

CONSIDERATIONS ON REPRE-
SENTATIVE GOVERNMENT. Crown
8vo, 2s.

UTILITARIANISM. Svo, 25. 6d.

EXAMINATION OF SIR WIL-
LIAM HAMILTON'S PHILOSOPHY.
8vo, 163.

NATURE, THE UTILITY OF
RELIGION AND THEISM. Three
Essays. 8vo, 5s.

MONCK.—AN INTRODUCTION
TO LOGIC. By William Henry S. Monck,
M.A. Crown 8vo, 5s.

MYERS.—HUMAN PERSON-
ALITY AND ITS SURVIVAL OF BODILY
DE.ATH. By Frederic W. H. Myers. 2
vols. 8vo, 42s. net.

PIERCE.—STUDIES IN AUDI-
TORY AND VISUAL SPACE PERCEP-
TION : Essays on Experimental Psychology.
By A. H. Pierce. Crown Svo, 6s. 6ii. net.

RICHMOND.—THE MIND OF A
CHILD. By Enms Richmond. Cr. Svo,
3s. 6d. net.

ROMANES.—MIND AND MO-
TION AND .MONIS.M. By George John
Romanes. Crown Svo, 4s. 6d.

SULLY (Ja.mes).

AN ESSAY ON LAUGHTER : its

Forms, its Cause, its Development and its

Value. Svo, 12s. Gd. net.

THE HUMAN MIND; a Te.xt-
book of Psychology. 2 vols. Svo, 21s.

OUTLINES OF PSYCHOLOGY.
Crown Svo, 9s.

THE TEACHER'S HANDBOOK
OF PSYCHOLOGY. Crown Svo, 6s. 6d.

STUDIES OF CHILDHOOD. Svo,
12s. 6(/. net.

CHILDREN'S WAYS: being
Selections from the Author's ' Studies of

Childhood'. With 25 Illustrations. Crown
Svo, 4s. 6(1

SUTHERLAND.—THE ORIGIN
AND GROWTH OF THE MORAL IN-
STINCT. By Ai.i:.\an'der Sutherland.
.M.A. 2 vols. Svo, 2Ss.

SW I N B U R N E.—P I C T U R E
LOGIC: an Attempt to Popularise the

Science of Reasoning. By .Alfred James
Swinburne, M..4. W'ith 23 Woodcuts.
Crown Svo, 2s. Qd,
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THOMAS.—INTUITIVE SUG-
C.ESTIOX. By J. W. Thomas, Author of
' Spiritual Law in the Natural World,' etc.

Crown 8vo, 3s. 6:/. net.

WEBB.—THH VEIL OF ISIS: a
Series of Essays on Idealism. By Thoaias
E. Webb, LL.D., Q.C. Svo, 10s. 6c/.

WEBER.—HISTORY OF PHIL-
OSOPHY. By Alfred Weber, Professor
in the University of Strasburg. Translated
by Frank Thili.v. Ph.D. Svo, 16s.

WHATELY (Archbishop).

BACON'S ESSAYS. With Anno-
tations. 8vo. 10s. %d.

ZELLER (Dr. Edward).

THE STOICS, EPICUREANS,
AND SCEPTICS. Translated by the Rev.
O. J. Reichel, M.A. Crown Svo, 15s.

OUTLINES OF THE HISTORY
OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY. Translated
by Sarah F. Allevne and Evelyn Ab-
bott, iVl.A., LL.D. Crown Svo, 10s. M.

PLATO AND THE OLDER
ACADEMY. Translated by Sarah F.

ELEMENTS OF LOGIC
Svo, 4s. 6.'/.

Crown

ELEMENTS OF RHETORIC.
8vo, 4s. 6<f.

Cr.

Alleyne and
Crown Svo, 18s.

Alfred Goodwin, B.A.

SOCRATES AND THE SO-
CRATIC SCHOOLS. Translated by the
Rev. O.
10s. 6cf.

J. Reichel, M.A. Crown Svo

ARISTOTLE AND THE
EARLIER PERIPATETICS. Translated
by B. F. C. CosTELLOE. M.A., and J. H.
Muirhead, M.A. 2 vols. Crown Svo, 24s.

STONYHURST PHILOSOPHICAL SERIES.

A MANUAL OF POLITICAL MORAL PHILOSOPHY (ETHICS
ECONOMY. By C. S. Devas, M.A. Crown AND NATURAL LAW). By Joseph
Svo, 7s. %d. RiCKABV, S.J. Crown Svo. 5s.

FIRST PRINCIPLES OF KNOW-
LEDGE. ByJoHN RicKABY, S.J. Crown NATURAL THEOLOGY. By Ber-
8vo, 5s. jjAPjD Boedder, S.J. Crown Svo, 6s. <od.

GENERAL iVlETAPHYSICS. By
John RICKABY, S.J. Crown Svo, 5s. PSYCHOLOGY. By MiCHAEL

LOGIC. By Richard F. Clarke, Maher, S.J., D.Litt., M.A. (Lond.). Crown
S.J. Crown Svo, 5s. , Svo, 6s. 6cf.

History and Science of Language, etc.

DAVIDSON.—LEADING AND
IMPORTANT ENGLISH WORDS: Ex-
plained and Exemplified. By William L.
Davidson, .M.A. Fcp. Svo. 3s. 6(/.

GRAHAM. — ENGLISH SYNO-
NYMS, Classified and Explained: with
Practical Exercises. By G. F. Graha.m.
Fcp. Svo, 6s.

MAX MULLER (F.).

THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE.
2 vols. Crown Svo. 10s.

BIOGRAPHIES OF WORDS,
AND THE HOME OF THE ARYAS.
Crown Svo, 5s.

MAX M\3\AJB,^{¥.)—continued.

CHIPS FROM A GERMAN
WORKSHOP. Vol. III. ESSAYS ON
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.
Crown Svo, 5s.

LAST ESSAYS. First Series.

Essays on Language, Folk-lore and other

Subjects. Crown Svo. 5s.

ROGET.—THESAURUS OF ENG-
LISH WORDS AND PHRASES. Clas-

sified and Arranged so as to Facilitate the

Expression of Ideas and assist in Literary

Composition. By Peter Mark Roget,
M.D., F.R.S. With full Index. Crown Svo,

9s. net.
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Political Economy, Economics, etc.

ASHLEY (W. J.).

ENGLISH ECONOMIC HIS-
TORY AND THEORY. Crown Svo, Part
I., 5s, Part II.. 10s. 6:/.

SURVEYS, HISTORIC AND
ECOXOMIC. Crown Svo, 9s. net.

THE ADJUSTMENT OF
W.AGES : a Study on the Coal and Iron
Industries of Great Britain and the United
States. With 4 Maps. Svo. 12s. 6.f. net.

BRITISH INDUSTRIES : a Series
of Genera! Reviews for Business Men and
Students. By various Authors. Edited
by \V. J. Ashley. Crown Svo, 5s. M. net.

BAGEHOT. — ECONOMIC
STUDIES. By Walter Bagehot. Crown
Svo, 3s. %d.

BARNETT
SOCIALISM
By Sa.muel a. and Henrietta Barnett
Crown Svo, 6s

-PRACTICABLE
Essajs on Social Reform.

DEVAS.—A MANUAL OF POLI-
TICAL ECONOMY. By C. S. Devas, M.A.
Crown Svo, 7s. &d. (Stonyhuist Philosophical
Series.)

DEWEY.—FINANCIAL HISTORY
OF THE UNITED STATES. By Davis
Rich Dewev. Crown Svo, 7s. 6;^ net.

LESLIE.—ESSAYS ON POLI-
TI.AL ECONOMY. By T. E. Cliffe
Leslie, Hon. LL.D., Dubl. Svo, 10s. &d.

MACLEOD (Henry Dunning).

BIMETALLISM. Svo, os. net.

THE ELEMENTS OF BANKING.
Crown Svo, 3s. 6rf.

THE THEORY AND
OF BANKING. Vol. I.

II. 14s.

PRACTICE
Svo, 12s. Vol.

MACLEOD (Henry Dunning)—
cojitiiutcd.

THE THEORY OF CREDIT.
Svj. In 1 Vol. 30s. net: or separately.
Vol. I., 10s. net. Vol. II.. Part I., 10s. net.

Vol. II., Part II. 10s. net.

INDIAN CURRENCY. Svo. 25. «</.

net.

MILL.—POLITICAL ECONOMY.
By John Stuart Mill. Po'uhir Edition.
Crown Svo, 3s. 6(/. Library Edition. 2 vols.

Svo, 30s.

MULHALL.—INDUSTRIES AND
WEALTH OF NATIONS. By Michael G.
Mllhall, F.S.S. With 32 Diaj>rains.
Crown Svo, 8s. 6d.

SYMES.—POLITICAL ECON-
O.MY : a Short Text-book of Political Econ-
omy. By J. E. Sv.mes, M.A. Cr. Svo, 2s. 6^.

TOYN BEE.—LECTURES ON
THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION OF
OF THE 18TH CENTURY IN ENGLAND.
By Arnold Tov.nbee. Svo. 10s. 6d.

WEBB.—LONDON EDUCATION.
By SiDNKV Webb. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d. net.

WEBB (Sidney and Beatrice).

THE HISTORY OF TRADE
UNIONISM. With .Mnp and Biblio-
graphy. S\o, 7s. 6(f. net.

INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY : a
Study in Trade Unionism. 2 vols. 8\o.
12s. net.

PROBLEMS OF MODERN IN-
DUSTRY. Svo, 5s. net.

THE HISTORY OF LIQUOR
LICENSING IN ENGLAND PRINCI-
PALLY FRO.M 1700 TO 1S'30. Crown
Svo, 2s. 6d. net.

Evolution, Anthropology, etc.

ANNANDALE AND ROBIN-
SON.— fasciculi .MALAYENSES: An-
thropological and Zoological Results of an
Expedition to Perak and the Siamese Malay
States, 1901-2. Undertaken by Nelson
An.nandale and Herbert C. Robinson.
With Plates and Illustrations in the Text.
ANTHROPOLOGY. Part I., 4to, 15s. net.

ZOOLOGY, Part 1.. 4to, 30s. net; Part II.

4to. 20s. net.

AVEBURY.—THE ORIGIN OF
CIVILISATION, and the Primitive Con-
dition of Man. By the Right Hon. Lord
AvEBURV. With 6 Plates and 20 Illustra-
tions. Svo, ISs.

CLODD (Edward).
THE STORY OF CREATION:
a Plain Account of Evolution. With 77
Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. 6tf.

A PRIMER OF EVOLUTION :

being a Popular Abridged Edition of 'The
Story of Creation". With Illustrations.
Fcp. Svo, Is. Qd.

DOUBTS ABOUT DARWIN-
ISM. By a Se.mi-Darwinian. Cr. Svo, 3s. 6(/.

KELLER.—QUERIES IN ETHNO-
GRAPHY. By Albert Galloway Keller,
Ph.D. Fcp. Svo, 2s. net.
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ROMANES (George ^ioHK)-cunt.

DARWIN, AND AFTER DAR-
LANG AND ATKINSON.—
SOCIAL ORIGINS. By Andrew Lang,
.M.A., LL.D. : and PRIMAL LAW. By J.

J. Atkinson. 8vo, 10s. Qd. net.

PACKARD.—LAMARCK, THE
FOUNDER OF EVOLUTION : his Life

and Work, with Translations of his Writings
on Organic Evolution. By Alphels S.

Packard, M.D., LL.D. With 10 Portrait
and other Illustrations. Large Crown 8vo,

9s. net.

ROMANES (George John).
ESSAYS. Edited by C. Lloyd
.MORGAN. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

AN EXAMINATION OF WEIS-
MANNISM. Crown 8vo, 6s.

WIN: an Exposition of the Darwinian
Theory, and a Discussion on Post-Dar-
winian Questions.

Part I. The Darwinian Theory.
With Portrait of Darwin and 125 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo, 10s. %d.

Part II. Post-Darwinian Ques-
tions: Heredity and Utility. With Por-
trait of the Author and 5 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, 10s. 6rf.

Part III. Post-Darwinian Ques-
tions : Isolation and Physiological
Selection. Crown 8vo, 5s.

The Science of Religion, etc.

BALFOUR.—THE FOUNDA-
TIONS OF BELIEF: being Notes Intro-

ductory to the Study of Theology. By the
Right Hon. Arthur Ja.mes Balfour.
Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

BARING-GOULD.—THE ORIGIN
AND DEVELOPMENT OF RELIGIOUS
BELIEF. By the Rev. S. Baring-Gould.
2 vols. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6(f. each.

CAMPBELL.- RELIGION IN
GREEK LITERATURE. By the Rev.
LEWIS CAMPBELL, M.A., LL.D. 8vo,

15s.

JAMES.—THE VARIETIES OF
RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE: a Study in

Human Nature. Being the Gifford Lectures

on Natural Religion delivered at Edinburgh
in 1901-1902. By W'illiam James, LL.D.,
etc. 8vo, I2s. net.

LANG (Andrew).

MAGIC AND RELIGION. 8vo,

lOs. &d.

CUSTOM AND MYTH: Studies
of Early Usage and Belief. With 15 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo, 3s. %d.

MYTH, RITUAL, AND RE-
LIGION. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, 7s.

MODERN MYTHOLOGY : a Reply
to Professor Max Miiller. 8vo, 9s.

THE MAKING OF RELIGION.
Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

MAX MULLER (The
Hon. F.).

Right

THE SILESIAN HORSEHERD
(•DAS PFERDEBLJRLA): Questions o:

the Hour answered by F. Max Mcller.
With a Preface by J. Estlin Carpenter.
Crown 8vo, 5s.

CHIPS FROM A GERMAN
WORKSHOP. Vol. IV.. Essays on
Mythology and Folklore. Crown 8vo,

5s.

THE SIX SYSTEMS OF INDIAN
PHILOSOPHY. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6rf. net.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
SCIENCE OF MYTHOLOGY. 2 vols.

8vo, 32s.

THE ORIGIN AND GROWTH
OF RELIGION, as illustrated by the

Religions of India. The Hibbert Lectures,
deli\ered at the Chapter House, West-
minster Abbey, in 1878. Crown 8vo, 5s.

INTRODUCTION TO THE
SCIENCE OF RELIGION : Four Lec-
tures delivered at the Royal Institution.

Crown 8vo, 5s.

NATURAL RELIGION. The
Gifford Lectures, delivered before the

University of Glasgow in 1888. Crown
8vo, 5s.
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MAX MULLER (The Right Hon.
F.)

—

continued.

PHYSICAL RELIGION. The
j

Gifford Lectures, delivered before the
!

University of Glasgow in 1890. Crown
8vo, 55.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL RE-
LIGION. The GifFord Lectures, delivered

before the University of Glasgow in 1891.

Crown 8vo, 5s.

THEOSOPHY, OR PSYCHO-
LOGICAL RELIGION. The Giftbrd

Lectures, delivered before the University
of Glasgow in 1892. Crown 8vo, 5s.

THREE LECTURES ON THE
VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY, delivered

at the Royal Institution in March, 1894.

Crown 8vo, 5s.

LAST ESSAYS. Second Series-
Essays on the Science of Religion. Crown
8vo, 5s.

OAKESMITH.—THE RELIGION
OF PLUTARCH: a Pagan Creed of Apos-
tolic Times. An Essay. By John Oake-
SMITH, D.Litt., .M.A. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

WOOD-MARTIN (W. G.).

TRACES OF THE ELDER
FAITHS OF IRELAND : a Folk-lore
Sketch. A Hand-book of Irish Pre-
Christian Traditions. With 192 Illus-

trations. 2 vols. 8vo, 30s. net.

PAGAN IRELAND : an Archaeo-
logical Sketch. A Handbook of Irish Pre-
Christian Antiquities. With 512 Illustra-

tions. 8vo, 15s.

Classical Literature, Translations, etc.

ABBOTT.—HELLENICA. A Col-
lection of Essays on Greek Poetry, Philo-

sophy, History, and Religion. Edited by
Evelyn Abbott, M.A., LL.D. Crown Svo,

7s. 6rf.

CICERO.—CICERO'S CORRE-
SPONDENCE. By R. Y. TvRREi.i.. Vols.

I., II., III., Svo, each 12s. Vol. IV., 15s.

Vol. v., 14s. V^ol. VI., 12s. Vol. VII. Index,

7s. 6^/.

iESCHYLUS.—EUMENIDES OF
^SCHYLUS. With Metrical English .

Translation. By J. F. Davies. 8vo, 7s.

ARISTOPHANES. — THE
ACHARNIANS OF ARISTOPHANES,
translated into English Verse. By R. Y.

Tyrrell. Crown Svo, Is.

BECKER (W. A.). Translated by
the Rev. F. Metcalfe, B.D.

GALLUS : or, Roman Scenes in

the Time of Augustus. With Notes and
Excursuses. With 26 Illustrations. Cr.

Svo, 3s. 6(/.

CHARICLES: or, Illustrations of
the Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.
With Notes and Excursuses. With 26
Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

CAMPBELL—RELIGION IN
GREEK LITERATURE. By the Rev.
Lewis Campbell, M.A., LL.D., Emeritus
Professor of Greek, University of St.

'

Andrews. Svo, 15s. '

HARVARD STUDIES IN
CLASSICAL PHILOLOGY. Edited by a

Committee of the Classical Instructors of

Harvard University. Vols. XL, 1900: XII.,

1901 ; XIII., 1902: XIV., 1903. Svo, 6s. 6.1

net each.

HIME.—LUCIAN, THE SYRIAN
Satirist. By Lieut.-Col. Henry W. L. Hime,
(late) Royal Artillery. Svo, 5s. net.

HOMER.—THE ODYSSEY OF
HOMER. Done into English Verse. By
William .Morris. Crown Svo, 5s. net.

HORACE.—THE WORKS OF
HORACE, RENDERED INTO ENGLISH
PROSE. With Life, Introduction and Notes.

By William Coltts, .M.A. Crown Svo, 5s.

net.

LANG.—HOMER AND THE EPIC.
By Andrew Lang. Crown Svo, 9s. net.

LUCIAN. —T R ANSLATIONS
FROM LUCIAN. By Augusta M. Camp-
bell Davidson, M.A., Edin. Crown Svo,

5s. net.
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OGILVIE.—HORAE LATINAE : VIRGIL
Studies in Synonyms and Syntax. By the
late Robert Ogilvih, M.A., LL.D., H.M.
Chief Inspector of Schools for Scotland.
Edited by Alexander Souter, .M.A. With
a .Memoir by Joseph Ogilvie, M..A., LL.D.
8vo, 12,?. 6.'/. net.

R I C H.—A DICTIONARY OF
ROMAN AND GREEK ANTIQUITIES.
By A. Rich, B.A. With 2,000 Woodcuts.
Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

SOPHOCLES.—Translated into
English Verse. By Robert Whitelaw,
M.A., Assistant Master in Rugby School.
Crown 8vo, d.

THEOPHRASTUS. — THE
CHARACTERS OF THEOPHRASTUS :

a Translation, with Introduction. By Chas.
E. Bennett and William .\. Ham.mond,
Professors in Cornell University. Fcp. 8\o,

2s. 6rf. net.

TYRRELL.—DUBLIN TRANS-
LATIONS INTO GREEK AND LATIN
VERSE. Edited by R. Y. Tyrrell. 8vo,

6s.

THE POEMS OF VIRGIL.
Translated into English Prose by John
CoNiNGTON. Crown 8vo, 6s.

THE ^NEID OF VIRGIL.
Translated into English Verse by John
CONiNGTON. Crown 8vo, 6s.

THE ^NEIDS OF VIRGIL.
Done into English Verse. By William
Morris. Crown Svo, 5s. net.

THE .ENEID OF VIRGIL, freely
translated into English Blank Verse. By
W. J. Thornhill. Crown Svo, 6s. net.

THE ^NEID OF VIRGIL.
Translated into English Verse by James
Rhoades.

Books I. -VI. Crown Svo, 5s.

Books VII. -XII. C:o\vn Svo, 55.

THE ECLOGUI-:S AND GEOR-
GICS OF VIRGIL. Translated into
English Prose by J. W. Mackail, Fellow
of Balliol College, Oxford. 16mo, 5s.

WILKINS.—THE < ROWTH OF
THE HO.MERIC POEMS. By G. Wil-
kins. Svo, 6s.

Poetry and the Drama.

ARNOLD.—THE LIGHT OF THE
WORLD : or. The Great Consummation. By
Sir Edwin Arnold. With 14 Illustrations

after Holman Hunt. Crown Svo, 5?. net.

BELL (Mrs. Hugh).

CHAMBER COMEDIES: a Col-
lection of Plays and Monologues for the

Drawing Room. Ciown 8vo, 5s. net.

FAIRYTALE PI AYS, AND HOW
TO ACT THEM. With 91 Diagrams and
52 Illustrations. Crown Svo. 3s. net.

NURSERY COMEDIES: Twelve
Tiny Plays for Children. Fcp. Svo, Is. 6;/.

RUMPELSTILTZKIN : a Fairy
Play in Five Scenes (Characters. 7 .Male ;

1 Female). From ' Fairy Tale Plays and
How to Act Them ". With Illustrations,

Diagrams and .Music. Cr. Svo, sewed, %d.

COCHRANE. — COLLECTED
VERSES. By Alfred Cochrane, Author
of 'The Kestrel's Nest, and other Verses,'
' Leviore Plectro,' etc. With a Frontispiece

by H, J. Ford. Fcp. Svo, 5s. net.

DABNEY. — THE MUSICAL
BASIS OF VERSE : a ScientiHc Study of
the Principles of Poetic Composition. By J.

P. Dabney. Crown Svo, 6s. <od. net.

GRAVES.—CLYT.4^MNESTRA: A
TRAGEDY. By Arnold F. Graves. With
a Preface by Robert Y. Tvrreli,, Litt.D.

Crown Svo, 5s. net.

HITHER AND THITHER:
Songs and Verses. By the Author of 'Times
and Days,' etc. Fcp. Svo, Z)S.

INGELOW (Jean).

POETICAL WORKS. Complete
in One Volume. Crow n Svo, gilt top, 6s.

net.

LYRICAL AND OTHER POEMS.
Selected from the W^ritings of Jean
Ingelow. F'cp. Svo, 2s. ^d. cloth plain,

3s. cloth gilt.
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KENDALL.—POEMS OF HENRY
|

MORRIS (William)
CLARENCE KENDALL. With Memoir
by Frederick C. Kendall. Crown 8vo, 6s.

-continued.

Fcp.

LANG (Andrew).

GRASS OF PARNASSUS
8vo, 2s. 6(/. net.

THE BLUE POETRY BOOK.
Edited by Andrew Lang. With 100

Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt edges, 6s.

LECKY.—POEMS. By William
Edward Hartpole Leckv. Fcp. 8vo, 5s.

LYTTON (The Earl of), (Owen
Meredith).

THE WANDERER. Crown 8vo,

lOs. &d.

LUCILE. Crown 8vo, 10s. Qd.

SELECTED POEMS. Crown 8vo,

10s. 6rf.

MACAULAY. — LAYS OF
ANCIENT RO.ME. WITH ' IVRY ' AND
'THE ARMAD.W By Lord Macaulay.

Illustrated by G. Scharf. Fcp. 4to,

10s. 6rf.

Bijou
Edition. 18mo, 2s. &d. gilt top.

Popular
Edition. Fcp. 4to, Qd. sewed, Is cloth.

Illustrated by J. R. Weguelin.
Crown 8vo. 3s. net.

Annotated Edition,
sewed, Is. 6.f. cloth.

Fcp. 8vo, \s.

MacDONALD.—A BOOK OF
STRIFE, IN THE FORM OF THE DIARY
OF AN OLD SOUL : Poems. By George
MacDonald, LL.D. 18mo, 6s.

MORRIS (William).

POETICAL WORKS. Library
Edition. Complete in 11 volumes. Crown
8\o, price 5s. net each.

THE EARTHLY PARADISE.
4 vols. Crown Svo, 5s. net each.

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF
JASON. Crown Svo, 5s. net.

THE DEFENCE OF GUENE-
VERE, and other Poems. Crown Svo,

5s. net.

THE STORY OF SIGURD THE
volsung, and the fall of the
NIBLUNGS. Crown Svo, 5s. net.

POEMS BY THE WAY, AND
LOVE IS ENOUGH. Crown Svo, 5s.

net.

THE ODYSSEY OF HO.MER.
Done into English Verse. Crown Svo, 5s.

net.

THE ^NEIDS OF VIRGIL.
Done into English Verse. Crown Svo, 5s.

net.

THE TALE OF BEOWULF,
SOAIETIME KING OF THE FOLK OF
THE WEDERGEATS. Translated by
Willi A!vi Morris and A. J. Wvatt. Cr.
8vo, 5s. net.

Certain of the Poetical Works may also be
had in the followiug Editions :

—

THE EARTHLY PARADISE.
Popular Edition. 5 vols. I2mo,

25s. ; or 5s. each, sold separately.

The Same in Ten Parts, 255. ; or
2s. Qd. each sold separately.

Cheap Edition, in I vol. Crown
Svo, 6s. net.

POEMS BY THE WAY.
Crown Svo, 6s.

Square

THE DEFENCE OF GUENE-
VERE AND OTHER POEMS. Cheaper
Impression. Fcp. Svo, Is. %d. net.

=%* For .Mr. William Morris's other Works
see pp. 27, 28, 37 and 40.

MORS ET VICTORIA.
.Ss. net.

Cr. Svo,

*^* This is a drama in three acts, the scene
of which is laid in France shortly after

the massacre of St. Bartholomew.

MORTE ARTHUR.—An Allitera-
tive Poem of the Fourteenth Century.
Edited from the Thornton .MS., with Intro-

duction, Notes and Glossary. By Mary
.MACLEOD Banks, Fcp. Svo, 3s. 6(1

N E S B I T.—LAYS AND LE-
GENDS. By E. Nesbit (Mrs. Hubert
Bland). First Series. Crown Svo. 3s. %d.

Second Series. With Portrait. Cr. S\o, 5s.

RILEY. —OLD FASHIONED
ROSES: Poems. By James Whitcoaib
RiLEV. rimo, gilt top, 5s.

R O M A N E S.—A SELECTION
FRO.M THE POE.MS OF GEORGE JOHN
RO.MANES, .M..\., LL.D., F.R.S. With an
Introduction by T. Herbert Warren, Pre-

sident of Magdalen College, OxforH. Oowa
Svo, 4s. Qd.
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Poetry and the Drama—continued.

SAVAGE-ARMSTRONG.— BAL-
LADS OF DOWN. By G. F. Savage-
Armstrong, .M.A., D.Litt. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6(/.

SHAKESPEARE.
BOWDLER'S FAMILY SHAKE-
SPEARE. With 36 Woodcuts. 1 vol.
8vo, 145. Or in 6 vols. Fcp. 8vo, 21s.

THE SHAKESPEARE BIRTH-
DAY BOOK. By .Mary F. Dunbar.
32mo, Is. 6(/.

STEVENSON.—A CHILD'S GAR-
DEN OF VERSES. By Robert Louis
Stevenson. Fcp. 8vo, gilt top, 5s.

TREVELYAN.-CECILIA CON
ZAGA : a Drama. By R. C. Trevelyan.
Fcp. 8vo, 2s. &d. net.

WAGNER.—THE NIBELUNGEN
RING. Done into English Verse by
Reginald Rankin, B.A., of the Inner
Temple, Barrister-at-Lavv.

Vol. I. Rhine Gold, The Valkyrie.
Fcp. 8vo, gilt top, 4s. 6d.

Vol. II. Siegfried, The Twilight of
the Gods. Fcp. 8vo, gilt top, 4s. 6d.

Fiction, Humour, etc.

ANSTEY (F.).

VOCES POPULI. (Reprinted
from ' Punch '.)

First Series. With 20 Illustrations
by J. Bernard Partridge. Crown 8vo,
gilt top. 3s. net.

Second Series. With 25 Illustra-
tions by J. Bernard Partridge. Crown
8vo, gilt top, 3s. net.

THE MAN FROM BLANKLEY'S,
and other Sketches. (Reprinted from
'Punch'.) With 25 Illustrations by J.

Bernard Partridge. Crown 8vo, gilt

top, 3s. net.

BAILEY (H. C).

MY LADY OF ORANGE : a
Romance of the Netherlands in the Days
of Alva. With 8 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, iis.

KARL OF ERBACH : a Tale of
the Thirty Years' War. Crown 8vo, 6s.

THE MASTER OF GRAY : a Tale
of the Days of Mary Queen of Scots.

Crown 8vo, Qs.

BEACONSFIELD (The Earl of).

NOVELS AND TALES. Com-
plete in 11 vols Crown 8vo, Is. 6rf. each,

or in sets, 11 vols., gilt top, 15s. net.

Contarini Fleming

;

The Rise of Iskan-
der.

Vivian Grey.
The Young Duke

;

Count Alarcos : a
Tragedy.

Alroy

;

Ixion in

Heaven ; The In-

fernal Marriage

;

Popanilla.
Tancred.

NOVELS AND TALES
HUGHENDEN EDITION.
Portrai s and 11 Vignettes.
Crown 8vo, 425.

Sybil.
Henrietta Temple.
Venetia.
Coningsby.
Loth air.

Endymion.

THE
With 2

11 vols.

BOTTOME.—LIFE, THE INTER-
PRETER. By Phvllis Bottohe. Crown
8vo, 6s.

CHURCHILL.—SAVROLA: a
Tale of the Revolution in Laurania. By
Winston Spencer Churchill, M.P. Cr.
8vo, 6s.

CONVERSE.—LONG WILL : a
Tale of Wat Tyler and the Peasant Rising
in the Reign of Richard II. By Florence
Converse. With 6 Illustrations by Garth
Jones. Crown 8vo, 6s.

DAVENPORT.-BY THE RAM-
parts OF JEZREEL: a Romance of

Jehu, King of Israel. By Arnold Daven-
port. With Frontispiece by Lancelot
Speed. Crown 8vo, 6s.

DOUGALL.—BEGGARS ALL. By
L. Dougall. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6rf.

DOYLE (Sir A. Conan).

MICAH CLARKE: a Tale of Mon-
mouth's Rebellion. With 10 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, 3s. 6J.

THE REFUGEES: a Tale of the
Huguenots. With 25 Illustrations. Cr.

8vo, 3s. ecf.

THE STARK MLNRO LETTERS.
Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

THE CAPTAIN OF THE POLE-
STAR, and other Tales. Cr. 8vo, 3s. 6d,
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Fiction. Humour, etc.—continued.

DUNBAR.—THE SONS O' COR- j HAGGARD (H. Rider)—co;/^/7/«^rf.

MAC : Irish Legends. By Alois Dunbar.
With 8 Illustrations by Miss Luxmore. Cr.

8vo.

FARRAR (F. W., late Dean of
Canterbury).

DARKNESS AND DAWN : or,

Scenes in the Days of Nero. An Historic
Tale. Crown Svo, gilt top, 6s. net. i

GATHERING CLOUDS: a Tale
of the Days of St. Chrysostom. Crown
Svo, gilt top, 6s. net.

FOWLER (Edith H.).

THE YOUNG PRETENDERS.
A Story of Child Life. With 12 Illustra-

!

tions by Sir Philip Burne-Jones, Bart.

Crown Svo, 6s.

THE PROFESSOR'S CHIL-
DREN. With 24 Illustrations by Ethel
Kate Burgess. Crown Svo, 6s.

FRANCIS (M. E.)
\

CHRISTIAN THAL: a Story of!

Musical Life. Crown Svo, 6s.
;

FIANDER'S WIDOW. Crown
Svo, 6s.

YEOMAN FLEETWOOD.
Frontispiece. Crown Svo, 3s. net

PASTORALS OF DORSET
S Illustrations. Crov^n Svo, 6s.

With

With

THE MANOR FARM. With
Frontispiece by Claud C. du Prk Cooper.
Crown 8\o, 6s.

FROUDE.—THE TWO CHIEFS
OF DUNBOY: an Irish Romance of the
Last Century. By James A. Froude. Crown
Svo, 3s. M.

HAGGARD SIDE, THE: being;
Essays in Fiction. By the Author of ' Times

\

and Days,' 'Auto da Fe,' &c. Crown Svo,

HAGGARD (H. Rider).

ALLAN QUATERMAIN. With 31
Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. 6(/.

ALLAN'S WIFE. With 34 lUus-
trations. Crown Svo, 3s. 6^.

BEATRICE. With Frontispiece
and Vignette. Crov n Svo, 3s. 6d.

BLACK HEART AND WHITE
HEART, AND OTHER STORIES. With
33 Illustrations. Crown Svo. 3s. Qd.

CLEOPATRA. With 29 Illustra-
tions. Crown Svo. 3s. %d.

COLONEL QUARITCH, V.C.
With Frontispiece and Vignette. Crown
Svo, 3s. M.

DAWN. With
Crown Svo, 3s. %d.

16 Illustrations.

DR. THERNE. Cr. Svo, 35. Qd.

ERIC BRIGHTEYES. With 51
Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. &d.

HEART OF THE WORLD. With
15 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. M.

JOAN HASTE. With 20 Illustra-
tions. Crown Svo, 3s. &d.

LYSBETH. With 26 Illustrations.
Crown Svo, 6s.

MAIWA'S REVENGE.
Is. &d.

Crown Svo,

MONTEZUMA'S
With 24 Illustrations.

DAUGHTER.
Crown Svo, 3s. 6rf.

MR. MEESON'S WILL. With
16 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. %d.

NADA THE LILY. With 23 Il-

lustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. 6(f.

PEARL-MAIDEN : a Tale of the
Fall of Jerusalem. With 16 Illustrations.

Crown Svo, 6s.

SHE. With 32 Illustrations.
Svo, 3s. &d.

Cr.

STELLA FREGELIUS: a Tale of

Three Destinies. Crown Svo, 6s.

SWALLOW: a Tale of the Great
Trek. With S Illustrations. Crown Svo,

3s. &d.

THE PEOPLE OF THE xMlST.
With 16 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. 6t/.

THE WITCH'S HEAD. With 16
Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. &d.

HAGGARD AND LANG.—THE
WORLD'S DESIRE. By H. Rider Hag-
gard and Andrew Lang. With 27 Illus-

trations. Crown Svo, 3s. 6rf.
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Fiction, Humour, etc.—continued.

HARTE.—IN THE CARQUINEZ MASON AND LANG.—PARSON
WOODS By Bret Harte. Crown 8vo, KELLY. By A. E. W. .Mason and Andrew
35. 6(/. Lang. Crown Svo, 3.s. <od.

HOPE.—THE HEART OF PRIN-
CESS OSRA. By Anthony Hope. With
9 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. <od.

HOWARD.—THE FAILURE OF
SUCCESS. By Lady Mabel Howard.
Crown Svo, 6.s.

HUTCHINSON.—A FRIEND OF
NELSON. By Horace G. Hutchinson.
Crown Svo, 6s.

JEROME.—SKETCHES IN LA-
VENDER: BLUE AND GREEN. By
Jerome K.Jerome, Author of 'Three xMen
in a Boat,' etc. Crown Svo, 3s. 6rf.

JOYCE.—OLD CELTIC RO-
MANCES. Twelve of the most beautiful of
the Ancient Irish Romantic Tales. Trans-
lated from the Gaelic. By P. W'. Joyce,
LL.D. Crown Svo, 3s. 6^/.

LANG (Andrew).

A MONK OF FIFE: a Story of
the Days of Joan of Arc. With 13 Illus-

trations by Selwvn Image. Crown Svo,

3s. 6rf.

THE DISENTANGLERS. With
7 Full-page Illustrations by H. J. Ford.
Crown Svo, 6s.

LYALL (Edna).

THE HINDERERS. Crown Svo,
2s. U.

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A
SLANDER. Fcp. Svo, Is. sewed.

Presentation Edition. With 20 Illus-

trations by Lancelot Speed. Crown Svo,

2s. 6d. net.

DOREEN. The Story of a Singer.
Crown Svo, 6s.

WAYFARING MEN. Cr. Svo, 65.

HOPE THE HERMIT: a Ro-
mance of Borrowdale. Crown Svo, 6s.

MARCHMONT.—IN THE NAME
OF A WOMAN : a Romance. By Arthur
W. Marchmont. With 8 Illustrations.

Crown Svo, 6s.

MAX MULLER. — DEUTSCHE
LIEBE (GERMAN LOVE): Fragments
from the Papers of an Alien. Collected by
F. Max Muller. Translated from the
German by G. A. M. Cr. Svo, gilt top, 5s.

MELVILLE (G. J. Whyte).

The Gladiators.
The Interpreter.
Good for Nothing.
The Queen's Maries.

Holmby House.
Kate Coventry.
Digby Grand.
General Bounce.

Crown Svo, Is. 6d. each.

MERRIMAN. — FLOTSAM : a
Story of the Indian Mutiny. By Henry
Seton Merriman. With Frontispiece and
Vignette by H. G. Massey. Crown Svo,
3s. 6(^.

MORRIS (William).

THE SUNDERING FLOOD.
Svo, 7s. 6d.

Cr.

THE WATER OF THE WON-
DROUS ISLES. Crown Svo, 7s. 6rf.

THE WELL AT THE WORLD'S
END. 2 vols. Svo, 28s.

THE WOOD BEYOND THE
WORLD. Crown Svo, 6s net.

THE STORY OF THE GLITTER-
ING PLAIN, which has also been called

The Land of the Living Men, or the Acre
of the Undying. Square post Svo, 5s. net.

THE ROOTS OF THE MOUN-
TAINS, wherein is told somewhat of the

Lives of the Men of Burgdale, their

Friends, their Neighbours, their Foemen,
and their Fellows-in-Arms. Written in

Prose and Verse. Square crown Svo, Ss.

A TALE OF THE HOUSE OF
THE WOLFINGS, and all the Kindreds
of the Mark. Written in Prose and Verse.

Square crown Svo, 6s.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL,
AND A KING'S LESSON. 16mo, 2s. net.
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Fiction, Humour, etc.—continued.

MORRIS (William)—cGutinucd.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE: or,

An Epoch of Rest. Being some Chapters
from an Utopian Romance. Post 8vo,

Is. %d.

THE STORY OF GRETTIR THE
STRONG. Translated from the Icelandic

by EirIkr Magnusson and William
Morris. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

THREE NORTHERN LOVE
|

STORIES, AND OTHER TALES,
j

Translated from the Icelandic by EirIkr
Magnusson and William Morris. Cr.

]

8vo, 6s. net.

*J^ For Mr. William Morris's other Works,
see pp. 24, 37 and 48.

i

NEWMAN (Cardinal).

LOSS AND GAIN : the Story of a
Convert. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6rf.

CALLISTA: a Tale of the Third
Century. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6(f.

PHILLIPPS-WOLLEY. SNAP

:

a Legend of the Lone Mountain. By C.

Phillipps-Wollev. With 13 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, 3s. M.

PORTMAN. - STATION
STUDIES : being the Jottings of an African
Official. By Lionel Portman. Crown
8vo, 5s. net.

SEWELL (Elizabeth M.).

A Glimpse of the World. Amy Herbert.
Laneton Parsonage. Cleve Hall.

Margaret Percival. Gertrude.
Katharine Ashton. Home Life.

The Earl's Daughter. After Life.

The Experience of Life. Ursula. Ivors.

Crown 8vo, cloth plain, Is. 6rf. each. Cloth
extra, gilt edges. 2s. 6rf. each.

SHEEHAN.—LUKE DELMEGE.
By the Rev. P. A. Sheehan, D.D., Author
of • My New Curate '. Crown 8vo, 6s.

SOMERVILLE (E. CE.) AND
ROSS (Martin).

j

SOME EXPERIENCES OF AN
IRISH R.M. With 31 Illustrations by
E. CE. SoMEKViLLE. Crown 8vo, 6s.

ALL ON THE IRIbH SHORE:
Irish Sketches. With 10 Illustrations by
E. CE. Soherville. Crown 8vo, 6s.

THE REAL CHARLOTTE. Cr.
8vo, 3s. 6^/.

THE SILVER FOX. Crown 8vo,
3s. 6^/.

AN IRISH COUSIN. Cr. 8vo, 65.

STEVENSON (Robert Louis).

THH ST vANGE CASE OF DR.
JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE. Fcp. 8vo,

Is. sewed. Is. 6<f. cloth.

THE STRANGE CASE OF DR.
JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE: WITH
C:)THER FABLES. Crown 8vo, bound
in buckram, with gilt top, 5s. net.

' Silvtv Library ' Edition. Cr. 8vo,
3s. 6d.

MORE NEW ARABIAN NIGHTS
—THE DYNAMITER. By Robert
Louis Stevenson and Fanny van de
Grift Stevenson. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

THE WRONG BOX. By Robert
Louis Stevenson and Llovd Osbourne.
Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

SUTTNER.—LAY DOWN YOUR
AR.MS {Die Waffen Nicder): The Auto-
biography of Martha von Tilling. By
Bertha von Suttner. Translated by T.
Holmes. Crown 8vo, Is. Qd.

TROLLOPE (Anthony),

THE WARDEN
Is. %d.

Crown 8vo.

BARCHESTER TOWERS. Crown
8vo, Is. 6cf.

VAUGHAN.— OLD HENDRIK'S
TALES. By Captain Arthur O.Vaughan,
With 12 Full-page Illustrations by J. A.

Shepherd. Crown 8vo.

WALFORD (L. B.).

STAY-AT-HOMES. Cr. 8vo, 6s.

CHARLOTTE. Crown 8vo, 65.

ONE OF OURSELVES. Crown
8vo, 6s.

THE INTRUDERS. Cr. 8vo, 2s. 6rf.

LEDDY MARGET. Cr. 8vo, 2s. Qd.

IVA KILDARE: a Matrimonial
Problem. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6J.

MR. SMITH : a Part of his Life.

Crown 8vo, 2s. <6d.

THE BABY'S GRANDMOTHER.
Crown 8vo, 2s. &d.
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—

continued.

WALFORD (L. B.)—continued. WEYMAN (Stanley).

COUSINS. Crown 8vo, 2s. Qd.

TROUBLESOME DAUGHTERS.
Crown 8vo, 2s. 6(/.

PAULINE. Crown 8vo, 25. Qd.

DICK NETHERBY. Crown 8vo,
2s. 6rf.

THE HISTORY OF A WEEK.
Crown 8vo, 2s. Qd.

A STIFF-NECKED GENERA-
TION. Crown 8vo, 2s. ft/.

NAN, and other Stories.
2s. %d.

Cr. Svo,

THE MISCHIEF OF MONICA.
Crown Svo, 2s. 6rf.

THE ONE GOOD GUEST. Cr.
8vo, 2s. Qd.

'PLOUGHED' and other Stories.
Crown 8vo, 2s. fief.

THE MATCHMAKER.
2s. 6rf.

Cr. Svo,

WARD.—ONE POOR SCRUPLE.
By Mrs. Wilfrid Ward. Crown 8vo, 6s.

THE HOUSE OF THE WOLF.
With Frontispiece and Vignette. Crown
Svo, 3s. 6^/.

A GENTLEMAN OF FRANCE.
With Frontispiece and Vignette. Crown
Svo. 6s.

THE RED COCKADE. With
Frontispiece and Vignette. Crown Svo,

SHREWSBURY. With 24 Illus-

trations by Claude A. Shepperson.
Crown Svo, 6s.

SOPHIA. With Frontispiece. Cr.
Svo, 6s.

THE LONG NIGHT. A Story of
Geneva in 1602. Crown Svo, 6s.

YEATS (S. Levett).

THE CHEVALIER D'AURIAC-
Crown Svo, 3s. &d.

THE TRAITOR'S WAY.
Svo, 6s.

Crown

Y O X A L L. - THE ROMMANY
STONE. By J. H. Yoxall, M.P. Crown
Svo, 6s.

Popular Science (Natural History, etc.).

FURNEAUX (W.).

THE OUTDOOR WORLD: or, i

The Young Collector's Handbook. With
18 Plates (16 of which are coloured), and
549 Illustrations in the Text. Crown Svo,

gilt edges, 6s. net.

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS
(British). With 12 Coloured Plates and
241 Illustrations in the Text. Crown Svo,

gilt edges, 6s. net.

LIFE IN PONDS AND
STREAMS. With 8 Coloured Plates and
331 Illustrations in the Text. Crown Svo,

gilt edges, 6s. net.

THE SEA SHORE. With 8
Coloured Plates and 300 Illustrations in

the T«xt. Cr«wn Svo, 6s. net.

HARTWIG (George).

THE SEA AND ITS LIVING
WONDERS. With 12 Plates and 303

Woodcuts. Svo, gilt top, 7s. net.

THE TROPICAL WORLD. With
8 Plates and 172 Woodcuts. Svo, gilt top,

7s. net.

THE POLAR WORLD. With 3
Maps, 8 Plates and S5 Woodcuts. Svo,

gilt top, 7s. net.

THE SUBTERRANEAN WORLD.
With 3 Maps and SO Woodcuts. Svo, gilt

top, 7s. net.
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Popular Science (Natural History, etc.)—continued.

HELMHOLTZ.—POPULAR LEG- PROCTOR(Richard A.)—ro;//i;n/^rf.

TURES ON SCIENTIFIC SUBJECTS.
By Hermann von Helmholtz. Wkh PLEASANT WAYS IN SCIENCE.

Crown 8vo, 3s. M.Woodcuts,
each.

2 vols. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6rf.

HOFFMANN.—ALPINE FLORA:
For Tourists and Amateur Botanists. With
Text descriptive of the most widely distri-

buted and attractive Alpine Plants. By
Julius Hoffmann. Translated by E. S.

Barton (Mrs. A. Gepp). With 40 Plates

containing 250 Coloured Figures from Water-
Colour Sketches by Hermann Friese. 8vo.

7s. 6rf. net.

HUDSON (W. H.).

HAMPSHIRE DAYS. With 11

Plates and 36 Illustrations in the Text

from Drawings by Bryan Hook, etc. 8vo.

10s. %d. net.

BIRDS AND MAN.
Svo, 6s. net.

Large crown

NATURE IN DOWN LAND. With
12 Plates and 14 Illustrations in the Text
by A. D. .McCoRMiCK. Svo, 10s. 6rf. net

BRITISH BIRDS. With a Chap-
ter on Structure and Classification by
Frank E. Beddard, F.R.S. With 16

j

Plates (8 of which are Coloured), and over

100 Illustrations in the Text. Crown Svo. I

gilt edges, 6s. net.
j

NATURE STUDIES. By R. A.
Proctor, Grant Allen, A. Wilson, T.
Foster and E. Clodd. Crown Svo, 3s. M.

LEISURE READINGS. By R. A.
Proctor, E. Clodd, A. Wilson, T.
Foster and A. C. Ranvard. Crown Svo,
3s. 6rf.

*4=*Foj' Mr. Proctor's other books see pp. 16
and 35, and Messrs. Longmans & Co.'s Catalogue
of Scientific Works.

STANLEY.—A FAMILIAR HIS-
TORY OF BIRDS. By E. Stanley, D.D.,
formerly Bishop of Norwich. With 160
Illustrations. Cr. Svo, 3s. Qd.

WOOD (Rev. J. G.).

HOMES WITHOUT HANDS:

a

Description of the Habitations of Animals,
classed according to their Principle of
Construction. With 140 Illustrations.

Svo, gilt top, 7s. net.

INSECTS AT HO.ME: a Popular
Account of British Insects, their Structure,
Habits and Transformations. With 700
Illustrations. Svo, gilt top, 7s. net.

MILLAIS.—THE NATURAL HIS-
TORY OF THE BRITISH SURFACE
FEEDING-DUCKS. By John Guille
MiLLAis, F.Z.S., etc. With 6 Photogravures
and 66 Plates (41 in Colours) from Drawings
by the Author, Archibald Thorburn, and
from Photographs. Royal 4to, £6 6s.

PROCTOR (Richard A.).

LIGHT SCIENCE FOR LEISURL i

HOURS. Familiar Essays on Scientific
j

Subjects. Crown Svo, 3s. 6(Y.
I

INSECTS ABROAD: a Popular
Account of Foreign Insects, their Struc-
ture, Habits and Transformations. With
600 Illustrations. Svo, 7s. net.

OUT OF DOORS: a Selection of
Original Articles on Practical Natural
History. With 11 Illustrations. Crown
Svo, 3s. 6d.

PETLAND REVISITED. With 33
Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

ROUGH WAYS MADE SMOOTH.
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.
Crown Svo, 3s. 6rf.

STRANGE DWELLINGS: a De-
scription of the Habitations of Animals,
abridged from ' Homes without Hands '.

W ith 60 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.
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ANNUAL REGISTER (THE). A
Review of Public Events at Home and
Abroad, for the year 1902. 8vo, 18s.

Volumes of the Annual Register for the
years 1863-1901 can still be had. 18s. each.

CHARITIES REGISTER. THE
ANNUAL, AND DIGEST: being a
Classified Register of Charities in or
available in the -Metropolis. 8vo, 5s. net.

C HIS HOLM.—HANDBOOK OF
CO.MMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY. By
George G. Chisholm, .M.A., B.Sc.
Fellow of the Royal Geographical and
Statistical Societies. With 19 Folding-out i

Maps and numerous Maps in the Text.
8vo, 15s. net.

GWILT. - AN ENCYCLOP.^DIA
OF ARCHITECTURE. By Joseph Gwilt,
F.S.A. With 1.700 Engravings. Revised
(1888). with Alterations and Considerable
Additions by WvATT Papworth. 8vo,
21s. net.

LONGMANS' GAZETTEER OF
THE WORLD. Edited by George G.
Chisholm, .M.A., B.Sc. Imperial 8vo, 18s.

net cloth : 21s. half-morocco.

Mx^UNDER (Sa.muel).

BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY.
With Supplement brought down to 1889.

By Rev. James Wood. Fcp. 8vo, 6s.

Works of Reference.

MAUNDER (Sa.muel)—co/i^iKMrrf.

THE TREASURY OF BIBLE
KNOWLEDGE. By the Rev. J. Ayre,
M.A. With 5 Maps, 15 Plates, and 300
Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo, 6s.

TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE
AND LIBRARY OF REFERENCE.
Fcp. 8vo, 6s.

THE TREASURY OF BOTANY.
Edited by J. Li.ndley. F.R.S., and T.
Moore. F.L.S. With 274 Woodcuts and
20 Steel Plates. 2 vols. Fcp. 8vo, 12s.

RICH. A Dictionary of Roman and
Greek Antiquities. By A Rich, B.A. With
2,000 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

ROGET. -THESAURUS OF ENG-
LISH words and phrases. Classified

and Arranged so as to Facilitate the Ex-
pression of Ideas and assist in Literary
Composition. By Peter Mark Roget,
M.D., F.R.S. Recomposed throughout,
enlarged and improved, partly from the
Author's Notes, and with a full Index, by
the Author's Son, John Lewis Roget.
Crown 8vo, 9s. net.

WILLICH.—POPULAR TABLES
for giving information for ascertaining the
value of Lifehoid. Leasehold, and Church
Property, the Public Funds, etc. By
Charles M. Willich. Edited by H. Bence
Jones. Crown 8vo, 10s. 6rf.

Children's Books.

ADELBORG.— CLEAN PETER
AND THE CHILDREN OF GRUBBYLEA.
By Ottilia Adelhorg. Translated from
the Swedish by Mrs. Graham Wallas.
With 23 Coloured Plates. Oblong 4to,

boards, 3s. 6;/. net.

ALICK'S ADVENTURES.— By
G. R. With 8 Illustrations by John Hassall.
Crown 8vo, 3s. 6i/.

BOLD TURPIN : a Romance, as
Sung by Sam Weller. With 16 Illustrations

in Colour by L. D. L- Oblong 4to, boards.
6s.

BROWN.—THE BOOK OF
SAINTS AND FRIENDLY BEASTS. By
Abbie Farwell Brown. With 8 Illustra-

tions by Fanny Y. Cory. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6(/.

net.

CRAKE (Rev. A. D.).

EDWY THE FAIR: or, The First
Chronicle of ^Escendune. Crown 8vo,
silver top, 2s. net.

ALFGAR THE DANE: or, The
Second Chronicle of /Escendune. Crown
8vo, silver top, 2s. net.

THE RIVAL HEIRS: being the
Third and Last Chronicle of /Escendune.
Crown 8vo, silver top, 2s. net.

THE HOUSE OF WALDERNE.
A Tale of the Cloister and the Forest in

the Days of the Barons" Wars. Crown
8vo, silver top, 2s. net.

BRIAN FITZ-COUNT. A Story
of-i'.Wallingford Castle and Dorchester
Abbey. Crown 8vo, silver top, 2s. net.
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Children's Books—continued.

DENT.—IN SEARCH OF HOME:
a Story of East-End Waifs and Strays. By
Phyllis O. Dent. With a Frontispiece in

Colour by Hamel Lister. Crown 8vo, 3s. &d.

net.

HENTY (G. A.).—Edited by.

YULE LOGS: A Story-Book for

Boys. By Various Authors. With 61

Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt edges, 3s.

net.

YULE TIDE YARNS: a Story-
Book for Boys. By Various Authors.
With 45 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt

edges, 3s. net.

LANG (Andrew).—Edited by.

THE BLUE FAIRY BOOK. With
138 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt edges,

6s.

THE RbD FAIRY BOOK. With
100 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt edges, 6s.

THE GREE ^ FAIRY BOOK.
With 99 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt

edges, 6s.

THE GREY FAIRY BOOK. With
65 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt edges, 6s.

THE YELLOW FAIRY BOOK.
With 104 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt

edges, 6s.

THE PINK FAIRY BOOK. With
67 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt edges, 6s.

THE VIOLET FAIRY BOOK.
With 8 Coloured Plates and 54 other Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo, gilt edges, 6s.

THE CRIMSON FAIRY BOOK.
With 8 Coloured Plates and 43 other Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo, gilt edges, 6s.

THE BLUE POETRY BOOK.
With 100 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt

edges, 6s.

THE TRUE -TO Y BOOK. With
66 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt edges, 6s.

THE RED TRUE STORYBOOK.
With 100 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt

edges, 6s.

THE ANIMAL STORY BOOK.
With 67 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt

edges, 6s.

THE RED BOOK OF ANIMAL
STORIES. With 65 Illustrations. Crown
8yo, gilt edges, 6s.

LANG (Andrew) Edited by—cont.

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS EN-
TERTAINMENTS. With 66 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo, gilt edges, 6s.

THE BOOK OF ROMANCE. With
8 Coloured Plates and 44 other Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, gilt edges, 6s.

LYALL. — THE BURGES
LETTERS : a Record of Child Life in the
Sixties. By Edna Lyall. With Coloured
Frontispiece and 8 other Full-page Illustra-

tions by Walter S. Stacey. Crown 8vo,

2s. 6i/.

MEADE (L. T.).

DADDY'S BOY. With 8 lUustra-
tions. Crown 8vo, gilt edges, 3s. net.

DEB AND THE DUCHESS. With
7 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, gilt edges, 3s. net.

THE BERESFORD PRIZE. With
7 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, gilt edges, 3s. net.

THE HOUSE OF SURPRISES.
With 6 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt

edges, 3s. net.

PACKARD. -THE YOUNG ICE
WHALERS : a Tale for Boys. By Win-
throp Packard. With 16 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, 6s.

PENROSE.—CHUBBY: A NUI-
SANCE. By Mrs. Penrose. With 8 Illus-

trations by G. (j. Manton. Crown 8vo,

3s. 6^/.

PRAEGER (Rosamond).

THE ADVENTURES OF THE
THREE BOLD BABES : HECTOR,
HONORIA AND ALISANDER A Story
in Pictures. With 24 Coloured Plates and
24 Outline Pictures. Oblong 4to, 3s. 61;/.

THE FURTHER DOINGS OF
THE THREE BOLD BABES. With
24 Coloured Pictures and 24 Outline

Pictures. Oblong 4to, 3s. &d.

ROBERTS.—THE ADVENTURES
OF CAPTAIN JOHN SMITH: Captain of

Two Hundred and Fifty Horse, and some-
time President of Virginia. By E. P.

Roberts. With 17 Illustrations and 3 Maps.
Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

STEVENSO N.—A CHILD'S
GARDEN OF VERSES. By Robert
Louis Stevenson. Fcp. 8vo, gilt top, 5s.
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Children's Books—cunt'uiued.

UPTON (Florence K. and Bertha).

THE ADVENTURES OF TWO
DUTCH DOLLS AND A -GOLLI-
WOGG '. With 31 Coloured Plates and
numerous Illustrations in the Text. Ohlong
4to, 6s.

THE GOLLIWOGG'S BICYCLE
CLUB. With 31 Coloured Plates and
numerous Illustrations in the Text. Oblong
4to, 6s.

THE GOLLIWOGG AT THE
SEASIDE. With 31 Coloured Plates and
numerous Illustrations in the Text. Ob-
long 4to, 6s.

THE GOLLIWOGG IN WAR.
With 31 Coloured Plates. Oblong 4to, 6s.

UPTON (Florence K. and Bertha)
—cnntinned.

THE GOLLIWOGG'S POLAR
ADVENTURES. With 31 Coloured
Plates. Oblong 4to, 6s.

THE GOLLIWOGG'S AUTO-GO-
CART. With 31 Coloured Plates and
numerous Illustrations in the Text. Ob-
long 4to, 6s.

THE GOLLIWOGG'S AIR-SHIP.
With 30 Coloured Pictures and numerous
Illustrations in the Text. Oblong 4to, 6s.

THE GOLLIWOGG'S CIRCUS.
With 31 Coloured Pictures. Oblong 4to,
boards, 6s.

THE VEGE-VIEN'S REVENGE.
With 31 Coloured Plates and numerous
Illustrations in the Text. Oblong 4to, 6s.

THE SILVER LIBRARY.

Crown 8vo, 3s. Qd. each V^olume.

Arnold's (Sir Edwin) Seas and Lands. Buckle's (H. T.) History of Civilisation in
With 71 Illustrations. 3s. 6rf. England. 3 vols. 10s. ftf.

Bagehot's (W.) Biographical Studies. Churchill's (Winston S.) The Story of the
-^^ *"' Malakand Field Force, 1897. With 6

^ . . .., ^ . „ . ,
Alans and Plans. 3s. 6(/.

Bagehot s (W.) Economic Studies. 3s. 6(/.

Bagehot's (W.) Literary Studies. With Clodd's (E). Story of Creation : a Plain Ac-

Portrait. 3 vols., 3s. 6^f. each. count of Evolution. W ith 77 Illustrations.

Baker's (Sir S. W.) Eight Years in Ceylon.
With 6 Illustrations. 3s. 6(/.

Baker's (Sir S. N.) Rifle and Hound in
Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations. 3s. 61/.

Baring=Qould's (Rev. S.) Curious Myths
of the Middle Ages. 3s. &d.

Baring=Qould's (Rev. S.) Origin and De=
velopment of Religious Belief. 2 vols.

3s. 6(/. each.

Becker's (W. A.) Qallus : or, Roman Scenes
in the Time of Augustus. With 26 Illustra-

tions. 3s. 6rf.

Becker's (W. A.) Charicles : or. Illustrations

of the Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.
With 26 Illustrations. 3s. M.

Bent's (J. T.) The Ruined Cities of Ma-
shonaland. With 117 Illustrations. 3s. 6tf.

Brassey's (Lady) A Voyage in the 'Sun-
beam '. With 66 Illustrations. 3s. 6t/.

Conybeare (Rev. W. J.) and Howson's
(Very Rev. J. S. ) Life and Epistles of
St. Paul. With 46 Illustrations. 3s. 61/.

Dougall's (L.) Beggars All : a Novel. 3s. 6(/.

Doyle's (Sir A. Conan) Micah Clarke. A
Tale of Monmouth's Rebellion. With 10

Illustrations, 3s. 6(/.

Doyle's (Sir A. Conan) The Captain of the
Polestar, and other Tales. 3s. 6(/.

Doyle's (Sir A. Conan) The Refugees : A
Tale of the Huguenots. With 25 Illustra-

tions. 3s. 6(/.

Doyle's (Sir A. Conan) The Stark Munro
Letters. 3s. &d.

Froude's (J. A.) The History of England,
from the Fall of Wolsey to the Deteat of the

Spanish Armada. 12 vols. 3s. 6J. each.
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THE SILVER \A^YIX^\—continued.
Froude's (J. A.) The English in Ireland. Haggard's ( H. R.) Montezuma's Daughter

o i„ ifv_ nj \xr,tU •)= Ili...,....„i.; o, /^ j3 vols. lOs. 6.^ With 25 Illustrations. 3s. %d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Divorce of Catherine Haggard's (H. R.) Swallow : a Tale of the
of Aragon. 3s. Qd. Great Trek. With S Illustrations. 3s. M.

Froude's (J. A.) The Spanish Story of the Haggard's (H. R.) The Witch's Head.
Armada, and other Essays. 3s. 6if.

" '"
With 16 Illustrations. 3s. 6.Y.

Froude's (J. A.) English Seamen in the Haggard's (H. R.) Mr. Meeson's Will.
Sixteenth Century. 3s. Qd. With 16 Illustrations. 3s. 6;/.

Froude's (J. A.) Short Studies on Great Haggard's (H. R.)Nada the Lily. With23
Subjects. 4 vols. 3s. &d. each. Illustrations. 3s. &d.

Froude's (J. A.) Oceana, or England and Haggard's (H. R.) Dawn. With 16 Illustra-

Her Colonies. With 9 Illustrations. 3s. 6;/. tions. 3s. %d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Council of Trent. Haggard's (H. R.) The People of the Mist.

3^ g^ With 16 Illustrations. 3s. 6/.

Froude's (J. A.) The Life and Letters of Haggard's (H. R.) Joan Haste. With 20

Erasmus. 3s. Qd.

Froude's (J. A. ) Thomas Carlyle : a History
of his Life. 1795-1835. 2 vols. 7s. 1834-

1881. 2 vols. 7s.

Froude's (J. A.) Casar : a Sketch. 3s. %d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Two Chiefs of Dun =

boy : an Irish Romance of the Last Century.
3s. %d.

Froude's(J. A.) Writings, Selections from.
3s 6./.

Qleig's (Rev. G. R.) Life of the Duke of

Wellington. With Portrait. 3s. 6i.

Illustrations 3s. 6./.

Haggard (H. R.) and Lang's (A.) The
World's Desire. With 27 Illustrations.
3s. 6 /.

Harte's (Bret) In the Carquinez Woods
and other Stories. 3s. 6./.

Helmholtz's (Hermann von) Popular Lec=
tures on Scientific Subjects. W^ith 68
Illustrations. 2 vols. 3s. 6./. each.

Hope's (Anthony) The Heart of Princess
Osra. With 9 Illustrations. 3s. Qd.

Howitt's (W.) Visits to Remarkable
Places. With 80 Illustrations. 3s. &d.

Greville's(C. C. F.lJournal of the Reignsof
King George IV., King William IV., and Jefferies' (R.) The Story of My Heart : My
Queen Victoria. 8 vols. 35. &d. each.

Haggard's (H. R.) She: A History of Ad-
venture. With 32 Illustrations. 3s. &d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Allan Quatermain.
With 20 Illustrations. 3s. 6r/.

Autobiography. With Portrait. 3s. Qd.

Jefferies' (R. ) Field and Hedgerow. With
Portrait. 3s. 6i.

Jefferies' (R.) Red Deer. With 17 Illustra-

tions. 3s. 6(/.

Haggard's (H. R.) Colonel Quaritch, V.C: . .f^,.^^, .^ , yx;^^A ah^,^:^. o
a Tale of Country Life. With Frontispiece Jefferies (R. i Wood Magic : a

and Vignette "^^ '^^ '

Frontispiece and Vignette by E
6.1

Fable. With
by E. V. B. 3s. Qd.

Haggard's (H. R.) Cleopatra. With 29
Illustrations. 3s. Qd.

Haggard's (H. R.) Eric Brighteyes. With
51 Illustrations. 3s. 6^/.

Haggard's (H. R.) Beatrice. With Frontis-
piece and Vignette. 3s. 6if.

Haggard's (H. R.) Black Heart and White
Heart. With 33 Illustrations. 3s. 6rf.

Haggard's (H. R.) Allan's Wife. With 34

Illustrations. 3s. &d.

Haggard (H. R.) Heart of the World. With
15 Illustrations. 3s. 6^.

Jefferies' (R.) The Toilers of the Field.
With Portrait from the Bust in Salisbury
Cathedral. 3s. Qd.

Kaye (Sir J.) and Malleson's (Colonel)
History of the Indian Mutiny of 1857=8.
6 vols. 3s. %d. each.

Knight's (E. F.) The Cruise of the
* Alerte '

: the Narrative of a Search for
Treasure on the Desert Island of Trinidad.
With 2 Maps and 23 Illustrations. 3s. &d.

Knight's (E. F.) Where Three Empires
Meet : a Narrative of Recent Travel in

Kashmir. Western Tibet, Baltistan, Gilgit.

With a Map and 54 Illustrations. 3s. 6rf.
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THE SILVER \A^\tK\l\—continued.
Knight's (E. F.) The 'Falcon' on the Proctor's (R. A.) The Orbs Around Us.
Baltic: a Coasting Voyage from Hammer- 3.s. 6 /.

smith to Copenhagen in a Three-Ton Yacht
VV^ith Map and 11 Illustrations. 3s. 6rf. Proctor's (R. A,i The Expanse of Heaven.

3s. %d.

Kostlin's (J.
) Life of Luther. With 62 Proctor's (R. A. ) Light Science for Leisure

Illustrations and 4 Facsimiles of MSS. 3s. 6i. Hours. 3.s. 6;f.

Lang's (A.) Angling Sketches. With 20 Proctor's (R. A.) The Moon. 3s. 6.^.
Illustrations. 3;. 6:f.

Proctor's (R. A. ) Other Worlds than Ours.
3s. &d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Our Place among infini =

ties : a Series of Essays contrasting our
Lttle Abode in Space and Time with the

Infinities around us. 3s. %d.

Lang's (A.) Custom and Myth : Studies of
Early Usage and Belief. 3s. 6i.

Lang's (A.) Cock Lane and Common-
Sense. 3s. %d.

Lang's (A.) The Book of Dreams and r, .^ . /r» a . r»*i, c .. !,»« rk..-^
Ghosts 3s 6 /

Proctor's (R. A.) Other Suns than Ours.

I

3s. 6 /.

Lang's (A.) A Monk of Fife : a Story of the
j

Proctor's (R. A.) Rough Ways made
Days of Joan of Arc. With 13 Illustrations.
3s. %d.

Lang's (A.) Myth, Ritual, and Religion. 2
vols. 7s.

Lees (J. A.)andClutterbuck's(W. J.) B.C.
1887, A Ramble in British Columbia.
With Maps and 75 Illustrations. 3s. 6 /.

Levett= Yeats' ^S.)
D'Auriac. 3s. M.

The Chevalier

Macaulay's (Lord^ Complete Works. ' Al-
bany ' Edition. With 12 Portraits. 12 vols.

3s. 6rf. each.

Macaulay's (Lord) Essays and Lays of
Ancient Rome. etc. With Portrait and 4

Illustrations to the ' Lays '. 3s. %d.

Smooth. 3s. 6:f.

Proctor's (R. A.) Pleasant Ways in

Science. 3s. 6:Y.

Proctor's (R. A.) Myths and Marvels of

Astronomy. 3s. 6rf.

Proctor's (R. A.) Nature Studies. 3s. 6 /.

Proctor's (R. A.) Leisure Readings. By
R. A. Proctor, Edward Clodd Andrew
Wilson. Thomas Foster, and A. C. Ran-
vard. With Illustrations. 3s. 6:Y.

Rossetti's (M^ria F.) A Shadow of Dante.
3s. 6<f.

Smith's (R. Bosworth) Carthage and the
Carthaginians. With Maps, Plans, etc.

3s. %d.

\ Stanley's (Bishop) Familiar History of
Macleod's (H. D.) Elements of Banking.

|
Birds. With 160 Illustrations. 3s. 6^/.

Stephen's (Sir Leslie) The Playground of

Europe (The Alps). With 4 Illustrations.

3s. 6(/.

3s. U.

Marshman's (J. C.) Memoirs of Sir Henry
Havelock. 3s. 6 /

Mnsftn ^A F w 1 anH I ano-'e ^A i Pnrcnn Stevenson's (R. L.) The Strange Case of

'^^„**M./^op-.J^'
^"'' ^^"^ ^ (A )

Parson
^^^ ^^^ „ .^ . ^^,^^^ ^^p,^.

Kelly. 3s. ^d. Dr. Jekyll and
Fables. 3s. %d.

Merivale's (Dean) History of the Romans Stevenson (R. L.) and Osbourne's (LI.)
under the Empire. 8 vols. 3s. 6(/. each.

, y^g Wrong Box. 3s. M.

Merriman's (H. S.) Flotsam : a Tale of the Stevenson (Robert Louis) and Stevenson's
(Fanny van de Grift) More New Arabian
Nights.—The Dyniimiter. 3s. 6:/.

Trevelyan's (Sir Q. 0.)The Early History
of Charles James Fox. 3s. %d.

Weyman's (Stanley J.) The House of the
Wolf : a Romance. 3s. 6^/.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Petland Revisited.
With 33 Illustrations. 3s. 6<f.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Strange Dwellings.
With 60 Illustrations. 3s. <ad.

Phillipps=Wolley's (C) Snap : a Legend of ^ , ^ ,,, .u n
the Lone .Mountain. With 13 Illustrations. ' Wood's (Rev. J. Q.) Out of Doors. With U

Indian Mutiny. 3s. %d.

Mill's (J. S.) Political Economy. 3s. 6rf.

Mill's (J. S.) System of Logic. 3s. 6rf.

Milner's (Geo.) Country Pleasures : the
Chronicleof a Yearchiefly in a Garden. 3s. 6rf.

Nansen's (F.) The First Crossing of Green-
land. With 142 Illustrations and a .Map.

3s. 6^.

3s. M. Illustrations. 3s. 6cf.
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Cookery, Domestic Management, etc.

DE SALIS {Mvs.\—continued.

ENTREES X LA MODE.
ACTON. — MODERN COOKERY.
Bv Ei.iZA Acton. With 150 Woodcuts.
Fcp. 8vo, 4s. 6:f.

ANGWIN.—SIMPLE HINTS ON
CHOICE OF FOOD, with Tested and
Econom'cal Recipes. For Schools, Homes,
and Classes tor Technical Instruction. Bv
M. C. Angwin, Diplomate (First Cla>^s) o'f

the National Union for the Technical Train-
ing of Women, etc. Crown 8vo, Is.

ASHBY.—HEALTH IN THE NUR-
SERY. By Henry Ashbv, M.D.. F.R.C.P.,
Physician to the .Manchester Children's Hos-
pital. With 25 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 3s.

net.

BULL (Thomas, M.D.).

HINTS TO -MOTHERS ON THE
.MANAGE.MEXT OF THEIR HEALTH
DURING THE PERIOD OF PREG-
NANCY. Fcp. 8vo, sewed. Is. &d.: cloth,
gilt edges, 2s. net.

THE MATERNAL MANAGE-
MENT OF CHILDREN IN HEALTH
AND DISEASE. Fcp. 8vo, sewed. Is. &d.

;

cloth, gilt edges, 2s. net.

DE SALIS (Mrs.).

\ LA .MODE COOKERY: Up-to-
date Recipes. With 24 Plates (16 in

Colour). Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

CAKES AND CONFECTIONS X
LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo, Is. &d.

DOGS : A Manual for Amateurs.
Fcp. 8vo, Is. Qd.

DRESSEDGAME AND POU LTRY
X LA MODE. Fcp. Svo, Is. &d.

DRESSED VEGETABLES X LA
MODE. Fcp. 8vo, Is. 6(/.

DRINKS X LA MODE Fcp. Svo,
Is. M.

8vo. Is. 6./.

FLORAL DECORATIONS.
Svo, \s.%d.

Fcp.

Fcp.

GARDENING A LA MODE. Fcp.
Svo, Part I., Vegetables, Is. Qd. Part H.,
Fruits. Is. %d.

NATIONAL VIANDS X LA MODE,
Fcp. Svo, Is. 6.'f.

NEW-LAID EGGS. Fcp. Svo.
Is. M.

OYSTERS A LA MODE. Fcp.
Svo, Is. Qd.

PUDDINGS AND PASTRY A LA
MODE. Fcp. Svo, Is. 6(f.

SAVOURIES A LA MODE. Fcp.
Svo, Is. %d.

SOUPS AND DRESSED FISH A
LA MODE. Fcp. Svo, Is. 6^.

SWEETS AND SUPPER DISHES
\ LA MODE. Fcp. Svo, Is. 6(/.

TEMPTING DISHES FOR
SMALL INCOMES. Fcp. Svo, Is. &d.

WRINKLES AND NOTIONS FOR
EVERY HOUSEHOLD. Crown Svo,
Is. 6(/.

LEAR.—MAIGRE COOKERY. By
H. L. Sidney Lear. 16mo. 2s.

POOLE. — COOKERY FOR THE
DIABETIC. Bv W. H. and Mrs. Poole.
With Preface by Dr. Paw. Fcp. Svo, 2s. %d.

R O T H E R A M. — HOUSEHOLD
COOKERY RECIPES. By M. A. Rothe-
RA.M, First Class Diplomee, National Training
School of Cookery, London : Instructress to
the Bedfordshire County Council. Crown
Svo, 2s.

The Fine Arts and Music.

BURNE-JONES. — THE BEGIN- HAMLIN.—A TEXT-BOOK OF
NING OF THE WORLD: Twenty five THE HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE.
Pictures by Sir Edward Burne-Joxes, By A. D. F. Ha.mlin, A.AL With 229 Illus-
Bart. Medium 4to, Boards, 7s. 6^. net. trations. Crown Svo, 7s. M.

HAWEIS (Rev. H. R.).

MUSIC AND MORALS. With
Portrait of the Author. Crown Svo, 6s.

net.

MY MUSICAL LIFE. With Por-
trait of Richard Wagner and 3 Illustrations.
Crow n 8\o, 6s. net. »

BURNSAND COLENS C—
LIVING ANATOMY. By Cecil L. Blrns,
R.B.A., and Robert J. Colenso, M.A

,

M.D. 40 Plates, Hi by Si ins., each Plate
containing Two Figures—(a) A Natural Male
or Female Figure: (b) The same Figure
Anatomatised. In a Portfolio, Is. 6J. net.
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HUISH, HEA.D AND LONG-
MAN. SAMPLERS AN'D TAPESTRY
EMBROIDERIES. Bv Marcus B. Hlish,
LL.B. also ' The Stitchery of the «ame.' by
Mrs. Head: and Foreit^n Samolers,' by
Mrs. C. J. LoN'G.MAN. With 3D Reproduc-
tions in Colour, and 40 Illustrations in

Monochrome. 4to, £2 2.s. net.

HULLAH.—THE HISTORY OF
.MODERN' .MUSIC. By Joh.v Hullah.
8vo, 8s. &d.

MACFARREN.—LECTURES ON
HARMO.W. By Sir George A. Mac-
farren. 8vo, Vis.

M ATT H AY. —THE ACT OF
TOUCH IN ALL ITS DIVERSITY. An
Analysis and Synthesis of Pianoforte Tone
Production 'By Tobias Matthay, Fallow
and Professor of the Royal Academy of

.Music, London, etc. With 22 Illustrations.

Svo, 7s. &d.

JAMESON (Mrs. Anna). I,

SACRED AND LEGENDARY
ART. containing Legends of the Angels and
Archangels, the Evangelists, the Apostles,
the Doctors of the Church, St. .Mary
•Magdalene, the Patron Saints, the .Martyrs,
the Earlv Bishops, the Hermits, and tl-e

\Yarrior-S-iints of Christendom, as repre-
sented in the Fine Arts. With 19 Etchings
and 187 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo, 20s. net.

LEGENDS OF THE MONASTIC
ORDERS, as represented in tbe Fine
Arts, comprising the Benedictines and
Augustines, and Orders derived from their
Rules, the .Mendicant Orders, the Jesuits,
and the Order of the Visitatio t of St.
.Mary. With 1 1 Etchings and ' ' Wood-
cuts. 1 vol. Svo, 10s. net.

LEGENDS OF THE MADONNA,
OR BLESSED VIRGIN MARY. De-
votional with and without the Infant Jesus,
Historical from the .Annunciation to the
Assumption, as represented in Sacred
and Legendary Christian .Art. With 27
Etchings and 165 Woodcuts. 1 vol. Svo,
10s. net.

THE HISTORY OF OUR LORD,
as exemplified in Works of Art, with that

of His Types, St. John the Baptist, and
other per.sons of the Old and New Testa-
ment. Commenced by the late .Mrs.

Jameson ; continued and completed by
Lady Eastlake. With 31 Etchings and
281 Woodcuts. 2 vols. Svo, 20s. net.

KRISTELLER.—ANDREA MAN-
TEGNA. By Paul Kristeller. English
Edition by S. Arthur Strong, .M.A.,

Librarian to the House of Lords, and at

Chatsworth. With 26 Photogravure Plates
and 162 Illustrations in the Text, 4to. gilt

top, £3 10s. net.

MORRIS (WiLLIA.M).

ARCHITECTURE, INDUSTRY
.AND WEALTH. Collected Papers. Cr.

Svo, 6s. net.

HOPES AND FEARS FOR ART.
Five Lectures delivered in Birmingham,
London, etc., in 1878-1881. Cr. Svo, 4s. Qd.

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED AT
THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRIZES TO
STUDENTS OF THE BIR.MINGHAM
.MUNICIPAL SCHOOL OF ART ON
21sT FEBRUARY, 1894. Svo, 2s. 6J. net.

(Printed in ' Golden ' Type.)

SOME HINTS ON PATTERN-
DESIGNING: a Lecture delivered at the

Work ng .Men's College, London, on 10th

December, 1881. Svo, 2s. &d. net. {Printed

in.' Golden' Type.)

ARTS AND ITS PRODUCERS
(1888) AND THE ARTS AND CRAFTS
OF TO-DAY (1889). Svo, 2s. 6r/. net.

{Printed in ' Golden ' Type.)

ARTS AND CRAFTS ESSAYS.
By .Members of the Arts and Crafts
Exhibition Society. With a Preface by
Willia.m Morris. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d. net.

For Mr. William Morris'
see pp. 24, 27. 28 and 40.

other Works,

ROBERTSON.—OLD ENGLISH
SON(jS .and dances. Decorated in

Colour by W. Graha.m Robertson. Royal
4to, 42s. net.

S COTT.—PORTRAITURES OF
JULIUS C/ES.AR : a .Monograph. By
Frank Jesup Scott. With 38 Plates and
49 Figures in the Text. Imperial Svo,

21s. net.
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VANDERPOEL. -COLOUR PRO-
BLEMS ; a Practical Manual for the Lay
Student of Colour. By Emily Xoyes
Vanderpoei.. With 117 Plates in Colour.

Sq. 8vo, 21s. net.

VAN DYKE.—A TEXT-BOOK ON
THE HISTORY OF PAIXTING. By
John C. Van Dvke. With 110 Illustrations.

Crown Svo. 6^

WO TT ON.—THE ELEMENTS
OF ARCHITECTURE. Collected by
Henry Wotton. Kt., from the best Authors
and Examples. Royal 16mo. boards, lOs. 6.1

net.

WELLINGTON. — A DESCRIP-
TIVE AND HISTORICAL CATALOGUE
OF THE COLLECTION'S OF PICTURES
AND SCULPTURE AT APSLEY HOUSE,
LONDON. By Evelyn, Duchess of Wel-
lington. Illustrated by 52 Photo-Engravings,
specially executed by Braun, Clement &
Co., of Paris. 2 vols. Royal 4to, £6 6s. net.

WILLARD. — HISTORY OF
MODERN ITALIAN ART. By Ashton
ROLLLVS WiLLARD. Part I. Sculpture.
Part II. Painting. Part III. Architecture.
With Photogravure Front'spiece and
numerous full-page Illustrations. Svo. 21s.

net.

Miscellaneous and Critical Works.
AUTO DA F^ AND OTHER

;

EVANS.—THE ANCIENT STONE
Essays : some being Essays in Fiction
By the Author of ' Essays in Paradox ' and
' Exploded Ideas '. Cro\vn Svo, 5s.

BAGEHOT. — LITERARY
STUDIES. By Walter Bagehot. With
Portrait. 3 vols. Crown Svo, 3s. 6.^. each.

BARING -GOULD.—CURIOUS
MYTHS OF THE MIDDLE AGES. By
Rev. S. Baring-Gould. Crown Svo, 3s. 6r/.

B A Y N E S. — SHAKESPEARE
STUDIES, and other Essays. Bv the late

Thomas Spencer Bayne^;, LL.B., LL.D.
With a Biographical Preface by Professor
Lewis Campbell. Crown Svo, 7s. 6;/.

BONNELL. — CHARLOTTE
BRONT^, GEORGE ELIOT, JANE
AUSTEN : Studies in their Works. By
Henry H. Bonnell. Crown Svo, 7s. 6/.

net.

BOOTH.—THE DISCOVERY AND
DECIPHERMENT OF THE TRILING-
UAL CUNEIFOR.M INSCRIPTIONS. By
Arthur John Booth, M.A. With a Plan
of PersepoHs. Svo, 14s. net.

CHARITIES REGISTER, THE
ANNUAL, AND DIGEST: being a Clas-

sified Register of Charities in or available

in the Metropolis. Svo, 5s. net.

CHRISTIE. — SELECTED
ESSAYS. Bv Richard Copley Christie.
.M.A., Oxon. Hon. LL.D., Vict. With 2 Por-
traits and 3 other Illustrations. Svo, 12s.

net.

DICKINSON. — KING ARTHUR
IN CORNWALL. By W. Howship Dickin-
son. M.D. With 5 Illustrations. Crown
Svo, 4s. e.f.

ESSAYS IN PARADOX.
Author of ' Exploded Ideas ' and '

Days". Crown Svo. 5s.

By the
Times and

IMPLEMENTS, WEAPONS AND
ORNAMENTS OF GREAT BRITAIN.
By Sir John Evans, K.C.B. With 537 Illus-

trations. Svo, 10s. 6(/. net.

FITZWYGRAM.—HORSES AND
STABLES. By Lieut.-General St F. Fitz-
WYGRAM. Bart. With 56 pages of Illustra-

tions. Svo, 3s-. net.

FROST.—A MEDLEY BOOK. By
George Frost. Crown Svo, 3s. 6.f. net

GEIKIE.—THE VICAR AND HIS
FRIENDS. Reported by Cunningha.m
Geikie. D.D , LL.D. Crown Svo, 5s. net.

GILKES.—THE NEW REVOLU-
TION. By A. H. GiLKES, .Master of Dulwich
College. Fcp. Svo, Is. net.

I

HAGGARD (H. Rider).

!
A FARMER'S YEAR: being his

\
Commonplace Book for 189S. With 36
Illustrations. Crown Svo, 7s. M. net.

I RURAL ENGLAND. With 23

j

Agricultural Maps and 56 Illustrations from
I Photographs. 2 vols.. Svo. 36s. net.

HARVEY-BROOKS.- MAR-
RIAGE AND M.^RRIAGES: Before and
After, for Young and Old. By E. C. Harvey-
Brooks. Crown Svo, 4s. net.

HODGSON.—OUTCAST ESSAYS
AND VERSE TRANSLATIONS. By
Shadworth H. Hodgson. Crown Svo,

Ss. %d.

HOENIG. — INOUIRFES CON-
CERNING THE TACTICS OF THE

I FUTURE. By Fritz Hoenig. With 1

Sketch in the text and 5 Maps. Translated

by Captain H. M. Bower. Svo, 15:. net.

HUTCHINSON.-DREAMS AND
I THEIR MEANINGS. By Horace G.

Hutchinson. Svo. gilt top, 9s. 6r/, net.
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With 53 Illustrations
8vo, 10s. &d. net.

JEFFERIES (Richard).

FIELD AND HEDGEROW : With
Portrait. Crown 8vo, 35. 6t/.

THE STORY OF MY HEART ;|

my Autobiography. Crown 8vo, 3s. &d.
j

RED DEER. With 17 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo, 3s. 6(/. ,

THE TOILERS OF THE FIELD.
Crown 8vo, 3s. 6^/.

WOOD MAGIC : a Fable. Crown
8vo, 3s. Qd.

JEKYLL (Gertrude).

HOME AND GARDEN : Notes and
Thoughts, Practical and Critical, of a
Worker in both.
from Photographs

WOOD AND GARDEN: Notes and
Thoughts, Practical and Critical, of a
Working Amateur. With 71 Photographs.
Svo, 10s. 6i/. net.

OLD WEST SURREY : Some Re-
collections. With numerous Illustrations
from Photographs by the Author. Svo.

JOHNSON (J. & J. H.).

THE PATENTEE'S MANUAL: a
Treatise on the Law and Practice of
Letters Patent. Svo, 10s. &d.

AN EPITOME OF THE LAW
AND PRACTICE COxNNECTED WITH
PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS, with a
reprint of the Patents Acts of 1883, 1885,

1886 and 1888. Crown Svo, 2s. 6rf.

JOYCE. —THE ORIGIN AND
HISTORY OF IRISH NAMES OF
PLACES. By P. W. Joyce, LL.D. 2 vols.

Crown Svo, 5s. each.

LANG (Andrew).

LETTERS TO DEAD AUTHORS.
Fcp. Svo, 2s. 6;/. net.

BOOKS AND BOOKMEN. With
2 Coloured Plates and 17 Illustrations.

Fcp. Svo, 2s. &d. net.

OLD FRIENDS. Fcp. Svo, 2s. 6^/.

net.

LETTERS ON LITERATURE.
Fcp. Svo, 2s. Qd. net.

ESSAYS IN LITTLE. With Por-
trait of the Author. Crown Svo, 2s. 6.^.

COCK LANE AND COMMON-
SENSE. Crown Svo, 3s. 6^/.

THE BOOK OF DREAxMS AND
GHOSTS. Crown Svo, 3s. 6rf.

MATTHEWS. — NOTES ON
SPEECH-MAKING. Bv B anoer Mat-
thews Fcp. Svo, Is. 6^. net.

MAX MULLER (The Right Hon. F.)

COLLECTED WORKS. 20 vols.
Vols. I.-XIX. Crown Svo, r>s. each. Vol.
XX., 7s. &d. net.

Vol. I. Natural Religion : the
GifFord Lectures, 1888.

Vol. II. Physical Religion : the
Gifford Lectures, 1890.

Vol. III. Anthropological Re-
ligion: the Gifford Lectures, 1891.

Vol. IV. Theosophy ; or, Psycho-
logical Religion : the Gifford Lectures, 1892.

CHIPS FROM A GERMAN
WORKSHOP.
V^ol. V. Recent Essays and Ad-
dresses.

Vol. VI. Biographical Essays.
Vol. VII. Essays on Language and
Literature.

Vol. VIII. Essays on Mythology
and Folk-lore.

\'ol. IX. The Origin and Growth
OF Religion, as Illustrated by the Re-
ligions of India : the Hibbert Lectures,
1878.

Vol. X. Biographies of Words,
AND THE HO.ME OF THE ArVAS.

Vols. XL, XII. The Science of
Language : Founded on Lectures de-
livered at the Royal Institution in 1861
and 1863. 2 vols. 10s.

Vol. XIII. India: What can it

Teach Us?
Vol. XIV. Introduction to the
Science of Religion. Four Lectures,
1870.

Vol. XV. RAMAKi?/SHA'A : his Life
and Sayings.

Vol. XVI. Three Lectures on the
Vedanta Philosophy, 1894.

Vol. XVII. Last Essays. First
Series. Essays on Language, Folk-lore,
etc.

Vol. XVIII. Last Essays. Second
Series. Essays on the Science of Religion.

Vol. XIX. The Silesian Horse-
herd ('Das PferdebiJrla )

: Questions of
the Hour answered by F. Max iMcller.
Translated by Oscar A. Fechter, Mayor
of North Jakima, U.S.A. With a Preface
by J. EsTLiN Carpenter.

*^(.* This is a translation of a work which was
published some years back in Germany, but
which is now for the first time translated into
English. It consists of a controversy on re-

ligion carried on between Professor Max
Miiller and an unknown correspondent in
A merica.

Vol. XX. The Six Systems of
Indian Philosophy. Crown Svo, 7j. %d.

net.
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M I LNER.—COUNTRY PLEAS-
URES: the Chronicle of a Year chiefly in a

,

Garden. By George Milner. Crown 8vo,

MORRIS.—SIGNS OF CHANGE.'
Seven Lectures delivfred on various Occa-
sions. By William Morris. Post 8vo,

4s. 6(/.

PARKER AND UNWIN. — THE
ART OF BUILDING A HOME: a Collec-

tion of Lectures and Illustrations. By Barry
Parker and Raymond Unwin. With 68

Full-page Plates. 8vo, 10s. 6d. net.

POLLOCK.—JANE AUSTEN : her
Contemporaries and Herself. By Walter
Herries Pollock. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. net.

POORE (George Vivian, M.D.).

ESSAYS ON RURAL HYGIENE.
With 13 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 6s. 6d.

THE DWELLING HOUSE. With
36 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 3s. Qd.

THE EARTH IN RELATION TO
THE PRESERVATION AND DES-
TRUCTION OF CONTAGIA: being the

Milroy Lectures delivered at the Royal
College of Physicians in 1899, to-.-ether

with other Papers on Sanitation. With 13

Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 5s.

COLONIAL AND CAMP SANI-
TATION. With II Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 2s. net.

ROSSETTL—A SHADOW OF
DANTE : being an Essay towards studying

Himself, his World and his Pilgrimage. By
Maria Francesca Rossetti. Crown 8vo,

3s. 6i/.

SERIA LUDO. By a Dilettante.
Post 4to, 5s. net.

*^" Sketches and Verses, mainly reprinted

from the St. James's Gazette.

S H A DW E L L. DRINK : TEM-
PERANCE AND LEGISLATION. By
Arthur Shadvvell. M.A., M.D. Crown
8vo, 5s. net.

SOULSBY (Lucy H. M.).

STRAY THOUGHTS ON READ-
ING. Fcp. 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. net : limp
leather, gilt edges, 3s. 6./. net.

STRAY THOUGHTS FOR GIRLS.
Fcp. 8vo, cloth, 2s. Qd. net. ; limp leather,

gilt edges, 3s. 6rf. net.

*i* Copies of the Original Edition can still

be had. 16;no, Is. M. net.

STRAY THOUGHTS FOR
MOTHERS AND TEACHERS. Fcp.
8vo, cloth. 2s. 6(f. net. ; limp leather, gilt

edges, 3s. &d. net.

25,000—2/04.

SOULSBY I
Lucy H. U.)—continued.

STRAY THOUGHTS ON CHAR- '

ACTER. Fcp. Svo, cloth, 2s. 6(f. net. ;

limp leather, gilt edges, 3s. 6rf. net.

STRAY THOUGHTS FOR IN-
VALIDS. ISmo, 2s. net.

SOUTHEY.—THE CORRESPON-
DENCE OF ROBERT SOUTHEY WITH
CAROLINE BOWLES. Edited by Ed-
ward DOWDEN. 8vo, 14s.

STEVENS.—ON THE STOWAGE
OF SHIPS AND THEIR CARGOES.
With Information regarding Freights, Char-
ter-Parties, etc. By Robert White Ste-
vens. 8vo. 21s.

THUILLIER. — THE PRIN-
CIPLES OF LAND DEFENCE, AND
THEIR APPLICATION TO THE CON-
DITIONS OF TO-DAY. By Captain H. F.
Thuillier, R.E. With Maps and Plans
8vo, 12s. &d. net.

TURNER AND SUTHERLAND.
-THE DEVELOPMENT OF AUS-
TRALIAN LITERATURE. By Henry
Gyles Turner and Alexander Suther-
land. With Portraits and Illustrations
Crown 8vo, 5s.

WARD. PROBLEMS AND PER-
SONS. By Wilfrid Ward, Author of 'The
Lite and Times of Cardinal Wiseman,' &c.
Svo, I4s. net.

Contents.—The Time Spirit of the Nine-
teenth Century—The Rigidity of Rome—Un-
changing Dogma and Changeful Man^—Balfour's
'The Foundations of Belief—Candour in Bio-
graphy—Tennyson—Thomas Henry Huxley —
Two Mottoes of Cardinal Newman—Newman
and Rnean—Some Aspects of the Life-work of
Cardinal Wiseman—The Life of .Mrs. Augustus
Craven.

WEATHER S.—A PRACTICAL
GUIDE TO GARDEN PLANTS. By John
Weathers, F.R.H.S. With 159 Diagrams
8vo, 2Is. net.

WINSTON.—MEMOIRS OF A
CHILD. By Annie Steger Winston.
Fcp. Svo, 2s. &d. net.

Contents—1. The Child and the Child's Earth.
—II. People.— III. The Garden and a few Re-
lated Things.— IV. Divers Delights.—V. The
Child and 'The Creatures '.—VI. Playthings.—
VII. Portable Property.—VIII. Pomps and
Vanities.— IX. Social Divertisements.—X. Con-
duct and Kindred Matters.—XI. Dreams and
Reveries.—XII. Bugt ears.—XIII. Handicraft.
—XIV. School, Slightly Considered. — XV.
Books. — XVI. Language.— XVII. Random
Reflections.—Conclusion.
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